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INTRODUCTION 

INTO THE FEYWILD 
(2--? ~ 

HIS D UNGEONS & D RAGONS ADVE NTURE 

<X begins in a world of your choosing- per
haps a world of your own creation- then 

~ ventures into the Feywild. Also known as 
the Plane of Faerie, the Feywild is a place 

of wonder and whimsy ruled by unfettered emotion. 
Before running this adventure, please read the "Fey
wild" section in the Dungeon Master's Guide, as it 
contains useful information about this dusky, fantas
tic plane of exis te nce. 

The informa tion in this book is intended for the 
DM's eyes only. If you're planning to play through 
the adventure with someone else as your DM, stop 
reading nowl 

ADVENTURE SUMMARY 
The main a ntagonists of this s tory are three hags 
who collectively form the Hourglass Coven, which is 
described in appendix B. These hags are the adop
tive sisters of lggwilv, a powerful figure from D&D's 
past a nd a key player in the adventure's unfolding 
drama. Using an a rtifact called lggwilv's Cauldron, 
the hags have trapped an a rchfey named Zybilna 
in tempora l s tasis and carved up her fey domain 
among them. This domain is called Prismeer. To 
e nter it. the cha racters mus t fi rs t vis it the Witch
light Carnival, which travels across the Material 
Plane and appears on the cha racte rs' world once 
every eight years. The carnival owners a re a pair of 
s hada r-ka i (elves native to the Shadowfell) named 
Mis te r Witch and Mister Light, who can help or hin
der the cha racte rs' efforts to reach Prismeer. 

One of the many novelties of this adventure is tha t 
the cha racters can accomplish their goa ls without 
resorting to violence-but only if they're clever. They 
can fight their way through the adventure as well , 
but the odds won't a lways be in thei r favor. 

ADVENTURE STRUCTURE 

The cha racters a re drawn into the adventure by one 
of two adventure hooks. You choose which hook to 
use. Both hooks a re described in "Beginning the 
Adventu re," la ter in this int roduction. 

Chapter I describes the Witchl ight Carnival. 
Hidden somewhere in the carniva l is a fey crossing 
to the domain of Prismeer, but the trick to ope ning 
1his porta l is known only to the carniva l's shada r-ka i 
owne rs, Mis ter Witch and Mis ter Light. 

I NTRODUCTION I INTO THH FEYWJLD 
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Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe the carved-up do
main of Prismeer, which the hags of the Hourglass 
Coven have usurped and split into thirds. The cha r
acters can move between these splinte r-realms only 
if they have the right fey guides to help them. 

Chapter 5 describes the Palace of Heart's Desire, 
where the archfey Zybilna and her court a re frozen 
in time by the magic of Iggwilv's Cauldron. The pal
ace is where the characters need to go if they hope 
to thwart the Hourglass Coven by freeing Zybilna or 
destroying the cauldron. 

The book concludes with several a ppendices 
wherein you'll find rules for new magic items, stat 
blocks for new creatures, and other goodies. At the 
end of the book is a Story Tracker you can use to 
keep track of s tory developments as they occur. Ad
vice on how to use the Story Tracker appears later 
in this introduction. 

CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT 

The adventure assumes that the characters start 
at 1st level. 1f your players are more interested in 
exploration and social interaction than combat, or if 
you want to make the characters' Feywild excurs ion 
less dangerous, have them s tart at 3rd level ins tead. 
Advancement is ha ndled the same way regardless. 

In this adventure, the cha racters receive experi
ence points for achieving miles tones rather than 
defeating monsters: 

Entering a Hag's Realm. Whenever the charac
ters enter a hag's realm (Hither, Thither, or Yon) 
for the firs t time, everyone in the pa rty receives 
enough XP to advance I level. For example, when 
the cha racters leave the Witch light Ca rniva l a nd 
arrive in Hither for the first time, they gain a level. 

Encountering a Hag. After the cha racters encoun
ter a hag of the Hourglass Coven for the first time, 
everyone in the pa rty who survives the e ncounter 
receives enough XP to adva nce 1 level. 

Freeing Zybilna. If the characters free Zybilna from 
tempora l s tasis or destroy Iggwilv's Cauldron, 
everyone in the party receives enough XP to ad
vance 1 level. 

If you follow this method of cha racter advance
ment, cha racters who s ta rt the adventure at 1s t level 
might reach 8 th level by the adventure's conclus ion. 

-



RUNNING THE ADVENTURE 
To run the adventure. you need the fifth edition core 
rulebooks (Player 's Handbook, Dungeon Master's 
Guide, and Mons ter Manual). 

Text that appears in a box like this is meant to be 

read aloud or paraphrased for the players when their 

characters first arrive at a location or under a specific 

circumstance, as described in the text. 

The Monster Manual contains s ta t blocks for most 
of the creatures encountered in this adventure. 
When a creature's name appea rs in bold type, that's 
a visua l cue pointing you to its stat block as a way 
of saying, "Hey, DM, you'd better get this creature's 
stat block ready. You're going to need it." If the s tat 
block is not from the Monster Manual, the adve n
ture's text tells you where to find it. 

Spells and equipment mentioned in the adventure 
are described in the Player's Handbook. Magic 
items are described in the Dungeon Master's 
Guide unless the adventure's text directs you to 
appendix A. 

USING THE MAPS 

This book contains a fold-out, double-sided poster 
map and several interior maps . These elements a re 
further described in the sections that follow. 

POSTER MAP 

The adventure le ts you know when it's safe to 
show your players either side of the double-sided 
poster map. 

One side of the poster map shows the Witch light 
Carnival and a Time Tracker, to help you track the 
passage of time as the characters explore the car
nival. Certain carnival events occur only when the 
Time Tracker reaches a certain point. Though it's 
not necessary, your group can place tokens or m in
iatures on the map to keep track of where the char
acters are in the carnival at any given time. 

The reverse side of the poster map s hows the 
Feywild domain of Prismeer, now divided into three 
splinter-realms called Hither, Thither, and Yon. 
Lodged between them is the Palace of Heart's De
sire-the home of Pris meer's a rchfey ruler, Zybilna. 
This s ide of the map is meant to be shared with the 
players once the characters reach the palace, from 
where they can look out over the whole doma in. 
OM-friendly vers ions of this map appear in chapters 
2, 3. a nd 4, to help you track the par ty's progress 
through Pris meer·s s plinter-realms. 

EIGHT AND THREE 

As you run The Wild Beyond 1he Wi1chlight, look for 
ways to bring the numbers eight and three to the fore. 
For example, characters who take a long rest in the fey 
domain of Prismeer might, without fall , be awakened 
by three songbirds at the end of the eighth hour. 

The number eight is symbolically important, as this 
adventure plays with the themes of time and nostalgia. 
The numeral 8 resembles an hourglass, which mea
sures the passage of time, and looks like the symbol 
for infinity (oo) turned on Its side. Hidden within the 
numeral 8 itself is the numeral 3. In the D&D mul
tiverse, there exists the Rule ofThree, which states 
that events of cosmic consequence often manifest in 
threes. Time, for instance, has a past, present, and 
future. The Hourglass Coven has three members. The 
fey domain of Prismeer 1s divided into three splin
ter-realms, which adventurers explore with the help of 
three guides. 

Hidden within the adventure are numerous other 
mentions of the numbers eight and three. Can you 
find them all? 

I NT ERIOR MAP S 

Maps that appear in this book are for your eyes only. 
As the cha racte rs explore locations on a give n map. 
you can redraw portions of the map on graph paper, 
a wet-erase mat. or a nother s urface to help your 
players vis ua lize locations that might have unusual 
sha pes or features. Your ha nd-drawn maps need 
not be fa ithful to the or iginals , a nd you can a lter a 
map's features as you see fit. or do your maps need 
to be pains takingly rendered. You can omit deta ils 
tha t a re not readily visible (such as secret doors a nd 
other hidden features) until the characters a re able 
to detect and interact with the m. 

Slopes and Staircases. An a rrow on a slope or 
s ta ircase a lways points in the ascending d irection. 

LAN DMARKS NOTTO SCALE 

The poster map of Prismeer and the interior maps 
of Hither. Thither, and Yon show important la nd
ma rks that a re described in the text. These la nd
ma rks are not drawn to scale. 

USING THE ST ORY TRACKER 

This adventure uses a Story Tracker, a copy of 
which is included at the back of chis book. The Story 
Tracker is a note-kee ping tool to help you remember 
important in formation about the characters and 
their accomplishments. 

At va rious times in the adventure, you will be ad
vised to jot down information on the Story Tracker, 
as events that happen in ea rl ier chapters can give 
characters an advantage in la1er chapters. The S tory 
Tracker also a llows you to record imporcant details. 
For example, if a character fa lls under a curse, not
ing the s pecifics of the curse on the S tory Tracker 
might remind you of the effect. 
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UNICORN HORN 

A lost unicorn horn plays an important part in the 
adventure. Its location is determined randomly by 
rolling on the Unicorn Horn's Location table. Once 
you determine where the horn is, record its location 
on the Story Tracker. 

The horn belongs to a unicorn named Elidon, who 
was captured and transformed into a rocking horse 
by the Hourglass Coven. For more information 
about Elidon, see area L6 in chapter 3. 

UNICORN HORN'S LOCATION 

d8 Location 

Offered for sale at Trinket, Bauble, and Charm's in 

Downfall (see area D10 in chapter 2) 

2 Hidden among the coals under Bavlorna's caul

dron (see area Dl 8 in chapter 2) 

3 Stolen by Will of the Feywild and kept in Little Oak 

(see "Encounters in Thither" in chapter 3) 

4 Hidden in one of the cupboards of Loom lurch 

(see area LlO in chapter 3) 

S In the possession of Archillus the peryton (see 

"Fey Beacons" in chapter 4) 

6 In the possession of Skylla the warlock (see area 

Mll in chapter 4) 

7 In the possession of Shon the librarian (see area 
P28 in chapter S) 

8 Tucked in a wooden chest by lggrik the quasit (see 
area PSl in chapter S) 
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TIPS FOR NEW DUNGEON MASTERS 

Most of this book is for the DM's eyes only, since 
it's full of secrets that your players won't discover 
until you run the adventure for them. That said, the 
adventure contains a lot of information that can be 
shared with the players at specific times, as dis
cussed below. 

NEW CHARACTER OPTIONS 

During character creation, you can allow your play
ers to read the new backgrounds and race options 
that appear in this introduction, if you're comfort
able with allowing these options in your game. 

MAGIC ITEM DESCRIPTIONS 

When the characters acquire a new magic item and 
figure out what it does (see "Identifying a Magic 
Item" in the Dungeon Master's Guide), give that 
item's description to the players. 

STATISTICS 

Creature stat blocks should be kept hidden from the 
players until circumstances warrant otherwise, as 
discussed below. 

Armor Class. When characters make attacks 
against a creature, you compare those attacks to 
the creature's Armor Class to determine whether 
the attacks hit. After a certain number of hits and 
misses, players can usually pinpoint a creature's AC 
on their own. However, in the interest of speeding 
up combat, you can divulge a creature's AC once the 
characters have hit the creature at least once, allow
ing players to know without asking if attacks made 
against the creature hit or miss. 

Hit Points. It's better not to tell players how many 
hit points a creature has. However, you can give the 
players a sense of how well they're doing against 
the creature by describing, in narrative terms, bow 
hurt the creature is. For example, if the creature 
has fewer than half its hit points remaining, you 
can describe it as being badly wounded or on the 
ropes. Such information gives the players a sense of 
accomplishment and might spur them to press the 
attack. On the other hand, if the characters aren't 
putting much of a dent in the creature's hit points , 
either because it has a lot of them or it has a trait 
such as Regeneration, it's a good idea to let the play
ers know that the creature looks like it can take a 
lot more punishment. That information alone might 
encourage the players to consider a change of plan, 
such as a tactical retreat. 

Damage. Players need you to tell them how much 
damage their characters take and what type of dam
age it is. Whenever the adventure presents damage 
that is variable, it shows the average damage first, 
followed by a die expression in parentheses, like 
this: 10 (3d6). You decide whether to use the average 



or roll the dice. Using average damage speeds up 
play, but it might feel less exciting, and players can 
take advantage of its predictability. Roll ing the dice 
takes more lime but can yield more volatile results. 
In the interest of fai rness, commit to one approach 
or the other for the duration of an encounter or 
game session. 

Abilities, Strengths, and Weaknesses. As their 
characters fight a creatu re, players expect to learn 
more about the creature's strengths , weaknesses , 
and abilities. It's okay to sha re such information 
with them as it becomes apparent. For example, you 
can describe a creature's wounds clos ing up when it 
regenerates. 

Characters don't need to fight a creature to know 
certain facts about it. For example, a character who 
has the Witch light hand background a nd chose a 
sprite for a carnival companion would know a lot 
about sprites, including their ability to turn invisible. 
Similarly, if a character intu its that a treant, being 
a creature made of wood, has vulnerability to fi re 
damage, jus t smile fa intly and say, "That's a reason
able hypothesis ." If the treant takes double damage 
from a fireball spell, be sure to let players know how 
badly the fire hurt it. 

Don't be a fraid to dole out information to charac
ters who have the applicable knowledge. If you're 
not sure whether the characters possess such 
knowledge, have them make an Intell igence check 
(see the Dungeon Master's Guide for more guidance 
about ability checks), and share the information if 
one or more characters succeed on the check. 

DICE ROLLS 

Many DMs like to roll their dice in the open, for all 
the players to see, to maintain transparency. Other 
DMs prefer to roll dice behind a screen to maintain 
suspense. Either approach is fine . 

Even DMs who conceal their dice rolls might 
divulge certa in results. For example, when a crea
ture scores a critical hit against a character, it's 
cus tomary to let the player know that their character 
just took a particularly nasty hit before revealing 
how much damage was dealt. 

It's okay to ask one of your players to make a die 
roll for you. For example, if you plan to use one of 
this adventure's random encounters, you can have a 
player roll to determine what the characters encoun
ter, rather than making the roll yourself. 

STORY INFORMATION 
Important information that doesn't appear in 
boxed text is usua lly communicated to players 
through role playing. As the DM, you roleplay a ll 
the creatures that the characters encounter in the 
adventure. Many of the OM-controlled creatures 
(also called nonplayer characters , or NPCs) in this 

MAKING MISTAKES 

Dungeon Masters are fall ible, just like everyone else, 
and even the most experienced DMs make mistakes. 
If you overlook, forget, or misrepresent something, 
correct yourself and move on. This is a big adventure 
with lots of interconnecting elements; no one expects 
you to internalize or memorize every aspect of It. As 
long as your players are having fun , everything will be 
just fine. 

adventu re know information tha t the cha racters can 
lea rn through inquiry. The adventure outlines the 
most likely circumstances under which a creature 
will share what it knows, 

The adventure describes impor tant creatures in 
detail. while creatures of little consequence get no 
more than a passing refere nce. As s uch, you have 
enough information to bring important creatures to 
life, but not so much that it becomes a chore to re
member all the deta ils . The adventure seldom goes 
so far as to describe what a creature sounds like. 
nor does it reveal everything that a creature might 
say or do. You're expected to improvise and bring 
creatures to life as best you can. For example, the 
adventure describes Mis ter Light (one of the owners 
of the Witch light Carnival) as a flamboyant figu re, 
but you get to decide what his voice sounds like and 
how he reacts to a given situation, based on what 
the adventure says about him. You can also ignore 
what the text says a nd roleplay Mister Light or any 
other creature as you see fit. 

Roleplayin/1 Aids. Appendix B contains informa
tion that will help you roleplay a hand ful of import• 
ant OM-controlled characters whose actions propel 
and shape the narrative of the adventure. The cards 
in appendix D serve much the same purpose but 
are optiona l; they provide roleplaying notes for sev
eral other colorful cha racters who aren't as pivotal. 
You can photocopy these cards. cut them out. and 
keep them in a handy stack behind your DM screen, 
sor ted a lphabetically or grouped by chapter. (The 
latter option works better if you expect the current 
game session to focus entirely on one chapter of the 
adventure.) 

FEYWILD TRINKETS 
The Feywild Trinkets table that fo llows offers a se
lection of trinkets appropriate for FeY'vi ld-themed 
adventures such as this one. Players whose cha rac
ters have the feylost or Witchlight hand background 
can roll on th is table ins tead of the Trinkets table in 
the Player's Handbook to dete rmine what trinkets 
their characters possess . The advent ure includes a 
few encounters that require you 10 roll on the table 
to de termine what random trinkets the cha racters 
fi nd in key loca tions. 
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FEYWILD TRINKETS 

dlOO Trinket dlOO Trinket 

01 Cookie cutter shaped like a unicorn 33 Pumpkin cupcake that magically regenerates itself 

02 Two yew rings linked together in its paper cup each day at dawn 

03 Silver hand mirror with a nymph-shaped handle 34 Fake Three-Dragon Ante card depicting a faerie 

04 Painted wooden key whose teeth change configu- dragon 

ration every day at dawn 35 Teacup made from a varnished mushroom cap 

OS Delicate silver cameo with pictures of twin chi I- that magically keeps its liquid contents lukewarm 

dren opposite one another 36 Rock that Aoats and is small enough to hide in 

06 Golden pendant charm shaped like a leprechaun your closed fist 

07 nny wooden box containing a croquet set sized 37 Tiny bottle filled with rainwater collected from the 

for p1x1es or sprites Feywild 

08 Tiny pair of sharp, iron scissors 38 Opalescent conch shell that laughs when you hold 

09 Chess piece shaped like a dancing satyr wearing a it to your ear 

bishop's hat and clutching a gnarled staff 39 Vial of viscous liquid labeled "Fomorian spit. Do 

10 Saltshaker shaped like a wizard's tower not drink!" 

40 Wax candle that roars and crackles like a bonfire 11 Crystal orb that allows an elf who holds it to sleep 
while lit 

12 Pendant that shows the phases of the moon 
41 Potted daffodil that sways when near a source of 

13 Large iron fingernail 
music 

14 Tiny electrum whistle that only Fey can hear 
42 8-ounce, glass wine bottle that magically reas-

15 Wooden jigsaw puzzle piece as big as a saucer, 
sembles itself 1 minute after being broken 

with a painted image of a jug on it 
43 Tiny wooden sylph figurehead from a model ship 

16 Spool of glistening silver thread 
44 Tiny pumpkin-shaped cauldron carved out of bog 

17 Sheet of music that goblins find upsetting when 
oak 

they hear it played or sung 
45 Bar of soap that smells like something memorable 

18 Rotten ogre's tooth with the Elvish glyph for 
from your childhood 

"moon" etched into it 
46 Piece of orange parchment folded to look like a 

19 Vitrified eye of a displacer beast knight astride a unicorn 
20 Tiny duskwood coffin containing the ashes of a 

47 Tinted glasses so dark that they can't be seen 
troll through 

21 Old invitation to a banquet in the Summer Court, 48 8-inch-long glass ant figurine 
written in ink on vellum in Sylvan 

49 Piece of parchment bearing a child's drawing of 
22 Gossamer shawl that glows faintly in moonlight an oni 
23 Ball-and-cup toy that plays a short, victorious jin-

50 Tiny hourglass without sand in it 
gle whenever the ball lands in the cup 

51 Empty vial with corked ends at the top and bot-
24 Sprite's skull covered in ink fingerprints 

tom 
25 Silver fork with the outer tines bent sideways 

52 Pair of green leprechaun boots tied together by 
26 A soot-stained sock in which a nugget of coal their laces 

magica lly appears each day at dawn 
53 Smoking pipe made from a tree root 

27 Tiny wooden stool (sized for a pixie or sprite) that 
54 Red cap that droops down to one's shoulders 

gives splinters to those who hold it 
when worn 

28 Tiny clockwork dragonfly that slowly beats its 
55 Mask that helps you remember your dreams if you 

wings (but can't Ay) when wound up 
wear it while you sleep 

29 Toy unicorn made of wood, painted with bright 
56 Notebook that shows what's written on it only 

colors 
when held upside down 

30 Pixie plushie that sings when you squeeze it 
57 Wooden top with four sides, each bearing the im-

31 1-inch-square painting of a sleeping elf 
age of child enjoying a different season 

32 Thimble that helps you daydream when worn 
58 Tiny beehive wig made for sprites or pixies 
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dlOO Trinket 

59 Wooden mouse figurine that squeaks when held 

60 Stuffed oni doll with a creepy smile and one miss

ing eye 

61 Empty bag labeled "Candy" 

62 Tinted glass monocle that makes things look 

green 

63 Black executioner's hood sized for a pixie or sprite 

64 Piano key carved from a satyr's horn 

65 Tiny wooden lute with cat hairs for strings 

66 Iron needle with an eye that refuses to let thread 

pass through it 

67 Tiny sundial that casts a shadow only in moon

light 

68 Wooden pan flute that attracts harmless local 

fauna when played 

69 Silvered pinecone 

70 Flask of spectral glowworms that change color to 

reflect the mood of the fl ask's holder 

71 Wooden apple painted blue 

72 Tuning fork that sounds the tone for the F key 

73 Nunchaku sized for a pixie or sprite 

74 Copper coin with a smiling satyr's face on one 

side and a satyr's skull on the other 

75 Severed chicken's foot attached to a leather cord 

76 Collection of baby teeth in a tiny wooden box 

dlOO Trinket 

77 Pinwheel whirligig that spins even when there's 

no wind 

78 Child's parasol covered in moss and leaves 

79 Wooden magnifying glass missing Its lens 

80 Glossy mushroom with a red, bell-shaped cap 

that jingles when shook 

81 Pouch of seeds that smell like home 

82 Petrified robin's egg 

83 Wooden spoon with a hole 1n the center 

84 Paper wasp nest in a jar 

85 Sprig of rosemary wrapped with ribbon at one end 

86 Tiny, unfurnished dollhouse sized for a pixie child 

87 Paintbrush made entirely of ceramic-even the 

bristles 

88 Candlestick whose candlelight looks like a tiny, 

dancing fairy made of fi re 

89 Spectacle frames in the shape of butterfly wings 

90 Set of false wooden teeth 

91 Tiny book of fairytales 

92 Rucksack in which one potato magically appears 

each day at dawn 

93 Pixie 's winter jacket lined with fox fur 

94 Tasseled wine charm shaped like a sprite 

95 Weak magnetic wand 

96 100-sided die the size of a plum, cut from coal 

97 Glass slipper, missing its mate 

98 Tiny dreamcatcher 

99 Barbell sized for a pixie or sprite 

100 Music box that plays a sprightly tune you remem

ber from your childhood 

BACKGROUNDS 
This section describes two backgrounds available to 
characte rs who participa te in this adventure: feylost 
and Witchlight hand. 

fEY LOST 

You grew up in the Feywild after disappearing 
from your home plane as a child. Perhaps you were 
spirited away by kindly Fey who thought you were 
destined for great th ings. Perhaps you s tu mbled 
through a fey crossing by cha nce during a twilight 
s troll in the woods. Perhaps you were kidnapped by 
evil Fey but escaped from their clutches. Whatever 
the manner of your disappearance, you gradually 
fell under the Feywild's spell and learned a liule 
about the nature of the mercuria l trickste rs that 
dwell there. 
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When you finally returned to your home plane, 

you did not come back unchanged. You are haunted 
by the fact that the Feywild-a mirror world hidden 
behind a mere twist of perception- is only a hair·s 
breadth away. Although your memories of the Fey
wild grow fainter with each passing day, your heart 
swells with a mixture of fear and joy at the prospect 
of one day venturing back to the Plane of Faerie
your home away from home. 

Skill Proficiencies: Deception, Survival 
Tool Proficiencies: One type of musical instrument 
Languages: One of your choice of Elvish. Gnomish, 

Goblin, or Sylvan 
Equipment: A musical instrument (one of your 

choice). a set of traveler·s clothes, three trinkets 
(each determined by rolling on the Feywild Trin
kets table), and a pouch containing 8 gp 

FEY MARK 
You were transformed in some small way by your 
stay in the Feywild and gained a fey mark, deter
mined by rolling on the Fey Mark table. 

FEY MARK 

d8 Fey Mark 

Your eyes swirl with iridescent colors. 

2 You have a sweet scent, like that of nectar or 
honey. 

3 You have long whiskers like those of a cat. 

4 Your ears are covered with soft tufts offur. 

5 Your skin sparkles in moonlight. 

6 Flowers either bloom or wilt (your choice) in your 

presence. 

7 Your hair is made of vines or brambles and grows 

back to normal length within 1 hour of being cut. 

8 You have a tail like that of a dog or another 

animal. 

fEYWILD VISITOR 

Whenever you're sound asleep or in a deep trance 
during a long rest, a spirit of the Feywild might 
pay you a visit, if the OM wishes it. Determine the 
spiri1's form by rolling on the Feywild Visitor table. 
No harm ever comes to you as a result of such vis
its, which can last for minutes or hours, and you 
remember each visit when you wake up. Conversa
tions that occur with a visitor can contain any num
ber of things, from messages and insights to non
sense and red herrings, at the DM's discretion. Such 
conversations are always conducted in a language 
you can unders tand, even if the Feywild visitor can't 
speak that la nguage normally. 
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FEYWI LD VISITOR 

d8 Visitor 

Awakened creature (a Beast or an ordinary plant 

that has had the awaken spell cast on it) 

2 Centaur 

3 Dryad 

4 Faerie dragon 

5 Pixie 

6 Satyr 

7 Sprite 

8 Unicorn 



FEATURE: fEYWILD CONNECTION 

Your ma nneris ms and knowledge of fey customs are 
recognized by natives of the Feywild, who see you 
as one of their own. Because of this, friend ly Fey 
creatures are inclined to come to your aid if you are 
lost or need help in the Feywild. 

WITCHLIGHT HAND 

You crept into the Witch light Carnival as a ch ild 
or youth and never looked back, earning a place 
among those who work behind the scenes to keep 
the carnival in bus iness. As a hand , you work hard 
and party hard . The carnival has borne you to many 
fantastic worlds, circling back around to your home 
world once every eight years, but you know almost 
nothing about these worlds because you spend a ll 
your time in the carnival. You know the other hands 
well, but the carnival's owners- Mister Witch a nd 
Mister Light- remain mysterious to you even after 
a ll these years. 

Maybe you joined the carnival to escape a disma l 
life at home, or maybe you were enchanted by the 
idea: of vis iting new places or the dream of becom
ing one of the carnival's star attractions. Now that 
you're older, carniva l life has lost some of its appeal. 
The daily routine has grown tedious, the cyclical 
nature of the carnival's journey monotonous. The 
carnival no longer fills your heart with a sense of 
wonder. Perhaps greater adventures await you be
yond the carnival's gates. 

Skill Proficiencies: Performance, Sleight of Hand 
Tool Proficiencies: Disguise kit or one type of mus i-

cal ins trument 
Languages: One of your choice 
Equipment: A disguise kit or a musical ins trume nt 

of your choice, a deck of cards, a carnival uni form 
or costume, one trinket (determined by rolling 
on the Feywild Trinkets table), and a pouch con
taining 8 gp 

CARNIVAL COMPANION 

Over the years, you have earned the friendship of 
another carnival fixture. Roll a d8 and cons ult the 
Carnival Companion table to de termine whom or 
what you've befriended, or you can choose an option 
that you like. Work with your OM to flesh out this 
friendship. This companion hangs a round you while 
you're in the ca rnival, but it won't volunta rily leave 
the carnival. 

The OM can use the Witchlight hand stat block 
in chapter 1 to represent hands, performers, and 
animal tra iners who serve as carnival companions. 
Statis tics for the other companions appear in the 
Monster Manual. 

CARNIVAL COMPANION 

d8 Companion 

1 Old, cantankerous Witchhght hand 

2 Young, 1mpress1onable Witchlight hand 

3 Performer (such as an acrobat. a clown. or a 

musician) 

4 Ret ired performer 

5 Seasoned animal trainer 

6 Old blink dog 

7 Cheery sprite 

8 Harmless, magical wisp ofhght (no stat block 

required) that has a flying speed of 30 feet. can 

hover, and sheds bright light In a 5-foot radius 

and d im light for an additional 5 feet 

FEATURE: CARNIVAL FIXTURE 

The Witch light Carnival provides you with free. 
modest lodging and food. In addition. you may wan
der about the carnival and parta ke of its many won
ders at no cost to you. provided you don't disrupt its 
shows or cause a ny other trouble. 
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RACES 
All the character races presented in the Player's 
Handbook are well suited for this adventure, as a re 
fairies and harengons (both presented below). 

If you allow players to create fairy or harengon 
characters for this adventure, they should assume 
that their characters a re from the same world as the 
other player characters a nd have never set foot in 
the Feywild despite their fey heritage. 

CREATING YOUR CHARACTER 

At 1st level. you choose whether your character is a 
member of the human race or of a fantastical race. 
If you select a fantastical race such as the fairy or 
the harengon in this section, follow these additional 
rules during character creation. 

ABILITY SCORE IN CREASES 

When determining your character's abi lity scores, 
increase one score by 2 and increase a different 
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score by 1, or increase three different scores by 1. 
Follow this rule regardless of the method you use to 
determine the scores, such as rolling or point buy. 
The "Quick Build" section for your character's class 
offers suggestions on which scores to increase. You 
can follow those suggestions or ignore them, but 
you can't raise any of your scores above 20. 

LANGUAGES 

Your character can speak, read, and write Common 
and one other language that you and your DM agree 
is appropriate for the character. The Player's Hand
book offers a list of languages to choose from. The 
DM is free to modify that list for a campaign. 

CREATURE TYPE 

Every creature in D&D, including each player char
acter, has a special tag in the rules that identifies 
the type of creature they are. Most player characters 
are of the Humanoid type. A race in this chapter 
tells you what your character's creature type is. 

Here's a lis t of the game's creature types in al
phabetical order: Aberration, Beast, Celestial, 
Construct, Dragon, Elemental , Fey, Fiend, Giant, 
Humanoid, Monstrosity, Ooze, Plant, Undead. 
These types don't have rules themselves, but some 
rules in the game a ffect creatures of certain types in 
different ways. For example, the cure wounds spell 
doesn't work on a Construct or an Undead. 

LIFE SPAN 

The typical life span of a player character in the 
D&D multiverse is about a century, assuming the 
character doesn't meet a violent end on an adven
ture. Members of some races, such as dwarves and 
elves, can live for centuries. Fairies and harengons, 
however, have a life span of about a century. 

HEIGHT AND WEIGHT 
Player characters, regardless of race, typically fall 
into the same ranges of height and weight that hu
mans have in our world. If you'd like to determine 
your character's height or weight randomly, consult 
the Random Height and Weight table in the Player's 
Handbook, and choose the row in the table that best 
represents the build you imagine for your character. 

FAIRY 

The Feywild is home to many fantastic peoples, 
including fairies. Fairies are a wee folk, but not 
nearly as much so as their pixie and sprite friends. 
The firs t fairies spoke Elvish, Goblin, or Sylvan, and 
encounters with human vis itors prompted ma ny of 
them to learn Common as well. 

Infused with the magic of the Feywild, most fa ir
ies look like Small e lves with insectile wings, but 
each fairy has a special physical characteris tic that 
sets the fa iry apart. For your fa iry, roll on the Fey 



Characteris tics table or choose an option from it. 
You're a lso free to come up with your own char
acte ris tic if none of the suggestions be low fit your 
cha racter. 

FEY CHARACTERISTICS 

d8 Characteristic 

1 Your wings are like those of a bird. 

2 You have shimmering, multicolored skin. 

3 You have exceptionally large ears. 

4 A glittering mist constantly surrounds you. 

s You have a small spectral horn on your forehead, 

like a little unicorn horn. 

6 Your legs are insectile. 

7 You smell like fresh brownies. 

g A noticeable, harmless chill surrounds you. 

FA IRY TRAITS 
As a fa iry, you have the following racia l traits. 

Creature Type. You are a Fey. 
Size. You are Small. 
Speed. Your walking s peed is 30 fee t. 
Fairy Magic. You know the druidcraft cantrip. 
Starting at 3rd level, you can cast the faerie fire 

spell with this trait. Starting at 5th leve l, you can 
also cast the enlarge/reduce spell with this trait. 
Once you cast faerie fire or enlarge/ reduce with this 
tra it , you can't cast that spell with it again until you 
finis h a long rest. You can a lso cast either of those 
spells using any spell s lots you have of the appro
priate level. 

Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma is your s pell
casting ability for these spells when you cas t them 
with this tra it (choose when you select this race). 

Flight. Because of your wings, you have a fly
ing speed equal to your walking speed. You can't 
use this flying speed if you're wearing medium or 
heavy a rmor. 

HARENGON 

Harengons originated in the Feywild, where they 
spoke Sylvan and embodied the spirit of freedom 
and trave l. In time, these rabbitfolk hopped into 
other worlds, bringing the fey realm's exuberance 
with them a nd learning new languages as they went. 

Harengons a re bipedal, with the characte ris tic 
long feet of the rabbits they resemble a nd fur in a 
variety of colors . They sha re the keen senses and 
powerful legs of leporine creatures and a re full 
of energy, like a wound-up spring. Harengons a re 
blessed with a little fey luck, and they often find 
themselves a few fortunate feet away from dangers 

f during adventures. 

I 
X 

H ARENGON T RAITS 
As a harengon. you have the following racia l tra its . 

Creature Typ e. You a re a Huma noid. 
Siz e. You a re Medium or S ma ll. You choose the 

size when you select th is race. 
Speed. Your walking speed is 30 feet. 
Hare-Trigger. You ca n add your proficiency bonus 

to your initiative rolls. 
Leporine Senses. You have proficiency in the Per

ception skill. 
Lucky Footwork. When you fail a Dexterity sa v

ing throw, you can use your reaclion to roll a d4 and 
add it to the save, potentia lly turning the failure into 
a success. You can"t use this reaction if you're prone 
or your speed is 0. 

Rabbit Hop. As a bonus action, you can jump a 
number of feet equal to five times your proficiency 
bonus, without provoking opportunity attacks. You 
can use th is tra it only if your speed is greate r tha n 
0. You ca n use it a number of times equal to your 
proficiency bonus , and you regain all expended uses 
when you finis h a long rest. 
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CHARACTER TRAITS 
As the players choose backgrounds for their char
acters, they can use the following tables to he lp 
determine their characters' personality traits, ide
als, bonds, and flaws. Players can use these tables 
instead of the ones that appear in the Player's Hand

book. or they can mix and match them. If a rolled 
result doesn't make sense for a character, the player 
can roll again or choose a more appropriate entry 
on the table . 

These tables, while optional, are well suited to 
Feywild-themed adventures and are ideal for any 
character who has the feylost or Witch light hand 
background. 

PERSONALITY TRAITS 

d8 Trait 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

IDEALS 

I'm haunted by fey laughter that only I can hear, 

though I know it's just my mind playing tricks on 

me. 

Like a nomad, I can't settle down in one place for 

very long. 

Good music makes me weep like a baby. 

Wherever I go, I try to bring a little of the warmth 

and tranquility of home with me. 

I have never lost my childlike sense of wonder. 

When I have a new idea, I get wildly excited about 

it unt il I come up with another, better idea. 

I live by my own set of weird and wonderful rules. 

I can' t bring myself to trust most adults. 

d8 Ideal 

Friendship. I never leave a friend behind. (Good) 

2 Empathy. No creature should be made to suffer. 

(Good) 

3 Wanderlust. I prefer to take the less traveled path. 

(Chaotic) 

4 Changeability. Change is good, which is why I live 

by an ever-changing set of rules. (Chaotic) 

S Honor. A deal is a deal, and I would never break 

one. {Lawful) 

6 Rule ofThree. Everything in the multiverse hap• 

pens in threes. I see the "rule of three" every

where. (Lawful) 

7 Obsession. I won't let go of a grudge. (Evil) 

8 Greed. I will do whatever it takes to get what I 

want, regardless of the harm it might cause. {Evil) 
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BONDS 

d8 Bond 

I would never break my word. 

2 I find magic in all its forms to be compelling. The 

more magical a place, the more I am drawn to it. 

3 I do what I can to protect the natural world . 

4 A trusted friend is the most important thing in the 

multiverse to me. 

S I can't bring myself to harm a Fey creature, either 

because I consider myself one or because I fear 

the repercussions. 

6 

7 

8 

FLAWS 

The Witchlight Carnival feels like home to me. 

I'm drawn to the Feywild and long to return there, 

if only for a short while. 

I feel indebted to Mister Witch and Mister Light 

for giving me a home and a purpose. 

d8 Flaw 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

I easily lose track of time. My poor sense of time 

means I'm always late. 

I think the whole multiverse is out to get me. 

I'm always operating under a tight timeline, 

and I'm obsessed with keeping everything on 

schedule. 

I'm a kleptomaniac who covets shiny, sparkling 

treasure. 

I'm forgetful. Sometimes I can't remember even 

the simplest things. 

I never give away anything for free and always 

expect something in return. 

I have many vices and tend to indulge them. 

I'm always changing my mind-well, almost 

always. 
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B EGINNING THE ADVENTURE 
How the characters become embroiled in the adven
ture depends on which hook you use to pull them 
into it. Choose either the "Lost Things" or "War
lock's Quest" adventure hook. Both hooks assume 
that all the characters come from the same world, 
even if they don't have a his tory together. 

The adventure also assumes that the characters 
(even ones with the Witch light hand background) 
have no prior knowledge of Zybilna, the Feywild 
domain of Prismeer, or the Hourglass Coven. 
None of these names should be familiar to them at 
the outset. 

L O ST THINGS 

Use this adventure hook if you want the characters 
to have a strong personal investment in the s tory. 
Choose a settlement in the characters' world near 
which the Witchlight Carnival will appear. 

Each character in the adventuring party visited 
the Witchlight Carnival when they were a child- in 
fact, they snuck in without buying a ticket- a nd had 
something stolen from them. Fate brings the charac
ters together as adults, united by the common goal 
of re trieving that which they've lost. 

The adventure begins shortly after the Witch light 
Carnival re turns to the characters· world for the first 
time in eight years. One or more characters might 
be Witchlight ha nds or troubadours who have spent 
years traveling with the carn ival; the remaining 
party members are assumed to be visitors who re
member the ca rn ival from childhood. It 's possible 
for certain characters to know each other, either be
cause they work together a t the carnival or because 
.they're from the same selllcment. 

Retrieving their lost things wi ll require the char
acters to explore the Feywild regions of Hither, 
Thither, a nd Yon (described in chapters 2. 3 and 4) 
and contend with the hags of the Hourglass Coven. 
The cha racters might be tempted to visit the Pal
ace of Heart 's Desire as well (see chapter 5), but 
they can avoid this location and s till accomplish 
their goals. 
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SETTI NG THE STAGE 

After the players create their characters, use the fol
lowing boxed text to kick off Lhe adventure: 

The traveling extravaganza known as the Witch light 

Carnival visits your world once every eight years. You 

have a dim memory of sneaking into the carnival as 

a child without paying for a ticket. That memory has 

grown foggy over time. though it still conjures a weird 

admixture of emotions-wonder and awe mixed with 

loss and regret. During this childhood visit, your char

acter lost something. You tried to find it, but the car

nival owners-a pair of elves named Mister Witch and 

Mister Light-were decidedly unhelpful. 

uSilly li ttle screeching cricket," said Witch. "You for

got to buy a ticket." 

uThe carnival goes round and round," said Light. 
0 The multiverse is our playground. Nothing's free and 

nothing's lost. Every visit has its cost." 

As time passed, your heart beaime less heavy, and 

you gave less and less thought to those childhood 

events. Now, for reasons you can't explain, the long

ing to retrieve that which you have lost has resurfaced, 

as though an old spell has faded away, allowing you to 

feel the loss as sharply as if it happened yesterday. 

The Witchlight Carnival has returned, and you find 

yourself standing near a ticket booth by the entrance 

at twilight, just as the carnival is about to open. There 

you meet others who look as troubled as you. Without 

knowing how or why, you sense that each of them has 

lost something as well. Perhaps fate has brought you 

together. 

Work with the players co establish what connec
tions, if any. the characters have with each other. 
For example. some or all of the characters might 
hail from a nearby village and have known each 
other for years. 

Characters who have the Witch light hand back
ground would also know each other, since they 
worked together p.rior 10 the start of the adventure. 
They, too, are standing outside the carnival when 
the adventure begins. 

If you haven't done so already, lay out the poster 
map of the Witchlight Carnival for the players to see. 

D£TERMIN ING WHAT WAS LOST 

Each character, having lost something precious as 
a child. is unable ro gain inspiration (as described 
in the Player's Handbook) until they get back what 
was taken from them. A remove curse spell is not 
powerluJ enough 10 end this effect on a character, 
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but a wish spell can. This might not seem like much 
of a drawback. as characters can cope just fi ne with
out ever gaining inspiration. Think of it more as a 
spl inter under one's fingernail-a nagging, mild ly 
painful annoyance that slightly diminishes one's 
happiness. (Hags, by their cruel actions, can spread 
aggravation and misery throughout the multiverse 
in aJI sorts of ways.) 

The players don't know it yet, but the Witch light 
Carnival operates under a peculiar set of rules. By 
entering the carnival without tickets as children, 
the characters inadvertently set themselves up to 
be robbed. Whatever thing was taken from each 
character as a child vanished suddenly while that 
character was distracted by the magic of the carni
val. AU such thefts can be traced back to the hags of 
Prismeer, who use thieves to acquire and collect a ll 
manner of s trange things and to whom the carnival 
owners are beholden. 

For each character in the adventuring party, roll a 
d8 and consult the Lost Things table to determine 
what was stolen from that character. If a player 
doesn't like thei r result, let them choose an option 
they prefer. You can swap out some of the entries 
on the Lost Things table with others that you or 
your players create, us ing the ones described below 
as models. 

Use the adventure's S tory Tracker to record what 
each character has lost. 

LOST THINGS 

d8 Thing 

Ability to keep secrets 

2 Ability to smile 

3 Artistic creativity 

4 Cherished doll or stuffed animal 

5 Handwriting 

6 Sense of direction 

7 Sense of fashion 

8 Three inches of height 

The hags used each character 's lost thing to craft 
a magic item. By interacting with the magic item in 
a specific way (as described below), the character 
regains what they lost. The magic item otherwise 
functions normally. 

Ability to Keep Secrets. The character is unable 
to keep a secret. The hag who claimed this prize has 
since used it to create a wand of secrets. The char
acter regains the ability to keep secrets by holding 
this wand for the firs t time. 

Ability to Smile. The character suffering from 
this loss is unable to smile. The hag who claimed 
this prize has since used it to create a wand of 
smiles (see appendix A). The character regains 



the ability to smile by holding this wand for the 
first time. 

Artistic Creativity. The character suffering from 
this loss lacks the ability to be creative in one or 
more artistic pursuits. For example, they might be 
unable to draw, paint, or compose origina l music. 
The hag who claimed this prize has s ince used it to 
create a pipe of smoke monsters (see appendix A). 
The character regains their creativity by puffing on 
the pipe for the first time. 

Cherished Doll or Stuffed Animal. The character 
los t a doll or s tu ffed anima l (player's choice). The 
hag who claimed this prize has since turned it into 
a talking doll (see appendix A) or a s tuffed animal 
with s imilar properties. 

Handwriting. To a ll other creatures, the charac
ter's handwriting is illegible and requires a compre
hend languages s pell or s imilar magic to decipher. 
The hag who claimed this prize has since used it to 
create a n instrument of scribing (see appendix A). 
The DM chooses the kind of instrument. W hen the 
character plays this instrument for t.he fi rst time, 
their ha ndwriting becomes legible. 

Sense of Direction. The character suffering from 
this loss has trouble figu ring out which way is north 
and where they are geographically. The hag who 
claimed this prize has s ince used it lo create a n orb 
of direction (see appendix A). The character regains 
their sense of direction by holding th is orb for the 
first time. 

Sense of Fashion. The character s uffering from 
this loss has no fashion sense. The hag who claimed 
this prize has since used it to create a cloak of many 
fashions (see appendix A). The character regains 
their lost sense of fashion by donning this cloak for 
the first time. 

Three Inches ofHeig.ht. The character suffering 
from this loss knows they are shorter than they 
ought lo be. The hag who claimed this prize has 
since used it to create a pole of collapsing (see 
appendix A). The character grows three inches in 
height by holding this pole for the first time. 

KEEPERS OF LOST THINGS 

Once you know what has been stolen from a char
acter, roll on the Keepers of Lost Things table to 
determine which hag has the thing in question. 
Use the adventure's Story Tracker to record this 
information. 

KEEPERS OF LOST THINGS 

dB Hag 

1-3 Bavlorna Blightstraw 

4-6 Skabatha Nightshade 

7- 8 Endelyn Moongrave 

• 

AN A0'1rENTUCIEQ WIT ... 

No FASMtON SeNn 

MINOR CURSES 

At your discretion, each character who lost some
thing as a child might carry a minor curse as well. 
Unlike the inability to gain inspi ration. this minor 
curse can be lifted with a remove curse spell or sim
ilar magic. The nature of the minor curse affecting 
each character depends on which hag took what the 
character lost. After roll ing on the Keepers of Lost 
Things table for each character, consult the Minor 
Curses table to determine what minor curse besets 
that character. 

Use the adventure's Story Tracker to record this 
information, then ask each player to also be mindful 
of their character's minor curse. 

MINOR CURSES 

Hag 

Bavlorna 

Skabatha 

Endelyn 

Curse 

You can't light nonmagical fires 

You can't t ie or untie a nonmagical rope 

You can't open a door without knocking on 

It first 
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WARLOCK'S UEST 

Use this hook if you or your players don't like the 
idea of the characters having to find things that they 
lost as children and would prefer a more traditional 
adventure setup. This hook requires that one or 
more characters have backgrounds unconnected to 
the Witchlight Carnival. 

If you're using the adventure's Story Tracker, you 
won't need to fill out the "Lost Things" section.Just 
leave it blank. 

In this preamble, an aging warlock named 
Madryck Roslof tells the characters (those not 
working at the Witchlight Carnival) about a faerie 
realm called Prismeer, which can be reached only 
by finding and using a fey crossing in the carnival. 
Madryck says that his arch fey patron, Zybilna, rules 
Prismeer. He begs the characters to journey to this 
domain and find out what has happened to Zybilna, 
with whom he has lost contact. 

If you like, you can replace Madryck Roslof with 
a different NPC who better suits your campaign. 

MADIIVCN RD SLOF" 
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Whether Madryck or someone else gives the 
quest, the characters must travel across the land 
of Prismeer to reach the Palace of Heart's Desire 
(described in chapter 5), where Zybilna is frozen in 
time. Because this quest is more difficult than the 
one tied to the "Lost Things" adventure hook, the 
potential rewards are greater. 

SETTING THE STAGE 

Identify which players have chosen the Witch light 
hand background for their characters, then separate 
those players from the rest of the group- for now. 
They will join the others once everyone has gath
ered at the Witchlight Carnival. 

To kick off the adventure, read the following boxed 
text to the players whose characters aren't part of 
the carnival: 

You have been summoned to the abode of a human 

warlock named Madryck Roslof. He lives on a giant 

pumpkin farm, sharing his rustic farmhouse space 

with rodents and pixies. His adventuring days are be

hind him, and he looks quite old and frail. Neverthe

less, he is delighted to make your acquaintance. 

"I've acquired many treasures and made important 

contacts during my lengthy adventuring career," says 

Madryck. "I would like to pass the treasures I possess 

and the favors I am owed to you. In exchange, I ask 

that you travel to Prismeer, a domain in the Feywild, 

and find out what fate has befallen the archfey that 

rules it. This archfey, Zybilna, is my patron and inspi

ration-the source of my power. 

"I have been unable to contact Zybilna for the better 

part of a year, and I fear something terrible has hap

pened. My adventuring days are over, but Zybilna has 

been good to me, and I would like to know she is well 

before I take my leave. 

"Every eight years, our world is visited by a traveling 

extravaganza called the Witch light Carnival. It recently 

returned and is camped three days' travel from here. 

I'm asking you now because this carnival might pack 

up and leave in a week or two, and it contains your 

only route to Prismeer-a fey crossing, if you will. 

"Seek out Zybilna of Prismeer, help her if you can, 

and return with proof that she is alive and well. Upon 

your return , all the hard-won earnings of my adventur

ing career shall be yours." 

The players will undoubtedly want to know more 
about the rewards Madryck is offering. See 
"Madryck's Treasure" later in this section for a sum
mary. ([f you allow your players to make wish lists 
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of magic items for their characters, you can replace 
one or more of Madryck's magic item rewards with 
items from those lists.) 

Madryck doesn't need to have a past re lationship 
with any of the characters, but if the players want 
to tie Madryck more c losely to their characters' 
back stories, a llow it. Madryck is a mage (neutral 
good) who speaks Common, Sylvan, a nd two other 
languages of your choice. Although he has been out 
of touch with Zybilna for almost a year, he knows 
~ha t time passes differently in pa rts of the Feywild, 
1~cluding Zybilna's realm of Prismeer. He can't pre
dict how much time it will take for the characters 
to complete their quest; they might come back in a 
matte r of days, or years could pass on the Material 
Pla ne before they re turn. Not wanting to a larm the 
cha racters, Madryck tries to steer the conversation 
away from issues involving the passage of time, if 
one or more characters mention something about it. 

WHAT MADRYCK KNOWS 
If the characters request more information about 
the Witchlight Carnival, Madryck says that he hasn't 
visited the carnival in sixty-four years and admits 
that a lot can change in that time. He advises the 
characters to explore the carnival thoroughly on 
their own. He doesn't presume to know what form 
the fey crossing currently takes or how well hidden 

and protected it is. He does provide the following 
reliable information: 

Zybilna is a fairy godmother to mortals. She cre
ated the carnival as a means by which mortals 
could enter her realm and beseech her aid. 
When Madryck last visited the carnival, it was 
run by a pair of shadar-kai (elves native to the 
Shadowfell) named Mister Witch and Mister 
Light. He assumes they're still in charge. 
Madryck dimly recalls that Witch and Light ac
quired the carnival more than a hundred years 
ago from an eladrin (an elf native to the Feywild). 
The eladrin's name escapes him. 

If the characters request more information about 
Zybilna a nd Prismeer, Madryck offers the following 
descriptions, based on firsthand knowledge that is 
somewhat out of date: 

Prismeer is a domain of delight ruled by Zybilna, 
who dwells in the Pa lace of Heart's Desire, a mag
nificent structure in the heart of the domain. 

• Zybilna can assume many forms and is brilliant, 
secretive, a nd wise. (Madryck doesn't know Zybil
na's secret identity, as revealed in chapter 5.) 

• When s he presents herself to morta ls, Zybilna 
usually assumes the form of a s tatuesque woman 
with long white hair and a small tattoo shaped like 
a chicken's foot below one eye. 
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Each character who hears Madryck's description 
or Zybilna suddenly recalls a forgotten childhood 
memory or her, which you can determine by having 
that cha racter's player roll on the Childhood Memo
ries table. 

CHILDHOOD MEMORIES 

d8 Memory 

When you were a small child , a woman matching 

Zybilna's description reunited you with a lost pet. 

2 A woman matching Zybilna's description visited 
you once when you were sick as a child and made 

you feel better. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

A woman matching Zybilna's description scared 

away a bully who antagonized you as a child. 

You remember an older family member telling you 

about a woman with long white hair who helped 
deliver you when you were born. 

A woman matching Zybilna's description gave 

money to your family so that you never wanted for 
anything as a child. 

You used to have trouble speaking as a chi ld until 
a woman matching Zybilna's description put her 
hand on your head. 

You fell into an icy pond as a child and probably 

would have died had a woman matching Zybilna's 
description not fished you out of the cold water 

and wrapped you in a blanket. 

You remember sneaking into the Witchlight Carni
val as a child and running into a woman matching 

Zybilna's description. She gave you a cupcake that 
made you feel special when you ate it. 
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To THE C ARNI VAL 

Characters who accept Madryck's quest can make 
Lhe uneventful trek to the carnival, which is located 
not too far from a settlement of your choosing. The 
characters arrive shortly before twilight. When they 
arrive. lay out the poster map of the carnival for the 
players to see. 

After revealing the map, read the following boxed 
text to any players whose characters have the Witch
light hand background (or skip it if no character 
meets this criterion): 

Three days ago, you were approached by a friendly fa. 

erie dragon in the service of a human warlock named 

Madryck Roslof. This faerie dragon foretold the arrival 

of adventurers seeking a path to the Feywild through 

the carnival. Although you've heard that the carnival 

contains a fey crossing, you've never gone to the trou

ble of finding it. The faerie dragon thought you might 

want to help these adventurers. It even went so far as 

to imply that the fate of the Witchlight Carnival might 

hinge on the success of their endeavors. 

As twilight draws near, a large crowd begins to 

gather outside, eager to buy tickets and enjoy the car

nival 's many attractions. As you gaze upon the crowd, 

one or more visitors catch your eye. Something about 

them suggests they're not the usual rabble. 

Allow the characters who have the Witchlight hand 
background to inte ract as they see fit with the char
acters who met with Madryck Roslof. These interac
tions can occur before or after the carnival opens its 
gates to visitors. 

MADRYCK'S TREASURE 
Madryck keeps the treasure from his adventur
ing days in a locked wooden ches t that is buried 
in a secret location far from his modest dwelling. 



He carries the chest's only key, the head of which 
is made of stained glass and shaped like a viole t 
faerie dragon. 

If the characters accept the quest and re turn with 
proof that Zybilna is a live and well, Madryck gives 
them his key and directions to the buried chest, 
which contains the following treasure: 

• A bag of beans 
• A cloak of displacement 
• A suit of +2 leather armor 
• A +2 wand of the war mage 
• A silk bag containing eight 500 gp gems tones 
, Three folded le tters (described below) 

Letter 1. This letter is stamped with the official 
wax seal of a fairly large settlement (choose a n ap
propriate town or city that exis ts in your campaign 
world). It reads, "The bearer of this letter is enti
tled to a favor in excha nge for services. previously 
rendered, of a heroic nature." This le tte r can be 
presented to the settlement's leader or leaders, who 
would then gra nt Lhe le tter's bearer a favor. This 
favor can take the form of free room a nd board for 
up to a year, the gift of a s ma ll estate or parcel of 
land, an audie nce with someone of great influence 
(such as a king or queen), or some other be nefit of 
your choosing. 

Letter 2. This le tter has simila r text to the first 
lette r, as well as the symbol of a deity worshiped in 
your campaign world (choose a n appropriate deity). 
This letter can be taken to any temple where that 
deity is worshiped and presented to the high priest, 
who would then grant the letter's bearer a favor. An 
example of an appropriate favor would be one free 
casting of a spell of 5th level or lower from the cleric 
spell list, such as commune or raise dead. 

Letter 3. This letter bears the s ignature and 
arcane sigil of Saya Kalternax, a wizard known 
throughout the land. (You can replace this wizard 
with another mage that better s uits your campaign.) 
The letter describes the kinship between this wiz
ard and the adventuring party to which Madryck 
once belonged. It concludes with, "By the terms of 
a magically binding agreement, the bearer of this 
letter is owed one favor from Saya Kalternax or, in 

the event of their untimely demise, one of Saya's 
devoted apprentices." Although Saya died a few 
years ago, this letter can be presented to one of their 
apprentices (who might be difficul t to locate, at your 
discretion). Examples of an appropriate favor would 
be the brewing of a rare or uncommon potion. the 
scribing of a ra re or uncommon scroll, or the loan of 
a spell book containing a selection of wizard spells 
of 5th level and lower. If you need statistics for this 
spellcaster, use the mage stat block. Give the mage 
whatever a lignment a nd languages you like. 

WARLOCKS OF THE ARCH FEY 

If the adventuring party includes a warlock whose oth
erworldly patron is the Archfey, consider allowing that 
character's player to choose Zybilna as the warlock's 
patron. Warlocks who make pacts with Zybilna regard 
her as a generous, fairy godmother-like figure. 

If Madryck passes away before the characters 
return from their Feywild excursion (an event likely 
to occur only if the characters delay their re turn by 
a year or longer). he leaves behind a trusted asso
ciate who can give them the key a nd provide direc
tions to his hidden treasure . This associate might 
be a friendly pixie or faerie dragon. an awakened 
squirrel (the beneficiary of a druid's awaken spell). 
or some other trustworthy creature of Madryck's 

acquainta nce. 

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 
The Pronunciations table shows how to pronounce 
many of the unusual names that appea r in this 

adventure. 

PRO NUN CIATIONS 

Name Pronunciation 

Amidor AH-mee-dor 

Bavlorna bav-LOR-nah 

Campestri kam-PESS-tree 

Dirlagraun DER-lah-grawn 

Dubhforgail DOVE-er-gale 

Endelyn EN-deh-hn 

Harengon HAIR-en-gawn 

lggrik IGG-nck 

lggwilv IGG-w1lv 

Kalimanzaros kah-leh-man-ZAH-ros 

Madryck Roslof MAD-rick RAWZ-loff 

Merclon MER-see-on 

Naeryx Krumple NAIR-1'lC KRUM-pull 

Peaugh PEE-awg 

Raezll Uthemar RAY-zll OOTH-uh-mar 

Ringlerun RING -gul-run 

Skabatha SKA-bah-th ah 

Skylla SKILL-ah 

Teaugh TEE-awg 

Urmlus Umbrage ER-mee-us UM bredge 

Weaugh WEE-awg 

Xinipax ZIN-ee-pax 

Zybllna zuh BILL-nah 
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WITCHLIGHT CARNIVAL 

H E WITCH LIGHT CARNIVAL IS A FAIRGROUND 

of kaleidoscopic tents a nd wagons crewed 
by wondrous beings, including many den
izens of the Feywild. This is no ordina ry 
carnival: it uses magic to travel from world 

to world across the Material Pla ne, vis iting each 
world once every eight yea rs a nd setting up busi
ness on the outs kirts of populated areas. The carni
val spends a few days at each location, then packs 
up and moves to a nother location on the same world 
until the decis ion is made to leave that world and 
visit the next. The carnival includes a fey crossing, 
allowing travel to and from the Feywild domain 
of Prismeer. 

The characters a re free to explore the ca rn ival 
as they please. There a re ma ny paths through th is 
chapter, so it can play out differently each time 
you run it. 

RUNNING THIS CHAPTER 
Before running the Witchlight Carn iva l, follow the 
steps below to help ma ke the experie nce smoother: 

• Familiarize yourself with the layout of the Witch
light Carniva l. The map that appears in this chap
ter is a s maller version of the carniva l poster map. 

• Read the chapter and familia rize yourself with 
the carnival's attractions . The characters can go 
anywhere at any time, so you need to be prepared 
for anything. 
Prepare the tracking devices descr ibed in "Car
nival Map." You'll need a d8 to track the passage 
of time and a nother token to track the carniva l's 
mood on the pos ter map. 

As the characters explore the carnival, you can 
keep a record of key events us ing the adventure's 
Story Tracker. 

MYSTERIOUS BENEFACTOR 

The characters have an a lly in the carnival: a 
planeswalking gnome bard named Ellywick Tum
blestrum. The characters don't know Tumblestrum, 
but she knows them because her lute has magic 
strings that whisper secrets to her as she plucks 
them. These strings guided the gnome bard to the 
carnival a nd revealed to Tumbles trum that the 
characters' fates a re intertwined with the fate of 
Prismeer. She has bought a ticket for each character 
who is n't a carnival employee. (The tickets a re wait
ing at the ticket booth by the entrance.) 

Tumblestrum can be found in the Feasting Or
cha rd (described later in the chapter) and serves as 
a helpful guide if the cha racters need direction. 

CARN I VAL MAP 

On the poster map of the carnival. use a miniature 
figure or some other toke n to mark where each char
acter is located at a ny given time. If the characiers 
s plit up, the tokens will ma ke it easier to keep track 
of everyone. 

The poster map has places to track two crucial 
ele ments: the passage of time a nd the carni
val's mood. 

TRACKI N G TIME 

The Witch light Carniva l opens at dusk and runs 
for eight hours. ending jus t before dawn. When the 
characte rs enter the carnival, place a d8 at the start 
of the track in the upper left corner of the poster 
map with the 'T ' facing up. Move the die to the next 
s pace at the end of each in-game hour. and turn the 
die so that its uppermost face shows the hour that is 
now beginning. Don't worry about managing things 
down to the minute. If the players (and their charac
ters) seem to be having fun, you can s low down the 
passage of time to give them time to enjoy the car
nival's a ttractions. If the game starts to lag or if the 
cha racters spend a lot of time engaged in the ame 
activity, adva nce the die to the next hour. 

Three events take place every night at a par
ticular hour: 

Hour 1: Welcome Gifts. Small gifts are handed out 
to lucky guests . 

Hour 4: Big Top Extravaganza. A midnight show 
gives the characters the chance to dazzle pccta
tors a nd impress the carnival's ringmaster. 

Hour 8: Crowning the Witchlighr Monarch. The 
carnival's cl imactic event gives the characters a 
cha nce to meet the carnival's mysterious owners. 

Each event is detailed in the "'T imed Eventsr ection 
10ward the end of the chapter. 

TRACK I N G Mooo 
The characters' actions in the Witchlight Carnival 
can a ffect the overall mood at the carnival. When 
the characters arrive at the carniva l, place a token 
in the s ta rting s pace of Ihe track in the lower right 
corner of the poster map. This token moves right 
or left along the track as the carniv;11's atmo pherf' 
cha nge fo r better or worse. 
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WITCH AND LIGHT'S HOURGLASS PACT 

When the hags of the Hourglass Coven took control 
of Prismeer, they gained leverage over Mister Witch 
and Mister Light. The hags know that Witch and Light 
are not the carnival's original owners and have threat
ened to divest them of their status by orchestrating a 
reunion between the Witchlight Carnival and its coun
terpart in the Shadowfell (which would force Witch and 
Light to give up the former and return to the latter}. 

Terrified of losing their Feywild fair, the two 
shadar-kai have agreed to let the coven steal from 
anyone who sneaks into the carnival without a ticket. 
Witch and Light have tried to neutralize this situation 
by diligently checking all visitors for tickets, but some 
unfortunates inevitably slip through, making them tar
gets for the hags' thieves (see "Thieves of the Coven"). 

The text informs you when to ra ise or lower the 
mood. When the token is to the right of the starting 
s pace, spirits are high: colors appear more vibrant, 
flowers bloom around the fai rgrounds , and shooting 
s tars sweep across the clear night sky. When the to
ken is to the left of the s tarting s pace, the mood be
comes darker: the calliope music plays discordantly, 
the staff is tense, and s tormy weather looms in the 
sky above the carn ival. 

T he carnival's mood is used to trigger an import
ant meeting between the characters and the carni
val owners . If the mood reaches either of the end 
s paces on the track, the carn iva l's owners invite the 
cha racters to s peak with them in their wagon (see 
''Meeting Witch and Light" toward the end of the 
chapter). Cha racters who attend the Big Top Extrav
aganza can also receive an invitation to meet with 
the owners, even if the carnival's mood is n't in an 
extreme s tate. 

CARNIVAL OWNERS 
The owners of the Witchlight Ca rnival are a pair of 
shadar-kai (elves native to the S hadowfell) named 
Mister Witch and Mister Light. Witch is matter-of
fact and devoid of pretense, while Light is flamboy
ant and coy. 

How Witch and Light came to possess the 
carnival is a story worth tell ing. Under different 
names, they owned another carn ival that prowled 
the edges of the Shadowfell. The two carnivals 
crossed paths many years ago, and after much 
wine was consumed, the owners could not agree 
on which ca rnival was the better of the two, so they 
decided it would be great fu n to swap ownership. 
Isolde, the cladrin who ran the fey-themed carnival, 
traded places with the two shadar-kai who ran the 
shadow-themed carnival. This arrangement would 
last until the two carn ivals met again, which has not 
yet happened. 

After trading their sinister carnival for a more 
lighthea rted one, the two shadar-kai took the names 
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Witch and Light. Gradually, these morose, emotion
ally stunted shadar-kai transformed into fu n-loving 
free spirits who secretly dread the day when the 
two carnivals cross paths again. They have no de
sire to return to their gloomy old carnival, which is 
des cribed in more detail in Van Richten's Guide to 
Ravenloft. 

The shadar-kai are aware that the Hourglass Co
ven has usurped Zybilna's domain in the Feywild. 
They don't know how the coven accomplished this 
coup, but Witch and Light would like nothing more 
than to see the hags defeated and Zybilna returned 
to power. But they dare not play a part in making 
that dream a reality. If the coven caught a whiff 
of dissent from Witch and Light, the hags would 
punish the shada r-kai for their impudence (see the 
"Witch and Light's Hourglass Pact" sidebar). Witch 
and Light do what they can to appease the hags 
while secretly rooting for Zybilna's return. They 
know Zybilna's true identity but dare not reveal it. 

Appendix D contains additional roleplaying notes 
for Mis ter Witch and Mister Light. 

MISTER WITCH 

Witch, who used to go by the name Naeryx Krum
ple, spent his youth as a homeless orphan, eking out 
a meager and dreary existence on the fog-shrouded 
streets of Gloomwrought, a city in the Shadowfell. 
He earned a few coppers selling broadsheets as a 
young boy, then later swept floors until an old clock 
tower keeper took him on as a helper. The tower's 
clock was in such poor condition that it would 
break down often. Naeryx helped with the repairs 
and found that the work gave him a sliver of joy. 
When the old keeper died years later, Naeryx re
placed him. 

The wealthy family that owned the clock tower 
didn't pay Naeryx a lot of money for his work, but 
they occasionally had him over for dinner. He 
owned one fine suit that he wore on such occasions, 
and though he didn't care for the family's matriarch 
or patria rch, he enjoyed the company of their eldest 
son, Urmius Umbrage- a brooding shadar-kai ne'er
do-well with a cruel sense of humor. Naeryx and 
Urmius were close in age and got along well in all 
respects. Years later, without informing the rest of 
his family, Urmius bought a run-down carnival and 
persuaded Naeryx to help him operate it. Naeryx 
and Urmius- now calling themselves Mis ter Witch 
and Mister Light- have been partners and collabora· 
tors ever s ince. 

MISTER WIT CH'S DESCRIPT ION 

Mister Witch looks like a distinguished gentleman, 
for he is a lways dressed in fine attire. His favorite 
accoutrements are a top hat and a cane, and he 
is never without his Witchlight watch, which was 



gifted to him by the carnival's previous owner. This 
unique magic item is described below. 

WITCHLIGHT WATCH 

Wondrous Item, Legendary (Requires Attunement 
by Mister Witch or His Handpicked Successor) 

This ornate pocket watch is fas tened to the end of 
a gold chain. Jt glows with a faint golden light when 
opened, and it makes a soft ticking noise that can be 
heard only by the creature holding it. The face of the 
watch s hows a miniature painting of Lhe Witch light 
Carnival ringed by a ti ny henge, orbited at night by 
a mote of light s mall enough to s lip th rough the eye 
of a needle. This light causes the henge to cast shad
ows , and these shadows allow the watch's owner to 
track the passage of time. 

Carnival Setup and Takedown. The creature 
attuned to the watch can use an action to initiate the 
packing up or the unpacking of the Witchlight Car
nival, provided the creatu re and the carnival are on 
the same plane of existence. In the s pan of 1 hour, 
all objects that are eleme nts of the carnival a re 
magically whisked about until everything is packed 
up and ready for travel, or unpacked and assem
bled. The watch has no effect on creatures, which 
can move about freely and safe ly while the carnival 
is being set up or taken down. Once the process 
of packing up or unpacking the carnival begins, it 
can't be stopped until the task is complete. When 
the watch is used to pack up or unpack the carnival. 
this property cannot be used again until 8 hours 
have elapsed. 

Additional Properties. The pocket watch has the 
following additiona l properties: 

• While carrying the watch, the creature attuned 
to it can cas t the fire bolt, invisibility, or message 

MISTER WITCH 
Medium Humanoid (Elf. Shodor-koi), Chaotic Good 

Armor Class 10 
Hit Points 82 (lld8 + 33) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
14 (+2) 

DEX 
11 (+O) 

CON 
16 (+3) 

Saving Throws Int +S, Wis +3 

INT 
16 (+3) 

WIS 
13 (+l) 

Skills Arcana +S, Deception +4, Perception +3 
Damage Resistances necrotic 
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Elvish, Sylvan 

CHA 
14 (+2) 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Fey Ancestry. Witch has advantage on saving throws against 
being charmed, and magic can't put him to sleep. 

Special Equipment. Witch carries and is attuned to the Wilch
light watch. 

ACTIONS 

Multiottock. Witch makes two Cane attacks. 

Cone. Me/ee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit , reach S ft., one 
target. Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) bludgeoning damage plus 6 (ld12) 
necrotic damage. 

Spellcasting. While carrying the Witchlight watch. Witch casts 
one of the following spells, requiring no spell components and 
using Intelligence as the spellcas11ng ability (spell save DC 13, 
+S to hit with spell attacks)· 

At will fire boll, inv,sibility (after casting, roll a d8; on a roll 
of 3 or 8, Witch can't cast the spell again until the next 
dawn). message 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Blessing of the Raven Queen (1/Day). Witch magically tele
ports, along with any equipment he Is wearing or carrying, up 
to 30 feet to an unoccupied space he can see. Until the start 
of his next tum, he appears ghostly and gains resistance to 
all damage 
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M ISTER LIGHT 

MISTER LIGHT 
Medium Humanoid (Elf. Shadar-kai), Chaotic Good 

Armor Class 13 
Hit Points 77 (14d8 + 14) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 
12 (+ l) 

Saving Throws Dex +S, Cha +S 

INT 
12 (+l) 

WIS 
13 (+ l) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Skills Perception ➔ 3. Performance +5, Slelght of Hand +5 
Damage Vulnerabllltles lightning 
Damage Resistances necrotic 
Condition Immunities bllnded, deafened, petrified , stunned 
Senses darkvlslon 60 ft ., passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Elvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Fey Ancestry. Light has advantage on saving throws against be
ing charmed, and manic can't put him to sleep. 

Spec/al Equipment. Light carries and 1s attuned to the Wi,cl, . 

lisJit vone. In Light's hands. the vane Is a finesse weapon. 
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spell as an action, requiring no spell components 

and using Intelligence as the spellcasting ability. 

After the watch's invisibility spell is cast, roll a d8; 

on a roll of 3 or 8, the watch can't be used to cast 

this spell again until the next dawn. 

The creature attuned to the watch gains 30 

pounds. This extra weight vanishes when the at

tunement ends. 
, The creature attuned to the watch must eat and 

drink eight times the normal amount each day. 

MISTER LIGHT 

Light, formerly known as Urmius Umbrage, be

longed to a filthy rich shadar-kai family that haunted 

a crumbling mansion in Gloomwrought. Although 

he wanted for nothing as a child, Urmius found 

himself surrounded by family members, caretakers, 

and teachers who were uniformly cold, callous, and 

mean-spirited. He grew tired of being seen as noth

ing more than the inheritor of the Umbrage estate 
and legacy, and he did everything in his power to 

make life miserable for everyone around him, espe

cially his parents. He seemed bereft of ambition and 

spent much of his time playing in his room. He col
lected costumes and liked nothing more than to pa

rade around Umbrage Mansion in strange garments 
and outlandish makeup. 

Urmius first met Naeryx Krumple at a family din

ner and didn't think much of the clock tower keeper 

at first. But Urmius found himself taken aback by 
Naeryx's ability to find even a s mall amount of joy in 

his work. He was eager to get to know Naeryx bet
ter, though it took a while for Naeryx to trust him. 
After getting his hands on some money, Urmius 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Light makes two Witchlight vane attacks. 

Witchlight Vane. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. , 

one target. Hit: 6 (ld6 + 3) bludgeoning damage plus 4 (ld8) 

radiant damage. 

Spe/lcasting. While carrying the Witchlight vane, Light casts 

one of the following spells, requiring no spell components and 

using Charisma as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 13, +5 

to hit with spell attacks): 

At will: dancing lights, polymorph (after casting, roll a d8; on a 
roll of 3 or 8, Witch can't cast the spell again until the next 
dawn), ray of frost 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Blessing of the Raven Queen (1/Day). Light magically teleports, 
along with any equipment he is wearing or carrying, up to 

30 feet to an unoccupied space he can see. Until the start 

of his next turn, he appears ghostly and gains resistance to 

all damage. 



bought a s ad little carnival that was ca mped on 
the outskirts of Gloomwrought and asked Naeryx 
to help him run it. For Urmius, the carnival was a 
cha nce to emerge from under his family's shadow 
and become the master of his own fate, but it a lso 
meant forsaking his inheri tance in order to embrace 
the unconventional lifestyle, fashions, and friend

s hips he desired. 

MISTER LIGHT'S D ESCRIPTION 

Mis ter Light has a slender frame. He is always 
dressed in some sort of cos tume a nd is rarely seen 
in public without makeup. He carries arou nd a fancy 
weather vane given to him by the carnival's previous 
owner. He twirls it and waves it a round like a fool's 
scepter, but its power is fa r greater than he lets on. 
With this magic vane, he can affect the mood of ev
eryone in the Witchlight Carniva l. 

WITCH LIGHT VANE 

Wondrous Item, Legendary (Requires Attunement 
by Mister Light or His Handpicked Successor) 

This ornate rod is topped by a pa ir of butterfly wings 
and incorporates bits of red glass into its length. It 
weighs 3 pounds. 

Magic Weapon. In the hands of one who is 
attuned to it, the vane ca n be wielded as a magic 
mace that grants a +3 bonus to attack and da mage 
rolls made with it. In addition, the vane deals an 
extra l d8 radiant damage on a hit. 

Sense Mood. While the vane is inside the pe
rimeter of the Witchligbt Carnival, it can sense the 
mood of every creature in the carnival that has a n 
Intelligence of 4 or higher. As a n action, a creature 
attuned to the vane can use it to pinpoint the loca
tion of the happiest creature in the ca rniva l. 

The butterfly shape at the top of the vane spins 
slowly clockwise when spirits in the carnival 
are generally high; if the general mood in the 
carnival is dour, the top of the vane s pins slowly 
counterclockwise. 

Sentience. The vane is a sentient, chaotic good 
wondrous item with an Intelligence of 11, a Wisdom 
of 14, and a Char is ma of 14. It has hearing and 
normal vision out to a ra nge of 30 feet, and it com
municates by trans mitting emotion to the creature 
attuned to it. Its purpose is to make sure everyone 
in the Witch light Ca rnival is having a good lim e. 

Additional Properties. The vane has the follow
ing additional proper ties: 

• The creature holding the vane has vulnerability to 
lightning damage. 

• The creature a ttuned to the vane can't be blinded, 
deafened, petrified, or s tunned. 

• While carrying the vane, the creature attuned 
to it can cast the dancing lights . polymorph, or 
ray of frost spell as an action. requiring no spell 

components and us ing Cha r isma as the spellcast
ing ability. After the vane's polymorph spell is cast. 
roll a dB: on a roll of 3 or 8 . the watch can 't be 
used to cast this s pell again until the next dawn. 

WITCHLIGHT H A NDS 
Witchlight hands are the backbone of the Witchlight 
Carniva l, a motley collection of individua ls who op
erate many of the booths. ma ke repa irs , feed and ex
ercise the a nima ls, keep a n eye out fo r thieves a nd 
other miscreants, a nd pe rform other m iscella neous 
tasks as Mister Witch dictates. A few also work 
part-time as performers and attractions. Although 
they travel to many worlds throughout the Materia l 
P la ne, Witch light ha nds rarely leave the carniva l 
grounds . The carnival is the only world they know 

and care about. 
The carnival employs 124 Witchl ight ha nds in 

tota l. All ha nds enter into a n agreement when they 
join the carnival: they must never ha rm a nother s taff 
member, a nd they can't leave the carnival for more 
tha n a day at a time. (A longer absence is equivalent 
to resignation. in Mister Witch's es timat ion.) On
duty staff members a re required to wea r fake butter
fly wings s trapped to their backs . Mister Witch a nd 
Mister Light a lso furnis h them with s mall a mou nts 
of pixie dust (see appendix A). 

WITCHLIGHT HAND 
Medium or Smo/1 Humanoid, Any Alignment 

Armor Cla.ss 12 
Hit Points 9 (2d8) if Medium. 7 (2d6) if Small 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
14 (+2) 

CO N 
11 (+0) 

INT 
12 (+ 1) 

WIS 
13 (+ 1) 

CHA 
12 (+ 1) 

Skills Sleight of Hand +6: see also Secret Expertise below 
Senses passive Perception 11 
l anguages Common plus any one language 
Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Secret Expertise. The hand has one of these addiuonal skills· 

Acrobatics +6, Animal Handling +5, Arcana +5, Athletics +4, 

Medicine +5, or Performance +5. 

ACTIONS 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit. reach 5 ft or 

range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) p iercing damage. 

Pixie Dust (1/Day). The hand sprinkles a pinch of pi,cie dust on 

itself o r another creature it can see within 5 feet ofit The recip

ient gains a flying speed of 30 feet for 1 minute. If the creature 

1s airborne when this effect ends, it falls safely to the ground , 

taking no damage and landing on its feet. 

Spe/lcas ting. The hand casts one of the following spells. us,ng 

Charisma as the spellcasling ability: 

At will: dancing lights, message, prest1dig1tation 
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Witch light hands are paid only a small fraction of 
the carnival's profits, but it's enough to keep them 
fed. clothed, and cared for. Some hands work longer 
hours or do extra chores to pay off debts and loans. 

Most Witch light hands are taught how to perform 
minor magic tricks. which they use to amuse them
selves as well as entertain the masses. (Characters 
who have the Witchlight hand background don't 
learn magic as part of their upbringing, but they can 
choose to account for this by selecting a spellcast
ing class.) 

CARNIVAL OVERVIEW 
Use the following boxed text to describe the carnival 
to new arrivals: 

The first stars of night twinkle above the apricot 

sunset. Giant dragonflies whir overhead, trailing 

streamers, and a low mist curls over the ground. 

Through a floral archway, you glimpse wondrous and 

vibrant creatures-elf stilt walkers, dancing faeries, 

and painted performers. Everywhere there is laughter, 

pixie dust, bubbles, and the wistful tune of a whistling 

calliope. 

The Witch light Carnival travels as a convoy of wag
ons, each one pulled by horses or foxes depending 
on its size. When they need to soar between worlds, 
the wagons and their draft animals sprout butterfly 
wings and take to the starry sky. On land, the carni
val's attractions unfold magically from the wagons, 
controlled by Mister Witch's Witchlighl watch. 

When the carnival arrives at a new destination, a 
treanl sapling named Northwind uses its Animate 
Trees ability to gently relocate trees that are in the 
way of the unfolded wagons. A great length of blue 
ribbon transforms into a lazy, sparkling river, encir
cling the site. The river is 20 feet wide and 10 feet 
deep at its center. 

CARNIVAL ETIQUETTE 

There's no handbook for how guests of the Witch-
1 ight Carnival are expected to behave; certain 
actions are tolerated, while others cause offense. 
Politeness goes a long way: paying attention when 
s poken to, laughing at jokes , and joining in with 
games and s inging. Every so often, you can raise the 
carnival's mood by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood" ear
lier in the chapter) if the party is consistently polite 
to carnival sta ff and fellow attendees. 

Conversely, acts such as interrupting someone, 
being rude, or grumpily refus ing to dance are unfa
vorable. Lower the carnival's mood by 1 s tep if the 
cha racters actively offend anyone they meet. 
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THEFT AND VIOLENCE 
Characters who are caught stealing or fighting are 
asked to leave the carnival; in this case, the car
nival's mood lowers by 1 step as ld6 Witchlight 
hands (chaotic good; see the stat block earlier in the 
chapter) escort the troublemakers to the gates. 

BRINGING THE CARNIVAL TO LIFE 

Roll on the Carnival Scenes table to bring the carni
val to life as the players explore. 

CARNIVAL SCENES 

d8 Occurrence 

2 

3 

4 

Two girls in face paint (a lion and a hart) squabble 
over a painted wooden crown that their mother 

won at a stall. 

A satyr with red-and-white-striped horns plays 

the pipes while leading a procession of dancing 
rodents. 

An elf stilt-walker tosses colorful sugary treats 

down to children who pass by. 

A painted sign of an elf wearing a jester's hat 
springs to life and exclaims, "We hope you're hav

ing a delightful evening!" 

S A giant dragonfly swoops overhead, and its rider 
spills a drink over a group of Witch light hands. 

6 With a puff of glitter, a man's head suddenly turns 

into the head of a braying donkey, to the giggling 
delight of a group of mischievous pixies. 

7 Giant, singing Rowers burst from the ground and 

serenade passersby. 

8 A lively jig springs up, led by a troupe of gnomish 

clowns. 

WANDERING OUTSIDERS 

Several meddling outsiders can be encountered at 
various times throughout the evening. 

KETTLESTEAM 
Kettlesteam is a kenku warlock whose patron is 
the archfey Zybilna of Prismeer. Having sensed 
that something is wrong with her beloved patron, 
Kettlesteam has come to the carnival seeking 
answers. The carnival owners refuse to speak to 
her- and until they come clean, she is committed to 
causing trouble. Kettlesteam uses disguise self to 
assume whatever form best enables her to mingle 
in crowds. 

Characters can encounter Kettlesteam in more 
than one location; if they corner her, she provides 
valuable clues about Prismeer. For detai ls, see 
"Catching Kettlesteam" later in the chapter. 
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THIEVES OF THE COVEN 

Each member of lhe Hourglass Coven employs a 
lhief that visits the carnival lo steal from ticket less 
victims. These thieves enter and exit through lhe 
Hall of lllusions, using it as a gateway to their mis
lresses' splinter-realms of Hilher, Thither, and Yon. 
The carnival staff has been instructed by Misler 
Wilch and Mister Light to ignore them. 

These thieves possess a preternatural aware
ness of who is a carnival worker and who is a 
ticket-carrying visitor. Every night of the carnival, 
they haunt the dark spaces between wagons and 
attractions, scanning the crowds for tickelless inter
lopers. Characters who have lickets or who work at 
Lhe carnival are not targets for these thieves. Some 
characters might catch glimpses of these spooky 
figures as reflections in mirrors, shadows in door
ways, or out-of-place figures standing motionless in 
the moving crowd. Use these thieves as you please 
to add an undercurrent of dread or mystery to the 
carniva l's frivolities. 

The three thieves are fiercely loyal to their hag 
mistresses and won't willingly reveal anything if 
caught. They are as follows: 

• Bavlorna Blightstraw's thief is one of her lorn
lings- a miniature version of herself. Use the 
quick.ling stat block in appendix C to represent 
this toad-like creature. 

MEET TME 11 ouRGL/\SS C ovEN's n uEvEs: /\ L O RNLING, 

SOWPIG THE GHOUL, /INO GLE/\M
0
S SH/\OOW. 
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• Skabatha Nightshade's thief is Sowpig, a Small 
ghoul with 17 (Sd6) hit points. She appears as a 
little, gray-skinned girl wearing a pig mask and 
holding an oversized lollipop. 

• Endelyn Moongrave's thief is the detached shadow 
of Gleam, a high elf acrobat who wears a crescent 
moon mask. (Gleam herself has vanished from 
the carnival. The characters won't meet her until 
chapter 4.) Gleam's detached shadow uses the 
shadow stat block, except it is a Fey instead of an 
Undead. A creature whose Strength is reduced to 
0 by the shadow's Strength Drain attack does not 
die but falls unconscious instead. The creature 
regains consciousness and the reduction to its 
Strength score disappears after it finishes a short 
or long rest. 

Each thief has the following additional action op
tions, which it uses to achieve its goals: 

No Ticket. The thief targets one carnival guest it can see within 
S feet ofit. If the target doesn't have a ticket, it must succeed 
on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or be stunned for l minute. 
It retains no memory of events that occur while it is stunned in 
this way. The creature can repeat the saving throw at the end 
of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success. A 
creature that successfully saves against this effect is immune to 
this particular thiers No Ticket ability for the next 24 hours. 

Sticky Fingers. The thief targets one stunned creature it can 
see within S feet ofit and steals one item weighing 10 pounds 
or less from that creature. Whatever it steals disappears, reap
pearing in the space of the hag to which the thief is beholden. 



CARNIVAL LOCATIONS 
The following locations are keyed to the map of the 
Witch light Carniva l. The ticket booth is described 
firs t, since it stands near the entrance. All other lo
cations are presented alphabetically. 

TICKET BOOTH 

The booth where visitors buy their tickets is located 
at the main entrance. 

A silver statue of a dancing faerie is mounted on the 

roof of this ticket booth and surrounded by fluttering 

butterflies. The booth is decorated with an animated 

depiction of the night sky, with shooting stars arcing 

across it. 

An elderly goblin perches behind the ticket counter, 

peering at you quizzically through a spyglass. He low

ers the spyglass and calls out to you: "Greetings, fair 

fairgoers! " 

Visitors are expected to buy tickets at this booth. 
An adult's ticket costs 8 sp, and a child's ticket cos ts 
3 sp. Instead of paying money, a vis itor can try to 
barter with the ticketer, Nikolas Midnight, a wrin
kled goblin (see "Bartering for a Ticket" below). For 
more information on Nikolas Midnight, see "Role
playing Nikolas" below. 

Under the ticket counter is an ornate wooden box 
with a silver clasp and the monogram N.M. It con
tains one prepaid ticket for each visiting cha racter. 
These tickets were purchased by Ellywick Tum
blestrum, but Tumblestrum has asked Nikolas not 
to divulge this information. Ins tead, Nikolas claims 
that these tickets were paid for by "an anonymous 
benefactor." 

After giving the characters their tickets. Nikolas 
hands the group a map of the carnival and gives 
each character a pair of colorful cloth butterfly 
wings to wear. Nikolas explains that the butterfly 
w.ings must be worn to show the s ta ff that the char
acters are paid attendees. They are now free to ex
plore the carnival at their leisure. 

How THE TICKETS WORK 

Nikolas explains that each ticket is good for eight 
attractions; characters who want to sample more 
of the carnival's offerings must buy another ticket. 
Mos t attractions in the carnival have a cost of 1 
ticket punch. After the eighth punch, a ticket be
comes a worthless keepsake. 

SNEAKING INSIDE 

The carnival issues fake butterfly wings to every vis
itor who receives a ticket. Visitors are expected to 
wear their wings, or at least carry them around, while 
inside the carnival. The tickets and fake wings are 
theirs to keep. 

Any character who tries to sneak into the carnival 
without a set of fake butterfly wings must succeed on 
a DC 15 Dexterity (Stealth) check or be spotted and 
approached by ld3 Witchlight hands of any alignment 
(see the stat block earlier in the chapter). The hands 
ask to see the character's ticket; any character without 
a ticket is escorted to the main entrance and directed 
to the ticket booth. If the character runs away from 
the \Vitchlight hands, the hands don't bother giving 
chase, but the carnival's mood lowers by one step 
(see "Tracking Mood" earlier in this chapter). A char
acter without butterfly wings who successfully sneaks 
into the carnival must repeat the check at the end of 
each hour. 

B ARTERI NG FO R A TICK ET 
Any visitor who can't afford the price of a ticket or 
who doesn't want to pay for a ticket can make a fey 
pact with Nikolas ins tead. Each pact is a one-night
only deal that ends when the Witchlight Monarch is 
crowned (see uTimed Events" toward the end of the 
chapter). If a cha racter chooses to enter into such 
a pact, roll on the Ticket Pacts table to determine 
the conditions . A cha racter who barters for mult i
ple tickets can have more than one pact in effect: 
if any table result comes up twice, choose a differ
ent result. 

Any character who fu lfi lls the conditions of a pact 
should be a strong contender for the title of Witch
light Monarch. A character who doesn't abide by the 
pact loses their ticket, which transforms into an or
dinary ba t and fla ps away. In addition, the carnival's 
mood lowers by 1 s tep (see "Tracking Mood" earlier 
in the chapter). 

TICKET PACTS 

d8 Pact 

You must not tell a lie knowingly. 

2 You must wear a crown of flowers and water it 

every hour without taking it off. 

3 You must perform a short dance whenever you 
hear someone say your name. 

4 You can't talk about your favorite subject. 

5 You must carry around a small pumpkin as 
though it were a precious egg. 

6 You must greet all trees with reverence. 

7 You must compliment everyone you meet 

8 You must declare your love for unicorns at every 

opportunity. 
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ROLEPLAYING NIKOLAS 

Nikolas (lawful neutral) carries a spyglass and an 
ear horn, which he uses when talking to patrons. 
Nikolas plays on the fact that he is old when using 
these items, but it's all a ruse: he is as sharp as a 
thorn, and his instruments allow him to get the 
Lrue measure of guests. ln his hands, the spyglass 
and ear horn grant Nikolas advantage on Wisdom 
(Insight) checks to discern lies and determine true 
intent. Characters who attempt to deceive Nikolas 
must succeed on a Charisma (Deception) check con
tested by the goblin's Wisdom (insight) check. 

If one or more characters seem intent on disrupt
ing the carnival. Nikolas scribbles a brief note to 
that effect and hands it to an invisible pixie that 
lurks under the ticket counter. The pixie delivers 
Nikolas's message to Mister Witch, who informs the 
carnival staff to keep a close eye on the group, and 
the carnival's mood lowers by 1 step (see "Tracking 
Mood" earlier in the chapter). 

BIG TOP 

The roof of this tent reaches toward the night sky 

in three swooping peaks topped with spinning gold 

stars. Painted wooden panels on the tent walls whirl 

with colorful motion, displaying vibrant circus perfor

mances. The sound of music and laughter drifts out 

through the canvas door. 

Customers can enter the Big Top for free. 
The Big Top is the setting for two main events: 

Lhe Big Top Extravaganza and the crowning of the 
Witch light Monarch, both of which are described 
in the "Timed Events" section toward Lhe end of 
the chapter. In the hours leading up to midnight, 
carnival barkers stationed throughout the fair de
clare, "Big Top Extravaganza tonight at midnight! 
Prepare to be delighted!" After midnight, these 
barkers s hout, "Who will be crowned our Witch light 
Monarch? Join us in the Big Top just before dawn to 
find out!" 

Aside from those scheduled events, a variety of en
tertainers perform here.Colorful orbs of light dance 
in the lofts of the tent while magic spotlights high
light performers. Spectators watch the acts from 
rows of tiered wooden seats encircling the ring. You 
can randomly determine an act by rolling on the Big 
Top Acts table, or you can create new acts using the 
table's entries as inspiration. 
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BIG ToP ACTS 

d8 Act 

Tiny fireOy circus managed by an ogre dressed like 

a djinni 

2 Halfling contortionist who can fit inside a hatbox 

3 Pixies racing chariots pulled by weasels (eight pix

ies and sixteen weasels in all) 

4 Satyr fiddler whose music causes dancing plants 

to burst from the ground 

5 Troupe of eight clowns launching themselves 

from a magic cannon 

6 Tiefling fire-breather who summons capering 

magma mephits and smoke mephits that disap

pear after l minute 

7 Goblin juggler who can catch and juggle any tiny 

objects tossed to her by the crowd (up to eight 

objects at a time) 

8 Elf ballerina who dances with animated costumes 

that spring from a magic wardrobe 

DRESSING ROOM 

The backstage area is a smaller, circular tent adjoin
ing the Big Top. The curtained doorway between 
the Big Top and the dressing room is guarded by 
two Witchlight hands (chaotic good; see the stat 
block earlier in the chapter), who bicker over the ap
peal of the acts while sharing a bottle of pear cider. 
They allow only performers and other Witch light 
hands to pass through the curtain but are so dis
tracted by their arguing that any character can slip 
past them unseen with a successful DC 12 Dexterity 
(Stealth) check. 

This dressing room is a scene of colorful clutter: 

tables strewn with makeup kits and glass jewelry, mir

rors trimmed with glowing orbs of light, and chests of 

drawers and wardrobes spilling over with garments. 

If a character searches the dressing room for some
thing fun, roll on the Costumes and Accessories 
table to determine what they find. 

COSTUMES AND ACCESSORIES 

d8 Costume or Accessory 

Wire headband fitted with a sparkling paper uni

corn horn 

2 Waistcoat with a chain of one hundred silk hand

kerchiefs tied together in one of its pockets 

3 Casket of costume jewelry 

4 Front and rear halves of a two-person unicorn 

costume 
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d8 Costume or Accessory 

5 Retractable dagger (harmless) 

6 Pair of stil ts and long, bright purple trousers 

7 Enough animated face paint for five applications; 

each application animates on the skin to create 

swirling patterns that last fo r l hour 

8 Clown costume with fake butterfly wings 

BUBBLE- POP TEAPOT 

A twenty-foot-tall teapot rests on a wooden platform, 

its painted surface whirling with moving imagery of 

flying dragons breathing streams of bubbles. A door 

at the base of the teapot allows entry to its interior; 

those who enter emerge fro m the spout enclosed an 

a bubble that detaches to float off across the carnival. 

Seven goblins sits around the platform, sipping tea 

from mismatched porcelain cups. 

This ride costs 1 ticket punch. The ride is man
aged by a friendly goblin noncombatant named 
Treaclewise {chaotic good), who wears bright yellow 
butterfly wings and carries a string of teaspoons on 

his belt. Seven more friendly goblins sit and chatter 
around the giant teapot while sipping tea. When the 
characters approach, Treaclewise gestures to a sign 
on his table that reads: 

The word that you intend to say, 
Try saying it a different way. 

Treaclewise loves to talk in rhyming slang, substi
tuting everyday words with nonsense rhymes. When 
explaining how the bubble ride works. he might say 
the following: 

"Toil and trouble" instead of -bubble" 
• UGnarly tree knot" instead of -teapot" 
• uBramble thicket" instead of "ticket-

If a character engages with Treaclewise in rhyming 
slang, he chuckles and gifts the character with a 
pouch of ScatterleafTea. 

ScatterleafTea. As an action. a creature can scat
ter these tea leaves on the ground in a 5-foot-radius 
circle, duplicating the effect of a protection from e\'il 
and good spell that lasts for 10 minutes. To gain the 
spell's protection, a creature must stand in the circle 
of tea leaves . In addition. a cup of hot, delicious tea 
magically appears in the protected creature's hands. 
A pouch contains enough leaves for one use 
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TAKING A BUBBLE RIDE 

Any Large or smaller creature that enters the tea
pot is enveloped in a magic bubble that floats up 
through the teapot's spout and into the sky, granting 
its occupant wonderful aerial views of the carnival. 
When the bubble pops after 1 minute, the passenger 
floats gently to lhe ground. Each bubble can hold 
only one creature (the smaller the creature, the 
small.er its bubble), plus whatever the creature is 
wearing or carrying. 

A character suspended in the bubble can make a 
DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check, gaining control 
of the bubble on a success. The character can then 
steer the bubble and pop it over any location on the 
carnival map. On a failed check, the character has 
no control over their bubble, and it pops over a ran
dom location. ff a character tries to steer a bubble 
out of the carnival, it pops at the perimeter. 

CALLIOPE 

A merry tune spills forth from an instrument on the 

back of a brightly painted wagon. A monkey wearing 

a cloak covered with buttons turns a handle at the 

wagon's rear, sending music into the air from rows of 

golden whistles. As you watch, a goblin dressed as a 

ladybug toddles up to you, rattling a tin cup. 

The calliope can be heard throughout the carni-
val and is magically linked to the carnival's mood. 
When people are happy, it pipes along merrily, but 
it plays discordantly when the mood is low. Each of 
the calliope's whistles is imbued with magical gusts 
of wind, allowing it to play without end. 

Ernest the monkey turns the handle of a piano 
roll; the punched holes in the roll of parchment 
provide the melody. Ernest has the mind of a mid
dle-aged human, the result of a prank involving the 
organ grinder, his pet monkey, a leprechaun, and 
a great quantity of brambleberry wine. The organ 
grinder's mind was swapped with his monkey's, 
but the jest turned to disaster when his body ran 
off with the monkey's mind inside, never to be seen 
again. Ernest uses the baboon stat block, but his 
[ntelligence and Charisma are 10, and he can speak 
Common. His alignment is neutral good. 

Ernest likes to collect buttons from the carnival's 
guests to sew onto his cloak. He has a rhyme for re
questing them: 

Spare a button if you please, 
I'll sew it next to all of these. 
I offer nothing in its place, 
Besides a smile upon my face. 
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Marigold (chaotic good), the goblin dressed as a 
ladybug, collects the proffered buttons in a tin cup 
and delivers them to Ernest. Marigold is sprightly 
and often cajoles bystanders into dancing. 

On the Story Tracker, jot down the names of char
acters who give at least one button to Ernest. If one 
or more of these characters find themselves trapped 
er captured in Prismeer, they hear the distant 
whistling of the calliope and can follow the music 
to safety. Any barriers or obstacles in thei r way are 
magically removed. For example, the lock on a cell 
door might spring open on its own, a guard might 
fall asleep, or a silent, spectral monkey resembling 
Ernest might appear and reveal the shortest route to 
freedom. This is a tool to help the characters out of 
a tight spot and can be used only once per group. 

CAROUSEL 

A procession of wooden unicorns stands motionless 

on a circular wooden platform. Fairgoers clamber 

onto the unicorns' backs, and a female centaur sets 

the ride in motion. The unicorns shake their manes 

and creak to life, cantering around the carousel to the 

delight of their riders. 

A ride on the carousel costs 1 ticket punch. 

DIANA CLOPPINGTON 

The individual who checks tickets and operates the 
carousel is named Diana Cloppington. Once a hu
man, Diana sought the help of Granny Nightshade 
of the Hourglass Coven, desperately wishing to be 
reunited with her warhorse, which went missing in 
battle. The cruel hag magically fused the bodies of 
Diana and her horse, giving her the appearance of a 
centaur. Diana fled Prismeer and befriended Mister 
Witch and Mister Light, who offered her a home in 
their carnival. 

Diana greets patrons with good humor, but there's 
a sadness behind her eyes. She's quick to correct 
anyone who calls her a centaur, saying that she's "a 
human who made a bad deal." If Diana discovers 
that the characters are investigating the carnival for 
their own reasons, she tells them how a hag made 
good on a promise to reunite Diana with her miss
ing horse; however, due to the nature of her bargain 
with the hag, there are several things that Diana 
can't talk about: 

• The Hourglass Coven 
• Zybilna's current predicament 
• Prismeer's current state 

If she tries to speak or write about these forbidden 
topics, she painfully coughs up brown tree sap, or 



mushrooms blister on her fingers until she ceases 

her attempts. The carousers wooden unicorns, how

ever, can supply the characters with clues related to 

the hags (see "Riddle of the Carousel" below). Diana 

tells them that they must "speak to the unicorns," 

but to earn their trust they must learn the names of 

all eight unicorns. Diana gives one of the characters 

a clay pol of gold paint and some paintbrushes. She 

says she can close the carousel for a short time 

while it undergoes some "essentia l repairs." 

RIDDLE OF THE C A ROUSEL 

The carousel's eight unicorns ride in pairs, and each 

unicorn wears a name tag on its bridle. Some of the 

names are legible, wh ile other name tags a re worn 

and indecipherable. 
The names for each pair of unicorns are key 

words from a well-known proverb. Before any of the 
unicorns share secrets with their riders. all of them 

mus t have their correct names painted on their tags. 
One unicorn in each pair has some letters missing 

from its name tag, but players who are familiar with 
the proverbs can fill in the missing letters. 

First Pair. The first two unicorns are named For
tune and Bold, from the proverb "Fortune favors 
the bold." Fortune's name tag is complete, but 
Bold's name tag reads B ___ . 

Second Pair. These unicorns' names are P ride and 

Fall, from the proverb "Pride goes before a fall." 

Fall's name tag is complete, but Pride's name tag 
reads PR 

Third Pair. These unicorns' names are Stone and 
Moss, from the proverb "A roll ing stone gathers no 
moss." Stone's name tag is complete. but Moss's 
name tag reads M __ S. 

Fourth Pair. The last two unicorns are named 
Stitch and Nine, from the proverb "A stitch in time 

saves nine." Stitch's name tag is complete. but 
Nine's name tag reads __ N _. 

If you a re running this adventure for players who 
don't have a good grasp of English proverbs. use 
different pairs of words that the players will have 

an easier time identifying. For example, each pair 
of unicorns might have names that are synonymous 
with each other, s uch as Jolly/Merry (ME ___ ), 

Breeze/Gust (G __ T), Tale/Yarn( _ _ R N), and 

Dawn/Sunrise (S ___ IS _). Otherwise, choose 

names from idioms or proverbs with which your 
players are familiar. 

When the characters are done painting names on 

the unicorns, Diana offers them a free ride on the 
attraction. Any unicorn whose name is incorrect 
gives a disgruntled whinny, and the characters learn 

nothing from any of the unicorns if they are ridden. 
If all the unicorns' names a re correct, each unicorn 

telepathically shares with its rider three secrets 
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about Prismeer or the Hourglass Coven during this 
ride. These secrets can be imparted in response 
to questions asked by the character. or they can be 

s hared without a prompt if the character doesn't 
know what to ask. 

Lost Things Secrets. If you used the ~ Lost 

Things•· adventure hook, a unicorn shares the fol
lowing information with its rider: 

The character learns which hag has the lost thing 
they're looking for (Bavlorna Blightstraw, Ska

batha Nightshade. or Endelyn Moongrave). 
• The character is told that Bavlorna's lair is a ram

bling cottage on stilts in a fey swamp, Skabatha's 
lair is a dead, hollowed-out tree in a sylvan forest, 
and Endelyn's lair is a mountaintop theater. 

• The character learns a useful secret tied 10 the 

hag in question: .. The hag you seek is a llergic to 
seeing someone run widdershins" (for Bavlorna), 
"The hag you seek sleeps in a dollhouse and 
can't remember the first creature she sees when 
she wakes up" (for Skabatha), or ""The hag you 
seek has foreseen her own death. which happens 
during an eclipse" (for Endelyn). 

Warlock's Quest Secrets. If you used the ··war
lock's Quest" adventure hook, a character receives 
the following information while in telepathic contact 
with one of the carousel's unicorns: 
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Lorge Plant, Typically Chaotic Good 

Armor Class 14 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 45 (6dl0 + 12) 
Speed 30 ft . 

STR 
17 (+3) 

DEX 
8 (-1) 

CON 
15 (+2) 

Damage Vulnerabilities fire 

INT 
12(+1) 

Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing 
Senses passive Perception 11 

WIS 
12 (+l) 

Languages Common, Druidic, Elvish, Sylvan 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

False Appearance. If the treant is motionless at the start of 
combat, it has advantage on Its initiative roll. Moreover, if a 
creature hasn't observed the treant move or act, that creature 
must succeed on a DC 18 Intelligence (Investigation) check to 
discern that the treant is animate. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The treant makes two Slam attacks. 

Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 8 (ldl0 + 3) bludgeoning damage. 

Rock. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit , range 20/60 ft. , one tar
get. Hit: 14 (2dl0 + 3) bludgeoning damage. 

Animate Trees (1/Day). The treant magically animates one or 
two trees It can see within 60 feet of it. These trees have the 
same statis tics as an awakened tree (see the Monster Manual), 
except they can't speak. An animated tree acts as an ally of the 
treant. The tree remains animate for l day or unt il it dies, until 
the treant dies or Is more than 120 feet from the tree, or until 
the treant takes a bonus action to turn It back Into an Inanimate 
tree. The tree then takes root if possible. 
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• Zybilna of Prismeer is frozen in time . 
• Three hags have seized control of Zybilna's do

main and split it among them. Together, these 
hags form the Hourglass Coven . 

• The hags' names are Bavlorna Blightstraw, Ska
batha Nightshade, and Endelyn Moongrave, and 
their splinter-realms are called Hither, Thither, 
and Yon. The coven is so riddled with distrust 
that each hag is convinced her sisters are plotting 
against her. 

DRAGONFLY RIDES 

Huge lily pads rest on the surface of a pool glistening 

with phosphorescent algae. Giant dragonflies use the 

lily pads as landing platforms, buzzing loudly over

head with wings as brilliant as stained-glass windows, 

and alighting briefly to drop off and pick up excited 

passengers. 

Near the entrance, a small, smiling tree turns your 

way and beckons you over. A red squirrel clings to its 

leafy canopy, peering at you suspiciously. 

Northwind, a Prismeer native, is a carefree treant 
sapling (see the accompanying stat block). Ap
pendix D contains additional roleplayiog notes for 
Northwind. Nortbwind's squirrel companion, Red, 
sizes up guests while keeping at least one beady eye 
on Northwind's acorns. Red is the beneficiary of a 
druid's awaken spell; he uses the weasel stat block 
but has an Intelligence of 10 and speaks Common. 

DRAGONFLY RIDING 

Riding a dragonfly costs 1 ticket punch. There are 
eight giant dragonflies (see appendix C), which 
are trained to fly their riders in a lazy figure eight 
around the carnival's thoroughfare, at a height of 20 
feet. A character who tries to steer their dragonfly 
off course must succeed on a DC 12 Wisdom (Ani
mal Handling) check to do so. On the Story Tracker, 
jot down the names of any characters who succeed 
on the Wisdom (Animal Handling) check to redirect 
a giant dragonfly; these characters have a talent that 
might benefit them in chapter 4 (see area M20). 

As the characters' first ride begins, shouts of 
alarm erupt from a nearby lily pad. A giant dragonfly 
has just taken off prematurely with a patron on its 
back: a middle-aged dwarf with a bright blue beard 
sits unfastened in his harness. Kettlesteam, a kenku 
warlock, used a speak with animals spell to panic 
the dragonfly. Characters can spot Kettlesteam be
fore she slips away with a successful Wisdom (Per
ception) check contested by the kenku's Charisma 
(Deception) check. See "Catching Kettlesteam" later 
in the chapter if the characters try to confront her. 



A character can calm the startled mount and 
guide it back to a lily pad with a successful DC 14 
Wisdom (Animal Handling) check. The carnival's 
mood rises by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood,. earlier 
in the chapter) if a character succeeds on this check. 
If the characters fail to rescue the dwarf, he tumbles 
from the dragonfly's back; luckily, his fa ll is cush
ioned by a tent awning, a nd though he isn't badly 
hurt, the mood of the carnival lowers by 1 step. 

QUESTIONING NORTHWIND 

Northwind is terrible at keeping secrets. [f ques
tioned about the carnival, the treant loudly whis
pers the following bits of information, preceding 
each with 'Tm not really supposed to talk about 
this, but ... " 

• "Mister Witch and Mister Light aren't the carni
val's original owners, y'know. They're not even 
from the Feywild! But it matters not an inch! We're 
all one big, happy family here!" 

, "The ca rnival can't run without Mister Witch's 
pocket watch- I hope he never loses it!" 

, "There's nothing Mister Light likes more than 
a sea of smiling faces-if the carn ival's happy, 
he's happy!" 

Northwind doesn't know about the Hourglass Co
ven or what has become of Prismeer or its archfey 
ruler; it thinks the domain is still thriving under 
Zybilna's rule. 

FEASTING ORCHARD 

Music and mirth radiate from this park. The heady 

scents of flowers, mead, and berry pie waft through 

the air. Stilt-walkers pluck fruit from trees; musicians 

drum, pipe, and strum; and everywhere there is sing

ing, dancing, and an inordinate amount of custard. 

The Feasting Orchard bustles all through the night 
with the activity of storytellers, musicians, and acro
bats. The feasting tables are lined with merrymak
ers, and dances spring up at the drop of a hat. 

FAERIE CAKE EATING CONTEST 

This contest runs repeatedly throughout the evening 
and costs 1 ticket punch to enter. The contest cable 
is piled high with small, glazed cupcakes, each fi lled 
with a dollop of berry custard. The goal is simple: 
eat as many cupcakes as you can within 60 seconds. 

A contestant can swallow a cupcake in about 
3 seconds and safely eat as many cupcakes as 
3 + its Constitution modifier; for each additional 
cake eaten, the contestant must succeed on a DC 
10 Constitution saving throw or take ld8 cus
tard damage. Subtract custard da mage from the 

contestant's hit points as normal. Any contestant 
reduced to O hit points by custard damage is unable 
to continue. loses the contest, and has custard splat
tered all over them. At the end of the contest. aU con
testants regain the hit points they lost from taking 
custard damage. 

Treasure. The prize for winning the contest is a 
cupcake that functions like a potion ofinvisibility. 
The whole cupcake must be eaten to gain its benefit. 

ELLYWICK TuMBLESTRUM 

This gnome bard ("Tumblestrum~ to her friends) is 
in the Feasting Orchard when the characters first 
arrive. She sits on a swing that hangs from the 
branch of a pear tree. plucking the strings on her 
lute while eyeing the characters. lf the characters 
happen to mention their free tickets. she reveals that 
she was the one who paid for them. When pressed 
for more information. she cryptically assures the 
characters that they're exactly where and when 
they're supposed to be but says no more. 

As the night progresses, Tumblestrum can reap
pear to provide hints about what the group needs to 
do; she can even guide the characters to Prismeer 
if all of their plans fall through (see MTumblestrum's 
Intervention" in the ~Timed Events,. section later in 
the chapter). If she is threatened, she disappears in 
a flashy yet harmless pyrotechnic display. 1 o stat 
block for Tumblestrum is necessary. since she won't 
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harm or hinder the characters and can't be seriously 
ha rmed by them. Her thoughts are likewise hidden, 
s ince no magic can read them. 

Tumblestrum is meant to be an enigma 10 the 
player characters. In truth, she is a savvy planar 
traveler who has visited and entertained folks on 
countless worlds. In some corners of the multi
verse, s he is what's known as a Planeswalker- a 
fiercely independent and extremely powerful entity 
not to be trined with. Tumblestrum disapproves of 
the Hourglass Coven's cruelty and a ims to deliver 
some much-needed comeuppance. The gnome 
sees the characters as agents of change who can 
undo some of the damage caused by the coven, 
and she sus pects that if they do so, the characters 
will be on their way to becoming heroes worthy of 
epic ballads. 

GONDOLA SWANS 

Enormous swans glide through the water here, pull

ing ornate wooden gondolas draped in flowers. The 

swans disappear into banks of silver mist as they 

wend their way down the river. A Jetty extends ahead, 

at the end of which a waiting swan preens its feathers. 

Riding a gondola costs 1 ticket punch. Each ride is 
an hour long; it s tarts and ends at the jetty, and the 
gondola follows the river that ma rks the perimeter 
of the carnival. 

Each gondola is pulled by a gia nt swan, which has 
the sta tis tics of a giant eagle except that it has no 
talons, can attack twice with its beak as an action, 
and s peaks Common and Au ran. If the characters 
approach the swan at the end of the jetty, s he bows 
her head, introduces herself as Feathereen, and 
expla ins that she can take the characters along the 
river that encircles the carniva l. Each gondola holds 
up to eight Medium creatures. 

Feathereen is erudite and haughty. She asks the 
cha racters several metaphysical questions as they 
travel, s uch as these: 

• "What is joy?" 
• "How do I know you exist?" 
• " In worlds so full of magic, is time an illusion?" 

If the characters ignore Feathereen or make light 
of her questions, she rocks the gondola and tries to 
pitch her passengers into the water. Each occupant 
mus t succeed on a DC 10 Dexterity saving throw to 
stay inside the boat. 

Cha racters who impress Feathereen with their 
answers earn her respec1; if she is questioned about 
the carnival, her gossipy na1ure is revealed, and she 
imparts the following informa1ion: 
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• Feathcreen saw the mime Candlefoot (see "Ha ll of 
Illusions'') make a disastrous attempt to propose 
to the mermaid Palasha. "He was about to declare 
his love for the mermaid in front of everyone, 
when the words left him with a gasp! It was most 
unusual, and he hasn't spoken a word s ince. Pala
sha was very upset." 

• Feathereen enjoys late-night debates with the bug
bear Burly (see "Staff Area" later in the chapter). 
"He has a profound mind and is simply wasted 
guarding the staff wagons. He misses his brother 
tremendously. No one knows what happened to 
Hurly, but everyone knows he never really fit in." 
(S ee area MS in chapter 4 for Hurly's current 
whereabouts.) 

On the Story Tracker, note the names of any cha r
acters who impress Feathereen with thei r conver
sation. These characters gain debating talents that 
might prove useful in chapter 5 (see area P41). 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters annoy Feathereen, she is irritable 
for the rest of the evening, and the carnival's mood 
lowers by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood" earlier fo 
the chapter). If pleased, she remains in high spirits, 
which ra ises the carnival's mood by 1 step. 

HALL OF ILLUSIONS 

A glass cabinet stands near the entrance to this tent. 
lf the characters approach it, read the following 
boxed text aloud. If they investigate the tent first, 
skip ahead to "Approaching the Hall of Illusions." 

A wooden mannequin of a grinning, raven-haired 

young woman in witch's attire and a green flowing 

cape hovers inside a glass cabinet. At the top of the 

cabinet, a sign reads "Tasha the Wizard-Known for 

Her Hideous Laughter." 

A halfling couple holds hands as they approach the 

glass cabinet. One of the halflings is wearing butterfly 

face paint. As he drops to one knee and pulls a small 

box from his pocket, his sweetheart bursts into laugh

ter and begins rolling on the ground. The halfting in 

face paint begins sobbing and darts into the nearby 

tent without getting his ticket punched. 

Characters who succeed on a DC 15 Intelligence 
(History) check recall that Tasha was one of the 
names reputedly used by lggwilv the Witch Queen, 
a legendary archmage. Any creature that comes 
within 10 feet of the mannequin must s ucceed on 
a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or be affected as if 
by a Tasha's hideous laughter spell. Whether the 



saving throw succeeds or fa ils, the creature can't be 
affected by the ma nnequin again. 

The ha lfli ng in face paint is Rubin Sugarwood, 
and his halfl ing sweethear t is named Ween 
Sundapple; both a re commoners (lawful good). 
Ween got too close to the glass cabinet and fell 
victim to its spell. If one or more characters follow 
Rubin into the Hall of Illusions, see "Chasing Ru
bin" below. 

After recovering from the cabinet's s pell, Ween 
remains outs ide the tent and calls out for Rubin, 
hoping he will return. 

APPROACHING THE HALL OF ILLUSIONS 

This large tent is painted with a mural of shifting 

images that show grinning faeries diving into pools 

of color. The helical stripes of the tent's pointed can

opies rotate in spirals, and the whole display seems 
designed to befuddle onlookers. A clown dressed 
in muted garb stands at the tent 's entrance, blink

ing at you. 

Enter ing the tent costs 1 ticket punch. 
The veil between the Material Pla ne and the Fey

wild is thinnes t inside this hall of magical mirrors, 
and the door to Prismeer lies deep within. The 
Hourglass Coven's thieves slip in and out of the tent 
as they desire, and most of the carnival sta ff prefer 
to give the attraction a wide berth, believing it to be 
jinxed or haunted. 

CAN DLEFOOT THE MIME 

Candlefoot, a Witchlight hand (neutra l good; see 
the stat block earlier in the chapter), is the reluctant 
ticket-puncher at the Hall of Illusions, and he does 
all he can to avoid entering the hall. All the color 
has leached out of his sk.in, hair, eyes, and apparel, 
giving him a strangely monochromatic look. And his 
problems don't end there. 

A kenku named Kettlesteam stole Candlefoot's 
voice, so he communicates through mime. If the 
characters give him a writing implement and some 
parchment, he can also write out his thoughts . 

Appendix D contains additional roleplaying notes 
for Candlefoot. 

A Fey Romance. When the mermaid Palasha (see 
"S ilversong Lake" later in the chapter) joined the 
Witchlight Carnival, Candlefoot discovered that her 
songs had the power to bring back his coloration. 
(The change lasts only as long as he can hear her 
sing.) This surprised them both, and when the pair 
met, they fell in love. Recently, Candlefoot was about 
to propose to Palasha when his voice was snatched 
by Kettlesteam. If questioned, Candlefoot tries to 
explain his sorry circumstances through mime 

C~NOLEFOOT 

and asks the characters to help him recover his 
voice from Kettlesteam so he can go through with 
his proposal. 

Here's a fantastic opportunity for you to explore 
your hidden talents as a mime. To indicate that he 
has lost his voice, Candlefoot might move his lips, 
then s hake his head while holding a hand up to one 
ear. He might bob his head and flap his arms like a 
bird to indicate that Kettlesteam is the culprit. He 
doesn't know where the kenku is, but he knows she 
has been causing mischief throughout the carnival 
and sometimes uses magic to conceal her true form. 

If the characters agree to help Candlefoot, he per
forms a few delightful magic tricks for their amuse
ment using his prestidigitation cantrip, which he can 
cast without the verbal component. 

INSIDE THE HALL OF I LLUS IONS 

Tall mirrors li ne the interior walls of the tent. 
The mirrors near the entrance reflect onlookers in 
their youth; the images grow steadily older, until 
the mirrors deep within the hall reflect onlookers 
in their twilight years. As the characters scrutinize 
their reflections, ask the players to describe what 
their characters looked like as children and what 
they might look like in old age. 
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When the correct incantation is spoken aloud 
in front of any of the hall's mirrors. the mirror 
transforms into a portal to the Feywild domain of 
Prismeer (see "Through the Looking Glass" at the 
end of the chapter for more information). 

CHASING RUBIN 

If the characters chase after Rubin when he enters 
the hall, Candlefoot looks shocked but doesn't fol
low them inside. 

Any character who spends 1 minute searching for 
Rubin finds him with a successful DC 15 Wisdom 
(Perception) check. The halfling is gazing worriedly 
into a mirror. and a little girl in a pig mask can be 
seen in the pane, whispering to the halfling's youth
ful reflection. As soon as she sees the characters, 
the girl turns and disappears. This figure is Sowpig 
(see "Thieves of the Coven" earlier in the chapter), 
who is trying to lure the halfling to Thither so that 
Skabatha Nightshade can tempt him into a nefari
ous bargain. Rubin reveals that gi rl in the pig mask 
asked him if he had any regrets, and said that if he 
did, she knew someone who could help him- he just 
had to follow her. 

If the characters fail to find Rubin after 3 minutes, 
they come upon him as he steps into the mirror 
to join the girl in the pig mask. After he passes 
through the pane, his youthful reflection takes the 
girl's hand and walks away with her. The ring he 
intended for his sweetheart drops to the floor inside 
the hall as he disappears. Characters who try to 
follow Rubin are unable to pass through the mirror 
as he did. 

DEVELOPMENT 
On the Story Tracker, jot down the names of any 
cha racters who succeeded on the Intelligence 
(History) check to know that Tasha and Iggwilv are 
one and the same, because this information proves 
useful in chapter 5. Also note if Rubin was led away 
by Sowpig, as the characters might encounter him 
again in chapter 3 (see area L13). 

If the characters reunite the halfling couple, Ween 
accepts Rubin's proposal, and the carnival's mood 
rises by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood" earlier in the 
chapter). If Rubin and Ween are not reunited, the 
mood of the carnival lowers by 1 step as word of Ru
bin's disappearance spreads. 
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LOST PROPERTY 

Outside the lost property wagon is a large feline crea

ture with midnight-blue fur. It has a pair of tentacles 

extending from its shoulders and wears fake butterfly 

wings. Hanging from its collar is a small wooden keg. 

The creature roughhouses with two young boys. One 

boy squeals, "Again, Dirla, again!" while the other 

hangs onto the creature's neck. 

Dirlagraun is a gray-whiskered displacer beast that 
looks after stray chi ldren until they can be reunited 
with their parents. The keg fastened to its collar is 
filled with toffee apple juice and fitted with a spigot 
for easy pouring. The juice never fails to console an 
upset child. 

When the characters arrive, the displacer beast 
is minding two boys named Viro and Allowin while 
their mother fetches food and drink. The displacer 
beast is unusual both in disposition and in its ability 
to speak Elvish and Sylvan. Appendix D contains 
additional roleplaying notes for Dirlagraun. 

MISSING CHILD 

If the characters question Dirlagraun, it quietly cau
tions them that some things go missing from the 
Witchlight Carnival and never come back. Before it 
can say more, Viro, the older of the two boys, picks 
up a mirrored ball from the lost property wagon. In 
a rare moment of anger, Dirlagraun snatches the 
ball back with a snarl and a flick of its tentacle, caus
ing Viro to dash away in fright. 

Unable to leave the younger boy, Allowin, alone, 
Dirlagraun pleads with the characters to go after 
Viro. Any character who searches for Viro can make 
a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check, locating him 
in a nearby candy stall on a success. If Viro isn't 
found, a character can repeat the check after con
tinuing the search for another IO minutes. If Viro 
is not found within the hour, the carnival's mood 
lowers by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood" earlier in 
the chapter). 

If the characters return with Viro, Dirlagraun is 
grateful and reveals that, many years ago, its own 
cub vanished from the earn ival without a trace. 
The cub's name is Star, and all Dirlagraun has to 
remember Star by is its favorite toy- the small, 
mirrored ball that Viro grabbed. If one or more 
characters declare their intention to search for S tar, 
Dirlagraun gives the mirrored ball to them. 

Unknown to anyone who works at the carnival, 
Star followed Sowpig (see "Thieves of the Coven" 
earlier in the chapter) through a mirrored porta l in 
the Hall of Illusions. The characters might encoun
ter Star in chapter 3 (see "Little Oak"). 



TROUBLING TIMES 

Dirlagraun is concerned that Mis ter Witch and Mis
ter Light are on edge. If the characters a re wi lling to 
investigate, Dirlagraun advises against confronting 
the carnival owners directly. Ins tead, the displacer 
beast suggests that the characters sneak into the 
Sta ff Area behind the Big Top and spy on them. 

MYSTERY MINE 

Propelled by magic, mine carts laden with fa irgoers 

trundle into an opening carved like a dragon's mouth. 

The carts reappear moments later on the far side of 

the attraction, with the passengers expressing a mix

ture of bewilderment, fear, and excitement. 

Near the entrance, a male dwarf dressed like a 

wizard shouts, "Unlock the mysteries of your mind in 

the Mystery Mine!" He has bushy eyebrows, wears a 

pointy hat, and holds a large clockwork contraption 

shaped like a giant eye. 

This ride costs 1 ticket punch. 
The mine is the brainchild of an eccentr ic dwarf 

named Zephixo- the same individual standing out
side it. He uses the mage s tat block, with the follow
ing changes: 

, Zephixo (chaotic good) speaks Common, Dwar
vish, Gnomish, and Sylvan . 

• He has darkvis ion out to a range of 60 feet, resis
tance to poison damage, and advantage on saving 
throws agains t poison. 

Zephixo beckons vis itors toward his "All-S eeing 
Eye" contraption. lf the cha racters look into the 
eye, ask each player to write down the ir character's 
name alongside the name of a creature the char
acter fears. Collect their notes and refer to them 
during the ride. Characters who don't gaze into the 
All-Seeing Eye can still enter the mine, at the cost of 
having a much less exhilarating experience. 

RIDING THE MYSTERY MINE 

Each mine car t holds up to eight Medium creatures. 
As the characters pass through the dragon's mouth, 
the ride plunges them into an illusion-fill ed demi
plane of undulating hills, corkscrewing trees, and 
prismatic skies. 

As the characters' cart hu rtles a long the track, 
refer to the players' notes. Illusory forms of the char
acters' worst fears launch themselves at the mine 
cart, and it's up to you to describe how these fears 
manifest. The number of illusory forms equals the 
number of riders in the cart, and each character is 
confronted only once by their worst fear. 

O tRLI\GR I\UN 

Each of the cart 's riders mus t make a DC 12 Wis
dom saving throw as each illusion appears. If the 
illusion a characte r faces is the ir own fear. they have 
disadvantage on the saving throw. On a failed save, 
a cha racte r is compelled to scream as the illusion 
terrifies them to the core; on a successful save, the 
character laughs at the illus ion as it rushes by harm
lessly. Ask the players to keep track of how many of 
these saving th rows their characters fail. 

Any cha racter who succeeds on all the saving 
throws gains advantage on all Charisma-based 
ability checks made at the carniva l. This effect lasts 
until the crowning of the Witch light Mona rch (see 
"Timed Events" toward the end of the chapte r). 

Any cha racter who fails three or more of the ride's 
saving throws is haunted by nightmares for 1d8 
days. Until the nightmares e nd, the cha racter must 
succeed on a DC 12 Wisdom saving throw a fter fin
ishing a long res t or gain ld3 levels of exhaustion. 
On the Story Tracker. record the characte r's name 
and the number of days remaining until the night
mares cease, reducing that number by I after each 
long rest. Any spell that ends a curse rids the char
acter of these nightmares but doesn't remove levels 
of exhaustion gained as a result of them. 
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PIXIE KINGDOM 

A copse of oak trees shelters a miniaturized fair

ground. At its heart, a hamster runs inside a tiny 

Ferris wheel, encircled by minuscule wagons and 

candy stalls. A pixie sits cross-legged in the hollow of 

a tree at the entrance to this realm. 

The pixie introduces himself as Jeremy Plum 
and does his best to persuade the characters that 
the Pixie Kingdom is the best attraction the car
nival has to offer. Entry to the attraction costs 1 
ticket punch. 

Jeremy encourages the characters to adopt pixie 
names before entering; refer to the table below 
for ideas. The carnival's mood rises by 1 step (see 
"Tracking Mood" earlier in the chapter) if all the 
characters use their adopted pixie names while in 
the attraction. 

PIXIE NAMES 

d8 Name d8 Name 

Brightmite 5 Jellybean Starfish 

2 Cobweb 6 Panache 

3 Cotton Candy 7 Puddlemud 

4 Dimple 8 Toadhop 

Whether or not the characters agree to adopt their 
pixie names, Jeremy sprinkles pixie dust (see 
appendix A) on them.Jeremy also presents each 
character with a potion that, when consumed within 
the boundary of the Pixie Kingdom, reduces the 
imbiber's size to Tiny for 1 hour, or until the imbiber 
wants the effect to end. Until the effect ends, the 
Tiny character has disadvantage on Strength checks 
and Strength saving throws, and the character's 
weapons deal 2d4 less damage (this change can't 
reduce the damage below 1). 

EXPLORING THE KINGDOM 

The Pixie Kingdom is a tranquil oasis compared to the 

rest of the bustling carnival. The air is filled with the 

aroma of blackberry wine and Aower blossoms. Eight 

brightly painted doorways are nestled in the bark at 

the bases of the surrounding trees. 

Twelve pixies reside here during carnival hours. 
They are friendly, curious, and eager to ask new 
arrivals all sorts of questions. The characters are 
free to explore the kingdom and experience the fol
lowing wonders: 
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• One character at a time can ride Pinecone, an ex
citable pug that listens only to pixies. 

• The kingdom's centerpiece is a pixie palace made 
entirely of old cocoon husks beautifully woven 
together. 

• Characters can dine on cucamelon sand
wiches and thimbleberry tarts inside one of the 
pixie cottages. 

• Characters can ride the wheel, which is powered 
by a talkative hamster named Biscuit. An awaken 
spell cast on the hamster gives it an Intelligence of 
10 and the ability to speak Common. 

Characters who spend time talking to the pixies or 
Biscuit learn the following rumors: 

• "Everyone's on the lookout for a kenku trouble
maker, but she's using magic to disguise herself." 

• "Candlefoot the mime and Palasha the mermaid 
are in love. On top of that, Candlefoot's lost his 
voice. Is that part of his act?" 

• "Burly the bugbear often talks philosophy with 
one of the gondola swans. That bugbear has 
brains as well as brawn." 

PLAYING HIDE-AND-SEEK 

After a short while, the characters are invited to play 
a game of hide-and-seek, organized by two pixies: 
the game's friendly supervisor, Honeymint, and a 
seeker named Starbug. On the Story Tracker, jot 
down the names of any characters who play hide
and-seek with the pixies; this experience might 
prove useful in chapter 3 (see area LS). 

Each character who plays th.e game makes a Wis
dom (Stealth) check to hide (see the Player's Hand
book for rules on skills with different abilities). Star
bug finds the character who has the lowest check 
result, at which point all the remaining characters 
move to new hiding places and make another check. 
The game continues until only one character re
mains hidden; this character is declared the winner 
and is awarded a packet of pixie dust (see appendix 
A) , with two leaves as the propeller blades. No char
acter can win this prize more than once. 

The characters can hide anywhere in the Pixie 
Kingdom, but Honeymint points out the following 
hiding spots before the game begins: 

Biscuit's Wheel. This wooden wheel has eight 
wicker carriages. Biscuit, the hamster who trun
dles around inside the contraption that turns the 
wheel, is very talkative. Offering food to the ham
ster is one way to keep him quiet. 

Flower Bed. This area is home to several talking 
wildflowers. They're rather conceited and bicker 
over which of them has the silkiest petals and the 
finest aroma. Flattery can silence their bickering. 

Heron's Nest. An awakened heron named Beatrice, 
who enjoys talking about the weather, roosts in a 



clump of long grasses and might allow characters 

to hide in her nest if they ask nicely. 

Any characte r who tries to hide in one of these loca

tions mus t s ucceed on a DC 12 Charisma (Persua

sion) check to shush the creatures there. S uccess 

grants advantage on Wisdom (Stealth) checks made 

to hide in that location. 

SILVERSONG LAKE 

Mist gathers at the banks of a shimmering lake. Near 

its center, a mermaid lounges in a giant bowl, singing 

a glorious, haunting song that captivates spectators 

on the lakeshore. In response, the lake water co

alesces into magical sculptures that whirl around her 

as she performs. 

It costs nothing to visit the lake and behold its s ta r 

attraction: the merfolk Palasha (chaotic good). Audi

ences crowd the lakeside jus t to witness her beauty 

and hear her song. 
Palasha is no ordinary mermaid. Her s inging 

has the ability to emulate the effects of a control 

water spell. Once per day, as an action, she can also 

summon a swarm of quippers that obeys her com

mands until it disappears after 1 minute. 
Pa lasha is in love with Candlefoot (see "Hall of 

Illusions") but fi nds it tragic that he has lost his 
voice. She can't face seeing him after his very pub

lic marriage proposal went awry. The mermaid is 
also fiercely devoted to the carnival. "We a re an 
impossibility in an impossible universe," she tells 
colleagues and strangers alike, with great pride. 
Appendix D contains additional roleplaying notes 
for Palasha. 

FEATHERED H ECKLER 

This event occurs the firs t time the characters 
watch Palasha perform. Kettlesteam, the 
kenku warlock, snakes through the crowd, 
using disguise self and Mimicry to pose as 
different hecklers. After three mean-spirited 
jeers, the mermaid falters in mid-song, leaps 
out of her bowl, and darts off, heading downri
ver. Her abrupt departure causes the carnival's 
mood to lower by 1 step (see "Tracking Mood" 
earlier in the chapter). 

Characters who try to identify the hecklers 
can spot Kettlesteam in her current guise with a 
successful Wisdom (Perception) check contested 
by the kenku's Charisma (Deception) check. See 
"Catching Kettlesteam" later in the chapter if the 

f characters try to corner her. 

f 
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HELPI NG PALASH A 

If she is driven from Silversong l ake by heckling, 

Palasha takes refuge in the river nea r the Hall of 

Illus ions. To coax her back to the lake. the charac

ters mus t perform an act of gallantry, s uch as help

ing Candlefoot find his lost voice. 
If the characters persuade Palasha to return to 

the lake and res ume her performance, the carnival's 

mood rises by 2 steps (see "Tracking Mood" ear-
lier in the chapter). Pa lasha offers a s inging lesson 

to any characters who helped her. On the Story 

Tracker, jot down the names of characters who 

received a singing lesson from the merma id. Their 
talent might benefit them in chapter 3 (see "Uncor

rupted Fa iry Rings'} 

S MALL STA LLS 

The fa ir boasts s evera l small s talls . each run by a 

Witchlight hand (variable alignments; see the stat 

block earlier in the chapter). S ome of the stalls sell 

sweet snacks and drinks. For I ticket punch. a cus

tomer can buy a snack served on a large flower petal 

or a beverage served in a fist-sized snail shell. The 

offerings include: 

• Blue-fros ted cupcake 
• Candied apple on a stick 
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• Euphoreo cookie (saucer-sized cookies dusted 
with particles of faerie dragon euphoria gas) 

• Eveningberry wine (a sweet, nonalcoholic drink) 
• Faerie bell nectar (harvested from faerie 

bell flowers) 
Pixie tarts (powdered candy in little cups) 

• Sugar-glazed button mushrooms 
• Tree sap lollipop 

The remaining stalls offer games and contests that 
cost 1 ticket punch apiece. A handful of games are 
summarized in the Carnival Games table and de
scribed below, and you can create others as you see 
fit using these as models. 

CARNIVAL GAMES 

Game 

AlmiraJ Ring Toss 

Catch the Dragon by the Tail 

Gnome Poetry Contest 

Goblin Wrestling 

Guess the Number of Feathers 

Outstare the Cyclops 

Key Ability 

Dexterity 

Wisdom 

Charisma 

Strength 

Intelligence 

Constitution 

If a character wins a prize playing a game, roll a d8 
on the Carnival Prizes table lo determine the prize. 
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CARNIVAL PRIZES 

d8 Prize 

Trinket (determined by rolling on the Feywild Trin

kets table in the introduction). 

2 Wooden wand with 8 charges. As an action, you 

can expend l of the wand's charges to cast the 

prestidigitation cantrip. This wand can't be re

charged. 

3 Packet of pixie dust (see appendix A) . 

4 Bottle of Witch light wine. While the bottle is un

corked, it plays calliope music until the bottle is 

emptied of wine. 

5 Replica unicorn horn filled with candy. 

6 Single application of magic face paint. As an ac

tion, you can apply the face paint to yourself or 
another creature. The recipient gains the benefi t 
of a disguise self spell that lasts for l hour or until 

the recipient chooses to end the effect. 

7 Cuddly toy spider. As an action, you can stroke 
the spider to gain the benefit of a spider climb 
spell that lasts for l hour. Once used, the toy 
turns into a real spider and crawls away. 

8 Glove puppet in the shape of a wizard. As an ac
tion, you can move the puppet's arms to cast the 
minor illusion cantrip. After three uses, the puppet 
disappears in a puff of smoke. 

C11TCH THE DRIIGON BV THE TAIL 
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A.LMIRAJ RING Toss 

I "This almiraj is no mirage. Adorn its horn with two or 

three rings to win a prize!" I 
This game involves tossing rings over the horn of a 
wooden statuette of an a lmiraj (a cute, bunny-like 
creature with a horn like a unicorn's). The almiraj 
teleports around on a tabletop, making it hard to 
score a success. A participant gets three rings. Toss
ing a ring over the almiraj's horn requires a success
fu l DC 17 Dexte rity check. Two successful tosses 
earn one roll on the Carnival Prizes table; three 
successes earn two rolls on the table. 

CATCH THE DRAGON BY T HE TAIL 

I "Prizes! Prizes! Prizes! Catch the faerie dragon by the I 
tail and win a piece of its hoard!" 

While blindfolded and standing in a booth, a partic
ipant must grab the ta il of an elus ive, giggling red 
faerie dragon that flutters around them. The partic
ipant has three chances to succeed on a DC 18 Wis
dom (Perception) check. Someone who succeeds 
on the check catches the dragon by the tail and rolls 
once on the Carnival Prizes table, or twice if the 
successful check occurs on the first attempt. 

GNOM E POETRY CONTES T 

• 

ALMtR~J R oNG Tos~ 

GNOME POETRY CONTEST 

I "Sound the chime, it's time to rhyme1 You bring the 

poem! We'll bring the gno-em!" I 
A participant must outperform a gnome in a best-of
five poetry contest. Doing so requires three success
ful DC 15 Charisma (Performance) checks in five or 
fewer attempts. Someone who wins the contest rolls 
once on the Carnival Prizes table, or twice if they 
succeeded three times without failing a check. 

GOBLIN WRESTLING 

I "Strong folks! Test your mettle in a goblin wrestle!" I 
A Small participant has to pin an unarmed goblin 
(lawful good), while a Medium participant has to pin 
one goblin while wrestling rwo of them. Winning 
the game requires a successful Strength (Athletics) 
check contested by the goblin; two goblins working 
together make one check with advantage. Resolve 
a tie by rerolling. A victorious participant earns one 
roll on the Carnival Prizes table. 
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GUESS THE NUMBER OF FEATHERS 

"Birds of a feather? How about feathers of a bird? Step I 
right up and guess how many feathers festoon this 

fiendish fowl!" 

A participant gets three tries to guess the number 
off eathers on one of a group of caged cockatrices. 
Someone who succeeds on a DC 18 Intelligence 
check guesses correctly and earns one roll on the 
Carnival Prizes table, or two rolls if the successful 
check occurs on the first attempt. 

OUTSTARE THE CYCLOPS 

"What do you do when the eye of the cyclops falls 

upon you? You stare right back if you've got the 

stamina!" I 
Winning this game requires a participant to out
stare an illusory cyclops. Whoever blinks first loses. 
To win the game. the contestant must succeed on a 
DC14 Constitution check. Someone who wins the 
game receives a prize, determi ned by rolling once 
on the Carnival Prizes table. 

Ou TS TARE THE Cvc:LoPs 
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SNAIL RACING 

The grandstands next to this racecourse are filled with 

cheering fairgoers ringing bells, swinging rattles, and 

waving flags . On the starting line, eight giant snails 

are having their shells scrubbed by pixies. 

Above the circular course, a wooden gantry hangs 

from the branches of a central tree, where two goblins 

officiate the proceedings. 

Snail racing is a highly competitive, fast-paced sport 
that draws a lively crowd. Characters can partici
pate in the race as snail jockeys, but it costs 1 ticket 
punch to enter. On the Story Tracker, jot down the 
names of any characters who take part in the snail 
racing, as the experience might prove useful in 
chapter 2 (see "Reaching the Bottom"). 

If at least half the characters participate in a snail 
race, the carnival's mood rises by 1 step (see "Track
ing Mood" earlier in the chapter). If anyone breaks 
the rules, the mood lowers by 1 step. 

SNAILS AND PIXIES 

Each of the eight giant snails (see appendix C) is 
assigned a crew of three pixies to prepare it for a 
race. The snails are unusually fast, wear colored 
caparisons, and have numbered saddles strapped to 
their shells. Their racing numbers, names, and team 
colors are given in the Giant Snails table. 

GIANT SNAILS 

Number Name Team Color 

Shellymoo Pink 

2 Nimblefoot Blue 

3 High Road Purple 

4 Quickleaf Green 

5 Flowerflash Yellow 

6 Whizzy Orange 

7 Breakneck Red 

8 Queen's Majesty Black 

SNAIL RACING RULES 

Every snail needs a jockey, and any saddles not 
filled by characters are filled by other attendees (use 
the commoner stat block to represent these NPCs). 
AU the snails and their riders begin at the start line; 
fireworks signal the start of the race, after which the 
riders race their snails to the finish line. 

On a whiteboard or notepad, jot down the giant 
snails, their numbers, and their riders. Next to the 
names, keep a running total of how far each snail 
travels in feet during the race. The course is 480 
feet long. 



Racing Rules. The race is divided into 6-second 
rounds. Once the race begins, the snails move along 
the track at remarkable speed, each one covering 
80 feet per round by itself. Without riders, the snails 
are an even match, but a jockey can try to improve a 
snail's performance by patting its shell or speaking 
words of encouragement at it. 

Initiative rolls are unnecessary. Once per round, 
each jockey can make a DC 12 Wisdom (Animal 
Handling) check. On a successful check, the jock
ey's snail moves an extra 10 feet that round, or 20 
feet if the check succeeds by 5 or more. On a fa iled 
check, the jockey's s na il moves 10 feet slower that 
round, or 20 feet s lower if the check fails by 5 or 
more. The race ends when one or more snails travel 
the 480 feet needed to cross the finish line. 

ff two or more s na ils cross the finish line in the 
same round, determine the winner of the race by 
having those snai ls' jockeys each roll a d20. The 
highest roll determines the winner, with one snail 
narrowly claiming victory. lf the roll for first place is 
tied, the race ends in a tie, and each winning jockey 
receives the first-place prize (see "Prizes" below). 

Signs posted in the stands and along the race
track warn that neither jockeys nor spectators may 
influence the outcome of a race by using magic or 
by harming other jockeys or snails. Any jockey who 

openly does so is disqualified. as is the jockey's 
snail. A spectator caught doing so is escorted from 
the carnival by ld4 goblins (lawful good) who are 
watching the crowd closely for troublemakers. 

Surprises. At the s tart of each round after the 
first, roll a d8 and consult the Snail Race Surprises 
table to determine if something unexpected happens 
that round. When a surprise occurs. determine 
which snail is affected by rolling a d8. 

SNA I L RACE SURPRIS ES 

d8 Surprise 

1-3 No surprise. 

4 One random snail gets a stitch, reducing its 
speed by 40 feet this round 

5 A spectator throws a head of lettuce at one ran
dom snail. The snail stops to eat the lettuce and 
doesn't move at all this round. 

6-7 One random snail 1s bolstered by the cheering 
crowd and moves an extra 20 feet this round. 

8 The saddle on one random snail comes loose and 
falls off. The snail's Jockey must succeed on a DC 
15 Dexterity saving throw to remain atop the snail. 
On a failed save, the jockey falls off, and the snail 
continues the race on its own. 
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Prizes. The jockey whose snail wins the race re
ceives a potion of advantage (see appendix A). The 
jockey whose snail comes in last receives a conso
lation prize, provided they weren't disqualified. The 
consolation prize is a magic wand that allows its 
holder to cast the dancing lights cantrip once. Once 
used to cast this spell, the wand turns into a tulip. 

STAFF AREA 

A tangled wall of thorns surrounds a cluster of wagons I 
lit by lanterns. This caravan is barely visible through 

the thicket. 

The carnival's wagons are located behind the Big 
Top, protected by a 20-foot-high, 5-foot-thick wall of 
thorns. When a member of the carnival staff stands 
within 1 foot of the wall, the thorns part to form an 
8-foot-high, 4-foot-wide doorway in front of the staff 
member. This door remains open for 10 seconds, 
then disappears as thorny vines fill the opening 
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once more. The wall is magical and also impervious 
to damage. The wall grants three-quarters cover to 

creatures behind it. 
A creature can move through the wall of thorns, 

albeit slowly and painfully. It costs 8 feet of move
ment to move through 1 foot of the wall. The first 
time a creature enters the wall on a turn or ends its 
turn there, it must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving 
throw, taking 4 (ld8) piercing damage on a failed 
save, or half as much damage on a successful one. 
Whenever a creature ends its turn in the wall, 
trumpet-shaped flowers burst from the brambles 
nearby and honk an alarm that is audible up to SO 
feet away. 

C IRCLE OF WAGONS 

Enclosed by the wall of thorns is a circle of 
eight brightly painted wagons, one of which is a 
glass-enclosed water tank for Palasha the mermaid. 
The fanciest of the remaining seven wagons belongs 
to Mister Witch and Mister Light. 

The perimeter inside the wall of thorns and out
side the circle of wagons is patrolled by a bugbear 
named Burly (neutral good), who leaves his post 
once during the evening to participate in the Big 
Top Extravaganza (see "Timed Events" later in the 
chapter). While on patrol, Burly wears a large jack
o'-lantern on his head, as one would wear a helmet, 
in addition to his dungarees and fake fairy wings. 

The central area enclosed by the wagons is 
guarded by Thaco the clown, a human Witchlight 
hand (chaotic neutral; see the stat block earlier 
in the chapter) who is loyal only to Mister Witch. 
He usually sits right outside the door to Witch 
and Light's wagon, blowing bubbles with his 
bubble pipe. 

Burly and Thaco dislike each other, so they don't 
fraternize while on guard duty. Appendix D contains 
additional roleplaying notes for them. 

Characters caught snooping around the wagons 
without an escort are evicted from the carnival and 
must find a way to sneak or barter their way back in. 

WITCH AND LIGHT'S WAGON 

Mister Witch and Mister Light (see their stat 
blocks earlier in the chapter) are in their wagon 
throughout the evening, except during the Big Top 
Extravaganza (which Light attends and Witch does 
not) and the crowning of the Witch light Monarch 
(which they both attend). See "Timed Events" later 
in the chapter for more information. 

Refer to the "Carnival Owners" section for more 
information about Witch and Light. Appendix D con
tains additional roleplaying notes for the pair. 

Characters who sneak up to the wagon while it's 
occupied can overhear Witch and Light talking: 



Two contrasting voices emanate from the wagon. 

Mister Witch, in a low and gravelly voice: "You need 

to find a way to calm down." 

Mister Light, in a high-pitched, shrill voice: "I' ll calm 

down when that kenku pest is gone." 

Witch: "She knows nothing. She'll get frustrated 

soon enough and be on her way." 

Light: "I hope you're right." 

Witch: "Trust me." 

From there, the conversation shifts to the current 
mood of the carnival and ideas for new carnival 
acts or attractions ("The catoblepas didn't work out, 
but maybe we can buy a giraffe and paint it blue. Or 
we could teach Northwind how to play the fiddle.") 
Then it turns to the mysterious disappearance of 
Burly's unruly brother, Hurly (in hushed tones that 
suggest Witch or Light might have had a hand in it, 
although neither admits any involvement). Hurly's 
fate is revealed in chapter 4 (see area MS). 

If the characters disturb Witch and Light in their 
wagon without being invited, jump ahead to the 
"Meeting Witch and Light" encounter described 
later in the chapter, skipping over the lead-in with 
Burly and Thaco. 

Searching the Wagon. Mister Witch's bunk is 
neat and unadorned. Mister Light's bunk is gaudy 
and messy, with costumes strewn everywhere. 
Characters who search through the gear find a 
hatbox containing the crown of the Witch light Mon
arch; this splendid crown of gold butterflies tele
ports back to its hatbox at the end of each evening 
and is ceremoniously produced from its box during 
the monarch's coronation (see "Timed Events" later 
in the chapter). 

Any character who searches the wagon for secret 
compartments finds one with a successful DC 15 
Intelligence (Investigation) check. The compartment 
is located in a bench and contains a tiny, bejeweled 
chest worth 50 gp. This chest is a replica of a much 
larger chest hidden on the Ethereal Plane (with the 
help of a Leomund's secret chest spell). While hold
ing the replica chest, Mister Witch can use an action 
to summon the larger chest. He can send the larger 
chest back to the Ethereal P lane by using an action 
and touching both the chest and the replica. 

Treasure. The chest hidden on the Ethereal Plane 
(which is worth 5,000 gp) contains recent earnings 
(210 s p and 70 gp), a potion of diminution, a potion 
of growth, and a potion of advantage (see appendix 
A). The potions a re not labeled, but Mister Witch 
knows which is which. 

CARNIVAL EVENTS 
This section describes special events that occur 
during the characters' visit to the carnival. 

M EETIN G WITCH AND LIGHT 

The characters receive an invitation to meet pri
vately with Mister Witch and Mister Light when 
the carnival's mood reaches either end of the track 
(see "Tracking Mood'' earlier in the chapter) or if 
the characters impress Mister Light during the 
Big Top Extravaganza (see "Timed Events" later in 
the chapter). 

Witch and Light send Burly the bugbear (neutral 

good) to fetch the characters: 

A bugbear wearing dungarees, fairy wings, and a hel

met made from a jack-o'-lantern approaches you. ''Fol

low me," he growls. ''Management wants to see you." 

With a wave of his hand, Burly creates an opening 
in the wall of thorns that surrounds the s taff wagons 
(see ·'Staff Area" above) and leads the characters 
through it. If questioned about the nature of the 
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meeting, Burly ins ists there's nothing to worry 
about. If the carnival's mood is good, he adds that 
his bosses are in high spirits. Appendix D contains 
additiona l roleplaying notes for Burly. 

If the characters follow Burly, read: 

The bugbear leads you to a circle of wagons. Leaning 

against a particularly ostentatious wagon is an aging 

clown with a painted grin. He puffs on a bubble pipe 

and glares at you as the bugbear, ignoring the clown, 

opens the wagon's door and ushers you inside. 

T he clown is Thaco, a human Witchlight hand (cha
otic neutral; see the stat block earl ier in the chapter) 
and over-the-hill carnival attract ion. Appendix D 
contains additional roleplaying notes for Thaco. 

INSIDE THE WAGON 

A flamboyant elf grins from ear to ear as he welcomes 

you into the wagon with a theatrical bow. "Please 

come in, it's a delight to meet you all! I am Mister 

Light, and this is my associate, Mister Witch." 

He gestures to a stocky elf lounging on a bunk. Mis

ter Witch nods to you and doffs his top hat. 

CHAPTER l I WITCH LIGHT CARNIVAL 

Stat blocks for Mister Witch and Mister Light ap
pear earlier in the chapter. 

Mister Light gestures toward bis scepter- the 
Witchlight vane-and explains that it picks up every 
nuance of emotion in the carnival. If the carnival's 
mood is good, Light expresses his gratitude for the 
cheer that the characters have brought to the carni
val so far. If the carnival's mood is bad, he expresses 
his regret that the characters aren't having a de
lightful time and notes that, in turn, they're spoiling 
everyone's evening. 

Witch and Light are eager to learn the characters' 
reasons for visiting the carnival; if the characters 
are motivated by the "Lost Things" adventure hook, 
Witch a nd Light dimly remember the characters 
from when they visited the carnival as children. 
If the characters attack the carnival owners, 

they're swiftly restrained by Burly and Thaco, who 
try to knock them out and dump them outside 
the carnival. Characters who overcome the car
nival owners and their guards are begrudgingly 
taught the secret incantation to reach Prismeer 
(see "Through the Looking Glass" at the end of 
the chapter). 

QUESTIONING WITCH AND LIGHT 

If the characters have come to the carnival seeking 
lost things, Witch a nd Light express their regret but 
make it clear that they're not respons ible for those 



tosses, claiming "forces are at work on the other 
side that are entirely beyond our control." Mister 
Witch adds, "The wheel of time turns ever on ... 
what's lost is lost, what's gone is gone." 

If they a re questioned about conversations that 
were overheard (see "Witch and Light's Wagon" 
above and "Catching Kettlesteam" below), Witch 
and Light admit they're not the carnival's original 
owners and took over management through an hon
est pact with the owner of another carnival. 

If asked about Kettlesteam, Witch and Light say 
she's "a disgruntled guest and troublemaker whose 
fey patron, Zybilna, dwells in the Feywild domain of 
Prismeer." They add that Zybilna is also the patron 
of the Witch light Carnival, but Witch and Light have 
had no contact with her for some time. Throughout 
the conversation, Witch and Light never mention the 
Hourglass Coven. 

MEETING'S END 

To end the meeting, Mister Witch takes a quick look 
at his Witchlight watch, then nods to Burly to escort 
the characters from the wagon. If the carnival's 
mood is good, Mister Light offers each cha racter a 
gift as they exit: a ba lloon animal of their choosing, 
crafted by Thaco, "a clown of few words but many 
talents." Thaco fashions each balloon into whatever 
creature is asked for. Each balloon animal is tied 
with a ribbon and floats magically in the air. 

BURLY
1
S PLAN 

Following the characters' meeting with Witch and 
Light, Burly pulls the characters aside for a hushed 
conversation: 

Burly removes his jack-o'-lantern helmet, revealing 

a worried expression. "Bad things have been hap

pening at the carnival for a while. People and things 

have been going missing. My bosses know more than 

they're telling, but their hands are tied somehow. 

You're the first people I've met who might be able to 

set things right. Witch and Light are good guys, but 

you'll need leverage to make them spill the beans." 

Burly suggests the characters purloin Mis ter Witch's 
Witchlight watch (without which the carnival can't 
stay on schedule) and use it to compel Witch and 
Light to provide the answers they seek. He proposes 
that the best time to swipe the watch is during the 
Big Top Extravaganza, since it's the only time when 
Witch and Light are separated. Although he doesn't 
condone theft, Burly has talked himself into believ
ing that it's not really stealing if the characters give 
back the watch. Burly offers to assist where he can, 
but he doesn't want Witch and Light to know that he 

plotted against them, because it would cost him his 
job and his home. He also warns that he"ll see no 
harm come to his bosses: they might be flawed. but 
without them, the carnival will fall apart. 

Over the course of the conversation. Burly shares 
the following additional pieces of information: 

• "The Witchlight Monarch is chosen by Mister 
Light's Witchlight vane. Witch and Light have no 
control over who the mona rch will be, but it's al
ways the guest who has contributed the most to 
the happiness of the carnival. The monarch is also 
given a charm that lets them fly." 

• "Mister Witch's Witch light watch is attached to bis 
waistcoat by a chain. so whoever tries to steal it 
needs something to break or unfasten the chain." 
"Dirlagraun. Candlefoot. and Palasha might 
help you- they're good eggs. But stay away from 
Thaco- he's untrustworthy." 

If the characters suggest stealing the Witchlight 
vane instead of the Witchlight watch, BUily asserts 
that the watch is easier to steal because it's smaller 
and often tucked in Mister Witch's pocket, whereas 
Mister Light is rarely seen without the vane in hand. 
Burly concedes, however. that the vane yields almost 
as much leverage in negotiations with Witch and 
Light, though he has no plan for stealing the vane. 

THE HEIST 
See "Timed Events" later in the chapter for details 
of the coronation. It's up to the characters to come 
up with a plan to get close enough to Mister Witch to 
steal his pocket watch. Any allies they've gained go 
along with their schemes but won't harm the carni
val owners or other members of the carnival staff. 

Mister Witch keeps the watch in his waistcoat 
pocket, fastened to the garment with a chain. As 
an action. a character can attempt to steal the 
timepiece with a DC 13 Dexterity (Sleight of Hand) 
check. This check is made with advantage if Witch 
is distracted during the attempt. A character needs 
thieves' tools, a dagger, or a pair of scissors to snip 
or detach the chain securing the watch. 

lf the characters rob Mister Witch of his time
piece. he and Light are desperate to get it back. 
They'd prefer not to cause a scene in front of the 
guests a nd promise to show the characters the way 
to Prismeer once the wa tch is returned. \Virch and 
Light are true to their word (see ~Through the Look
ing Glass" at the end of the chapter). 

CATCHING KETTLESTEAM 

KettJesteam the kenku (see the accompanying stat 
block) snoops around the carnival under the cover 
of a diS{Juise self spell, looking to cause trouble. 
The kenku hns stolen the voice of a human mime 
named Candlefoot (sec "Hall of lllus,ons" earlier in 
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KETTLESTEAM THE KENKU 
Medium Humanoid (Warlock), Chaotic Neutral 

Armor Class 13 
Hit Points 22 (5d8) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 
10 (+0) 

Saving Throws Wis +2, Cha +5 

INT 
11 (+0) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

CHA 
16 (+3) 

Skills Arcana +2, Deception +5, Investigation +2, Perception +2, 
Persuasion +5, Stealth +5 

Senses passive Perception 12 
Languages understands Auran and Common but speaks only 

through the use of her Mimicry trait 
Challenge l (200 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Mimicry. Kettlesteam can mimic any sounds she has heard, 
including voices. A creature that hears the sounds can tell 
they are imitations only with a successful DC 13 Wisdom (In
sight) check. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Kettlesteam makes two Dagger attacks. 

Dagger. Mt:lee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 
range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (l d4 + 3) piercing damage. 

Spel/casting. Kettles team casts one of the following spells, us
ing Charisma as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 13): 

At will: disguise self,friends, mage hand, minor illusion 
1 /day each: bestow curse, faerie fire, speak with animals 

Twilight Sleep (2/Day). Kettlesteam targets one creature she 
can see within 10 feet of her. The target is engulfed in a cloud 
of magical, sleep-inducing gas and must succeed on a DC 13 
Constitution saving throw or fall unconscious for 1 minute. A 
creature put to sleep by this gas awakens instantly if it takes 
damage, or if someone uses an action to shake or slap the 
sleeper awake. 
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the chapter). While this prize remains in her posses
sion, Kettlesteam can speak clearly in Candlefoot's 
soft, silky voice. 

1f Kettlesteam has not already been caught, a 
character who spends 1 hour searching for the 
disguised kenku can, with a successful DC 13 
Intelligence (Investigation) check, see through 
her disguise while moving through crowds and 
paying close attention to suspicious-looking folks. 
If discovered, Kettlesteam tries to flee from the 
main thoroughfare, using tents and other carniva l 
features to break line of sight to her. She's willing 
to cautiously parley with characters who claim they 
are investigating the carnival for their own reasons. 

Appendix D contains additional roleplaying notes 
for Kettlesteam. 

TALKING WITH KETTLESTEAM 

If the characters corner her, Kettlesteam tells her 
story in the voice she stole from Candlefoot: 

• Many years ago, she made a fey pact with Zy
bilna, the arch fey who rules the Feywild domain 
of Prismeer. Recently, Kettlesteam has become 
convinced something is amiss with her patron. As 
a warlock, she senses that Zybilna is no longer in 
touch with her-a very disconcerting thought! 

• Kettlesteam wants to question the carnival's own
ers about Prismeer, but they keep giving her the 
cold shoulder. She's sure they know more than 
they're letting on. 

• During her last visit, Kettlesteam overheard Witch 
and Light talking in their wagon. She repeats the 
conversation, using her Mimicry trait to imitate 
Light's agitated voice ("Someone is going to find 
out about this! They'll shut us down!") followed 
by Witch's calm yet firm reply ("We agreed to this 
pact. Our hands were forced but our eyes were 
open. We let the Hourglass Coven take what it 
wants, and in return, we stay in business. That is 
what you want, right?"). 

, Kettlesteam is causing trouble in the carnival and 
refuses to stop until Witch and Light divulge what 
they know about Zybilna and Prismeer . 

• Due to the terms of her fey pact, Kettlesteam can't 
enter Prismeer. She urges the characters to find 
out what has happened to Zybilna. 

lf one or more characters are working for 
Madryck (see the "Warlock's Quest" adventure 
hook in the introduction) and the characters 
mention Madryck by name, the kenku ruffles her 
feathers and lets out a squawk, admitting that she 
and Madryck are rivals who happen to share the 
same patron (Zybilna). Each thinks the other is un
trustworthy. 

If questioned about the theft of Candlefoot's voice, 
Kettlesteam produces a corn husk doll with a thorny 
stem tied around its neck. The doll represents 



Candlefool, and untying the stem restores the 
mime's los t voice. Any character who succeeds on a 
DC 12 Cha risma {Intimidation or Pers uasion) check 
can convince Kettlesteam to part with the doll. 

KETTLESTEAM
1

S Arn 
Characters who befriend Kettlesteam earn a valu
able a lly in the carnival. She can offer advice, or 
even help the characters steal Mister Witch's watch 
(see "Burly's Plan" earlier in the chapter). 

lf the characters miss the opportunity to meet 
with Miste r Witch a nd Mister Light, Kettlesteam 
comes up with a plan s imilar to Burly's: she encour
ages the cha racters to stea l Mister Light's Witch light 
vane and use it as leverage to blackmail the carnival 
owners into showing them the way to Prismeer. 
How the characters acquire the vane is up to them, 
but Kettlesteam is happy to help. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters reunite Candlefoot with his voice, 
note this accomplishment on the Story Tracker. The 
grateful Ca ndlefoot gives the characters an acting 
lesson at the earliest opportunity, giving them a 
talent that might prove useful in chapter 4 (see the 
"Fey Beacons" section). 

Once he regains his voice, Candlefoot seeks out 
Palasha and proposes marriage to her. Reuniting 
the couple causes the carniva l's mood to rise by 
2 steps (see "Tracking Mood" earlier in the chap
ter). From that point on, Palasha and Candlefoot 
treat the characters as trusted allies, which could 
prove useful during the crowning of the Witch light 
Monarch, as they both have roles to play in the 
coronation. 

TIMED EVENTS 

The following events occur at s pecific times 
throughout the evening. 

HOUR 1: WELCOME GIFTS 

Shortly after the carnival opens for business, read: 

A twelve-foot-tall walking tree garlanded in golden rib

bons marches down the thoroughfare. Emerald clouds 

swirl above the tree and rain down golden, spinning 

sycamore seeds. Fairgoers try to catch the seeds 

before they hit the ground. As the seeds gently fall , a 

chatty squirrel scampers along the boughs of the tree, 

handing dandelions to select passersby. 

The tree is Northwind, a treant sapling (see its stat 
block earlier in the chapter), and the squirrel is its 
trusty companion, Red (see "Dragonfly Rides" ear
lier in the chapter). As Northwind encourages on
looke rs to catch the falling seeds before they touch 

the ground. Red ha nds the characters one da ndelion 
apiece and encourages each of them to make a wish 
and then blow the da ndelion's seeds into the air. 

Sycamore Seeds. A creature can attempt to 
catch a fall ing syca more seed before it touches the 
ground. doing so with a successful DC 10 Dexterity 
check. Any creature that catches a seed before it 
touches the ground receives a gift. determined by 
rolling a d8 a nd consulting the Welcome Gifts table. 
A creature that receives one of these gifts can't gain 
another one for 24 hours. 

Dandelion Seeds. A cha racter can make a wish 
while blowing their da ndelion's seeds into the 
air. The player should secretly write down their 
character's wish on a piece of paper; collect these 
notes and keep them somewhere safe. On the S tory 
Tracker, jot down the na mes of the characte rs who 
make wishes. These wishes become relevant in 
chapter 4 (see "Wish S tones~ in the "Brigganock 
Mine" section). 

WELCOME GIFTS 

d8 Gift 

1-3 The creature gains the following personality trait 

until dawn: "I am eas ily am used." Any conmcting 

character trait is suppressed in the meantime. 

4 The creature gains a die. a d4. which it can add to 

o ne ability check it makes before the next dawn. 

S-7 The seed turns into a gold piece. 

8 The creature gains a die, a d8. which it can add to 

one ability check it makes before the next dawn. 

HOUR 4: BIG T OP EXTRAVAGANZA 

Spectators file into the Big Top and 611 the rows of 
seats. If the characters join them. read: 

The lights dim and a hush falls over the crowd. A sec

ond later. a spotlight illuminates a lithe. elven figure 

sitt ing in a s ilver hoop, suspended above the center 

ring by silk ropes. The elf wears a dazzling suit of d ia

mond-pane mirrors and a pair of butterfly wings H,s 

scepter is topped with a spinning vane. 

"Welcome, one and all, to this evening's extrava

ganza! I am Mis ter Light_ Prepare to be delighted!" 

The extravaganza involves several of the carnival's 
star performers a nd attractions , with Mister Light 
serving as ringmaster. Over the course of an hour, 
Burly the bugbear performs feats of strength, Pa
lasha the mermaid serenades the audience from a 
clamshell bathing pool, Cand lefoot the mime plays 
silent games with audience members. and faerie 
dragons with bright streamers tied to their tails 
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perform dazzling acts of synchronized flying as a 
troupe of acrobats, clowns, and fire-breathers pa
rade about. If the characters attempt to disrupt the 
show, Mister Light deflecLs thei r interruptions wilh 
banter and maintains a jovial demeanor. Persistent 
heck.ling lowers the carnival's mood by 1 step (see 
"Tracking Mood" earlier in the chapter). 

Near the end of the show, Mister Light asks if any 
guests would like to perform their own acts for the 
crowd. Any character who accepts the offer can woo 
spectators with a DC 14 Charisma (Performance) 
check, raising the carnival's mood by l step on a 
success. If multiple characters choose to perform to
gether, make it a group check instead, but raise the 
carnival's mood by 3 steps if the group check suc
ceeds. A character can improve the carnival's mood 
only once during this extravaganza. 

At the end of the show, Burly invites any charac
ters who took to the stage and impressed the crowd 
lo meet with Mister Witch and Mister Light (see 
''Meeting Witch and Light" earlier in the chapter). 

HOUR 8: CROWNING THE WITCHLIGHT 
MONARCH 

Most of the carnival's s tars have a part to play in the 
coronation, which celebrates the joyous zeal of a sin
gle guest. The event plays out as follows: 

• As spectators take their seats in the Big Top, Dir
lagraun the displacer beast escorts Mister Witch 
from his wagon to the coronation, leaving Thaco 
the clown behind to guard the Staff Area. 

• Mister Witch a nd Dirlagraun stand on the side
lines next to Candlefoot as Mister Light gives an 
opening speech and the monarch is selected (see 
"Selecting a Monarch" below). Candlefoot holds 
the hatbox containing the monarch's crown. 

• Mister Witch removes the crown of golden but
terflies from the hatbox and places it on the mon
arch's head; Mister Light knights the monarch 
with the Witchlight vane. Happy clowns shower all 
three in glitter. 

• Witch and Light escort the monarch on a circuit of 
the stage while Palasha the mermaid sings a joy
ous song and pixies flutter all around her. 

• When Palasha's song concludes, Mister Light 
leads the monarch on a parade through the car
nival. with the other guests following as Burly the 
bugbear sets off fireworks. Meanwhile, Dirlagraun 
escorts Mister Witch back to his wagon. 

Selecting a Monarch. Mister Light's Witchlight 
vane selects the monarch from the carnival's guests, 
spinning a thread of golden light that winds its way 
to the chosen reveler. If the mood of the carnival is 
positive, choose the character who improved the 
carnival's mood the most, or ask the players to agree 
on which of their characters should be crowned. 
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If it's not appropriate for any of the characters to be 
crowned monarch, then a jubilant halfling bedecked 
in flowers is selected from the crowd. Mister Light 
exudes cheerfulness and follows through with the 
ceremony regardless of who is chosen. 

At the end of the celebration, as the carnival be
gins to wind down, the ceremonial crown teleports 
back into its hatbox. Candlefoot returns the hatbox 
to the Staff Area, handing it off to Thaco the clown 

' 
who stashes it in the wagon belonging to Mister 
Witch and Mister Light. 

Tumblestrum's Intervention. If the characters 
haven't found a way to Prismeer by the end of the 
evening, Ellywick Tumblestrum (see "Feasting Or
chard" earlier in the chapter) comes to their aid. The 
gnome bard appears next to the characters, exclaim
ing that it's "high time you folks were elsewhere," 
and leads them quickly to the Hall of Illusions. She 
ushers them inside and whispers the following in
cantation to them: "Hither, thither, here and there; 
wander yonder, show me where." Using the incan
tation, the characters can travel to Prismeer (see 
"Through the Looking Glass" below). If they are 
being chased, Tumblestrum distracts pursuers with 
a song before disappearing as mysteriously as she 
appeared. 

DEVELOPMENT 
The Witchlight Monarch gains the following charm 
(see "Supernatural Gifts" in the Dungeon Master's 
Guide for more information) and instantly becomes 
aware of its benefits: 

Charm of the Monarch. You can sprout a pair of beautiful but
terfly wings. As long as you have the wings, you gain a flying 
speed equal to your walking speed, and you gain a +5 bonus on 
all Charisma-based ability checks. These effects last for l hour. 
After you use this charm three times, it vanishes from you. 

If one of the characters becomes the Witchlight 
Monarch, note this fact on the Story Tracker. Even 
after the charm wears off, a character retains the 
title of Witch light Monarch forever, and this title 
bears great weight in Prismeer. Fey creatures in the 
domain will not attack a Witchlight Monarch unless 
the monarch attacks them first. Moreover, Fey crea
tures in Prismeer treat a Witchlight Monarch with 
great reverence, addressing the character as "Your 
Majesty" or "Your Highness." The characters don't 
become aware of these benefits until they arrive in 
Prismeer and interact with its inhabitants. 

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 

If the characters gain leverage over Mister Witch 
and Mister Light, either by stealing the Witchlight 
watch or through some other scheme, the carnival 
owners lead them to the Hall of Illusions and march 
them inside: 



As Witch and Light move through the Hall of Illusions, 

their reflections in the mirrors show them as gloomy 

shadar-kai children, with your own youthful refl ections 

following behind. Soon, they call you to a halt. The 

mirrors now reflect everyone's true age. 

Mister Witch addresses you in a hushed tone. "Ev

erything you seek and more lies beyond this mirror. If 

you mean to step through, then stand in front of the 

glass and repeat this rhyme: Hither, thither, here and 

there; wander yonder, show me where." 

Witch and Light won't mention the Hourglass Coven 
or the splintering of P rismeer, but they share the 
following information if pressed: 

• The land beyond the mirrors is called Prismeer. 
wherein dwells the carnival's secre t pa tron, the 
arch fey Zybilna . 

• Anyone who s neaks into the carnival without a 
ticket is robbed of something precious. Whatever 
is s tolen always finds its way to Prismeer. 

• The mirror is a one-way porta l. Once they arrive 
in Prismeer, the characters must fi nd their own 
way back to their world. 

STEPPING THROUG H 
When a character recites Witch's rhyme while 
s tanding in front of their present-day re flection in 
the Hall of 1llus ions, read: 

I Mist swirls 1n the mirror, blotting out your reflec tion. I 
Any creature that touches the surface of the mis ty 
mirror is pulled through it and deposited in Hither, 
one of Pris meer's three s plinter-realms (described 
in chapter 2). If a cha racter tries 10 ta ke either the 
Wicchlight watch or the \ Vitchlighc vane through the 
mirror. the item drops to the floor as the cha racter 
crosses the threshold. e ither item can be ta ken 
to Prismeer. 

If Mister Witch a nd Mister Light a re both present, 
they wait until only one cha racter rema ins a nd then 
impart the following information to that cha racter: 

Witch: "Mind the Rule ofThree: future, present, pas t. " 

Light· "Find the alicorn and free the dormant queen 

at last ·• 

Proceed with chapter 2 once the characters pass 
through the magic mirror. 
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HITHER 

HEN THE DOMAIN OF PRISMEER WAS 

divided among the hags of the Hourglass 

Coven, Bavlorna 81ights traw transformed 

her portion into the swamp now known as 

Hither. It is a foreboding place. one where 

daylight never fully penetrates the dank mist that 

hangs over the land, and where cruel and mischie

vous bandits prey upon stranded and lost travelers. 

Hither is the realm of the present, where life and 

decay walk hand in hand. and where creatures live 

in the moment, not concerned with history or re

percussions . 
Deep in Hither is Downfa ll, a shantytown 

built a round an ancient well. Bullywugs occupy 

this settlement, which surrounds Bavlorna's 

ghastly cottage. 

RUNNING THIS C HAPT ER 
When the characters step through the magic mirror 

in the Witch light Ca rniva l's Ha ll of Illusions, they 
arrive in Hither. 

Before your first game session in this place, follow 

these s teps to make the players' experience as en
tertaining as possible: 

• Hither is ruled by a hag named Bavlorna Blight

straw, also known as Slack-jawed Lorna. Read her 

description and skim her stat block in appendix 8. 

• Read this chapter in its enti rety. 

• Look over the map of Hither. Locations marked on 

the map are described later in the chapter. 

LOST THINGS I N HITHER 

If you used the "Lost Things" adventure hook, check 

the Story Tracker to see if Bavlorna Blightstraw has 

anything the characters want to reclaim. When the 

characters enter Hither, anyone who had something 

s tolen by Bavlorna gets the nagging sensation that 

it is somewhere in this realm, though the character 

doesn't know where. The feeling fades when the 

character either regains what was lost or leaves 

Hither without recovering it. The hag keeps s tolen 

goodies in the mouth of a bronze frog s tatue in her 

cottage (see area 819). 
When you and the players are ready to run this 

part of the adventure, begin your na rration with the 

"Arrival in Hither" section and proceed from there. 

NAVIGATING HITHER 

Using the map of Hither as a refere nce. describe 

nearby landmarks that the characters ca n see a nd 

allow the players to choose I he ir own destinations . 

Named locations on the map a re described la ter in 

the chapter. 
After s tepping through the mirror in the Witch

light Ca rniva l, the cha racters appear atop a broken 

bridge called the Queen's Way. which overlooks 

Hither's vast swamp. After descending to ground 

level, they witness a ba lloon crash and e ncounter a 

band of singing brigands. 
Cha racters who search fo r the crashed ba lloon 

find it hanging from the top of a leaning tower. In

s ide the ba lloon's basket is a caged faerie dragon 

knight named S ir Ta lava r, who begs for the cha rac

te rs' a id. To free S ir Ta lavar from his magic cage. 

the characters might have to travel to Te lemy Hill 

in sea rch of a goblin who has the key Io the cage. 

ln the course of their travels, they could find them

selves on the Brigands' Tollway, being bedeviled by 

a notorious brigand named Agdon Longscarf. 

As the cha racters navigate the swamp, they might 

have one or more random encounters. as described 

in the ''Random Encounters in Hither" section. 

GUIDE FRO M H ITHER TO THITHER 

If the cha racters need a guide to Thither. they can 

find one in Downfall- home of Bavlorna Blights traw 

and the bullywugs of the Soggy Court. This guide 

is an animated scarecrow named Clapperclaw. who 

can guide cha racters from Hither to Thither and 

back to Hither. Clapperclaw is encountered in a rea 

0 5, but you ca n move the sca recrow elsewhere if 

the characters don't visit that location. 

P RISMEER O VERVIEW 
Prismeer was a s ingle Feywild domain until the 

Hourglass Coven broke it into three splinte r-realms: 

Hither (a vast swamp), Thither (a n ancient forest), 

and Yon (a s tormy, mountainous landscape). The 

only way lo restore Prismeer to iis forme r s tate is to 

free the a rchfey Zybi lna, who is frozen in time and 

trapped in her palace, which s its at the point where 

Hither, Thither, and Yon used to be connected. 
General information about Prismeer is pre

sented in this chapter, since Hither is where Ihe 

characters take their first s te ps in this fractured 
Feywi ld domain. 
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A DOMAIN DIVIDED 

The poster map of Prismeer shows the Feywild do
main divided into four section : the splinter-realms 
of Hither. Thither. and Yon. a nd the Pa lace of 
Heart 's Desire. These fragments a re pa nitioned 
o fT from one another and the rest of the Feywild by 
walls of shimmering. silvery mist. 

The hags of the Hourglass Coven a nd their min
ions can travel freely between Hither. Thither, 
Yon. and the Pa lace of Heart's Desire simply by 
walking into or flying over the borde r mist, where
upon they are ins tantly tra nsported to the border of 
whichever pa rt of Prismeer contains their inte nded 
destination. Most other creatures-including the 
cha racters-are forbidden from leaving one part of 
Prismeer and entering a nother. Upon reaching the 
edge of Hit her. Thither. Yon. or the palace. they find 
all paths forward blocked by the mist. which disori
ents them and sends them back the way they came. 
Those who try to fly above the mist never get where 
they intend to go. their destination always appearing 
to be miles away. 

The outer borders of Prismeer are blocked by 
simila r wa lls of mist through which no creature can 
pass without Zybilna's consent (which she can't give 
while frozen in time). Even the hags of the Hour
glass Coven are bound by this restric tion: they must 
use plane shift s pells to leave Prismeer or reenter 
it. Other creatures capable of casting the spell can 
do the same. 

FRIENDLY GUIDES 

In each of Pris meer's splinter-realms, the charac
ters can find a guide-a disloyal minion of the Hour
glass Coven- who is v,,illing and able to lead them 
from one splinter-realm to another. While in the 
company of one or more of these guides, the char
acters can move through the mist sepa rating Pris
meer's splinter-realms without being turned back. 
The e guides a re as follows: 

• Clapperclaw, a child-sized scarecrow, lives in 
Hither and can safely guide creatures from 
Hither to Thither or vice versa. The characters 
find Clapperclaw in Downfall {described later in 
this chapter). 

• Squirt, a n animated oilcan. dwells in Thither a nd 
can safely guide creatures from Thither to Yon or 
vice versa. Squirt is described in chapter 3. 

• Amidor, a washbuckling da ndelion, inhabits Yon 
a nd can safely guide creatures from Yon to Hither 
or vice versa. It a lso knows a route to the Pa lace 
of Heart 's Desi re. S ec chapter 4 for more informa
tion about this guide. 

C H A PTER 2 I HITHER 

The P::ilace of Heart's Desi re can be glimpsed 
through veils of mist from certain vantage points in 
all three of Pris meer·s splinter-realms. To get to Zy
bilna's palace. the characters must secure the help 
of Amidor the da ndelion or other creatures in Pris
meer. To leave Prismeer entirely, they need the help 
of Zybilna herself, as discussed in chapter 5. 

RULES OF CONDUCT 

Although Zybilna is indisposed, three of the rules 
she put into place when she created her Feywild do
main continue to hold weight: the rule of hospital ity, 
the rule of ownership, and the rule of reciprocity. 
These three rules are common knowledge in Pris
meer, and both natives and visitors would do well to 
abide by them: 

Rule of Hospitality. When a friend, an enemy, or a 
stranger enters your home, you are expected to be 
gracious and accommodating to them until such 
time as they prove, by their words or actions, un
deserving of such hospitality. 

Rule of Ownership. You must not steal from a 
friend, a n enemy, or a stranger. To take something 
that doesn't belong to you without the rightful 
owner's permission is a crime and an unforgivable 
breach of e tiquette. 

Rule of Reciprocity. When a friend, an enemy, or a 
stranger offers you a gift, you are obliged to accept 
it and offer something of comparable value (be it 
a gift or a service) in return. Such reciprocation 
need not happen immediate ly. 

When Zybilna ruled Prismeer, few of her subjects 
dared to violate her rules. Those who did often dis
appeared without a trace. Now, with the Hourglass 
Coven in charge, the rules remain in force, though 
the circumsta nces are different. The hags bel ieve 
strongly in hospitality and reciprocity, but they have 
a self-centered view of ownership-each claims 
ownership of everything in her realm. (For example, 
Bavlorna Blightstraw considers herself the owner of 
Hither a nd everything in it.) 

Also. the hags are far less inclined to punish those 
who break the rules than Zybilna was, a nd it's not 
even clear to other residents of Prismeer when a 
rule has been broken. For example, brigands are 
able to take what they want from other folk without 
paying for it, and nothing bad seems to happen to 
them as a result, but that fact a lone is not enough to 
encourage most others to likewise break the rules
for all they know. the brigands might be acting in 
the hags' interests. 

lfZybilna were to re turn to power. strict enforce
ment of the rules would resume in a heartbeat, and 
briga nds would be wise to take their propensity for 
malfeasance elsewhere. 
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CHILDREN OF PRISMEER 

In this chapter and in later chapters. the characters 
might encounter children who were lured to Pris
meer from the Witch light Carniva l or who stum
bled into Zybilna's domain by other means. These 
children have been stuck in Prismeer long enough 
to forget about the worlds they came from. yet they 
haven't aged much at a ll. 

Zybi lna's magic protects all children in Prismeer 
(but not creatures disguised as children). The hags 
of the Hourglass Coven are aware of this magic and 
unable to dis pel it. Any child in Prismeer who would 
take damage as a consequence of another creature's 
actions vanishes in a burst of multicolored light 
a nd is s pirited away to a safe corner of Prismeer, 
unha rmed and unreachable from the domain's splin
ter-realms or the palace. until Zybilna wills the child 
to return to her. Children sequestered in this fashion 
a re beyond the reach of everyone else and can't be 
located or scried upon using magic. 

TRANSFORMING THE DOMAIN 

Prismeer, like other Feywild domains, is shaped by 
the emotions of the creatures that inhabit it. Even 
creatures of little consequence can transform the 
domain in minor ways as long as no other, more 
powerful force is exerting its influence. For exam
ple, flowe rs might wilt in the presence of a goblin 
who is terribly unhappy. Similarly, a satyr's laughter 
might cause a s mile to appear on the trunk of an 
ina nimate tree nearby. A more powerful creature, 
such as a hag, can reshape a larger portion of the 
domain to reflect their emotional state. An archfey 
is so attuned to the Feywild that their emotions can 
s uffuse an entire domain, overriding the emotional 
influence of all other creatures in it. From that 
s tandpoint, Zybilna's dormancy enables other crea
tures to affect Prismeer more than they could if she 
were still active. 

DOMAIN TRANSFORMATION 

d8 Reaction to a Positive Emotion 

1 Birds sing or crickets chirp merrily nearby. 

2 Flowers bloom or tasty mushrooms sprout nearby. 

3 Fireflies gather and dance nearby. 

4 An inanimate object nearby appears to smile. 

S Clouds shaped llke little hearts appear in the sky 
above you. 

6 A gentle breeze carries a sweet scent. 

7 The croak of a nearby frog sounds an awful lot like 
''I love you." 

8 You find a golden acorn. If you bury 1I in the ground, 
an awakened shrub that 1s friendly toward you in
stantly sprouts from the ground in that spot. 
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As the characters make their way across the splin
tered realms of Prismeer, any emotional outburst or 
change in mood they exhibit might be accompanied 
by a minor reaction in the environment, which you 
can determine by choosing an entry that you like 
from the Domain Transformation table or by rolling 
on the table to determine a random result. Not every 
emotion felt in Prismeer is worthy of a roll on the 
table; you can save these effects for occasions when 
emotions are running high, to remind your players 
that the Feywild is not like the Material Pla ne. Be
cause these effects have no impact on the story, you 
can forgo using the table if you want. 

If Zybilna is released from her temporal stasis, 
the ability of other creatures to alter her domain is 
suppressed until she is incapacitated, killed, or no 
longer in Prismeer. 

DEATH IN PRISMEER 

Whenever a creature-including a player charac
ter-dies in Prismeer, its death has a chance of trig
gering one of several magical effects put in place by 
Zybilna. The effect is determined by rolling a dB and 
referring to the Death Effects table. 

DEATH EFFECTS 

d8 Effect 

The creature's corpse turns to stone. 

2 The creature's corpse decays at an accelerated 
rate, becoming nothing but bones after 1 minute. 

3-6 No additional effect. 

7 The creature's corpse is preserved for 10 days, 
as though affected by a gentle repose spell. While 
preserved in this way, the corpse is encased in an 
opalescent film like the skin of a bubble. Any fur
ther damage to the corpse breaks the spell. 

8 The creature instantly returns to life with 1 hit 
point, as though affected by a revivify spell. 

Reaction to a Negative Emotion 

Wood creaks and groans nearby. 

Ugly weeds or thorny, flowerless vines sprout nearby. 

Flies pester you. 

An inanimate object nearby appears to frown. 

A cloud above you takes the form of an old woman's sad 
face. 

A chill wind carries a rotten stench. 

A nearby raven mocks you by imitating the sound of a baby 
crying. 

You find a golden acorn. If you bury it in the ground, a twig 
blight that is hostile toward you instantly sprouts from the 
ground in that spot. 



FORAGING IN PRISMEER 

Any character who spends at leas t l hour search
ing for drinkable water in Pris meer's wilderness 
can make a DC 15 Wisdom (Survival) check. If the 
check succeeds. the characte r finds a na tura l spring 
that can provide as much fresh water as the party 
can carry. 

Foraging for food is even easie r. Any character 
who spends at least 1 hour foraging can make a DC 
10 Wisdom (Survival) check. On a success . the char
acter finds enough food to feed the party for 1 day. 
A character who exceeds the DC by 10 or more a lso 
finds one or more edible Feywild treats. determined 
by rolling once on the Feywild Treats table. 

FEYWILD TREATS 

d8 Treats 

Three gingerbread cookies shaped like elves and 

stacked on a wooden plate 

2 A minty, three-leaf clover (for the next 8 ho urs, 

any creature that ea ts a leaf plucked from the clo

ver can communicate telepa th ically with another 

creature up to 100 feet away that has ea ten a sim 

ilar clover leaf) 

3 A delicious orange Aower that whispers, "Eat me" 

(the flower's head is tart , while its stem is sweet) 

4 A white and gray eldercap mushroom (any crea

ture that eats more than half of the mushroom 

has its appearance magically cha nged so that it 

looks like an age d version of itself for the next 24 

hours) 

5 A wisp of sweet, candied mis t (similar in consis

tency and taste to cotton candy) 

6 A brill iantly colored sunrise Aower, which, whe n 

plucked , sheds light like a lantern for 8 hours (it 

also tastes like spicy honey) 

7 A small, Aaky meat pie wrapped in a colorful cloth 

(the pie is hearty and delicious) 

8 A gourd shaped like a plump little dragon (any 

creature that eats more than half of the gourd's 

innards gains 2d4 + 2 temporary hit points) 

FEATURES OF HITHER 
The portion of Prismeer known as Hither is an 
enormous swamp containing huge tangles of ma ~
grove roots, expanses of thick marsh, and mys ter_•
ous s ites half-sunk in the muck. Weird a nd haunting 
creatures call Hither home. and the land is dotted 
with old wells tha t belch out a nd s lurp up the s ludgy 
wate r tha t saturates the land. At its heart. the hag 
Bavlorna Blights traw makes her la ir in Downfall. 

FLUCTUATING SWAMP WATERS 

Hilher's fetid waters rise a nd fall sporadically. ln 
minutes. neck-deep murk might recede to revea l 
a soggy landscape of squelching mud a nd skele ta l 
ma ngrove roots. but only until the wate rs ooze back 
imo the swamp to fill it once again in a n hour or 
three. The ebb and flow have a superna tura l or igin: 
Hither is dotted with ancient s tone wells . known as 
o'-wells , which drink up a nd spew out the swamp 
water (see "O'-wells" below for more info rmation). 

The denizens of Hither a re accus tomed to the 
ever-changing water level, but newcomers might 
find it a la rming a l fi rs t and then perhaps a nnoy
ing. The water level cha nges whenever you want it 
to, taking ld 10 minutes to go from high to low or 
vice versa. 

HIGH WATER FEATURES 

Depth. The water's depth 1s 5 fee t. Creatu res tha t do n ' t have 

a swimming s peed move a t ha lf s peed thro ugh the wate r. 

Visibility. Visibility unde rwater is 10 feel. 

low WATER FEATURES 

Difficult Terrain. The s ticky m ud o f the exposed swamp bo t

tom is d ifficu lt terrain. 

Mud Pits. Characters ma rching across the swamp might 

blunder into swampy terrain tha t contains a pit of sucking 

mud. Whe never you see fit to use this hazard , have the 

characters m ake a DC 10 Wisdo m (Survival} group check. 

If the group check is successful, the cha racters spot and 

avoid the hazard . On a failed check, the character who 

had the lowest check res ult sinks into a pit of sucking 

mud, which is 10 feet deep (use the quicksand rules in 

the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

O'-WELLS 

These magic wells a re scattered throughout Hilher. 
Their builders and their original purpose have been 
long forgotten. In the days when Zybilna ruled over 
her domain. the wells served as gathering places 
where Fey creatures bartered and s hared gossip. 

When the Hourglass Coven took over, Bavlorna 
corrupted the wells with her magic so tha t vile water 
burbled up to saturate Hither and transform it into a 
festering swamp. Today, the wells fluctuate between 
spewing out the foul waler a nd drinking it back in. 
such that the la ndscape changes from a flooded 
marsh to a muddy morass a l irregula r inte rva ls. 

Each well is ringed by hewn s tone, is 10 feel in 
diamete r, and rises 3d 10 feet above ground level. 
Each well is inhabited by ld4 wiJl-o'-wisps that 
float up to greet new a rriva ls. These will-o'-wis ps 
a re chaotic good instead of evil. They a re the spirits 
of creatures that drowned when Bavlorna nooded 
their realm. Consequently, rhey both fear and s hun 
the hag. The will-o'-wisps ask the characte rs 10 
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identify themselves and state their intentions. If the 
characters express interest in undoing the damage 
wrought by Bavlorna. the will-o'-wisps are cheerful 
at the prospect of Bavlorna·s ruin. They are unable 
to move more than a few hundred yards from their 
well, but they're eager to help strangers who are 
willing and able to avenge them. These will-o'-wisps 
have the following additional action option, which 
they use to grant boons to those who promise to op
pose Bavlorna: 

Magic Boon (Recharges after a Long Rest). The will-o'-wisp 
grants a boon to one creature it can see within 5 feet of it that 
isn't an Undead. The boon's recipient gains a d4 and can, at 
any time within the next 24 hours, roll this die and add the 
number rolled to one ability check, attack roll, or saving throw 
made by 1t. No creature can have more than one of these magic 
boons at a lime. 

ARRIVAL IN HITHER 
When the characters first arrive in Hither, read the 
following boxed text aloud: 

You stand at the edge of a raised and broken cause

way under a hazy, twilit sky. The causeway, which is 

built from pale stones that glow faintly from within, 

towers over the surrounding landscape, but large sec

tions of it have crumbled away. The parts that remain 

in place are separated by large gaps where portions 

have collapsed. 

A fog-shrouded swamp spreads out below you in 

all directions , and up from its murk wafts the smell 

of rotting plants . Also rising from the swamp is the 

music of nature-a discordant symphony of croaking 

frogs and singing birds. 

The cha racters a re on an isolated section of the 
Queen's Way (shown on the accompanying map of 
Hither), which once was an elevated highway lead
ing to and from the Palace of Heart's Desire. Since 
Zybilna became frozen in time, the Queen's Way has 
gradually fa llen apart so that only sections of it now 
rema in s ta nding. 

The highway is 20 feet wide a nd 100 feet above 
the swamp. The section supporting the characters 
is west of Slamy Towe r on the map. Large, colorful 
shelf mushrooms cling to the lower half of each sup
port pillar. The marshland s urrounding the pilla rs 
is hidden under a 10-foot-thick blanket of fog that 
hea ily obscures all creatures inside it. 

Ha ndholds and footholds carved into each pillar 
lead down to the mushrooms. Characters can use 
the handholds. footholds, and shelf mushrooms 10 

descend a pillar safely. or they can accomplish the 
same feat using climbing gear (no ability checks re-
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quired in either case). Feather fall, spider climb, and 
similar spells also enable characters to reach the 
ground safely. Any character who tries to climb a 
pillar without using handholds, footholds, climbing 
gear, or magic must succeed on a DC 13 Strength 
(Athletics) check or fall, taking damage as normal. 

BALLOON CRASH 

Before the characters descend from their perch on 
the Queen's Way, the one with the highest passive 
Wisdom (Perception) score notices something: 

In the distant sky, you spot a great balloon made of 

patchwork material. It spins out of control as though 

punctured, causing the wicker basket that hangs from 

it to swing wildly. The balloon plunges out of sight, 

disappearing into the fog approximately a mile away. 

The doomed balloon crashes into Slanty Tower, 
which the characters can't see through the fog and 
haze. See "The Calamitous F light of Sir Talavar and 
Wigglewog" later in the chapter for a description of 
the balloon and its passengers. 

REACHING THE BOTTOM 

The swamp beneath the Queen's Way is presently at 
a low water level (see "Fluctuating Swamp Waters" 
earlier in the chapter). As the last character reaches 
the marshy ground, a giant crane (use the pterano
doo stat block) previously hidden by the fog emerges 
and takes flight. The giant crane poses no threat, 
but its sudden movement alerts a band of brigands 
lurking nearby. 

After the giant crane flies off, read the following 
boxed text aloud: 

Sticky mud squelches beneath your feet. Tangled 

mangroves grow out of pools of rippling water, half 

hidden by the thick fog, and purple mushrooms cling 

to rotting logs and stumps scattered throughout the 

marsh. Crickets that glow like fireflies chirp serenely 

before they're snatched out of the air by the tongues 

of hungry frogs. 

Coming from one direction are several voices joined 

in a marching song. The singing grows louder as six 

bipedal rabbits wearing cloth ing emerge from the fog. 

Two of them tug at the reins of a giant snail, and the 

others carry clubs and slings_ 

The singing harefolk are six harengoo brigands 
(see appendix C) who delight in thievery but avoid 
killing. Their marching song is dedicated to their 
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notorious captain. Agdon Longscarf, whom the 
characters might encounter later in the chapter. The 
harengons' song is as follows: 

With sticks and stones. we'll break your nose; 
We'll beat you blind and steal your clothes. 
But none among us can compare 
To one wily, swift, and stand-up hare
Scarf that's glorious, thief notorious, 
His deeds are truly meritorious! 

With a wink and a grin, he'll show his cunning; 
A flash of his scarf, he'll cake off running. 
Quick as a bolt. his long scarf trailing, 
Gasping, grasping, you'll end up flailing. 
You'll pout. you'll moan, you ·11 huff, you'll sneer; 
Thanks to Agdon Longscarf, brigand prince 

of Prismeer! 

Four of the brigands have their weapons drawn, and 
the other two browbeat their pack animal, a giant 
snail (see appendix C). The snail is hostile toward 
its keepers and indifferent toward other creatures. 
Characters who partkipated in the WitchJight Car
nival's snail race (see chapter 1) have advantage on 
Wisdom (Animal Handling) checks made to win 
over the giant snail, turning it into a friendly ally. 

ROLEPLAYING THE BRIGANDS 

lf the characters don't attack immediately, one of the 
brigands with weapons drawn signals the others 
to stop singing with a wave of her hand. She intro
duces herself asjebbek, and she says to the charac
ters, ''This is a robbery. lf you resist, we'll beat you 
black and blue:· 

Jebbek has no interest in treasure. She demands 
that each character surrender the feeling of delight 
they remember from when they were given the best 
gift they ever received. j ebbek produces a stoppered 
gourd that can hold these memories. The stopper 
sports a golden knob, and any character who volun
tarily touches the knob whilejebbek is holding the 
gourd loses the memory Jebbek wants to steal, as 
it is siphoned away and trapped in the gourd. (Give 
each player a minute or so to think about what the 
character's memory could be and then to note it on 
their character sheet, as a matter of record.) Re
moving the stopper releases all memories trapped 
inside the gourd, whereupon they return to their 
original owners. 

If all the characters comply, the harengons leave 
with the gourd full of happy memories. saying that 
"Agdon Longscarf is much obliged." If one or more 
characters refuse to give up their cherished mem
ories, the brigands threaten the characters with a 
beating. At this time, the characters can make a 
DC 13 Charisma (lmimidation) group check. If the 
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group check succeeds. the brigands are cowed by 
the characters' resolve and retreat into the swamp 
rather tha n risk getting whomped by the party. On 
a failed check, the harengons try to beat the charac
ters unconscious and steal their weapons, though 
they flee if the fight turns against them. 

Jebbek's gourd was a gift to Agdon Longscarf from 
Bavlorna Blightstraw. Although any creature can 
plug or unplug the gourd's stopper, only Agdon or 
another creature he designates (in this case, Jebbek) 
can use the gourd to trap memories. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN HITHER 

Use random encounters to bring the swamp to life 
or to present the characters with more opportuni
ties to interact with the setting. You can also use 
random encounters to convey information that the 
players might have missed earlier in the story. 

A random encounter occurs whenever you want 
one to. To determine what the characters find, roll 
a d8 and consult the Random Encounters in Hither 
table. If you roll on the table, get the same result as 
a previous roll, and don't like the repetition, choose 
a different encounter that you think would be fun. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN HITHER 

d8 Encounter 

Abandoned raft 

2 Gushing o'-well 

3 Inn at the End of the Road 

4 Marsh gas 

5 Mud mephits 

6 Stilt walkers 

7 Stream of visions 

8 Waterlogged battlefield 

ABANDONED RAFT 

The characters find an abandoned, 8-foot-square 
wooden raft that can support up to 1,200 pounds. 
The characters need a 10-foot pole or similar tool 
to guide the raft across the water. When the water 
level of the swamp is at its lowest, the raft gets stuck 
in the mud and won't budge unless it is carried or 
dragged. It weighs 300 pounds. 

GUSHING 0'-WELL 

The characters hear the rush of water in the dis
tance. If they investigate, they come to an o'-well that 
is 10 feet tall and 5 feet in diameter. A steady geyser 
of water s hoots from the well, rising to a height of 
30 feet above the well. Characters who have a pas
sive Wisdom (Perception) score of 13 or higher see 
ld4 Feywild trinkets bobbing in the water at the top 
of the geyser. (Roll on the Feywild Trinkets table 
in the introduction to determine each one in turn.) 



For each trinket, one invisible will-o'-wisp hovers 

within 5 feet of the geyser. 

The geyser is powerful enough to lift up to 300 

pounds into the air, and the flow of water can be 

stopped if the w ell is covered by something weigh

ing more than 300 pounds. If the water is prevented 

from erupting, anything being l i fted by the geyser 

plummets to the ground within S feet of the base 

of the well. 

The w ill-o'-w isps are the spirits of creatures w ho 

owned the tr inkets in life. If a character tries to take 

one or more o f the trinkets, the w ill-o'-wisps turn 

visible, accuse the character of being a dishonorable 

thief, and insist that the stolen items be returned to 

the well at once. The will-o'-wisps w ill also accept a 

different t rinket as payment for one that was stolen. 

They attack if the character fails to return the stolen 

trinkets or provide worthy substi tutes. 

INN AT THE END OF THE ROAD 

The Inn at the End of the Road is the only inn in 

Hither. It crawls through the swamp on fleshy legs 

and has a walking speed of 30 feet. Its movement 

is not reduced by swampy terrain or water up to JO 
feet deep. It crosses the characters' path as they 

make their way through the swamp. Every mile, the 

inn stops for 10 m inutes and lowers itself so that 

guests can en ter or exi1 without r isking injury. 

T he inn follows an unpredic1able course through 

the swamp. When Prismeer 'vvas whole, 1he inn 

could travel anywhere in Zy bilna·s domain. Now tha1 

Prismeer is spl intered. the inn can·1 leave H ither. 

T he inn is a squat, th ree-s1ory struc1ure wi1h a 

slate-shingled roof and worm-eaten wood w alls. 

Dozens of 1iny orbs of pale light buz.z about 1he 

ex terior l ike flies. The structure rocks and heaves 

while in motion, but these movements cannot be 

perceived from inside the inn. 

As the inn passes by 1he charac ters. they catch 

the smell of hearty s1ew wafting from its open win

dows and see smoke r ising in cottony puffs from its 

scone chimney. 
For the inn's interior, use the inn map in appendix 

C of the Dung eon 1\tlaster s Guide. 
Innkeeper. Tsu Harabax, an elderly female hu

man druid (neutral). has been running 1he Lnn at 

1he End of the Road by hersel f since before the 

Hourglass Coven seized control of Prismeer. She 

has heard rumors tha1 Zybilna is trapped in her 

palace, but she doesn·1 know ::iny details. Tsu would 

love to see Zy bilna restored to power, if only so she 

can escape the swampy morass of H ither. 
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Tsu despises Bavlorna. 1f the characters mention 
the hag or the Hourglass Coven. the druid spits and 
mutters, "In Zybi lna's time, this inn was the talk 
of Prismecr.'' She speaks about Zybilna reverently, 
though her tone remains morose. 

Staying at the Inn. Tsu offers free beds , hot 
meals, a nd s lices of delicious plum pie 10 her guests, 
but the rule of reciprocity dicta tes that guests repay 
her kindness (see "Rules of Conduct" earlier in 
the chapter). If the characters aren't sure what to 

give her. Tsu says, '"'A ny old trinket will do." If the 
characters promise to do everything possible to 
restore Zybilna to power, Tsu considers that recom
pense enough. 

M A RSH GAS 

One oft he hazards of Hit her is marsh gas, which 
erupts from iridescent bubbles in the muck. When a 
bubble touches something edged. such as a twig or a 
blade of grass, it pops, releasing its gas with a sound 
of stifled laughter. The gas s mells like old cheese. 

As the cha racters cross the swamp. they encoun
ter a field of marsh gas bubbles and must make a 
DC 10 Wisdom (Survival) group check. 1f the group 
check is successful, the characters avoid popping 
any of the bubbles as they wade through the field. 
On a fa iled check, a bubble bursts within 10 feet of 
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the character who had the lowest check resull, per
haps catching other nearby characters in its area at 
your discretion. 

Anyone within 10 feet of a bursting bubble must 
succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw or 
suffer the gas's magical effect for 1 hour. Roll on the 
Marsh Gas table below to determine the effect. 

MARSH GAS 

d8 Gas Type 

1-3 Babble Gas. Whenever the character speaks, their 

words come out as gibberish that only the charac

ter and others affected by the gas can understand. 

This effect does not impede the character's ability 

to cast spells that have verbal components. 

4-5 Hiccupping Gas. The character experiences a 

most annoying case of the hiccups. To cast a spell 

that has a verbal component, the character must 

succeed on a DC 10 Constitution check. Also, the 

character has disadvantage on Dexterity (Stealth) 

checks made to hide. 

6-7 Warting Gas. Hideous warts erupt across the 

character's body. The warts are unattractive but 

have no harmful effect. 

8 Bittertongue Gas. A foul taste fills the character's 

mouth, and everything the character eats or 

drinks tastes awful. Slugs appear to be the only 

exception; they taste like ripe cherries. 

Muo MEPHITS 

This encounter can occur when the swamp's 
water level is low. Five mud mephits emerge from 
the muck around the characters and threaten to 
drag them down into it unless they can guess the 
mephits' favorite food. The answer, of course, is 
mud pie. Each character gets one guess. If a char
acter guesses correctly, the mephits cackle mania
cally, dive back under the muck, and disappear. If no 
character guesses correctly, one mephit blurts out 
the answer as they attack. If two or more mephits 
are killed in the ensuing fracas, the rest dive into 
the muck on their next turn and disappear. 

STILT WALKERS 

This encounter takes place in a mist-veiled field of 
tall swamp grass dotted with clusters of cattails. 
It begins when the characters hear rustling in the 
vegetation ahead of them. The sound foreshadows 
the arrival of six Humanoid creatures on stilts. The 
stilts a llow these creatures to move more easily 
through the muck and to stay above the water. Their 
walking speed on stilts is 30 feet, and this move
ment is not reduced by mud or water. 

As the stilt walkers advance, the characters rec
ognize them as six hobgoblins (lawful neutral) 



who are wearing patchwork rags a nd furs (AC 12). 

Strapped to the back of each s tilt walker is a wire 

cage padded with s traw and filled with ld20 eggs 

of various sizes and colors. These hobgoblins scour 

the swamp for the eggs of reptiles and birds, which 

they eithe r eat or trade to the bullywugs of the 

Soggy Court (described later in the cha pter). The 

hobgoblins are not violent towa rd s trangers . 
If they are le ft a lone, the stilt wa lke rs pass by the 

characte rs without so much as a greeting. If the 
characte rs try to communicate, the s tilt walkers 
stop and regard them s ilently for a moment before 

prompting them to continue. If asked about what 

they're doing. the stilt walkers explain (in Goblin or, 

if necessary, in Common) that they a re gathering 

eggs for trading in Downfall. They know in which di

rection Downfall is located and share that informa

tion freely. If the cha racters a ttack the stilt walkers, 

the hobgoblins flee. 

STREAM OF VISIONS 

When the water level of the swamp is low, the 
characters chance upon a 10-foot-wide s tream. Un

known to them, the stream flows from Downfall, 

and any character who looks into the water's reflec

tive surface catches a glimpse of an event transpir
ing in Downfall at that very moment. Each character 

who looks might see something different. Roll a d8 

and consult the Stream of Visions table to deter

mine wha t each cha racter sees. Each character can 

receive only one such vision. 

STREAM OF VISIONS 

d8 Scene 

A headless, child-sized scarecrow with metal 

lobster claws for hands tries on some new heads, 

including an upside-down wooden bucket and a 

withered head of cabbage. It decides on a large 

gourd. 

2 A bullywug bedecked in the trappings of a mon

arch constantly adjusts his ill-fitting crown of 

lily blossoms while leafing through a large to me 

spread across his lap. 

3 

4 

A hag with toad-like features relaxes in a pool of 

water while miniature versions of her lad le the wa

ter and pour it over her head and shoulders. 

A tall, thin figure wearing a pointy black hat and 

a hooded black cloak climbs a rickety s taircase 

leading up to a large, ramshackle house built on 

stilts . As the figure approaches the house, their 

shadow seems to detach from their body, move 

across the walls o f the house, and crawl through 

an open window. 

d8 Scene 

5 A satyr whis tles to himself as he reclines In a 

metal cage that dangles off the end of a boom 

over a lake. 

6 A sho rt . mean-looking old woman wearing a 

crimson cap, a leather apron, and iron boots uses 

a cleaver to chop meat in a drab kitchen. 

7 Two merrow swim pas t each othe r in murky 

water. 

8 Rows upon rows o f severed bullywug heads, all 

impaled on spikes, chatter at each other. 

WATERLOGGED BATTLEFIELD 

The cha racters come upon a bog Lhat was the s ite of 
a ba ttle between e lves a nd fomorians long ago. The 

a rea is littered with rusted a nd broken weapons a nd 
armor, a long with the bones of the dead. If the char
acters ente r the a rea. two suits of animated armor 

stand up from the detritus . The s uits a re clearly of 

e lven design. their helmets shaped like stylized owl 
heads. Both s uits are 20 feet away from the party at 
the s tart of the encounte r. 

Each suit of a nima ted a rmor mimics the move
ments of the cha racter closest to it. For example. 
if the character closest to a suit of a rmor swings a 
sword, the armor makes a s imila r gesture. though it 

wie lds no weapons. If the character casts a spel l. the 

suit uses its action to mimic the somatic component 
of casting a s pell on its next turn. though it lacks 
the a bility to cast spells. If one or bot h su its a re 
attacked. they s top mimicking the characters a nd 

de fend themselves. Otherwise. they a re ha rmless. 
They can't leave the ba ule fie ld. 

A su it becomes inanima te and collapses in a 
heap if its he lmet is removed. if it is reduced 10 0 hit 
points, or if the characters leave the area. Removing 

a suit's helmet while the armor is an imated requires 
an action and a successful DC 10 Dexterity (Sleight 
of Hand) check. 

LOCATIONS IN HITHER 
The following encounters are tied to locat ions 
marked on the map of Hithe r. Move these locations 
as needed to put them in the cha racte rs' pa th. a nd 

cha lk up any discrepancy with the map to the s hifty 
nature of the Feywild. (The Feywild is known to play 
tricks on travelers , redirecting them without the ir 

knowledge to places they a re meant to go. Conse

quently. the characte rs might think they're heading 
toward one part of Hithe r, only to find themselves 

arriving somewhere else.) Ideally, you should run a ll 
three encounters in the following orde r before the 
characte rs a rrive at Downfa ll: 
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Slanty Tower. The characters encounter a native of 
the Feywild but an outsider lo Pri mecr: Sir Tala
va r. a galla nt faerie dragon knight in the ervice of 
the Summer Queen. From Sir Ta lavar. the charac
te rs learn that Zybi lna has been overthrown by the 
hags of the Hourglass Coven. 

Telemy Hill. This encounter erves as a cautiona ry 
talc. warning the characters about what becomes 
of tho e who are too ca a lier about bargains 
made with a hag. The cha racters meet a goblin 
named j ingle j angle. who has an obsession fo r 
collecting keys. 

Brigands' Tollway. The last of these encounters is 
with a native of Prismecr who remembers what 
the domain was like before the Hourglass Coven 
shattered it. Agdon Longsca rf. a nefarious bandit 
leader. can tell the characters how to reach Down
fa ll if they get the better of him. 

S LANTY TOWER 

Characters might travel to S lanty Tower because 
they headed in that direction a fter one of them 
saw the balloon crash s hortly a fter their arrival. 
Otherwise, they s tumble across this location while 
exploring. The tower tilts s everely lo one s ide. kept 
from fa lling over by magic. When the characters 
arrive, read: 

A crumbling stone tower rises out of the swamp, 
leaning at such an angle that 11 threatens to keel over. 
Black brambles surround the base of the tower and 
cling to ,ts lower half. Hanging from the crenellations 
on the lower s,de of the tower's peak is a large woven 
basket at the end of a tangle of ropes and tattered fab
ric. The basket dangles thirty feet above the surface of 

the swamp. 

The leaning tower is 50 feet ta ll a nd 20 feet in di
a meter. with a n open door a t the bottom on the side 
oppo ite where the basket is hanging. The interior 
of the tower is empty except for a fl ight of s ta irs that 

pira ls up the inside wa ll to an opening in the ceil
ing that leads to the crenellated roof. 

Black bra mbles cover the ground within 30 feet 
of the towe r, clus tering in a dense patch around the 
open doorway. These bra mbles a re difficult terra in. 
Each 5-foot-square section has AC 11 , 15 hit points, 
immunity to psychic damage. a nd vulnerability to 
fi re da mage. 

P LEA FOR HELP 
As the cha racters approach the edge of the bramble 
patch, they hear a whis pered voice say in Common, 
- Psst. You there, I need your help."' The whisper 
comes from the basket that dangles from the top 
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of 1he tower. If a character responds with a nything 
louder than a whisper, a quick ''Shush!" cuts them 
off. The voice belongs 10 Sir Talava r, who quietly ex
plains h is predicament: 

"I'm in a bit of a bind, as you can observe. I, Sir Ta

lavar, as one of the Summer Queen's loyal servants, 
ask that you free me. You see, I was in the midst of 

a daring escape from the vile Bavlorna Blightstraw 

when our balloon was set upon by an ill wind and 

sent plummeting to its current unfortunate location. 
My pilot, the honorable Wigglewog, did not survive. 

I've been trapped up here for a while now. Help me. I 
must tell my queen of the fall of Prismeer!" 

If the cha racters speak in raised voices , Sir Talavar 
shushes them again. lf asked why it's important to 
remain quiet, he says: 

] 

"Two se rpents are asleep in the brambles, just outside 
the tower door. If you awaken them, they might put 
the squeeze on you , or worse, devour me." 

S ee "Snakes" below for more information about the 
two serpents . 

The characters can't see Sir Talavar from the 
ground, because he is locked in a birdcage inside 
the basket that dangles from the tower's peak. Char
acters on the roof of the tower can look down into 
the basket a nd see the corpse of Wigglewog, the 
ba lloon's bullywug pilot, who died in the crash. At 
the bottom of the basket, a s ilver birdcage lies on 

THE CALAMITOUS FLIGHT OF 
SIR TALAVAR AND WIGGLEWOG 

Prior to the events of this adventure, Sir Talavar, a no
ble faerie dragon and emissary of Titania the Summer 
Queen, traveled to Prismeer to persuade Zybilna to ally 
with the Seelie Court against its hated enemies, the 
fomorians. Sir Talavar soon discovered that Prismeer 
had been seized by the hags of the Hourglass Coven. 
Before he could return with news of their treachery, 
Bavlorna trapped him in an enchanted silver birdcage 
that inhibits his magic. 

A sympathetic bullywug named Wigglewog stole 
Sir Talavar's cage and fled with it in one of Bavlorna's 
balloons. Soon after, the balloon was attacked by a 
malicious wind (air elemental) that sent it careening 
into an ancient, crumbling tower in the middle of 
Hither's swamp. The bullywug died in the crash, and 
Sir Talavar (still in his cage) has been stranded since 
then in the dangling wreckage of the balloon. 

A pair of serpents in Bavlorna's service caught up to 
the balloon, but they are too lazy to climb up the tower 
to reach it. They have since fallen asleep near the base 
of the tower. 



its s ide with Sir Talavar inside. He is a viole t faerie 
dragon who speaks Common, Draconic. Elvish. and 

Sylvan. Sir Talavar carries a magic sword a nd has 
the following additional action option: 

+1 Tiny Sword. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 8 (ld4 + 6) piercing damage. 

A detect magic spell reveals an aura of abjuration 

magic a round the birdcage. While Sir Talavar is in 

it, he can't cast spells, but he can use his Euphoria 

Breath. The cage is locked and can't be destroyed. 

and its Jock can't be picked. A knock spell or s imilar 

magic opens it, however. 

ROLEPLAY1NG SIR TALAVAR 

Sir Talavar is a knight-erra nt of the Seelie Court 
and a Joyal vassal of the Summer Queen. Appendix 

D has additional roleplaying notes for Sir Talavar. 

The faerie dragon has a n upbeat demeanor and is 

a strict observer of noble etiquette and courtesies. 
He knows the way to Downfall and can point cha r

acters in the right direction. He can also impart the 

following useful information: 

Bavlorna Blightstraw lives in a spooky cottage 

on stilts at the heart of Downfall, a bullywug 
settlement. The bullywugs of Downfall are quite 
courteous and welcoming, provided one does not 

offend them. 
• Bavlorna has the ability to conjure minions that 

look like tiny versions of he rself. 
• Bavlorna has two s is ters whom she loathes. To

gether, the three hags form the Hourglass Coven. 
Using an artifact called Iggwilv's Cauldron, the co
ven has frozen time in Zybilna's palace, trapping 

the archfey inside. 
• A goblin named Jingle Jangle has the key to Sir 

Talavar's birdcage. She lives atop Telemy Hill. not 

too far from Slanty Tower. 

Sir Talavar explains that he mus t be set free so 
that he can re turn to his queen a nd report the news 

that Zybilna has been overthrown by the Hour

glass Coven. 
If the characte rs a re unable to open the birdcage 

on their own, Sir Talavar asks them to get the key 
from Jingle Jangle, offering them his magic sword in 

re turn for his re lease (see "Development'' below). 

SNAKES 

Outs ide the tower, about 10 feet from the door. 
two giant constrictor snakes lie toge ther, asleep. 

Characters who have a pass ive Wisdom (Percep
tion) score of 15 or higher spot the snakes, which 
can move through the brambles with no reduction to 

the ir s peed. 
Characters can converse with the snakes using 

a speak with animals s pell or s imilar magic. In the 

course of any s uch conversation, a cha racter can 

Soq TALIWAll 

try to cha nge the snakes' attitude from hosti le to 

indifferent, doing so with a s uccessful DC 12 Cha
ris ma (Persuasion) check. lf the s nakes a re made 
to feel indifferent. they give up their mission and 
s lither away. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the cha racters free him from his cage. Sir Ta la
var gifts them with his tiny sword, which functions 

as a +I dagger in the hands of a Small or Medium 
creature. He then bids the m a fond farewell. add
ing, "Your valor will not be forgotten!" He then 
flies away. As a s how of he r favor. a fte r hearing Sir 
Talavar·s story, the Summer Queen leaves a gift 

for the characters on the threshold of the Palace o f 
Heart's Desire (see chapter 5). Note this gift on the 
Story Tracke r. 

If the cha racters don't save S ir Talava r. one of the 
frayed ropes s uspending the bas ket s naps a fte r a 
few hours, causing it to tip enoug h that Sir Talavar's 

birdcage tumbles out and falls to the ground, where 
it is e ither swallowed by one of Bavlorna's s na kes 
or found by harengon brigands. In e ither event. Sir 
Ta lava r is re turned to Downfa ll a nd handed over to 
Bavlorna. in which case the cha racte rs can find him 

in a rea 85. s till locked in the silver birdcage. 
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TELEMY HILL 

The characters might come here after their meeting 
with Sir Talavar. hoping to obtain the key that will 
free the faerie dragon from his magic birdcage. If 
the characters ignored Sir Tala\'ar or failed to re
lease him from his cage. Telemy Hill is merely the 
next stop on their journey. 

Telemy Hill is an ancient fey entity. a sentient hill 
Lbat travels throughout the Feywild and even to the 
Material Plane at times. The wandering hill inter
acts with others by way of the ancient willow trees 
that grow on its slopes. 

Some time ago. a key-collecting goblin named jin
gle Jangle took residence atop Telemy Hill. The gob
lin and the hill became fast friends. Three days ago. 
while searching the swamp for truffies,JingleJangle 
was ambushed and roughed up by brigands. She 
suffered no permanent damage but has been con
valescing in her den since the attack. Telemy Hill is 
worried for its friend and hopes the characters can 
cheer up the goblin, perhaps by bringing her some
thing to eat or drink. 

ARRIVAL AT ThLEMY HILL 

Telemy Hill is skirted in mist. When the characters 
pass through lhe mist and see the hill for the first 
time, read: 

You are greeted by the scent of sweet-smelling fru it. 

Damp, downy, silvery-green moss blankets a gentle 

upward slope before giving way to a craggy ridge that 

marks the top of the hill. Dozens of enormous willow 

trees dot the hillside, swaying as though in a breeze 

despite the absence of one. 

Telemy Hill is approximately half a square mile 
wide. A narrow game trail leads tojinglejangle's 
den at the pinnacle of the hill. The willows that grow 
on the hill are awakened trees that speak Common 
in low. rumbling voices. Telemy Hill uses the trees 
to communicate, rather than speaking itself. 

As lhe characters move up the hill. ld4 + 1 awak
ened trees approach them, stopping when the two 
groups are 10 feet apart. One of them welcomes tJ1e 
characters to Telemy Hill and asks how long they 
plan to stay. 

If asked about Jingle Jangle, the awakened trees 
share the following information: 

• Jingle j angle is friendly. She collects keys and 
ta lks about them endlessly. 

• She wears a coat of keys that jingle and jangle 
when she walks-hence her name. 

• Three days ago, while rooting through the swamp 
for truffles. she was attacked and robbed by 
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brigands. She hasn·t le ft her hilltop den since 
returning to the hill and must be pretty hun
gry by now. 

If the characters are hostile. the trees do what they 
can 10 drive the invaders off the hill. If the trees are 
not met with violence. they shepherd the characters 
up lhe hill toJingle Jangle's den, waving them on 
with their branches. Characters who stray from 
the path are met by ld6 additional awakened trees. 
These trees don't attack but join in coaxing the char
acters up the hill. 

At the top of the hill, the characters find Jingle 
]angle's den: a cave with an entryway shaped like 
a keyhole. 

OBTAINING THE SILVER KEY 

If one or more characters enter Jinglejangle's den 
on the hilltop, read: 

Worn stone steps lead down into what feels like a 

cellar. It's chilly in here, and you detect a subtle scent 

of iron in the air. From a distant spot within the cham

ber, sputtering candles illuminate a multitude of keys 

dangling from taut strings that crisscross the walls. 

Hundreds of other keys lie strewn across the dirt floor. 

As you take in the scene, you hear the sound of 

keys jingling as a goblin emerges from the dimness. 

She wears a coat lined with metal keys and carries a 

flail that has padlocks for heads. She manages a faint 

smile and says, "How might jingle jangle unlock a bit 

of happiness in your lives today?" 

The oval-shaped den is 20 feet wide, 30 feet long, 
and 6 feet tall, with a smaller chamber at the back 
whereJinglejangle sleeps. 

Jingle Jangle is a goblin (chaotic good) who refers 
to herself in the third person. Replace her normal 
weapon attacks with the following action option: 

Flail of Locks. Mele,: Weapon Attack: +S to hit, reach S ft., one 
target. Hit: 7 (3d4) bludgeoning damage. 

One of the keys injinglejangle's collection is the 
silver key that unlocks Sir Talavar's birdcage. If 
the characters want this key,Jinglejangle offers it 
freely, saying, "Better you should have it than those 
long-eared brigands. First they stole jingle jangle's 
truffles. Next, they'll wantJingleJangle's keys. 
Someone ought to give them a good shaking down 
so lhey know what it feels like!" 

Jingle Jangle's obsession with keys serves as a 
cautionary tale for those who would enter into a 
bargain with Bavlorna Blightstraw. The goblin once 
sought the hag's help in a desperate attempt to undo 
what she thought was a terrible curse: wherever 
Jingle Jangle went, she felt a tormenting fear of be· 
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ing caughl on the wrong s ide of n locked door. Whe n 

1 

• 

she appealed to Bavlornn for a id. the hng removed 

the goblin's abili ty lo perceive tha t fear nnd replaced 

ii with a n ins atiable a nd overwhelming need Lo 

collect keys. So great is this obsession thnt j ingle 

Ja ngle has losl he r own sense of self and now refers 

to he rself o nly in the third person. 
Appendix D has addi tional roleplaying notes for 

Jingle J angle. 

jINGLEjANGLE'S TALE O F W OE 

If the characters seem inte rested in hea ring more 

about he r recent a lte rcation, or if they want to offe r 

reciprocation for he r gift of the silver key.Jingle J a n

gle reveals the following informatio n: 

"Jingle Jangle was d igging for truffles in the swamp 

when a bu nch of ha rengons leapt out from behind the 

reeds and sh rubbery. They took Jingle )angle's truffles, 

threw Jingle Jangle down in the mud , and whacked Jin

gle Jangle with their wooden clubs." 

Jing le Ja ngle knows that Telemy Hill is well de

fended, so s he 's not concerned about he r own 

well-being at the moment. However, she happily ac

cepts any or a ll of the following as payment for the 

key to S ir Talavar's cage: 

• A bag of truffles or some other tasty s nack 

• A thirst-quenching beverage 
• A solemn vow to avenge the abuse Jingle J a ngle 

s uffe red a t the ha nds of the ha rengon briga nds 

If the cha racters raise her s pi r its by offering her 

food, drink, or the promise of revenge, Jingle j a ngle 

imparts the following useful information: 

• Agdon Lo ngscarf is the leader o f the ha rengon 

brigands . He wears a bright blue scarf a nd moves 

as fas t as lightn ing. Characters who head toward 

Brigands' Tollway m ight encounter him the re. 

• Brigands' Tollway is a series of old wooden cat

walks that circle a giant tree s tump. T he brigands 

camp a top the s tump because it gives them the 

advantage of high ground. 
• The best g uide in Hither is a pincer-clawed scare

crow na med Clapperclaw. It ha ngs a round Down

fall a nd knows the way to the ne ighboring realm 

of Thither, which is ruled by a hag na med Granny 

Nights hade. 

L EAVING ThLEMY HILL 

The outcome of the cha rac teYs· interaction with J in

gle Ja ngle influences how Telemy Hill rega rds them. 

JINGLE J ANGLE 

Helpingjinglejangle. If the characte rs lift J ingle 

J angle's s pirits, Telemy Hill is delighted. The awak

ened trees da nce a round the characters in appreci

ation, and one of them gives the characters an iron 

key that jingle Ja ngle d ropped in the dirt. The t ree 

myste riously cla ims the key will be useful later o n 

(see a rea B19 of Bavlorna's cottage). 
Harmingjinglejangle. If the characters harm 

Jingle j a ngle, Telemy Hill comma nds l d4 awakened 

trees lo attack the characters as they emerge from 

the goblin's den. Whenever a tree is felled , anolher 

a rrives to take its place unti l te n trees a re ki lled. a t 

which point Telemy Hill gives up the fight. 

BRIGANDS ' TOLLWAY 

The Brigands' Tollway is the headqua rte rs of Agdon 

Longscarf a nd his ga ng of harengon br igands. It is 

a lso where the brigands collect tolls from travelers 

trying to reach Downfall. The brigands' base is 

located on an e normous tree stump, 80 feet in d iam

eter a nd 30 feet above the s urface of the bog. Criss

crossing causeways of wooden pla nks converge on 

the stump. bringing travelers toward the brigands 
from a ll di rections. 
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A PPROACHING THE TOLLWAY 

A foggy marsh s tretches out befo re you. Rickety 

causeways made o f wooden planks form a wide, web

like s t ructure above the bog. Three hundred feet away, 

many of these causeways converge o n an enormous, 

ivy-covered tree s tump that rises a good ten feet 

above the twenty-foot-high fog bank that enshrouds it . 

T he wooden causeways are 5 feet wide a nd in poor 
s hape. Characters who walk across the planks a re 
assumed 10 be taking care to avoid unsafe areas. If 
a character runs across 1he planks , roll a dB at the 
end of the character's turn. On a 7 or 8, pa rt of the 
causeway falls away beneath the cha racter, who 
mus! s ucceed on a DC 10 Dexterity saving throw to 
avoid fa lling off the plank and into the bog. While 
prone in the muck, the cha racter is restra ined. A 
character can use a n action to try to free itself or 
another creature from the muck. doing so with a 
successful DC 10 Strength (Athletics) check. 
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MOST N OTORIOU S BRIGAND IN PRISMEER 

As the characters make their way along one of the 
causeways, the cha racter who has the highest pas
sive Wisdom (Perception) s core notices something: 

I 
An odd feel ing suddenly comes over you as you 

become aware that somewhere along the way, a 

hunched , hooded figure has jo ined the group. 

The figure is a notor ious harengon brigand named 
Agdon Longscarf(see the accompanying stat 
block), who s nuck in a mong the cha racters for a 
laugh. He casts off his cloak with a flourish, reveal
ing his 15-foot-long, bright blue scarf. He holds a hot 
bra nding iron in one ha nd and a sma ll round shield 
in the other. 

As Agdon throws off his cloak, the sound of a bag
pipe erupts from somewhere up ahead. After a few 
notes, the characters recognize it as the song sung 
by the harengon brigands they met earlier (see '"Ar
rival in Hither"). Agdon s ings the song as he takes 
off at a run, a wide grin on bis rabbit face as he 
bounds from one pla nk to a nother in a circle around 
the party. He and his fellow harengons know the 
causeways well enough to avoid sections that are 
too weak to s upport lheir weight. 



Agdon is backed up by two skiffs, each one con
taining three harengon brigands and a harengon 
sniper (see appendix C for their stat blocks). The 
s kiffs come from the direction of the giant tree 
stump. They emerge from the fog and become visi
ble when they are 20 feet away. Each skiff has two 
rowers, a lookout (the s niper), and a bagpiper. The 
brigands spring onto nearby causeways, advance to 
melee range, and try to knock out characters and 
rob them w ithout kill ing a nyone , while the snipers 
stay in the skiffs. Any character rendered uncon
scious by the brigands is stable at O hit points. 

D EALING WITH AGDON 

In days gone by, Agdon Longscarf made a na me for 
himself as he a nd his band of miscreants menaced 
travelers throughout various FeywiJd domains. It 
was in Prismeer, however, that Agdon's antics came 
to an end by Zybilna's hand. As punishment for his 
offenses, the a rch fey demanded that Agdon give up 
his beloved scarf. When he refused, Zybilna cursed 
him so that he would never be able to re move it. 
She then pinned the scarf to a young sapling with 
a magic nail made of gold and iron, and she bade 
the tree grow until its bra nches raked the clouds. 
Agdon was thus carried into the sky, where he was 
stranded for a long time. 

The arrival of the Hourglass Coven signaled a re
versal of Agdon Longscarfs fortunes. With Zybil.na 
trapped in temporal stasis, Agdon's loyal gang was 
able to chop down his tree prison. But his scarf re
mained pinned to the felled trunk, and him with it, 
until Bavlorna struck a deal with him-she agreed 
to remove the nail a nd free the scarf in exchange for 
the best prize from each of his raids thereafter. 

Agdon's scarf is a bright blue length of cloth that 
he claims was woven from lightning bolts he stole 
right out from under a dark cloud. The scarf can't 
be removed, even if Agdon dies. His branding iron 
functions for him alone, and it ceases to be hot 
when it leaves his hand. The brand it makes is 
shaped like three bounding rabbits connected nose 
to tail, forming a triangle. 

The brigand leader is cocky and boastful. Appen
dix D has additiona l roleplaying notes for Agdon 
Longscarf. 

Aided by the magic of his scarf, he darts among 
the characters, using Quick Fingers to steal things 
as he passes. His speed and agility make him dif
ficult to hit; however, grabbing hold of his trailing 
scarf can dissuade him. 

As an action, a character can try to grab Ag-
don's scarf. Doing so requires a successful DC 17 
Strength (Athletics) check. While a character has 
him by the scar f, Agdon has a walking speed of 35 
feet, a nd he can't move farther than 15 feet from the 
character. Agdon can use a n action to try to pull his 

scarf free; this attempt is resolved with a Strength 
(Athletics) contest. [f he fails to free himself after 
one try. he surrenders immediately. blubbering and 
pleading for his life like a coward. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Either the characters defeat Agdon Longscarf, or he 
a nd his brigands s ubdue and capture them. 

Agdon Is Defeated. If Agdon is killed. his follow
ers wander away. crestfalle n. If Agdon lives, his 
former followe rs shun him. They regard the charac
ters as formidable. a nd they enthusiastically offer to 
show them the way to Downfall, providing a skiff for 
their use if they so desire. 

AGDON LONGSCARF 
Medium Fey (Horengon), Chooric Evil 

Armor Class 19 (studded leather, shield) 
Hit Points 36 (8d8) 
Speed 35 ft. , o r 70 ft. while wea ring his scarf 

STR 
11 (+0) 

DEX 
20 (+S) 

CON 
11 (+0) 

Saving Throws Dex +7, Wis +4 

INT 
11 (+0) 

WIS 
14 (+2) 

CHA 
16 (+3) 

Skills Acrobatics +7, Perception +6 , Sleight of Hand +7, 
Stealth +7 

Senses passive Perception 16 
Languages Common, Sylvan 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Evasion. If Agdon is subjected to an effect that allows him to 
make a Dexterity saving throw to take only half damage, he in• 
stead takes no damage if he succeeds on the saving throw and 
o nly hal f damage if he fails, provided he isn't incapacitated. 

Standing Leap. Agdon's long jump is up to 20 feet and his high 
jump is up to 10 feet , with or without a running start. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Agdon makes two Branding Iron or 
Dagger attacks. 

Branding Iron. Melee Weapon Allack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one 
target. Hit: 10 (3d6) fi re damage, and the ta rget is magically 
branded. Agdon is invisible to creatures branded in this way. 
The brand disappears after 24 hours, or it can be removed from 
a c reature o r object by any spell that ends a curse. 

Dagger. Me/ee or Ranged Weapon Allack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 
range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d4 + 5) piercing damage. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Quick Fingers. Agdon targets o ne creature with in 5 feet of him 
that he can see and makes a Dexterity (Sleight of Hand) check, 
with a DC equal to l + the target's passive Wisdom (Percep• 
tion) score. On a successful check, Agdon pilfers one object 
weighing l pound or less that the target has in its possession 
but not in its grasp, without the target noticing the theft. 

REACTIONS 

Uncanny Dodge. Agdon halves the damage that he takes from 
an attack that hits him. He must be able to see the attacker. 
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If they are asked about Bavlorna Blightstraw 
or Downfall, the harengons share the fo llowing 
information: 

• Agdon made a pact with Slack-jawed Lorna by 
which he is obligated to give her one item he steals 
from each victim. 

• Though Agdon would never admit s uch a thing, 
the harengons suspect that thei r leader is terri
fied of Slack-jawed Lorna, who moves about on a 
crawling lily pad. 

• Downfall is home to the Soggy Cour t, a society of 
bu1lywugs that clings to strange, noble customs 
and rules of etiquette. 

The Characters Are Captured. If the characters 
are knocked unconscious, they are taken to Down
fall and placed in the cages that hang outside Bav
lorna's cottage (area B14). 

BIG STUMP 

The harengons have set up camp atop the 30-foot
h igh, 80-foot-wide tree stump. Wooden skiffs are 
moored among the cattails and grasses that poke 
up from the water s urrounding the ancient stump, 
and rope ladders hanging off the edges of the 
trunk enable approaching creatures to climb to the 
surface of the stump without having to make an 
ability check. 

The brigands' encampment is a circle of twelve 
patchwork tents surrounding a carved wooden 
throne where Agdon Longscarf holds court. Piled 
around Agdon's throne are scores of worthless trin
kets s tolen from travelers. If the characters want to 
examine the trinkets, describe a few of them, using 
the entries in the Feywild Trinkets table in the in
troduction for inspiration. Lying amid the trinkets is 
a small bag of truffles (the same ones the brigands 
s tole fromjingle jangle). 

At any given time, ld4 hareogon brigands and 
ld4 harengon snipers (see appendix C for their stat 
blocks) occupy the camp. These harengons defend 
their turf only if they outnumber intruders; other
wise, they scatter and hide. 

DOWNFALL 
Downfall is Bavlorna's home in the murky swamp 
of Hither. The settlement consists of a collection of 
outbuildings and ruins surrounding the hag's mon
strous cottage. Courtly bu11ywugs, a11 beholden to 
Bavlorna, reside in Downfall. Bavlorna ra rely leaves 
the confines of her cottage, which contains her 
preservation pond as well as her treasures and her 
chimeric taxidermy creations. 

The water level in and around Downfall is a lways 
h igh (see "Fluctuating S wamp Waters" earlier in 
the chapter). Thick fog hangs over all outdoor areas, 
limiting visibility to 20 feet. 
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WHERE'S BAVLORNA? 

The characters first encounter the hag in her 
study (area BIO). After that, she is free to move 
around, though she won't leave her cottage without 
good reason. 

THE S O GGY COURT 

The Soggy Court is a community of neutral bully
wugs who have an overdeveloped sense of grandeur. 
They are preoccupied with pomp and courtesies, 
and they possess an insatiable lust for courtly in
trigue. A monarch presides over the group, though 
regime changes are frequent and often bloody. The 
current leader is Gu1lop XIX, who won the throne by 
boiling his predecessor, Molubb XVJ, in oil. 

The community is small, but plots abound. A 
violent coup is always just around the corner. When
ever there's a commotion anywhere in Downfall, 
bullywug courtiers clamor to find out what's hap
pening. If a loud noise occurs, such as the clangor 
of combat or raised voices, ld6 + 1 bullywugs con
verge on the source. These bullywugs crave gossip, 
not violence, and are indifferent toward strangers. 
They will defend themselves and Downfall if they 
deem it necessary or politically advantageous. 

Bullywugs of the Soggy Court speak Bullywug, 
Common, and Sylvan. 

Use the Bullywug Names table and the Soggy 
Court Honorifics table to make members of the 
court distinctive, as you see fit. 

B ULLYWU G NAMES 

d8 Name 

Augluth 

2 Bloff 

3 Bultis 

4 Crumple 

s Mundlemud 

6 Ribble 

7 Splop 

8 Ufgunk 

Soc cv COURT H O N O RIFI CS 

d8 Name 

Croaking Sage 

2 Count of Bogbottom 

3 Duke of the Three Rocks 

4 Earl of Stinkwater 

s Green Baron 

6 Knight of the Pickled Fly 

7 Mosscrown Knight 

8 Pondflower Knight 
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DOWN FA LL LOCATIONS 

The following localions are keyed to the map 
of Down fa ll. 

01. CtiANNEL 

T he characters will likely a rrive by s kiff. rowboat, 
or ra ft. by way of th is cha nnel. This waterway flows 
into Murky Lake (area D7). 

Thick fog hangs heavy In the ai r, obscuring the area 

around you so that the world a ppears to have shrunk 

to o nly twenty feet in all d irections . Before you , the 

wate rway wide ns a nd the current slows, giving the im

pression that you have entered a lake. Croaking voices 

pe ne tra te the fog , th rough which dark shapes appea r, 

resolving into two rowboats . Mann ing the oars of each 

rowboat a re two bullywugs. 

The four bullywugs (neutral) are enjoying a boat 
ride on the la ke. All four are dressed in soiled garb 
typical of members of the S oggy Court. In croaking 
Sylva n, they say, "Welcome lo Downfall , travelers: • 

If the cha racters don't attack immediately, the bul
lywugs expla in that their king, Cullop XIX, would 
be honored to ma ke the cha racters ' acquaintance. 
They s uggest that the cha racters head to the small 
dock nea rby (next to a rea 02), then make their way 
across the stepping s tones (a rea D3), through the 
balloon factory (area D4), a nd across the bridge 

SWAMP GAS BALLOONS 

A swamp gas balloon has two separate parts: 

, The wicker basket, which can carry up to 750 
pounds, is a Large object with AC 11, 27 hit points, 
and immunity to poison a nd psychic damage. 

• The balloon, which contains the swamp gas that pro
vides lift. is a Huge object with AC 11, 15 hit points, 
and immunity to poison and psychic damage. If 
the balloon drops to O hit points, it bursts , and the 
vehicle loses the ability to fly. 

To rise into the air, the balloon must be filled with 
swamp gas. A flap at the bottom of the balloon lets 
the gas in, and the balloon takes 10 minutes to fill 
when empty. Once filled, the balloon rises into the 
air. One can force the balloon to land by using an 
action to open a flap at the top of the balloon, which 
allows the swamp gas to escape. To reach th is flap, 
one must climb or fly to the top of the balloon, 20 feet 
above the basket. The balloon's rigging makes such a 
climb possible. 

The vehicle has no form of propulsion, instead rely
ing on the pilot's ability to navigate air currents. 

As long as the balloon or basket has at least l hit 
point, it can be repaired. Repairing l hit point of dam
age to either part of the vehicle requires l day and the 
necessary supplies, which can be salvaged from area 
04 or taken from area B3. 
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of chattering heads (area D5) to the gazebo where 
Cullop XIX holds court (area D6). If the characters 
ask about Bavlorna, the bullywugs insist that the 
characters see the king first, saying that he'll know 
how to help them. 

If the characters attack the bullywugs, they croak 
loudly enough to alert the two guards atop the 
watchtowe r (area D19). These guards sound the 
alarm with loud croaks of their own. One minute 
later, six armed bullywugs (neutral) rally at the base 
of the watchtower before setting out to subdue the 
characters and bring them before Cullop XDC for 
questioning. 

D2. D AMAGED B A L L O ON 

Looming above a ramshackle wooden pier is a balloon 

anchored by four thick ropes tied around wooden 

posts driven deep into the mire. The balloon's blad

der expands and sags at irregular intervals as swamp 

gas fills it briefly before leaking out through various 

tears in its patchwork fabric. A bullywug stands near 

the top of a ladders and is using a long silver needle 

and a spool of catgut to sew up one of the openings. 

A second bullywug stands at the foot of the ladder to 

steady it. Huddled nearby are three giant frogs whose 

long tongues snap up passing insects. 

The two bullywugs (neutral) watch the characters 
warily but pose no threat. The three giant frogs are 
here to prevent a nyone from stealing the balloon. 
(Another one of Bavlorna's balloons was stolen re
cently. Characters encountered what was left of it at 
Slanty Tower earlier in the chapter.) 

If the characters strike up a conversation with 
the bullywugs, the one on the ground responds in 
Sylvan, "Hmmm. You should probably see the king," 
regardless of what the characters say. 

Swamp Gas Balloon. This vehicle is operational, 
albeit damaged. The balloon itself has 10 hit points 
remaining (out of a maximum of 15), and the bully
wugs are in the midst of repairing it. The basket and 
the ropes that attach it to the balloon are intact and 
undamaged. For more information on Downfall's 
balloons, see the "Swamp Gas Balloons" sidebar. 

D3. STEPSTONE CROSSING 

A row of boulders spaced two feet apart breach the 

surface of the lake to form a walking path across a 

forty-foot-w ide waterway. 

The water around the stepstones is only 4 feet deep, 
but the bottom is not visible through the murk. 



Four of the five ste pstones are boulders sunk 
deep in the mire. The middle s tepstone is actually 
the top of a galeb duhr. If someone ste ps on it, the 
galeb duhr takes offense , grumbling about ingrati
tude. An apology accompanied by a success ful DC 
12 Cha ris ma (P e rsuasion) check satisfies the galeb 
duhr. On a failed check, the galeb duhr gives the 
offending characte r one more cha nce, allowing the 
cha racter to re peat the check provided the apology 
is sung with feeling. On a second failed check or if 
the cha rac te r refuses to sing, the ga leb duhr uses its 
Animate Boulders action to affect the two boulders 
closest to it, a nd the three of them move 15 feet to 
the west, leaving a 20-foot gap in the pa th formed 
by the s tepstones. Any characte r w ho was s ta nding 
atop one of the s tones is dumped into the wate r. 

Predators Below. Two merrow lurk in the wa-
ter east of the crossing. They dislike the taste of 
bullywugs and ignore them, but they attack a ny 
non-bullywugs that enter the wate r. If the characters 
find themselves in ba ttle with the merrow, ld4 + 1 
bullywugs (neutra l) a rrive immedia tely a fter each 
merrow has ta ken two turns. The bullywugs hurl 
spears at the merrow, frightening them away (at 
leas t for a while). These bullywugs are glad to be of 
help and happily point charac te rs in the direction of 
their king, Gullop XIX (at area D6). If the cha racters 
offer the bullywugs nothing in re turn for their help, 
the bullyw ugs ta ke no offense. They don't expect 
fore igners to honor the rule of reciprocity (see 
"Rules of Conduct" earlie r in the chapte r). 

D4. BURNED-OUT BALLOON F ACTORY 

This wooden struc ture s tands on s t ilt s a bove the lake. 

It is topped by a steep, conical roof made of thatch. 

Smoke curls up fro m a hole at its a pex. Its windows 

are blacked out, and the air carries the s m ell of 

burned wood. A clothesline a ttached to one corner of 

the building's exte rior is hung with a variety of frayed , 

pa tchwo rk garme nts . 

The ga rments on the clothesline a re n't pa rticularly 
well m ade or valuable . The line leads to Bavlorna 's 
cottage (area D12), which is heavily obscured by the 
thick fog. T he line can support up to 200 pounds of 
additional weight. 

The building is accessible by ra mps from areas 
D3 a nd D5, as well as s ta irs tha t rise from the lake. 
A ricke ty wooden deck clings to the outs ide of the 
s tructure 6 feet above the wa te r. Use the following 
boxed text to describe the building's inte rior: 

This room is a charred mess . Hazy smoke hangs over 

s ca ttered piles of burned and broken shelves inter

mixed with whatever those shelves contained. Wisps 

of smoke snake into the air from severa l s pots where 

s moldering wreckage threatens to ignite. 

A d istressed bullywug in a leather s mock scurries 

a round the room with a bucket of water whose con

tents spill out over the sides in his haste. 

This is where Bavlorna's swamp gas balloons a re 
manufactured. Two bullywugs recently set fire to 
the place, destroying most of the supplies as a con
sequence. One of the culprits was Wigglewog, S ir 
Talavar's pilot (now deceased). The o the r was Mor
gort, the former Knight of Wa rts, who was captured 
before she could ma ke her escape a nd is now being 
held prisoner in area D9. 

A bullywug (neutra l) na med Duke Ickrind is 
overseeing the repa ir of the factory, but new fires 
keep popping up tha nks to the pe rs is tence of the 
animated coa ls tha t were used to s ta rt the fire orig
ina lly. When the cha racters ente r the place. Duke 
Ickrind yells in Sylvan, "Grab a bucke t! We have to 
make sure the fires are out!" 

A low workbench- the o nly piece of undamaged 
furniture in the room- has three wooden buckets on 
it. Two of them are filled w ith wate r. 

If the cha rac te rs he lp Duke Ickrind extinguish 
the coals, he gives them a brass brooch s haped like 
a fly, with wings that flutte r. He te lls them to wear 
the brooch whe n they present themselves to Gullop 
XlX, s aying it w ill he lp win the king's trus t. 

Animated Coals. Typically used to heat Bavlor
na's cauldron in a rea D18, s ix of these coals were 
brought to the ba lloon factory by saboteurs who 
wanted to burn it down. The coa ls a re Tiny ani
mated objects tha t s kip a nd bounce a round. Each 
one has AC 18; 6 hit points; a s peed of 30 feet; and 
immunity to fire, poison, a nd psychic da mage. A 
coal's Dexte rity is 20, its Constitution is 10, and 
its other ability scores a re 1. Throwing a bucke t of 
wate r on a coal requires a s uccessful ra nged attack. 
a nd the bucke t is treated as a n improvised weapon. 
A bucke t of water deals ld6 da mage to a coal. An 
a nimated coal that is submerged in wate r takes the 
da mage at the s tart of each of its turns until it is no 
longer submerged. A coal reduced to O hit points is 
ina nimate a nd ha rmless. 

Each coal can take the following action on its turn: 

Kindle. Mlllee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft ., one target. 
Hit: 2 (ld4) tire damage, and the target catches tire ifit is flam
mable. Until a creature takes an action to douse the tire, the 
target takes 2 (l d4) tire damage at the start of each o f its turns. 
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CLAPPERCLAW THE SCARECROW 
Small Construct, Lawful Neutral 

Armor Class 12 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 14 (4d6) 
Speed 25 ft . 

STR 
14 (+2) 

DEX 
13 (+ 1) 

CON 
11 (+0) 

Skills Stealth +3, Survival +2 
Damage Vulnera bilitie s fire 
Da mage Immunities poison 

INT 
7 (-2) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Condition Immunities c harmed, exhaus tion, frightened , 
paralyzed, poisone d, unconscious 

Senses d arkvision 60 ft., passive Pe rception 10 
Languages Common, Sylva n 
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) Proficie ncy Bonus +2 

Unusual Nature. Clapperclaw doesn't require air, food, drink, 
o r s leep. 

ACTIONS 

Claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +S to hit , reach 5 ft ., one target. 
Hit: 7 (2d4 + 2) slashing damage. 

Stuffing. Clapperclaw stuffs s traw o r other dead plant matter 
into itself and regains 2d4 + 4 h it points. Roll a d6; on a 1 or 2, 
Cla ppe rclaw runs out of s tuffing a nd mus t spe nd 8 hours forag
ing for more before it can use this action again. 

BONUS A CTIONS 

Unsettling Presence (Recharge 6). Clapperclaw targe ts one c rea
ture it ca n see within 15 feet of it. The ta rget mus t s ucceed on 
a DC 11 Wisd om saving throw o r be magically fr ighte ned until 
the e nd of Cla ppe rclaw's next turn. 
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D5. CHATTERING HEADS 

This flat wood-plank bridge, which spans an arm of 

the lake, is lined on one side by rows of bullywug 

heads on wooden spikes. 

At the center of the bridge, a small figure sits with 

its feet dangling over one side. The figure appears to 

be talking to itself in bemoaned tones. But then the 

severed bullywug heads nearby erupt in a cacophony 

of voices-some indignant, others sympathetic. A few 

in a more distant row yell, "What? I couldn't hear what 

they said!" 

The bridge is in decent condition and safe to cross. 
Beheaded Bullywugs. Deposed bullywug mon

archs of the Soggy Court often lose thei r heads 
during violent changes in leadership. The severed 
heads are impaled on rows of spikes north of the 
bridge, and they verbally accost anyone who steps 
onto the bridge, each one speaking of its own glo
rious rule and how the Soggy Court has become a 
mockery since its reign came to an end. In conversa
tion, a head might share one or more of the follow
ing pieces of information: 

• All the heads belong to former monarchs who 
were deposed and killed by usurpers. Many of the 
former monarchs were betrayed by others whose 
rotting heads now also sit on spikes. 

• The current monarch is King Gullop XIX. All the 
heads agree he is a weak ruler. They've heard ru
mors of yet a nother coup in the works. 

• Sir Talavar, Bavlorna's escaped prisoner, had help 
from bullywugs of the Soggy Court. One of his ac
complices languishes in prison, awaiting trial. 

• Bavlorna is a distrustful shut-in who loathes her 
sisters, especially Skabatha Nightshade. 

• Bavlorna has a pool in her cottage that's very 
important to her. She spends a lot of time 
bathing in it. 

In Search ofa Skull. The figure chatting with 
the severed heads is Clapperclaw the scarecrow 
(see the accompanying stat block), who is 3 feet tall. 
Created by Granny Nightshade using a tormented 
child's soul s he found in Gehenna, it ran away from 
home so that it wouldn't have to perform evil tas ks 
for her. After fleeing T hither, Clapperclaw was way
laid by Agdon Longscarf and his harengon brigands, 
who s tole its head, which the scarecrow describes 
as a most glorious stag skull. lt desperately wants its 
head back, and it's a bit self-conscious about its re
placement head: a hollow gourd that now sits askew 
on its s houlders. Eight copper coins are sea led in
side the gourd, caus ing the head to rattle whenever 
Clapperclaw nods, turns, or shakes its head. 
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Clapperclaw knows the way to Thither from 
Hither and will guide the characters there if they 
help it recover its head. If the characters accept 
its offer, the scarecrow does its best to stay out of 
harm's way while the characters continue to explore 
Hither. It fears Bavlorna Blightstraw too much to en
ter her cottage, but it will patiently wait for the char
acters outside the cottage if they choose to enter it. 
The scarecrow has a similar aversion to the other 
hags of the Hourglass Coven. 

When the characters arrive, Clapperclaw is telling 
the severed bullywug heads the story of how Agdon 
Longscarf stole its original head and how its current 
head is a poor substitute. Unknown to Clappe rclaw, 
Agdon gave the skull to Bavlorna, who now keeps it 
in her cottage's treasure room (area B19). 

Clapperclaw carries a sailcloth sack filled with 
moldy straw. If the scarecrow gets hurt, it heals it
self by stuffing itself with replacement straw or simi

lar plant matter. 
Appendix D has additional roleplayiog notes for 

Clapperclaw. 

D6. Hrs ROYAL MAJESTY GULLOP XIX 

A grand marble gazebo stands atop a mound of soggy 

earth, its white stone streaked green with algae. The 

support pillars have sunk into the muck unevenly so 

that the domed canopy now sits askew. 

Short steps ring the gazebo, leading to a raised 

floor where bullywugs dressed in shabby clothing 

lounge on pillows. Among them, a harpist sends forth 

delicate notes that mingle with the murmured croak

ing of the gathered nobles. On a dais, a flabby bully

wug wearing a crown of woven li ly flowers sits on an 

ornate throne with his legs folded under him. He has 

a large leather-bound book open across his lap and is 

mouthing the words he reads on the pages. Without 

looking up, he says, "Have you no herald to announce 

your presence before Ki ng Gullop the Nineteenth?" 

He slams the book closed as if to punctuate his ques

tion, regarding you for the first time. 

Sleepy bullywug guards standing around their mon

arch snap to attention and ready their weapons. 

King Gullop XlX, a bullywug royal (neutral) is 
accompa nied by a baby crocodile (a Small non
combatant) named Snoodle and protected by five 
bullywug knights (neutral; see appendix C for their 
stat blocks). The knights are stationed around the 
edge of the gazebo's interior. Eight unarmed bul
lywugs (noncombatants) lounge at the king's feet, 
eating insects from platters as they gossip among 
themselves. The king treats visitors as honored 

guests in accordance with the rule of hospitality 
(see "Rules of Conduct" earlier in the chapter), but 
he expects a measure of kindness in return. If a 
fight breaks out, Gullop XIX flees to area D11 and 
makes his final stand there, counting on the bully
wug knights to cover his escape. As the king flees. 
Snoodle and the unarmed bullywugs jump into the 
lake and swim to safety. 

Scheming King. The king has only recently come 
into his position, but already his reign is a troubled 
one. Sir Talavar's recent escape through the theft of 
one of Bavlorna's prized balloons has left many of 
the king's subjects questioning his ability to manage 
a crisis. He has grown paranoid over the prospect 
of incurring the hag's wrath, a suspicion confirmed 
in the pages of the book in his lap- Bavlorna·s Big 
Book of Bad Blood- in which the hag's displeasure 
with her enemies is spelled out in detail. He pro
cured the book from a darkling merchant (see area 
B10), who stole it from Bavlorna a few hours ago. 

King Gullop is looking for a way to avoid Bavlor
na's ire. and the characters might be his way out. 
He wants them to return the book to Bavlorna and 
assure her that Gullop didn't steal it, but merely en
sured its safekeeping. 

If the characters portray themselves as allies (per
haps by presenting the brooch they received from 
Duke Ickrind in area D4), Gullop explains that only 
members of the Soggy Court are allowed to speak 
with Bavlorna (a falsehood he knows to be untrue). 
and he invites the characters to join the group. If 
they accept, he instructs them to proceed to the pal
ace in area D11 to be fitted with the proper attire. 
Once they are appropriately garbed. Gullop gives 
the characters the Big Book of Bad Blood and en
courages them, as duly appointed emissaries of the 
Soggy Court, to return it to the hag with great haste. 

If the characters show hostility or refuse to join 
the Soggy Court, Gullop commands his guards to 
seize them. Captured characters are taken to the 
holding cell in area D8. 

Secret Note. As the king addresses the charac
ters, one of the bullywug noncombatants passes a 
wine goblet to one randomly determined character. 
Inside the cup is a scrap of parchment with words 
written on it in Sylvan. The message reads. -Find 
Illig, the Baron of Muckstump. at once. The revolu
tion lives!" Illig is an ambitious noble looking to take 
Gullop's crown by force, and conspirators are gath
ering at his home in area 016. Whenever a char
acter asks a friendly bullywug of the Soggy Court 
about Illig's whereabouts, roll a d8. On a roll of 1- 3. 
the bullywug doesn' t know where Illig is. On a roll 
of 4- 6, the bullywug assumes (incorrectly) that Il
lig is somewhere in the Sinking Palace (area D11). 
On a roll of 7 or 8 , the bullywug knows and shares 
lllig's actual location. 
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K1NG GuuoP XIX /I ND F RI END S 

D7. MURKY LAKE 

Downfall is built around a 20-foot-deep body of 
standing water called Murky Lake. A blanket 
of thick fog and a layer of pond scum cover the 
lake's s urface. Heavily obscured by the fog are 
2d6 bullywugs (noncombatants) spread out across 
severa l large lily pads a nd relaxing in rowboats. 
Some read to each other, and others nap or play 
music. When they see the characters, they wave in a 
friendly manner. lf the characters ask for directions, 
one of the bullywugs tries to be helpful while the 
others gaze about listlessly. If the characters require 
a ny further assis tance or information, the helpful 
bullywug suggests that they speak to King Gullop 
XIX a nd points the way to his Royal Majesty (area 
D6). Each lily pad can hold up to 250 pounds with
out sinking. 

Bav/orna's Cottage. The hag's cottage (area Dl2) 
looms over the middle of the lake on thick wooden 
stilts. The cottage is heavily obscured by thick fog, 
though characters within 20 feet of it can discern 
its shape. 
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DB. HOLDING CELLS 

Rising from the soggy earth is a sturdy wooden hut 

with an open doorway on one side of it. At the back of 

the hut are two holding cells. Thick mangrove roots 

serve as bars, with a small round door closing off 

each cell. The floor of one cell is covered with several 

inches of stinking water. The other cell holds a figure 

in rags slumped against the back wall. 

This hut is round, 12 feet in diameter, with a conical 
thatched roof that rises 18 feet from the floor a t its 
apex. Prisoners of the Soggy Court are held here 
while they await trial by combat in area D9. Charac
ters brought here as prisoners are thrown into the 
north cell. The guards depart after locking up the 
characters. 

A character can use an action to try to break into 
or out of a cell, tearing through its root walls with a 
successful DC 17 Strength (Athletics) check. A cell 
door's lock can be picked -in 1 minute with a suc-
cessful DC 12 Dexterity check, provided the charac· ; 
ter making the check has thieves' tools. : · .:.,;~_;fi 
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Prisoner. The prisoner in the south cell is an 
unarmed bullywug knight (see appendix C) named 
Morgort, the Knight of Warts. She was one of Sir 
Talavar's accomplices a long with Wigglewog, and 
she now awaits justice. She has no regrets about 

helping the faerie dragon, and she regards Bavlorna 
as a bitter enemy. Appendix D has additional role

playing notes for Morgort. 
Morgort introduces herself to the characters with 

a knightly bow once the guards a re gone. She is 
dressed in the ragged and stained remnants of an 
orange surcoat that bears the sigil of a great helm 

fashioned to resemble a frog's head. 
In conversation, she asks the characters why 

they were apprehended and reveals the following 

information: 

• Morgort is an accomplished balloon pilot. She 
and he r friend, Wigglewog, helped the honorable 
Sir Talavar escape. To delay their pursuers long 
enough for Wigglewog and Sir Talavar to steal a 
balloon, she was forced to stay behind and got cap
tured as a result. 

• It's likely that she will be battling one of the char
acters in trial by combat (see area D9 for details). 
Bavlorna is a recluse who rare ly leaves her 
cottage. She enjoys making foul bargains 
with visitors. 

If the characters share the news that Wigglewog 
died helping Sir Talavar, Morgort grows sullen. 
If the characters need to get out of Downfall in a 
hurry, Morgort suggests that they s teal the balloon 
in area 02 and use it to fly to safety. (The balloon 
can also de live r the characters safely to Thither if 
that's where they want to go, as discussed a t the 
end of this chapter.) She follows the party's lead 
otherwise and tries he r best to be helpful. Once s he 
realizes the characters have important things to do, 
she tries not to embroil them in bullywug politics. In 
any situation, she tries to act with honor and civility. 

D9. PROVING GROUNDS 

A mangrove tree stands in the middle of a patch of 

heavily churned mud, where rusting and rotting bits 

of armor and weapons are scattered. Two lengths of 

chain are anchored to opposite sides of the tree trunk, 

each with an iron shackle on the end. 

Justice in the Soggy Court is carried out using trials 
by combat. Prisoners fight for their freedom here, as 
do those who want to cha llenge the monarch for the 

right to rule. 
The grounds are 20 feet in diameter. Combatants 

are shackled by one wrist or ankle to a 10-foot 
length of chain attached to the tree. Each chain has 

AC 19, 11 hit points, and immunity to poison and 
psychic damage. Using an action, a creature can 
pull a chain free of the tree with a successful DC 17 

Strength (Athletics) check. 
Combat Rules. A trial by combat is a procedure 

by which wrongs can be redressed in the Soggy 
Court. It can a lso be invoked as a vote of no confi
dence in the current monarch. A trial always has 
two combatants: the accused and the accuser, or 
s urrogates representing them. Once they are s hack
led, the combatants fight until one is dead, and jus
tice is thereby served . 

Development. One hour after the characters 
a re imprisoned in area 09, four armed bullywugs 
(neutral) come to get them and Morgort. The guards 
instruct the characters to choose a champion from 
among them to represent the group in the trial. The 
guards nomina te someone if the characters don"t 
choose a champion. The champion and Morgort are 
each chained to the tree and given a club. T he rest 
of the characters a re kept at the edge of the proving 
grounds, held at spearpoint to prevent them from 

inte rfering . 
King Gullop XIX presides over the trial, instruct

ing the combatants to fight for their innocence. Mor
gort pretends to be slain after any successful attack 
made against her, putting on quite a performance as 
she drops to the mud. The characters' champion is 
declared victorious. and the characters a re decreed 
to be innocent. 

The characters might try to fight their way out of 
the situation or make a break for it. If they s ucceed. 
bullywugs who oppose the king advise the charac
ters to take refuge with Illig, Baron of Muckstump, 
who lives across the lake (see area D16). Illig is 
Gullop's greatest political rival. 

If the characters are proclaimed innocent, they 
earn their freedom. Each is given the worthless hon
orific of "True Friend of Cullop XIX-' and pe rmis
sion to use the king's palace (area Dl 1) as a place to 
rest. Morgort's seemingly lifeless body is dumped 
into Murky Lake, whereupon s he swims to a rea D2 
and s teals the swamp gas balloon there. 

DlO. TRINKET, BAUBLE, AND CHARM 'S 

A big black balloon floats over the lake, tugging at its 

moorings. Beneath it hangs a basket made of black 

wicker and wood, which serves as a merchant's stall. 

A large pane of gray glass is drawn closed across an 

opening above the counter. A sign mounted above the 

window reads, "Wondrous Wares & Fair Fares!" 

The balloon is not made of fabric, but rather ap

pears to be a roiling, dark rain cloud that has been 

contained somehow with lines and netting. 
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Two dark.lings (see appendix C) named Trinket 
and Bauble look after the ba lloon and lurk inside 
the cramped mercha nt's stall , which is open for 
business. Their boss, Charm. is a darkling elder 
(see appendix C) who is presently visiting Bavlorna 
Blighlstraw in her cottage. 

Charm travels around Prismeer in her "rain cloud 
balloon" whi le posing as a merchant. She is actually 
a burglar working for Bavlorna's sister, Endelyn 
Moongrave. Charm has come to Downfall to steal 
treasure from under Bavlorna's nose. Trinket and 
Bauble guard the stall while Charm sees to the real 
business of carrying out her heist (described later in 
the chapter). 

Trinket a nd Bauble greet their customers with 
plenty of sass. Since thei r business is a front, they 
don't care whether they sell anything or not. 

Wondrous Wares. A sign hanging below the 
counter lists the following items for sale: 

AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY: 

Very good thimble (fingertip not included) 

Mug of Bumble Beer (has a nice sting to it) 

Duskmallow pie (with decorative bite marks) 

Bundle of dry wood (great for starting fires) 

Ink portraits (if we have to look at you , so should you) 

Moonlight monocle (no more fumbling in the dark) 

Most of the items for sale are nonmagical goods of 
little or no value, the exception being the moonlight 
monocle, which is a magic eyepiece that Charm ac
quired some time ago. It has the same properties as 
goggles of night. 

Unicorn Horn. lf the Story Tracker indicates that 
the unicorn horn is here, it is among the items avail
able for purchase. If the characters seem interested 
in conducting a transaction, Trinket produces the 
unicorn horn and says, ''Very hard to come by, uni
corn horns, a nd one never knows when one might 
come in handy. This one recently found its way into 
my possession." 

Payment. The dark lings make one of the follow
ing dema nds as compensation for a ny s ingle item 
the characters desire: 

• Trinket demands the color from the buyer's eyes. 
If the buyer agrees to the trade, Trinket produces 
a small ma rble that drains the color from the 
buyer's eyes when s he utters the phrase, "Hue be 
mine." Robbed of their color, the buyer's irises 
turn transparent. Destroying the marble restores 
the buyer's eye color to normal. 

• Bauble demands the rhythm in the buyer's s tep. 
If the buyer agrees to the trade, Bauble produces 
an a rticulated wooden marionette and makes it 
dance on the countertop while repeatedly uttering, 
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"One, two, three. One, two, three." Deprived of 
this rhythm, the buyer loses all talent for dancing. 
Destroying the marionette restores the buyer's 
dancing ability, but Bauble won't give up the mari
onette without a fight. 

Rain Cloud Balloon. If the characters steal this 
balloon, it delivers them to area Ml6 ofMotherhorn 
(see chapter 4) unless they have a trained pilot who 
can fly it elsewhere. The balloon harnesses the en
ergy of a rain cloud to stay aloft. To use the balloon, 
the harnessed cloud must be charged with electri
cal energy. This can be accomplished by dealing 
more than 20 lightning damage to the cloud from a 
single source, or by surrounding it with electrically 
charged storm clouds for at least 10 minutes. Once 
charged, the balloon can stay airborne for 8 hours, 
moving at up to 8 miles per hour. If the balloon loses 
its charge while aloft, it plummets to the ground. 

The vessel has two separate parts: the wooden 
basket that doubles as the merchant's stall, and the 
balloon, which includes the rain cloud plus the net 
and lines that hold it in place and attach it to the 
basket. Each part has its own statistics: 

Basket. The basket, which can bold up to 750 
pounds, has AC 13, 27 hit points, and immunity to 
poison and psychic damage. 

Balloon. The balloon has AC 11, 50 hit points, and 
immunity to lightning, poison, psychic, and thun
der damage. If the balloon drops to O hit points, 
the cloud dissipates, and the vehicle loses the abil· 
ity to fly. 

Repairing 1 hit point of damage to the basket re
quires 1 day and appropriate supplies, which can be 
salvaged from area D4 or taken from area B3. The 
balloon can't be repaired, but as long as it has at 
least 1 hit point, it regains all lost hit points when it 
is fully recharged. 

D11. SINKING PALACE 

The palace has two entrances: one on high ground 
to the northwest, the other overlooking the docks. 
Each entrance has two bullywugs (neutral) and a 
crocodile guarding it. These sentries deny entry 
to anyone who doesn't have an invitation from the 
bullywug king . 

This ramshackle hall is built around a big tree. Two 

of the tree's limbs reach out through the walls like 

enormous welcoming arms. The interior of the hall 

is roomy, with an open Aoor plan that allows occu

pants of the upper story to look out over the lower 

one. Bullywug courtiers crowd into the space, filling it 

with their guttural croaks. Their clothing is faded and 

stained with mud. 



The palace has two levels: 

Upper Level. The upper level is built a round the 
trunk of a tree. Gathered here a t any given time 
are 2d4 unarmed a nd una rmored bullywug court
iers, som e of them reclining on pillows. Among 
these noncombatants a re three bullywugs (neu
tral) who would defend their honor if they thought 
it besmirched by hostile inte rlopers. 

Lower Level. The lower level is s ubmerged in 3 
inches of swamp water. More bullywug courtiers 
fill this s pace as a trio of bullywug mus icia ns play 
a n upbeat tune on s tringed instruments. These 
bullywugs are also noncombatants. 

Clothesline. A clothesline attached to the south-
west corner of the building's exterio r has a variety 
of frayed, patchwork garments draped over it. The 
line leads to Bavlorna's cottage, which is heavily ob
scured by the fog over the lake. The line can s upport 
up to 200 pounds of additional weight. 

D12 . BAVLORNA'S COTTAGE 

Four fli ghts of wooden steps rise out of the swamp. 
ending at a trapdoor in the unde rs ide of Bavlorna's 

cottage, which is perched atop ta ll, thick wooden . 
s ti lts and s urrounded by dense fog. See .. Bavlorna s 
Cottage" la ter in the chapter for deta ils. 

D13. BIG BARKLESS 

Several holes dot the trunk of a gnarled old tree that 

grows on the sho re of the lake. The tree has lost all its 

bark, and a few withered leaves cling to the ends of its 

twisted, knotted branches. One end of a clothesline 

is tied to a high branch on the northwest side of the 

tree. Several old garments hang from the clothesline, 

the other end of which disappears into the fog hover• 

ing over the lake. 

Big Barkless is a tree blight, a carnivorous . ambu
latory Plant of menacing disposition (see the accom
panying stat block). While it remains motionless. 
it easily passes for a dead tree. Four sprites live in 
hollow cavities in its trunk. Their names are Bitzi. 
Da ndy, Mintleaf. and Timpclla. The sprites a re a 
bitter bunch. taunting those who come close by 
spewing fort h insulting words and tiny arrows. They 
hope to provoke 1he characters inlo damaging Big 
Barkless, thus prompting the blight 10 fight back. 
While ridiculing the characters from their hollows. 
the spri tes have three-quarters cover. 

Big Barkless remains rooted to the s pot unti l it's 
required to ac1 in its own defense, whereupon it up-
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roots itself a nd a ttacks all creatures it perceives as 
threatening. That doesn't include the sprites, even if 
the s prites ins ligated the conflict. The blight will not 
chase prey into the lake but can move on la nd as fa r 
as it wants. 

lf the s prites take any da mage, they withdraw 
deep into the tree blight, gaining total cover. The 
sprites evacuate and dis perse into the swamp if the 
tree blight is reduced to O hit points. 

Clothesline. A clothesline a ttached to Big Bark
less is hung with frayed, patchwork garments. The 
line leads to Bavlorna's cottage. If the tree blight 
moves more than 5 feet fa rther away from the cot
tage, the clothesline s naps in the middle, a nd the 
garments fall into the lake. The line can support up 
to 200 pounds of additiona l weight. 

TREE BLIGHT 
Huge Plant, Typically Neu tral Evil 

Armor Class 1 S (natural armor) 
Hit Points 138 (12d12 + 60) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
23 (+6) 

DEX 
10 (+O) 

CO N 
20 (+S) 

INT 
6 (-2) 

Condition Immunities blinded, deafened 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses blindsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), 
passive Perception 10 

CHA 
3 (- 4) 

l anguages understands Common and Druidic but doesn't 
speak 

Challenge 7 (2,900 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

False Appearance, If the blight is motionless at the start of 
combat, it has advantage on it s initiative roll. Moreover, if a 
creature hasn't observed the blight move o r act, that creature 
must succeed on a DC 18 Intelligence (I nvestigation) check to 
discern that the blight is animate. 

Siege Monster. The blight deals double damage to objects and 
structures. 

ACTIO NS 

Multiattack. The blight makes one Branch attack and o ne 
Grasping Root attack. 

Branch. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit , reach 1 S ft., one target. 
Hit: 16 (3d6 + 6) bludgeoning damage. 

Grasping Root. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 15 ft ., 
one creature not grappled by the blight. Hit : The target is grap• 
pied (escape DC 15). Until the grapple ends, the target takes 9 
(ld6 + 6) bludgeoning damage at the start of each of its tu rns. 
The root has AC 15 and can be severed by dealing 6 or more 
slashing damage to it on one attack. Cutting the root doesn't 
hurt the blight but ends the grapple. 

BONUS A CTION S 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach S ft ., one creature 
grappled by the blight. Hit : 19 (3d8 + 6) piercing damage. 
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D14 . TOA DSTOOL PATCH 

Your heart suddenly feels cold , fill ing you with a sense 

of lone liness that borders on despair. A haunting, mel

ancholy tune played on a flute reaches out to you from 

somewhere within a field of oversized toadstools. 

If the characters follow the music to its source, read: 

l 
A s lender elf with pale blue s ki n and black hair sits 

c urled in the shadow of a g ray, six-foot-tall toadstool, 

playing a somber tune on a double flute. 

The flutist is a wood elf named Octavian Meliamne, 
who came to Bavlorna seeking magic that would 
make him forget his lost loves. A deal was s truck, 
but when it came time for him to pay up, Octavian 
refused to give Bavlorna what she wanted in return: 
Octavian's s till-beating heart. As punishment, Bav
lorna took what she wanted by force, switching out 
Octavian's heart for a goat's heart so that he would 
not d ie. The process left the elf unable to feel or ex
hibit emotion. 

Octavian is truthful with the cha racters about 
what happened to him. He knows what Bavlorna 
did was wrong, but he can't seem to get worked up 
about it. He s uspects the hag is keeping his heart 
as a trophy. Unbeknowns t to Octavian, Bavlorna is 
using his heart to keep her meat locker cold (see 
a rea B12). 

Use the scout s tat block to represent Octavian, 
w ith the following changes: 

• Octavian is a wood elf (chaotic good) who speaks 
Common and Elvish. He has da rkvision out to a 
ra nge of 60 feet. 

• He has advantage on saving throws against being 
charmed, and magic can't put him to sleep. 

Treasure. If the characters return his original 
heart to him, Octavia n reciprocates by giving them 
his pipes of haunting. 

While Octavia n a nd his true heart a re within 5 
feet of one another, a ny spell that ends a curse can 
swap the goat's heart in Octavian's chest with his 
s till-beating true heart. When Octavia n regains his 
true heart, the goat's heart appears at his feet as 
a dead, desiccated lump of tissue. A detect magic 
s pell reveals an aura of abjuration magic a round 
the goat's heart after it is removed from Octavian's 
body, a nd a n identify spell or s imilar magic reveals 
what it does. A creature that eats more than half of 
the goat's heart gains the benefit of a potion of invul· 
nerability. 



Development. Once Octavian has his true heart 
and his capacity for feeling emotion restored, he 
skips merrily into the swamp, eventually crossing 
paths with the Inn at the End of the Road (see "Ran
dom Encounters in Hither"), where he stays for the 
foreseeable future. His joyful presence cheers up 
the inn's glum innkeeper, Tsu Harabax. 

Dl5. BULLYWUG HUT 

The wooden door to this dwelling is closed but 
not locked. 

This hut has a steep thatch roof. A small wooden 

chest rests in the m iddle of the Aoor, and scattered 

around it are six fraying silk cushions. 

The air in here carries the stench of decaying fi s h. A 
lit brazier hangs from a rafter, providing the dwelling's 

only light. 

No bullywugs are present. 
Treasure. The s ma ll wooden chest conta ins cook

ware, spices, old fishbones. and a mummified toad. 
A detect magic spell reveals an aura of evocation 
magic around the toad, and an identify spell or simi
lar magic reveals what it does. 

If the mummified toad is tossed into a pot or ket
tle of water, it disappears and produces a darkness 
spell that emanates from the containe r and lasts for 
10 minutes. 

D16. BULLYWUG HUT 

The wooden door to this dwelling is barred s hut 
from the inside. If the cha racters knock on the door 
or otherwise announce their a rriva l, a bullywug 
inside the dwelling c roaks (first in Bullywug and 
then in Common), "Pus h the note under the door." 
The bullywug is referring to the secret message the 
characters received in area D6. If the characters 
comply, the bullywug lifts the ba r, opens the door, 
and allows them inside. If the characte rs don't 
comply or don't have the note, a s uccessful DC 15 
Charisma (Persuasion) check convinces the bully
wug to open the door a nd le t them in. Otherwise, a 
cha racter can use an action to try to force open the 
door, doing so with a s uccessful DC 13 Strength 
(Athletics) check. 

When the cha racte rs peer ins ide, read: 

Standing just inside the door is a jittery bullywug with 

a spear, and behind this guard is a wooden crate with 

hunting gear piled atop it. Huddled in the back of the 

hut a re four more bullywugs. Tension hangs heavy in 

the air as one of the huddled bullywugs signals you to 

enter and join their conversation. 

This dwelling provides s helter to a group of bully
wugs that is plotting to overthrow King Cullop XIX. 
Their leader is a bullywug knight (neutral evil: see 
appendix C) named Illig, Baron of Muckstump. The 
other four bullywugs (neutral evil) a re Illig loyalis ts 
named Clorig, Crundelkrantz, Cullibek, and Voolp. 

Illig regards Cullop XIX as a witless buffoon un
worthy of the crown a nd plans to declare himself 
the rightful king. He proudly shows off a drawing on 
the mud Aoor that depicts a crude image of Cullop 
XIX with a dagger in his eye. Illig's plot is straight
forwa rd: he intends to approach Cullop XJJC while 
the king sits on his throne, pretend to trip into him, 
and "accidentally" stick him in the eye with the dag
ger. If Illig views the characters as coconspirators, 
he's eager to hear wha t they think of his cunning 
plan. If they have a better one, he wants to hear it. 

If the characters try to leave before Illig is ready 
to pull off his attempted coup, rtlig a nd his allies be
come s uspicious of them unless the party succeeds 
on a DC 13 Charisma (Deception or Persuasion) 
group check. On a failed check, the bullywugs at
tack the characters to prevent them from betraying 
Illig to Cullop XIX. 

If one or more characters force their way inside, JI. 
lig's allies try to hold the intruders back long enough 
for Illig to use an action to hurriedly wipe away the 
plans drawn on the Aoor. If he s ucceeds in doing 
so, Illig feigns innocence while demanding that the 
characters leave the hut at once. 

Crate. The wooden crate has Bavlorna's name 
scrawled on it in Sylvan. The hunting gear piled 
on top of it includes a heavy crossbow, s ix cross
bow bolts, a hunting trap. and a rolled-up cape of 
moss. Ins ide the crate are seven woodla nd a nimal 
carcasses, which the bullywugs intend to deliver to 
Bavlorna (an amateur taxidermist) once Illig is in
stalled as the new king of the Soggy Court. 

Development. If the bullywug conspirators a re 
not s topped or the king is not warned. the coup 
s ucceeds and Illig becomes King Illig I. If the char
acters warn Cullop XIX or thwart the conspirators, 
the coup fails. 

If the coup is thwarted because of the charac-
te rs' actions, Gullop XIX rewards them with lllig's 
former title, dubbing each of the m ·'Duke of Muck
stump." These titles come with no lands or holdings, 
but other members of the Soggy Court are envious 
and eager to befriend the new nobility. 
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D17. KING'S MOUNT 
The wooden door to this dwelling is closed but 
not locked. 

A frayed rope tethers a giant toad to a wooden post in 
the middle of this hut. The toad looks uncomfortable 
as a pair of sticky, webbed hands push their way out 
of its mouth. The toad's jaws open wide as it regurgi
tates a bullywug, who falls prone on the Aoor. 

The giant toad is Gullop XIX's mount. The regur
gitated bullywug (neutral) is the toad's handler, 
Vlonk. "Swallow the guard" is a game the toad likes 
to play. and Gullop has ordered Vlonk to le t himself 
get swallowed whenever the toad wants to "play." 

Vlonk and the toad are indifferent toward the char
acters. If the characters seem friendly, Vlonk asks 
them to mind the toad while he goes for a swim to 
wash the toad's saliva off bis skin. If the characters 
agree to toad-sit, Vlonk returns 10 minutes later to 
resume his duties. During Vian.k's absence, the toad 
tries to swallow at least one of the characters. How
ever, it can't reach anyone more than 5 feet away 
from the wooden post to which it is tethered. 

D18. BAVLORNA
1
S CAULDRON 

A bulbous, green-black cauldron with a thick lid sits 
above a bed of hot coals on six sturdy iron legs that 
protrude from its curved bottom like the extremities 
of a crab. A wooden ladle hangs from a lanyard looped 
around the lid's knob. 

Bavlorna's cauldron is 4 feet in diameter and 3 feet 
tall. The cauldron is hot to the touch, because it is 
being heated by the coals. The cauldron's lid is held 
shut by an arcane Jock spell, the password for which 
is "spittlespew." If anyone tries to remove the lid 
without first speaking the password, the cauldron 
scuttles away; it has a walking speed of 30 feet and 
returns to its spot over the coals after 10 minutes. 

If the cauldron scuttles away, a magmin emerges 
from within the pile of hot coals. It introduces it-
self as the coal tender and asks the characters, in 
Ignan, "You want in that cauldron?" He offers to give 
them the password in exchange for some dry wood 
(he loves the sound that dry wood makes when it 
burns). If the characte rs give him a bundle of dry 
wood (which can be obtained from the darklings 
in area 010), the magmin shares the password. 
The magmin lingers until the cauldron returns, at 
which point the magmin dives under the coals and 
disappears. 
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Animated Coals. If the characters attack the 
magmin, eight of the coals from the bed spring to 
life and come to the magmin's defense. See the "An
imated Coals" section in the description of area D4. 

What's Cooking? Inside the cauldron is a bub
bling, frothy, gray-black liquid that radiates an aura 
of transmutation magic under the scrutiny of a de
tect magic spell. Any creature that drinks a pint or 
more of the liquid is targeted by a polymorph spell 
(save DC 14) that lasts for 1 hour. The creature is 
transformed into either a giant frog (75 percent 
chance) or a giant dragonfly (25 percent chance; 
see appendix C). 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates 
that the missing unicorn's horn is here, the charac
ters can find it amid the coals. (Bavlorna kicked it 
into the coals accidentally after one of her clumsy 
lornlings dropped it.) The soot-stained horn is 
easy to spot once the cauldron scuttles out of the 
way, because it tumbles into view when the mag
min appears. 

Dl9. WATCH TOWER 

A wood plank path leads up to this location from the 
nearby dwellings (areas 016 and 017). 

A ten-foot-high, raised wooden platform stands atop a 
mound of mossy earth and mud. Two bullywugs laze 
at their guard post atop the platform, occasionally 

peering through a long spyglass mounted on a swivel. 
A frayed clothesline attached to one corner of the 

watch tower is festooned with patchwork garments. 
The line stretches out toward the nearby lake before 
disappearing in the fog. 

The mound on which the platform is built is 10 
feet above water level at its highest point. The slip
pery slope around the platform is difficult terrain. 
No ladder or rope leads to the platform, since the 
bullywugs can simply leap to the top of the mound. 
The two bullywugs (neutral) stationed on the plat
form use the swiveling spyglass to keep an eye out 
for danger, though the device does not help them 
see through the thick fog. 

Clothesline. The clothesline attached to the watch 
tower leads to Bavlorna's cottage (area 012) and has 
a variety of frayed, patchwork garments draped over 
it. The line can support an additional 200 pounds 
before snapping. 

-... 



BAVLORNA'S COTTAGE 
Bavlorna's cottage is heavily obscured by thick fog 

to a nyone 20 or more feet away from it. Clotheslines 

hang from the cottage's four corners and s tretch 

acros s Murky Lake to the ir anchor points a t a reas 

0 4, 011, 013. a nd 019. Each line ca n support 200 
pounds of added we ight before s napping. 

The cottage is a massive wooden edifice built on 

s tilts, its fl oor 35 feet above the la ke. It s its atop a n 
well tha t exte nds up through the floor into a rea Bl. 

A ricke ty wooden sta ircase with no railing rises 
from the la ke. wrapping around the well as it climbs 

to a woode n trapdoor in the floor of a rea Bl. 
The cottage's physical features a re as follows: 

Ceilings and Rooftops. Unless otherwise noted , 
ceilings a re 10 feet high on the lower levels 

and 20 feet high on the uppermost floor. The 
shingled rooftop is high-pitched. covered with 

moss, and too s lippery to climb without magic or 
cl imbing gear. 

Doors and Trapdoors. All doors in the cottage a re 
closed but unlocked, except for the door to a rea 
B19. The cottage's doors and trapdoors a re made 
of moldy wooden planks, ma ny of w hich a re swol
len and warped; consequently, they often get stuck 
in their frames or refuse to close prope rly, though 
this has no e ffect on game play. 

Floors and Stairs. Floors a nd s taircases a re made 
of mossy wooden pla nks that creak, groan, a nd 
bend underfoot. Crossing a floor or us ing a s ta ir
case without making noise requires a s uccessful 
DC 15 Dexterity (Stealth) check. 

Light. If a location has light sources , the text says 
so. Othe rwise, the a rea is unlit. 

Walls and Windows. T he cottage's wa lls a re made 
of soft, mossy wood and don't burn easily due 

to the mois ture trapped in them. Windows are 
hinged to be openable but a re la tched s hut from 
the ins ide and covered with enough grime to ren
de r them opaque. A cha racter can use an action to 
try to force open a la tched window, doing so w ith a 
s uccessful DC 8 S trength check. A cha racter can 
use an action a nd thieves' tools to try to unlock a 
latched w indow from the outs ide , doing so with a 

successful DC 13 Dexterity check. 

BAVLORNA1S LORNLINGS 

Bavlorna's paranoia leads her to rely primarily on 

servants that she creates herself. The most common 

among them are her lornlings (use the quickling_ stat 

block in appendix C). These tiny creatures l~ok like . 

miniature versions of Bavlorna. They are quick and A1t 

abou t the cottage at her bidding. 

COTTAGE LOCATIONS 

The following locations a re keyed to the ma p of Bav
lorna 's cottage. 

Bl. PRESERVATION POOL 

T his loca tion is access ible through the cottage's 
trapdoor entra nce tha t leads up from Murky Lake. 

A re cessed pool lined with moldy clay tiles takes up 

most of this large square room. Stagnant water fills 

the depression to a depth of o ne foot. Rising from 

the pool's center is the head of a s tone well that gives 

off an unpleasant, pungent odor. In o ne corner of the 

pool s tands a tall. dirty, freestanding mirror in a n oval 

frame, and Aoat ing o n the water is a large lily pad. 

Creaky wooden Aoorboards are arranged in a ten

foot-wide ra ised walkway a round the pool. This walk

way is crowded with shelves, tables. and stools in all 

shapes and styles. Almost every available surface 1s 

littered with stacks of d irty plates, scraps of food, and 

o ld junk. Dressing dumm ies are pushed together in 

o ne co rne r, and a wooden s taircas e spirals up from 

a no t her corner. Five clos ed doors lead from the room. 

Dress Dummies. S even humanoid-s haped 

dressing dummies sta nd in the corne r-four of 
Medium s ize and three of S mall s ize. Six o f them 
a re adorned with Bavlorna's s hoddy, home-s titched 
garments. The othe r one is ba re except for a n ugly, 
black pointed hat that is, in fact. a darkmantle. It 
attacks anyone othe r tha n Bavlorna who to uches 
it. If it makes a s uccessful melee a ttack agains t a 
creature tha t happens to be wearing a he lm. a hat, 
or some othe r kind of headwear. the darkmantle 

grabs a nd removes the headwear and flees with it 
rathe r than dea ling damage to the targe t or envelop
ing its head. 

Magic Mirror. A detect magic s pe ll reveals an 
aura of conjuration magic around the freestand-
ing mirror. which acts as a portal. Touching the 
re flective s urface of the mirror while speaking the 
command word, "bandersnatch," causes the surface 
to become a swirling vortex of mis t. A c reature that 
s teps into this vortex is ins ta ntly transported to 
the Ha ll of Illus ions in the Witch light Carnival (see 
chapter 1). In the Hall of Illus ions. the porta l resem
bles an oval doorway of swirling mis t that remains 
active for 1 minute. While the porta l is act ive , a 
creature in the Ha ll of Illus ions ca n pass through it 
a nd reappear in front of the mirror or in the neares t 
unoccupied s pace. Once the porta l closes, it can't 
be reopened except by touching the mirror's s urface 
and s peaking the password aga in. 
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Breaking the mirror renders it nonmagical and 
closes the portal instantly. The mirror is a Medium 
object with AC 13, 4 hit points, and immunity to poi
son and psychic damage. 

Pool. Stairs lead down into the pool from one 
corner of the surrounding walkway. Bavlorna tries 
to bathe in the pool once a day to keep her skin from 
drying out and cracking, but the well that supplies 
the water has stopped working. Characters who 
peer into the well can see that it is filled with calm 
wate r almost to the brim. Bavlorna doesn't know 
it, but the cause of the faulty well is a 10-foot-high 
gelatinous cylinder (use the gelatinous cube stat 
block) that's blocking the normal flow of water. The 
creature's presence has also contaminated the wa
ter above it, rendering it mildly acidic- not enough 
to cause damage, but enough to make one's skin tin
gle uncomfortably. A character who experiences this 
tingling can, with a successful DC 15 Intelligence 
(Nature) check, ascertain that something akin to a 
gelatinous cube has lodged itself in the well. 

The gelatinous cylinder lurks 10 feet down inside 
the well and is invisible in the water. It attacks any 
creature and dissolves any organic material that 
comes in contact with it. If a creature lowers itself 
into the water, attacks the ooze from above, and 
then exits the well, the gelatinous cylinder squirms 
up the shaft in pursuit, emerging from the well and 
thus unplugging it. The cylinder is 10 feet high and 
10 feet in diameter. When it is lured out of the well 
or killed, the flow of water resumes in a torrent, fill
ing the pool to a depth of 3 feet in 1 minute. 

Treasure. The lily pad floating on the water is a 
magic item called a bobbing lily pad (see appendix 
A). Bavlorna is attuned to it curre ntly. 

B2. TAXIDERMYWORKSHOP 

A horse's head leers at you with glossy eyes, its lips 

drawn back from pointed yellow teeth. The head is af

fixed to a large, eight-limbed armature made of wicker 

and wire, situated so that it faces the doorway where 

you entered. Near it is a wooden crate. 

Flies buzz about this disordered room, landing 

occasionally on animal carcasses that lie strewn in 

small piles. On a low table rests an assortment of 

tools- saws, knives, scrapers, a hand-cranked drill, 

sewing thread and needles, and awls-around several 

taxidermic subjects in various stages of completion. A 

shelf that looks on the verge of collapse leans against 

the wall between two windows and bears the weight 

of dozens of stuffed horrors. Each one is an artless 

combination of two or more animals. 

This area is where Bavlorna stuffs dead crea
tures and stitches the m together to create 
chimeric horrors. 

Crate. Bavlorna's name is scrawled on one side 
of the crate. Lifting the lid releases a harmless 
swarm of flies. The crate contains the carcass of a 
curled-up, eight-legged reptile with spikes running 
down its back. With a success ful DC 15 Intelligence 
(Nature) check, a character can dete rmine that it's 
the carcass of a basilisk. 

Worktable. Along with the tools and specimens, 
the table has a small box with drawers that contain 
glass eyes. One of the eyes is made of wood. and it 
belongs to Bavlorna's sister. Skabatha Nightshade 
(see chapter 4). 

B3. FABRIC STORAGE ROOM 

I Scraps of cloth and bundles of yarn are piled through- I 
out this small room . 

This is Bavlorna's fabric storage closet. where she 
takes lost and forgotten garme nts a nd cuts them 
into lengths of cloth from which she creates her own 
clothes. Characters who search the room find two 
1-foot-tall pincushions sewn into humanoid shapes. 
One of the pincushions is mounted on a tiny wooden 
rocking horse; the other has a pa ir of wooden wings . 
The pincushions represent Bavlorna's s is ters, Ska
batha and Endelyn. 

B4. RICKETY STAIRS 

A flight of stairs runs along the outs ide wall of the cot

tage, with wooden doors at the top and bottom of it. 

A rickety railing hugs the edge of the s taircase, which 

looms above the foggy lake. A s teady droning sound 

comes from a shadowed corner above the door at the 

top of the stairs. 

This outdoor s tairway connects area Bl on the firs t 
floor with area B13 on the second floor, but the 
steps are in bad shape. A character who examines 
the stairs and succeeds on a DC IO Wisdom (Per
ception) check discovers that the second and third 
steps from the bottom are rotted a nd incapable of 
supporting much weight. If more tha n 40 pounds of 
weight is applied to e ither one, both s teps give way. 
When that happens , any creature s ta nding on them 
must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw. On a 
successful save, the creature s tops short of falling 
through the gap. On a failed save, the creature 
plunges 35 feet into the 20-foot-deep lake s urround
ing the cottage, taking no damage. A character who 
falls into the lake while wearing heavy armor s inks 
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to the bottom but can. on their turn. swim to the 
s urface with a successful DC 10 Strength (Athlet
ics) check. 

Wasp Nest. A 7-foot-long, 5-foot-wide wasp nest 
clings to a s hadowy corner above the door at the 
top of the s ta irs , outside area B13. The nest is 
a Medium object with AC 11, 12 hit points, and 
immunity to poison a nd psychic damage. It holds a 
swarm ofinsects (wasps) that is incapacitated and 
rema ins so until the nest is dis turbed or damaged. 
Pa rt of the nest overlaps the door, and opening the 
door dis turbs the nest. 

While the wasps a re in the nest, any damage 
dealt to the nest applies to the swa rm as well. Once 
it emerges from the nest, the swarm is hostile to
ward all other creatures on the stairs. The swarm 
purs ues creatures that flee into the cottage , but not 
creatures that jump or fall into the lake. 

B5. TROVE OF L ESSER GOODIES 
The door to this room creaks loudly when opened. 

A large cupboard stands alone in this dark room. Fine 
scrollwork frames the cupboard's two doors , which 
are bridged by a circular panel of dark wood. The 
panel is inlaid with a silver hourglass sigil. 

If Sir Ta lavar the faerie dragon was recaptured a nd 
brought here, he remains trapped in his cage , which 
ha ngs from a hook protruding from a wall next to 
the cupboard. 

The cupboard is locked but can be unlocked by 
rotating the circular panel so that the hourglass sigil 
is turned upside down. Characters who examine the 
sigil can ascertain, with a successful DC 10 Intelli
gence (Investigation) check, that it can be manipu
la ted sa fely. 

The inside of the cupboard is divided into rows of 
s mall compartments , each one stuffed with pouches 
or other tiny containers . One of the containers is a 
teacup-s ized cera mic cauldron, inside which is a 
scrap of paper with the word "spittlespew" written 
on it in Common. (This is the password to open the 
cauldron in area D18.) 

Bavlorna keeps various mementos and trinkets in 
the cupboard, includ ing: 

• Loose buttons of various shapes, colors, 
a nd materia ls 

• S tray cutlery (all from different sets) 
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• Unopened love le tters (not written or addressed 10 
Bavlorna, but to long-dead people with whom Bav
lorna has had dealings) 

• Old, frayed, coiled-up belts 
• Pressed flowers and loose dried petals 
• A horseshoe 
• F eathers from various birds 
• A chipped teacup 

B6.BALCONY 

This ten-foot-wide balcony runs almost the length 

of the cottage and is covered from end to end with 
living frogs. At each end of the balcony, attached to 
one corner of the cottage just beyond easy reach, is a 
clothesline draped with patchwork garments. The two 
lines stretch out over the lake and disappear into the 
thick fog. 

If anyone steps onto the balcony, the hundreds of 
ha rmless frogs on the balcony croak in unison, 
alerting Bavlorna wherever she happe ns to be in the 
cottage. If one or more of the frogs are killed, the 
rest leap into the lake below. 

If she hears the croaking frogs, Bavlorna sends 
three of her lornlings (use the quickling stat block 
in appendix C) to investigate and report back to her. 
They avoid combat. 

B7. HALLWAY 
The s piral staircase in area Bl leads up to this hall
way on the second floor. 

The walls of this dank hallway are covered with scores 
of portraits depicting grumpy, sad, frightened, and 
angry people. The figures include humans, elves, 
halfl ings, bullywugs, and goblins, among others. The 
portraits are rendered in a variety of mediums, includ
ing paintings, etchings, and sketches. All are displayed 
in gaudy, gilded frames. 

A framed oval mirror two feet wide and five feet tall 
hangs in the middle of one wall. 

The hall has closed doors lead ing to a reas B8, 
B10, and B16. 

Oval Mirror and Secret Door. A detect magic 
s pell reveals an aura of transmutation magic around 
this mirror. The mirror's frame is s tuck to the wall 
with sovereign glue, a nd the mirror can't be re
moved without destroying it. The mirror alters the 
reflection of any creature that gazes into it, render
ing the reflection bereft of expression or emotion, 
except if a creature s miles into the mirror. In that 



case, the creature's re fl ection also smiles, and a 

secret door in the wall holding the mirror swings 

inward, revealing a hidden passage (area 89). 

Any character who examines the wall behind the 

mirror and s ucceeds on a DC 10 Wisdom (Percep

tion) check sees the edges of the secret door, which 

can a lso be forced open with a knock s pell or simi

la r magic. 8avlorna can open the secret door with

out having to s mile or use magic. 

B8. GUEST ROOM 

This is a dus ty, uncluttered room. Several s hadow 

boxes hang on the wall to either side of a modest 

bed with moldering linens. Most of the shadow 

boxes contain mummified pixies pinned to boards 

like a collection of butterflies. The glass on one of 

the shadow boxes has been broken, a nd its contents 

are missing. 

B9. SECRET PASSAGE 

8avlorna has forgotten about this secret passage, 

which connects areas B7 and B10. 

l A moldy scent hangs in the air in this dark, L-shaped ] 

hallway. 

The secret door leading to area 87 is easily s potted 

from this s ide but requires a knock spell or s imilar 

magic to open. Only Bavlorna can open the secret 

door without using magic. 
Shrinking Effect. Creatures and objects in the 

hallway magically shrink in s ize as they get closer 

to area B10. They are normal s ize at the end of the 

hall closest to a rea 87, one-half their normal s ize a t 

the bend in the hallway, and one-twentieth their nor

mal size at the end of the ha ll closest to area 810. 

Shrunken creatures have disadvantage on Strength 

checks a nd Strength saving throws, and their weap

ons deal ld4 less damage at one-half to one-tenth 

s ize, or 2d6 less damage at s ma ller than one-tenth 

size (minimum damage of 1 in either case). 
One minute afte r a creature or a n object leaves the 

tunnel, the s hrinking e ffect on it ends, whereupon it 

returns to its norma l size. 
Tiny Door. A solid wall seems to block access 

to area 810, but closer inspection reveals a 2-inch

wide, 4-inch-tall mouse hole at the base of the wall. 

This mouse hole is blocked by a tiny wooden door 

that is barred on this s ide by a steel needle. Lifting 

the needle allows the tiny door to be pulled open 

easily, revealing a moldy stretch of floor underneath 

the potion cabinet that stands against the wall 

in area 810. 
Development. Shrunken creatures that pass 

through the tiny door have 1 minute to move out 

from under the cabine t into a rea B10 before they 

re turn to their normal s ize. If a c reature is under the 

cabinet when it enla rges to Small or Medium size, it 

is pinned underneath the cabinet. While pinned in 

this way, the creature is prone a nd restra ined. On 

each of its turns, it can use an action to try to free 

itself, doing so with a s uccessful DC 16 Strength 

(Athle tics) check. 

BlO. STUDY 

Two creatu res are having a conversation over tea in 

the m iddle of this room. The first figure is seated in a 

timeworn armchair. She is a tall, lean woman of gray 

complexion, dressed in black with a wide-brimmed 

hat obscuring her eyes. The other figure is a toad-like 

creature with bulging eyes and cracked skin. It is clad 

in a shapeless garment and s its on one end of a love 

seat with its legs pulled up beneath it. Flies flit into 

and out of its mouth, which hangs agape when it isn' t 

speaking. Two tiny versions of the creature cling to it 

like pets. 

The room is filthy. Dirty dishes and bits of d iscarded 

food lie everywhere. The furniture was perhaps once 

of fine quality, but now stains of mysterious origin 

mottle every surface, and the upholstery has been 

patched numerous t imes . Set with its back to the wall 

in one corner is a hulking wooden cabinet. Sturdy legs 

support the bottom of the cabinet six inches above 

the floor. A decrepit wooden staircase climbs up the 

wall in another corner. 

The toad-like creature is Bavlorna Blightstraw (see 

appendix 8), and s he is joined by two of her lorn

lings (use the quickling stat block in appendix C). 

8avlorna has not s ubmerged herself in her preser

vation pool in some time, a nd he r skin is brittle a nd 

cracked. lf s he has been warned about intruders, 

Bavlorna fixes her bulging eyes on the characters as 

they come into view: 

I 
The toad-like creature speaks to you in a low croaking 

voice. "What ac t of desperation compels you to e nte r 

my home, litt le darlings?" 

S ee "Dealing with 8 avlorna" below for advice on 

how to run an encounter with the hag, keeping in 

mind the rules of hospitality, ownership. a nd rec
iprocity to which s he adheres (see "Rules of Con

duct" earlier in the chapter). 
8avlorna has a n iron key tucked in one of the 

pockets of her garment: this key unlocks the door 

to area 819. 
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The ta ll, s lender figu re in black is Charm, a dark
ling elder (see appendix C) who works for Endelyn 
Moon grave as a thief but poses as a traveling mer
cha nt. When the characters a rrive, Charm is gossip
ing with Bavlorna about the hag's siste rs, Endelyn 
and Skabatha. The conversation is a distraction, 
buying time for Charm's shadow to perpetrate a 
he ist in a rea Bl 9. Cha racte rs who have a pass ive 
Wisdom (Perception) score of 13 or higher notice 
that the black-clad figure doesn't cast a shadow. 
This is not a tra it that da rk.lings possess, but rather 
the result of Endelyn's us ing her scissors of shadow 
snipping (see appendix A) to cut loose Charm's 
shadow and transform it into a s eparate creature. 
S ee chapte r 4 for more information on Endelyn and 
her magic scissors. 

Dealing with Bavlorna. Before she'll agree to 
help the characters in any way, Bavlorna demands 
that they complete the following three chores: 

Fix the Preservation Pool. Bavlorna's preservation 
pool (see a rea Bl) won't fill with wate r. It seems 
the well tha t supplies it is plugged. Bavlorna 
wa nts the characte rs to fix the problem. (If the 
characters have a lready defeated the creature that 
was plugging the well, she considers this chore 
comple te.) 
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Find the Missing Book. Bavlorna's Big Book of Bad 
Blood has gone mfasing. It contains copious notes 
on everyone who has wronged her. She assumes 
the book hasn't been take n far and wants the char
acters to search Downfall for it. (The book is cur
rently in the hands of Gullop XIX, the bullywug 
king in area D6. If the characters have already 
dealt with GuUop and a re returning the book to 
Bavlorna, s he considers this chore complete.) 

Pick Up a Package. Bavlorna fancies herself an 
expert in taxidermy, and a bullywug hunter has 
filled a crate with animal carcasses for Bavlorna 
to stuff. The crate can be found in one of the bul
lywug dwellings (area 016), and Bavlorna wants it 
brought to her. 

When all three chores are complete, Bavlorna in
sists on taking a short rest in her preservation pool 
to moisten her skin. Only then will she consider bar
gaining with the characters. 

While the characters are busy performing one or 
more of Bavlorna's unfinished chores, the darkling 
elder and her elusive shadow find what they were 
after and return to their balloon (area 010). The 
darklings then unmoor their balloon and drift away 
toward Yon. If the darklings escape, the characters 
might encounter them again in chapter 4. 



If you used the "Lost Things" adventure hook and 
the Story Tracker indicates that Bavlorna has one 
or more things in her possession that the characters 
desire, she agrees to give up these items on one con
dition: she wants the characters to steal a portrait 
of her older sister, Skabatha. and deliver it to Bav
lorna's cottage within eight days. Bavlorna provides 
three pieces of information before spitting into her 
hand and requiring the characters to shake it, thus 
sealing the bargain: 

• Loom lurch is a giant, hollowed-out tree located 
deep in the forest of Thither. Ska bat ha uses it 
as a la ir . 

• Skabatha's portrait is displayed in a circular room 
in the heart of Loomlurch, alongside portraits of 
her three sisters: Bavlorna, Endelyn, and Tasha. 
(Bavlorna won't add anything about Tasha if the 
characters press for more information about her.) 
To reach Thither, the characters need a guide. 
There's a scarecrow in Downfall who knows the 
way (she can't remember the scarecrow's name). 

If Skabatha's portrait is brought to Bavlorna on 
time, the hag fulfills he r end of the bargain. 1f the 
characters fail to deliver Skabatha's portrait within 
the agreed-upon time. each character who agreed 
to the bargain must succeed on a DC 19 Charisma 
saving throw or be cursed. While cursed in this way, 
the character loses one cherished possession (cho
sen by you). This possession disappears and is not 
regained until the curse ends. Bavlorna can end the 
curse on a character (no action required). as can any 
spell that ends a curse. 

If the characters were drawn to Prismeer by the 
"Warlock's Quest" adventure hook. they can strike a 
different bargain with Bavlorna, but she won't deal 
with anyone who claims to be searching for a way to 
help Zybilna and thereby weaken the Hourglass Co
ven. First and foremost. Bavlorna wants Skabatha's 
portrait (with the same time restrictions as the 
"Lost Things" bargain above) and is willing to trade 
for it. Once she has the portrait, her greed might fo
cus on something else in Skabatha's possession, at 
your discretion. 

If Bavlorna feels threatened, or if a fight turns 
against her, she flees to Thither on her bobbing lily 
pad (in area Bl) and reluctantly takes refuge with 
her older sister, Skabatha (see chapter 3 for details). 

If she has no option but to fight. Bavlorna doesn't 
hesitate to swallow one of the characte rs. 1f she is 
later forced to regurgitate the character. she also 
expels a small iron key. The key unlocks the potion 
cabinet in this room. 

Potion Cabinet. The cabinet in the corner is made 
of wood that is still covered with bark and patches 
of moss. There's a lock in the middle of the right 
panel. but it's obscured beneath hanging moss. 

(Bavlorna swallowed the key for safekeeping but 
can regurgitate it as needed.) A character can use an 
action and thieves' tools to try to pick the lock, doing 
so with a successful DC 15 Dexterity check. 

The cabinet contains two shelves: 

• The bottom shelf holds three magic potions with 
labels in Elvish: a potion of diminution labeled 
"Shrink," a potion of growth labeled .. Grow." and a 
potion ofinvisibility labeled "Vanish." 

• The top shelf holds a stuffed cat that shambles to 
life when the cabinet is opened. The cat formerly 
belonged to Bavlorna's sister, Endelyn. (She sus
pects Bavlorna stole the cat, but she has no proof.) 
The cat, Gloam, is hostile toward all creatures 
except Bavlorna. It uses the cat stat block, except 
it is an Undead, has immunity to poison damage, 
and is immune to exhaustion and the poisoned 
condition. On its first turn in combat or when it is 
reduced to O hit points. the cat expels a cloud of 
dust that acts as dust of sneezing and choking. 

Tiny Door. Characters who look underneath the 
potion cabinet see a tiny door built into a 2-inch
wide, 4-inch-tall mouse hole at the base of the wall. 
The door is barred on the other side. but a character 
can use an action to try to force open the door, doing 
so with a successful DC 10 Strength check. The 
door opens into a secret passage (area B9). 

BIL AVIARY 

Slivers oflight enter through cracks in the shutters 

that cover three tall windows. The light reveals the 

shapes of several pedestals. On each one rests an 

object with a patchwork cloth draped over it . Wilting 

ferns in crumbling clay pots give the room its earthy 

smell. The Aoor is covered in a layer of straw. 

This is Bavlorna's aviary. where she uses taxidermy 
birds to send and receive messages from her coven 
sisters. Outside two of the room's windows are 
small wooden balconies. each one corresponding to 
a sister. The word "Thither'' is scrawled above the 
window to the east balcony, while the word "Yon" 
is scrawled above the window to the north balcony. 
Messages meant for a particular sister are sent from 
the corresponding balcony. 

On the pedestals are cages that hold seven birds. 
each of which has the head of one avian species and 
the body of another. They squawk and flutter about 
anxiously if the drapes covering their cages are re
moved. Each bird uses the hawk stat block, except 
it is an Undead, has immunity to poison damage, 
and is immune to exhaustion and the poisoned 
condition. 
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Bl2. MEAT LOCKER 
The door to this room is closed and cold to 
the touch. 

This room is freezing. Chunks of frozen meat dangle 
from the ceiling on hooks and chains. Along the walls, 
more meat is stacked in piles on metal racks. 

A small , frost-covered wooden coffer sits in the 
middle of the floor. The cold seems to be radiating 

from it . 

The cold isn't likely to harm the characters unless 
they spend an hour or more in the room, in which 
case the rules for extreme cold apply (see the Dun
geon Master's Guide). 

The wooden coffer is frozen shut but can be pried 
open with a successful DC 10 Strength (Athlet-
ics) check. This check is made with advantage if a 
crowbar or simila r tool is used. The coffer contains 
the still-beating heart of an elf named Octavian Me
liamne (see area D14). If the heart is removed from 
the coffer or the room, the spell that cools the room 
is broken, and everything in the room begins to 
thaw as the room s lowly warms up. 

Bl3. KITCHEN 
Any character who listens at one of the doors hears 
a loud ruckus coming from inside. 

In this gore-spattered kitchen, a stout figure with 
a stained apron, iron boots, a crimson cap, and a 
bloody meat cleaver chases a pair of vultures around a 
butcher's block while the squawking birds fight over a 
scrap of meat. 

The butcher's block is a s lab of blood-encrusted 
wood that occupies the middle of the kitchen. 
Dirty cutlery and mismatched plates and pots bal
ance in precarious piles in and around a wooden 
wash basin. 

The sma\1 figure is a female redcap (see appendix 
C) named Bloody Toes. She was carving up some 
meat when two vultures flew in through the door 
to the balcony (area B14). The characters' presence 
doesn't a larm or bother her. ln fact, she asks the 
characters for help in getti ng rid of the vultures. 

Bloody Toes serves Bavlorna as a chef and 
butcher. The hag has forbidden the redcap from at
tacking or murdering guests, so Bloody Toes fights 
only in self-defense. The redcap despises everyone 
and everything, but she hates Bavlorna most of all. 
lf the characters claim to be at odds with Bavlorna, 
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the redcap reveals that Bavlorna has a weakness: 
she is allergic to seeing anyone run widdershins 
(in tight counterclockwise circles) near her. Such a 
sight causes the hag to sneeze uncontrollably. 

Bl4. CAGES 

If the characters are offered to Bavlorna as prison
ers, they a re locked up here. 

Three large iron cages hang from wooden beams that 
extend out from this balcony over the lake below. 

Trapped inside one of the cages is a smiling satyr. 

"Hello there!" he says. 

These iron cages are used to store soon-to-be-butch
ered meat. Each cage can hold up to two Medium 
creatures, and each beam can be hoisted up over 
the balcony using a crank that is attached to the 
railing. A character can use an action to try to bend 
the bars of a cage, doing so with a successful DC 25 
Strength (Athletics) check, or use thieves' tools to 
try to pick a cage's lock, doing so with a successful 
DC 15 Dexterity check. 

The satyr, Vansel, is not wearing any clothes. 
Harengon brigands stole his clothes while he 
was bathing. When he chased them, he ended up 
trapped in a net and was brought to Bavlorna. He's 
in good spirits despite his current situation, believ
ing everything will work out and he'll have quite a 
story to tell afterward. If the characters release him, 
he searches the kitchen (area B13) for something to 
wear and finds a grease-stained tablecloth he can 
use as a robe. He also finds a bottle of wine and guz
zles it down. Appendix D has additional roleplaying 
notes for Vansel. 

Treasure. Vansel stays close to his rescuers until 
he's clear of Bavlorna's cottage, at which point he 
thanks the characters a nd bids them adieu. Then, 
suddenly remembering the rule of reciprocity (see 
"Rules of Conduct" earlie r in the chapter), he picks 
up a stick, whispers to it, and hands it to one of the 
characters. If a character accepts the gift, a tiny 
flower blooms at one end of the stick. Until this 
flower wilts and falls off 24 hours later, the stick has 
the properties of a stone of good luck that doesn't 
require attunement. 

Bl5 . PANTRY 
This room conta ins dozens of pickling jars on 
wooden racks. Most of the jars are filled with pig 
s nouts, toads, small birds, onions, mushrooms, and 
other cooking ingredients. One of the jars contains 
a campestri (see appendix C) that bursts into song 
if released. 



Bl6. DINING ROOM 

This room has two exits. Above each door, mounted 

on a wooden plaque, is a severed goblin head with its 

mouth agape. Other furnishings include a sideboard, 

two cupboards with doors made of wood-framed 

glass, and a large banquet table covered with plates of 

half-eaten food and a swarm of feasting Aies. A chan

delier hangs above the table, its tallow candles filling 

the room with dim, flickering light. Six mismatched 

chairs flank the table-three chairs per side. 

Two of Bavlorna's lornlings (use the quickling 
stat block in appendix C) hide in the mouths of the 
severed goblin beads mounted above the doors. 
Any character who peers into one of these gaping 
mouths spots the lornJing hidden in it. The lornling 
stares back at the character but doesn't attack. 

These lornlings know that Bavlorna bas a magic 
mirror (in area Bl) that can transport creatures to 
the Witch light Carnival, and they trade this infor
mation in exchange for their lives. Each of them has 
overheard Bavlorna speak the mirror's command 
word ("bandersnatch"), but they can't remember or 
pronounce the word accurately. Instead, they say 
phrases such as, "blunder scratch," "bangle stash," 
"banter catch," "bandy crasher," "bumble snatch," 

and "babble scrabble.'' 

Bl7. HOOCH DISTILLERY 

A contraption made of entangled copper tubes con

nects to a pot-bellied boiler and a dozen cylindrical 

containers, which in turn sprout even more tubes 

that feed into buckets. Barrels are clustered in the 

southeast corner, and a worktable in one corner of 

the room has bits of copper and metalworking tools 

strewn across it. Light filters in through the green, dia

mond-shaped panes of glass set into the window. 

Bavlorna distills her supply of mushroom-based 
alcohol here. The complex network of copper tubes 
takes up much of the room. Six buckets collect the 
stinking alcohol. The barrels are filled with this 
homemade brew, and each one weighs 250 pounds. 

The still's structural integrity is on the brink of 
failure. Any creature that disturbs the distillery 
must succeed on a DC 12 Dexterity saving throw 
or knock something loose or out of alignment. On a 
failed save, roll a d8. On a 1, the still explodes, blow

ing out the glass window but leaving the barrels 
intact. When the explosion occurs, each creature 
in the room must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving 

throw, taking 10 (3d6) fire damage on a failed save, 
or half as much damage on a successful one. 

Bl8. BAVLORNA'S BEDROOM 

The stairs in area BlO lead up into this room. 

A ball of light bobs above the rafters, casting shadows 

over this room, in which the owner's messy habits are 

on full display. Rumpled and moldering rugs share 

floor space with food scraps, stacks of dirty dishes, 

and tipped-over clay pots whose plants have long 

since died. 

A bed that occupies one corner of the room has a 

pile of straw in place of a mattress. In the opposite 

corner stands a squat chest of drawers with a watering 

can resting atop it. The only other furnishing of note 

is a stocky wooden chest with a sturdy iron padlock. It 

sits in another corner between two closed doors. 

The ball of light floating near the 20-foot-high ceil
ing is a will-o'-wisp, which drifts down toward the 
characters if they move into the room. It attacks only 
if they try to remove the chest or any of its contents 
from the room without first opening the chest using 
the proper key (see "Thirsty Plants" and "Treasure" 
below). If reduced to 10 hit points or fewer, the will
o'-wisp turns invisible and tries to flee; if it escapes, 

it flies to Bavlorna and warns her about the intrud
ers in her bedchamber. 

Chest of Drawers. This chest contains folded 
dresses and other garments that Bavlorna wears oc
casionally. None of them were made for her, but she 
has adjusted them to fit her toadish form. All of the 
garments are discolored from age and neglect. 

The watering can on the chest is rusty and con
tains a gallon of water. 

East Door. This door leads to Bavlorna's trove 
of greater goodies (area Bl 9), where she keeps her 
most prized items. 

South Door. This door leads to a small, empty 
balcony that looks out over Murky Lake (area D7). 

Thirsty Plants. There are four dead plants in 
tipped-over pots. Each one is a twig blight with a 
speed of O feet because it is rooted to its pot. The 
twig blights are thirsty but unable to reach the wa
tering can resting on the chest of drawers. If the 
characters help the twig blights by standing them 
upright and watering them. one of them pulls a 
black-enameled iron key out of the dirt in its pot 
and gives it to the characters. This key unlocks the 
wooden chest in this room (see "Treasure" below). 

Treasure. The padlocked chest has clawed iron 
feet and the initials B.B. crudely carved into its lid. 
It takes 1 minute and a successful DC 15 Dexter
ity check using thieves ' tools to pick the padlock. 
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On a check that fails by 5 or more, or if the lock is 
smashed off, the chest transforms into a Small an
imated object and attacks whoever tried to open it 
(see the animate objects spell for its statistics). 

The chest conta ins the following items: 

• A 12-inch-tall marionette that Bavlorna stole 
from her sister, Endelyn. lt has faces on opposite 
sides of its head. One face is a moon, and the 
other is a sun. As an art object, the marionette is 
worth 25 gp. 

• An unpunched ticket from the Witchlight Carnival. 
The ticket is signed by Isolde, the carnival's orig
ina l owner. 

• Three spell scrolls of identify tied together with a 
lute s tring. 

Bl9. BAVLORNA
1
S HOARD 

The door to this room is locked. and Bavlorna has 
the key on her person. The characters might have 
a key as well, if they acquired one from the awak
ened tree on Telemy Hill or Bavlorna. As an action, 
a character using thieves' tools can try to pick the 
door's lock, doing so with a successful DC 20 Dex
terity check. Alternatively, a character can use an 
action to try to break down the door, doing so with a 
successful DC 17 Strength (Athletics) check. 

This musty room looks li ke a miser's attic. Lying in 

tall heaps are discarded blankets, quilts, cushions, 

and clothing of all shapes and sizes, not to mention 

musical instruments, toys, dolls, jewelry boxes, flower 

vases, child-sized caskets, and broken furniture. 

Among the heaps of junk are a few oddities, includ

ing a stag's skull hanging on one wall, a white porce

lain jar with chicken legs standing on a table, a fancy 

helmet placed on the faceless head of a wooden man

nequin , and a five-foot-long bronze statue of a giant 

frog squatting in a corner, its mouth agape and filled 

with impenetrable darkness. A weak croaking sound 

calls your attention to a tiny, shriveled figure lying on 

the floor. It lets out one final gasp before dying. 

The tiny figure is one of Bavlorna's lorn lings. It was 
killed by the shadow of the darkling elder in area 
810. The shadow has detached from the darkJing 
and roams freely. If the characters arrive here while 
Bavlorna is entertaining the dark.Jing elder, they in
terrupt a heist being carried out by the shadow: 

A shape moves in the gloom-a dark humanoid figure 

lurking among the junk. It clutches a large spool of 

thread in one hand as it heads for the door. 
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The shadow is a Fey, not an Undead. lt tries to slip 
past the characters into area B18. using its Amor
phous trait to slip underneath the door if a character 
closes it. It then moves onto the balcony in that area 
and jumps in the lake, where it waits to rejoin the 
darkling elder. The shadow doesn't attack, and it 
drops the spool of thread if it can't escape with it. 
The spool, unlike the shadow, is too wide to fit un
der the door. 

Bavlorna's sister, Endelyn Moongrave, covets the 
spool of thread and has sent Charm to steal it. The 
thread is the color of frustration and self-doubt, 
as perceived by the beholder (meaning that each 
creature sees the thread's color as the hue it associ
ates most with such emotions), and it confers these 
feelings on anyone who wears garments sewn with 
it. Even touching the thread evokes these nega-
tive emotions. 

Junk. Bavlorna's "treasure hoard" consists of 
worthless junk and the following special objects: 

• A stag's skull hangs on a wall hook 5 feet above 
the floor. This skull is Clapperclaw's missing head 
(see area DS for details). 

• A porcelain jar made of varnished white clay rests 
on a wooden table. The jar has legs that have been 
painted to look like the legs of a chicken. Inside 
the jar are two broken pieces of a wishbone. If 
the characters touch the two pieces together, they 
hear Bavlorna's voice in their heads say, "Ska
batba forgets the first creature she sees when she 
wakes up, although her memory of it returns each 
night when s he sleeps. A creature forgotten by 
Skabatha in this manner is invisible to her." 

• A wooden mannequin wears a helm of telepathy. 
1f the helm is removed from the mannequin, the 
mannequin animates and tries to get the helm 
back by attacking whoever has it. The mannequin 
uses the animated armor stat block but has AC 
15. If it reacquires the helm, the mannequin dons 
the helm and reverts to its inanimate state until 
the helm is removed again. Placing a different 
piece of headgear on its bare head has the effect of 
rendering the mannequin inanimate permanently. 

Bronze Frog Statue. Magical darkness fills the 
inside of this statue's gaping mouth, allowing no 
light to enter. The mouth leads to an extradimen
sional s pace. If a character reaches into the statue's 
mouth, read the following boxed text, addressing 
that character's player: 

Your limb disappears into the darkness, and it feels as 

though your fingers were pushing through cool mud 

with eels swimming through it. 



To gra b hold of something a nd pull it from the s tat

ue's mouth, a character mus t say the name of what 

they desire. If the desired thing is in the extradimen
s ional s pace, it mate ria lizes in the cha racter's ha nd. 

If you're using the "Lost Things" adventure hook 

and Bavlorna has turned one or more of the cha rac

ters' long-los t possessions into magic items, these 
items can be retrieved from the statue's extradime n

sional s pace. 
The bronze frog s tatue weighs 750 pounds a nd is 

a Medium object with AC 19. 32 hit points , and im

munity to poison and psychk damage. If the statue 

is destroyed, Lhe extradimensional space collapses, 

and everything once contained there becomes lost 

in the Astral Pla ne. 
Development. If the characters follow Charm's 

s hadow on its escape a ttempt, it leads them to the 

stairs under Bavlorna's cottage, where it waits 
brie fly. When Charm leaves Bavlorna's cottage, 
the darkling elder a nd her shadow make a beeline 

to their balloon (area 010) a nd depa rt Downfall 
with all haste, whether the s hadow's heist suc

ceeded or not. 
If Charm escapes with the spool of thread. the 

characters can use it as a n e nticement in their ne

gotiations with Bavlorna, offering to retrieve it and 

trade it to he r for some thing in re turn. 

If the characters thwa rt Charm's s hadow and pre

vent the da rkling eider's escape , Bavlorna attacks 

the darkling e lder a nd tries to swallow her. Then, 

adhering to the rule of reciprocity (see "Rules of 
Conduct" earlier in the chapter). Bavlorna agrees 10 

negotiate with the characters even if they have not 
yet pe rformed a ny chores for he r. 

FROM HITHER TO THITHER 
The characters might travel to Thither to fulfill 
the terms of a ba rgain they struck with Bavlorna. 
i.n w hich case the hag gra nts them permission to 
use the balloon in a rea 02. (If tha t balloon was 
destroyed, an unda maged one just like it a rrives 
in Downfall, piloted by a bullywug knight na med 
Dumphrey Frogart.) Either Dumphrey or Morgort 

is happy to serve as a ba lloon pilot, though the 
bullywug pa rts compa ny with the characters once 
they a re safely delivered to Thither. 

To reach Thither, the characters need Clapper
claw the scarecrow (see a rea OS) to guide them. If 
Clapperclaw is unable or unwilling to help the cha r

acters. s ubs titute a nother helpfu l creature, s uch as 
Morgort the bullywug knight o r Vansel the satyr. 
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THITHER 

vG'\o~ 
.- ""'Iii~•· HITHER IS A SPRAWLI NG FEY WOODLAND 

with a decaying core. With each pass ing 

day, Gra nny Nightshade's presence eats 

away at the forest's trees and taints its 

de nizens. The rot worsens the closer one 

gets to Loomlurch, Granny Nightshade's lair. 

RUNNING THIS CHAPTER 
In this chapter, the characters explore the forests 

of Thithe r. They could be searching for their lost 

things or questing for a means to overthrow the 

Hourglass Coven. Deep in the forest, they can con

front Granny Nightshade in her lair. 

Before your first game session in Thither, follow 

these s teps to help ma ke the players' experience as 

entertaining as possible: 

, Thither is ruled by Skabatha Nightshade, also 

known as Granny Nightshade. Read her descrip

tion and skim he r stat block in appendix B. 

Read this chapter in its entirety, and reacquaint 

yourself with the "Pris mee r Overview" in 

chapter 2. 
• Look over the map of Thither. Locations ma rked 

on the map are described later in this chapte r. 

LOST THINGS IN THITHER 

If you used the "Lost Things" adventure hook, check 

the Story Tracker to see if Skabatha Nightshade 

has anything the cha racters want to reclaim. When 

the characters enter Thither, anyone who had some

thing s tolen by Skabatha gets the nagging sensation 

tha t it is somewhere in this realm, though the char

acter doesn't know where. The feeling fades when 

the character e ither regains what was lost or leaves 

Thither without recovering it. To find what they've 

lost, the characters mus t travel to Loomlurch. Ob

jects tha t Granny Nightshade created using things 

she s tole from the characters can be found in he r 

doll house (see area Ll6). 

NAVIGATING THITHER 

Using the map of Thithe r as a reference, describe 

what the charac ters see as they forge their own path 

through the splinte r-realm. Named locations on the 

map are described later in the chapter. 

Shortly a fte r a rriving in Thither, the charac ters 

come upon a cave tha t is the home of a miser who 

s pins gold into magic items. The miser, Nib, can 

provide directions to other locations in Thither. As 

the characters make their way through Thither's an

cient forest, they might find a fairy ring or a wanted 

pos te r (see "Features of Thither") or have a random 

e ncounter (see "Arrival in Thither~). 

At Little Oa k, the characters meet the Getaway 

Gang, a gaggle of los t childre n led by a rapscallion 

na med Will of the Feywild. The Getaway Gang can 

teach the characters how to reach Wayward Pool, an 

idyllic lake protected by a unicorn named Lamorna. 

who knows important information about Zybilna's 

fall and explains the importance of finding the horn 

that belongs to her los t ma te, Elidon. 

Characters who have bus iness or grievances with 

the pe rfidious Granny Nightshade can ve nture 10 

Loomlurch (an enormous. hollowed-out tree tha t 

houses the hag's workshop) and seek her out. A 

bargain they struck with Bavlorna Blightstraw in 

chapter 2 might also require the characte rs to pay 

Loomlurch a visit. 

GUIDE FROM THITHER TO YON 

Squirt, an animated oilcan, can guide charac te rs 

from Thither to Yon a nd back to Thither. Squirt 

resides at Little Oak (see "Locations in Thither"). If 

you choose not to run the Little Oak e ncounter, you 

can place Squirt in another location that the cha rac

ters are likely to visit. 

FEATURES OF THITHER 
The following physical features can be found across 

the realm of Thither. 

FAIRY RINGS 

When Zybilna ruled Pris meer, the forests of Thither 

were home to a host of fairy rings tha t functioned 

as fey crossings to diffe re nt worlds in the Materia l 

Plane. Granny Nightshade has corrupted as many of 

the rings as she could find , making them da ngerous 

to visitors. 
Fairy rings are depicted on the map of Thithe r. 

Each ring is a 20-foo t-diamete r c ircle of colorful, 

6-inch-tall toadstools located in a s mall clearing pro

tected by the thick forest canopy. It radiates a n aura 

of conjuration magic whe n scrutinized with a detect 

magic spell. 
To determine whether a fairy ring is uncorrupted 

or corrupted, roll a dB. On a roll of 3 or higher, the 

fa iry ring is uncorrupted; o therwise, it is corrupted. 
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UNCORRUPTED FAIRY RINGS 
Roll a d8 when the characters come across an un
corrupted fairy ring. On a roll of 1 or 2, there are 
no creatures in the ring's vicinity. On a roll of 3 or 
higher. the ring has a swarm of campestris (see ap
pendix C) s inging a nd da ncing inside it. Using body 
la nguage, these cute, mushroom-like creatures urge 
the characters to join in their reverie. Any character 
who does so can ma ke a DC 12 Charisma (Perfor
mance) check, gaining the benefit of a true seeing 
s pell that lasts for 24 hours on a successful check 
(no effect on a failure). The campestris aren't clever 
enough to a nswer complex questions about Thither 
or offer reliable directions, a nd they speak by mim
icking words they can hear. 

The campestris' love for s inging is obvious. Any 
character who tries to teach them a new song can 
make a DC 13 Charisma (P erformance) check. On 
a s uccessful check, the campestris adopt the song 
into their routine and bestow a charm of heroism 
(see "Supernatural Gifts" in the Dungeon Master's 
Guide) on the character responsible. The campestris 
in any given fairy ring can bestow this charm once 
only. Check the Story Tracker: any character who 
received singing lessons from Palasha the mermaid 
in chapter 1 has advantage on this check. 

Activating the Fey Crossing. To use a n uncor
rupted fa iry ring as a fey crossing, a creature must 
hold a wand or a stick of wood above its head and 
run in a circle counterclockwise while saying, 
"Three turns widdershins, and off we go!" If the 
creatu re performing this act is a Fey or has fey an
cestry, its effort transports all creatures inside the 
fairy ring to a remote location on a Material Plane 
world of your choice. They might arrive inside a 
s imila r fairy ring that is hidden in an elven tomb or 
ins ide the tumbled-down ruin of an ancient tower, 
for example. If the creature holding the wand and 
running widdershins is neither a Fey nor of fey an
cestry, the fey crossing activates only if exactly eight 
creatures a re inside the ring. 

The fey crossing works both ways, a llowing travel 
to and from Thither. Returning to Thither, however, 
might require fulfilling a different set of conditions. 
For example, the fey crossing on the Material Plane 
side might operate only at twilight or on nights of 
the full moon, and it might require a n orb ins tead of 
a wand or a stick. 

Characters can plumb the depths of thei r mem
ories a nd, with a s uccessful DC 20 Intell igence 
(Arcana) check, recall enough folklore about fairy 
rings to know what must be done to activate these 
particular fey crossings. 



CORRUPTED FAIRY RINGS WANTED POSTERS 
A corrupted fairy ring has no campestris singing 

and dancing inside it. Instead, Granny Nightshade 

has cast awaken spells on the 3d8 + 60 toadstools 

that form the ring, giving each of them the ability 

Granny Nightshade has attached wanted posters 
to trees throughout Thither, offering rewards for 

the capture of her nemesis. Will of the Feywild (see 

"Locations in Thither"). Each poster consists of a 

portrait of the boy drawn in ink. above which are the 
following words in the Elvish script: 

to speak Common. These awakened toadstools are 

mocking and rude toward visitors not accompanied 

by Granny Nightshade, and they move away from 

one another, breaking the ring, whenever someone 

other than the hag tries to use it as a fey crossing, 

rendering it unusable. Each awakened toadstool has 

AC 7, 1 hit point, no effective attacks, an Intelligence 

score of 10, and other ability scores of 1. Killing 

more than half of a ring's toadstools renders the 

ring unusable. 

Wanted: Will of the Feywild! 

Each poster promises a different reward for Will's 

capture. Whenever you want the characters to find 
such a poster, or when the text calls for it, roll on the 

Wanted Posters table to determine which poster the 

characters have just discovered and what it offers 

WANTED POSTERS 

d8 Offer 

"This sorry wretch has stolen from me! 

Deliver him to me alive and unharmed, 

and I'll give you back ten years of your 

youth." 

Reward 

Granny Nightshade gives the character a yellow rose. As long as this rose 

remains unwilted and in the character's possession, the character relives 

the first ten years of their life as a vivid dream whenever they finish a long 

rest. After 8 days, the rose wilts and loses this magical property. 

2 "This little troublemaker belongs to me. Granny Nightshade gives the character a box containing the eviscerated 

Bring him home alive and unharmed, 

and you' ll win the heart of one you love." 

heart of someone they love. This special someone can't be another party 

member, but it could be a family member or an old flame. The identity 

of th is individual is known to Granny Nightshade, but she prefers not to 

d ivulge it. 

3 "Bring me this imp alive and unharmed, Granny Nightshade gives the character a silver ring, which disappears 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

and I'll bury you up to your neck in 

silver." 

"Bring this wisp of a thief to me alive and 

unharmed , and I'll ensure that no sword 

can ever break your skin." 

"Deliver this rascal alive and unharmed. 

As payment, I offer you the power to 

bring the dead back to life." 

"This rapscallion vexes me. Deliver him 

to me alive and unharmed, and I' ll curse 

one creature whom you name." 

"How dare this ragamuffin defy me? 

Bring him to me alive and unharmed, 

and I 'II grant you a loyal servant." 

"Special offer! Bring this impetuous brat 

to me, and you can claim one item of 

your choice from my workshop." 

when the character touches it. The instant the ring disappears, the char

acter becomes encased in a silver ingot (no saving throw allowed), with 

only the character's head visible. The character is unable to move from 

the neck down while encased in the ingot. With 12 hours of work. a crea

ture using mason's tools can free the character from the ingot. The char

acter can also use a misty step spell (or some other magic that doesn't 

require material or somatic components) to teleport out of the ingot. The 

silver disappears when the character is no longer trapped in it. 

Granny Nightshade gives the character a stone ring, which disappears 

when the character touches it. The instant the ring disappears, the char

acter is petrified (no saving throw allowed). 

Granny Nightshade gives the character an 11-inch-long bone wand. 

When the character touches the wand to the corpse of a dead Humanoid, 

the wand turns to dust as the corpse transforms into a zombie with vague 

recollections of its past life. 

The instant the character identifies the target of the curse, a bestow curse 

spell affects that creature (no saving throw allowed). Granny Nightshade 

does not have to see or touch the target for the spell to take effect, and 

the target can be any creature, including Granny Nightshade herself. 

Granny Nightshade gives the character a friendly frog companion 

that has an Intelligence of 10 and the ability to speak and understand 

Common. 

Granny Nightshade is true to her word: the character can claim any one 

object from her workshop they can see or identify by name. The hag ei

ther fetches the item herself or commands a servant to do so. 
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as a reward. lf you get the same result as a previous 
discovery, either roll again or choose an unused en
try from the table. 

After delivering Will to Granny Nightshade, a 
character can choose to redeem one of these post
ers. whereupon the hag must give that character 
the poster's promised reward. A character need 
not collect the reward immediately: a poster can be 
redeemed at a ny time as long as Will remains in 
the hag's custody. Trading a poster for its promised 
reward constitutes a fey pact. the terms of which are 
enforced by the magic of the Feywild. A cha racter 
can collect multiple posters, but only one poster per 
character can be redeemed. Granny Nightshade is 
not obligated to give a reward to any character who 
doesn't hand her a poster. She must accept a poster 
that is handed to her; when s he does, the poster 
vanishes in a puff of smoke, and the hag must offer 
the promised reward to the character immediately. 
ln most cases, the reward is a creature or object 
that is magically delivered into Granny Nightshade's 
custody when the poster vanishes. (Exceptions a re 
noted in the Rewards column of the Wanted Posters 
table.) Whether the cha racter chooses to accept the 
reward a t that point is up to them, but offering the 
reward is enough to free Granny Nightshade from 
her obligation. 

Granny Nightshade has no sympathy for charac
ters who don't like the rewards s he bestows, a nd 
she offers no way of undoing the rewards' magi
cal effects. 

ARRIVAL IN THITHER 
When the adventurers firs t a rrive in Thither, read: 

The mists part to reveal a primeval forest. A fragrant 

breeze wafts between the enormous trees, sending 

motes of pollen dancing into the air. Patches of sun

light kiss the forest Acor, and the sweet melody of 

birdsong echoes all around. 

Their guide leads the characters to Nib's Cave, the 
location of which is shown on the map of Thither. 
Along the way, the characters might have a ra ndom 
encounter, at your discretion (see "Random Encoun
ters in Thither" below). 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN THITHER 

Roll for a random encounter whenever you feel it is 
appropriate; for example, you might decide to stage 
a random encounter while the cha racters are travel
ing toward a location marked on the map of Thither 
or when they firs t arrive at a particular landmark. 

To determine what the characters encounter, roll 
a dB and consult the Random Encounters in Thither 
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table. Several of the ra ndom encounters described 
below a re with speci fic named creatures and there
fore aren't likely to happen more than once unless 
the characters revisit familia r ground. If you roll on 
the table, get the same result as on a previous roll , 
and don't like the repetition, choose a different en
counter that you think would be fun. 

RANDO M ENCOUNTERS IN THITHER 

d8 Encounter 

Blink dogs 

2 Buttered campestri 

3 Centaur 

4 Doomed dryad 

5 Grandfather tree 

6 Jabberwock's trail 

7 Owlbear and chariot 

8 Pixies 

BLINK DOGS 

The cha racters spot ld6 + 2 blink dogs 60 feet 
ahead of them. Characters who have a passive Wis
dom (Perception) score of 13 or higher can see that 
the dogs are surrounding a crudely dug hole in the 
ground. The cha racters must get within 5 feet of 
the hole to see that it's a s ha llow grave containing 
the body of a dead blink dog laid out on a reed litter. 
The dogs howl sadly while solemnly placing gifts for 
thei r deceased compa nion to enjoy in its afterlife. 
If the ceremony is not dis turbed, the howling and 
gift-giving ends 1 minute later, a fter which the blink 
dogs fill in the hole with loose dirt, burying the dead 
dog. The mournful dogs then lope away. 

The blink dogs don't take kind ly to interruptions, 
but characters who approach respectfully can talk to 
them after the ceremony, assuming they are able to 
speak the dogs' la nguage. The blink dogs reveal that 
thei r compa nion was s la in whi le scouting out Loom
lurch and the s urrounding a rea. They urge any 
characters heading for the hag's lair to be cautious. 
The bl ink dogs can reveal the following information 
about the hag and her lair: 

• Next to Loomlurch is a goblin ma rket that sells all 
sorts of candy treats. 

• The scarecrows planted in Granny Nightshade's 
garden scream loud ly if they spot intruders. 

• Granny Nightshade uses clockwork sparrows to 
communicate with her wicked sisters . 

BUTTERED CAMPESTRI 
The characters come across a campfi re in the fore5t• 
A cauldron of water bubbles over the fla mes. and a 
frying pan that holds melted butter rests on a nearby 
rock. A lone campestri (see appendix C) s ings mer
rily as it dips its cap into the butter. If questioned, 



.. 
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the campestri says its friend, Kro'ah , asked it to rub 
melted butter into its Resh and has promised it a hot 
bath before dinner. Kro'ah is gathering firewood but 
should be back soon! Persuading the campestri to 
leave the campsite requires a successful DC 15 Cha
risma (Persuasion) check. After ld4 + 2 minutes. 
Kro'ah the goblin (chaotic neutral) returns for his 
dinner. In addition to an armful of firewood, the gob
lin has a n explorer's pack. 

Although Kro'ah has no regard for the life of 
campestris a nd finds them quite delicious, he won't 
pick a fight with a group of well-armed adventurers. 
Lf the characters leave him alone, he gives them 
some useful information: 

• There's a market at Loomlurch that sells all kinds 
of candy. (Kro'ah offers each character a stick of 
candy as proof.) The market is supervised by a 
goblin with a toffee apple head. 

• Granny Nightshade puts children to work in her 
Loy shop. The hag has a large key protruding 
from her back, almost like she's a big wind-up 
toy herself. 

CENTAUR 

An aged centaur named Winterbow approaches 
the characters and warns them that this realm is 
fading; they should return to their own world before 
Prismeer disappears entirely. Winterbow reveals 
that the other members of his clan galloped away 
to safety before the mists enveloped Prismeer, but 
he was too old to keep up with them. The centaur 
doesn't know the cause of the realm's impending 
destruction. If the characters seem kind, he tells 
them to seek out the unicorn at Wayward Pool 
for answers. 

Winterbow's walking speed is 25 feet, and his 
vision is limited to a range of 60 feet. He knows the 
woods of Thither well enough to point characters 
in the direction of Loom lurch if that's where they 
aim to go. 

DOOMED DRYAD 
A hosti le dryad and seven awakened shrubs 
emerge from the undergrowth and surround the 
characters. Any character who has a passive Wis
dom (Perception) score of 13 or higher spots the 
dryad and the shrubs before they arrive, and all 
other characters are surprised. 

The dryad, Meadowleaf, was bound to an en
chanted tree that Granny Nightshade felled and 
used to ma ke wooden toys. Believing the characters 
to be mercenaries hired by Granny Nightshade to 
capture Will of the Feywild and the Getaway Gang, 
the dryad points an accusing finger toward them 
and orders the awakened s hrubs, "Show these vil
lains the true meaning of revenge!" 
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A character can use an action to make a DC 13 
Charisma (Persuasion) check in the hope of ending 
hostilities. On a successful check, the character 
convinces Meadowleaf (and, by extension, the 
shrubs) not to attack on their next turn, giving the 
characters a brief time in which to counter any false 
notions the dryad might have about the party's in
tentions and allegiances. If the characters make a 
sound argument in their defense, or if four or more 
shrubs are killed in the ensuing battle, Meadowleaf 
calls off the attack. 

The dryad is too bitter and angry to apologize for 
any errors in judgment on her part. Reminding her 
of the rule of hospitality (see "Rules of Conduct" in 
chapter 2) is enough to convince her that she should 
be nicer to travelers passing through the forest, 
which is the closest thing she has to a home now 
that her beloved tree is gone. 

Deprived of her tree, Meadowleaf is doomed to 
sink ever deeper into despair. If her encounter with 
the characters ends peacefully, she urges them to 
restore Zybilna to power so that other dryads won't 
suffer a similar fate. She also gives the characters 
three sycamore seeds. A creature that eats one of 
these seeds gains the benefit of a pass without trace 
spell, which lasts for 1 hour. 

GRANDFATHER TREE 

The characters happen upon the following scene: 

A gigantic, gnarled oak comes into view. Unlike other 

oaks in the forest, this tree looks unhealthy and has 

golden brown leaves. A thick carpet of dead leaves 

surrounds it, and three rusty sickles lie among the 

leaves. Standing next to each of these weapons is a 

bleating goat. 

Eight tiny houses made of woven twigs are nestled 

among the boughs of the tree. Squirrels dart ner

vously around these wee domiciles. 

The tree is dying due to the presence of the evil hag: 
it has simply given up the will to live. The tree is 
home to twenty-four pixies, all of which are invisible 
when the characters first arrive. The pixies share 
their twig houses with three families of squirrels. 
Less than an hour ago, three redcaps emerged 
from the woods and started throwing rocks at the 
pixie houses, trying to destroy them out of spite. 
The pixies re taliated by polymorphing the redcaps 
into goats. When the polymorph spells wear off in 
about 10 minutes, the pixies plan to polymorph the 
redcaps again unless they leave immediately. The 
pixies are unaccustomed to dealing with redcaps 
and don't know what else to do. 



If the characters approach the tree and do not 
appear threatening, three pixies named Amaryllis, 
Calluna, and Zinnia become visible and warn the 
characters not to s lay the goats, lest they transform 
back into redcaps. The pixies are nonviolent and 
would appreciate the characters' help. One thing the 

characters can do is gather up the redcaps' s ickles 
(which they dropped when they started throwing 

rocks at the tree). The seizure of these weapons 
causes the goats to attack. 

If they a re deprived of their weapons and re turned 

to the ir normal forms, the redcaps s tomp their iron 
boots and de mand that their sickles be returned to 
them. If the characters re fuse to do so, the redcaps 
scream in fury and swear profusely before stomping 
away. Without their sickles, these redcaps are a ll 
bluste r. If their weapons a re returned to them, the 
redcaps attack the characters, hoping to soak the ir 
hats in the characters' blood. If the characters seem 
unable to deal with the redcaps on their own, the 
pixies use their magic to assist. 

Once the r edcaps are no longer a threat, the pixies 
share the following information with the characters: 

The redcaps started appearing when Granny 
Nightshade took over the forest. Like their c re
ator, the redcaps appear to have no redeeming 
qualities. 

• The hag grows the redcaps in a garden near her 
lair, which is inside a fallen tree that spans a 
ravine. (The pixies can't agree on the distance or 
direction to the hag's lair.) 

• The grandfather oak upon which the pixies built 
their village is s ickened by the hag's presence. 
Ridding Thither of Granny Nightshade might be 
the only way to return the tree to good health. 

Development. If the characters pass this way 
again after defeating the hag, they find the old tree's 
branches covered in fresh green buds-a sign that 
the grandfather oak is healing. 

j A BBERWOCK'S TRA IL 

The characters come across a trail of monstrous 
claw prints on the forest floor. Whatever creature 
left the trail was clearly enormous. as each print 
spans three feet from heel to toe. A character who 
examines the prints and succeeds on a DC 20 Inte l
ligence (Nature) check identifies them as be longing 
to some kind of dragon-like creature. After a few 
miles, the trail disappears abruptly. A character who 
examines the prints at the end of the tra il can tell 
that they're unusually deep and can. with a success
ful DC 15 Wisdom (Survival) check, conclude that 
the creature launched itse lf into the air at this point. 
suggesting that it can fly. 



0WLBEAR AND CHARIOT 
The characters encounter a domesticated owlbear 
yoked to a dilapidated elven chariot. It ra n off into 
the woods after its rider. an elf. was snatched from 
the cha riot by thejabberwock that frequents Zybil
na's palace (see chapter 5). The owlbear's harness 
boss is engraved with a bra nch of the tree for which 
she is named:Juniper. The cha riot is big enough to 
hold two Medium characters and their gear. 

Any character who succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom 
(A nimal Handling) check can calm juniper and use 
her as a s teed. The owlbear must be fed al least 8 
pounds of meat every day to keep her docile. If she 
goes jus t one day ,,vithout a proper meal. juniper 
turns on her new owners and tries to eat them. 

PIXIES 
Three pixies sit around a tiny table. sipping tea a nd 
nibbling cakes. A 6-inch-long wedge made of wood 
lies on the ground nearby. The pixies found this 
piece of wood (a doorstop) on one of their recent 
forays into the Material Plane a nd are arguing about 
what it could be. Spiderlily thinks it's a s lice of cake 
made for a treant, Cowslip thinks it's an exercise 
bench for mice, a nd Maypole is convinced it's a 
troll's toothpick. 

The pixies entreat the characters to settle their 
dis pute. They are profoundly disappointed to learn 
of the doorstop's munda ne purpose a nd giggle with 
delight if they are treated to a convincing lie. Either 
way. they give a reed whistle to the character who 
impressed them the most. Once before the end of 
this adventure, that character can blow the whistle 
to summon the three pixies. This effect functions as 
a conjure woodland beings spell that summons only 
the three pixies a nd doesn't require concentration. 
The pixies fly away when the spell ends a fter 1 hour. 

LOCATIONS IN THITHER 
The following encounters are Lied to locations 
marked on the map of Thither. As the characters 
explore Thither, you can move these locations as 
needed, putting them in the cha racters' path. Ideally, 
you should run a ll three encounters in the following 
order before the characters a rrive at Loom lurch or 
travel to Yon: 

Nib's Cave. The characters meet an old man who 
offers them gifts made from s pun gold and who 
knows where the characters might find Will of the 
Feywild, a troublesome boy with a penchant for 
caus ing Granny Nightshade grief. 

Little Oak. Will of the Feywild leads the Getaway 
Gang from a treehouse nestled in the boughs 
of a friendly treant. Will knows the secret to the 
Hourglass Coven's undoing and s uggests that the 
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cha racters ta lk to Lamorna, a unicorn who lives 
by the Wayward Pool. 

Wayward Pool. Lamorna the unicorn has lost her 
mate, a nd s he believes that the magic that traps 
Zybilna in the palace was accomplished using her 
mate's horn. Finding that unicorn horn might be 
the only way to free Zybilna and rid Prismeer of 
the Hourglass Coven. 

NIB' S CAVE 

A miser toils inside a cave, spinning his gold into 
gifts for those who visit him. When the characters 
happen upon Nib's cave, read: 

l C~z~ torchlight radiates from a cav~ in the wooded 
h1lls1de. Twenty feet from the cave 1s a tree with a 
weathered sheet of parchment nailed to its trunk. I 

The parchment nailed to the tree is one of Granny 
Nightshade's wanted posters (see "Wanted Posters" 
earlier in the chapter). Roll on the Wanted Posters 
table to determine which poster it is, and record this 
information on the Story Tracker. 

Characters who announce their arrival hear 
an old man invite them inside the cave. If they 
enter, read: 

Inside the cave, a wizened old man wearing a blind
fold s its at a spinning wheel , surrounded by piles of 
gold , As he spins, he reaches down and grasps hand
fuls of coins , which transform at his touch into gleam· 
ing gold fibers . 

Nib is an unarmed human commoner (neutral) 
from a city called Waterdeep on a world called Tori!. 
He is blinded , but only while wearing his blindfold. 
His cave contains a total of 27,213 gp, heaped in 
piles on the floor- what's left of Nib's acquired 
wealth. The gold radiates an aura of conjuration 
magic if inspected with a detect magic spell. Appen
dix D has additional roleplaying notes for Nib. 

If the characters inquire about Nib's predicament, 
he recounts his sorry tale: 

" I've led a cruel and heartless existence. I earned 
these riches by exploiting my tenants' misery, buying 
up condemned property and renting it out for an exor· 
bitant fee. Granny Nightshade is helping me to make 
amends. I told her I wanted to put my bad deeds 
behind me and my ill-gotten gains to good use. She 
cursed me to dwell forever in this cave, spinning my 
gold into useful items for anyone who comes my way." 



In accordance with the rule of hospitality (see 
"Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2), Nib offers to craft 
a gi ft for each character. Taking up a pair of knitting 
need les, he swiftly knits his gold yarn into an ob
ject that retains a golden luster or some amount of 
golden color in its design. Roll a d8 and refer to the 
Gold-spun Gifts table to dete rmine each item. (All 
the items listed in the table are uncommon magic 
items.) If a character asks Nib to make something 
speci fic, Nib honors that request, provided the de
sired item is a nonmagical item worth no more than 
1,000 gp, or a magic item of common or uncommon 
rarity. Nib can make only one gift for each char
acter, and his spinning wheel can't work its magic 
under any other hand. Nib's supply of gold coins de
creases by an a mount equal to the value of the item 
he creates (minimum 1 gp). A common magic item 
reduces his s upply by 100 gp, while an uncommon 
magic item reduces it by 500 gp. 

A character might feel obliged to honor the rule 
of reciprocity (see "Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2) 
and offer Nib something in return for his gifts. Nib 
kindly accepts whatever the character offers but isn't 
looking for help to end his curse, because as long as 
Granny Nightshade remains in control of Thither, 
he sees no hope of escape. 

GOLD-SPUN GIFTS 

d8 Gift 

Amulet of proof against detection and location 

2 Bog of holding 

3 Boots of elvenkind 

4 Brocers of archery 

5 Cloak of protection 

6 Gloves of thievery 

7 Wand of secrets 

8 Tiny hourglass that functions like an elemental 

gem of the blue sapphire (air elemental) variety 

Nrn's HAUNTS 

As Nib works, characters who have a passive Wis
dom (Perception) score of 11 or higher glimpse 
one or more apparitions lurking behind him. These 
apparitions take various forms, from a grubby child 
peering over Nib's shoulder to a gaunt coachman 
looming in the s hadows at the back of the cave. 
Other possible apparitions include a long-faced 
woman dabbing at her tears with a handkerchief 
and a rail-thin waif wearing an eye patch. Quick 
as a candle's flicker, one apparition vanishes, a nd 
another appears. If the characters ask Nib about the 
apparitions, he expla ins the nature of his curse: 

" I am haunted by my own words: as long as my 

ill-gotten gains were put to good use, my bad deeds 

would remain behind me. You are beholding the rest

less apparitions of those I hurt. They lurk behind my 

back, tormenting me with pokes at my ribs and whis

perings in my ear. I can't bear to look them in the eye, 

not after what I did to them!" 

Nib wears his blindfold to avoid inadvertently glanc
ing over his shoulder or catching glimpses of the 
apparitions re.fleeted in his piles of gold. 

Nib warns the characters not to take any of his 
gold. lest they be cursed like him. Any character 
who s teals gold from Nib's cave is haunted by ld4 
a pparitions s imilar to those that haunt Nib. As a 
consequence of these hauntings, the character 
gains 1 level of exhaustion after finishing a long 
rest. Levels of exhaustion gained from this effect 
cannot be removed until the character ends the 
haunting by returning the gold. A wish spell ends 
the hauntings and automatically returns the stolen 
gold to the cave. A remove curse or greater resto
ration spell cast on the culprit suppresses the effect 
for 24 hours. 

Nib has been to Loomlurch, and has visited the 
goblin candy market (area L2), Granny Nightshade's 
parlor (area L3). a nd the workshop (area L4). If 
the characte rs ask Nib for more information about 
Granny Nightshade and Loomlurch, he imparts the 
following deta ils: 

Granny Nightshade has a key protruding from her 
back that indicates her mood by how fast it turns . 
When she's happy, the key turns quickly. When 
she's upset, the key turns slowly. If she loses her 
temper, the key stops completely. 

• Many children toil away in Granny Nightshade's 
workshop, cra fting toys. Granny Nightshade 
delivers the creepiest toys to children on other 
worlds-to fill their heads with nightmares, one 
assumes. The hag makes her deliveries on the 
back of a flying rocking horse. 

• Granny Nightshade is obsessed with capturing 
Will of the Feywild. a boy who helped a handfu I of 
younger children escape from Loom lurch. Will of 
the Feywild's motley group of rascals is known as 
the Getaway Gang. The gang is protected by a tre
a nt named Little Oak. (Nib's curse prevents him 
from leaving his cave, but he can point characters 
in the direction of Little Oak's favorite glade.) 
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DISPLACER BEAST KITTEN 
Small Monstrosity, Unaligned 

Armor Class 12 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 9 (2d6 + 2) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
12 (+ 1) 

DEX 
13 (+ 1) 

CON 
12 (+ 1) 

INT 
4 (-3) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Se nses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 10 
l anguages -

CHA 
6 (- 2) 

Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Displacem ent. The displacer beast projects a magical illusion 
that makes it appear to be standing near its actual location, 
causing attack rolls against it to have disadvantage. If it is hit 
by an attack, this trait is disrupted until the end of its next turn. 
This trait is also disrupted while the displacer beast is incapaci
tated or has a speed of O feet. 

ACTIONS 

Tentacles. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit. reach S ft., one tar
get. Hit: 2 bludgeoning damage plus 2 piercing damage. 
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LITTLE O AK 

This encounler features a raggedy group of children 
called the GeLaway Gang. Nib can provide direc
tions to the treant that looks after the kids , or Lhe 
cha racters can stumble across the treant's glade in 
their travels . 

Up ahead, a small group of children frolics around 

a leafy oak tree, their gleeful yelps carrying through 

the forest. Painted swings dangle from the tree's 

branches. Nestled in its crown is a ramshackle 

tree house. 

The tree is a treant na med Little Oak. 1f they see 
strangers, the children scamper up ladders and take 
cover in their treehouse. Their leader, Will of the 
Feywild, barks at the adve nturers, "Stand down or 
face merry hell!" Little Oak provides a home for this 
gang of rascals, a ll of whom escaped captivity in 
Loomlurch with Will's help. 

Adventurers who threaten the children incur the 
wrath of Little Oak, which uproots itself and thun
ders to their defense. If the treant or one of its ani
mated trees reduces a character to O hit points with 
a melee attack, it knocks the character unconscious 
instead of dealing a morta l wou nd. Unconscious 
characters a re either tied up a nd questioned by Will 
or dragged to a nother part of the forest away from 
Little Oak. 

If Little Oak is reduced to O hit points, the treant 
topples, destroying the Getaway Gang's treehouse 
a nd dealing 10 (3d6) bludgeoning damage to each 
creature inside it. 

WILL OF THE FEYWILD 

Will of the Feywild is not the spi ndly, 11-year-old 
boy he appears to be. He's an oni that has Laken 
human form. His true name is Mugan, and he used 
to work for Skabatha Nighlshade as a kidnapper 
of children until the hag's s is ters placed a curse on 
him that warmed his heart, changing his a lignment 
from lawful evil to chaotic good. He now strives to 
help children escape from S kabatha's clutches. Ska
batha assumes that Mugan s imply left her employ
ment; she is unaware of the curse her sislers placed 
on the oni a nd doesn'l know thal Will of Lhe Feywild 
is nol a human boy. Appe ndix D has add iliona l role
playing notes for Will of the Feywild. 

If the oni is a ffected by a s pell that ends a curse, il 
regains its evil a lignment and attacks whoever is re
s ponsible for lifting the curse, s houting, "How could 
you?" as it fights to the death. 

The oni has a pet displacer beast kitten (see 
the accompanying stat block) named S tar, which 
it abandons if its curse is ended. Characters who 



aided Dirlag~aun in the Witchlight Carnival (see 

chapter 1) might guess that Star is the older dis

placer beast's offspri ng. If they show Star the mir

rored ba ll, ii leaps about excitedly. If he is told about 

Dirlagraun, Will of the Feywild re luctantly agrees 

to re turn Star to his pa re nt, but only if the charac

ters he lp him free the remaining childre n that are 

tra pped in Loomlurch. 

THE GETAWAY GANG 

The Getaway Gang has four membe rs: 

• Will of the Feywild, the gang's leader (de

scribed above) 
• Bobi, a bois te rous male dwarf growing his 

first whiskers 
• S loane, a sarcastic, ginger-ha ired female wood elf 

• Zennor, a tenacious fe male ore 

Bobi, S loane, a nd Ze n nor are noncombatants (treat 

them as unarmed, chaotic good commoners) who 

appear to be e ight years old, but they are several 

years olde r and w iser than they look. The magic of 

the Feywild has kept the m young. 

Speaking to the Ge taway Ga og about Loomlurch 

yields the following information: 

• A squad of tin soldie rs de fends Loomlurch, but 

they're easily lured away by dis tractions. 

• The children being he ld captive in the workshop 

are haunted by boggles-oily creatures that sprout 

from the children's misery. 
• Granny Nig htshade imprisons he r mos t hated ene

mies in a cell inside he r kitche n. 

Secret of Wayward Pool. Bobi, Sloane, and 

Zennor agree that the characters s hould pay a vis it 

to Waywa rd Pool and seek out the unicorn Lam

orna before heading to Loom lurch . Will is s ke pti

cal, because he thinks the unicorn is a "no-good 

goody-goody" who is too scared to cha llenge Granny 

Nights hade . 
The Getaway Gang s ha res the following informa

tion about Wayward Pool if the characte rs express 

interest in going the re: 

• Only unicorns can reach the s hore of Wayward 

Pool, but the magic protecting the pool can't 

te ll the differe nce between a real unicorn and a 

make-be lieve one. To reach the lake themselves, 

the kids c reated a crude unicorn costume under 

which they can hide. (They keep the costume in 

their treehouse and can lend it to the characters, 

a lthough it 's big e nough to hold only two adults.) 

• Tying a wooden horn to one's head a lso bypasses 

the pool's magical wa rd. 
• On a sma ll is land in the middle of the lake, the 

characters can find an iron bowl filled with fresh 

coals . Summoning the unicorn can be accom

plished by lighting a fire in that bowl. 

G~ide to Yon. If the characters a re searching for 

a gu ide to Yon, Will asks one of the other ch ildren to 

fetch Squirt, who is currently tucked away in Little 

Oak's treehouse. 

LITTL E 0AK
1

S °TREEHOUSE 

The Getaway Gang's treehouse is big enough to ac

commodate up to twelve children comfortably. Rope 

!adders climb from the ground to a pair of trapdoors 

m the fl oor. When the characters can see inside the 

treehouse. read: 

The floor of the treehouse is covered with blankets, 

cushions, and piles of straw. Hanging from the six

foot-h igh ceiling by a rope is a basket that holds 

apples, berries, sugarcane, and a few crumpled-up 

sheets of parchment. In one corner, lying on a cush

ion, is a rusty oilcan that looks out of place. Heaped 

in another corner is a crude unicorn costume made of 

polka-dot quilts and a wooden horse 's head that has a 

wooden horn attached to it. 

The crumpled-up s heets of parchment in the basket 

a re three of Granny Nightshade's wa nted pos ters 

(see "Wanted Poste rs" earlier in the chapter). Roll 

on the Wa nted Posters ta ble to determine each 

poster, allowing for duplicates. 

Oilcan. The oilcan is an animated Construct 

named Squirt (see the accompanying stat block). 

Squirt's excesses and self-indulgences have left it 

feeling literally empty inside, and it doesn't have 

enough oi l right now to use its Boggle Oil action. 

If the characters fi ll Squirt with more boggle oil, 

it offers to guide them from Thither to Yon. Squirt 

knows that Gra nny Nightshade's workshop employs 

boggles a nd can lead the group there. Appendix D 

has additional roleplaying notes for Squirt. 

Unicorn Costume. The Ge taway Gang fashioned 

the unicorn costume so that they could reach the 

water at Waywa rd Pool and bathe in it. This cos

tume is big enough to be worn by two adults or four 

children walking in single fil e. The wooden horse's 

head is mounted on a stick that the person in the 

lead holds up, a nd the children have glued a wooden 

horn to the horse's brow. S mall holes in the fabric 

allow the costume's wearers to see where they're 

going unde r the covering. 
Unicorn Horn. [f the Story Tracker indicates that 

the unicorn horn is here, it re places the woode n 

horn on the kids ' unicorn costume. The children 

don't know that the horn is from a real unicorn. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Will of the Feywild has conceived a daring plan 

to free the childre n still being held prisoner in 
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SQUIRT THE 0ILCAN 
Tiny Construct, Chaotic Neutral 

Armor Class 15 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 17 (7d4) 
Speed O ft., Ay 30 ft. (hover) 

STR 
3 (- 4) 

DEX 
15 (+2) 

CON 
10 (+0) 

Damage Immunities poison 

INT 
11 (+0) 

WIS 
8 (-1 ) 

CHA 
15 (+2) 

Condition Immunities exhaustion, paralyzed, poisoned, 
unconscious 

Senses passive Perception 9 
Languages Common, Dwarvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

False Appearance. If Squirt is motionless at the start of combat, 
11 has advantage on its initiative roll. Moreover, if a creature 
hasn't observed Squirt move or act, that creature must succeed 
on a DC 18 Intelligence (Investigation) check to discern that 
Squirt 1s animate. 

Unusual Nature. Squirt doesn' t require air, food, drink, 
or sleep. 

ACTION S 

Slam. Me/ee Weapon Attack: +4 to hi t, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) bludgeoning damage. 

Boggle Oil (3 Applications). Squirt expends l application of 
boggle oil to create a 10-foot-square puddle of slippery, non
Aammable oil on the ground within 5 feet of it. The puddle is 
difficult terrain and lasts for l hour. Each creature that enters 
the puddle's area or starts its turn there must succeed on a DC 
11 Dexterity saving throw or fall prone. Boggles are unaffected 
by the oil. After it expends all 3 applications, Squirt can't use 
this action again until its supply of boggle oil 1s replenished. 
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Loom lurch, which he s ha res wi th the characters if 
they decide to aid him. Using a stick, Will sketches 
a rough map of the la ir in the dirt a nd outlines the 
plan as follows: 

The Approach. Bobi, S loane, Zennor, a nd S tar 
will creep through the woods to the west of the 
tree a nd hide jus t out of s ight of the screaming 
scarecrows (area LS). Meanwhile , Will will sneak 
around to the entra nce to the kitchen (area L13) 
on the east s ide of the tree. 

The Distraction. The characters will enter the gob
lin market (area L2) posing as travelers, purchase 
some sweets, and arrange fo r a meeting with the 
hag. During the meeting, the children will a lert 
the screaming scarecrows a nd thereby lure the tin 
soldiers into the garde n. 

The Escape. While everyone is distracted, the char
acters will free the captives from the workshop 
(area L4) wh ile Will cl imbs into the textile mill 
(area L12) to free the captives there. Once the 
child ren a re set free, everyone will run back to 
Little Oa k. 

Will's pla n is s ketchy, but he likes to live by the seat 
of his pa nts . Regardless of how events unfold, he 
never reveals his true form, fearing it would terrify 
the children he's trying to rescue or fr ighten away 
the other members of the Getaway Ga ng. Conse
quently, he refrains from us ing his oni abilities in 
the presence of the children or the characters. 

W AYWARD POOL 

Cha racters on their way to Loom lurch or Little Oak 
are likely to pass by Wayward Pool. When the char
acters fi rs t catch s ight of this s ma ll la ke, read: 

Mist drifts over th e surface of a s mall lake. Fores ted 

crags line the shore on one s ide o f the lake, and 

mossy rocks protrude fro m the sha llows . Near the 

cente r of the lake is a rocky islet. 

Those who try to come within 1,000 feet of the 
pool's s horeline find that a ny path they take through 
the forest leads them back to where they started, 
a nd flying creatures find themselves unintention
ally veering off course. This glamor is the work 
of a unicorn na med La morna , who has cla imed 
Wayward Pool as her doma in. To reach the s hore, 
one must be a unicorn or adopt the guise of one. 
The Getaway Gang has a unicorn costume that can 
accommodate two characters; other cha racters can 
satisfy the pool's protective ward by attaching fake 
unicorn horns to their heads. False horns can easily 
be hewn from wood or created us ing a silent image 
spell or si milar magic. 



The wizard Kelek, founder of the League of 
Malevolence (see appendix B), has ordered the as
sassin Zarak to hunt down Lamorna a nd chop off 
he r horn. Zara k lurks in the forested outskirts of the 
pool, trying to find a way to the shore. (H e doesn't 
know about the "look like a unicorn" requirement.) 
Characte rs who have a pas s ive Wisdom (Pe rcep
tion) score of 15 higher get the feeling they a re be
ing watched. S ee "Zara k Attacks!" be low for more 
information. 

R EGIONAL E FFECT S 

As long as La morna is a live, the following regiona l 
effects a pply within 1,000 feet of the lake: 

All nonmagical fla mes in the region a re extin
guis hed. (A fire tha t's ignited in the bowl of coals 
o n the lake's centra l is la nd is an exception to 
this rule.) 
Beasts a nd Fey have advantage o n a ll Dexte ri ty 
(Stealth) checks m ade in the region. 

• Any c reature tha t ba thes in the lake for a t least 
1 minute can choose to end 1 leve l o f exhaus tion 
a ffecting it or one curse affecting it. Alte rna tively, 
the creature can end its attune me nt to one cursed 

magic item. 

SUMMO NING T HE UN ICORN 

Getti ng to the is let in the middle of the lake requires 
crossing 250 feet of fresh, s till water. The la ke is 
30 feet deep, a nd the is let is 30 feet wide a nd 40 
feet long. 

Perched a top the is let's highest point, 30 feet 
above the s urface of the water, is a n iron bowl fi lled 
with coals . If a creature lights a fire in the bowl us
ing the coals, Lamorna the unicorn appears on the 
la keshore 1 minute later a nd waits for the charac
ters there; otherwise, s he rema ins hidde n. 

If La morna appears, read: 

The lakeshore mists pa rt to reveal a white horse with 

a s ingle gleam ing horn on her brow. She stand s per

fectly s till , silently observing you. 

Lamorna bolts into the forest if the adventure rs 
make a ny threatening moves. Otherwise, s he waits 
for one or more characters to approach within 60 
feet of her, a nd then ma kes contact telepa thically. 
Lamorna is curious to know why the group has 
come to Th ithe r a nd is sympathetic toward a nyone 
who has a grievance with the Hourglass Coven. 
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Lamorna can reveal Lhe following information. As 
she speaks, the waters of the lake animate Lo form 
liquid sculptures of the Lhings s he describes: 

• The doma in of Prismeer once belonged lo the 
archfey ZybiJna. but was usurped by her cruel 
hag s tepsisters: Skabatha Nightshade, Bavlorna 
Blightstraw, and Endelyn Moongrave. 

• Zybilna was vainglorious a nd deceitful at times, 
but her magic kept Prismeer safe and isolated . 
That s ituation ended when the hags of the 
Hourglass Coven captured Lamorna's mate, 
Elidon: stole his horn; and used its magic to im
prison Zybilna i_n her s tronghold, the P alace of 
Heart's Desire. 

• Elidon·s horn might be needed to free Zybilna, but 
La morna doesn't know the whereabouts of Elidon 
or his horn. She tells the cha racters that she be
lieves Elidon is the hags· prisoner. (lf Elidon had 
died, Lamorna believes s he would've sensed it.) 

Lamorna exhorts the characters to free Zybilna and 
save Pris meer from the evil hags. She tells them 
that one of Von's denizens, Amidor the dandelion, 
can lead the group safely to the Palace of Heart's 
Desire. She offers Wayward Pool as a safe place to 
rest, if the characters need it. She can also describe 
the la ke's magical properties (see "Regional Ef
fects" above). 

ff the characters question Lamorna about the 
Palace of Heart's Desire, she reveals the following 
information: 

• When Zybilna ruled Prismeer, no one could enter 
her palace without an invitation. It's unlikely that 
the Hourglass Coven is capable of enforcing simi
lar restrictions on the palace. 

• A library on the second floor of the palace con
tains Zybilna's most treasured tomes. 

• A dragon-like creature called a jabberwock lives 
in Zybilna's palace a nd frequently prowls the for
est. The jabberwock tries to reach Wayward Pool 
but is a lways turned away by the lake's protective 
magic. La morna emphasizes that the charac
ters would be wise to avoid the jabberwock. for 
once it sets its fiery eyes on prey, it rarely gives 
up the hunt. 

ZARAK ATTACKS! 

Zarak (see appendix 8) follows the characters to 
the lakeshore, avoiding detection all the while. After 
seeing the characters adopt one or more unicorn 
disguises to reach the shore, he crafts a wooden 
fake unicorn horn, which he ties to his head with a 
leather belt s trap a nd removes upon arriving at the 
la keshore. He ma kes his assault as the cha racters' 
conversation with Lamorna winds down. taking ad
vantage of the distraction provided by the characters 
to s urprise the unicorn: 
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A cloaked figure springs from the forest and, with 

blades flashing, attacks the un icorn. Under the assas

sin's cowl, you see a wide, toothy smile. 

Characters who have a passive Wisdom (Percep
tion) score of 17 or higher a re not surprised by 
Zara k. AJI other creatures in the area, including 
Lamorna, are surprised. 

On Lamorna's first turn after the surprise round, 
she teleports away, denying Zarak his prize and 
leaving him to face the characters alone. At this 
point. Zarak is disgusted with himself for not felling 
the unicorn immediately ("I didn't know unicorns 
cou.ld do that," he mutters as Lamorna teleports 
away), but he's smart enough not to antagonize the 
characters any more than he already has. If the 
characters aren't spoiling for a fight, Zarak is satis
fied to stand down and retreat back into the forest. 

Zarak is willing to give up his hunt in exchange 
for gold or if the characters seem likely to kill him. 
Characters who tell Zarak about the riches in Nib's 
cave (see "Nib's Cave" earlier in the chapter) pique 
his greed; if he is led there, he takes all the gold he 
can carry and falls prey to Nib's curse. 

The characters can try to capture Zarak, but he'd 
rather die than surrender his weapons and his free
dom. He's not much use as a hostage, smce no other 
member of the League of Malevolence cares what 
happens to him, and he refuses to divulge the secret 
ways to and from the Palace of Heart's Desire. But 
if a charm person spell or similar magic is used to 
make him friendly toward one or more of the char
acters, he can be coaxed into sharing the following 
information with them: 

• Most of the creatures in Zybilna's palace, includ
ing Zybilna, are frozen in time. The hags of the 
Hourglass Coven used an artifact called lggwilv's 
Cauldron to accomplish this effect. Zarak doesn't 
know exactly how the cauJdron or its magic works. 

• The self-proclaimed leader of the League of Ma
levolence is a human sorcerer named Kelek. He 
wants to take custody of a magic staff belonging 
to his hated rival, the wizard Ringlerun, who is 
among those frozen in Zybilna's palace. Appar
ently, a unicorn's horn is needed to free Ringlerun 
from temporal stasis, which would then enable 
Kelek to seize Ringlerun's staff. 

• Zargash, a human priest of Orcus, is a nother 
member of the League of Malevolence. Although 
he hopes to challenge Kelek's leadership one day, 
Zargash won't do anything about it as long as 
Kelek is protected by Warduke, a mercenary who 
has a flam e tongue longsword. 

• A fifth member of the League of Malevolence, a 
human warlock named Skylla, gets her magic 



from an arch fey named Baba Yaga. Skylla knows 
more about Iggwilv's Cauldron a nd the hags of 
the Hourglass Coven tha n a nyone else (as far as 

Zarak knows). But she has gone missing, and 
none of the other members of the league know 
where to find he r. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Lamorna's mate, Elidon, has been transformed into 
a flying rocking horse that Granny Nightshade rides 
as a mount. If the spell on Elidon is broken a nd he is 

reunited with La morna, s he rewards each character 
with a charm of heroism (see •·supernatura l Gifts" 
in the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

LOOMLURCH 
Granny Nights hade's la ir is built around a twisted 
workshop ca rved out o f the interior of a gigantic oak 

that has fa lle n over. 
The works hop is operated by kidnapped children 

who a re a llowed a small measure of freedom to 
carry out their labors, under the watchful eyes o f the 

hag's minions. 
Loomlurch has the following physical features: 

Ceilings. Unless otherwise noted, ceilings through

out Loomlurch are 8 feet high. 
Doors. Loomlurch's doors a re made of sturdy 

wood with iron handles and fittings. All doors a re 

unlocked unless the text says otherwise. As a n 
action, a charac ter us ing thieves' tools can make a 
successful DC 14 Dexterity check to pick the lock 
on a locked door, or a character can try to force 
a door open, do ing so with a successful DC 15 
S trength {Athletics) check. 

Floors, Walls, and Stairs. Floors, walls, a nd s tair
cases a re hewn out of the wood of the gia nt tree. 

Windows. Loomlurch's w indows are openable but 

are latched s hut from the inside. 

APPROACHING LOOMLURCH 

Describe Loom lurch to the players as their charac

ters come within view of the site: 

The forest is at its darkest here. Up ahead, a colossal 

dead oak lies on its side. Three living trees grow nat

urally out of its fallen remains. Their shapes resemble 

towers, with candlelit windows twinkling in the gloom 

and wooden balconies encircling gnarled branches. 

On one side of the fallen tree, firelight spills from a 

pair of quaint storefront windows, illuminating a clear• 

ing filled with merchant stalls. 

Characters arrive near the root bridges (area LI). 
Anyone who observes the workshop (area L4) can 

DOUBLE, DOUBL E, TOIL AN D TROUB LE 

If the characters drive Bavlorna Blightstraw from her 
home in chapter 2, the hag takes refuge with her sis• 
ter, Skabatha Nightshade, and spends all her t ime in 
the study (area Ll4), poring through Skabatha's ritual 

books for a clever spell to overcome the characters or 
feeling sorry for herself. The two hags avoid each other 

as much as possible. Whenever they squabble, which 
is often, Skabatha ridicules her sister for Bavlorna's 
failure at the hands of the characters. 

see diminutive figures prowling a round inside: kid
napped children a nd boggles. 

Before the party enters Loom lurch. Will of the 
Feywild- if he is p resent-outlines his plan for 
rescuing Granny Nightshade's child captives (see 
"Getaway Gang Raid"). Characte rs who have not 
earned Will's assistance must devise their own plan 
for getting inside. 

WHERE'S SKABATHA? 

All of Loornlurch's denizens are aware of Granny 
Nights hade's daily routine, which is as follows: 

After waking from a long rest, she putters about in 
her ga rden (area LS) for ld3 hours. 

• Most of her day is spent in the kitchen (area Ll3), 
w ith occasional visits to the study (area Ll4). 
Before going to bed. the hag spends l hour con
ducting an inspection of the sewing room (area 
L9), the textile mill (area L12), and the workshop 
(area L4). After the inspection. Granny Nightshade 
moves to her bedroom (area Ll6), min iaturizes 
herself, and takes a long rest inside the doll-
house there. 

Visitors can arra nge a meeting with Skabatha by 
speaking to Chucklehead the goblin boss (in a rea 

L2) or Pincushion the living doll (in area L9). Any 
such meeting with the hag takes place in the pa rlor 

(area L3). 
See appendi x B for a description of Skabatha 

Nights hade and a summary of her rivalries with 
her sisters. 

BARGAINING WITH SKABATHA 

If you used the «Lost Things" adventure hook and 
the Story Tracker indicates that Skabatha has one 
or more things in her possession that the characters 
desire , Skabatha claims undisputable ownership of 
these lost things, asserti ng that s he acquired them 
"fai r and square." Even so, she is willing to negoti
ate with charac te rs who want to procure them. She 
is also inclined to strike bargains with characters 

who have other needs. 
In excha nge for one thing in her possession that 

a characte r has lost, Skabatha demands the charac
ters complete one of the following quests: 
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Capture Will. Capture the brigand Will of the Fey
wild and bring him lo Granny Nightshade alive. 
He's sure to be hiding somewhere in the forest. 

Find the Lost Horn. Bring her the unicorn horn 
that she says her sister Bavlorna recently los t. 
Maybe Prismeer·s native denizens can help the 
characters find it. 

Spoil a Play. Sabotage a theatrical performance in 
Motherhorn, Endelyn Moongrave's castle in Yon 
(see chapter 4). Skabatha would like nothing more 
than to see he r s ister bought down a peg or two. 
(To get to Yon, the characters will need a guide. 
Granny Nightshade expects them to know this 
fact and offers no help in finding a guide or seeing 
them safely to Yon.) 

Skabatha is true to her word, returning one lost 
thing for each task completed while offering no as
sistance toward accomplishing the tasks. Skabatha 
used the los t things to fashion minor magic items, 
all of which she keeps in her doll house (area L16). 

SKABATHA'S CLOCKWORK KEY 
The clockwork key e mbedded in Skabatha's back 
rotates quickly when s he's in a good mood and 
s lows down as her mood sours. When she is furi
ous, the key comes to a dead s top. When the key 
s tops turning, Skabatha attacks objects or creatures 
indiscriminately until something lifts her spirits and 

quells her rage. such as the defeat of an enemy or 
some other triumph, whereupon her key starts turn
ing again. Whenever Skabatha loses her temper and 
turns violent, ld3 redcaps sprout in her garden (see 
area LlS and "Skabatha's Minions" below). 

The key can't be removed from Skabatha's back 
while she lives, and it serves no function in the ad
venture other than to reflect her current mood. 

DEFEATING SKABATHA 
In dire circumstances, Skabatha flees Loomlurch 
on her flying rocking horse mount (see area L6) and 
retreats to Motherhorn, the lair of her youngest sis
ter, Endelyn (see chapter 4). If Bavlorna Blights traw 
is in Loom lurch, she flees to Motherhorn as well. 

If Skabatha is slain, a beetle emerges from her rot
ten flesh and whispers Endelyn Moongrave's weak
ness to Skabatha's killer: "Endelyn fears eclipses, 
not just real ones but symbolic ones as well. If you 
want to kill her, best do it during an eclipse, or her 
body will re-form." 

SKABATHA'S RING OF KEYS 
If the characters defeat Skabatha or successfully 
pick her pocket, they can obtain a ring of three iron 
keys that she keeps on her person: 

• The first key locks and unlocks the doors leading 
from the garden (area LS) to the workshop (area 
L4) and the sewing room (area L9), and the door 
between areas L6 and L11. 

• The second key locks and unlocks the doors to the 
kitchen (area L13) and Mis hka's chains there. 

• The third key locks and unlocks the door to the 
cell in the kitchen (area L13). 

SKABATHA
1
S MINIONS 

Gra nny Nightshade entrusts Loomlurch's defense 
to various creatures, as described below. The hag's 
minions, except for the redcaps, have orders to cap
ture intruders alive a nd bring them before her. 

BOGGLES 
The despair of Loomlurch's children has given rise 
to six boggles (see appendix C), three in area L4 
and three in a rea Ll2. These cowardly creatures 
a ren't loyal to the hag, yet she tolerates them for the 
distress they cause the children. 

CRADLEFALL 
This green dragon wyrmling likes to hide in 
painted wooden boxes, of which there are three: one 
each in areas L3, L6. and L7. Each box is 3 feet on 
a s ide and has a hinged lid. A detect magic spell re
veals an aura of conjuration magic around a box. A 
crank protruding from one s ide of the box attaches 
to a tiny metal music box mounted to the wooden 



LOST CHILDREN 

Child 

Naal (11-year-old male drow) 

Sung (9-year-old female human) 

Location 

L4 

Philomena (8-year-old female lightfoot halfling) 

Brottor (10-year-old male hill dwarf) 

Pud (12-year-old male human) 

Wendel (11-year-old male Strongheart halfling) 

Roff (10-year-old female bugbear) 

Yevelda (8-year-old female goblin) 

Callybon (11-year-old female forest gnome) 

Pogo (9-year-old male forest gnome) 

Mishka (9-year-old female human) 

L4 

L4 

L8 

L8 

L9 

L9 

Ll2 

Ll2 

Ll2 

Ll3 

box's inside wall. Winding the crank causes the 
music box to play a IO-second tune reminiscent of a 

child's lullaby. As the final note sounds, roll a d8. If 
the roll is 3 or lower and Cradlefall has not yet been 

defeated, t he wyrmling bursts out like ajack-in-the
box, attacking creatures he cons iders his enemies. 
If the wyrmling has bee n dealt with, the lid springs 

open, but the box is empty. 
While curled up in a box with the lid closed, 

Cradlefall can use an action to teleport himself 
and anything he is holding to another closed box 
in Loomlurch. When he is not hiding in a box, 
Cradlefall curls up in front of the oven in Granny 
Nightshade's kitchen (area Ll3). Appendix D has 
additional roleplaying notes for Cradlefal l. 

REDCAPS 

Whenever Skabatha's windup key runs down, her 
anger boils over, causing ld3 murderous redcaps 
(see appendix C) to sprout in area LlS. These red
caps a re too hateful to serve as guards, so Skabatha 

sends them scuttling off into Thither to wreak 
havoc. Until she does so, the redcaps remain in area 

LlS a nd attack other creatures on sight. 

TIN SOLDIERS 

These ten automatons are fashioned to look like 

stout infantry soldiers, and they obey Skabatha with

out question. Six of the m remain in the barracks 
(area L7), and the remaining four patrol the balco

nies outside areas L8 a nd L12. They charge forth to 
investigate any suspicious activity they see or hear, 

meaning that they are easily distracted. Each one is 
a Small (3-foot-tall) suit of animated armor with 27 

(6d6 + 6) hit points. 

LOST CHILDREN 

Over the years, Skabatha's minions have lured chil

dren from the Witchlight Carnival to Thither, a llo~
ing the hag to trap them in her workshop. Locked in 

Notes 

Stole the key to the kitchen door 

Won' t leave Loomlurch without Oink the pig 

Gravely ill after eating nightshade 

Secretly loyal to Granny Nightshade 

Stole a pouch of dust of corrosion 

Knows a secret route into Granny Nightshade's bedroom 

Chained to a worktable 

an eternal battle with hardship, these unfortunates 
never grow old a nd have no hope of escape. The 

hag keeps the children safe and healthy, since to do 
otherwise would cause them to vanish (see "Chil
dren of Prismeer" in chapter 2). The hag's minions 
likewise have strict orders not to physically harm 
the children. 

T he Lost Children table ide ntifies the children 
currently held captive inside Loomlurch and the ir 
locations when the characters arrive. As time 
passes, the children can move about the lair, at your 
discretion. They stay clear of danger and play no 
role in combat. All of the m are chaotic good. 

Children free of Granny Nightshade's tyran ny 
have no easy way to return home. but they can take 
refuge at Little Oak's treehouse or be left in the 
care of the unicorn Lamorna at Wayward Pool. The 
dwarf Elkhorn (see area LJ 3) ins ists on remaining 
in Thither to care for the children if no one else will. 
If Zybilna is freed from her stasis, she returns the 
children to their proper homes. 

LOOMLURCH LOCATIONS 

The following descriptions a re keyed to the map of 
Loom lurch. 

LI. ROOT B RIDGES 

These two bridges have the same features. When 
the characters first approach one of them, read: 

I A gnarled bridge formed by tangled tree roots spans a I 
rocky, dried-up riverbed. 

The bridges sway and creak when crossed. To avoid 
making a racke t, each creature traveling along 
a bridge mus t make a DC 12 Dexterity {Stealth) 
check. On a fa iled check, the creatures stationed in 
the goblin market (area L2) are a lerted; they take no 
action immediately but can't be surprised. 
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L2. GOBLIN MARKET 

The characters can enter this area from the eastern 
root bridge or by traversing the adjoining woodland. 

Three stalls selling candy are situated in th is clearing, 

lit by windows carved into the giant fallen tree to one 

side of it . Two goblins are working in each stall, and 

the whole enterprise is watched closely by a goblin 

with a toffee apple head who appears to be muttering 

quietly to himself. 

This market sells goblin-made candies of a ll sorts. 
Six goblins (lawful neutral) work here, two per 
s tall , under the watchful gaze of their goblin boss, 
Chucklehead (neutral), whose head has been re
shaped by fey magic to look like a toffee apple. The 
s ta llholders greet patrons warmly and invite them to 
sample and buy their delicious wares. Meanwhile, 
Chucklehead watches out for thieves. 

Chuck/ehead. The goblin boss can escort char
acters to the parlor (area L3) if they request a meet
ing with Gra nny Nightshade. When left a lone, he 
mutters to himself as though he 's having a constant 
but mild crisis of conscience. 1f the cha racters ask 
Chucklehead whom he's muttering to, he says that 
a maggot crawled into his head and is s lowly eating 
it from the inside out. He's not sad about this turn of 
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events because it has changed his outlook and dis
position, making him kinde r and more sympathetic 
to the plight of others. He claims he can speak to 
the maggot a nd it s peaks to him, even though it ac
tua lly doesn't. The maggot in the goblin's head will 
kill him in 30 days unless he receives the benefit 
of magic that cures a disease. That magic slays the 
maggot but a lso reverts Chucklehead's alignment to 
neutral evil. 

Chucklehead is protective of Mishka (see area 
Ll3) a nd wants to help her get away from Loom
lurch, but he's too scared of Granny Nightshade to 
free Mis hka from the hag's clutches. Appendix D 

has additional roleplaying notes for Chucklehead. 
Merchant Stalls. The goods sold here are deli

cious but made with disgusting ingredients. Exam
ples include beetles encased in hard candy, lollipops 
made from compacted ants, and jellied worms. The 
stallholders charge one trinket per treat. Roll a d8 
and consult the Candy Treats table to determine 
what magical effect befalls a creature that eats one 
of these treats. Each effect lasts for 1 hour. 

If a creature eats multiple treats and gets the same 
effect twice, extend the duration of the effect by 1 
hour. A creature can have up to three different mag
ical e ffects on it at any give n time. If a creature eats 
a candy treat while it is already affected by three 
others, don't roll on the table. Instead, the creature 
must make a DC 11 Constitution saving throw; on a 
failed save, the creature is poisoned for 8 hours. 

CANDY TREATS 

d8 Effect 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Your footfalls emit musical notes that can be 

heard out to a range of 30 feet. 

Eating the candy causes you to foam at the 

mouth, making it d ifficult (but not impossible) for 

you to speak. 

Your fingers leave indelible stains on anything you 

touch. 

Your head swells to twice its normal size. 

You shrink, as though affected by the reduce ef

fect of an enlarge/reduce spell. 

Fireflies are drawn to you and form a persistent 

cloud around you, shedding bright light in a 

5-foot radius and dim light for an additional 

5 feet. 

You grow, as though affected by the enlarge effect 

of an enlarge/reduce spell. 

You are targeted by a polymorph spell and auto

matically fail the saving throw against it. The new 

form is a butterfly (use the bat stat block, but 

omit its darkvision, Echolocation trait, and Bite 

attack). 
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L3. PARLOR 

The door lo area L4 is closed but not locked. 

This chamber is nestled between walls of twisted 

roots, through gaps in which you can see the eerily 

beautiful woodland surrounding you. A closed 

wooden door stands opposite the root bridge that 

leads into this room, in the center of which are four 

armchairs encircling a small table laid out for a tea 

service. A painted wooden box three feet on a side 

rests in a corner. A crank protrudes from one side of 

it, causing it to resemble an oversized jack-i n-the-box. 

If Bavlorna Blightstraw retreated lo Loomlurch 
after fleeing her home in chapter 2, her bobbing lily 
pad (see appendix A) lies on the floor next to the 
box, vaguely resembling a leaf-shaped carpet. Bav
lorna herself can be found in area Ll4. 

Three of the armchairs are trained mimics in 
disguise. They are magically compelled to remain 
in this room and adhere to creatures only when 
Granny Nightshade orders them to do so. The mim
ics are trained in nonlethal combat; characters re
duced to O hit points by the mimics are stable rather 
than dying, giving the hag a chance to decide what 
to do with the unconscious victims. 

Dragon-in-the-Box. The wooden box with the 
crank is one of the boxes where Cradlefall might 
be found (see "Skabatha's Minions" earlier in 
the chapter). 

Tea with Granny Nightshade. Characters who 
arrange a meeting with Granny Nightshade through 
Chucklehead (area L2) or Pincushion (area L9) are 
left here for a while before the hag shows up. When 
Granny Nightshade arrives, read: 

The door creaks open, and a little old woman totters 

forward . She wears a grimy, old-fashioned shawl, and 

her skin looks like gnarled bark. A large iron key ex• 

tends from her back, t icking rhythmically as it rotates. 

"Sit down, children ," she says in a voice reminiscent 

of crunching leaves. "Let's have some tea." 

Skabatha Nightshade (see appendix B) obeys the 
rule of hospitality (see "Rules of Conduct" in chapter 
2) and presents herself as a kind host who is keen to 
know why the characters have paid her a visit. See 
"Bargaining with Skabatha" for guidance on run
ning this conversation, during which she pours tea 
into filthy cups and stirs the liquid with a chicken 
bone, insisting that the characters drink up. On 
occasion, she reaches around with one of her arms 
and winds up her key. If the characters belittle or 
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threaten her, Granny Nightshade orders her mimics 
to adhere to her guests and beat them unconscious 
while she watches with amusement. 

Treasure. Characters who scour the parlor for 
treasure find the following items: 

• A spell scroll of speak with plants tucked in a side 
table drawer 

• A s et of four silver teaspoons engraved with 
pained facial expressions (5 gp per spoon) 

• A bronze candlestick shaped like a bird's 
leg (10 gp) 

L4. WORKSHOP 

The doors to areas L3 and L7 are closed but not 
locked. The door to area LS is locked, and Granny 
Nightshade has the only key (see "Skabatha's Ring 
of Keys" earl ier in the chapter). 

Flickering lanterns illuminate a cluttered workshop 

filled with soft, ambient music produced by bells and 

chimes. Parts of toys are heaped on the tables

leering doll's heads, half-built rocking horses, un

painted wooden balls, and the stuffed limbs of soft 

toys. A stove at the back of the room holds a saucepan 

of smelting metal. Three doors exit the workshop, and 

two storefront windows overlook the market outside. 

The ambient music is a permanent magical effect 
that can't be heard outside the workshop. If the 
characters enter quietly, add: 

Three young children are gathered around a wooden 

worktable. The eldest, a drow boy, prances on the 

tabletop with a bar of soap in one hand, while a 

halfling girl and a human girl giggle at his audacity. 

Granny Nightshade makes captured children craft 
nightmarish toys in this workshop. Three children 
are present when the characters arrive: Naal (an 
11-year-old male drow), Sung (a 9-year-old female 
human), and Philomena (an 8-year-old female light
foot halfling). They've been the hag's prisoners for 
longer than any of them can remember and are 
wary of grown-ups. If the characters barge into the 
room, Philomena panics and runs to get help from 
the tin soldiers in area L7. ALI three children want 
to escape the hag's clutches, although Philomena 
weeps if she's forced to leave without her beloved 
piglet, Oink, who is kept in the pigpen (area LS). 

Naal recently stole the kitchen key from Pincush
ion (see area L9) and took an impression of it using 
a bar of soap before fastening the key back onto Pin
cushion's belt. When the characters arrive. Naal is 



recou nLing his heroic tale to the two girls. He wants 
Lo create a copy of the key and then sneak into the 
kitchen to steal milk. Naal gives characLers the bar 
of soap if they give him something in re turn, such as 
fresh milk or some other tasty treat. (ult 's the rule of 
recip- ... recip- ... give-and-ge t." he says.) 

Boggles. Three boggles (see appendix C) lurk 
in the shadows, intending to play pra nks on the 
visitors. Characters who spend a minute or so in
s ide the workshop notice unse ttling cha nges: dolls' 
heads turn lo face the m when they're not looking, 
ba lls bounce s udde nly out of dark corners, or mot
Le n Lin from the s melting pot splashes on the floor 
nearby. A character can use an action to try to de tect 
hidde n creatures, spotting all Lhree boggles with 
a successful DC 16 Wisdom (P ercepLion) check. If 
they are s potted, the boggles flee to the box in a rea 
L7 a nd Lurn its crank, hoping Cradlefall will pop out 
of the box and de fe nd them. The boggles avoid com
bat themselves. 

If Squirt is with the party, it encourages the cha r
acte rs to acquire as much boggle oil as they can. 
Only s lippery boggle oil will do (see the "Boggle Oil" 
s idebar). Captured boggles provide the oil freely, 
hoping to earn their freedom. 

Treasure. Characters who ransack the workshop 
uncover the following valuables: 

A jar of iridescent glass eyes (10 gp) 
A silver ha mmer a nd chisel in a green leather tool 
belt (15 gp for the set) 

• Iron me talworking tongs shaped like the jaws of a 
snapping dragon (15 gp) 

Window Displays. The following creepy toys are 
displayed in the workshop windows : 

A set of nesting dolls in which each doll looks 
more frightened than the next larger one 

• A s tuffed lion with needles for teeth a nd real 
bloods ta ins a round its jaws 

• A toy windmill with a crank on one s ide Lha t turns 
the vanes and the mills tone 

• A set of playing cards depicting weeping children 
• A wind-up drunkard doll that totters a few paces 

and Lhe n fa lls over 
• Four finger puppe ts depicting a n arguing fami ly 
• A 1-fooL-tall woode n guillotine 

A tiny wooden box conta ining eight s ticks of 

black chalk 

L5. GRANNY NIGH T SHADE'S GARDEN 

This outdoor garden exte nds a lmos t the e ntire 
length of Loom lurch. The doors to a reas L4 a nd L9 
are locked, a nd Granny Nightshade has the only ~ey 
that unlocks them (see "Skabatha's Ring of Keys 
earlier in the chapte r). Three balconies overlook
ing the garden connect to areas LB, L9, a nd LI 2 , 

BOGGLE O I L 

A boggle excretes oil from its pores and can make the 
oil slippery or sticky. Squirt the o ilcan needs slippery 
boggle o il to use its Boggle Oil action, and it can hold 
up to three applications of the o il. Boggle o il normally 
evaporates after l hour, but the o il is preserved indefi
nitely inside Squirt. 

When a boggle creates a puddle of slippery o il on the 
ground, a character can scoop up ld3 applications of 
the oil from the puddle (a process that takes l minute) 
before the oil disappears. 

A friendly boggle will create three applications of 
boggle oil in exchange for a gift of equal perceived 
value, such as a trinket. An indifferent boggle expects 
a better gift for the same amount of oil, such as a bag 
of candy, a gemstone, or a magnifying glass. An un
friendly or hostile boggle won't cooperate unless it is 
captured and forced to create o il to avoid punishment. 

respectively. The balcony outside area L9 is only 5 
feet above the ground; the others are 20 feet high. 

A woodland basin filled with plants and fu ngi 

stretches out along one s ide of the fallen tree. A 

pumpkin patch is at one end of the garden, next to 

a steaming compost heap, with ramshackle pens for 

pigs and goats at the opposite end. Bedraggled scare• 

crows hang from tall wooden stakes in the basin's 

wooded slope. Two ground-level doors and three bal

conies provide entry to the hag's lair. 

Skabatha Nightshade (see appendix B) uses the 
garden to cultivate ingredients for her potions a nd 
candies. The hag spends a few hours he re each day 
tending to her pla nts (see UWhere's Skabatha?" ear
lier in the chapter). Cha racters who won the game 
of hide-and-seek in the Witch light Ca rnival"s Pixie 
Kingdom have advantage on a ny Dexterity (Stealth) 
checks made to hide in the garde n. 

Animal Pe.ns. The pens conta in seven goats. five 
adult pigs (use the boar s tat block). and a Small pig
le t (noncomba ta nt) na med Oink. who is beloved by 
Philomena (see area L4). 

Compost Heap. The compos t heap is a sham
bling mound that remains motion less until it is 
disturbed or until it rises to a ttack. ff the mound is 
motionless a t the start of combat, it has advantage 
on its initiative roll. Moreover. if a creature hasn't 
observed the mound moving or acting. that creature 
must s ucceed on a DC 15 Wisdom (Pe rception) 
check to discern that the mound is a nimate. 

Granny Nightshade earlier took a cutting from the 
shambling mound's root s tem, binding it to her ser
vice. If a cha racter uses a speak with plants spell to 
communicate with the s ha mbling mound. it tells the 
character tha t the creature mus t obey the hag until 
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its stolen root is re turned to it. If a character prom
ises to return the root to it. the shambling mound 
stops attacking and waits here for the characters to 
come back. If the root is brought back a nd given to 
it, the s ha mbling mound goes on a ra mpage through 
the garden, destroying and devouring everything 
it can while leaving the characters and their allies 
unmolested, then sha mbles into the forest, never to 
return. The cutting can be found inside one of the 
cookbooks in area Ll3. 

Mushrooms and Toadstools. Granny Nightshade 
grows many kinds of Feywild fungi , five of which 
have useful (and in some cases magical) properties. 
Roll 3d8 to de te rmine how many of each mushroom 
can be harvested from this location. A character 
who examines a certain kind of mushroom can, 
with a successful DC 15 Inte lligence (Nature) check, 
ascerta in its properties: 

Butterfly Saddle. Each of these bright yellow toad
stools has a ruffled , saddle-shaped cap properly 
sized for a pixie or s prite to s it on. They taste like 
butter and can be used as a substitute for that in
gredient in recipes. 

Eldercap. Eating one of these white and gray mush
rooms causes the eater to look much older for 1 
hour. This magical e ffect is an illusion that can be 
ended with a dispel magic spell. 

Executioner's Hood. Each of these mushrooms 
has a black, hood-shaped cap. Any creature that 

FevwtLO MUSHROOMS, FROM LEFT TO RIGMT : 

8UTTERFLV SI\OOLE, ELOERChP, e .. ECUT I ONER's HOOD, 

HUMMING8RELL1', /\N O PRICl(LENOGGI N 
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consumes an executioner's hood must succeed 
on a DC 12 Constitution saving throw or fall into 
a cataleptic state that is indistinguishable from 
death. This magical e ffect is identical to that of the 
feign death spell (including its duration). 

Hummingbrella. A hummingbrella is a colorful 
mushroom with a frilly, parasol-shaped cap that 
drips sweet nectar and attracts hummingbirds. 
Eating one has the same effect as drinking 
antitoxin. 

Pricklenoggin. Each of these mushrooms has 
short, prickly spines growing out of its red cap. 
Hats made from pricklenoggin caps are popular 
in the fey courts and considered very fashionable. 
Most tiny Fey would be grateful to receive one 
as a gift. 

Plant Beds. Many plants grow in Granny Night
shade's garden-licorice, sugarcane, marshmallow, 
and more. Characters who examine the plant beds 
discover a dark secret: each bed is nourished by 
the buried remains of a Humanoid. Mud-encrusted 
skulls protrude from the soil, with vegetation sprout
ing from their open jaws and eye sockets. As an 
action once per day, Granny Nightshade can raise 
e ight skeletons from the earth, but she must be 
within 30 feet of the plant beds to use this power. 

Pumpkin Patch and Staircase. S everal large 
pumpkins grow in one spot amid thick, leafy vines. 
A wooden staircase on the edge of the pumpkin 



patch ascends to a 20-foot-h igh wooden balcony out
side area LB. 

If a creature other than Granny Nightshade or 
a Small Humanoid (such as a human child or a 
halfling) enters the pumpkin patch. three fat pump
kins burst open, and a giant poisonous snake 
slithers out of each of them. Granny Nightshade has 
cast an awaken spell on each of these s nakes, giving 
it an Intelligence score of 10 and the abi li ty to speak 
Common. Their names a re Essaveth, Jahassi, and 
Sinius. They act as watchdogs, but they won't climb 
stairs. If one of these snakes is wounded, it slithe rs 
into the pumpkin patch on its next turn, ga ining 
total cover. On subsequent turns, it tries to hide a nd 
has advantage on Dexterity (Stea lth) checks as long 
as the pumpkin patch provides cover. 

Scream ing Scarecrows. Five scarecrows are 
staked in a line near the pumpkin patch, and a de
tect magic spell reveals an aura of abjuration magic 
around each one. If an intruder moves within 50 feet 
of any of them, a ll five scarecrows scream loudly 
enough to alert everyone inside Loomlurch. Each 
scarecrow is a Medium object w ith AC 11, 5 hit 
points, vulnerabi lity to fire damage, and immunity to 
poison and psychic damage. 

L6. ROCKI NG HORSE 

The door to area Lll is locked, and Granny Night
shade has the only key (see "Skabatha's Ring of 
Keys" earlier in the chapter). If Skabatha has been 
forced to flee Loomlurch on her flying rocking 
horse, modify the following boxed text to remove all 
mention of the horse: 

Creaking softly, a rocking horse moves back and forth 

near the door. Peeling paint covers its limbs, and its 

rocker is thick with moss. A rictus grin is painted on 

its face. Near a protruding root is a painted wooden 

box three feet o n a side. A crank prot ru des from o ne 

side of it, causing it to resemble an oversized jack

in-the-box. 

The rocking horse is actually a flying rocking horse 
(see the accompanying stat block) that Granny 
Nightshade uses to soar across Prismeer. The horse 

is positioned so that it can attack trespassers who 
approach the door. Any characte r who gets within 5 
feet of the rocking horse notices a depression on its 

forehead. Any character who succeeds on a DC 10 
Intell ige nce check correctly intuits that a horn once 

protruded from this depression. 
T he rocki ng horse used to be a unicorn named 

Elidon unLi l the hags of the Hourglass Coven turned 
it into an obedienr Construct. ff a character fi nds 

Elidon's lost unicorn horn and places it on the 

FLYING ROCKING HORSE 
Medium Construct, Unaligned 

Armor Class 15 (natural armor) 
H it Points 22 (4d8 + 4) 
Speed O ft., fly 40 ft. (only while mounted; hover) 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 
13 (+ 1) 

INT 
1 (- 5) 

Damage Immunities poison, psychic 

WIS 
3 (-4) 

CHA 
l (-5) 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, deafened, exhaustion, 
frightened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned 

Senses bl indsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), 
passive Perception 6 

Languages -
Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

False Appearance. If the rocking horse is motionless at the start 

of combat, it has advantage on its initiative roll. Moreover, 1f a 

creature hasn't observed the rocking horse move or act, that 

creature must succeed on a DC 18 Intelligence (Investigation) 

check to discern that the rocking horse is animate. 

Flying Mount. The rocking horse can serve as a mount for a 

Medium or smaller creature and can fly only while mounted. 

Un usual Natu re. The rocking horse doesn't requi re air, food, 

drink, or sleep, and it regains no hit points or Hit Dice at the 

end of a long rest. 

ACTIONS 

Head Butt. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft ., one tar

get. Hit: 3 (ld6) bludgeoning damage. 
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rocking horse's brow while the horse has a t least 
1 hit point remaining. the curse is broken and the 
rocking horse magically transforms into the uni
corn Elidon, who appears a t full health. Elidon is 
happy to repay the characters for thei r herois m but 
is equa lly eager to re turn to his mate, La morna (see 
"Waywa rd Pool" earlier in the chapter). Convincing 
him to join the party requires a s uccessful DC 17 
Charis ma (Persuasion) check. 

Whether he s tays with the party or not, El idon in
tends to honor the rule of reciprocity (see "Rules of 
Conduct" in chapter 2) and offers to use his magic to 
a id the cha racters in the following ways before part
ing compa ny with them: 

• He can use his Healing Touch action to treat a 
cha racter's wounds a nd remove any poisons or 
diseases a fflic ting that character. 

• Once a day, he can teleport himself a nd up to 
three willing pa rty members to any location in 
Thither up to 1 mile away. 

• He can cast pass without trace on himself and the 
entire pa rty at will. This spell requires Elidon's 
concentration a nd lasts for up to 1 hour. 

Dragon-in-the-Box. The wooden box with the 
crank is one of the boxes where Cradlefall might 
be found (see "Skabatha's Minions" earlier in 
the chapter). 

L7. TI N SOLDIER BARRACKS 

Ten brightly painted structures resembling little 

wooden houses line the walls of this room. Each small 

house has a three-foot-high hinged door. Four of the 

doors are open, and the other six are closed. 

A narrow staircase ascends the circular wall. Near 

the foot of the stairs is a painted wooden box three 

feet on a side. A crank protrudes from one s ide of it , 

causing it to resemble an oversized jack-in-the-box. 
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The s ta ircase ends after 20 feet at a landing out
s ide a rea LB. 

Each s ma ll house is designed to hold one of 
Granny Nightshade's tin soldiers. When the char
acters arrive, four soldiers are on patrol in areas 
LB and L12, and the remaining six tin soldiers are 
inside their domiciles , behind closed doors. Each of 
these six Constructs is a Small (3-foot-tall) suit of 
animated armor with 27 (6d6 + 6) hit points. 

The tin soldiers burst from their small houses 
and march forth if they hear combat in this room 
or an adjoining area, or if Skabatha or Pincushion 
calls for them. If the characters witness the soldiers 
emerge, read: 

The beat of a drum erupts from out of the woodwork 

as all six small doors spring open at once. A troop of 

cask-shaped tin soldiers marches into view. A drum 

waddles behind one of them on stocky legs, striki ng 

itself with a pair of tiny drumstick arms. 

The six tin soldiers operate as a unit and march to 
the beat of the drum, which is a Small animated 
object with AC 16, 25 hit points, a walking speed of 
30 feet, blindsight out to a range of 30 feet, and no 
effective attacks. Its ability scores are Strength 6, 
Dexterity 14, Constitution 10, Intelligence 3, Wis
dom 3, and Charisma 1. The drum can't be blinded, 
charmed, deafened, frightened, paralyzed, petrified, 
or poisoned, and it's immune to poison and psychic 
damage. Its drumbeat can be heard out to a range 
of 60 feet. All tin soldiers that ca n hear the beating 
drum gain a +2 bonus to their da mage rolls. If the 
drum is destroyed, every tin soldier within 60 feet of 
it is stunned until the end of its next turn. 

Dragon-in-the-Box. The wooden box with the 
crank is one of the boxes where Cradlefall might 
be found (see "Skabatha's Minions" earl ier in 
the cha pter). 
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L8. WORKHOUSE DORMITORY 
Two 3 -foot-tall tin soldiers patrol the bal . . . cony out-
std~ this room . Each tin soldier is a Small suit of 
arumated armor w ith 27 (6d6 + 6) hit points. The 
doors leading to this room a re closed but unlocked. 

This dormitory nestles in the tree boughs and has 

round windows overlooking a wooden balcony. Lin

ing the walls are ten child-sized bunks outfitted with 

patchwork quilts and straw-stuffed pillows. 

A young male dwarf lies in one of the bunks, cough

ing and drenched in sweat, while an older lad mops 

his brow with water from a bucket. Two doors exit the 

room: one leads to a balcony, the other deeper into 

the tree. 

Gra nny Nightshade's worke rs sleep in these bunks. 
When the characters arrive, two children are pres
ent: Brottor (a IO-year-old male hill dwarf) and Pud 
(a 12-year-old male human). Brottor is pois oned; he 
fe ll gravely ill after eating nightshade from the gar
den. Pud has been assigned to care for him until the 
malady passes or Brottor dies. 

Pud hisses for the cha racters to be quiet, nodding 
toward the soldiers on the balcony. If the characters 
comply, Pud quietly describes Granny Nightshade's 
routine and a ll of he r minions (see '"Where's Ska
batha?" and '"Skabatha's Minions•· earlier in the 
chapter). Characters w ho are suspicious o f Pud can 
make a DC 12 Wisdom (lnsight) check; on a suc
cessful check, a character discerns that Pud is un
trustworthy. (In fact, he's deciding whether to betray 
the characters to the hag.) Lf one or more characters 
are mean to him, Pud slips off at the first opportu
nity to alert Skabatha, hoping that his loyalty to her 
will pay off for him in the future. 

Curing Brottor. Any effect that ne utra lizes poison 
can cure Brottor. Lf the cha racters lack the means to 
cure Brortor o n the ir own. they can use humming
brella mus hrooms (found in areas LS a nd L13) to 
neutralize the poison. 

If his ailment remains untreated, the dwarf falls 
into a coma after 5 hours. A characte r who admin
isters to the dwarf for 1 hour and succeeds on a DC 
10 Wisdom (Medicine) check can delay the onset of 
the coma for an additional ld4 + 1 hours. 

If the characters save Brottor's life, Pud silently 
vows not to be tray them to the hag. 

Treasure. Characters who search the dormitory 
uncover the following valuable items : 

• A silver bookmark s haped like a feather (5 gp) 
• A gold signe t ring depicting a weeping wil

low (25 gp) 

• A_ cracked bloodstone (25 gp) stuffed inside a 
pillowcase 

L9. SEWING ROOM 

A closed. unlocked door connects this room to a 
5-foot-high wooden balcony that overlooks Granny 
Nightshade's garden (area LS). 

"Dunderhead!" cries a scratchy voice as you enter 

th is cluttered chamber. "Those tatty sleeves wouldn't 

serve as socks for a chicken. Start again!" 

A plump halfling boy and a young, fluffy bugbear 

sit at work benches, watched over by a living, child

sized doll with buttons for eyes. An animated carpet 

prances around the children, who pay it no attention. 

The sewing room contains rolls of fabric, bobbins of 

thread, knitting needles, and pincushions. 

Materials for the workshop a re sewn he re unde r 
the watchful gaze of Pincushion, a living doll (see 
~ppendix C for its stat block). The pranc ing carpe t 
ts a rug of smothering that defends Pincushion and 
keeps strangers away from the children. Pincushion 
carries a key that locks and unlocks the doors to the 
kitchen (area L13). The key dangles from a hoop at
tached to its waist. 

The living doll challe nges intruders a nd demands 
to know why they're trespassing here. To satisfy 
it, a character must succeed on a DC 10 Charisma 
(Deception) check. On a failed check. Pincushion 
holle rs for the tin soldiers at a rea L7. If satisfied. 
Pincushion asks the characters to wait here while 
it hurries to notify Skabatha of the newcomers· 
presence. The rug stays behind to ma ke sure the 
children don't leave. Appendix D has additional role
playing notes for Pincushion. 

Children. Two children are working he re when 
the characters arrive: Wendel (an 11-year-old male 
strongheart ha lfling) a nd Roff (a 10-year-old fema le 
bugbear). Roff recently s tole a pouch o f dust of cor
r osion (see appendix A) from the store cupboard in 
area LIO. She conceals the pouch in her clothing 
and offers it to her saviors if rescued from the tyr
anny of Pincushion a nd the rug. 

Treasure. Once the living doll leaves or is de
feated. the characte rs can search the sewing room 
for treasure, find ing the following valuable items: 

• A spool of barbed, golden yarn (15 gp) 
• Three bolts of silk in s hades of putrid green and 

cesspit brown (10 gp each) 
• A set of five painted thimbles depic ting poisonous 

Feywild plants (25 gp for the set) 
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LlO. CUPBOARDS 
The doors in this chamber are closed but not locked. 
When the characters enter for the firs t time, read: 

Moths cluster around a lantern that hangs from the 

ceiling in the middle of a hallway, casting flitt ing shad

ows on the walls. The hall contains three sliding doors 

along the walls, and a heavier hinged door stands at 

the opposite end. 

The three cupboards, accessed by s liding the 
doors open, hold workshop supplies, boxes of junk, 
a nd other munda ne bric-a-brac. If one or more 
characters spend at least 15 minutes searching a 
cupboard, they find ld4 trinkets inside it (each one 
dete rmined by rolling on the Feywild Trinke ts table 
in the introduction). 

Large Cupboard. If the characte rs didn't dispose 
of her in chapter 1, Sowpig s tands in the middle of 
the la rgest cupboard, s ilent a nd unmoving. She is a 
S mall ghoul with 17 (Sd6) hit points . Moths that live 
in the cupboard have encased S owpig's body in s ilk. 
Opening the cupboard door releases a swarm of 
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moths w hich is ha rmless a nd a lways moves toward 
the ne~rest light source. Any space that it occupies 
is lightly obscured. 

Afte r the s warm has been re leased, Sowpig 
emerges from her s ilk cocoon to ask why she has 
been dis turbed. The ghoul assumes that the charac
ters are Gra nny Nights hade's workers, sent to fetch 
her for a new task. She has no inte rest in the day
to-day affa irs of Loom lurch and attacks Lhe charac
te rs only if they threaten Granny Nightshade in the 
ghoul's presence o r seem pa rticularly suspicious. 
Sowpig follows them th rough the la ir and shares 
an occasiona l joke, which is always da rk and upset
ting. Appendix D has additiona l roleplaying notes 
for Sowpig. 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates that 
the unicorn horn is he re, charac ters can find it in 
Sowpig's cupboard, buried in a box full of junk. 

Lll. FAMILY TREE 

The door to Ll0 is closed but not locked , a nd the 
doors to a reas L6 a nd L13 are both locked. Granny 
Nightshade carries keys to both of these doors (see 
"Skabatha's R ing of Keys·• earlie r in the chapter), 
and Pincushion (see area L9) has a s pa re key to 



area Ll3. The sta ircase in this room climbs 20 feet 
to a landing that e nds outside area Ll2. 

This room has three doors and a wood-carved stair

case that ascends to a higher level. The walls are a 

dense tangle of tree roots and brambles, nestled 

among which are five animated portraits: one of a 

svelte, dark-hai red woman and the others depict

ing hags. 

When the cha racters a rrive, the portra its s how im

ages of Gran ny Nights hade and he r family, with no 

labe ls to ide ntify them: 

• A truly ancient a nd terrifying hag (Baba Yaga, the 

Mother of Witches) 
A toadish hag (Bavlorna Blightstraw, as de picted 

in appendix 8) 
A ske letal hag wearing a black, theatrical contrap

tion resembling a dress (Endelyn Moongrave, as 

depicted in appe ndix B) 
A hag with a wind-up key in her back, one empty 

eye socket, a nd a wooden eye he ld in her hand 
(Skabatha Nightshade, as de picted in appendix B) 
A svelte, dark-haired woman with a comma nding 
presence (he r appearance matching that of the Ta

sha ma nnequin outside the Hal l of Illus ions in the 
Witchlight Carnival, as described in cha pter 1) 

The portraits are encha nted to display the last crea
ture that pricked its skin on the brambles' thorns in 
addition to its four closest family members, if it has 
any. T hese family me mbe rs can be livi ng or dead. 

(lf the creature has fewer than four close family 
members , a ny remaining portraits are blank.) Each 
portrait magica lly animates to create the impression 
that the s ubject is looking a round a nd shifting un

comfortably, but the a nimation has the quality of an 

old movie. The moving images are s ilent. 
Pricking Thorns. Any creature that reaches to

ward a portrait must s ucceed on a DC 15 Dexterity 

saving throw or be pricked by the thorny bra mbles. 

The prick deals no da mage, but the portra its change 
to match the pricked creature a nd up to four of its 

closest family me mbe rs. 

Ll2 . TEXTILE MILL 

Two 3-foot-tall t in soldiers patrol the balcony out
s ide this room, gua rding against outs ide intrude rs. 

Each one is a Small s uit of animated armor with 
27 (6d6 + 6) hit points. Both doors to this room are 

closed but not locked . The tin soldiers open the 
door a nd e nte r the room if they hear any commo

tion within. 

Three large, freestanding looms dominate this cham

ber. A young goblin a nd a pair of gnome children work 

the machines, filling the room with a loud, rhythmic 

clatter. A door is set in the opposite wa ll, and an arch

way to the east leads to a storeroom. 

Each night, Skabatha Nightshade (see appendi x 8) 

visits the textile mill to check up on her workers (see 
"Where's Skabatha?" earlier in the chapter). The 
looms are used to weave fabric for Lhe sewing room 

a nd the workshop. They a re large, treadle-driven 
machines that generate a conside rable racket. The 
storeroom conta ins s pools of yarn. 

Boggles. Three boggles (see appendix C) play 
tricks on the child workers when no one else is 

a round. The boggles a re hidde n in the corne rs of 
the room when the characters a rrive, though the 
children shoot fearful gla nces at the boggles in the 
hope that the cha racters will notice what's going on. 

A cha racte r can use a n action to try to s pot the hid
den boggles, doing so with a s uccessful DC 16 Wis
dom (Perception) check. Because of the child ren's 

fearful glances, the characters have advantage on 
this check. The boggles avoid combat, surrendering 
if they face certa in ha rm. 

If Squirt is with the party, it encourages the char
acters to acquire as much slippery boggle oil as they 
can (see the "Boggle Oil" s idebar earlier in the chap

ter). Captured boggles provide the oil freely. hoping 
to ea rn their freedom. 

Children. Three children a re working here when 

the characters arrive: Yevelda (an 8-year-old female 
goblin), Callybon (an 11-year-old female forest 
gnome), and her brothe r, Pogo (a 9-year-old male 

forest gnome). The children a re eager to escape 
Loom lurch but won't converse with strangers until 

the a rea is cleared of boggles. 
If the characters ask the childre n for help navigat

ing the hag's lair, Yevelda reveals tha t she knows 

a secre t route into Skabatha's bedroom (area Ll6). 

To take that route, a cha racter mus t climb out of 
the s toreroom window, clamber across branches 
that grow out of the upright trees and pass above 

a rea Ll3, a nd then hop onto the w indowsi ll of the 
hag's bedroom. To reach the wi ndowsill, a character 
must succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity (Acrobatics) 
check. On a fai led check, the character falls 20 feet 
onto the roof of a rea L13, taking 7 (2d6) bludgeon

ing damage. 
On one of her forays into the hag's private qua r

ters, Yevelda witnessed Pud (see a rea LB) re porting 
to the hag. She hasn't told a nyone about this yet and 
is unwilling to sha re her knowledge about the secret 

route to area Ll6 while Pud is present 
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Treasure. Searching the storeroom reveals the 
following items of value: 

• A gold bodkin (2 gp) 
• A pouch holding 35 sp (the coins· mintage is unfa

miliar to the characters) 
, A small. leather-bound book containing delicate 

sketches and watercolor paintings of pixies, 
sprites, and other Fey (50 gp) 

Ll3. GRANNY NIGHTSHADE'S KITCHEN 
The door to Ll4 is ajar, and the doors to areas Ll 1 
and LIS a re locked. Granny Nightshade carries a 
key that locks and unlocks all three doors (see "Ska
batha's Ring of Keys" earlier in the chapte r), as does 
Pincushion (see a rea L9). 

This squalid kitchen is carved out of the trunk of the 

fallen oak. A large clay oven sits in the middle of the 

room, surrounded by crowded shelves laden with 

forest fungi, jars of pickled grubs, animal skulls, and 

moldy cookbooks. Sickly-sweet vapors emerge from a 

cauldron that res ts atop the oven. 

A young human girl shackled to a worktable is hard 

at work peeling potatoes. Set into the floor nearby is 

a padlocked iron grate through which you hear a gruff 

male voice say, "Are those potatoes I smell?" 

Cradlefall, the green dragon wyrmling, spends 
much of his time dozing in here by the oven. If the 
characters have not encountered the wyrmling else
where, read: 

A green dragon the size of a large dog is coiled up 

near the oven, apparently dozing. Fumes rise from the 

wyrmling's nostrils. 

Each afternoon, Skabatha Nightshade (see appen
dix B) spends most of he r time in this room with oc
casional visits lo the study (area L14). She uses the 
kitchen to boil candy and prepare potions. The hag 
treats Cradlefall like her beloved pet; if Skabatha is 
not present, the wyrmling flees to her side and re
ports that intruders are in the kitchen. 

Child Worker. Mishka (a 9-year-old female hu
man) serves Granny Nightshade as a scullery maid. 
Mishka has managed to escape from Loomlurch 
twice, only to be tracked down by Cradlefall and re
captured both times; that's why Granny Nightshade 
now chains her to the worktable . As an action, a 
character us ing thieves' tools can pick the lock on 
Mishka's ankle cuff with a successful DC 15 Dex
te rity check. Any key that unlocks the kitchen doors 
a lso unlocks Mishka's cha ins. 
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If Skabatha isn't present, Mishka tells the char
acters about the hag's daily routine and describes 
Granny Nightshade's minions (see "Where's Ska
batha?" and "Skabatha's Minions" earli er in the 
chapter). She suggests that they lure Gra nny Night
shade into the oven and burn her up. 

Oven. This oven is la rge enough lo cook a Me
dium creature whole. A 5-foot-wide iron door in the 
front of the oven allows one to reach into the oven's 
interior without disturbing the fuming cauldron 
that rests atop it. The oven's flames are produced 
by a fire elemental that is bound inside the clay 
enclosure . Its coal-black eyes are visible ins ide the 
flames to anyone who peers inside the oven. While 
it is trapped in this manner, the elemental can't be 
targeted or harmed directly. 

Any creature that enters the hot oven or starts its 
turn inside it takes 10 (2d6 + 3) fire damage. A char
acter can try to shove a Medium or smaller creature 
into the oven, if the creature is within 5 feet of the 
oven's open door (see "Shoving a Creature" in the 
Player's Handbook). lf the creature is looking into 
the oven when it is shoved, the Strength (Athletics) 
check to shove the creature is made with advantage. 

The oven is a La rge object with AC 13, 30 hit 
points, vulnerability to cold damage, and immunity 
to fire, poison, and psychic damage. If the oven is 
reduced to 15 hit points or fewer, the e lemental 
escapes from captivity and occupies an open space 
next to the oven. The elemental waits in the kitchen 
for Granny Nightshade to appear, then attacks her. It 
attacks the characters only if they harm it. 

Trapdoor and Cell. A 3-foot-square, padlocked 
iron grate covers a 5-foot-deep, 5-foot-wide cell built 
into the kitchen floor. The walls of the cell are made 
of ! -foot-thick clay bricks held together with mortar. 
Granny Nightshade carries the padlock's only key 
(see "Skabatha's Ring of Keys" earlier in the chap
ter). As an action, a character can use thieves' tools 
to try to pick the lock, doing so with a successful DC 
18 Dexte rity check. As an action, a character can 
try to pull open the trapdoor without removing the 
padlock, doing so with a successful DC 22 Strength 
(Athletics) check. 

Skabatha imprisons her mos t hated enemies 
inside the cell, which is filled with muddy water to 
a depth of 3 feet. The cell currently holds a bedrag
gled and grumpy dwarf named Elkhorn (see appen
dix B), one of the members of the adventuring band 
known as Valor's Call. If Rubin Sugarwood was 
lured through the mirror in the Witchlight Carni
val's Ha ll of lllusions, the characters a lso find him in 
the cell. still wearing smeared butterfly face paint. 
Rubin angered the hag, and she has promised to 
"plant him in her garden" when she has a new plot 
of ground ready. 



If Elkhorn is freed, he provides the following infor
mation to his rescuers: 

• Elkhorn and his four human companions entered 

Prismeer to confront thei r a rchenemy, the League 
of Malevolence. Elkhorn's companions included 
Strongheart the paladin, Mercion the cleric, Mol
liver the rogue, a nd Ringle run the wiza rd. Their 
group is known as Valor's Cal l. 

• The League of Malevolence is a coalition of vil
lains: Kelek the sorcerer, Warduke the helmed 
swordsma n, Skylla the warlock, a pries t of Orcus 
named Zargas h, and Zarak the assassin. Valor's 
Call caught up with the League of Malevolence in 
the Palace of Heart's Desire, home of the a rch fey 
Zybilna. The two groups fought a mighty battle, 
during which Elkhorn believes he was knocked 
out. He woke up here, in Loomlurch. 

• Granny Nightshade has lost interest in Elkhorn 
a nd is not concerned if he starves to death. The 
children toss him scraps of food to keep him a live. 

Elkhorn happily joins the characters if he is freed 
from the cell. He's wearing his armor, and his shield 
and sword are stuffed in a kitchen cupboard (see 
"Treasure" below), though he doesn't know that. 
The old dwarf is de termined to free the childre n 
of Loomlurch from captivity and ensure thei r safe
keeping until they can be returned to their families. 
His duty in this regard overpowers even his longing 
to find out what happened to his adventuring com
panions; if the children are rescued, Elkhorn rounds 
them up a nd cares for them. 

When Elkhorn and his friends firs t arrived in 
Pris meer, they traveled to the Palace of Heart's 
Desire by following the stone causeway that once 
stretched from the palace to the edge of the domain. 
This route has since been shattered. He knows of no 
other way to reach the pa lace. 

Cauldron. The cauldron is nearly full of hot 
melted candy, which bubbles gently. As a n action, 
a creature can spill the cauldron's conte nts onto 
a nother creature within 5 feet of it. The target mus t 
s ucceed on a DC 12 Dexterity saving throw or take 
2 (ld4) fire damage; in addition, the creature is 
covered with a sticky. crunchy candy coating that is 
easily washed off with water. 

Cookbooks. Granny Nights hade has several 
cookbooks in her kitchen tl1at contain candy rec
ipes. One of these books has a 1-foot-long piece 
of gnarled root as a bookmark; this object is the 
cutting that Granny Nightshade took from the s ham
bling mound in area LS. 

Characters can a lso find a cookbook that contains 
formulas for common a nd uncommon potions. A 
character can brew s uch a potion by following the 
rules for craf1 ing magic items in the Dungeon Mas
ter 's Guide. 

Treasure. Searching Granny Nightshade's 
kitchen reveals the following treasures: 

Six brass egg cups embossed with the faces of 
crying children (5 gp each) 

• An ornate eight-minute hourglass (75 gp) 
• A moldy wooden coffer labeled "Mushrooms" (in 

Elvis h) tha t contains two butterfly saddles a nd a 
hummingbrella (see a rea LS for descriptions of 
these mushrooms) 

In addition. Elkhorn's s hield and +1 longsword can 
be found inside a small cupboard. 

Ll4. STUDY 

T he door to a rea L13 is ajar. The staircase in this 
room climbs 20 feet to area L16. 

A staircase runs along the wall of this circular room 

and climbs to an upper level. Tucked behind curtains 

of moss and ivy are numerous bookshelves bearing 

ancient tomes, and built into one of the bookcases is 

a tall oval mirror in a wooden frame. Flickering candle

light emanates from the eye sockets of a human skull 

resting on an open rolltop desk. 

Skabatha Nightshade s pends part of her day here 
(see "Where's Skabatha?" earlier in the chapter); 
if present, she is seated at the writ ing des k and 
scribbling notes to herself while cursing various 
"unappreciative" child workers under her breath. 1f 
Bavlorna Blightstraw fled Downfall in chapter 2, 
s he is s lumped agains t the wall under the s tairs a nd 
consumed with self-pity. S he's in no mood to fight 
or have a conversation, so s he mumbles and curses 
to herself, attacking only in self-defense. Both hags' 
s tat blocks appear in appendix 8. 

The s helves conta in books of Feywild lore, a ll 
written in Elvish, each of which has a withered 
frog's body s titched into its spine. Kissing the frog 
or s troking it with a mois tened finger causes the 
frog to croak the book's title in Elvish. Notable 
tomes include the following: 

All Things Sticky, Slippery, and Sweet, written for 
children, illustrates a nd describes substances that 
would fascinate them, such as boggle oil, troll s pit
tle, and various fl avors of tree sap. 

Fantasma Demento's Codicil of Conundrums is a 
lavis hly illustrated book of fey puzzles and ridd les. 
Answers to the puzzles a nd r idd les are writte n in 
invis ible ink. 

gobliN eht fo hguaL tsaL is a thin, illus tra ted book 
describing nilbogs, who are capricious fey spirits 
that possess goblins, fome nt chaos in goblinoid so
ciety, a nd use their magic to drive others to do the 
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opposite of what they desire. All the book's w riting 
is backward. 

Pity Hes an Elf is a collection of illustrated short 
stories about an elf adventurer named Aethyn 
Ourglas. who travels the Feywild and befriends 
dangerous creatures in s urprising ways. 

The Queen's Gowns depicts a nd describes famous 
gowns worn by the Summer Queen. with asides 
written by the gowns' equally famous designers. 

Tales from the Gloaming Court is a set of eleven 
hefty, green-covered. iUustrated books filled with 
s tories and illustrations of Feywild intrigue that 
s hed light on the S eelie and Unseelie courts . (Vol
umes 3 a nd 8 are missing from Skabatha's collec
tion and ca n be found in chapter 4.) 

Three Rules to Rule By is a thin , dog-eared book 
that describes the rules of hospitality. ownership, 
and reciprocity in detail (see "Rules of Conduct" in 
chapter 2). 

Twilight Tides is a fat. w rinkled book about navigat-
ing the oceans of the Feywild. 

After two books were stolen from her collection 
(volumes 3 and 8 of Tales from the Gloaming Court), 
Skabatha placed wards on every one of the remain
ing books. Any book that is removed from her study 
turns to ashes instantly. A detect magic spell reveals 
an aura of abjuration magic around each book. 

S helved among the books a re hundreds of scrolls 
that bear no magical wards; they describe encoun
ters with individuals who struck bargains with Ska
batha. and the horrible curses she put on each of 
them for failing to uphold their end. 

Magic Mirror. The oval mirror built into one of 
the bookcases functions like the magic mirror in 
area Bl of Bavlorna 's cottage (see chapter 2). 

Roi/top Desk. This desk contains quills, ink, a hu
man skull fashioned into a lantern, a treasure (see 
"Treasure" below), and a rolled-up wanted poster 
bearing a sketch of Will of the Feywild, a long with 
the following text in Common: 

Wanted: Will of che Feywild! 

Find this flibbertigibbet and deliver him to me alive 
and unharm ed, and I shall make you as s trong as 
an octopus! 

Granny Nightshade 

Any character who can rightfully cla im this reward 
is better off not doing so, for it comes in the form of 
a potion that, if drunk. gives the imbiber a Strength 
score of 4 (the strength of a normal octopus). The 
effect lasts until the creature receives the benefit of 
a remove curse spell. a greater restoration spell, or 
s imilar magic. 
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Treasure. Among the junk in the rolltop desk are 
the following interesting items: 

• A varnished human eyeball inside the lower half 
of a small hourglass that hangs like a pendant 
from a necklace made of woven hair. This is the 
Hourglass Coven's hag eye (described in the "Hag 
Covens" s idebar in the Monster Manual). 

• A black-feathered quill with a bone tip that magi
cally produces its own ink (150 gp). The ink is the 
crimson color of fresh blood unti l it dries, where
upon its color changes to sepia. 
A Tiny clockwork toad with AC 5 and 1 hit point. 
If a creature places the toad on the ground, it hops 
5 feet across the ground on each of the creatu re's 
turns in a random direction and makes a croaking 
noise that can be heard out to a range of 30 feet. 
Any c reature that licks the clockwork toad must 
succeed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw 
or be poisoned for 1 hour. While the creature is 
poisoned in this way, other creatures a re invis
ible to it. 

Ll5 . REDCAP PATCH 

To one side of the giant, toppled tree is a grove of 

bearded willows on the bank of a murky woodland 

pond. A patch of tilled earth spreads beneath their 

boughs. The caps of several red toadstools are 1ust 

beginning to emerge from the loam. 

The toadstools are the tips of the hats worn by six 
redcaps (see appendix C) that are forming under 
the earth. Any c reature that tries to pick a toadstool 
causes its redcap to rise up out of the earth, out
raged at be ing awakened early. This redcap is not 
fully formed and has ha lf its normal hit points. 

Whenever Granny Nightshade's key stops turning, 
ld3 redcaps emerge fully grown from this patch, 
leaving any remaining redcaps under the soil, still_ 
not fully formed. The risen redcaps loiter here unttl 
they see something they can kill or until Granny 
Nightshade gives them a mission. 

The redcaps are hostile toward creatures other 
than Granny Nightshade. However, if a redcap is of
fered a gift, it accepts the gi ft and becomes so a ngry 
a t the thought of having to reciprocate (see "Rules of 
Conduct'' in chapter 2) that it clutches its chest and 
keels over dead a t the sta rt of its next turn. 

Ll6. GRANNY NIGHTSHADE'S BEDROOM 

This room has two closed doors, one leading to a 
20-foot-high balcony and the other leading to area 
L17. Neither door is locked. A stai rcase descends 
to a rea L14. 



Almost everything about this bedroom is orderly, from 

the bed with the patchwork quilt to the ornamental 

pigs arranged in a neat row on the dresser. Such tidi

ness is at odds, however, with the decaying dollhouse 

sitting on the bedside table. This three-foot-tall edifice 

has seen better days and is now besmirched by peel

ing paint, mold, and rot. 

Behind the dollhouse, by the window, moths flutter 

inside a large bell jar. Facing one another a long the 

outer wall are a pair of doors. Next to the door clos

est to the staircase is a wooden rocking cradle with a 

neatly folded blanket in it. 

If Skabatha Nights hade (see appendix B) is here , 
she is asleep inside the dollhouse in her miniatur
ized form. Whi le Granny Nightshade is s leeping, 
a character must succeed on a DC 12 Dexterity 
(Stealth) check to sneak up on he r without wa king 
her. Talking near the doll house a lso awake ns he r. 

The dollhouse is fu lly enclosed. rathe r tha n being 
open at the back as a normal doll house would be. 
A Tiny creature can enter the doll house through its 
front door or one of its windows and explore its inte
rior, which has a gloomy foyer, parlor. kitchen, a nd 
dining room on the ground floor; two bedrooms. 

a sewing room. a nd a nonfunctiona l bath on the 
second floor: a nd a s pooky, s pacious attic. If you 
used the "Los t Things" adventure hook a nd Granny 
Nights hade s tole from the cha racte rs, a ny items tha t 
their lost things were tra nsformed into are kept in
side the doll house's a ttic, along with the items lis ted 
in the "Treas ure" section below. 

Characters who ins pect the outs ide of the doll
house close ly can see that the roof is hinged, like 
the lid of a toybox. It is held s hut by an arcane lock 
s pell that only Granny Nights hade can bypass 
without using magic. No amount of brute force will 
ope n the sealed roof. but a knock s pell or s imilar 
magic ope ns it. gra nting access to the auic a nd its 
conte nts . Gra nny Nightshade a lso set a password 
("rumpleclump·1

) that, when spoken within 5 feet of 
the doll house , suppresses the arcane Jock s pell for 
1 minute. Cradlefall and Pincushion know the pass
word but won't divulge it unless their very exis tence 
is threate ned. Mishka (see area L13) a lso knows the 
password a nd sha res it with a ny characters who a re 
willing to help her. 

Creatures ins ide the dollhouse can't be af
fected by s pells or attacks that originate outs ide 
the doll house. a nd the dollhouse is enchamed 10 

be immune to a ll da mage. If it is knocked over. 
each creature inside the doll house mus t s ucceed 
on a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw or ta ke ld6 
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bludgeoning da mage from colliding with walls, fur
niture, and junk. 

Jar of Moths. Gra nny Nightshade keeps these 
moths lo ameliorate the effect of her curse: a fter she 
wakes each morning, she forgets a ll about the firsl 
creature s he sees. This means that Granny Night
s hade doesn't think about the creature, doesn't see 
it in front of he r, and instantly forgets anything it 
says. The e ffect las ts unlil she finishes her next long 
rest or until s he takes damage from the creature, 
at which point she remembers everything. So, to 
lessen the risk to herself. Granny Nightshade placed 
the jar of moths where it would be the first thing 
she sees when she emerges from her doll house 
each morning. 

Rocking Cradle. This cradle is pa inted with 
images of green dragons. It belongs to Cradlefall , 
though the wyrmling has outgrown it. It contains a 
folded. threadba re blanket. 

Treasure. The attic of the doll house contains the 
following valuable items: 

• A pair of embroidered velvet slippers (15 gp) 
• A false eye made of solid gold (25 gp) 
• A c racked hand mirror with a gaudy, bejeweled 

handle a nd fra me (65 gp) 

Ll7. AVIARY 

The door to a rea L16 is closed but not locked. 

Old , empty birdhouses are nailed to the walls of this 

cramped room, and a dozen birdcages hang from 

the ceiling. The cages are filled with tiny clockwork 

sparrows. As the birds' gears turn, the air thrums 

with rhythmic ticking. Paper a nd quills are heaped on 

a small writing desk under the cages. A pair of open 

windows overlook the forest beyond. Carved into 

the wall above one window is the word "Hither,'' and 

above the othe r is the word "Yon." 

Gra nny Nights hade uses the mechanical sparrows 
to re lay messages to her sisters. The sparrows use 
the hawk s ta t block but are Constructs that are im
mune to poison and psychic damage; the effects of 
exhaustion; a nd the charmed, frightened, petrified, 
a nd poisoned conditions. 

The s parrows have their names engraved on their 
breasts . (Example names include Glyff, Pim, and 
Zwee. Create others as needed.) If a creature speaks 
a sparrow's na me a loud a nd gives it a task, it flies 
off as though affected by a n animal messenger spell. 
In addition to delivering spoken messages, a me
chanical s parrow can a lso carry written letters. 
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Writing Desk. The writing desk conta ins three 
letters. two from Bavlorna and one from Endelyn: 

Sister, 
f don't have Elidon's horn. If I did, I would use it 

to free Bloodybeak and send it after the jabberwock 
that lairs in the palace and hunts in your forest. 
No matter what Endelyn says, that burbling beast 
of a dragon is a threat to our coven and our three 
realms. How Zybilna managed to be friend it, I'll 
never know! Maybe we should ask her- ha ha. 

Much love, 
Lorna 

Lovely Skab, 
The last time I saw the unicorn horn, it was in 

your possession. Pity you lost it. But fret not! I have 
gazed into the Orrery of Tragedies, and it has re
vealed to me that Elidon's horn will be found. 

If worse comes to worst, recall that Elidon's mate 
still dwells in your forest. You could kill Lamorna 
and take her horn-assuming, of course, you're not 
too busy making toys. 

Your darling sister, 
End 

Dear Sis ter, 
There's no use asking Endelyn if she has the horn. 

She doesn't tell us anything! But ifwe don't find 
it soon, I fear what thejabberwock will do after it 
gets tired of prowling the forest and turns its fiery 
gaze elsewhere. Gods' bodkins, that thing gives me 
nightmares! 

Must I remind you that we need a unicorn's horn 
to free creatures from the cauldron's time-freezing 
magic? It's not enough to know their true names, 
you know. Of course, my greater concern is that 
someone else finds the horn and uses it for exactly 
that purpose. What do you think Zybilna will do to 
us, we treacherous three, if s he's no longer bound by 
her cauldron's magic? 

Your beloved s ister, 
Lorna 

FROM THITHER TO YON 
At any Lime, Squirt can lead the characters through 
the mis ts of Prismeer to the mountains of Yon. Cf the 
characte rs have not yet encountered Squirt, steer 
them to Little Oak or have the treant come to them. 
If Squirt was los t or destroyed, choose a no ther crea
ture to serve as the ir guide to Yon. Little Oak would 
be a fine choice. 







CH PlrR 

YON 

NOELYN M OONGRAVE, TH E DAME OF U NH APPY 

Endings, presides ove r this realm, and he r 
pencha nt for theatrics has trans formed the 
land around he r. Sto rm clouds roil, s had
ows take on a life of the ir own, a nd the a ir 

is filled with a sense o f impending dread. 
Carved into the rea lm's ta llest pinnacle is Mothe r

horn , Ende lyn's theate r, where ha pless souls come 
seeking hope , only to leave afte r s ta rk revela tions of 
decline and despa ir- if they leave at a ll. 

RUNNING IBIS CHAPTER 
In this chapte r, the cha racters navigate the bleak 
mounta ins of Yon, searching for their los t things or 
a route to the Pa lace of Heart's Desire . 

Before your firs t game session in Yon, follow these 
s te ps to he lp make the players' expe rience as ente r
taining as possible: 

Yon is ruled by Endelyn Moongrave, also known 
as Bitter End, Creeping Lyn, and the Da me of 
Unhappy Endings. Read the hag's description and 
skim he r s tat block in appendix 8. 
Read thi s chapter in its entire ty, and reacqua int 
yourself with the "Prismeer Overview" in 
chapter 2. 
Look ove r the map of Yon. Locations marked on 
the map a re described later in the chapter. 

Before the characters a rrive at Mothe rhoro, make 
a copy of Stagefright's lines of dia logue in appendix 
E, then cut them into s trips and place the strips in 
an opaque conta ine r such as a paper bag or a plastic 
Ha lloween cauldron. See "A Tragedy in the Making" 
later in the chapter for how S tagefright's lines come 
into play. 

LOST THINGS IN YON 

If you used the "Lost Things" adventure hook, check 
the Story Tracke r to see if E ndelyn Moongrave has 

anything o r anyone the characte rs seek to recla im. 
When the cha racte rs enter Yon, a nyone who had 
something s tolen by the hag gets the nagging sen
sation tha t it is somewhere in this realm, though 
the character doesn't know where. The feeling 
fades when the characte r e ithe r regains wha t was 
lost or leaves Yon without recovering it. Anything 
the cha racters might wa nt re turned to them is kept 

in area M22. 

NAVIGATING YON 

Using the map of Yon as a refe rence. describe wha t 
the cha racte rs see as they forge their path through 
the s plinte r-realm. Yon's numerous lightning rods 
a nd the othe r landmarks detailed in the "Encoun
ters in Yon" section s it atop high peaks and pla teaus 
a nd a re easily s pied from a dis ta nce. 

Shortly a fter arriving in Yon. the characters en
counte r a ta lking da nde lion na med Amidor. who 

knows its way a round Yon, w he re the characters 
might s tumble upon one or more of the following 
locations : 

• Lockbury Henge, a meeting place for korreds 
(see appendix C) w ho can give directions to Brig
ganock Mine 

• Brigganock Mine , where w is h s tones a re un
earthed by tiny creatures called brigganocks (see 
appendix C) 
Pilla rs of rock called the Fey Beacons. which a re 
clearly vis ible from Lockbury Henge 

One route to the Pa lace of Heart's Desire lies in 

Motherhorn's belfry, which contains a silver bell that 
summons gia nt cranes when it is rung. These birds 
serve as flying mounts a nd can deliver the charac
ters to the pa lace. The cha racters can a lso reach the 
pa lace by an ove rla nd route, but they need a guide 
who knows the way. Without a guide, they would be
come hopelessly lost in the mounta ins of Yon. 

GUIDE FROM YON TO HITHER OR THE 
PALACE OF HEART'S DESIRE 

Amidor, a swashbuckling dandelion, can guide the 
cha racte rs from Yon to Hither and back to Yon. It 
a lso knows a safe overla nd route to the Pa lace o f 
Heart 's Desire. The cha racters encounte r Ami
dor shortly a fter arriving in Yon (see "Arriva l in 
Yon" below). 

FEATURES OF YON 
Yon is a realm of rocky peaks, thunderclouds, a nd 
howling winds. The na r row ledges a nd footpa ths 
that curl around the mounta ins make fool travel 
possible, but s uch routes a re arduous, and dead 
ends a re common. S kittis h goals leap a nd bound 
across the mountain s lopes with ease, but they 
avoid stra ngers . To see fa rther tha n a mile or two, 
one must ascend to high ground, where the ra in a nd 
winds a re pa rticularly fierce. 
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LIGHTNING Roos 
Endelyn Moongrave has erected copper lightning 
rods on mountaintops throughout Yon and uses 
them to harness electricity from the storms, which 
in turn powers the contraptions in her theater. 
Each lightning rod is 30 feet tall and topped with a 
10-foot-diameter symbol of a sun or moon made of 
copper. Each hour, the rods discharge the electric
ity they've accumulated, sending arcs of lightning 
across the sky to lightning rods atop Motherhorn. 

Each lightning rod is a Huge object with AC 17, 75 
hit points. and immunity to lightning, poison, and 
psychic damage. A lightning rod has abundant hand
holds and footholds that allow it to be climbed with
out a check. lt can be toppled by lashing ropes to 
the top of it and then pulling it over. which requires 
either a successful DC 30 Strength (Athletics) check 
or the effort of multiple creatures with a combined 
Strength of 60 or higher. A rod can't be toppled by 
pulling or pushing at its base. 

ARR IVA L IN YON 
When the characters first arrive in Yon, read: 

You stand on a path that wends between rocky crags 

on a mountainside. The sky is dark and full of roiling 

thunderclouds. You are greeted by a howling wind. 

For a second, lightning splits the sky, striking nearby 

mountaintops and illuminating a distant pinnacle of 

rock that has a foreboding castle carved out of it. 

The distant castle is Motherhorn. What direction 
the characters go is up to them. Whichever way they 
choose, they don't get far before they encounter an
other friendly guide. 

AMIDOR AND GLEAM 

This encounter should take place before the 
characters have their first random encounter in 
Yon or reach any of the marked locations on the 
map of Yon. 

S HADOW LESS 

A shadowless creature is one that carries the curse of 
having no shadow-a fact evident only when the crea
ture is in bright or dim light. A remove curse spell or 

similar magic ends the curse on a shadowless creature, 
reuniting it with its shadow instantly. 

Creatures native to Prismeer will not trust or do busi
ness with a known shadowless creature or those who 
ally themselves with one. 
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You see two figures standing on an outcrop of rock, 

outlined against the stormy sky. One is a slender 

female elf wearing a crescent moon mask, and the 

other is a three-foot-tall dandelion with a small rapier 

strapped to its stem. A honeybee the size of an orange 

buzzes around the dandelion's bright yellow head. 

The elf is the first to notice you . As she points in 

your direction, the dandelion d raws its rapier and as

sumes a defensive pose. The honeybee buzzes more 

loudly as it flies circles around the two of them. 

The creature wielding the rapier is Amidor the 
dandelion, and its beloved companion is Pollenella 
the honeybee (see the accompanying stat blocks). 
The masked figure is Gleam, a high elf acrobat (use 
the Selenelion twin stat block in appendix C) from 
the Witchlight Carnival. Whenever lightning flashes 
across the dark sky, it's easy to see that Gleam casts 
oo shadow. While she has no shadow, Gleam is 
cursed (see the "Shadowless" sidebar). 

Characters who me t Gleam's detached shadow in 
the Witchlight Carnival notice that Gleam's crescent 
moon mask has the same shape as the one worn by 
her shadow. 

If the characters seem friendly, Amidor and 
Gleam beseech them for help. By way of reciproca
tion, Amidor offers its services as a guide. During 
the ensuing conversation, Am.idor and Gleam freely 
share the following information: 

• Amidor is on the run after freeing Pollenella, a 
queen bee, from a cyclops beekeeper. The two 
of them crossed paths with Gleam, and, after 
hearing the elfs sorry tale, Amidor resolved 
to help her. 

• Endelyo Moongrave snipped off Gleam's shadow 
using a pair of magic scissors and has imprisoned 
her twin sister, Glister. The rule of hospitality (see 
"Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2) prevents the hag 
from harming Glister, but Gleam can sense her 
sister's distress. The twins work as an acrobatic 
duo, and they used to be star performers in the 
Witch light Carnival. Gleam wants to free her sis
ter and find a way back to the carnival-perhaps 
with the help of the Fey Beacons (see "Fey Bea
cons" later in the chapter). 

• Endelyn believes her own demise will occur 
during an eclipse. Because there is no moon in the 
sky over Yon, the hag assumes the eclipse will be 
a symbolic display, rather than a literal one. Since 
the S elenelion twins are the living embodiment of 
the moon and the sun, the hag decided to separate 
the elf sisters, releasing one while keeping the 
other as her "guest." By keeping the twins apart, 
the hag hopes to forestall her doom. 



While s he was a guest in Motherhorn, Gleam 
learned the following information, which s he s ha res 
with characters who promise to help her: 

• The mounta ins a re home to clans of korreds
s tout Fey creatures whose hair has the s trength of 
iron. The korreds gather a nd dance a t Lockbury 
Henge. (If the cha racters don't think of it them
selves, Gleam s uggests they s trike up a n allia nce 
with the korreds. S ee "Lockbury Henge·• la ter in 
the chapter for how they might accomplis h tha t.) 

• An elf prince named Alagarthas made a ba rgain 
with Endelyn a nd now finds himself trapped in 
Yon. He's at the Fey Beacons , searching for a way 
home (see "Fey Beacons" later in the chapter for 
more information) . 

• Hurly, a bugbear, made a ba rgain w ith Endelyn 
and is quite unhappy with how things played out. 
Now be is forced to perform in her morbid theater. 
Like Gleam, Hurly used to work for Mister Witch 
and Mister Light, though Gleam a nd he r sibling 
had already left the carnival by the time Hurly 
and his brother Burly a rrived. (Gleam knows that 
Hurly is eager to see his brother again, and s he'd 
like to help him if s he can.) 

Appendix D has additional roleplaying notes for 
Amidor and Gleam. 

D EVELOPM EN T 

Amidor's first concern is Pollenella's safe ty, but the 
dandelion a lso tries to make good on its promises 
to help Gleam a nd the cha racters. Honor dictates 
that Amidor reunite Gleam w ith her tw in before 
leading the characters to Hither or the Pa lace of 
Heart's Desi re. 

In addition to serving as the characters ' guide 
in Yon, Amidor acts as the de facto leader of their 
company of guides, w hich at this point might also 
include Clapperclaw the scarecrow a nd Squirt 
the oilcan. 

j -

POLLENELLA THE HONEYBEE 
Tiny Beast, Unaligned 

Armor Class 13 
Hit Points l (1 d4 - l ) 
Speed 5 ft., fly 30 ft. 

STR 
l (-5) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 
8 (- 1) 

Senses passive Perception 10 
Languages -
Challenge O (1 0 XP) 

ACTIONS 

INT 
l (- 5) 

W IS 
10 (+O) 

CHA 
l (-5) 

Proficiency Bonus +2 

Sting. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one targe t. 

Hit: 3 piercing damage. 

AMIDOR THE DANDELION 
Small Plant, Neutral Good 

Armor Class 12 
Hit Points 28 (8d6) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
6 (-2) 

DEX 
l 5 (+2) 

CON 
10 (+O) 

INT 
13 (+ 1) 

WIS 
12 (+l) 

Saving Throws Str +O, Dex +4, Con +2, Wis +3 
Skills Perception +3, Persuasion +5, Stealth +4 
Senses passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Sylvan 

AMI0OR i\ N 0 

PoLLEN ELL/\ 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Challenge 1/ 2 (100 XP) Proficiency Bo nus +2 

Speak with Beasts and Plants. Amidor can communicate with 

Beasts and Plants as if it shared a language with them. 

ACT IONS 

Rapier. Melee Weapon Aitack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one target. 

Hit: 6 (ld8 + 2) piercing d amage. 

Seed Sling. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hi t, range 30/ 120 ft., 

one target. Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) bludgeoning damage. 

REACTI O N S 

Parry. Amidor adds 2 to its AC against one m elee attack that 

would hit it. To do so , Amido r must see the attacker and be 

wie lding a melee weapo n. 
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lf you feel burde ned by a ll these nonplayer cha r
acters, give the m respons ibilities that don't require 
a lot o f your attention. For example, Clapperclaw's 
ma in duty might be to carry S quirt, w hile Amidor 
might spend nearly a ll its time watching over the 
other guides a nd whisper ing sweet nothings to Pol
lenella. In combat. you can have these supporting 
cha racters take the Dodge action or, as circum
sta nces dictate , the He lp action. Doing so has the 
added be nefit of making the player characters the 
centerpiece of the adventure. 

RAN DOM E N 0 OU NTE RS IN Y ON 
A ra ndom e ncounte r in Yon occurs whenever you 
want it to. To dete rmine what the cha racters en
counte r, roll a dB a nd cons ult the Ra ndom E ncoun
te rs in Yon table. lf you get the same result as a 
previous roll. choose a different encounter that you 
think would be fun. 

RA N DOM ENCOU NTER S IN YO N 

d8 Encounter 

Astronom er's th rone 

2 Awakened giant goats 

3 Cyclops beekeeper 

4 Evil kite 

s Goblin procession 

6 Goblin shadows 

7 Pageant wagon 

8 Tornado 

ASTRONOMER'S THRONE 
The cha racters come across a throne hew n from 
a boulder a nd etched with astronomical symbols. 
A detect magic spell reveals a n aura of divination 
magic a round the throne. An inscription in Elvis h 
engraved around the seat of the throne reads: 

I am a traveler from a dis tant land. 
My name is Mazikoth, Keeper of Stars. 
S it on my throne, disciple, and unravel. 

Any cha racter who s ucceeds on a DC 2 0 Intel
ligence (Arcana or History) check recalls tha t 
Mazikoth was a n e lf a nd a celebrated astrono
mer who claimed to ha il from a black s ta r a t the 
edge of night. 

A creature that s its on the throne begins to feel 
cold a nd drowsy. The fi rs t creature that rema ins 
seated on the th rone for a t least 1 minute fa lls into 
a magica l trance that lasts for 1 hour. While in the 
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tra nce, the creature is unaware of its s urround ings 
as it dreams of hurtling through s pace toward a 
fa raway, dead star. At the end of the dream, the 
creature a rrives a t the star's cold s u rface a nd 
wakes with a start, having inherited a fragment of 
Mazikoth's psyche. T he creature gains proficiency 
in one of the following s kills (its c hoice): Arcana, De
ception, History. Insight, Intimida tion, or S urvival. 

Once the th rone bestows its gift on a creature, 
the throne ceases to be magical for one year, during 
which time noth ing happens whe n a creature 
s its on it. 

A WAKEN ED GIANT GOATS 
The cha racters come upon three giant goats, each 
of which has received the benefit of a n awaken 
s pell , rais ing its Intelligence score to 10 a nd 
gra nting it the abil ity to speak Elvis h . T hese goats 
have silvery-gray fur, wizened faces, a nd golden, 
hourglass-shaped pupils that observe the charac
te rs closely. 

The goats have the ability to hear prophecies a nd 
secrets whispered on the w ind. Upon seeing the 
cha racters, the goats bleat the following: 

• The fi rst goat says, "W he n the moon obstructs 
the sun, Creeping Lyn will come undone." (This 
prophecy re fers to Ende lyn's weakness, as de
scribed in a ppendix B.) 

• The second goat says, "P lay to her passions . Stay 
on scr ipt. A cat, a horn, or a s hadow ripped ." (This 
prophecy refers to Endelyn's desire to have plays 
performed for he r a nd the three things s he's w ill
ing to accept as the result of a ny ba rgain made 
with the cha racters, as discussed in "Bargaining 
with Endelyn" section later in the chapter.) 

• The th ird goat says, "The fool's scepter is the key." 
(This stateme nt refers to the scepter that be longs 
to Stagefright the goblin, w hich can be used to 
open the stone door to area Ml 7.) 

After speaking these words , the goats wait to see 
if the cha racters offer them something in return, 
thereby honoring the rule of reciprocity (see "Rules 
of Conduct" in cha pter 2). The goats a re hungry but 
not picky eaters, though they admit to being fond of 
root vegeta bles. If no reciprocation is forthcoming, 
either in the fo rm of food or other gi fts, a ll th ree 
goats bolt away as a galeb duhr erupts from the 
ground beneath them. T his Elemen tal can't speak 
a nd is a man ifestation of the Feywild's a nger toward 
the cha racters. It a ttacks the pa r ty a nd fights until 
destroyed. T he re a re plenty of boulders in the area 
that the galeb duhr can animate us incr its Animate b 

Boulde rs action. 
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CYCLOPS BEEKEEPER 

A cyclops beekeeper named Mudlump stumbles 

upon the characters whi le he is searching for 

Pollenella, his lost queen bee. Mud lump wears a 

hooded veil to protect his eye from bee stings and 

carries a large beehive on a slick, w hich doubles as 

a greatclub. Three times per day, as an action, Mud

lump can shake his beehive to bring forth a swarm 

of bees; treat each one as a swarm of insects 

(wasps). The swarm attacks Mud lump's enemies. 

If Amidor is with the party, the dandelion un

sheathes its rapier to defend his beloved honeybee. 

Upon seeing Amidor. the cyclops roars in Giant, 

"You stole queen bee! Mud lump needs queen to 

make honey mead! Best mead in Yon! " Amidor 

doesn't speak Giant and has no idea w hat the 

cyclops is saying, but Mudlump's outrage comes 

through loud and clear. 

Mudlump speaks no language other than Giant. 

Any character w ho can communicate w ith Mud lump 

can, with a successful DC 13 Charisma (Persua

sion) check. convince him not to attack Amidor or 

the party. Here are three options for settling the dis

pute, though clever players can come up with others: 

Honorable Duel. The characters convince Mud

lump to participate in an honorable duel against 

one of their own. If Mud lump wins, he gets 
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Pollenella; if he loses, he lets Amidor keep Pol

lenella and doesn't trouble the party again. 

Magical Deception. The characters use magic to 

fool or placate M udlump. For example, a character 

might create an illusion of Pollenella that fools the 

cyclops long enough for the party to escape. Alter

natively, a character might use a speak with ani

m als spell to find out what Pollenella wants. The 

bee would rather stay with Amidor than return to 

the cyclops; if Mudlump sees the spell being cast 

and learns of Pollenella's preference, he lets Ami

dor keep the bee. 

Explain Love to Mudlump. The character s tell 

Mud lump that Amidor and Pollenella are in love. 

This statement causes the cyclops to blink in con

fusion and ask, "What is love?" If the concept is 

explained to him, Mudlump declares that he'd l ike 

to be in love, too, and gives the characters a quest 

to find his true love. Although the characters can 

lry to pair Mud lump up with any creature they 

deem suitable, his ideal match can be found in the 

Palace of Heart 's Desire: the fomorian Dubhfor

gail (see area P18 in chapter 5). 

Mud/ump's Home. If M udlump survives this en

counter, he returns to his hom e in the tumbledown, 

moss-covered ruins of a 30-foot-diameter stone 

tower that once protruded from a mountainside. 

g 
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There, in a small garden, the cyclops has cultivated 
three fat, 6-foot-tall mus hrooms. These fungi have 

been hollowed out and turned into casks, their caps 

serving as lids. These casks a re used to ferment a 

mixture of water and honey, which Mudlump com

bines with o ther ingredients to make honey mead. 

A great beehive-cons ide rably larger than the one 

Mudlump carries around- fills an ancient, rotted-out 

tree s tump on one side of the tower. The stump is 10 

feet ta ll, twice as wide, and has openings at the top 

through which Mudlump can reach into the hive. A 

6-foot-high , 3-foot-wide, naturally formed opening 

on one s ide of the s tump leads lo a cavity fill ed with 

honeycombs a nd swarming w ith bees. (Amidor used 

this opening to ente r the hive and rescue Pollenella.) 

Treasure. Mudlump has hidden the following 
treasures under loose stones throughout his home. 

Any characte r can find these items with a thorough 

search of the ruins: 

• An empty crystal vial shaped like a pix ie, dangling 
on the end of a de licate si lver chain (75 gp) 

• An untune d lyre of exquisite quality (250 gp) 
• A quiver of Ehlonna 

EVIL KITE 

Feenia, an unhappy goblin child (neutral) in 
overalls, flies a kite on a blustery plateau. The 
kite is alive, has a hideous face stretched over its 
diamond-shaped frame, and cackles in the wind. 

The kite's 40-foot-long string has five blue bows tied 
along its length at 8-foot inte rvals, starting about 
5 feet from Feenia's e nd of the string and ending 5 

feet away from the kite. 
Feenia's goblin parents, Specklenose and Zolt, 

live and work in Motherhorn. Three days ago, Fee
nia was caught stealing theater props, but Endelyn 

Moongrave promised not to punis h her as long as 

Feenia agree d to fly the hag's kite. Feenia did so and 

is now unable to le t go of the cursed thing. Yanking 

the string from Feenia's grasp releases the goblin 
child from the pact but also ages her 10 years for 

every bow that is a ttached to the kite. The most s he 

can age is SO years-enough to transform her into a 

crone with skin like a s hriveled apple. 
Feenia s peaks Common and Goblin. If the charac

ters approach her, she shares the following informa

tion while the kite taunts her from above: 

"My arms are so very sore, I don't want to fly this kite 

anymore! But ifl let go of this string, Creeping Lyn 

says I'll become an old thing! The curse comes from 

those five blue bows, but they won't come off while 

the wind blows." 

The kite, which was created and brought to life by 
Endelyn, is a Small animated object (see the ani
mate objects s pell for its s tatis tics). The bows can't 
be removed from the s tring while the kite is in the 
a ir, and the string can't be cut. The kite , its s tring, 

a nd the bows turn to ashes if the kite is reduced to 0 
hit points . 

The safest way to free Feenia from the kite with
out aging her is to untie the bows. which can be 
accomplis hed only while the kite is on the ground 
(see "The Kite Falls" below). Once the kite falls to 
the ground, it takes a n action to untie each bow. 
Another way to free Feenia is to reduce the kite to 0 
hit points with a s ingle a ttack or effect before it can 

react (see "The Kite Reacts" below). 
The Kite Falls. A character who doesn't know 

what else to do can use a n action to make a DC 13 
Wisdom (Ins ight) check. On a successful check, the 

character senses a correlation be tween Feenia's 
foul mood a nd the s trength of the wind around her. 

If the kite's taunts are muted for at least 1 minute 

using a silence spell or simi la r magic, Feenia's 
mood improves, causing the wind to abate and the 
kite to fall. The same thing happens if a ch aracter 
uses a n action to try to calm Feenia, doing so with a 
s uccessful DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion) check, or 

if the goblin receives the benefit of a calm emotions 
spell or similar magic. 

The Kite Reacts. If the kite takes da mage, but not 

enough to reduce it to O hit points, it uses its reac
tion to yank the s tring from Feenia's grasp (caus ing 

Feenia to age as described above). On subsequent 
turns, the unte thered kite flies away. 

Development. Regardless of how this encounter 
plays out, Feenia is not happy about returning to 

Motherhorn as long as Creeping Lyn is there. She 
is aware of a s mall cave nearby where she can hide, 

and she can survive there indefinitely by eating 
moss and lizards . 

Feenia has a trinket hidden in the pocket of her 

overalls. She gives this trinket to the characte rs if 
they rid her of the kite without causing he r to age. 
Roll on the Feywild Trinkets table in the introduc
tion to determine the trinket. 

GOBLIN PROCESSION 

Eight goblins (neutral) s huffle into view, solemnly 

ringing handbells . They wear headdresses made 
from animal skulls (badgers, wolves. a nd rams) 
and are further adorned with necklaces o f dangling 

bones. Known as the Dead Ringe rs, they sound 
their bells to comfort the dead, whom they believe 

lie in the rock beneath their feet. 
The goblins a re inte rested in ta lking to stra ngers 

and are willing to trade their services for a trinke t. 

They have the power to commune with the dead by 
forming a ci rcle a nd ringing their bells. (A minimum 
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of three goblins are needed to pe rform the ritual.) 
After 1 minute of this clamor, the e phemeral spirit 
of a korred (see appendix C) or some other departed 
Fey creature rises from the ground between the 
goblins. The spirit answers three questions put to it, 
as though it was targeted by a speak with dead spell. 
Use the spirit to communicate as much useful infor
mation as you want; ideally, the characters should 
learn at least one fact that might help them in a fu
ture encounter. 

The goblins require one trinket as payment each 
time they commune wi.th a spirit. After performing 
this ritual three times, the goblins must finish a long 
rest to regain their spirit-summoning power. 

GOBLIN SHADOWS 

Endelyn Moongrave separates Humanoids from 
their shadows using a pair of magic scissors. These 
severed shadows, indebted to the hag for granting 
them their freedom, have become a minor menace 
to travelers. 

Characters who have a pas sive Wisdom (Percep
tion) score of 16 or higher observe two silent shad
ows creeping up behind them. Each one looks like 
the slightly elongated shadow of a goblin; both use 
the shadow s tat block, except they are Fey rather 
than Undead. The shadows can't leave Yon but oth
e rwise try to follow the characters wherever they 
go, making spooky and threatening gestures but 
without caus ing any ha rm. If they a re attacked, the 
shadows attack in turn. If one shadow is destroyed, 
the other tries to flee. 

A creature whose Strength is reduced to Oby a 
shadow's Strength Drain attack does not die but 
falls unconscious ins te.ad. The creature regains con
sciousness and the reduction to its Strength score 
disappears after it finishes a short or long rest. 

PAGEANT WAGON 

A wooden pageant wagon trundles toward the party 
on s queaky wheels. It moves by itself at a speed of 
20 feet and is accompa nied by a tall figure swathed 
in long robes and a cowl. The wagon is painted with 
stormy, windswept landscapes and carries a puppe t 
theate r with black velvet curta ins drawn across it. 

The wagon stops near the cha racters, and the 
curta ins pull back to reveal a pa inted backdrop that 
matches the envi ronme nt in which the characters 
stand. Marionettes representing each of the cha r
acte rs dance on the stage a nd begin to reenact a 
recent scene from the party's time in Yon. 

The marionettes, the wagon, and its attendant 
a re magically animated. If the cha racters touch the 
hooded figure, it collapses into a pile of robes. If 
they try to board the wagon, it falls a part into a heap 
of wood scraps as thunder booms and lightning 
flashes overhead. 
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The play is 3 minutes long and ends with a scene 
that shows the characters standing around a tiny 
replica of the pageant wagon. A banne r emblazoned 
with the words "To be continued!" unfurls in front 
of the scene, and then the curtains close. From the 
folds of its robes , the hooded figure presents a docu
ment to each character. Each one looks like a ticket 
with a tiny puppet resembling the character painted 
on it. Written unde r this effigy in script that the re
cipient unde rstands (regardless of what languages 
it knows) are these words: "Good for one private 
audience with Endelyn Moongrave-no strings at
tached!" Afte r the invitations are handed out, the 
wagon and its attendant disappear abruptly. 

TORNADO 

The sky darkens as a huge tornado forms and ca
reens toward the characters. Everyone in the party 
(characters and nonplayer characters) must make a 
DC 17 Strength saving throw. If at least half of the 
party members succeed on the saving throw, none 
of them are swept away by the tornado. 

If less than half of them succeed on the saving 
throw, the tornado whisks the group to a location 
determined by rolling on the Tornado Destinations 
table. Each party member takes 10 (3d6) force dam
age and falls prone upon landing. In addition, any 
character whose saving throw failed by 5 or more 
loses one nonmagical item in transit (determined 
by you). The item should be something that could 
reasonably be snatched away by the wind, such as a 
belt pouch or a helmet. This item is not recoverable. 

TORNADO DESTINATIONS 

d8 Destination 

Somewhere in Hither (DM's choice) 

2 Somewhere in Thither (DM's choice) 

3 Outside Brigganock Mine (see "Brigganock Mine" 

later in the chapter) 

4 Inside Lockbury Henge (see " Lockbury Henge" 

later in the chapter) 

5 Atop one of the Fey Beacons (see "Fey Beacons" 

later in the chapter) 

6 Outside Motherhorn's main entrance (area Ml) 

7 On the s tage in Motherhorn's amphitheater 

(area M2) 

8 In the garden of the Palace of Heart's Desire (see 

area P2 in chapter 5) 



L O CATIONS IN Y O N 
The following encounters ta ke place al locations 
marked on the map of Yon. As the cha racters ex
plore Yon. you can move these locations as needed. 
putting them in the characters· path. These loca
tions can be explored in any orde r. or not al a ll: 

Lockbury Henge. This he nge s its a top a rocky pla
teau. The cha racters might come here hoping to 
forge an alliance with the korreds of Yon. 

Fey Beacons. An elf prince named Alagarthas is 
doomed to light fires atop these pinnacles of rock 
unLl l he finds a way back home. The cha racte rs 
can help him or not. 

Brigganock Mine. The korreds of Yon a re a t log
gerheads with the brigganocks who inhabit this 
mine. The characters might vis it the mine in the 
hope of uniting the brigga nocks and the korreds, 
or in search of a hero willing to help the m. Inside 
the mine. they encounter a member of Valor's Call 
(see appendix B) a nd discove r a secret way imo 
Motherhorn. 

L O0KBURY HENGE 

Yon is home to e ight clans of korreds. Queen Arga n
tle, e lected to rule over all eight cla ns, protects this 
sacred s ite. Lockbury Henge is meant to be a place 
where korreds can enjoy each other's compa ny 
while singing, dancing, and playing games. 

Argantle is playing a chess-like game called 
Crowns with her cousin,Jagu, when a howling wind 
warns her of the pa rty's approach, giving her a nd 
Jagu enough time to stamp out the fla me of their 
campfire and make the mselves scarce before the 
characters arrive. 

Atop a boulde r-strewn plateau stands a circle of e ight 

megali ths. In the center of this henge, a small, check

ered game board with stone playing pieces rests on 

the gro und near the dying embers of a campfi re. 

Each of the eight s ta nding stones is about 20 feet 
tall and hewn from a different kind of rock: sha le, 
cha lk, flint , gra nite, s la te, basalt. obsidia n. a nd ma r
ble. Two korreds (see appendix C) are us ing meld 
into stone s pells to hide in two of the megaliths: 
Argantle of S ha le in the one made of s hale. a nd Jagu 
of Chalk (leader of the Cha lk Cla n korreds) in the 
one made of cha lk. While hidden in this way, the 
korreds ca n see their surroundings as though the 
s tanding s tones we re trans parent instead of opaque. 
Characters who examine the campfi re a nd succeed 
on a DC 12 Wisdom (Survival) check notice two sets 
of s ma ll. sooty hoof prints leading up to the s tones 
where the korreds a re hidi ng. 

BR tGG AN OCKS AND KORREDS 

The brigganocks who live under the mountains of Yon 
are at odds with the korreds who live on the slopes and 
peaks. Each group believes that the other is in league 
with Endelyn Moongrave, not realizing that the hag is a 
menace to both. The characters encounter the korreds 
at Lockbury Henge and the brigganocks at Brigganock 
Mine. For more information about these Fey creatures, 
see appendix C. 

If the characters discover that the brigganocks are 
not allied with Endelyn and convey this information to 
the korreds, Queen Argantle of the korreds promptly 
arranges a meeting with the brigganocks to sort out 
their differences. Similarly, if the characters convince 

the brigganocks that the korreds don't work for Ende
lyn, the brigganocks agree to meet the korreds outside 
the m ine. After this meeting, the korreds and the brig
ganocks unite to aid the characters in Motherhorn (as 
described in the " Fey to the Rescue! " s idebar later in 
the chapter). 

Arga ntle andjagu emerge from their megaliths if 
the cha racters properly fi nis h the korreds· game of 
Crowns (s ee "Ga me Board'. below). If Lhe characters 
ruin the game, deface the s ta nd ing s tones. or other
wise irrita te the korreds, Argantle andjagu emerge 
from their megaliths and attack the cha racters for 
their insolence. Otherwise, the rule of hospitality 
(see "Rules of Conduct"" in chapter 2) prevents the 
korreds from ha rming the characters. Appendix D 
has additiona l roleplaying notes for Arga ntle. 

As a n action, Argantle can call forth the rema in
ing s i)( leade rs of the korred cla ns of Yon. each 
one emerging from its corresponding megalith. If 
combat breaks out, these s ix korreds help Argantle 
ca pture the characters for questioning. The other 
korred cla n leaders a re Budoc of Flint. Azil of 
Granite, Myzelda of Slate, Vanna of Basalt. Noll of 
Obsidian, a nd Ma lo of Ma rble. 

The korreds of Yon despise Endelyn Moongrave, 
w hom they commonly refer to as Bitter End. If the 
cha racters convince Argantle that they a lso cons ide r 
the hag a n enemy, s he reveals the following: 

• The korreds no longer hold large gatherings a t 
Lockbury Henge. Arganrle fears the consequences 
of Bitter End's meddling a nd has ins tructed her 
fellow korreds to ensconce themselves in stone. 
thus remaining in relative safe ty for the foresee
a ble future. 
Bitte r End used iron s hears to cut off locks of 
Argantle's hair. T he hag fashions korred ha ir into 
iron ropes and uses the m to manipulate her the
ater's infe rnal contraptions. 

• Biller End uses a contraption ca lled the Orrery of 
Tragedies to glimpse a ll possible futures. Copper 
rods on the mountaintops of Yon capture lightning 
a nd channel it into this device. 
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GAME BOARD 

An examina tion of Lhe checkered board reveals 
tha t the pieces depict a game in progress. Two sets 
of playing pieces. one made of shale a nd the othe r 
of chalk. a re sculpted in the form of tiny korreds 
(cloven-hoofed creatures with wild beards and hai r). 
If the characters have a lready visited Brigganock 
Mine. they see that the game pieces resemble the 
leering s ta tues outside the mine's entrance. 

Cha racters who study the a rrangement of the 
pieces on the board a nd s ucceed on a DC 14 lntelli
gence (Ins ight) check determine that Slate can beat 
Cha lk in a s ingle move. Making this move causes 
lhe victorious Queen Argantle lo emerge from her 
s tone. laughing a nd cheering.Jagu emerges grump
ily to join her. chewing on pebbles a nd glaring at the 
characte rs. 

Treasure. The cha racter who helped Argantle win 
the game receives a gift, in accordance with the rule 
of reciprocity (see ''Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2). 
Argamle picks up a lump of rock, squeezes it Lightly 
between her ha nds to transform it into a s ta r sap
phire (1 ,000 gp), and gives it to the characte r. lf the 
gift is accepted . the gemstone begins to glow faintly. 
Until it s tops glowing 24 hours la ter. the star sap
phire has the properties of a stone of good luck that 
doesn't require altunement. 

DI STANT R ACKET 

Any conversation between the characte rs a nd the 
korreds is interrupted by a commotion: 

The korred s grind their teeth and stamp their hooves 

as the fa int sound of pickaxes tapping on stone is 

carried to them on the wind. Queen Arga ntle runs to a 

boulder, picks it up, and hurls it a hundred feet in the 

direction of the noise while she screams, "Death to 

the brigganocks!" A peal of thunder accompanies this 

display of anger. 

D ANCE oF T><E K oRREDs 
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The korreds , who a re feuding with the brigganocks 
of Yon, share the following information with char
acters who look like they might be capable of 

assis ting: 

The brigganocks are he lping Bitte r End build 
wicked contraptions. They a lso hide a nd guard 
schematic diagra ms for new contraptions in their 
mine. (The korreds a re mistaken. The hag ter
rorizes the brigganocks a nd has kidnapped their 
chief architect, forc ing him to work under duress 
in Motherhorn.) 
The korreds can't stand the noise of the brig
ganocks' mining, so they cra ft statues a nd leave 
them outside the mine's entra nce, hoping to 
frighten the brigganocks into leaving. 
A galeb duhr working for the korreds infi ltrated 
the mine and overheard several brigganocks 
talking about a secret tunnel that connects the 
mine to Motherhorn. The tunnel is hidden by 
brigganock magic. 

KORRED D ANCE 

The noise of the mining soon passes. If the korreds 
are well disposed toward the characters, Queen 
Argantle becomes elated at the prospect of their 
assistance, drums her hooves on the ground, and 
begins the first korred ceremonial dance since the 
rise of the Hourglass Coven. If she hasn't done so 
a lready, Argantle summons the other korred leaders 
so they can join in: 

Two korreds drum on bould ers as the others stomp 

their feet and jump around. The rain abates, and the 

sky lightens . With wild grins and wilder hair, the danc

ing korreds beckon you to join them. 

Any character who joins the boisterous dance 
can impress the korreds with a successful DC 14 
Strength (Athletics) or Charisma (Performance) 
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check. Characte rs who get a success on eithe r check 
are taught a s pecial jig which , whe n performed as 
an action, allows them to m anipulate a ny korred 
ha ir they find in Mothe rhorn as if us ing the korreds' 
Command H a ir tra it. 

DEVELOPM ENT 

The accompa nying "Brigga nocks and Korreds'' 
s ideba r describes how the characte rs can faci litate a 
truce be tween the two groups of Fey a nd unite the m 
against Endelyn Moongrave. 

FEY BEACONS 

In this e ncounter, a cursed prince trying to find 
his way home is thwarted by a troupe of perytons. 
If they want, the cha racte rs can inte rvene on the 
prince's beha lf, or they can s imply ta ke in the s ights 
and move on: 

Eight columns of rock reach skyward, forming a ring 

around a d eep crater lake. Rough-hewn steps spiral up 

each of the columns , and a rowboat is moored on the 

lakeshore next to one of them. A torch-bearing figure 

trudges up the s ta irs on the column nearest to the 

rowboat. Eight winged beasts with antlers shout a nd 

howl with laughter as they circle and wheel around it. 

The columns of rock are 200 feet tall and 150 feet 
a pa rt. Each one has a la rge copper brazie r at its 
s ummit. These braziers a ren't vis ible from below 
the columns' summits , but a ll eight can be seen 
from the top of a ny column or by a creature flying 
a t tha t elevation or higher. The la ke is 400 feet in 
dia mete r a nd 100 feet deep at its center. 

The figure is Alagarthas. a wood elf prince from 
the Ma te ria l Pla ne. As the cha racters wa tch from 
a far, he reaches the top of the column he is ascend
ing a nd uses his torch to light the beacon there. The 
beacon burns bright as he descends the s ta irs a nd 
boards the rowboat. As the elf rows toward the next 
beacon, the e ight perytons that had been ha rassing 
him extinguish Lhe fla me in the brazie r w ith power
ful beats of the ir w ings. Alaga rthas be lieves the fiery 
beacons can show him the way home, but only while 
a ll o f them a re lit. 

PRINCE A LAGA RTH A S 

Afte r several fa iled atte mpts to fe nd off a green 
d ragon threate ning the prosperi ty of his k ingdom, 
Alagarthas caught the eye of Endelyn Moongrave, 
who vis ited him on his home world ofToril. The hag 
s howed the prince a future in which he de feated 
the dragon but lost his life in the process. Ende lyn 
a lso cla imed 10 see a n a he rnate future in which the 
dragon was defeated a nd Alagarthas survived; s he 
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would share the detai ls of her vision with Alagar
thas, however. only after he stayed with her in the 
Feywild for at least one year. 

The prince saw a year of his life as a small price 
to pay, so he accepted the hag's te rms. The year 
seemed to drag on and on, and when it fina lly ended, 
Alagarthas found himself with only one way to get 
home: a path that, according to Endelyn, is visible 
"only in the light of the eight beacons." The s imple 
goal of lighting the beacons has been repeatedly 
thwarted by the perytons, who revel in Alagarthas's 
despair. Each time he lights a beacon, the perytons 
snuff it out, yet Alagarthas is too stubborn and deter
mined to give up. He hopes the perytons will grow 
bored of their a ntics a nd leave him alone eventually. 
He is . howeve r. misguided in that expectation. 

AJagarthas is a knight (chaotic good) with 
these cha nges: 

• Alagarthas is una rmed a nd unarmored (AC 10). 
• He speaks Common and Elvish, a nd he has dark

vis io n out to a range of 60 feet. 
• He has advantage on saving throws aga inst being 

charmed, a nd magic can't put him to sleep. 

If the cha racte rs speak with Alagarthas, he tells 
his tragic s tory and shares the following information 
in the course of a conversation: 

Endelyn's castle is a gra nd a nd terrible theater 
whe re plays are performed on the stage for her 
amuse me nt. 

• Endelyn is a lways trying to recruit new actors to 
pe rform in her theater. 

• The perytons were once a troupe of actors called 
the Greyhawk Mummers. E ndelyn invited them 
to Motherhorn, where they performed pa nto
mimes. (Alaga rthas attended severa l of these 
performa nces.) When their popularity made them 
haughty a nd difficult to control, Endelyn locked 
them up. Whe n they begged to be set free, the hag 
honored the ir request by releasing them into the 
wild- but only afte r s he turned them into pery
tons. The trans formation de prived the m of speech, 
yet they re ta in their theatrical behavior. 

Appendix D has add itional roleplaying notes fo r 
Alagarthas. 

PERFORMING PERYTONS 

As Alagarthas related, the perytons used to be hu
ma n pantomimis ts known as the Greyhawk Mum
mers- so na med because they got their start pe r
forming in the Free City of Greyhawk on the world 
of Oe rth. The perylons remember their former lives 
as actors , a nd though they unders ta nd Common a nd 
Elvis h, they can no longer s peak. 
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Arch illus and Morlia a re the leading ma le a nd 
leading fe ma le of the troupe. The othe rs are Verna 
(Mortia's bitter understudy). Mauldower (an old
time r who believes h is cohorts a re a mateurs), An
gara (the troupe's matria rchal dame), Gorgenal (a 
jester), Carthasar (a method actor), a nd Thornelia (a 
minstrel). 

The characters can he lp Alagarthas without 
resor ting to violence by asking the pe rytons to per
form one of their favorite pantomimes. The perytons 
are taken aback, in a good way, by the request and 
appreciate the opportunity to entertain a crowd. 
They perform a pantomime s how tha t lasts nearly 
a n hour, the n take the ir bows silently. If everyone in 
the pa r ty claps or cheers, the pe rytons are thrilled 
and fl y off. If one or more party members fail to clap 
or cheer after the perytons perform, the perytons 
become furious a nd attack the party. Once the pery
tons a re placated or s lain, Alagarthas can light the 
beacons without further interfere nce. 

The cha racters can a lso impress the perytons by 
putting on a performa nce of their own. Impressing 
the perytons requires the performing cha racters to 
succeed on a D C 15 Charisma (Performance) group 
check. Any cha racter who received an acting lesson 
from Candle foot in the Witchlight Carnjval has ad
vantage on this check. ff the group check succeeds, 
the perytons regard the characte rs as kindred 
spirits and will stop bothering Alagar thas if the 
characters ask nicely. 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates that 
the unicorn horn is he re, it is in the possession of 
the peryton na med Archillus. Skabatha Nightshade 
dropped it accidenta lly while flying over the moun
tains, and Arch illus found it and ke pt it. He gives it 
to the cha racters if they applaud his performance or 
if they put on a s uccessful performance of their own. 
They can a lso take the horn from his dead body. 

LIGHTING THE BEACONS 
If the perytons are placated or otherwise dealt with, 
Alagarthas can s afely light the beacons. Alagarthas 
knows that he must be the one to light the beacons, 
for only the n will they s how him the way home. The 
characte rs a re free to s tay a nd watch as he climbs to 
the top of each rocky column a nd lights its beacon. 
It ta kes 8 hours for him to light a ll eight beacons
enough time for the characte rs to ta ke a long rest if 
they choose to s tick around. 

Each beacon cons ists of a n 8-foot-diameter s tone 
brazier filled with coa ls that catch fire easily, even 
while wet. To light a brazier, one need only touch the 
coals with the head of a lit torch or some other open 
fla me. If Alagarthas is a llowed to lig ht a ll eight bea
cons by himself, read: 



Beneath the light of all the beacons, you see reflected 

in the mirror-like surface of the lake a forest of an

cient trees shrouded in mist. Alagarthas bows to you, 

then leaps into the lake. As he plunges into the water, 

ripples fan out across its surface. After a minute, 

the forest scene fades away and the beacons go out 

one by one. 

Alagarrhas is transported safely back to his home 
in the Misty Forest on the world of Tori 1, as is any 
other creature that e nters the water before the 
scene fades away. 

Any character who lights all eight beacons without 
assistance causes the lake to display a n image of 
whatever place tha t character calls home. Theim
age lasts for 1 minute, and any creature that enters 
the water during that time is transported to this 
destination. There's no way to get back to the lake, 
making it a one-way trip. 

BRIGGANOCK MINE 

Whenever a morta l makes a wish on the Material 
Plane. an echo of that wish crystallizes inside 
a s tone buried deep in the earth of the Feywild. 
Tiny creatures caUed brigganocks excavate mines 

beneath the s urface of Yon to search fo r these wish 
stones. A secre t route to Motherhorn lies hidden 
deep ins ide the mine: the brigganocks reveal it only 
to those who earn their respect. 

Read the following boxed text aloud when the 
characters first approach the mine's e ntrance: 

You hear the sound of hundreds of tiny pickaxes and 

hammers chipping away at stone. It emanates from 

the mouth of a cave that has fingers of rock reaching 

skyward above it. Sta tues of irate, hairy creatures with 

cloven hooves are positioned so that they lean around 

trees and peer over boulders, all staring balefully a t 

the cave entrance. 

The statues depict korreds and a re ha rmless. They 
were carved and placed here by real korreds to 
frighten and intimidate the brigganocks (see '"Lock
bury Henge" earlie r in the chapter). 

ENTERI NG T H E MINE 

If one or more characters enter the mine, read: 

I As _soon as you s tep inside the cave, the tapping 

no,se s tops. 
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As the characte rs head deepe r into the mine, the 
sound of ha mmering resumes. coming up from 
the depths. 

EXPLORING THE MIN E 
The mine is a twisting labyri nth of 8-foot-high. 
3-foot-wide tunne ls that corkscrew into the ground. 
The brigganocks made these tunnels big enough to 
accommodate ponies (which they use as beasts of 
burden) and their good friend Molliver, whom the 
characters will encounter if they head deeper into 
the mine (see "Molliver" below). 

The cha racters encounter no brigganocks in the 
uppe r reaches of the mine, but the sound of activity 
persists. After JO minutes of navigating the mine, 
each character must succeed on a DC 19 Consti
tution saving throw or fall asleep for 1 hour. lulled 
into a magical slumber by the rhythmic racket of the 
miners. On a successful save. a creature is immune 
to this effect pe rmanently. Elves and other creatures 
that can't be put to s leep by magic are a lso immune 
to the effect. Creatures that are put to s leep in this 
way can't be awakened early by any means short of 
a wish spell. 

Eight brigganocks (see appendix C) arrive 5 
minutes later. each one pushing a tiny wheelbarrow 
that contains ropes and pitons. If they e ncounter 
party members who are still awake, the brigganocks 
look surprised , turn their wheelbarrows around, 
and retreat whence they came, passing Molliver 
as they return to the mine's depths (see "Mollive r" 
below). Otherwise, if there's no one around to stop 
them, they use thei r Time Lapse action to rapid ly 
pin s leeping party members to the floor us ing their 
hammers, pitons, and ropes . 

Creatures pinned to the floor are restrained, 
prone, and unable to stand up until they free them
selves or a re released by someone else. A creature 
can use an action to try to s nap the ropes tha t bind it 
or to wriggle free of them, doing so with a success
ful DC 16 Strength (Athletics) check or DC 16 Dex
terity (Acrobatics) check. If a creature has a knife 
or other sharp tool that it can reach while pinned to 
the floor, it can use an action to try to saw through 
its ropes, doing so with a successful DC 16 Dexter
ity (Sleight of Hand) check. A creature that gets free 
can use a n action to release a creature that is still 
pinned (no ability check required). 

WISH-COME-TRUE 

The brigganocks hail from a city called Wish-come
true, which is hidden deep beneath the mountains. 
Its buildings are adorned with glittering gems made 
from cut wish stones. Hidden behind thick rock walls 
and powerful illusions, the city can never be found 
by outsiders, nor can it be scried upon using divina
tion magic. 
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MOLLIVER 
If the entire party is pinned to the floor by the brig
ganocks, the cha racte rs awake n to find themselves 
s taring up a t a human s ta nding in their midst. 
Othe rwise, they encounter this individual if they 
chase afte r any fleeing brigganocks or head deeper 
into the mine: 

A tall , slender human clad in dark leather armor 

greets you, their friendly face brightly illuminated by 

a tiny wisp of light that floats next to a mouse-sized 

creature perched on the hu man's shoulder. 

"Greetings , trespassers," says the human with a 

smile. "Didn't anyone ever teach you how to knock?" 

The armored figure is Molliver (see appendix B), 
and the creature on Molliver's shoulder is Trig, a 
brigganock (see appendix C). Characters who have 
a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 14 or higher 
notice two more brigganocks hiding on Molliver's 
person-one tucked comfortably in a belt pouch and 
the othe r peering over the rim of Molliver's left boot. 
The ir names a re Zarli a nd Oyla. 

The brigganocks are happy to have Molliver as 
their spokesperson and chie f advisor when it comes 
to dealing with outsiders. Molliver has become 
embroiled in the brigganocks' quarrel with the 
korreds and assumes-as the brigganocks do- that 
the characters were sent by the korreds or their evil 
ally, Creeping Lyn, to slay brigganocks and steal 
wish stones. 

The characters can convince Molliver of their true 
intentions with a successful DC 9 Charisma (Per
suasion) check, or they can trick Molliver into letting 
them venture deeper into the mines with a success
ful DC 9 Charis ma (Deceplion) check. Once con
vinced that the cha racters a re opposed to Creeping 
Lyn and not conspiring with the korreds, Molliver 
instructs the brigganocks to release any cha racter 
who is still pinned to the floor a nd shares the follow
ing informat ion with conscious characters: 

• Creeping Lyn kidnapped the brigganocks' best 
a rchitect, Golmo, who now toils in Motherhorn, 
designing new contraptions for the hag. 

• The korreds provide Creeping Lyn with locks of 
their magic hair, which s he uses to build her con
traptions. (This is partially fa lse. T he hag cuts the 
korreds' ha ir without their consent; they are not 
her a llies.) 

• T he brigganocks work their mine a t a ll hours be-
cause they know the noise aggravates the korreds. 

Molliver dodges questions about how they came to 
be with the brigganocks but admits to being a mem
ber of Valor's Call, an adventu ring group that has 



been hunting a pack of villains called the League 
of Malevolence. Molliver assumes that t he other 
members of Valor's Call are safe at Zybilna's pa lace 
a nd is unaware of a ll that has happened there of late 
(see chapter 5). Knowing that thei r friends are in 
trouble doesn't cha nge Molliver's desire to re main 
with the brigganocks, who need protection. 

RIVENWISH CHASM 
After confe rring with Trig, Molliver says that if 
the characters comple te a test set before them, 
the brigganocks will show the m a secret route to 
Motherhorn. To pass the test, the characte rs must 
cross R.ivenwish Chasm, a gash in the earth into 
which the brigganocks hurl malignant wish s tones 
(the ones born out of evil wishes). Molliver and thei r 
brigganock compa nions lead the characters through 
several tunnels tha t lead to the chasm but stop s hort 
of ente ring it: 

The route ends at a gaping chasm, on the far side of 
which is a grotto full of stalactites and stalagmites. A 
truss bridge constructed of intricate wooden struts 
and beams spans the one-hundred-foot gap across 
the chasm. Beneath the bridge is darkness dotted with 
purple lights. 

"Well," declares Molliver, "here we are at jolly old 
Rivenwish Chasm. Best stay on the bridge and not 
dillydally." 

The bridge is 5 feet wide, 100 feet long, and sturdy. 
Each 5-foot section of the wooden structure has AC 
15, 30 hit points, a nd immunity to fire, poison, a nd 
psychic da mage. 

The chasm is haunted by three flameskuUs- the 
rema ins of darklings who suffered from vertigo and 
fell to their doom be fore reaching the bridge's ha lf
way point. The fla meskulls hide unde r the bridge's 
midpoint. Characters who have passive Wisdom 
(Perception) scores of 10 or higher aren' t s urprised 
when the flameskulls emerge from hiding a nd take 
up pos itions 10 feet above the bridge. 

The fl a meskulls speak Elvish a nd Sylvan. Their 
names are Weaugh, Teaugh, a nd Peaugh. The 
fla meskulls are hostile toward all othe r creatures 
in the chasm a nd attack without provocation. They 
become indifferent toward a ny creature that walks 

or runs across the bridge and makes it past the 
midpoint (regardless of the direction it is traveling). 
Weaugh, Teaugh, a nd Peaugh congratulate the cr ea
ture on making it this far. 

A cha racter toward whom the flameskulls are 
indifferent can use a n action to try to convince the 
flameskulls to le t the party pass, doing so with a 
s uccessful DC 13 Cha risma (Persuasion) check. 
If the Aameskulls a re pers uaded to a llow safe pas
sage, they apologize for the ir unprovoked hostility 
before returning to their hiding s pots under the 
bridge. From that point on, a ll characters in the 
party can cross the chasm sa fely in either direction. 

There's no cha nce of a characte r accidenta lly fall 
ing off the bridge or being knocked off the bridge by 
the flameskulls. The chasm is 200 feet deep, a nd its 
bottom is strewn with hundreds of malignant wish 
stones that give off purple light. These wish stones 
a re unrefined lumps of crystal that shed bright light 
in a 5-foot radius a nd dim light for a n add itional 5 
feet; a ny good-aligned creature that has one or more 
of them in its possession feels mildly nauseated , a l
though this nausea has no game e ffect. Hags, fi ches, 
and other evil s pellcasters can find macabre uses 
for these maligna nt wish stones, which otherwise 
have no value. 

0BUD'S GROTTO 

When the characters reach the subterranean grotto 
on the far s ide of the bridge, read: 

I 
In the center of the grotto is a _piebald pony ~earing 
blinders. A small wooden hut 1s strapped to ,ts back, 
and a faint clatter can be heard from inside the hut. 

Molliver and their brigganock companions explain 
to the characte rs that the hut is the home of Obud, 
the oldest brigganock (see appendix C) living in the 
mine at present. S ecurely fastened to a pony na med 
Keg is Obud's hut, where he a ppraises gems tones 
brought to him by other brigganocks. When Obud 
wants to dismount from the pony, he lowers a rope 
ladde r attached to one of the pony's saddle s traps. 

The pony doesn't startle easily a nd a llows char
acters to approach it without a fuss, a nd it eagerly 
devours any apples and carrots that the characte rs 
have to offer. If someone knocks on the hut's tiny 
door, read: 

The door swings open, and a tiny, wrinkled creatu re 
hobbles into view, accompanied by a wispy bulb of 
light. The old bngganock peers at you through tiny 
spectacles and says in Common, "Big folk. How 

wonderful." 
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Obud is old a nd tired. but neither too old nor too 
tired to show the characters hospitality. He wel
comes them to his grotto, imroduces them to Keg. 
and asks them why they've crossed the chasm lo see 
him. If they inquire a bout the secret tunnel to Moth
e rhorn, he says. ''Ah. yes. Creeping Lyn's Theater 
of Terror. A dreadful place indeed." Obud suggests 
a trade: knowledge of the location of the tunnel in 
excha nge for something that would bene fit him and 
his fellow brigganocks. Ending the quarrel between 
the brigganocks a nd the korreds would s uffice (see 
the "Brigganocks and Korreds" sidebar earlier in 
the chapter). Obud also accepts tasty food, including 
but not limited to sweets, a wheel of cheese, or a 
head of lettuce. Candy from the Witchlight Carnival 
or the goblin market in Loomlurch would suffice. 

Treasure. Brigganocks s hape and cut good wish 
s tones into sparkling gems. Obud has three such 
gems in his hut, neatly laid out on a tiny rug. Two of 
the gems a re worth 100 gp, and the third is worth 
500 gp. Obud has appraised the gems tones and is 
waiting for their rightful brigganock owners to re
turn and collect them. Stealing these gems violates 
the rule of ownership (see "Rules of Conduct" in 
chapter 2). Characters who steal from Obud receive 
no further help from him. 

TuNNEL TO MOTHERHORN 

A permanem illusion of a rock wall conceals an 
8 -foot-high, 3-foot-wide tunnel in the back wall of 
Obud's grotto. This secret tunnel leads to a storage 
room (area M 12) beneath Motherhorn's stage. The 
illusory wall has no substance. which means that 
creatures and objects can pass right through it. A 
successful casting of dispel magic (DC 19) causes 
the illusory wall to disappear. 

Obud informs the characters that Creeping Lyn 
is unaware of this tunnel's exis tence ("Let's keep it 
that way, aye?"' he adds). The characters can return 
to the grotto through the tunne l whenever they 
want, provided they are on good terms with the brig
ganocks. ff the cha racters use the tunne l without 
Obud's consent , brigga nock mine rs spend the next 8 
hours collapsing the tunnel on itself, preventing the 
characters from returning to the mine by that route . 

WISH STONES 

Check the Story Tracker to see if any of the cha rac
ters made w ishes while with Northwind (see "Hour 
1: Welcome Gifts" in chapter 1). If so, echoes of 
the ir wishes have crys tallized in the depths of Yon 
and were mined by the brigganocks. As the cha r
acters a re preparing to leave the mine, a cheerful 
brigganock na med Ajak a rrives with a wheelbar
row containing the characte rs' wish s tones. These 
s tones look like round lumps of crystal and have 
not yet been s ha ped or cut. 1f a character's wish 
was good-natured, its s tone glows with golden 
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light (bright light out to a range of 20 feet a nd dim 
tight for a n additiona l 20 feet). If the wis h was 
evil-natured. its s tone glows with purple light (bright 
light in a 5 -foot radius and dim light for a n addi
tional 5 feet). 

Characters whose wishes were good-hearted can 
keep their stones as mementos or leave the stones 
with the brigganocks to be cut into sparkling gem
stones- a process that takes 8 hours with the help 
of the brigganocks' Time Lapse action. (The char
acte rs can re turn to the mine to collect the ir gems 
after attending to other matters.) A fairly common 
wish produces a 50 gp gemstone, an unusua l wish 
produces a 100 gp gemstone, and an exception
ally original wish produces a 500 gp gemstone (as 
determined by you). Once a wish stone is cut into a 
gem, it loses its magic and ceases to glow. 

The brigganocks don't make gemstones out of 
ma lignant wish stones. Instead, they toss these 
purple-glowing s tones into Rivenwish Chasm un
less the characters who created them want to take 
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the stones with them. Mild nausea plagues any 
good-aligned creature that has one or more of these 
s tones in its possession, though this nausea has no 
game effect. 

DEVELOPMENT 
The "Brigganocks and Korreds'· s ide ba r earlier in 
the chapter describes how the characters can facili
tate a truce between the two groups of Fey and unite 
them against Endelyn Moongrave. If the korreds 
and brigganocks e nd their quarre l and launch a n 
assau lt on Motherhorn, Molliver accompanies the 
combined force. 

MOTHERHORN 
Motherhorn is Von's tallest peak, into which Ende
lyn has carved an amphitheater of the same na me. 
Macabre moldings. friezes . and gargoyles embellish 
the amphitheater's grim architecture. 

Recurring features include the following e lements: 

Ceilings. Unless otherwise noted, cei lings through
out Mothe rhorn are 15 feet high. The amphithe
ater is open to the sky, as are the various stone 
balconies. 

Curtains. The curtains that hang across door
ways are made of black fabric, and each curtain 
has been enchanted so that sound doesn't pass 
through it while it is closed. 

Doors. With the exception of the stone doors that 
block the main entrance (area Ml) a nd the prison 
(area Ml7), all doors in Motherhorn a re made of 
sturdy wood with iron handles and fittings. Each 
one has a bronze knocker on one side shaped like 
a smiling theater mask; a similar knocker on the 
opposite side is shaped like a frowning theater 
mask. None of these doors have locks. 

Light. Glowing orbs of red glass are set into 
wrought-iron wall sconces throughout Mother
horn. Each orb s heds bright light in a 10-foot 
radius and dim light for an additional 10 feet. 
Removing a n orb from its sconce causes the orb's 
light to go dark until it is returned to a sconce. 

ENTERING MOTHERHORN 

The characters can get into Mothe rhorn in one of 
several ways: 

• They can use the front door (area M 1). 
• They can use climbing gear or magic to scale the 

walls. Doing so a llows them to e nter the amphi
theater (area M2) or reach one of the higher balco
nies (areas MlS, Ml6, M20, and M2l). 

• A magical tornado (see "Random Encounters in 
Yon" earlier in this chapter) might deposit the m in 
the amphitheater. 

• They can use the secret tunnel dug by the brig
ganocks (area Ml2). 

Characters who obtained invitations from a pageant 
wagon (see "Random Encounters in Yon~ earlier 
in the chapter) are ent itled to a free audience with 
Ende lyn. Any member of the theate r staff can accept 
the characters· invitations and escort them safely to 
the hag's audience chamber (a rea M18). 

lf one or more characters claim to be performers 
looking for work at the theate r. they are granted a n 
audition, during which they will be required to per
form a play for Ende lyn's pleasure (see "A Tragedy 
in the Making" later in the chapte r for details). 

APPROACHING MOTHERHORN 

Characters who use the brigganocks' secret tunnel 
to reach Motherhorn a rrive at area Ml 2. 

If the characters instead a pproach Motherhorn us
ing an aboveground route. use the following boxed 
text to describe what they see: 

Looming above you is an ominous gray citadel hewn 

out of the mountaintop. The path leading to it is wind

ing and precipitous. Wind swirls around its towers, 

and ravens cluster and caw in its granite nooks. A 

crooked finger of lightning strikes a metal rod pro

truding from the topmost spire, and the sound of ap

plause drifts over the citadel 's battlements. 

The mountain path ends at a spiral staircase that 

climbs sixty feet to a balcony made of weathered 

gray stone. 

If Trinket, Ba uble. and Charm left Hithe r and re
turned to Motherhorn in their rain cloud balloon 
(see chapte r 2). it is tethered to a ba lcony (area M 16) 
and visible to a ll who approach. Describe the bal
loon as follows: 

A large balloon made of bulging rain clouds is 

tethered to a much higher stone balcony that is well 

beyond reach. The balloon has a merchant's stall 

instead of an ordinary basket dangling from it. 

ff Gleam is with the characters. she warns them 
that Endelyn Moongrave won't be happy to see her 
again. If the c ha racters tell he r to remain outside 
while they rescue he r s ibling, Gleam does so grudg
ingly. Amidor a nd Pollenella remain by the etrs s ide 
for company. 

If Gleam accompanies the cha racters into Mother
horn, she avoids combat while urging the cha racte rs 
to escort her to the prison (a rea M 17), where he r 
sister is being held. Gleam has spent enough time in 
Motherhorn to be familiar with the thearer·s layout. 
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though s he knows nothing about the secret brig
ganock tunnel that leads to area Ml2. 

WHERE'S ENDELYN? 

When she's not granting audiences, Endelyn keeps 
to the following routine: 

• Twice per day, Endelyn watches plays from one 
of the balconies (a rea M21). Occasionally, when 
the mood strikes her, she swoops down to the 
stage (area M2) on her ornithopter of flying (see 
appendix A) in the closing minutes of a play to 
steal the s how. 

• While plays are being rehearsed in the amphithe
ater, s he spends her time in area Ml9, peering 
down at the Orrery of Tragedies in area M 14 and 
using a quill pen to transcribe its prophecies into a 
tiny black book. 

• During the eight hours when no plays are being 
rehearsed or performed, she sleeps standing up 
inside a glass-paneled wardrobe in area M22. 

BARGAINING WITH ENDELYN 

When the characters come to Motherhorn, Endelyn 
has foreseen their arrival and is expecting them. 
If you used the "Lost Things" adventure hook and 
the Story Tracker indicates that Endelyn has one or 
more things that the characters need, she is willing 
to trade away these possessions one by one, but only 
a fter the characters agree to perform on her stage. 

Regardless of what the characters want from her, 
Endelyn typically requires them to perform for her 
before s he will bargain with them. If she deems 
the characters' performance satisfactory (see "A 
Tragedy in the Making" below). s he leads the party 
to her audience chamber (area M 18) and conducts 
negotiations there. If the deems their performance 
unsatisfactory, s he doesn't feel bound by the rule of 
reciprocity (see "Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2) to 
grant them an audience. 

FEY TO TH E RESCUE! 

If the characters helped the korreds and brigganocks 
settle their differences earlier in the chapter, they offer 
to help the characters in return. Twelve brigganocks 
hanging from the beards of three korreds arrive on the 
outskirts of Motherhorn at an agreed-upon time, ready 
to spring into action if the characters call for aid (see 
appendix C for their stat blocks). 

If one or more characters cry out for assistance in 
Motherhorn, the brigganocks and korreds hear the call 
for help and react quickly. The korreds barrel out of the 
secret tunnel in area Ml2 or scale the theater's walls 
using ropes made of korred hair, and the brigganocks 
use their darkness.faerie fire, silence, and sleep spells to 
confound and neutralize Endelyn's minions. The Fey 
try not to steal the show; their goal is to distract En
delyn's minions so the characters can wriggle out of a 
tight spot or confront the hag without her lackeys. 
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If the characters decline to perform a play for her, 
Endelyn demands that they leave at once, ordering 
her darklings to attack characters who refuse to 
do so. In the ensuing fracas, characters who are 
reduced to O hit points are knocked unconscious, 
stripped of their gear, and locked in the prison (area 
Ml7) until Endelyn decides what to do with them. 
(Stagefright leads the way to the prison, since his 
fool's scepter is needed to open the prison's front 
door.) lf Endelyn finds no other use for imprisoned 
characters, she turns them into masks using the ar
cane device in area MB. 

Characters who come to Motherhorn bearing 
invitations from a pageant wagon (see "Random 
Encounters in Yon" earlie r in the chapter) can 
skip the performance and jump straight to the pri
vate audience. 

Assuming that the characters' performance or 
the presentation of their invitations puts Endelyn 
in a bargaining mood, she agrees to part with one 
creature or object in her possession, but only if 
the characters give her one of the following items 
in exchange: 

Shadow. If a character agrees to give up their 
shadow, Endelyn uses her scissors of shadow 
snipping (see appendix A) to snip it off. 

Gloam the Cat. Endelyn accuses her sister, Bav
lorna Blightstraw, of stealing her cat, Gloam. En
delyn wants the characters to travel to Bavlorna's 
cottage in Downfall (see chapter 2), find he r cat, 
and return it to her. (Endelyn doesn't know that 
Bavlorna killed and stuffed the cat, but she wants 
it back regardless of its condition.) 

Unicorn Horn. Endelyn claims that her sister Ska
batha recently lost a unicorn horn, and Endelyn 
wants the character to find the horn and bring it 
to her. (Refer to the Story Tracker for the unicorn 
horn's location, though any unicorn's horn will 
do.) Endelyn mentions in passing that the unicorn 
whose horn was lost is s till alive, although trans
formed into a rocking horse that Skabatha Night
shade uses as a flying mount. 

If Endelyn has more things in her possession that 
the characters want, she is willing to ente r into a 
separate bargain for each one. Magic items fash
ioned from los t things are kept in area M22. 

ENDELYN'S ESCAPE 

Endelyn is loath to leave Motherhorn, but if her sur
vival depends on it, s he moves to area M21 and uses 
her ornithopter of flying to retreat to the Palace of 
Heart's Desire. Her sisters. if present, flee to the pal
ace as well (Bavlorna on her lily pad and Skabatha 
on her rocking horse). 



A TRAGEDY IN THE MAKING 

Motherhorn's amphitheater is where tragic plays are 
performed da ily for Endelyn Moongrave to enjoy. 
The charac te rs might choose to perform on s tage 
for one or more of the following reasons: 

, In order to acquire something or someone in 
Endelyn's possession, the characters might need 
to perform a play to put the hag in a ba rgaining 
mood (see "Bargaining with Endelyn" above). 
The characters might intend to uphold a bargain 
made with Skabatha Nightshade (see ··Bargaining 

with Skabatha" in chapter 3). 
The characters might want to create a distraction, 
and performing a play is the best way to keep En
delyo a nd her minions preoccupied. 

While the play is going on, one or more characters 
might try to s neak off and explore other areas of 
Motherhorn on their own, splitting the party. If that 
occurs, resolve what happens to these wandering 
characters after the play has run its course. 

PREPARING FOR THE PLAY 

Characters who choose to perform a play are met 
by Motherhorn's master of ceremonies, Stagefright. 
who is a goblin boss (chaotic neutral). Describe this 

meeting as follows: 

A goblin in a jester's costume taps his clownish 

scepter on the floor to get your attention and says. 

"To impress the Dame of Unhappy Endings, you will 

need to perform a tragedy-something gruesome, 

depressing, and darkly humorous. I have JUS! the 

play!" A rolled-up script suddenly appears in his hand. 

" Normally we would have several hours to prepare, 

but alas, time is of the essence. Since you don't have 

time to memorize all the lines. we'll need to impro

vise." Tossing the script over one shoulder. he says. 

"Worry not! I'll feed you lines from the wings if you 

get s tuck!" 

Have each player roll once on the Performers· Roles 
table 10 determine what role Stagefright assigns to 
that player's characte r. If two players get the same 
result, S1agefright lets them decide which one of 
them takes that role before suggesting another role 
for the other eharacrer (choose a table ent ry tha t 
hasn't a lready been assigned). Allow characters to 
invent new roles for themselves if they don't like the 
ones they're assigned. If a charac ter wa nts 10 play a 
talking pumpkin or a bored treant . le t it happen! 
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PERFORMERS' ROLES 

d8 Role 

Drunken satyr 

2 Failed magician 

3 High-and-mighty princess 

4 Mean-spirited servant 

S Nervous apothecary 

6 Cowardly noble 

7 Foolish minstrel 

8 Honorable knight risen from the dead 

Once a ll the characters have roles, Stagefright 
leads them to a prop storeroom (area M4a) and 
says, '' Find whatever you can make use of in this 
mess!" The characters are a llowed 20 minutes to 
don costumes and select props appropriate for their 
assigned roles. When they're ready, Stagefright 
leads them through the dressing room (area MS) 
to the performers · quarters (area M6), whereupon 
he says, "The play begins in ten minutes!" Charac
ters can spend that time doing whatever they want. 
When the 10 minutes are up, Stagefright reappears 
and escorts the party to the stage (area M2). 

Endelyn Moongrave (see appendix B) pee rs down 
at the stage from a 40-foot-high stone balcony (area 
M21) while a gloomy audience of darklings watches 
from the amphitheater seats and masked goblins 
perch atop the stage rigging (see the boxed text 
in area M2 for details). Stagefright introduces the 
characters' troupe and their play, the n ducks behind 
a curtain. Appendix D has additional roleplaying 
notes for Stagefright. 

PERFORMING THE PLAY 

Appendix E contains lines of dialogue for you to 
photocopy and cut out. Place the slips of paper in 
a pape r bag or other opaque container, then give it 
to your players . At the start of the play, each player 
draws a slip of pape r from the containe r, as Stage
fright hisses a line to that player's character from 
the wings. The rules of the play are as follows: 

• The players must ad-lib a tragedy. What their char
acters say and do is up to them for the most part, 
but they mus t find a way to incorporate Stage
fright's lines into the play's dialogue. Each time a 
character delivers one of Stagefright's lines, that 
characte r's player draws a new line from the bag. 

• Characters can freely move a round the stage, use 
props, and enter and exit scenes as they wish, but 
every character who has a role must contribute to 
the pe rformance. 

• If one of the play's characters dies or meets some 
other tragic end, that character's player no longer 
draws lines of dialogue. A characte r who exits 
the story in this fashion can leave the s tage but is 
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expected to re turn and take a final bow once the 
play has concluded. Antics performed by offstage 
characters (including but not limited to the explo
ration of other a reas in Motherhorn) s hould be 
resolved after the play concludes. 

Endelyn is the play's sole judge. Use the Story 
Tracke r to keep track of how well the performance 
is going, in Endelyn's estimation: 

• Tally one s uccess every time a handout line is de
livered in a way that complements the narrative. 

• Tally one success if a particularly gruesome, 
tragic, or darkly humorous scene is enacted. 

• Tally one failure each time a character loiters in 
the wings or remains on s tage for too long with
out speaking. 

• Tally one failure if too much time goes by with
out a handout line being spoken, prompting 
Stagefright to ratt le his fool's scepter at the per
formers. (If you have a one-minute egg timer, 
you can use it as a control. Every time a handout 
line is spoken. flip the egg timer. If the timer 
runs out. too much time has gone by, warranting 
one failure.) 

ENDELYN'S VERDICT 

When al l the handout lines have been delivered or 
when all the play's characters have met tragic ends, 
Stagefright signals the characters to wrap it up and 
take their bows. Then he joins them on stage to 
await Endelyn's verdict. 

Success. If the characters earned more successes 
than failures, Endelyn is pleased to strike bargains 
with them. ln addition, she invites them to stay in 
the theater as long as they like and make them
selves at home; those who accept a re assigned quar
ters in area M6. 

Failure. lf the characters netted more failures 
than successes, Endelyn is not entertained by their 
play and won't bargain with them. She orders the 
characters to leave her theater at once; if one or 
more of them refuse, she orders the darklings in the 
audience to attack. Characters who are reduced to 
0 hit points in the ensuing fracas are knocked un
conscious, then stripped of their gear and locked in 
the prison (area M17) until Endelyn decides how to 
punish them for wasting her precious time. 

MOTHERHORN LOCATIONS 

The following locations are keyed to the map of 
Motherhorn. 

Ml. MAIN ENTRANCE 

Recessed into the inner wall of the balcony is a 
12-foot-high, s tone double door with fancy scroll
work along its edges but no visible handles, hfoges. 
or seams. If someone touches the door, read: 



OTHERHORN 
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The surface of the door assumes the likeness of a 

skull-faced hag. "The moon-twin is not welcome 

here," it says in a raspy voice. "All others may step for

ward and pass through the black curtain at the end of 

the entrance hall." 

The visage splits down the m iddle as the double 

door swings open, revealing a decorated hallway in 

which discordant chamber music plays. 

The visage can see and hear whatever's on the bal
cony, and it waits expectantly for creatures to pass 
through the open doorway. When no authorized 
creatures are left on the balcony in front of it, the 
door closes until its outer surface is touched again. 
Creatures that wa nt to leave Motherhorn by this 
route need only touch the inside of the double door, 
which causes it to swing open; it remains open until 
10 seconds pass without a creature passing through 
it. The door can't be opened otherwise- not by using 
magic, thieves· tools, or brute force. 

If Gleam (the "moon-twin" mentioned by the door) 
tries to enter without having a convincing disguise, 
a n invisible force pushes her back onto the balcony. 
Any disguise of a magical nature is sufficient to fool 
the door. A conventional disguise works as well, pro
vided whoever created the disguise fools the door by 
succeeding on DC 12 Charisma (Deception) check. 
If she is unable to enter Motherhorn, Gleam waits 
outside for the characte rs and urges them to find her 
sister as quickly as possible. Amidor, Pollenella, and 
any other guides accompanying the party stay with 
Gleam, keeping her company while she waits. 

Entrance Hall. The discordant music that fills 
the ha llway beyond the stone door is magical. At the 
north end of the corridor hangs a thick, black cur
ta in. No sound passes through this curta in while it 
is closed. 

M2. AMPHITHEATER 

An open-air amphitheater is carved from the slope of 

the mountaintop. Short, cloaked figures sit on tiered 

stone benches, facing the stage. Enclosing the stage 

are ten-foot-high stone walls, above which you can see 

the s tormy sky. A team of masked goblins is preparing 

the stage for a play while costumed actors huddle in 

the wings and recite lines. Lighting is provided by an 

intricate overhead contraption upon which several 

more masked goblins are perched . The sounds of 

chains clanking and gears turning can be heard com

ing from somewhere under the mountaintop. 
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Plays and rehearsals take place he re during the 
sixteen hours of every day when Endelyn is awake. 
A play is usually rehearsed for 6 hours and then 
performed for 2 hours. The first time the characters 
a rrive here, a rehearsal is underway; roll on the 
Motherhorn Tragedies table to determine which 
play is being rehearsed. 

MoTHERHORN TRAGEDIES 

d8 Summary 

A Tragedy at Twilight. A bright light appears in 

the evening sky during a royal wedding. The light 

grows bigger and causes lively discussion be

tween the revelers. It turns out to be a comet that 

crashes into the wedding, killing everyone. 

2 Lament of a Suckling Boor. A young boar with 

silvered tusks vows to slay the werewolf who mur

dered his parents. He carries his parents' remains 

(a string of sausages) around in a basket. 

3 Only Fools Knock Twice. In this dark comedy, three 

sailors, shipwrecked in the ocean, cling to a coffin. 

4 The Lich King's Revel. A lich king cannot decide 

which of his three living sons should rule his king

dom, so he throws a party during which his sons 

are grafted into a single flesh golem. 

5 Love Unsoiled. A maiden, unable to find the 

perfect suitor, chooses a beau from beyond the 

grave, much to her father's consternation. 

6 A Village No More. A long-brokered peace be

tween a green dragon and a nearby village is 

shattered when the village idiot steals a handful of 

coins from the dragon's hoard. 

7 Blightstraw's Fall. Goblins dressed as bullywugs 

cavort around a wicker effigy of Bavlorna Blight

straw. Adventurers stumble upon the scene and 

trick the "bullywugs" into betraying and killing the 

toadish hag. 

8 An Island of Death in an Ocean of Tears. Explorers 

arrive on an island littered with bones. It takes 

them years to realize they're all dead. 

Endelyn Moongrave (see appendix B for her stat 
block) is not usually present during rehearsals, but 
on this occasion she has foreseen the characters' 
arrival and is watching them through a pair of opera 
glasses from a 40-foot-high balcony (area M21). The 
characters are welcomed to Motherhorn by Stage
fright, the theater's goblin master of ceremonies. 
After introductions are made, Stagefright invites the 
characters to join him on the stage, whereupon he 
bows before Endelyn a nd says to her, "Your guests 
have arrived." The hag doesn't waste time with 
pleasantries (see "Bargaining with Endelyn" earlier 
in the chapter) and prefers to remain on her balcony. 



If a ttacked without provocation, s he withdraws into 
her s tronghold and makes her way to a rea M22, 
leaving her darkling minions (see below) to deal 
with the threat. 

Actors. Three actors are huddled togethe r on 
s tage, ne rvous ly rehears ing their lines from pages 
of a script. All three a re commoners (neutral) with 
proficiency in the Performa nce skill and darkvis ion 
out to a ra nge of 60 feet. In a pinch, they can fight 
with prop weapons that function as clubs. The 
actors are working off debts to Endelyn and aren't 
looking for trouble. They are as follows: 

• Elanys , a fema le Silvaoesti (high elf) from a world 
called Krynn 

• Granam, a ma le goblin from the world of Eberron 
• Helgelar Sun los t, a nonbina ry mounta in dwa rf 

from a world called Oerth 

Audience. S eated on the s tone benches and fac
ing the stage are twenty-five dark.lings (see appen
dix C) wearing cloaks and hoods. Ende lyn forces 
them to watch rehearsals as well as performances, 
not only to torment the darklings but also to make 
sure the actors and the goblin s tagehands behave 
themselves. Despite the poor treatment they receive 
from her, the darklings defend Ende lyn a nd obey 
her commands without question. 

Stage. The stage is hewn from solid rock, with 
patches of moss or lichen growing he re a nd 
there. It's a 10,000-foot drop from the top of the 
outer walls that s urround the s tage to the base of 
the mountain. 

Two wooden cranes that extend from the rear of 
the stage a re used to hois t la rge props a nd back
drops from the workshop (area M 11) to the s tage. 
One unarmed goblin (neutral noncombata nt) op
erates each crane. These crane operators, na med 
Specklenose and Zolt, are also Feenia's pa rents (see 
the "Evil Kite" random encounte r). Afte r Feenia was 
caught stealing props, her pa rents were forced to 
surrender their shadows to Endelyn as punis hment 
for being "bad pa rents." Eve r since then, they have 
been s hunned by the ir peers (s ee the "Shadowless" 
sidebar earlier in the chapte r). The cha racte rs might 
have encounte red the goblins' detached shadows in 
the "Goblin Shadows" ra ndom encounter; if those 
shadows were destroyed, Specklenose and Zolt 
have their norma l shadows back and a re no longer 
being shunned. 

The lighting rig built over the s tage is a n intricate 
wooden device ope ra ted by four una rmed goblins 
(neutral noncomba tants) in theater masks . Mounted 
to the rig are a dozen s huttered cylinders, each 
one with a continual flam e spell cast ins ide it. The 
flames come in diffe rent colors, but they give off no 
heat. The gobl ins can swivel these cylinde rs to focus 
the lights on different pa rts of the stage, and they 

use the shutters on the cylinders to adjus t the lights · 
brightness. 

The cranes and the lighting rig were cons tructed 
by brigganocks and a re manipulated by iron ropes 
made of korred ha ir. Any character who knows the 
korreds' specia l jig (see "Korred Da nce·• earlier in 
the chapter) can command the ha ir to opera te these 
contraptions: otherwise. a device can be manua lly 
operated by a cha racter who ma kes a successful DC 
15 Intelligence (Arcana) check. 

M3 . STAGE LEFT 

l A wooden platfo rm is embedded in the stone Aoor at 

the end of this co rridor. An iron lever is fixed to the 

wall nearby. 

Stagehands use this elevator to carry smalle r props 
from the workshop (area M 11) to the s tage. T he el
evator can carry up to 750 pounds and is raised or 
lowered using the iron lever. 

M4. PROP STORAGE 

When the cha racters firs t explore either of these 
two s torerooms (area M4a or M4b), read: 

I This room is choked with a variety of props and cos- I 
tu mes. There seems to be no o rder to the place. 

Endelyn has amassed a great hoard of props and 
costumes, which a re piled haphazardly in these 
rooms by goblin s tagehands. Each s toreroom has a 
few oddities as well, as decribed below. 

M4a. This room's contents include the follow
ing oddities: 

, A chest full of powdered wigs, each one crawling 
with ha rmless spiders 

, A mousetrap 3 feet wide a nd 8 feet long 
• A pa rasol topped with a copper weathe r vane 

M4b. This room's contents include the follow-
ing oddities: 

A 3-foot-high plaste r pedestal on which perches a 
s mall, leering gargoyle 
A gilded throne with a small iron key hidden un
der its velvet seat cushion (the key, which can be 
felt by anyone who sits on the throne and can be 
found by anyone who lifts the cushion, unlocks the 
wooden chest in a rea M22) 
A small wooden cradle with a baby goblin doll in it 
(the doll cries fo r 1 minute when a key s ticking out 
of its neck is turned) 
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M5. DRESSING ROOM 

Resting against the walls of this circular chamber are 

three dressing tables, each one with a m irror atop it. 

The mirrors are bordered by tiny balls of bright golden 

light. An ornate, high-backed chair on clawed feet 

sits before each table. Slumped in one of the chairs is 

a bugbear dressed as a green dragon from the neck 

down. O n the floor nearby are the fake d ragon head 

and tail that complete the costume. 

If the bugbear's detached shadow in area Ml2 has 
not been defeated, add: 

I This bugbear looks a ll the more unusual because he I 
casts no shadow. 

Performers prepare themselves fo r the stage he re; 
the tables a re strewn with gaudy makeup, dus ting 
powders. and perfume bottles that give off pun
gent odors. 

Hurly the Bugbear. The bugbear, named Hurly 
(chaotic good), slouches in his chair and gazes into 
a mirror. Reflected back at him is a sickly, haggard 
version of himself (see "Magic Mirrors" below). He 
is dressed to portray the green dragon in the trag
edy titled A Village No More, but he has given up 
trying to remember his lines. 

Hurly used to work at the Witchlight Carniva l, 
but his short temper and blustery nature made 
him unpopular. One of Endelyn's spies lured him 
to Motherhorn, where the hag promised to make 
Hurly more likable before sending him back to the 
carnival- but only after he agreed to relinquish his 
shadow and work in Endelyn's theater for three 
years. Hurly recently learned from anothe r actor 
that three years in the Feywild doesn't necessarily 
equate to three years where he came from, so he's 
no longer certa in how long Endelyn expects him to 
remain at the theater. The hag assures Hurly that 
his ta lent is becoming more refined and respected 
with every performance-but rhe magic mirrors in 
this room tell him a different story. It's clear to Hurly 
tha t his dreadful performances are not endearing 
him to anyone, Endelyn most of a ll. 

Hurly expects to be demoted to stagehand and 
wishes he had never left the Witchlight Carnival. 
His failure to win over a udiences is due in part to 
his missing shadow, as explained in the "Shadow
less" sidebar earlier in the chapter. If Hurly regains 
his s hadow, his performances wi ll garner a better 
reception, a lthough he doesn't know that yet. 

Append ix D contains additiona l roleplaying notes 
for Hurly. 
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Magic Mirrors. Each dressing table mirror is 
lit by magic orbs of light affixed to its frame and 
enchanted to display an image that corresponds to 
a performer's standing with Endelyn. What a crea
ture sees in a mirror depends on how Endelyn feels 
about that creature: 

• If Endelyn is tolerant or unaware of the onlooker, 
the image is the performer's normal appearance . 

• If the onlooker is out of favor with Endelyn, the im
age is a sickly and haggard version of the creature. 

• If Endelyn is plotting the onlooker's demise, 
the image is a skeleton wearing the onlook
er 's clothes. 

Each of the three mirrors is a Small object with AC 
13, 3 hit points, and immunity to poison and psychic 
damage. If a mirror is destroyed, poison gas billows 
up from its shards, filling the room. Each creature 
in the room must make a DC 11 Constitution saving 
throw, taking 22 (4-dlO) poison damage on a failed 
save, or ha lf as much damage on a successful one. 
The gas doesn't spread beyond this room and dissi
pates quickly. 

M6. PERFORMERS' QUARTERS 

The walls of this gloomy chamber are lined with 

black-veiled compartments that contain makeshift 

beds. The furniture is sparse: a few wooden tables 

and chairs, a box of junk in one corner, and flickering 

lanterns resting here and there. Five performers oc

cupy the room. Two of them pace nervously while the 

others weep. 

The actors here perform their roles reluctantly 
and are eager to leave, but cannot do so yet; each 
either has an unfulfilled bargain with the hag or 
has displeased her somehow and is working to win 
back her favor. All five performers a re unarmed 
commoners (neutral), a nd the nonhuman ones 
have darkvision out to a range of 60 feet. They are 
as follows: 

• Elemic the Excellent (a male human from the 
world of Tori!) sobs in his bunk. 

• Diamanda Mistriddle (a female forest gnome from 
a world whose name is unknown to her) buries 
he r face in a cushion on the floor to hide her tears. 

• P uff Rivernoggin-Lemonseed (a male lightfoot 
halfling from what he terms "the Known World") 
cries while studying script pages that have be
come wrinkled from his tears. 

• Elegy (a female tiefling who claims to hail from 
Sigil) paces while talking to a tiefling skull. 

• Klee Westerly (a non binary human from the 
world of Tal'dorei) paces angrily while muttering 
his lines. 



All five actors urge the characters to leave Mothe r
horn before the hag, whom they refer to as Creeping 
Lyn or Biller End, snares them in her traps. Given 
a cha nce, one or more of the actors also s hare the 
following information: 

• "Even if Creeping Lyn hales you, it's still poss ible 
to win her favor by te lling a gruesome or depress
ing s tory on he r s tage-that's what we're all try
ing to do." 
"Storms provide the lightning that Bitter End 
needs to power he r contraptions. Without the m, 
the s how can't go on." 

• "The hag's greatest contraption is the Orre ry of 
Tragedies, which a llows her to glimpse many pos
sible futures. Time a nd again, she has foreseen 
her own demise a nd take n measures to delay it for 
as long as possible." 

Treasure. The box in the corner contains the 
belongings of actors who have peris hed in Mother
horn. (Some died of natural causes; others s uc
cumbed at the ha nds of Endelyn, her minions, or 
jealous rivals.) Among the junk can be found the 
following treasures: 

, A powder brush with a painted handle sculpted to 
resemble a bunch of roses (25 gp) 

• A gold hand mirror that removes wrinkles, 
blemishes, a nd scars from the onlooker's re flec
tion (250 gp) 
A fully charged wand of web 

M7. ORACULAR LIBRARY 

This magnificent hall is lined with s tone books helves 

housing a library of leathe r-bound tomes. Three el

derly, bespectacled goblins climb ladders to fetch 

books for three s lender, cloaked figures who are read

ing while seated in overstuffed armchairs. 

The three goblins (neutral) a re unarmed noncom
batants who keep this library clean a nd organized. 
The cloaked figures seated in the armcha irs a re 
three darkliog elders (see appendix C) who read 
to pass the time. Endelyn recently informed them 
that s he's expecting visitors, so the elders a ren't s ur
prised to see the cha racters a nd are initially indiffer
ent towa rd them. That indiffe re nce turns to hostility 
if the characters attack the elders. 

Tales from the Gloaming Court, Vol. 3. Cha r
acters who examine the bookshelves s pot one 
book that looks out of place among the others. It is 
a hefty, green-covered tome with a withered frog 
s titched into its s pine. Kissing the frog or s troking 
it with a moiste ned finger causes the frog to croak 
the book's title in Elvish. This book is volume 

3 of an eleven-book series titled Tales from the 
Gloaming Court. 

Endelyn s tole this book and its companion (in a rea 
Ml 7) from her sister Skabatha's private libra ry (see 
area L14 in chapter 3). The hag has tucked a thin. 
wax-stoppered vial inside the s pine of the book. A 
character who examines the book before opening 
it spots the vial with a s uccessful DC 12 Wisdom 
(Perception) check and can use an action to try to 
remove it. doi ng so with a successful DC 10 Dex
terity check. 

On a check that fails by 5 or more or if a character 
opens the book without first removing the vial, the 
container s hatters, re leasing a cloud of mummy dus t 
that fills a IO-foot-radius sphere centered on the 
book. The dust s preads around corners and settles 
quickly. Any creature in the dust cloud must succeed 
on a DC 12 Cons titution saving throw or be cursed 
with mummy rot. A creature cursed in this way can't 
regain hit points, a nd its hit point maximum de
creases by 10 (3d6) for every 24 hours that e lapse. 
If the curse reduces the target's hit point maximum 
to 0, the target dies, a nd its body turns to dust. The 
curse lasts until removed by a remove curse spell or 
similar magic. 

Endelyn's Black Books. The rema ining books, 
of which there a re hundreds, are of similar ma nu
facture. Each one is 8 inches tall, 3 inches wide, 
and s pineless, its black wooden covers a nd yellow 
pages held together with copper wire. The image of 
a n hourglass is burned into the front cover of each 
book, and carved into the wood above it is a smaller 
symbol that resembles a chicken's foot. 

These thin books contain handwritten accounts 
of every terrible future that Endelyn has glimpsed 
us ing the Orrery of Tragedies in a rea Ml4 . These 
accounts a re written by Endelyn herself as rhymes 
in the Elvish script. T hroughout these records, 
E ndelyn acknowledges that not every future s he 
glimpses comes to pass, for any possible future 
can be negated by a nother. The black books a re a r
ranged on the s helves in the order in which Endelyn 
has w ritten them. No book mentions the characte rs 
or a nyone closely associated with them; mos t of the 
accounts speak of individuals who are long dead, 
many of them victims of tragedies of the ir own mak
ing. Endelyn foreshadows her own doom quite often, 
noting that it will occur during an eclipse. 

Characters who s pend at least I hour perusing 
these texts find the following three verses that per
ta in to Endelyn, lggwilv, a nd the Hourglass Coven: 

A ll I've wrought shall come undone 
When the moon blots out the sun. 

The sweet treachery we three have wrought
Would lggwilv forgive us? Ha! I think not. 
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Time was our ally, standing beside us. 
Giving us that which Mummy denied us. 
But nour, 1 fee/ its hands turn cold 
And see its second sight unfold: 
The hourglass broken, the sisters three 
Meeting our hellish destiny. 
Bav and Skab will never know 
That Time has always been our foe. 

Skabatha's Secret. Endelyn knows that her sister, 
Skabatha, is cursed to forget the first creature she 
sees when she wakes each morning. In the event of 
Endelyn's death, she wants this secret to be known, 
so Endelyn wrote it on a scrap of invisible paper and 
placed it atop the highest shelf in the library. The pa
per becomes visible and blows off the shelf if Ende
lyn dies, which can happen only during an eclipse. 
If the characters enter this room after Endelyn has 
died, the paper is lying on the floor in plain view. 
Written in the Elvish script, it reads: 

Every morn when Skabatha rises, 
The one first seen by her waking eyeses 
ls swiftly forgotten like some fleeting swain 
And shan't be remembered 'ti/ she sleeps again. 

M8. ENDELYN
1
S MASK COLLECTION 

The walls of this room are adorned with wooden 

masks, most of which look like shocked goblin faces . 

Dozens of masks hang neatly from hooks on the 

walls, and several more are stowed haphazardly on 

the shelves of an old bookcase. 

Two padlocked cages stand in a far corner; one 

is occupied by a panic-stricken goblin, and the 

other is empty. 

In the middle of the room, two copper poles ten 

feet apart descend from the eight-foot ceiling. Each 

pole has a one-foot-diameter copper sphere at the 

end of it, three feet off the Aoor. Between the poles, 

a struggling goblin is shackled to a thin, tall chair, so 

that the spheres are level with the goblin's head. 

A tall, thin, cloaked figure stands in the shadows. A 

rictus grin forms beneath the cowl as the figure pulls 

a lever that juts from a wall. An instant later, golden 

lightning leaps between the spheres , catching the 

shackled goblin in its path. Before you can react, the 

goblin transforms into a wooden mask that falls to the 

Aoor. "Binky!" shrieks the caged goblin. 

Endelyn uses the lightning-powered arcane device 
in this room to punish those who irritate her. The 
device has 3 charges and regains all expended 
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charges after 8 hours. Pulling the lever expends 1 
charge and causes a line of golden lightning. 10 feet 
long and 5 feet wide, to flash between the t\vo cop
per spheres. Any creature in this line must succeed 
on a DC 16 Wisdom saving throw or be magically 
transformed into an inanimate wooden mask, a long 
with whatever it is wearing or carrying. The mask 
bears a striking resemblance to the creature's vis
age, and the transformation lasts until the mask is 
targeted by a successful dispel magic spell (DC 19). 
Every mask created in this fashion is a Tiny wooden 
object with AC 15, 5 hit points, and immunity to 
poison and psychic damage. A mask that is reduced 
to O hit points is destroyed and can't be transformed 
back into the creature it once was. 

Each copper rod is a Medium object with AC 15, 
18 hit points, and immunity to lightning, poison, and 
psychic damage. The lever is a Small object with 
AC 15, 10 hit points, and immunity to poison and 
psychic damage. Destroying the lever or either rod 
renders the device inoperable until it is repaired. 

The creature holding the lever is a darkling el
der (see appendix C) who takes sadistic pleasure 
in turning other creatures into masks. A female 
goblin (neutral) named Vig is locked in one of the 
cages and is doomed to suffer the same fate as her 
friend, Binky, unless the characters intervene on her 
behalf. Both goblins worked the cranes in area M2 
until they accidentally dropped a backdrop in the 
middle of a performance, ruining the s how and an
gering Endelyn. lf the characters attack the darkling 
elder, it fights back. At the same time, Vig shouts in 
Common, "Leave me to my fate! Bitter End can do 
worse than turn me into a mask!" 

As an action, a character using thieves' tools can 
try to pick the lock on either cage or the shackles on 
the chair, doing so with a successful DC 12 Dexter
ity check. The darkling carries a ring of three keys, 
two of which open the padlocks on the cages; the 
third key unlocks the chair's shackles. 

Endelyn's poor treatment of her notwiths tanding, 
Vig wants to please the hag. The goblin enjoys work
ing at Motherhorn, though she dislikes Stagefright, 
the gobl in master of ce remonies. Vig knows her way 
around Motherhorn and shares the following infor
mation with her rescuers: 

• Bitter End has a pair of magic scissors that she 
uses to snip off other creatures' shadows. These 
de tached s hadows congregate in the shadow the
ater (area M 10). 

• To ente r the prison (area Ml 7), one needs the 
fool's scepter that belongs to Endelyn's master of 
ce remonies, Stagefright. 
The hag has a special guest- a hateful woman 
named Cha rmay, who cla ims to get her magic 
from a pact s he made with Baba Yaga. Charmay 
has powerful friends and belongs to a group called 



the League of Something-or-Other. She doesn't 
like goblins and mistreats them every chance she 
gets. (Vig can't remember the name of the League 
of Malevolence. but she can lead characters to 
"Charmay'' in area Mll.) 

M9. BACKDROP HALLWAY 

This shadowy hallway is blocked by a wooden back

drop ten feet from the entrance. The backdrop is 

painted to look like a library bookshelf. 

Three backdrops spaced 10 feet apart block this 
hall. The second one is painted to look like a raging 
sea, and the third looks like a moonlit graveyard. 
When a creature moves within 5 feet of a backdrop, 
it swings back against the wall, revealing more of 
the corridor. The backdrops remain locked in thes e 
positions for 1 minute before swinging out to block 
the hallway again. 

Pit Trap. Beyond the third backdrop, directly 
in front of the doorway to area MIO, is a hidden 
pit. The lid of the pit is easily mistaken for a dusty 
flagstone and opens when a weight of 50 pounds or 
more is placed on it. Any creature standing on the 
lid when it opens must succeed on a DC 12 Dexter
ity saving throw or fall into the pit, which is 20 feet 
deep but filled to a depth of 10 feet with grave dirt. 
After falling 10 feet, a creature lands prone in the 
dirt but takes no damage. Leaning against one wall 
of the pit is a tombstone prop made of wood painted 
to look like stone. It is engraved with the name of 
the first creature that has just fall en into the pit. 
This engraving is a harmless illusion that fades af
ter 1 minute. 

MIO. SHADOW THEATER 

Rows of tiered seating fill the back half of th is theater, 

and motes of dust float and dance above the ancient 

upholstery. The seats face a stone stage flanked by 

wooden silhouettes of fir trees, lit from behind and 

above by a white, moon-like sphere of glass that 

hangs from the ceiling by a short chain and cas ts long 

shadows on the walls. Suspended above the stage is 

a trapeze. 

Eleven shadows occupy the theate r. These shad
ows are Fey, not Undead , and they were created by 
Endelyn using her scissors of shadow snipping (s ee 
appendix A). If Gleam's detached shadow wasn't de
stroyed in chapter 1, it is one of the e leven shadows 
here. all of which are invisible while they remain 
hidden in the norma l shadows being cas t by the 
wooden silhouettes. One of the shadows. larger 

than the others, once belonged to Hurly Lhe bugbear 
(see a rea MS). 

If the cha racters disturb the wooden s ilhouetles 
enough to make their shadows change position. 
the de tached s hadows a re revealed a nd begin 
prancing around s ilently like mimes. lf Gleam's 
shadow is among them. it leaps onto the trapeze a nd 
swings from it. 

The shadows ac t as Endelyn's spies and attack 
only if they fee l threatened. Shadows tha t a re re
duced to O hit points a re destroyed and reattach to 
their original owners as norma.l s hadows . 

A creature whose Strength is reduced to O by a 
shadow's Strength Drain a ttack does not die but 
falls unconscious instead. The creature regains con
sciousnes s, and the reduction to its Streng th score 
disappears, afte r it finis hes a s hort or long rest. 

Moon Sphere. This dangling, 3-foot-diameter 
sphere of white glass sheds bright light out to a 
range of 20 feet and dim light for an additiona l 20 
feet. Casting dispel magic on the s phere automati
cally causes its light to go out. 

Treasure. Characters who search the shadow the
ate r find a pa ir of opera glasses (250 gp) resting on 
one seat. 

Mll. STAGE WORKSHOP 

This workshop is access ible from area M2 by a 
staircase and from area M3 by an elevator. The cur
tain to area M2 is drawn. A pair of sliding wooden 
doors opens to reveal the undercarriages of the 
cranes that hang below the amphitheater. 

The cavernous underbelly of the s tage is noisy a nd 

hot. Goblins work a forge , saw wood. and daub paint 

onto wooden backdrops. A woman In a tight-fitt ing 

dress ba rks orders at the workers while a goblin 

frantica lly makes adjus tments to her cos tume usi ng 

needles, pins , and thread. A tiny c reatu re chained 

to a hooded lantern on a ta bleto p is using a stick of 

charcoal to sketch some thing on a piece of parchment 

at unbelieva ble speed. A wispy bulb of light flu tters 

next to him. 

Stage props and backdrops are cra ft ed here. Over
sized items a re moved th rough the double doors in 
the eas tern wall , affixed to the cra nes. and hoisted 
to the s tage above. Sma lle r items a re ferried up 
us ing the elevator to a rea M3, wh ich is opernted by 
us ing a lever on the adjacent wal l. 

Eighteen unarmed goblin noncombatants (twelve 
neut ra l adults and s ix unaligned children) work 
here, overseen by an evil wa rlock named Skylla (see 
appendix 8). The creature chained to the hooded 
la ntern is Golmo, an unarmed brigganock (see 
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appendix C), accompanied by the ball of light that 
contains his soul. Endelyn forces Golmo to draw 
diagra ms for various contraptions, and his sketches 
can be found on scores of loose sheets of pa rch
me nt. He uses his Time Lapse action as often as 
possible to produce his designs quickly. 

Sky/la. Skylla was treated to a puppet show 
during which Endelyn revealed a "likely future" in 
which Skylla is fata lly betrayed by the other mem
bers of the League of Malevolence. This revelation 
prompted Skylla to de fect from the group a nd take 
refuge at Motherhorn. Skylla carries the key to Gol
mo's cha ins a nd willingly parts with it only if doing 
so might save her life. 

Even though she is costumed, Skylla is ins tantly 
recognizable to a ny member of Valor's Call. She is 
looking forward to making her onstage debut as her 
a lter ego, Charmay, in a one-woman play she wrote 
he rself titled Lamentations of a Warlock. Skylla is 
currently being outfilled for her role by a flustered 
goblin ta ilor, who keeps accidenta lly s ticking her 
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with dressmaking pins as they both move around 
the room. 

Skylla becomes enraged whenever the goblins 
forget to address he r as "Charmay," and she keeps 
a close eye on Golmo, locking him in the la nte rn 
when he's not working. 

If she meets inlruders in the workshop, Skylla 
utters a command word taught to her by Endelyn 
("nocturli"), which bestows a semblance of life upon 
eight inanimate props scattered throughout the 
workshop. Each of these props uses the animated 
armor stat block (with Armor Class modifications 
as noted below) and tries to re pel intruders while 
the goblins cower behind backdrops. The animated 
props a re as follows: 

• A 4-foot-long, crooked stove pipe (AC 19) 
A wrought-iron gate (AC 19) 

• A pla in, empty wooden coffin (AC 15) 
• A plaste r statue of a n elf king clutching a scep

ter (AC 13) 
• A plas te r wedding cake stuck to a small ta-

ble (AC 13) 
• A stuffed boar mannequin (AC 11) 
• A 6-foot-tall, stuffed canvas flesh golem (AC 11) 
• A 7-foot-tall, painted wooden statue of an owlbear 

on its hind legs (AC 15) 

While the animated props serve as a distraction, 
Skylla stuffs Golmo in the lantern a nd makes her 
way upstairs to area M2, where she can trust the 
darklings to defend her, with the hapless goblin tai
lor dogging Skylla's heels. If Skylla is pinned down 
a nd forced to surrender to avoid certain death, she 
can cause the animated props to revert to their ina n
imate forms by uttering the word "alfaria n." 

Skylla feels no loyalty to the League of Malevo
lence. If characters mention the league, she boast
fully reveals the following information about her 
former crew: 

• The leader of the League of Malevolence is Kelek, 
whose driving ambition is to s teal the magic staff 
from his archene my, Ringlerun. 

• Kelek came to Pris meer to blackma il Zybilna into 
taking Ringlerun's staff. Skylla doesn't know what 
leverage Kelek has over Zybilna, but it must be 
considerable. 

• Skylla betrayed the League of Malevole nce by 
leaking Kelek's plans to the Hourglass Coven. 
When the league's members arrived at the pa lace, 
the hags used them to create a diversion while the 
sisters rebelled against Zybi lna. The League of 
Malevolence now works for the hags, a lbeit unwill
ingly. Skylla is proud of the trouble she has caused 
her former comrades. 

The following information mus t be pried from 
Skylla us ing magic or force: 



• Zybilna is an alias used by the archmage Iggwilv. 
who hails from a world called Oerth. 
Iggwilv is the adopted daughte r of Baba Yaga, un
like the hags of the Hourglass Cove n, who are true 
daughters of the Mother of Witches. 

• The hags used lggwilv's Cauldron, a powerful 
artifact crafted with help from Baba Yaga, to trap 
Iggwilv in time. The cauldron can be destroyed by 
a flame tongue sword, just like the one wielded by 
Kelek's evil bodyguard, Warduke. 

Go/mo the Architect. Golmo is timid and weary, 
and his workload is relentless. Whe n he gets a mo
ment's rest, he slumps down inside the lante rn and 
quickly falls asleep. He would like very much to be 
allowed to re turn to Brigganock Mine. 

As an action, a character using thieves' tools can 
try to pick the lock on Golmo's chain, doing so with 
a successful DC 15 Dexterity check. A character 
can instead use an action to try to break the chain 
by making a successful DC 12 Strength check. If 
freed, Golmo takes refuge in the pocket or pouch 
of one of the characte rs. Given a chance, he throws 
his diagrams in the fire, ensuring that Endelyn can 
never use them. 

Treasure. Skylla has an eldritch staff(see appen
dix A), which she keeps within easy reach. 

A search of the workshop uncovers the following 
treasures: 

• A hammer with a gold handle (25 gp) 
• A two-person saw made from a wyve rn's 

jaw (75 gp) 
• A set of mason's tools embossed with the seal of 

Moradin's own forge (250 gp) 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracke r indicates that 
the unicorn horn is he re, it is in Skylla's posses 
sion. The warlock either stole it from the Hourglass 
Coven or acquired it from the darkling merchants 
in area M16; regardless, she keeps it on her per
son at all times. She doesn't want it falling into 
Kelek's hands but willingly parts with it to s ave 
her own skin. 

Ml2.PARTSSTORAGE 
The secret tunnel from Brigga nock Mine leads here. 
If the characters enter Motherhorn this way, read: 

The tunnel ends at a wall of loose-fitting stones. Red 

light shines through the cracks, and you hear the 

sounds of shouting and hammering coming from 

somewhere beyond the wall. 

The stones blocking the end of the tunnel can be 
easily moved to create a 3-foot-squa re opening. 

Whe n the characters peer into this room, e ithe r 
from the workshop (area M 11) or the brigganock 
tunnel. read: 

Crates of props are stacked in this chamber along· 

side wooden backdrops draped in cobwebs. An 

eight-foot-diameter, circular wooden d isk painted to 

look like a smiling moon leans against one wall. 

From a cluttered corner, a raspy voice says, " Psst! 

Over here!" Glancing in that direction, you see a 

wooden marionette carved and painted to look like a 

human skeleton. It appears to be tangled in its own 

strings. " I seem to have gotten myself in a wee fix.'" 

The wooden ma rionette is Break-a-leg (use the 
living doll stat block in appendix C). It lies in a 
heap. its strings in disarray a nd its limbs jumbled. 
Until its s trings a re untangled a nd its limbs prop
erly oriented. Break-a-leg is res tra ined and can't 
use its Crabby Hands action or ta ke reactions. A 
character who spends 1 minute trying to untangle 
its strings can make a DC 14 Dexterity (Sleight of 
Hand) check, freeing the ma rione tte on a s uccessful 
check. If freed, Break-a-leg springs to its feet a nd 
shakes each character by the finger. Its jaw moves 
up and down as it talks. and its head ca n rotate 360 
degrees. The skeleton marionette a lways turns its 
head to face whomever it is s peaking to. 

Break-a-leg was Endelyn's firs t experiment with 
living puppetry. A flaw in its creation process kept it 
from having the sadistic streak that the hag wa nted. 
so she discarded it. It knows Motherhorn's layout 
and the na ture of its inhabitants. though not thei r 
exact whe reabouts. It doesn't like Endelyn a nd wi ll
ingly sha res the following secrets: 

• Endelyn is terrified of eclipses (this is Mothe r
horn's wors t kept secret, Break-a-leg admits). 

• Endelyn wrote a secret about he r s is ter, Ska bat ha, 
on a piece of invisible pa rchment tha t s he keeps in 
the oracula r libra ry (area M7). 

• If the lightning rods atop Motherhorn a re 
destroyed or s tolen, Ende lyn can't opera te he r 
arcane contraptions. 

Break-a-leg wa nts to escape Mothe rhorn. If the 
cha racters entered from Brigganock Mine, the ma r
ionette s trikes off that way on its own; otherwise, it 
as ks the characte rs to le t it tag a long with them. 

Fake Moon. The wooden dis k pa inted to look like 
a moon weighs 50 pounds. It has a s ma ll iron ring 
screwed into its top so that it can be hung from a 
hook a bove the s tage. ff Glis ter (see a rea M 17) hides 
behind the moon while wearing her s un mask, the 
two images create a symbolic eclipse that can help 
seal Endelyn's fa te. 
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Ml3. WORKER CELLS 

Six dingy cells strung with hammocks line both s ides 

or this corridor. Loud snoring comes from one cell, 

and the noise or a rumbling stomach from another. 

Two unarmed noncombatants occupy the cells. 
Wart, a ma le goblin (neutral), is sound asleep: Kizz, 
a female goblin (neutral good), is too hungry to sleep 
and sits in her cell, nibbling he r toenails. If the char
acters offer food to Kizz. she gratefully accepts and 
te lls them three secrets by way of compensation: 

She found a key and hid it under the seat cushion 
of a throne in one of the prop rooms (area M4b). 
Kizz doesn't know what the key unlocks. 

• Goblins who anger Creeping Lyn are turned into 
wooden masks. A few guests have been treated 
the same way. 

• There's a belfry in one of Motherhorn's turrets 
(a rea M20), but Creeping Lyn boarded it up. 

Ml4. ORRERY O F TRAGEDIES 

This cyl indrical chamber houses a whirring contrap

tion bolted to a revolving metal disk that serves as its 

base. Metal spheres and sickles are attached to the 

ends or long metal arms that sweep back and forth, 

clicking loudly and rhythmically like the hands of a 

giant metronome. The apparatus is inlaid with charac

ters from strange alphabets, and s moky wisps in the 

shapes or these letters rise from the contraption as 

it revolves. The whole device hums and crackles with 

lightning. 

Rising from the middle of the mechanism is an 

eighty-foot-tali copper pole made of eight ten-foot

long lightning rods attached e nd to end. It extends 

upward past a ring-shaped gallery that forms the 

chamber's upper level, through a hole in the fifty-foot

high domed ceiling. 

Three goblins wearing overalls and tinted goggles 

use brooms to sweep the floor, seemingly untroubled 

by the noise. 

When she's not watching plays from her ornithopter 
pad (a rea M21) or asleep in her room (area M22), 
Endelyn Moon grave is on the balcony (area M 19) 
that ha ngs 20 feet above this chamber, where she 
can be seen by cha racters who look up. She is 
positioned in front of tJ1e door to area M22. If the 
other hags were forced to flee their la irs in Hither 
a nd Thither, Bavlorna Blightstraw and Skabatha 
Nightshade are on the side of the viewing gallery 
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opposite where Endelyn stands. trying to make 
sense of their sister 's wicked contraption. See ap
pendix B for the hags' stat blocks. 

Creatures on the balcony have three-quarters 
cover against attacks made by creatures on the 
floor be low and vice versa, due to the mechanism's 
many moving parts . Membe rs of the Hourglass Co
ven who find themselves at risk of being captured 
or killed flee to the Pa lace of Heart's Desire (see 
chapter 5) using their vehicles or mounts, which are 
parked in area M21. 

Contraption. The Orrery of Tragedies is 20 feet 
tall and 60 feet in diameter. It uses magic a nd math
ematics to produce its prognostications, and it can 
s ift through possible futures to identify the most 
likely ones. As the contra ption turns, it emits smoke 
in the form of letters that spell out predictions, 
which Endelyn transcribes in a black book like the 
ones shelved in the oracular libra ry (area M7). The 
orrery magically predicts the future of creatures 
whose paths are destined to become entwined with 
the Hourglass Coven and who are doomed to meet a 
tragic end. It serves no other purpose. 

The device is powered by e lectricity transmitted 
through its centra l element: an SO-foot-tall light
ning rod that forms its vertical axis. A creature that 
touches any part of the Lightning rod, enters the 
contraption's s pace for the first time on a turn, or 
starts its turn in the contraption's space must make 
a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw, taking 44 (8d10) 
lightning damage on a failed save, or half as much 
damage on a successful one. A creature in metal a r
mor makes the saving throw with disadvantage. 

The Orrery of Tragedies isn't one object, but doz
ens of smaller objects joined together. To destroy 
the whole thing, at least eight of its compone nts (not 
including the Hghtning rod) must be reduced to 0 hit 
points . Each component is a Large object with AC 
19, 27 hit points. and immunity to lightning, poison, 
and psychic damage. 

The central lightning rod is e ight 10-foot-long 
lightning rods a ttached e nd to end. Each smaller 
rod weighs 100 pounds a nd has AC 17, 25 hit points, 
and immunity to lightning, poison, and psychic dam
age. Reducing one of these rods to 0 hit points de
stroys it a nd causes the rods above it to fa ll , making 
the lowest rod the most obvious target. If tJ1ree or 
more of these rods fall or are destroyed, the assem
bly is no longer tall enough to conduct lightning; the 
contraption shuts dow n after l minute and remains 
powerless until the lightning rod assembly is rebuilt. 

Contact with a n antimagic field s huts down the 
contraption for the field's duration. A successful 
dispel magic s pell (DC 19) causes the contraption to 

shut down for 1 minute, though it remains charged 
with lightning during this time. 



Goblins. The goblins sweeping the floor are un
armed noncombatants (neutra l evil) named Dungus, 
Kak, and Spoorx. They wear Linted goggles to pro
tect their eyes from the Rashes of light that Lhe con
trapLion gives off. They are tight-lipped a nd would 
never willingly betray Endelyn. lf combat breaks out 
he re between Endelyn and the characte rs, the gob
lins Ree down the nearby spiral s taircase. 

M15. THEATER BOXES 
Two 20-foot-high balconies overlook the stage (area 
M2), with s tone s teps leadi ng up to chem. Use the 
following boxed text to describe the ba lconies if the 
characters approach them fro m the amphitheater: 

Two stone balconies are fr inged with thick drapes of 

musty velvet trimmed with black lace, and the black 

marble ra ilings are decorated with leering alabaster 

masks. A large, square mirror set in the wall behind 

each balcony is Ranked by wooden panels painted 

with thunderclouds and lightning bolts. An uphol

ste red bench on each balcony faces a grand view of 

the stage and the stormy sky. 

Each mirror is an 8 -foot-square pane of two-way 
glass wilh AC 13, 4 hit poinLS, vulnerability to 

bludgeoning damage, and immunity to poison and 
psychic da mage. Hidden behind the two-way mirror 
is a semicircula r room contai ning a pair of padded 
a rmcha irs that face the mirror, a llowing those in 
the chamber to observe the theater boxes v ithout 
being seen. 

M16 . DARKLlNG BALLOON DOCK 
The door to a rea M 14 is closed but not locked. 

This tower contains a sparsely furn ished guest room 

attached to a stone balcony. The door connecting 

them swings back and forth in the wind. 

If Trinket, Bauble. a nd Charm's ra in cloud ba l
loon (see chapter 2) is tethe red to the balcony 
a nd the cha racte rs have not a lready seen it or de
stroyed it, add: 

l An enormous Oymg balloon made from a bulging rain l 
cloud 1s tethered to the balcony's batt lements. 

If Cha rm the darkling e lder a nd her l wo cohorts. 
the darklings Trinket and Bauble, fled Hither in 
their rain cloud ba lloon, a ll three are lurking in the 
gues1 room (see appendix C for their stat blocks). 
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Charm's de tached shadow is also present unless 
the characters destroyed it earlie r in the adventure. 
Like other detached shadows found in Motherhorn, 
Charm's shadow is a Fey, not an Undead. A creature 
whose Strength is reduced lo O by the shadow's 
Strength Drain attack does not die but falls uncon
scious instead. The creature regains consciousness, 
and the reduction lo its Strength score disappears, 
a fter it finishes a short or long rest. 

1f Charm's shadow stole the magic spool of thread 
from Bavlorna's cottage in chapter 2, it gave the ite m 
to Charm at the earliest opportunity. The darkling 
elder is patiently awaiting an audience with Endelyn 
and plans to offer up the spool of thread as a gift to 
gain the hag's favor. Charm won't give up the spool 
of thread without a fight. 

The darklings are merchants and thieves, not 
cold-blooded killers. They take no offense at the 
characters' intrusion and are willing to do business, 
provided the cha racters do not threaten them. 

If the darklings are not here , the room is unoccu
pied, and no treasure can be found among the tow
er's furnishings. 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates that 
the darklings have the unicorn horn , that fact no 
longer applies if the characters encounter the dark
lings here. When she saw that the darklings had the 
horn , Skylla the warlock (see area M 11) convinced 
them to give it to her, rather than risk other mem
be rs of the League of Malevolence taking it from 
them by force. 

Ml7. PRISON 

Access to this area is blocked by a featureless stone 
door that can't be opened magically, with thieves' 
tools, or by force. 

I 
Two rusty suits of armor sized for goblins and 

equipped with halberds flank a large stone door bereft 

of handles, hinges, or decoration. 

Characters who examine the rusty suits of armor 
discover that each one has the ina nimate skeleton of 
a goblin propped up inside it. Lifting the rusty visor 
on either suit's helme t reveals its grinning skull, and 
removing the helme t entirely causes the goblin's 
skull to tumble onto the floor. The s uits topple over 
easily, producing a loud clatter as the armor a nd 
skeletons break apart on the floor. 

Disturbing either suit of armor or touching the 
surface of the door causes a large, skeletal version 
of Endelyn's gaunt visage lo appear on the door. 
open its mouth. and say, "You shall not passl Back, 
I comma nd you!" The face on the door can see and 
hear whatever's in front of il, a nd its open mouth 
forms a I-foot-high, 3-foot-wide hole through the 
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door; as the visage speaks, characters who peer into 
the mouth can catch a glimpse of an empty room 
beyond (see "Inside the Prison" below). 

1f the door sees Endelyn within 5 feet of it, or 
if someone taps the door using the fool's scepter 
that belongs to Stagefright, it opens its mouth wide 
enough to create an 8-foot-high, 3-foot-wide archway 
that remains open until 1 minute elapses without a 
creature passing through it. 

If neither of the above options applies, a charac
ter can trick the door into opening its mouth long 
enough for one creature to pass through it before 
the mouth snaps shut. Each of the following tricks 
works once: 

• A character who yawns within 10 fee t of the door 
causes the door to yawn as well, enabling one 
creature to slip through its mouth. 

• A character who spends at least I minute reciting 
a dull monologue, soliloquy, or poem within 10 
feet of the door causes the door to yawn out of 
boredom, enabling one creature to slip through 
its mouth. 

• A character who stands within 10 feet of the 
door and recites a funny joke or limerick causes 
the door to laugh, enabling one creature to slip 
through its open mouth. 

Inventive characters can use the halberds from the 
suits of armor (or weapons of their own) to wedge 
open the mouth, preventing it from closing until 
these obstructions are removed. No ability check is 
needed to accomplish this. If the characters come 
up with a different creative solution, you can reward 
their creativity with automatic success. 

Inside the Prison. Four cells sealed by stone 
doors branch off from the walls of this empty cham
ber. Stone levers jutting from the walls next to the 
doorways are used to raise and lower the cell doors, 
which can't be opened from the inside except by 
the use of a knock spell or similar magic. Each one 
has a small window through which its contents 
can be seen. 

Unless the characters have been detained here, 
three of the cells are open and unoccupied. The 
fourth cell is closed and holds Gleam's twin, Glister 
(use the Selenelion twin stat block in appendix C). 

Describe the cell and its occupant as follows: 

An elf, her face partially hidden under a sun mask, is 

curled up on a divan, reading a book while sipping 

wine from a thin crystal goblet. Other items in the cell 

include a crystal decanter of wine and a bowl of figs 

on a small table, a gold-embroidered wall tapestry de

picting a wooded elven realm, and a porcelain cham

ber pot decorated with gold filigree. 



Glister is comfortable-if not happy- in her cell. 
Endelyn has urged Glister, for the sake of her twin 
sibling, to be a good, quiet houseguest. If Gleam is 
with the characters , she and Glister are reunited. 
The twins try not to get separated again; their goal 
is to reach the Fey Beacons (described earlie r in 
the chapter) a nd use them to get back home to the 
Witch light Carnival, with or without the cha rac
ters' he lp. 

Glis ter knows the following useful information, 
which she shares with her rescuers: 

• "I overheard some goblins talking about a be lfry 
in one of the turre ts. Endelyn boarded up the 
belfry to prevent othe rs from ringing the bell. 
Apparently, it's the safest, fastest way to reach the 
Palace of Heart 's Desire." 

• "Endelyn los t a key and is upse t about it. Her min
ions have been searching for it, to no avai l." (Glis
ter doesn't know that one of the goblins found the 
key and hid it in a rea M4.) 

• "If my sister and l can reach the Fey Beacons, we 
can use them to return to the Witch light Carnival." 
(This is Glis ter's ultimate goal.) 

Glister's Plan. If the characters need some direc
tion on how to dea l with Endelyn, Glister has plotted 
her revenge against the hag and suggests the follow
ing course of action: 

"Endelyn can be destroyed for good, but only during 

an eclipse. I say we create one! There is a moon prop 

in storage. If I were to stand behind it while wearing 

my sun mask, the moon would eclipse the sun. Were 

this configuration to occur in Endelyn's presence, she 

would know her doom is at hand." 

The moon prop can be found in a rea Ml 2. 
Glister and Gleam are willing to go along with any 

other plan the characters conceive, but the sisters 
always have each other's safety uppermost in their 
minds. Appendix D has additional roleplaying notes 
for Glister. 

Tales from the Gloaming Court, Vol. 8. The book 
Glister is reading is a hefty, green-covered tome 
with a withered frog stitched into its spine. Kissing 
the frog or s troking it with a moistened finger 
causes the frog to croak the book's title in Elvish. 
This book is volume 8 of a n e leven-book series titled 
Tales from the Gloaming Court. 

• 

Endelyn s tole this book a nd its companion in area 
M7 from her sister Skabatha's private libra ry (see 
area Ll4 in chapter 3). Stagefright lent the book 
to Glister without Endelyn's knowledge when the 
elf complained that she was bored. Glister doesn't 
take the book with her when s he leaves her cell. be
cause s he finds the intrigues of the Gloaming Court 
quite dull. 

Treasure. Glister's cell contains the following 
items of value: 

• A porcelain chamber pot with gold filigree (50 gp) 
• A crystal wine decanter (125 gp) and goblet (25 gp) 
• An embroidered tapestry depicting a woodland 

realm of the elves (250 gp) 

Ml8. AUDIENCE CHAMBER 

The walls of this chamber are jet black, with gold

painted scrollwork where the walls meet the ceiling 

and each other. Ornate, high-backed armchairs face 

a ra ised dais. An alcove at the back of the dais is half 

hidden by a black curtain. 

This cha mber is unoccupied until Endelyn Moon
grave (see appendix 8) has need of it. The hag uses 
the room for private meetings with vis itors. partic
ularly those who want to know their futures or who 
want to strike bargains with her. Endelyn stands in 
the otherwise empty a lcove when performing her 
auguries (described below). 

A detect magic spell cast on the alcove reveals an 
aura of conjuration magic emanating from it. While 
s tanding in the a lcove, Endelyn can use a bonus 
action to speak a command word ("imprek") a nd 
teleport to her wardrobe in a rea M22, a long with 
a nything she is wearing or carrying. provided the 
wardrobe's main compartme nt is empty and the 
wardrobe hasn't been destroyed. 

Endelyn's Auguries. The Orrery of Tragedies in 
a rea Ml4 a llows Endelyn to fo resee the arriva l of 
vis itors and glimpse their fates, which s he commu
nicates to them th rough grim performances that s he 
calls her "auguries." Endelyn claims to be the sole 
source of these prognostications while failing to 
mention that the orrery shows possible futures, not 
necessarily the future. 

Endelyn performs auguries for characters who 
want to know their futures and who strike a proper 
bargain with her (as described in ''Bargaining with 
Endelyn" earlie r in the chapter) . 
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If the characters ask her to conduct auguries for 
them, read: 

Draped in black robes , the hag peers down at you 

fro m her curtained a lcove. He r long fingers twi tch, 

and extra ha nds appear from within the folds of her 

g hastly dress . She gazes upo n each of you in tu rn 

before saying, " See kers of fate, you have come be

fore t he Dame o f Unhappy Endings to glimpse your 

doom. Be hold!" 

The hag unveils a puppet theate r that was hidden 

in her clothing. It includes stringed marionettes tha t 

resemble yo u and your companions . With each tug of 

the s trings, the puppets bob a round the stage, s peak

ing in the hag's scratchy voice. 

Drawing on information fed Lo her by the Orrery 
of Tragedies, Endelyn pe rforms a macabre puppet 
show that reveals how each character is fated to de
pa rt the multiverse. Have each player roll a dB and 
consult the Unhappy Endings table to find out how 
Endelyn predicts that player's cha racte r might die. 
(You can devise other unhappy endings, if desired.) 

UNHAPPY ENDINGS 

d8 Cause of Death 

Eaten a live by a dragon 

2 Stabbed through the heart by an invisible assassin 

3 Disso lved in a pool of acid 

4 Pulled down into dark water and drowned 

S Hanged by the neck 

6 Impaled o n a s ta lagmite 

7 Poisoned by a friend 

8 Crus hed by a fa ll ing castle 

Ml9. VIEWING GALLERY 

This 20-foot-high ba lcony looks down onto the Or
rery of Tragedies (area Ml4). 

I The stone railing that encloses this ring-s haped bal

cony has balusters shaped like ho urglasses. 

Endelyn Moongrave (see appendix 8) spends much 
of her time on the side of the ba lcony closest to her 
qua rters (a rea M22), transcribing prophecies of 
doom foretold by the Orrery of Tragedies. While 
s he's working, she doesn't like to be disturbed. 

Endelyn records these prophecies in a spineless 
book 8 inches ta ll a nd 3 inches w ide. Its black 
wooden covers and yellow pages a re held together 
by copper wire. The image of an hourglass is 
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burned into the front cover. Currently, one-third of 
the book's pages are filled with Endelyn's spidery 
Elvish script. 

M20. PAPER BIRDS AND HIDDEN BELFRY 

Bottles filled with crackling lightning line wooden 

bookcases along the walls of this chamber. 

An open archway leads to a stone balcony that over

looks the amphitheater forty feet below. On the oppo

site side of the room from the a rch is a large wooden 

desk, atop which a stack of parchment flutters under 

a stone paperweight shaped like a toad. Scattered on 

the desk are ink pots and in k-stained quills. Dangling 

from a rafter near the desk is a rusty cage that holds 

three folded paper b irds flitting a bo ut like moths. 

Endelyn writes her correspondence on sheets of 
enchanted parchment, which she then folds into the 
shape of paper birds that fly to their intended recip
ients. If a message's recipie nt is on another plane 
of existence or is otherwise unreachable, the paper 
bird bursts into fl ames on takeoff and is instantly 
destroyed. 

The paper birds are hos tile toward all creatures 
except the hags of the Hourglass Coven. They use 
the hawk s tat block, with these changes: 

• The pape r birds are Cons truc ts. 
• They have vulnerability to fi re damage, immu

nity to poison and psychic damage, immunity to 
exhaustion, and immunity to the charmed, fright
ened , and poisoned conditions. 

• They deal damage by slicing creatures with their 
sharp edges (the attack is otherwise identica l to 
the hawk's Ta lons attack). 

The cage conta ins three folded birds that Endelyn 
has prepared but hasn't released. The door to the 
cage is held shut by a simple latch. To catch a paper 
bird, a creature mus t reach into the cage and use an 
action to try to grapple it; if the gra pple check suc
ceeds, the magic on the parchment ends, rendering 
the bird ina nimate a nd easy to unfold. If the cage 
door is left open, the pape r birds fly out a fte r a few 
seconds and try to deliver their messages. 

The bi rds in the cage have the following messages 
wri tten on them in the Elvish script: 

My darling Bav, 
Skab had the horn but either los t it or forgot where 

she hid it. Her head is so full of cobwebs. Imagine 
what she'll be like when she's senile. 

Your favorite s is ter, 
End 



Dearest Skab, 
Mummy's little warlock spy was happy to betray 

her companions and reveal that Kelek, Zargash, and 
the others are conspiring to betray us. But fear not. 
Their plots will not succeed. Even now, an outside 
force promises to rid us of the whole stinking lot. 
What'.s important is that the Cauldron remain safe. 
Let me know how you wish to proceed. 

Your beloved sister, 
End 

Lord Kelek, 
/ have written a new play titled The Agonies of 

Alagarthas. It's a tragic tale inspired by real-life 
misfortune that I think you might enjoy. You and the 
other members oft he League of Malevolence are 
invited to Motherhorn to watch a live performance. 
Your missing colleague, Skyl/a, has been my guest 
for some time, but I'm afraid she has worn out her 
welcome. In exchange for my generosity, I'm hoping 
you can take her off my hands. 

Until our next meeting, 
Endelyn 

Bottled Lightning. The hag drinks a bottle of 
lightning before sitting at her desk to write , granting 
her flashes of inspiration. The shelves hold thirty 
bottles of lightning. Any creature other than Ende
lyn that tries to drink the lightning in a bottle takes 
7 (2d6) lightning damage, emptying the bottle in 
the process. 

As an action, a creature can hurl a bottle of light
ning up to 30 feet, where it shatters on impact. 
A creature that hurls a bottle at a specific target 
in range must make a ranged attack against that 
target. On a hit, the target takes 7 (2d6) light-
ning damage. 

Desk. The toad-shaped paperweight on the desk 
is an actual toad that was turned to stone. The 
sheets of parchment under it are waiting to be 
written on and folded into birds. If the stone toad is 
picked up and nothing e lse holds the pages down, 
they flutter about until someone grabs them and 
starts writing on them. As an action, a character can 
try to snatch a shee t out of the a ir, doing so with a 
successful DC 10 Dexterity check. Folding a sheet 
of parchment into a paper bird that can fly (as de
scribed above) requires 1 minute and a successful 
DC 10 Dexterity (Sle ight of Hand) check. 

The inks and quills on the desk are unremarkable. 
Hidden Belfry. The room's 10-foot-high ceiling is 

made of loose wooden boards laid across rafte rs . 
Above these boards, hidden in the top of the turre t, 
is a belfry. The characters can reach the boards by 
stacking furniture found in the turre t and climbing 
to the top of the s tack. Once they do that, the boards 
can be lifted away or pus hed as ide with ease. 

The belfry contains a SO-pound silver bell a t
tached to a 25-foot-long rope that ha ngs down to the 
floor once the false ceiling is no longer a n obstacle. 
A verse engraved on the bell in Elvish reads: 

Toll the bell within chis spire 
To journey to your hearts desire. 

Ringing the bell summons a flock of giant cranes 
(use the pteranodon stat block), one for each char
acter or NPC in the party. from the direction of the 
Palace of Heart's Desire. These birds appear on the 
horizon immediately and take 20 minutes to reach 
the tower. where they alight on the balcony. Each 
bird waits patiently for a rider to climb on its back. 
The giant cranes deliver the characters safely to 
the Palace of Heart's Desire, refusing to alter their 
course, and fly away afterward. The birds' plumage 
is soft and comforting. and each passenger gains 
the benefit of a long rest at the end of the journey. 

Check the Story Tracker; characters who skillfully 
rode giant dragonflies in the Witchlight Carnival 
handle their cranes with s uch flair that they each re
ceive a feather at the end of the journey. (The giant 
crane plucks the feather from itself using its beak 
and places it on the ground within the character's 
reach.) A feather a llows the rewarded character 
(and no one else) to cast the feather fa ll spell with 
no components required. Once its spell is cast, the 
feather becomes nonmagical. 

Development. If the characters make use of the 
giant c ranes, s kip ahead to the "Leaving Yon" sec
tion at the end of the chapter. If the characters don't 
leave right away. the birds take flight back to the pal
ace after a few minutes. Ringing the bell summons 
them again. 

M21. 0RNITHOPTER PAD 

This castle turret has a forty-foot-high balcony over

looking Motherhorn's amphitheater. A wooden orni

thopter s its on the balcony. It has a round bird's head 

with beady eyes a nd a metal beak, and leathery wings 

a re folded against its chassis. 

If Endelyn's s is ters we re forced to flee to Mother
horn, here is where they park their flying mounts 
(Bavlorna's lily pad and Skabatha's rocking horse). 
Endelyn keeps her ornithopter of flying (see ap
pendix A) on the same balcony where she watches 
performances, so she can fly down to the s tage 
wheneve r she wa nts to s tea l the limelight. 
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M22. £NOELYN'S ROOM 

A detect magic s pell reveals an aura of abjuration 
magic on the door to this room. If a creature othe r 
than Endelyn touches the door, a hand of force s im
ila r to tha t created by the Bigby's hand s pell tries to 
shove the creature away from the door. The c reature 
mus t succeed on a DC 15 Strength saving throw or 
be pushed off the balcony, fallin g onto the Orrery of 
Tragedies a nd then tumbling 20 feet to the floor in 
area M14. The treacherous fall deals 14 (4d6) blud
geoning damage, a nd if the orrery is operationa l, the 
creature takes lightning damage as well (see a rea 
M14 for deta ils). 

The magic trap on the door can be dis pelled (DC 
15). A character who examines the door a nd s uc
ceeds on a DC 15 Intelligence (Investigation) check 
s pots a fain t glyph etched into the doorknob. If th is 
glyph is defaced using the point of a dagger or some 
othe r tool, the magic is negated, a nd the door can be 
opened safely. 

Whe n the cha racters can see into the room, read 
the following boxed text a loud, modifying it accord
ingly if Endelyn is present: 
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Scores of wooden marionette s hang from the ceil-

ing of this oddly shaped room, the Aoor of which is 

strewn with old play scripts. Near the entrance are 

two alcoves, one containing a bare table, the other 

holding a wooden chest with tiny, clawed feet. Deeper 

in the room, you see a wicker basket surrounded by 

miniature toy birds. 

Scores of hourglasses are fixed to the walls. When

ever the sand of an hourglass runs out, the mecha

nism that attaches the hourglass to the wall causes it 

to Aip over. The steady hiss of all those falling grains 

of sa nd can be heard throughout the room. 

A large, glass-doored wardrobe with a jade eye 

embedded in its cornice stands on the far side of the 

room in a wide alcove. 

Eodelyn Mooograve (see appendix B) sleeps in the 
glass wardrobe when she's not transcribing proph
ecies or watching plays. The rigid framework of 
he r theatrical costume a llows her to sleep standing 
up, which she must do to fit inside the wardrobe. 
Endelyn is a deep sleeper, so characters can sneak 
around while she slumbers, though she has several 
magical alarms in place. 

Dangling Marionettes. To move quietly about the 
room, a character must succeed on a DC 12 Dex
terity (Stealth) check. On a failed check, the mario
ne ttes hanging from the ceiling scream "Intruders!" 
over a nd over until Endelyn commands them to stop 
or until they a re all destroyed. Each marionette has 
AC 15, 1 hit point, a nd immunity to poison a nd psy
chic damage. Any character who has interacted with 
korreds can tell that the marionettes are strung with 
iron wi res made from korred hair, and a ny charac
te r who knows the korreds' special jig (see "Korred 
Da nce" earlier in the chapter) can command the 
ha ir to wind itself around the marionettes' jaws , pre
venting them from screaming. 

Glass-Doored Wardrobe. The jade eye adorning 
the wardrobe's corn ice is closed, but it opens if the 
wa rdrobe is tampered with. If Endelyn is asleep in 
the wardrobe when the eye opens, she awakens. 

ff you used the "Lost T hings" adventure hook and 
the Story Tracker indicates that Endelyn turned 
one or more of the characters ' lost possessions into 
magic items , these objects a re conta ined in drawers 
at the base of the wardrobe. (Othe r treasures or 
items might be here as we ll, a t your d iscretion.) 

Ha nging on the back interior wall of the wa rdrobe 
is a mirror in a n oval wooden frame. This mirror is 
s imila r to the magic mirror in a rea Dl of Bavlorna's 
cottage (see chapter 2). 

Hourglasses. The one hundred hourglasses in 
Ende lyn's collection are worth 25 gp each. No two 
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are exactly a like. The s ma llest ones a re 3 inches 
ta ll, and the la rgest ones s tand 3 feet tall. When 
an hourglass runs out, the device pivots around its 
center, allowing the sand to trickle down again. A 
character who uses thieves' tools or tinke r's tools 
can remove a n hourglass from its wa ll fixture with 1 
minute of work. 

Treasure Chest. T his chest has a s turdy, built-in 
lock. Endelyn lost the key, but one of he r goblin 
workers recently found a nd hid it (see area M4). The 
chest weighs 25 pounds and holds the following: 

• A black sack containing four gold bedpost knobs 
(25 gp each) 

• Eight bottles of exquis ite elve n w ine (100 gp each) 
The shriveled hand of a n elf wearing a ring of 
shooting stars on its third finger a nd clutching 
severa l rolled-up sheets of blank parchment, 
a long with a title page that reads, "The Agonies 
of Alagarthas: A Three-Act Tragedy by Endelyn 
Moongrave" in s pidery Elvish script. (Endelyn 
hasn't written the script yet, but she has a title.) 

Wicker Basket and Toys. The wicker basket be-
longed to Endelyn's missing cat, Gloam, which the 
characters might have found in chapter 2. Ha rmless 
cat toys (three tiny, s tuffed birds from Bavlorna and 
three tiny, wind-up clockwork birds from Skabatha) 

a re strewn around the basket. A creature can use 
a n action to wind the key on one of the clockwork 
birds, causing it to chirp softly and shuffle its feet. If 
placed on the floor, the wound-up bird walks coun
terclockwise in a 5-foot-diameler circle, completing 
one circle every 10 seconds. After walking for 30 
seconds, the bird s tops moving a nd chirping until it 
is wound up again. 

LEAVING YON 
If Amidor is s till with the characters when thei r 
business in Yon is concluded. the dandelion can 
lead them back to Hither, or it can guide them a long 
a meandering route through the mountains of Yon 
to the foot of a bridge that arches across a misty 
expanse and ends at the front gate of the Palace of 
Heart's Desire. Amidor is willing to make this jour
ney only after Gleam and Glister are reunited and 
borne safely LO the Fey Beacons (and from there 10 

the Witchlight Carnival). 
If the cha racters ring the s ilver bell in area M20, 

they can travel to the palace on the backs of Zybi l
na's giant cranes, which swoop gracefully over the 
pinnacles of Yon a nd gently deposit the cha racters 
in the palace garden. Again. Amidor won't travel to 
the palace until his commitment to Gleam a nd Glis
ter is fu lfilled. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PALACE OF HEART'S DESIRE 

YBILNA
1
S FAIRYTALE PALACE SITS AT THE 

heart of Prismeer. On some worlds, the 
arch fey is seen as a fairy godmother of 

sorts, casting wish spells for the benefit 
of the lost, the forsaken, or the betrayed. 

Sometimes her wishes would bring happiness, 

other times despair. Her palace was a destination 

for anyone seeking their heart's desire. 
Zybilna no longer grants wishes, for she is trapped 

in temporal stasis-frozen in time by the magic of 

her cauldron, which the hags of the Hourglass Co

ven have turned against he r. Freeing Zybilna is the 

only way to repair the damage the hags have done 

to Prismeer, but doing so carries certain risks, for 

Zybilna has a dark side that she has hidden away for 

many years. 

RUNNING THIS CHAPTER 
In this chapter, the characters explore the halls of 

Lavoglia, bette r known as the Palace of Heart's 

Desire. Most likely, they've learned of Zybilna's be

trayal at the hands of the Hourglass Coven and are 

searching for a way to free her. The characters can 

undo the spell that froze Zybilna in time and learn 

that she is, in fact, Iggwilv the Witch Queen. If all 

goes well, they can free Zybilna and count on her 

help in return- perhaps even gaining a wish spell 

for their lrouble. 
Before your first game session in this chapter, fol

low these steps to help make the players' expe rience 

as entertaining as possible: 

• Read the description of Iggwilv's Cauldron in 
appendix A. 

• Read this chapter in its entire ty, and reacquaint 

yourself with the "Rules of Conduct" and "Death 

in Prismeer" sections of chapter 2. 

• Check the Story Tracker for any achievements that 

could help the characters inside the palace. 

FALL OF THE WITCH QUEEN 

lggwilv the Witch Queen created the persona of 

Zybilna to hide from her most hated enemies. Tn the 

Feywild, s he raised a magnificent palace and set 

about establishing herself as the benevolent arch fey 

Zybilna of Prismeer, avatar of mercy for destitute 

mortals. Her closest allies saw the cracks in her 

facade, flashes of arrogance and cruelty that con

flicted with her kindly persona, but they ascribed 

this behavior to the mercurial nature of arch fey. 

Ove r time, lggwilv made the mistake of placing 

too much trus t in the hags of the Hourglass Coven, 

who served in her court as advisors. The hags 

waited patiently for the opportunity to overthrow 

Iggwilv. That day came when the League of Malevo

lence arrived at the pa lace. 
For years, the evil sorcerer Kelek had coveted 

the staff of power wielded by his archenemy. a 
good-aligned wizard named Ringlerun. When 

Kelek uncovered clues to Zybilna's true identity, he 

hatched a foolish plan to blackmail her into bringing 

him the staff. Kelek was be trayed at the eleventh 

hour by his own companion, the warlock Skylla, 

who secretly swore loyalty to Baba Yaga, Iggwilv's 

adoptive mother. When the League of Ma levolence 

arrived at the palace, the Hourglass Coven ensured 

tha t Kelek's riva ls from Valor's Call were close be

hind. The two factions clashed inside the palace. 

IGGWILV THE WITCH QUEEN 

lggwilv has a long and storied history throughout the 

multiverse. This adventure presents the legendary fig

ure in her current form. Her stat block appears at the 

end of the chapter. 
Baba Yaga's Daughter. lggwilv's path to greatness 

began when she was adopted by the mother of all 

witches, Baba Yaga, who named her Natasha. On the 

worlds of the Material Plane, she was better known as 

Tasha, the inventor of Tasha's hideous laughter. Tasha's 

magic-fueled ambitions brought her into contact with 

demons and demon lords, which she subjugated and 

used against her enemies. Tasha became known on 

the world of Oerth as lggwilv the Witch Queen, a peer

less wizard and conqueror. It was she who wrote the 

Demonomicon of lggwilv-the greatest of all treatises 

on the Abyss and its demonic inhabitants. (The book, 

which plays no part in this adventure, is described in 

Tasha's Cauldron of Everything.) 
lggwilv's Transformation. lggwilv learned several 

dark secrets while studying the Abyss, including the 

ability to summon demons and demonic spirits. But 

in her quest for absolute power, she made too many 

enemies and underestimated their determination to 

destroy her, so she fled to other worlds and across 

planes to escape the worst of them. She eventually 

took a page from her mother's book and sequestered 

herself in the Feywild, where she assumed the guise 

of an archfey and carved out a spectacular domain 

for herself. Gradually, lggwilv transformed into a Fey 

creature, though she outwardly appears human. Her 

disposition changed over time as well, as she became 

less interested 1n personal power and more interested 

in exploring her fey existence. 
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WHERE SHALL WE THREE MEET AGAIN? 

If the characters forced the hags of the Hourglass Co
ven to flee their lairs in chapters 2, 3, and 4, the hags 
retreat to area P47. When the hags are in the palace, 
members of the League of Malevolence act as their 
underlings while steering clear of the hags when
ever possible. 

While Zybilna was distracted, lhe hags used Jgg
wilv's Cauldron to freeze everyone bul themselves in 
temporal stasis. 

Unable to agree on who should keep the cauldron, 
the three hags freed the members of the League 
of Malevolence from temporal stasis by touching 
each of them with a unicorn horn. then hired lhem 
to watch over the cauldron. Not long afterward, the 
unicorn horn was lost. 

THE LEAGUE OF MALEVOLENCE 

The League of Malevolence is led by a human sor
cerer named Kelek, who intends to free Ringlerun 
from tempora l stasis and claim the wizard's staff of 
power. To this end, he a nd the othe r members of the 
league are searching Prismeer for a unicorn horn 
to break the spell on Ringlerun. S ee appendix B for 
more information on these villains. 

When the characters a rrive at the palace, the 
following members of the League of Malevolence 
ar e present: 

• Kelek holds court in the throne room (area P31), 
where he is protected by a helmed swordsman 
named Warduke. 

• Zargash, a human priest of Orcus who hopes to 
supplant Kelek as leader of the league, is us ua lly 
e ncounte red in area P30. 

Two other members of the League of Malevolence 
can be found elsewhere in Pris meer: 

Zarak, an assassin, was sent to Thither to s lay a 
unicorn named Lamorna and acquire her horn 
(see ·'Wayward Pool" in chapter 3). 

• Skylla, the warlock who forged a secret pact with 
Baba Yaga, has sequestered herself in Mother
horn , where s he has adopted the s tage name of 
Cha rmay (see a rea M12 in chapter 4). 

VALOR'S CALL 

Led by the human paladin S trongheart, the heroes 
of Valor's Call tracked the League of Malevolence 
to Prismeer. Dete rmined to bring the league's 
membe rs to justice for crimes committed on ma ny 
worlds, Valor's Call me t with Zybilna and tried to 
forge a n a lliance with the a rchfey. When the hags 
of the Hourglass Coven used Jggwilv's Cauldron to 
freeze Zybilna in time, severa l members of Va lor's 
Call were frozen in time as well: 
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• Mercion , a huma n cleric, was frozen in the ba ll
room (area P22) alongside Zybilna. Mercion was 
in sight of the cauldron, so she witnessed the 
Hourglass Coven's betrayal. 

• Ringlerun, a huma n wizard, was frozen in a rea 
P23 while casting a cone of cold spell. 

• Strongheart was frozen just as Warduke blas ted 
him through the wall of Zybilna's study (area 
P47). He now hovers in the air above the Court of 
Storms (area Pl3). 

Two more members of Valor's Call are found else
where in Prismeer: 

• Elkhorn, a dwarf fighter, was released from tem
poral stasis so that Skabatha Nightshade could in
terrogate him. The characters encounter Elkhorn 
in Thither (see area L13 in chapter 3). 

• Mollive r. a human rogue, was not in the palace 
when the time-freezing e ffect took hold. The cha r
acte rs encounter Molliver in Yon (see "Brigganock 
Mine" in chapter 4). 

See appendix B for more information on 
these he roes. 

ARRIVAL AT THE PALACE 
The means by which the characters travel to the pal
ace determines where they a rrive: 

• Characters who ma ke the ove rland journey from 
Yon with Amidor cross a bridge that leads straight 
to the palace's front gate (area Pl). 

• Characters who ride on the backs of giant c ranes 
from Motherhorn are deposited in the garden 
(area P2). 

No matter how the characters a rrive at the palace, 
describe it as follows: 

A twilit palace emerges drea mlike from the clouds. 

A great marble tower ringed by delicate spires casts 

its shadow ove r the rooftops below. Another tower 

teeters nearby, torn from its foundations and held 

aloft by a coiled beanstalk. Monstrous vines cling to 

the palace walls a nd choke the p romontory of rock on 

which it perches. 

From the palace, the characte rs can gaze across the 
whole of Prismeer. You can now s how your players 
the poster map of the domain. Once the characters 
view Prismeer from the palace, they can travel be
tween Hither, Thither, or Yon w ithout guides and 
can find lheir way to any location marked on the 
poster ma p. 



As the characters survey their surroundings, the 
jabberwock (see appendix C) returns from a hunt 

in Thither: 

Hundreds of birds burst from the canopy of the an

cient forest below you and scatter in all directions. 

Moments later, a much more fearsome creature 

erupts from the woods: a sinewy, pale-green dragon 

that takes to the sky and flies toward the palace. Its 

mighty wings carry it to great heights. Once above the 

palace, it drops like a stone and vanishes from sight 

behind the palace's high walls. 

Thejabberwock has fed and is tired. It returns to its 
lair in the ballroom (area P22), e nte ring the palace 
through a hole in the wall of the bathing room (area 
P25) and ignoring the characters. 

FRIENDS AND FOLLOWERS 

In their travels through Hither, Thithe r, and Yon, the 
characters might have gained a follower or three. 
Likely companions include the three guides (Clap
perclaw the scarecrow, Squirt the oilcan, and Ami
dor the dandelion), but others are possible. Running 
this chapter will be much easier if you encourage 
the player characters to explore the palace on the ir 
own, leaving any friends and followers outside the 
front gate or in the palace garde n. These friends and 
followers. justifiably afraid that the palace will make 
mincemeat out of them, encourage the characters to 
explore the palace without them. 

By the time the characters reach the palace, they 
might have learned one or more of the following 
facts, which you can gently reite rate to discourage 
the characters from allowing others to follow them 
into the palace: 

• Zybilna's dragon {thejabberwock) haunts the pal
ace. Only the bravest a nd hardiest adventurers 
stand a chance of surviving an encounter with it. 

• There are likely to be magical wards throughout 
the palace-some placed by Zybilna, othe rs by the 
Hourglass Coven. 

• The League of Ma levolence occupies the pa lace, 
and three of its members are still unaccounted for. 

Two members of Valor's Call a re noteworthy excep
tions. If Elkhorn a nd Molliver a re with the party, 
they insist on accompanying the characters into the 
palace to make sure the othe r me mbers of Valor's 
Call are all right. 

EXPLORING THE PALACE 
The palace has more than a few recurring phys ical 
features, not the least of which are creatures and 
objects frozen in time by the Hourglass Coven and 
lggwilv's Cauldron. 

PALACE FEATURES 

The sky above the pa lace is a lways filled with the 
orange and purple hues of twilight. The walls, 
ceilings, and floors inside the palace are made of 
dressed marble unless the text states othe rwise. 
The ceilings throughout the pa lace are 30 feet high 
and arched. Climbing gear or magic is needed to 
scale the pa lace wa lls, inside or out. 

Magical wards on a ll the windows and ma ny of 
the doors render them immune to all damage a nd 
their locks impossible to pick, although a knock 
spell or similar magic opens a locked window or 
door. Assume a door is unlocked a nd a window is 
locked unless the text states otherwise. 

CROWN LOCKS 

Most of the locked doors in the pa lace can be un
locked by placing the crown from the maide n's pond 
(area PB) on the head of e ither the iron lion in area 
P9 or the iron hart in area PIO. It is assumed that 
the characters will revisit areas P9 and PIO from 
time to time so that they can toggle the locks to 
provide entry where they want to go. Once opened. 
a crown-locked door can be propped open to keep it 
from locking aga in when the crown is removed from 
the head of the lion or the ha rt. A crown-locked door 
can also be opened with a knock s pell. 

The maps of the palace use the following symbols 
to de note these locked doors: 

This symbol de notes a lion crown lock, 
which can be unlocked by placing the crown 
on the head of the iron lion in area P9. 

This symbol denotes a ha rt crown lock. 
which can be unlocked by placing the crown 
on the head of the iron hart in a rea PIO. 

A marble cameo depicting a lion or a ha r1 wearing 
a crown is mounted above each magically locked 
door, identifying which iron guardian mus t wear the 
crown for it to be unlocked. 

Creatures whose names have been penned inside 
Zybilna's ritua l book (see area P49) can open locked 
doors in the palace without usi ng the crown. This is 
how the members of the Hourglass Coven and the 
League of Malevolence are able to move through the 
palace unhinde red. 
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TEMPORAL STASIS 

Many creatures and objects th roughout the palace 

are trapped in tempora l stasis- frozen in time, in 

other words. 
Creatures in tempora l stasis, as well as a nything 

they a re carrying or wearing, can't be harmed or 

moved until the magic on them is ended. Various un

attended objects , magical effects, and other na tura l 

phenomena th roughout the palace a re a lso frozen 

in time; for example, motes of dus t hang motionless 

in the air. Aa mes stand perfectly s till, and food re

mains uns poiled. 

ENDING THE EFFECT ON C REATURES 

One ca n use a n action to end the time-freezing 

magic on a creature by touching it with a unicorn 

horn while speaking the creature's true name. 

(Nickna mes and a liases won't work.) Zybilna's 

fa ithful butle r. Thinnings (see a rea Pl S), learned 

this fact a fter s pying on the hags, a nd he s hares this 

knowledge with cha racte rs who befriend him. 

UNATTEN D ED O BJ ECTS FROZEN l N TIME 

A unicorn ho rn has no e ffect on objects frozen 

in time that a ren't being worn or carried. Unlike 
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creatures in temporal stasis, unallended objects that 

are frozen in time can be manipulated, moved, dam

aged, and destroyed; a time-frozen apple is jus t as 

juicy as it was before being frozen, a nd time-frozen 

fire s till deals damage and can be snuffed out by 

pouring wale r over it. 

PALACE LOCATIONS 

The following locations a re keyed to the maps of 

the pa lace. If the cha racters explore one or more of 

these locations a fter ending the time-freezing effect 

on the palace, modify the descriptions of these loca

tions as needed to account for this change. 

Pl. F RONT G ATE 

Ivy clings to a set of silvery gates embedded in the 

pa lace's outer wal l. A luxuria nt garden can be seen 

beyond the bars of the gates. 

The double gate is 20 feet tall and pushes open with 

ease. Its s ilver-plated iron bars a re spaced wide 

enough for S ma ll humanoids to squeeze through. 

The wall encircling the garden is 40 feet high and is 

easily climbed due to the vegetation clinging to it. 

Concealed Inscription. Characters who search 

the gate for traps don't find any, but they do notice a 

sma ll bronze plaque embedded in a flagstone at the 

base of the gate. The plaque bears a n inscription 
in Elvis h that provides a hint about unlocking the 

crown locks inside the pa lace (see "Crown Locks" 

above). The inscription reads: 

The lion or the hart must wear the crown. 

But which one should it weigh down? 

P 2. PA L ACE GARD EN 

The scents of roses, cowslips, and hyacinths suffuse 

this vast garden. Ahead, a ring of standing stones 

rises from the flower beds. Glittering streams divide 

the garden and connect with a large pond shaded by 

willows. The garden is silent save for the sounds of 

music and voices coming from a colorful pavilion by 

the front gate. 

This ga rden encompasses severa l other locations 

(areas P3 through PB) and is lush with Aower beds, 

trees, and topiaries. The s treams a re 2 feet deep 

and easily fo rded. 
Minor damage to the garden is tolerated, but wide

spread destruction causes the iron lion in a rea P9 

a nd the iron ha r t in a rea PIO to burs t out of their 

towers a nd a ttack those respons ible. 
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Frozen Features. Characters who explore the 
garden notice that its features a nd most of its occu
pants (except for some of the guests in the pavilion 
and the e ttercaps in the rose garden) a re frozen in 
time. Pixies are suspended in midflight or frozen 
mid-frolic in the stream. the waters of which are 
perfectly s till. Forest gnome gardeners stand rigidly 
in flower beds, time-frozen water issuing from their 
tipped wooden watering cans, or atop small ladders, 
taking shears to topia ries in need of trimming. Bees 
and polle n hang motionless in the a ir. 

Fruit Trees. Many of the trees in the garden bear 
glittering gold and s ilve r fruit. A detect magic spell 
reveals auras of divination magic around the gold 
fruit and auras of abjuration magic a round the s il
ver fruit. 

A creature that eats more than ha lf of a gold
skinned fruit gains advantage on Wisdom saving 
throws for 24 hours, but this benefit ends on the 
creature if it eats a silve r-skinned fruit. A creature 
that eats more than half of a silver-skinned fruit 
gains 10 temporary hit points, which go away if the 
creature eats a gold-skinned fruit. Once it is plucked 
from the branch, a golden or silver fruit s poils a fter 
10 minutes and loses its magical property. 

Streams. Two streams flow into the pool a t a rea 
P8- or, rather, they used to flow before they were 
frozen in time. The streams emerge from culverts in 
the garde n walls, but where the water comes from 
is anyone's guess. (It is created magically a nd disap
pears magically be fore it can cause the pool to over
flow.) The time-frozen water, which has the cons is
te ncy of soft dough. takes on the qua lities of normal 
water if removed from e ithe r s tream or the pool. 

P3. PAVILION 

The entrance to the pavilion is open, and mus ic and 
voices come from ins ide the place. ff one or more 
characte rs look inside , read: 

Seven guests-one of them a talking bear- lounge 

around a picnic table covered with an emera ld-green 

cloth and laden with cakes, teapots, teacups, and 

cutlery. Two of the guests are motionless and silent. 

but the others are engaged in spirited conversation. 

At the back of the pavilion, a s tring quartet of badge r 

minstrels plays delicate chamber music. 

The guests gathered he re a re denizens of the 
Mate ria l Plane who regard Zybi lna as a fa iry god
mother-like figure. After us ing various fey crossings 
10 ente r the Feywild, they petitioned spellcasters to 
tra nsport them to the palace, arriving in the ring 
of s tanding stones (area P4). They had hoped to 
receive audie nces with Zybilna upon their arrival 
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but have been told to wait in the garden un_ti l meet
ings can be arranged with her representatives (the 
sisters of the Hourglass Coven). The guests are 
unaware of Zybilna's current predicament and have 
lost track of time. 

The guests include these individua ls: 

• Sumai, a farmer (lawful good, male, human com
moner) from the world of Tori! , carries a carnivo
rous pumpkin named Yamzu (an awakened shrub 
that speaks Common, with a Bite attack identical 
to the shrub's Rake attack except it deals pie rc
ing da mage instead of s lashing damage). Sumai 
wants Yamzu to stop devouring his livestock, but 
he doesn't want to harm the pumpkin. 

• Lord Eld, a faultlessly polite aristocrat (chaotic 
good, male, high elf noble) from the world of 
Oe rth, was transformed into a living s tatue by wild 
magic emanating from a family crypt. He wants 
the effect to be undone and to be restored to his 
true form. While in this form, he has resistance to 
a ll damage, but his speed is halved. 

• Oba! Obb, a headless dwarf (lawful good, male, 
mountain dwarf commoner) hailing from the 
world of Oerth, is searching for his missing head, 
which was stolen. The magic that de prived Obal of 
his bead left him blinded but, miraculously, he can 
hear just fine. He stomps h is foot once to commu
nicate "yes," a nd twice for "no." 

• Bodger, a brown bear from a world of your 
choice, hopes to undo a curse put on him by a 
cruel river spirit who resented him eating its fish. 
Thanks to the awaken spell that was cast on him 
by a friend ly druid, Bodger has a n Intelligence of 
10 and speaks Common . 

• Majera d'Valzey (neutral, fem ale, human noble) 
from the world of Eberron, has a magic quill 
named Dictado. The quill scrawls out a nything 
Majera says, a nd her place at the ta ble is piled 
with sheets of parchment. Majera is hoping to 
break the terms of an a rra nged marriage. 

Two other guests were present when the Hourglass 
Coven froze the pa lace in time: Hogus P insworth 
(lawful good, male, s trongheart halfling commoner) 
from the world of Tal'dorei, who needs help paying 
off his debts, a nd Zurrash (chaotic good , female 
ore war chief) from the world of Eberron, who was 
ous ted by one of her riva ls . Both are trapped in tem
poral stasis, a nd none of the other pavilion guests 
know who they a re. 

When the cha racters a rrive, the five guests who 
aren't frozen in time a re havin g an a nima ted con
versation about whether clotted cream should 
be applied to a scone before or after jam. They 
are so engrossed in this debate that they fa il to 
acknowledge the presence of newcomers unless a 
character enters the discussion or ta ps on a teacup 



loudly with a spoon (which the guests sometimes do 

when seeking attention). 
If questioned, the guests reveal that they arr ived 

at the palace separately a nd each of the m is waiting 

to speak to one or more of Zybilna's representatives. 

They've been here a long time (how long they aren't 

sure exactly), yet they remain patient and well fed. 

The guests have wandered the garden but can offer 
no information about the palace. They know better 

than to enter the palace without a n invitation. 
Badger Minstrels. Each of these four badgers re

ceived one of Skabatha Nightshade's awaken spells, 

which granted it an Intelligence of 10 and the ability 

to speak Common. Bavlorna Blightstraw crafted in

struments for the badgers, a nd Endelyn Moongrave 

taught them how to play their instruments. They 

now have proficiency in the Performance skill. 
The hags have instruc ted the badgers to entertain 

visitors and discourage them from entering the 
palace unti l the Hourglass Cove n gets around to 
striking bargains with them. The badgers proudly 

declare their a llegiance to the hags, saying, "What 
fine ladies they are. Their names should be Sweet

ness, Ki ndness, and Charity, for all the good they 
do!" (The badgers aren't evil, just misguided.) 

Tea and Calces. The pavilion's supply of tea and 

cakes magically reple nishes every hour. The cakes 

are delicious. Any cakes removed from the pavilion 
instantly become moldy. 

Treasure. Characters who freed Sir Talavar in 
chapter 2 find a wrapped present on the table, with 

their names written on the tag. None of the guests 
has been rude enough to open it. inside, the charac
ters find a chim e of opening, a long with a note that 

reads in Draconic, "Many thanks! May fortune s mile 
on you. Yours, Sir Talavar." 

P4. STANDING STONES 

Twelve moss-covered standing stones form a ring in 

the middle of a small clearing. An arcane sigil is in

scribed on the inward-facing side of each stone, and 

the space between the stones is free of vegetation . 

A detect magic s pe ll reveals a n aura of conjuration 

magic around the standing stones. Any character 

who examines the sigils on the stones a nd succeeds 

on a DC 15 Inte lligence (Arcana) check can deter

mine that they combine into a sequence that a llows 

the ring of standing stones to function as a tele por

tation circle. A characte r who has this sequence 

written down or committed to memory can use it 

in conjunction with the teleportation circle spell 

to arrive ins ide the ring. provided the spell is cast 

somewhere in the Feywild. 

P5 . FOUNTA1N OF AWAKEN I NG 

A marble founta in rises from a plinth on the bank of 

the stream, overflowing with time-frozen water that 

spills from the mouths of sculpted animals. The fro

zen spray surrounding the fountain creates rainbows 

in the air around it. 

A detect magic spell reveals an au ra of trans
mutation magic around the fountain. The magic of 

this fountain s till functions even though its waters 

a re frozen in time. The water can be hand led and 

made to hold new forms as if it were soft dough. but 
any water removed from the foun tain ta kes on the 

consistency of norma l water. Any Beast that bathes 
in the fountain's s till waters is awakened, as if by the 
awaken spell, provided it meets the spell's require

ments. The effect ends if the awake ned Beast leaves 

the pa lace ga rden. 
Any Humanoid that drinks from the fountain or 

bathes in its waters must make a DC 15 Intelligence 
saving throw. On a fa iled save, its Intelligence score 

drops to 3 for 24 hours, and it gains the following 
flaw, which supersedes any conflicting tra it: "I 
have the disposition of a wi ld animal." Any magic 

that ends a curse ends the effect on the creature 

immedia tely. 

P6. WOODCUTTER'S AXE 

I A gleaming greataxe is embedded in a withered tree I 
stump near a bend in the stream. 

Treasure. The greataxe is a woodcuuer's axe (see 

appendix A). Only a creature that has a Stre ngth 

score of 18 or higher can remove it from the stump. 

P7. ROSE GARDEN 

This fragrant rose garden is bordered by a bronze 

fen ce. The roses come in a variety of colors, with a few 

white and black specimens among them. Glistening 

spiderwebs cover the rosebushes. 

The webs belong to three ettercaps tha t recently 

crawled up from the forest of Thithe r. They lurk un

der the soil, waiting patiently for tasty fairies to get 
s tuck in their webs. If one or more cha racters e nter 
the rose garde n, the ettercaps rise from their ea rthy 

cysts and assume threatening postures, hoping to 

scare off the cha racte rs. The e ttercaps lack the cour
age to fight a nything bigger than a pixie. but they 

defend themselves if a ttacked. An ettercap reduced 
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to 22 hit points or fewe r tries to flee by cra\.vling up 
a nd over the nearby pa lace wall. 

Chromatic Roses. Any character who explores 
the rose garden spots a magic rosebush growing 
near its center: 

In the heart of the rose garden , coiled around a statue 

of a prancing satyr holding a set of pipes to his lips, 

is a thorny vine with five roses growing out of It , 

each one a d ifferent color: black, blue, green, red , 

and white. 

The vine has five chromatic roses (see appendix A). 
If a ll five roses a re picked, the vine withers and dies. 

Statue. The statue is a petrified satyr named 
Xinipax. If the petrified condition is ended on him, 
Xinipax plays a whimsical tune on his pipes and 
offers his rescuers a gift in return. He gallops to the 
nearby stream, pulls a wineskin from its shallow 
depths , guzzles down its contents, and hands the 
empty wineskin to his rescuers. Xinipax believes 
the wineskin can turn water into the finest elven 
wine, but he is mistaken. The satyr is cursed with 
the inability to tell wate r from wine , and the wine
skin is nonmagical. Even if his claim is proven fa lse, 
Xinipax s till regards the wineskin as a worthy gift. 

Xinipax doesn't know what turned him lo stone 
or how long he was petrified. After bestowing his 
gift, he gallops around the garden, playing his pipes 
and making a general nuisance of himself. He has 
no useful information about the pa lace or its other 
inhabitants. 

P8. MAIDEN'S POND 

Willow trees encircle this sheltered pond. Lily pads 

dot the mirror-like surface of the water, and hungry 

dragonflies dart about, feeding on motionless fireflies 

that form an unmoving cloud above the still water. 

The lake, the trees, a nd the fireflies are frozen 
in time, but the dragonflies are not. The pool's 
time-frozen wate r can be handled and made to hold 
new forms as if it we re soft dough, but any water 
removed from the pool takes on the cons istency of 
norma l wate r. 

If one or more characte rs touch the pool, read: 

A delicate hand made of water, black as winter's night , 

silently breaks the water's surface. The hand clutches 

a crown made of s ilver needles. Below the hand, 

under the surface, a school of shimmering black fish 

takes on a vaguely humanoid form. 
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A fey spirit is bound to the la ke. Underwater, its 
body has the s hape of a school of fish . Its watery 
hand holds the crown aloft until a character takes 
il or the party moves away, a t which point the hand 
slips back unde r the water. If the crown isn't ta ken 
from the hand, it can be re trieved from the bottom 
of the lake, which is 10 feet deep. 

Taking the Crown. Its sharp needles ma ke the 
crown difficult to handle without gloves or gauntlets. 
The pricking of the needles isn't s evere enough to 
deal damage, but a character can't grasp the crown 
with bare hands for longer tha n 1 minute before the 
discomfort becomes unbearable. 

A cha racter who holds the crown hears a gentle 
voice on the wind. In a language the character un
de rstands, the voice says: 

The beginning of Whenever 
The end of E ver A fter 
The start of an Age 
The finale of every Moment 
The first in History 

Arranging the indicated letters of the key words on 
each line in sequence spells out the word "Wrath" 
(for example, the first letter of "Whenever" is W, 
the last lette r of "Ever" a nd "Afte r" is R, and so 
forth) . The riddle hints that the crown should firs t 
be placed on the brow of Wrath, the iron ha rt (see 
a rea PlO). 

P9. ENVY'S TOWER 

The base of th is tower is 10 feet higher than the 
garden floor. Stairs hugging the tower's outer wall 
climb 10 feet to an unlocked double door. A bronze 
plaque above the door reads "Envy" in Common. 
The tower is 30 feet tall and has no roof, enabling 
characters to enter it from above if they have the 
means to do so. 

Oak trees fill much of the interior of this tower. Rays 

of light cut through the canopy, illuminating a ma rble 

pedestal that stands at ground level, swathed in tree 

roots. A hulking lion seemingly made of iron stands 

on the pedestal, flicking its tail in irritation. "You can 

call us Envy," it says. 

The iron lion, Envy, is one of two gua rdians that 
Zybilna created to watch ove r he r garden in her 
absence. Whe n Zybilna became frozen in time. her 
guardians appeared from the ir respective demi
planes to perform their duty. Envy uses the gorgon 
stat block, with these changes: 

• The iron lion speaks Common and Sylvan, refer
ring to itself us ing the pronouns ''we" and "us." 



• It has a Bite attack instead of a Gore a ttack, and 
it has a Claws attack that deals s lash ing damage 
ins tead of a Hooves attack that deals bludgeoning 
damage. (The attacks a re functionally the same 
otherwise.) 

Envy dislikes its counterpa rt, Wrath (see a rea 
PIO), but the two are prevented by Zybilna's magic 
from harming one another. When the characters 
first grace the iron lion with their presence, it 
demands their obeisance a nd commands them 
to kneel before it. If the characte rs do as Envy 
commands. the lion is pleased a nd allows them to 
remain in its presence. Characters who fail to s how 
it deference are ins tructed to leave the tower at 
once, and the lion a ttacks those who refuse. 

The lion shares the following information with 
characters who show it prope r respect: 

"We and our counte rpa rt were created as a pair 
to protect the gardens from intruders in Zybil
na's absence." 

• "Our presence here means that our mis tress is 
gone. Where? We do not know." 

• "The palace receives visitors even in Zybilna's ab
sence. Guests are to re main in the garde n pavilion 
until Zybilna deigns to grant them an audience. It 
is not our responsibility to protect vis itors." 

Characters on good terms with Envy can ask it 
about the crown of needles from a rea PS. It knows 
the following information about the crown: 

• "Zybilna created the crown as a key that guests 
can use to reach certa in a reas of the pa lace in her 
absence. The crown has two forms: one made of 
s ilver needles, the other of golden roses." 

• "To transform the crown of needles into its gold 
form, it mus t be placed on the brow of the correct 
iron gua rdian. Which of us, Envy or Wrath, is the 
correct guardian? We cannot say. Placing the 
crown on the incorrect gua rdian ba nis hes the 
guardian to its demiplane, a long with the crown." 

• "Once the crown is tra nsformed into its gold 
form, either gua rdia n can wear it without being 
ba nis hed. Certa in doors ins ide the pa lace become 
unlocked or locked, depending on which guardia n 
wears the golde n crown." (Neither Envy nor Wrath 
knows which doors in the palace each of them is 
connected to.) 

To trans form the crown of s ilver needles into the 
crown of golden roses, it must be placed on Wrath's 
brow, but Envy doesn't know that. If the crown of 
s ilver needles is placed on Envy's head. Envy is ba n
is hed to its demiplane a long with the crown until 
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Zybilna wills the m both to return (which can't hap
pe n while she's trapped in temporal stasis). 

ln its gold form, the crown can be safely placed 
on Envy's head. e ven if the iron lion is dead. While 
Envy wears the crown. all lion-marked doors 
throughout the palace become unlocked (see 
"Crown Locks" earlie r in the chapter). 

Envy is willing to let tbe characters take the 
crown from it temporarily, but it wants something in 
exchange each time it relinquishes the crown: a lei 
made from flowers found in the palace garden (area 
P2). A single character needs 1 hour to pick the 
flowers and fashion the lei, but multiple characters 
working together can reduce the time proportion
ately. The lei must be presented to Envy as a gift and 
draped over its shoulders. To dete rmine whether 
Envy is satisfied, each character who contributed 
to the necklace's creation can make a DC 15 Intel
ligence (Nature) check. On a successful check, the 
lei is deemed acceptable, a nd Envy relinquishes the 
crown. lf any character's check total is 25 or higher, 
the lei is deemed extraordinary, and from that point 
on, Envy relinquishes the crown whenever the char
acters ask for it. 

PlO. WRATH'S TOWER 

The base of this tower is 10 feet higher than the gar
de n floor. The double door to this tower is accessible 
from a 10-foot-high stone catwalk that connects it 
with the servants' quarters (area PIS). A bronze 
plaque above the door bears the word "Wrath" in 
Common. The tower is 30 feet tall and has no roof, 
enabling characters to enter it from above if they 
have the means to do so. 

This tower is filled with hawthorns. At the heart of the 

thicket, a hart seemingly made from iron stands atop 

a marble pedestal, pawing the ground angrily. Strewn 

around the pedestal are a dozen empty baskets. 

"We are Wrath," says the iron hart. 

The iron hart, Wrath, is the counterpart to tbe iron 
lion named Envy in area P9. Wra th uses the gorgon 
stat block. 1t can speak Common and Sylvan, and it 
refers to itself using the pronouns "we" and ''us." 

Wrath dislikes Envy, but the two are prevented by 
Zybilna's magic from harming one a nother. When 
the characters first appear before the iron hart, 
it demands their obeisance and commands them 
to kneel before it. If the characters do as Wrath 
comma nds, the hart is pleased and allows them 
to re main in its presence. Characters who fail to 
show it de fere nce are ins tructed to leave the tower 
at once, and Wrath attacks those who re fuse. Wrath 
knows the same information that Envy knows 
(see area P9). 
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To transform Lhe crown of si lver needles from 
area PB into the c rown of golden roses, it must be 
placed on Wrath's brow, but Wrath doesn't know 
that. While Wrath wears the gold crown, a ll hart
marked doors in the palace are unlocked (see 
"Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). This holds 

true even if the iron hart is dead. 
Wrath is willing to let the characters take the 

crown from it te mporarily, but it wa nts something in 
exchange each time it re linquishes the crown: a bas
ket of berries picked from the palace garden (area 
P2). If they so desire, the characte rs can take one of 
the baskets from the tower and use it to collect the 
berries. A single character needs 1 hour to pick the 
berries, but multiple characters working together 
can reduce the time proportionately. The berries 
must be presented to Wrath as a gift, whereupon 
the iron hart devours them. To dete rmine whether 
Wrath is satisfied, each character wbo picked a ny 
of them can make a DC 15 Intelligence (Nature) 
check. On a successful check, the berry selection 
is deemed acceptable, and Wrath relinquishes the 
crown. ff any character 's check total is 25 or higher, 
tbe berry selection is deemed extraordinary, and 
from that point on, Wrath relinquishes the crown 
whenever the characters ask for it. 

Pll. CARRIAGE HOUSE 

When the characters open one of the doors leading 
to this chamber and peer inside, read: 

The doors swing open to reveal a crystal carriage 

hitched to a pair of glass statues shaped like pegasi. 

Folded silk butterfly wings are attached to the roof of 

the carriage. 

Zybilna used this flying carriage to travel to other 
locations in the Feywild. The carriage's doors are 
sealed shut, with no handles, hinges, or keyholes. 
Zybilna kept the carriage's magic key inside the 
vehicle and used misty step spells to retrieve it as 
needed. The carriage's crys tal structure is mostly 
opaque except for its windows. Anyone who looks 
through a carriage window spots an ornate glass 
key resting on the seat inside. To reach the key, a 
character must smash a window or use magic. Char
acters who s mash their way into the carriage a lert 
Zargash (see area P30), who investigates the noise. 

The carriage is a Huge object with AC 13, 50 hit 
points, vulnerability to bludgeoning damage, a nd 
immunity to pois on and psychic damage. Its win
dows and wheels a re separate objects, each with AC 
13, 10 hit points, and the same vulnerability and im
munities as the rest of the carriage. Five Medium or 
smaller creatures can fit comfortably ins ide the cab, 
with an additiona l seat up front for the driver. 



If the key is held within 3 inches of the door on 

either side of the carriage. a keyhole magica lly ap

pears on the door's surface. Turning the key clock

wise in the keyhole unlocks both carriage doors and 

animates the glass pegasi, causing them to stamp 

their hooves impatiently. They use the pegasus stat 

block, with these changes: 

• The glass pegasi are Constructs with immunity 

to exhaustion and the charmed, frightened, para

lyzed, and pe trified conditions. 
They have AC 15 while animated and AC 13 

otherwise. 

While the glass pegasi are a nimated, reins made 

of s tarlight appear in the hands of anyone who s its 

on the drive r's seat, allowing that individual to steer 

the carriage. The pegasi can pull the carriage at a 

speed of 40 feet on land or 80 feet while flying. 
Turning the key counterclockwise in either door's 

lock can be done only while the carriage is on 
the ground and not moving; doing so locks both 
doors and causes the pegasi to revert to inanimate 

glass statues. 
Development. Characters can use the carriage to 

travel beyond Prismeer to other locations in the Fey
wild, but the carriage and its glass pegasi shatter if 

the vehicle leaves the Feywild. 

Pl2. HALL OF STARS 

The double door on the south side of this a rea is 

sealed with a hart crown lock (see "Crown Locks" 
earlier in the chapter). 

The walls of this hall are illustrated with painted pan

els depicting a starry sky. The paintings show what a 

viewer would see while looking out through a set of 

windows into a clear, moonless night. 

There is nothing peculiar about the panels. 
The two doors on the north wall ope n onto stone 

balconies that overlook a s tormy void (area P13) and 

offer clear views of the tower a nd the s ta ircases sus
pended above it. 

Pl3. COURT OF STORMS 

The double door on the stone balcony between this 

area and area P22 is sealed with a lion c rown lock 

(see "Crown Locks" ea rlier in the chapter). The 

balcony doors that adjoin areas Pll , P12, PlS, and 
P29 a re not locked. 

This rectangular courtyard is open to the twilit sky. It 

has no visible floor; instead, a vortex of dark clouds 

churns below. A marble tower rising from the mael

strom is encircled by seven turrets. Four stone stair

cases extend from the outer areas of the palace to the 

tower, each one part of a buttress that s pans the void 

and stabilizes the tower. 

If the characters are in a location where they can 

see the hole in the wall of area P47 on the tower's 
second floor, add: 

Part of the tower wall has exploded outward , and its 

stony fragments are hanging in the air as though time 

around them has stopped. Among the debris, sus

pended above the stormy vortex, is an armored knight 

with a sword in one hand and a shield on his other 

arm. He looks like he was thrown backward through 

the exploding wall before being frozen in place. 

The knight suspended in the air is Strongheart 

(see area P47), the leader of Valor's Call. It's obvi
ous to anyone who can see him that the knight will 

plunge into the vortex if the time-freezing e ffect on 

him is ended. 
Storm Vortex. The vortex that churns be low the 

central spire is not pa rt o f the pa lace and wasn't 

frozen in time. Although the s torm is magica l, it 
can't be dispelled , a nd the area it occupies is heav
ily obscured. 

Any creature tha t fa lls into the vortex takes 18 

(4d8) force damage. In addition, its speed becomes 
0 feet, it can't benefit from any bonus to its speed, 
a nd it can't be seen by others. The c reature takes 
the damage again at the start of each of its turns 

until it escapes the vortex. Any creature that ends 
its turn in the vortex with 0 hit points is ripped to 

shreds, and its remains a re scattered across the 
planes of ex istence a long with anything it was wear
ing o r carrying. 

Any creature that fa lls into the vortex has little 

cha nce of s urviving. If someone throws one end of 
a rope inlO its space, the creature can grab ho ld of it 
and be pulled out. 
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Pl4. SPIRAL STAIRCASES 

Areas Pl4a through Pl4d are on the pa lace's lower 
level, while areas Pl4e through Pl4h are on the up
per level. All e ight rooms have similar decor: 

The walls of this circular chamber are decorated with 

sculpted reliefs depicting humans and demons par

taking in grotesque revels. A spiral staircase with a 

golden handrail is in the m iddle of the room. 

The re liefs hint at Zybilna's fondness for demons. 
Specifics about each room are provided below: 

Pl4a. The spiral s taircase ascends 30 feet to area 
Pl4e. To the northeast, an elevated staircase ex
tends over part of the Court of Storms (area Pl3) 
and leads to one of the turrets of the central tower 
(area P48g on the upper level). 

Pl4b. The spira l s taircase ascends 30 feet to area 
Pl4f. To the northwest, an elevated staircase ex
tends over part of the Court of Storms (area P13) 
and leads to one of the turrets of the central tower 
(area P48b on the upper level). 

Pl4c. The s piral s ta ircase ascends 30 feet to area 
Pl4g. The double door leading to the ballroom 
(area P22) is sealed with a lion crown lock (see 
''Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). 

Pl4d. The spira l staircase ascends 30 feet to area 
P14h. The double door leading to the ballroom 
(area P22) is sealed with a lion crown lock (see 
"Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). 

Pl4e. The spiral s taircase descends 30 feet to area 
Pl4a. A double door leads to a stone balcony that 
overlooks the palace garden (area P2). 

Pl4f. The spiral staircase descends 30 feet to area 
Pl4b. A double door leads to a s tone balcony that 
overlooks the palace garden (a rea P2). 

Pl4g. The spira l s ta ircase descends 30 feet to area 
Pl4c. A double door leads to a stone balcony that 
overlooks the Court of Storms (area Pl3). 

Pl4h. The spiral staircase descends 30 feet to area 
Pl4d. A double door leads to a s tone balcony that 
overlooks the Court of Storms (area Pl3). Float
ing 10 feet above the top of the s taircase is a ban
shee trapped in temporal stasis. The banshee is 
all that remains of a vainglorious elf queen named 
Pari Astarabad, who challenged Zybilna for con
trol of Prismeer and paid the ultimate price. The 
banshee is condemned to haunt this tower a nd 
thanks to Zybilna·s magic, can't leave it. If freed 
from temporal stasis, the banshee can move be
tween this area and a rea Pl4d, but nowhere else. 
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Pl5. SERVANTS' QUARTERS 

This candlelit workroom contains tables, dressers, 

and bunks for the palace staff. Five goblins are frozen 

in place like statues, caught in the mundane chores of 

ironing clothes, darning socks, and folding sheets. A 

row of brass bells is mounted on one wall. 

The five goblins (unarmed, chaotic good noncomba
tants loyal to Zybilna) are frozen in time. The bells 
on the wall ring whenever occupants of the guest 
wing (areas P40a through P40e) tug on the bell 
pulls in their rooms. 

Butler. Zybilna's butler, Thinnings (neutral), lurks 
in this room. Thinnings was away on a n errand 
when the palace was frozen in time. Since his re
turn, he has been spying on the members of the 
League of Malevolence. 

Thinnings can be encountered anywhere inside 
the palace but re turns to this room to rest. He has 
the statistics of a spy, except he is a Fey who speaks 
Common, Elvish, and Sylvan. He appears as a stick
thin man dressed in a brown dress coat, stockings, 
and buckled shoes. As an action, Thinnings can 
make himself as flat as a piece of parchment or re
vert to his normal thickness. In his flattened form, 
he can s lide under doors, roll himself up, or even 
fold himself into the pages of a book. 

The butler knows the palace's layout and de
fenses, but he's not inclined to share information 
with strangers. As soon as he hears a door to this 
room being opened, Thinnings ducks into the nar
row space under or behind one of the dressers. 
Characters who have a passive Wisdom (Percep
tion) score of 14 or higher notice Thinnings as they 
casually survey the room; a thorough search of the 
room finds him automatically. Thinnings, who has 
no reason to trust the characters, refuses to emerge 
from his hiding place. A character can earn the but
ler's trust and coax him out by reciting Demitasse's 
rhyme (see area Pl9) and then s haring a secret 
with him. (Any 9ld fact will do, as long as he doesn't 
know ii already.) If his trust is earned or the char
acters capture him, Thinnings shares the following 
information: 

• After using Zybilna's cauldron to neutralize the 
a rch fey and mos t of her court, the hags of the 
Hourglass Coven left the League of Malevolence 
in the palace to guard the cauldron. Only three 
members of the league- Kelek, Warduke, and 
Zargash- are in the palace presently. 
Years ago, Zybilna befriended a jabberwock 
a nd trained it to drink from her cauldron. It still 
frequents the pa lace a nd loiters around the caul
dron, ma king it impossible for Kelek and the 



others to guard the cauldron e ffectively. The only 
creature in the palace that stands a cha nce in a 
fight against the jabberwock is Zybilna's great •. 
owl, Bloodybeak, which is kept in the aviary 
(area P20). 
To free a creature frozen in time, one must touch it 
with a unicorn horn while speaking the creature's 
true name. (Thinnings knows tha t "Zybilna" is not 
Zybilna's true name. He thinks her true name is 
Jggwi lv, but it 's not.) The League of Malevolence 
is searching Prismeer for a unicorn horn so that 
Kelek can free Ringlerun, his archenemy, from 
temporal stasis and steal his staff of power. 

Appendix D has additional roleplaying notes for 
Thinnings. 

Treasure. The bottom drawer ofThinnings's 
dresser contains the butler's collection of rings. 
Many of the rings a re rewards from Zybilna for 
faithful service , and others were gifted to him by 
guests who learned about his obsession. The collec
tion includes the following: 

Sixty-one ornate s ilver rings (10 gp each) 
, Thirty ornate gold rings (25 gp each) 
• An onyx ring (SO gp) that radiates an au ra of illu

sion magic under the scrutiny of a detect magic 
spell (when worn, the ring creates illusory butter
flies that flutter around the wearer) 

Pl6. PALACE KITCHEN 

An eight-foot-tall, three-foot-diame ter, multitiered 

cake rests on a large round table in this kitchen, 

which also contains a stove and an assortment of 

mismatched cupboards and worktables. Eight pixies 

are suspended in midair around the cake, each wear

ing a chef's hat and a flour-stained apron. Six of the 

pixies squeeze cloth tubes that have icing coming 

out of them. The other two hold armfuls of tiny crim

son candles. 

Thick creepers with broad leaves encroach on the 

kitchen through a partially open door in the middle of 

a concave wall. The roots stretch across the floor and 

coil around the large table, but not around a smaller, 

rectangular wheeled table that has three trussed-up 

giant rats on it. 

The eight pixies work for Zybilna as bakers, a nd 
they are frozen in time. In addition to the la rge 
cake described below, characters can see plat
ters of blue-frosted cupcakes a nd candied apples 
on s ticks, bowls of s uga r-glazed button mus h
rooms, and bottles of eveningberry wine (a sweet, 
nonalcoholic drink). 

Cake. This perfectly preserved cake was made 
for Zybilna's birthday. Made of cream, sponge, fruit, 
and white icing, the cake has eight tiers and weighs 
100 pounds. If the characters wa nt to move the cake 
safely, they can transfer it to the wheeled table. 

Wheeled Table. Three giant rats. frozen in time, 
lie atop the small table. The rats are meant to be fed 
to Bloodybeak, the great owl in a rea P20. 

Pl 7. BASE OF THE BEANSTALK 

An ope n doorway leading from the kitchen (a rea 
P16) has thick creepers s preading through it. 

Here, the palace has been torn asunder by the growth 

of an enormous beanstalk that has lifted one of its 

towers high into the air. The s pace beyond the open 

doorway is choked with rubble and the thick roots that 

form the beansta lk's base. 

The tower above is a rea PSl. Zybilna's quasit, 
lggrik, used a potion from his mis tress's laboratory 
(area P42) to grow the beans ta lk a nd cause the 
tower to be lifted to its present height. 

The beans talk is 80 feet high, elevating the floor of 
the towe r 20 feet above the palace roof. A creature 
that can fly can reach the tower easily e no ugh. A 
creature can climb the beanstal k without needing 
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magic or cl imbing gear, but doing so requires a 
s uccessful DC 15 Strength (Ath letics) check. On a 
check that fails by 5 or more, the creature fa lls. 

The beans ta lk has AC 15 a nd is impervious to 
most forms of da mage. If it is struck with the wood
cutter's axe (see a rea P6), the beansta lk shrinks 5 
feet for every h it point of da mage the weapon deals. 
If the beanstalk takes enough damage to reduce its 
height lo 50 feet, the tower drops to its origina l po
s it ion (so tha t the floor o f area PSI is level w ith the 
second floor of the pa lace), and the beans ta lk dies. 

Pl8 . BANQUET HALL 

Paintings of fey crea tures and the m o unted heads of 

majestic elk with golde n horns decorate the walls of 

this dining hall. In the middle of the hall , a d eformed 

gia nt squa ts at t he head of a table p iled with food. The 

grease-stai ned tableclo th is tucked under the giant 's 

chin, and she washes dow n each s lobbe ring mouthful 

of food with a gulp from a barre l of beer. 

A tea cart in one co rner o f the banque t hall has an 

iron ket t le and a tureen of s tea ming soup resting on 

doilies a to p it. 
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The ba lcony extends out over the wes tern part of 
this cham ber, as indicated by the dashed line on 
the map. S ee a rea P32 fo r more information a bout 
the balcony. 

Dubhforgai l, the gluttonous fomorian, intends to 
conquer P rismeer. Three days ago, s he scaled the 
column of rock atop w hich the palace is perched 
a nd entered through a hole in the wall (see a rea 
P 25). Kelek used every ounce of his charisma to 
lure Dubhfo rga il into the banquet ha ll, hoping to 
keep her out of his way until the Hourglass Coven 
can deal with her. Dubhforgail has eaten nearly a ll 
the pa lace's food, yet her appe tite remains insatia
ble . She has no regard for the rules of conduct (see 
"Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2). 

Dubhforga il assumes the cha racters a re Kelek's 
minions and demands that they bring her the cake 
tha t Kelek promised her ("Eight tiers high, lit with 
blood-red candles, and icing while as snow"). S he 
warns them tha t if they leave a nd return without 
it, s he'll gobble them up ins tead "to see if you taste 
as sweet as you look." Dubhforgai l is wicked and 
violent; if the characters a nger her now or later, she 
snatches up her club and attacks. If treated to the 
cake from a rea P1 6, Dubhforgail settles down to eat 
it over the next 3 hours. During th is time, charac
ters can move freely through the ba nquet hall with
out angering the fomorian. 



Tea Cart. The tea cart's drawers conta in utens ils, 
candlesticks, teacups, saucers , bowls , a nd nap
kins . The cart and its contents a nimate whenever 
someone sits a t a table on the te rrace (see area P19 
for details). 

Pl9. DINING TERRACE 

Bathed in twil ight, this ma rble terrace offers a stun

ning view of the mountains, forests, swamps, and 

shimmering horizons of Prismeer. Spaced about the 

balcony are tables draped in white tablecloths with 

chairs set around each one. 

If one or more characters take seats at a table, read: 

The tea cart from the banquet hall rolls onto the ter

race and careens over to your table. Cups, saucers, 

bowls, utensils, and napkins fly out of the cart 's 

drawers and arrange themselves before you. They are 

joined by a waddling cauldron of soup, a p iping-hot 

tea kettle, and a pair of lit candles in candlesticks. A 

serving spoon hops onto the cart, bows, and says in 

Common, " I am Demitasse, your head waiter. I believe 

a light supper of tea and soup is in orde r." 

Magic similar to an animate objects spell makes the 
cart and its collection of objects ac t as described. 
The kettle and the cauldron never run out of tea 
and hot s oup, provided they remain ins ide the pa l
ace grounds . 

A creature that drinks both the tea and the soup 
gains 10 temporary hit po ints - a benefit each crea
ture can gain only once every 24 hours. 

D EMIT/\SSE T HE /\N IMIITED SPOON 

LE/IDS h TE h · /\ N O· S OUP P/\R/\OE . 

Demitasse, the only a nimated object on the cart 
that can s peak. is impeccably polite and treats 
guests with respect. As tea is served. it complime nts 
the cha racters on their appeara nce, their ma nne rs, 
or whatever else it thinks might ma ke the m happy. 
Cha racters who speak to Demitasse about Zybilna 
learn the following information: 

• Zybilna is a powerful a rch fey who acts as a fa iry 
godmother to destitute mortals. Those whom 
Zybilna a ids a re immortalized as glass s tatues in 
a room above the ba nquet hall. 

• A bearded ma n with a nasty dispos ition (Kelek) 
watches over the pa lace. He has been feeding 
the fomorian in the banquet ha ll ever s ince s he 
invaded the palace three days ago. 

• Although it doesn't know how Zybilna a nd her pa l
ace came to be frozen in time, Demitasse reports 
tha t Zybilna's butle r, Thinnings, was not a ffected 
a nd cla ims that he knows mor,e about the pa lace 
than anyone. Demitasse a lso knows that Thin
nings is likely to be found in the serva nts' qua rters 
(area PlS), and that he's s low to trus t o thers. 

If the characters haven't a lready earned Thin-
nings's trus t, Demitasse advises them to s hare one 
or more secrets with the timid butle r a fter luring 
him out of hiding with the following rhyme: 

Slip underneath the doorway, 
Then fold and disappear. 
That's where y ou'll be hiding 
Whenever I am near. 
But I have som ething for you, 
A thing you don't yet know. 
I'll tell you my great s ecret 
If only you will show. 
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P20. AVIARY 

An enormous owl stands perfectly still in the middle 

of this room, its wings partially outstretched. A wall of 

iron bars stretching from floor to ceiling forms a pro• 

tective barrier around the chamber's entrance, keep

ing visitors separated from the owl. The wall across 

from the double door has a twenty-foot-wide, circular 

opening sealed with hinged, semicircular windows in 

wrought-iron frames . The marble floor is littered with 

the bones of giant rats. 

The bars that surround the double door can't be 
bent or damaged, but characters can use misty 
seep spells and similar magic to bypass them. The 
bars are 1 foot apart, leaving gaps wide enough for 
a Small character or a thin Medium character to 
squeeze through. 

Bloodybeak. The owl uses the roe s tat block, has 
da rkvis ion out to a range of 120 feet, a nd is pres
ently frozen in time. It takes up most of the room, 
a nd one of its wings brushes up agains t the wall of 
bars. Thinnings the butler (see area PIS) knows the 
owl's true name: Bloodybeak. With this knowledge, 
characters can use the unicorn horn to free the owl 
from its temporal stasis, if they want to do so. 

Bloodybeak is friendly toward Zybilna and hos
tile toward all other creatures. When the owl is no 
longer frozen in time, any creature within the owl's 
reach that Bloodybeak can see can use an action to 
make a DC 17 Wisdom (Animal Handling) check. 
On a successful check, the owl becomes indifferent 
toward that creature for 1 minute or until the owl 
takes damage from any source. A character can use 
a n action to repeat the check as often as desired. A 
creature toward which Bloodybeak is indifferent can 
move through the aviary and try to open the big win
dows without being attacked by the owl. 

Bloodybeak is a natural enemy of the jabberwock 
in area P22. If the owl is released from tempora l 
s tasis, it a ttacks the jabberwock on sight. 

Windows. Bloodybeak is too big to enter the pal
ace's hallways, so it comes and goes through the avi
ary's great windows, which at present are magically 
sealed shut. A knock spell or similar magic opens 
the windows, as does speaking the command word 
"canzus" within 10 feet of them. Only Zybilna and 
her quasit, lggrik, know the command word. 
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P21 . RECORDS ROOM 
The door to this area is sealed with a hart crown 
lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). 

The walls of this room are lined with square compart

ments holding bundles of rolled paper scrolls. In the 

middle of the room, an elderly dwarf in gray robes, 

with spectacles resting on the tip of his bulbous 

nose, sits perfectly still behind a writing desk facing 

the door. The dwarf's quill is d ipped halfway into an 

inkpot, and his bloodshot eyes are fixed on a sheet of 

parchment in front of him. 

This room contains records of Zybilna's dealings 
with mortals, including contracts, pacts made with 
warlocks, and transcripts of conversations, all 
written in the Infernal script. The dwarf in te mpo
ral stasis is Kalimanzaros, Zybilna's clerk. If his 
statistics become necessary, Kalimanzaros uses the 
mage stat block, with these changes: 

• Kalimanzaros speaks Abyssal, Common, Dwar
vish, Elvish, and Infernal, a nd he has darkvision 
out to a range of 60 feet. 

• He has advantage on saving throws against poison 
and resistance to poison damage. 

Kalimanzaros has served lggwilv for hundreds of 
years and still calls her by that name in private. He 
would never betray her or divulge information that 
could be used against her. 

Unfinished Letter. The letter in front of Kaliman
zaros reads as follows: 

Dear Rotten Ethel, 
You have requested access to ancient rituals handed 
down by Baba Yaga herself- rituals that can be used 
to fulfil/ bargains. I regret to inform you that lggwilv 
is unwilling to share her knowledge of these rituals 
with you at this time. Your coven has much work to 
do to earn her favor. Until then, she wishes you well 
in your dark dealings with mort 

Kalimanzaros's quill ra n dry before he could finish 
writing the word "mortals." 

Treasure. Kalimanzaros keeps a spellbook on his 
person. This spellbook can't be removed from the 
dwarf while he's froze n in time, and it contains a ll 
the spells Kalimanzaros has prepared. 

P22. BALLROOM 

The doors to areas Pl 3, Pl4c, and P14d are sealed 
with lion crown locks (see "Crown Locks" earlier in 
the chapter). 



:: 

A grand ballroom lies before you, the northern part of 

its Aoor littered with the splintered remains of three 

doors that have been knocked from their hinges, 

leaving openings through which you can see ad

joining rooms. 

Throughout the ballroom, royal courtiers stand mo

tionless, their eyes fixed on a black iron cauldron atop 

a dais in the middle of the chamber. Dark vapors rise 

from the cauldron, and a huge, dragon-like monster is 

coiled around it. The dragon's body twitches slightly, 

and its closed eyelids flutter as it dreams. 

Two figures are frozen, statue-like, off to one side 

of the cauldron: an imperious, middle-aged woman 

with long white hair and white robes, and a younger 

woman clad in armor and wearing a white cape. The 

older woman is reaching desperately toward the caul

dron, while the armored woman at her side is grasp

ing a fine-looking quarterstaff. 

Ajabberwock (see appendix C) is coiled around the 
cauldron. Zybilna treated the ja bbe rwock like a pe t, 
regula rly inviting it into her palace to feed from her 
cauldron. It continues to visit the palace even now 
that Zybilna is froze n in time , has fed recently. and 
is sound asleep. Characte rs can move quietly about 

the room without waking it. Loud noises cause it 
to awaken, as do attacks made against it a nd any 
attempts to use or disturb the cauldron. Crafty char
acte rs who don't want to e ngage the jabberwock in 
battle can try to lure it elsewhe re. either by using 
themselves as bait or by playing music (see the 
"Beware the jabberwock!" sidebar). 

Iggwilv the Witch Queen (see her stat block a t the 
end of the chapter). known in Prismeer as Zybilna. 
s ta nds near the cauldron a longside a human cleric 
named Mercion (see appe ndix B). 

Cauldron. Jggwi/v's Cauldron (see appendix A) is 
currently in its iron form. The characters can break 
the time-freezing spe ll on every creature and object 
in the palace by destroying the cauldron with a 
flame tongue or fros t brand weapon, or by touching 
the cauldron with a unicorn horn while reciting a 
poe m called ·'The Witch Queen's Cauld ron." Only 
Zybilna and the hags of the Hourglass Coven know 
the words to this poem, but a legend lore s pe ll or 
s imila r magic can a lso reveal the m: 

Eight cats perch acop eight dead attending 
Eight lizards flee from eight rats scavenging 
Eight toads climbing meet eight dead and fa lling 
Eight snakes sneak under eight bats screaming 
Eight eyes open, always dreaming 
A ll on the cauldron that is ever seeming. 
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BEWARE THE JABBERWOCK! 

Overcoming the jabberwock in area P22 is one of the 
main challenges of this chapter and, indeed, the whole 

adventure. The characters are unl ikely to survive a 

head-on fight with the creature, but there are things 
they can do to increase their chances of survival: 

• Free the great owl from the aviary (area P20) and 
set it against the jabberwock. Characters toward 
whom the owl is indifferent can easily put the owl in 
a Jabberwock-hunting mood if they have the means 

lo speak with it. If the jabberwock and the owl ever 
make eye contact, the jabberwock Aees the palace 
with the owl in pursuit. 

• Bait the jabberwock into leaving the palace. The jab-

berwock will follow prey or the sound of music. Once 
lured outside, assuming it's not set upon by the 
great owl immediately, the jabberwock goes hunting 
and does not return for ld6 + 2 hours. 

• Obtain Snicker-Snock, the vorpal sword in area PSO. 
The jabberwock is vulnerable to its slashing damage, 
and the sword's attacks can neutral ize the jabber
wock's Regeneration trait. 

The jabberwock is fr iendly toward Zybilna and hostile 

toward everything else, though it thinks twice about 
attacking anything bigger than itself. Throwing food at 

the jabberwock might distract it long enough to allow 

characters to Aee its presence without risk of pursuit. 

Befriending the jabberwock isn't an option. 

Freeing Zybilna. A character can use an action 
to touch Zybilna with a unicorn horn while s peak
ing he r true name (Natasha). Doing so ends the 
time-freezing effect on her. Speaking the name 
Tas ha , Zybilna, or Iggwilv doesn't work, s ince none 
of those is her true name. 

Destroying the cauldron frees not only Zybilna but 
a lso every other creature in the palace that is fro
zen in time. 

When Zybilna is freed from temporal stasis, 
skip a head to "Ending the Story" at the end of 
the chapter. 

Freeing Mercion. Any me mber of Valor's Call can 
ide ntify Mercion. the armored cleric at Zybilna's 
side. Once the characters know who s he is, one of 

the m can use an act ion to touch Mercion with a 
unicorn horn while speaking her na me, ending the 
time-freezing e fTect on her. 

1 f s he is questioned. Mercion s hares the story of 
Valor's Call (see "Fall of the Witch Queen" earlier in 
the chapter). She willingly joins a ny group commit
ted to overcoming the League of Malevolence. 

Courtiers. In addition to Zybilna, Me rcion, 
a nd the jabberwock, this room conta ins the 
fo llowi ng courtie rs. a ll dressed in fancy garb a nd 
frozen in time: 

• A pompous bullywug knight (see appendix C) a nd 
an e missary of the Soggy Court (see chapter 2) 
na med Lord Slubb, the Marquis of Brackis hbog 
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• Two drow mages (chaotic good) named Ke lchrin 
a nd Valtis, who counsel Zybilna on matters con

cerning demons a nd the Abyss 
• Snitcher, a goblin boss (neutra l) with dragonny 

wings that grant a flying speed of 40 feet and the 
ability to hove r, who brings news from other fey 
courts a nd is attended by four simila rly winged 
goblins (neutral bodyguards) 

• Seven pixies named Bix, He nny, Honeybright. 
Nightglitte r, Sta rpetal, Trick, a nd Winterfla ke 

• Two quick.lings (see appendix C) who serve 
Zybilna as messengers and spies 

Treasure. Jggwilv's Cauldron is an artifact, a lbeit 
one that its rightful owner would never part with. 
While she is trapped in s tasis, Iggwilv can't stop 
thieves from taking the cauldron or hiding it. If they 

so desire, the characters can use Warduke's flame 

tongue sword to shatter the cauldron, then do what
ever they want with the fragments. 

Between them, Iggwilv and Mercion have a r obe 

of the archmagi, an amulet of the planes, and a +l 

quarterstaff. lggwilv also keeps a gray stone (the 
control gem for the gray s laad in area P33) in the 
pocket of her robe. These items are not likely to fall 
into the characters' hands. 

P23. ROUND TABLE 

The doors leading into this room have been knocked 
from their hinges, a nd the doorways are wide open. 

Creatures Lhat ma ke too much noise here wake the 
jabberwock (see appendix C) in area P22, which 
promptly investigates. 

This chamber contains a round, marble-topped table 

ringed by high-backed chairs . Between the table and 

a curved wall of tall, slender windows stands a mo

tionless , white-haired wizard wielding a staff that has 

glittering frost erupting from its tip. 

Ringlerun (see appendix B) was ambushed in here 
by two members of the League of Malevolence, 
Zarak and Zargas h. The wizard was using his staff 

of power to cast a cone of cold s pel I when he be
came frozen in time. Freeing Ringle run from his 
temporal s tasis unleashes the magic of the spell, the 
e ffect of which erupts out to fill most of the room. 

Once he is no longer frozen in time, Ringle run 
is determined to defeat the League of Malevolence 
before it can cause any more mischief. He volun
teers an explanation of how Valor's Call came to 
the palace (see "Fall of the Witch Queen" earlier in 
the chapter). 

High-Backed Chairs. One of the cha irs has a 

smiling quasi! carved into its back, near the top. 
Jf a nyone othe r tha n Zybilna sits in this chair. the 



quasit magically shouts "This is not your chair!" in 
Abyssal, repeating the line every minute until the 
creature gets out of the chair. 

Round Table. Zybilna uses the round table for 
meetings with her counselors. Characters who 
examine its marble surface find the following 

inscription engraved on it in the Elvish script: "I rule 
by the verdict of my heart and the slam of my fist." 

Striking the table with a clenched fist causes it to 
emit a thunderous boom that can be heard up to IO 
miles away. Zybilna used this power of the table to 
emphasize her verdicts; she also exploited it to sum
mon the jabberwock for its dinner. If the jabberwock 
is still alive, it comes running if it hears th is sound. 

Treasure. Ringlerun carries a staff of power with 
15 charges remaining. (The staff has 20 charges 
when fully charged. Five charges were expended 
when Ringlerun used it to cast cone of cold. The 
staff can't recharge until Ringlerun is released from 

temporal stasis.) 

P24. RUINED STATEROOMS 

Thejabberwock destroyed the furnishings in 
these two rooms a nd smashed through the doors 
leading to areas P22, P23, and P25. Nothing of 
value remains. 

P25. BATHING ROOM 

Steam rises from a murky bathing pool. The tiled floor 

around the bath is cracked and ruined, as though 

something huge had stomped across it. Whatever 

caused this damage also left a gaping hole in one 

wall, through which you can see open air and the twi

light sky. 

If the characters make any loud noises here and 
have not yet encountered thejabberwock (see 
appendix C) in area P22, it awakens and investi
gates. The jabberwock enters and leaves the palace 
through the hole in the wall. It occasionally ba thes 
in the murky pool and also hides its treasure there. 

Treasure. The water in the pool is 8 feet deep and 
opaque. At the bottom of the pool, amid the bones 
of fairies and goblins that the jabberwock has de
voured, are Lhe following treasures: 

• A pair of si lver a rmle ts (25 gp each) 
• An ornate steel dagger that whispers "soon" when

ever its wielder falls asleep (SO gp) 
• A silver he lmet adorned with a black 

feather (125 gp) 

P26. CHANGING ROOM 

The door to the adjoining hallway is sealed with 
a hart crown lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in 
the chapter). 

One wall of this chamber ,s lined with wooden cubi

cles, each containing a small bench and a hook for 

hanging clothes. Underfoot. a mosaic floor depicts 

images of demons. 

Any creature that hangs an article of its clothing 
on one of the cubicle hooks receives the benefit of 
an invisibility spell that lasts for 1 hour or until the 
creature ends the effect on itself by attacking or 
casting a spell. After receiving this benefit, a crea
ture cannot receive it again for 24 hours. 

P27. ARMORY 

The door to this room is sealed with a hart crown 
lock (see "Crown Locks" earlie r in the chapter). 

The room contains glass cabinets filled with a wide 

variety of weaponry. The weapons are so well con

structed that it is d ifficult to tell if this display is an 

armory or a museum. 

The glass cabinets are unlocked, and the weapons 
in them are spectacular in appearance. The cabi
nets contain one of each weapon listed on the Mar
tial Melee Weapons and Martial Ranged Weapons 
tables in the Player's Handbook. Being of partic
ularly fine manufacture, they are worth twice the 
listed price. Each weapon is enchanted to shower 
its wielder with compliments. If complimented on 
its own form in return, a weapon glumly whispers, 
"Ah, but I'm not as fine as Snicker-Snack." and then 
never speaks again. 

P28. LIBRARY 

The doors to the adjoining hallway are sealed with 
lion crown locks (see "Crown Locks" earlier in 
the chapter). 

Leather-bound tomes fill the tall shelves of this 

grand library. Rolling ladders anchored to rails 

above the topmost shelves allow easy access to the 

higher books. 

Appearing from behind a bookshelf is an elderly 

hunchbacked man carrying an open book. "This li

brary is closed to visitors!" he says, snapping the book 

closed and making no effort to hide his surprise and 

his annoyance. 

Zybilna keeps her most esoteric tomes in a sepa
rate library upstairs (area P38), but this room sti ll 
contains a vast collection of books on a ll manner 
of subjects. Lt exists in a demiplanc. Because of the 
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SHON ANO GClAV 

libra ry's demiplana r nature, its occupants and con
tents were not frozen in time by lggwilv's Cauldron. 

Shon and Gray. The libraria n is a hunchbacked 
human mage (neutral) na med Shon. He s peaks 
Abyssal, Common, Elvish, a nd Sylvan, and he has 
a secret known only to himself, Zybilna, and her 
quasit, lggrik: his "hump" is a giant wolf spider 
named Gray, which Shon hides under thick shawls. 
An awaken s pell was cast on the spider, giving it an 
Intelligence of 10 and the ability to speak Elvish. Of 
the two, the s pider knows the library better and is 
more adept at locating ra re tomes. The spider de
fends Shon if the mage is attacked. 

Shon confronts intruders and orders them to leave 
the libra ry at once, claiming that no one may peruse 
the books without Zybilna's consent. Zybilna has 
made no such decla ration, but Shon doesn't trust 
visitors not to steal the books. If necessary, he uses 
suggestion s pells Lo force intruders Lo "get out a nd 
stay out!" If the cha racters s tubbornly refuse to 
leave, Shon tells them that Zybilna keeps her most 
prized books in a smalle r ups tai rs library a nd urges 
the m to explore it instead. He even takes the time to 
write down a lis t of eight book titles found there that 
might interest them (see area P38). 

When Zybilna and her court were frozen in time 
Shon was s hielded by the library's de mipla na r ' 
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nature. He ventured forth to discover the League of 
Malevolence in charge. Shon is afraid of the league 
but has come to an agreement with its leader, Kelek: 
the l~ague will allow Shon to remain at his post, 
and m excha nge, Shon (and his spider) will use the 
Library to research time-freezing magic, with the 
goal of help~ng the league break the spell on Ring
lerun the wizard so that Kelek can obtain the wiz
ard's staff of power (in area P23). So far, Shon a nd 
Gray have found nothing he lpful. Each of them can 
describe all five members of the league and knows 
that three of them-Kelek, Warduke, and Zargash
are in the pa lace. 

Kelek has told Shon that Zybilna was betrayed 
by the Hourglass Coven, and that the hags have en
trust:d 

1

the League of Malevolence with protecting 
lggwrlv s Cauldron. The conversations that Shon 
bas had with Kelek suggest that the alliance be
tween the league and the Hourglass Coven isn't as 
strong as Kelek pretends it is. Gray overheard these 
conversations and knows this information as well. 

If the characters tell Shon that they intend to free 
Zybilna and defeat the League of Malevolence, he 
sha res the following information while showing 
them the door, determined to keep them from dis
turbing the books: 

• Ajabberwock has made its lair in the ballroom. 
Kelek, the leader of the League of Malevolence, is 
terrified of it ("as he should be," Shon adds). 

• Warduke, a helmed warrior with a flaming sword, 
acts as Kelek's bodyguard, but not out of loyalty. 
He's a cold-hearted mercenary who works for 
coin. The characters might be able to buy him off. 

• Shon can describe all the properties of a staff of 
power, having researched the subject recently. 

Appendix D has additional roleplaying 
notes for Shon. 

Shon's Spe/Jbook. Shon carries his spell book, 
which is a leather-bound tome with a charcoal 
sketch of a wolf spider on the title page. This book 
contains the following spells: charm person, cone of 
cold, counterspe/1, darkvision, detect magic, fireball, 
fly, greater invisibility, ice storm, knock, mage armor, 
magic missile, mis ty step, polymorph, remove curse, 
shield, suggestion, a nd Tasha's hideous laughter. 

Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates that 
the unicorn horn is here, Shon has it. He doesn't 
want Kelek to get his hands on the staff of power, 
realizing the ha rm he would cause with it. Conse
quently, Shon has no intention of handing the staff 
over to the League of Malevolence. If, through good 
roleplaying, the cha racters convince Shon that they 
have Prismeer's best inte rests at heart, he gives 
the m the horn a nd tells them where to find Zybilna 
(ar ea P22), warning them about the jabberwock if 
he hasn't a lready done so. 



P29. RUG OF WHITE ROSES 

The door to a rea P30 is sealed with a lion crown 
lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). The 
door on the opposite wa ll opens onlo a balcony that 
overlooks the Court of Storms (a rea Pl3). 

Running the length of this oblong room is a rug wo

ven with images of thorny white roses. Each of the 

doors on the north and south walls has an alabaster 

pedestal standing inside the room beside it. Atop 

each pedestal is an alabaster vase that hold s several 

long-stemmed white roses . Carved into the vase are 

the words "Take one" in Common. 

A creature holding or carrying a while rose can 
pass through this ha ll safe ly. The rug is a 40-foot
long, 8-foot-wide rug of smothering with 60 hit 
points. If a creature not carrying a w hite rose ends 
its turn in the hall, the rug attacks it. The rug a lso 
attacks creatures that deaJ da mage to it. Because of 
its length, the rug can smother up to four Medium or 
smaller creatures at once. 

P30. SLUDGE-F ILLED TOWER 

The door to this tower is sealed with a lion crow n 
lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in the chapter). 

Everything in this tower appears to be frozen in place. 

A five-foot-wide ledge at floor level circles the room, 

and a row of five iron levers protrudes from the wall 

above the ledge on the far side of the room. Five feet 

below the ledge is the surface of a pool of reeking 

sludge. Five slender, gilded cages dangle from chains 

that hang down from holes in the sixty-foot-high 

ceiling. Three of the cages are occupied. Suspended 

in midair outside each cage is a pixie holding a tiny, 

gilded wand. 

Zargash (see appendix B) is he re if he hasn't been 
lured elsewhere. If Zargash is present. add: 

Standing motionless next to the levers is a man 

garbed in black whose face is half-hidden by a hood. 

A bat-shaped amulet hangs around his neck, and he 

tightly grips a quarterstaff. 

Zargash has been ta king samples of the s ludge in 
the pool, hoping to learn more about ils prope rties. 
He s ta nds motionless, pretending to be frozen in 
time like the other creatures here. If left a lone, he 
waits fo r the characters to leave the area. then re
ports to Kelek in a rea P31. 

Cha racters who observe Za rgash can. with a 
s uccessful DC 16 Wisdom (Perception) check, 
determine that he is not frozen in t ime. Because 
he"s pretending to be frozen. the first a t lack made 
against him has adva ntage. Jf his ruse is exposed or 
if he 's auacked , Zargash uses his next action to cast 
gaseous form on himself. the n flies up to a rea P39 
and heads to a rea P3 l lo warn Kelek a nd Warduke 
that intruders have entered the palace. 

Cages and Pixiejailers . The floors of the fi ve 
cages a re curre ntly suspended above the sludge at 
heights of 10 feet. 20 feet, 30 feet. 40 feet, a nd 50 
feet, respectively. Each cage's height is controlled by 
one of the levers on the far s ide of the narrow ledge. 
Normally. moving a lever up or down causes its cage 
to ascend or descend at a rate of l foot pe r second; 
a t present, however, the mechanis ms that ra ise a nd 
lower the cages are frozen in time. and until the 
time-freezing e ffect ends, nothing happens whe n 
a ny of the levers are moved. 

Each cage can hold one Medium or s ma ller crea
ture. The cages have no doors or locks: creatures 
a re teleported into a nd out of the cages us ing the 
tiny, gilded wands carried by the five pixies. a ll of 
which a re frozen in time. Only pixies can attune 
to these tiny wa nds . As a n action, a pixie released 
from tempora l s tasis can use its wa nd to ta rget a 
Medium or sm a ller creature it can see with in 20 
feet of it. The ta rget mus t ma ke a DC 12 Wisdom 
saving throw; o n a fa iled save, it is telepor ted into 
the gilded cage corresponding to that pixie, a nd 
a ny creature a lready occupying that cage teleports 
to the space vacated by the ta rget. A pixie released 
from temporal s tasis can use a n action to touch its 
wand to its corresponding cage. which teleports a ny 
creature ins ide that cage to a n unoccupied s pace of 
the pixie's choice on the ledge. 

A cha racter can use an action to try to be nd a 
cage's ba rs, doing so with a s uccessful DC 22 
Strength (Athletics) check a nd creating a n ope ning 
wide enough for a Sma ll or Medium cha racter to 
squeeze into or out of the cage. 

Demonic Sludge. A detect magic s pell reveals a n 
aura of transmutation magic ema nating from the 
sludge, which comes from the Abyss. Any Human
oid that s ta r ts its turn wholly or partly im mersed 
in the s ludge mus t ma ke a DC 13 Wisdom saving 
throw. On a successful save, the creatu re takes 
7 {2d6) psychic damage as its mind is ravaged by 
nighlmaris h visions too hor rible to descr ibe. On a 
fai led save, the creature is magica lly tra nsformed 
into a manes u nder your control. This tra ns form a
tion can be reversed by any magic that ends a curse. 
If the transformation is not reversed within three 
days, it becomes permanent a nd can be reversed 
only by a wish spell or divine intervention. 
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Prisoners. Three of the cages hold prisoners in 

temporal stasis: 

• The cage suspended 10 feel above the sludge con

tains a manes. 
• The cage suspended 20 feet above the s ludge con

tains an incubus in the guise of a male high eLf 
named Nizran (not his true name). The incubus, 
whose Etherealness trait does not function in the 
Feywild, infiltrated Zybilna·s court by pretending 
to be an emissary of the Summer Queen. Zybilna 
saw through the deception, ascertained the incu
bus's true a llegiance to the demon lord Graz'zt 
(her former lover), and incarcerated the incubus 
before he could re turn to his true master. 

• The cage s uspended 40 feet above the s ludge 
holds a nameless, unshaven man with a 
crescent-shaped scar under his right eye. A re tired 
human spy (neutral) from Oerth, he is unarmed. 
He begged Zybilna to rid him of the guilt he feels 
for several murders he committed. She obliged by 
locking him up and promising to transform him 
into a manes-a creature incapable of feeling guilt. 

Even if they are freed from temporal stasis, the pris
oners remain trapped in their cages until the pixies 
release them, which they can't do while frozen in 
time a nd which they're not inclined lo do unless the 
order comes from Zybilna. Nizran and the nameless 
man want nothing more than to flee the palace and 
never return. 

P31. THRONE ROOM 

This chamber can be reached by descending a stair
case from a rea P47. A double door in the north wall 
pulls open to reveal a stone balcony that overlooks 
the Court of Storms (area P13). 

A ring of marble pillars sculpted with images of fairies 

and demons supports the arched ceiling of this cir

cular chamber. Seven archways spaced evenly around 

the room's perimeter lead to empty turrets with tall , 

stained-glass windows set in their walls. Each window 

bears the image of a knight in armor. 

Near the middle of the room , a short, gray-bearded 

man in black robes recl ines on a gilded wooden 

throne with clawed feet. The man grips the leashes 

of three small, scaly, b irdlike creatures. A muscular, 

armored man stands next to the throne. He wears a 

helm that conceals his face except for his red, glowing 

eyes, and his sword he holds is wreathed in Aames. 

A statue of an unarmored elf stands in front of the 

throne. The statue is posed as if ready for battle, with 

a shortsword gripped tightly in each of its hands. 
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The gray-bearded man is Kelek, and he keeps three 
cockatrices on short leashes. Warduke stands be
side him. s hield and flaming sword at the ready. If 
the characters encountered Zargash previously and 
allowed him to get away, the evil priest of Orcus is 
crouched behind the throne. (Statistics for all three 
villains appear in appendix B.) While seated on 
the throne, Kelek can use a bonus action to speak 
a rhyme taught to him by the Hourglass Coven 
("Knights of glass, protect my ass!"). The rhyme 
causes the four stained-glass knights in the turrets 
marked X on the map to leap from their window 
frames, becoming four glasswork golems (see the 
accompanying stat block). These golems defend 
Kele k, re turning to their windows after 10 minutes 
if they haven't been destroyed by then. 

If the characters parley with Kelek, he sneers that 
the palace is now his to rule, though any mention 
of the Hourglass Coven or the jabberwock causes a 
flush of dread to pass over Kelek's face. Throughout 
any conversation, Warduke remains silent, eyeing 
the party mirthlessly. Zargash, if present, does as 
little as possible to help Kelek without revealing 
his treasonous heart. He wants to replace Kelek 
as leader of the League of Ma levolence, but he 
is certain Warduke will slay him if he openly be
trays Kelek. 

If the characters mention Ringlerun, Kelek ex
plains that he wants the staff of power that belongs 
to the wizard, but he can't take it whi le Ringlerun is 
frozen in time. To free Ringlerun, Kelek needs a uni
corn horn. (He won't explain how the horn works.) 
In exchange for a unicorn horn, Kelek promises to 
help the characters achieve their goals, provided 
their stated goals have nothing to do with freeing 
Zybilna. Kelek has no intention of fulfill ing his part 
of any bargain. 

If conflict erupts, Kelek relies on Warduke, the 
cockatrices, and Zargash to defend him. Zargash 

flees if the battle is going poorly for his side. 
Warduke's loyalty can be bought for a reasonable 

price (treasure worth 2,500 gp or more). If the char
acters recruit him. Wa rduke stays with the par ty for 
the re mainder of the adventure, then goes his own 
way. While in the party's employ, Warduke stoically 
follows the characters a round, defending them when 

needed, a nd can easily be persuaded to use his 
flame tongue sword to destroy Iggwilv's Cauldron. 

Neither Kelek nor Za rgash will threaten or harm 

the cha racters while Warduke is on Lhe party's side. 

In the face of certain defeat, Kelek begs for mercy 
and offers 10 reveal a secret about Zybilna in ex
cha nge for his life a nd freedom. If the party agrees, 

Kelek reveals tha t Zybilna is lggwilv the Witch 
Queen a nd explains how he plotte d to blackmail her. 



Petrified Elf. The statue is a petrified high elf 
named Raezil Uthemar (neutral). Raezil served 
as Zybilna's spy in other fey courts. She returned 
from a mission to find nearly everyone in the 
palace trapped in temporal stasis. When she con
fronted Kelek and accused him of conspiring to 
overthrow Zybilna, his cockatrices petrified he r. 
1f magic is used to end the petrified condition on 
Raezil, use the spy stat block to represent her, with 
these changes: 

• Raezil speaks Common and Elvis h . 
• She has dark vision out to a ra nge of 60 feet. 

She has advantage on saving throws against being 
charmed, and magic can't put her to s leep. 

The name "Iggwilv" means nothing to Raezil , 
who started working for Zybilna s hortly afte r the 
archfey carved out her domain in the Feywild. Rae
zil spends most of her time abroad, in the courts 
of other archfey, and has n't kept up on the politics 
of Prismeer. 

Once she is no longer petrified, Raezil is bound 
by the rule of reciprocity (see "Rules of Conduct" in 
chapter 2) to help the characters comple te any out
standing quests they might have. Raezi l comes from 
a highborn elf family with influence in the Summer 
Court, making her a useful retaine r if the characters 
choose to remain in the Feywild a fte r their adven
tures in Prismeer have ended. 

Treasure. Kelek carries a staff of striking and 
wears bracers of defense. Warduke wields a 
flame tongue longsword. Zargash wears a ba t
shaped amulet that has the properties of a ring of 
feather falling. /'JI 

.• 'I 'IA 

GLASSWORK GOLEM 
Medium Construc t, Unaligned 

Armor Class 13 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 36 (8d8) 
Speed 30 ft . 

STR 
13 (+1) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 
10 (+0) 

INT 
l (- 5) 

Saving Throws Dex +2, Con +2, Wis +2 
Damage Immunities poison, psychic 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

CHA 
l (- 5) 

Condition Immunities blinded , charmed, deafened, exhaustion, 
frightened , paralyzed, petrified, poisoned 

Senses b lindsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), 
passive Perception 10 

Languages -
Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

False Appearance. If the golem is embedded in a window and 

motionless at the start of combat, it has advantage on its ini· 
tiative roll. More~if a creature hasn't observe d the golem 
move or act, that creature mus t s ucceed o n a DC 18 Intelligence 
(Inves tigation) check to discern that the golem is animate. 

Immutable Form. The golem is immune to any spell or effect 
that would alter its fo rm . 

Regeneration. The golem regains 10 hit points at the start of its 
turn. If the golem takes bludgeoning or thunder damage, th is 
trait doesn't func tion at the start of the golem's next turn. The 
golem is destroyed only ifit starts its turn with O hit points and 
doesn't regenerate. 

Unusual Nature. The golem doesn't require air, food , 
drink, or sleep. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The golem makes two Glass Sword attacks. 

Glass Sword. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one 
target. Hit: 5 (ld8 + l) slashing damage. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Dazzling Light (Recharge 5- 6). Magical, colo red light springs 
from the golem In a 15-foot cone. Each crea ture in the co ne 
mus t succeed on a DC 10 Cons titution saving throw or be 
blinded for l minute. A creature can repeat the saving throw 
at the e nd of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself o n 

a s uccess . 
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P32. MINSTRELS' GALLERY 

This ba lcony extends out over the ba nquet ha ll 
(area P18). The door on the west wall is sealed w ith 
a lion crown lock (see "Crown Locks" earlie r in 
the chapter). 

This thir ty-foot-high balcony overlooks the banquet 

hall. A harpsichord decorated with painted panels is 

si tuated at one end of the balcony near a double door. 

The ha rpsichord is a Medium object with AC 15. 12 
hit points, and immunity to poison and psychic dam
age. A detect m agic spe ll reveals an aura of tra ns
muta tion magic a round it. If it loses half or more 
of its hit points, the harpsichord is too da maged to 
play music. Reducing the harpsichord to O hit points 
destroys it and causes e ight pieces of w reckage to 
magically spring to life and attack the harpsichord's 
assailants . Each piece of w reckage is treated as a 
Tiny object under the effect of an animate objects 
spell that las ts for 1 minute. 

P33. GLASS STATUES 

The floor of this marble hall is polished to a mirror-like 

finish. The exte rior walls are lined with stained-glass 

windows depicting fa iries and butterflies in flight. A 

glass statue of a long-haired woman in robes stands 

atop a dais, her arms outstretched in a welcoming 

gestu re. A tiny, incandescent bl ue sphere is sus

pe nded in the air next to the statue's head. Dozens 

of o ther statues made of spa rkling glass are arra nged 

about the room. 

This room conta ins forty glass sta tues, including the 
one on the da is. The statues s tand motionless until 
someone plays the ha rpsichord in a rea P32, the 
magic of which causes the s tatues to dance: 

All of the statues except the one on the dais waltz and 

twirl about the roo m, their steps keeping time with 

the music from the harpsicho rd. 

When the music from the ha rps ichord s tops playing, 
the statues freeze in place until the music resumes. 

Cha racte rs who have seen Zybilna recognize her 
likeness in the s tatue on the da is . The remaining 
thirty-nine s tatues represent morta ls whom Zybilna 
a id~d in he r rol~ as fa iry godmother. A glass scullery 
maid dances with a glass princess, a glass farmer 
carries a glass pot filled with glass coins, a nd so on. 
Each s tatue (including the one on the da is) has AC 
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13, 4 hit points , vulnerability to bludgeoning and 
thunder da mage, a nd immunity lo poison and psy
chic da mage. 

While the s tatues a re dancing, a ny creature that 
enters the room or s ta rts its turn there must suc
ceed on a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw to avoid 
colliding with a sta tue. Reduce the DC by 1 for every 
three da ncing statues tha t have been destroyed. A 
collision w ith a creature causes a statue to sha tter 
and deals 14 (4d6) psychic da mage to the creature 
that struck it. The da ncing s ta tues avoid the dais 
and can't collide with c reatures on it, nor can they 
collide with creatures they can't reach (creatu res 
flying above them, for example). 

This s ta tue on the da is doesn't move, a nd the tiny 
s phere floating next to its head is frozen in time 
and magical (see "Treas ure" be low). It remains sus
pended in the a ir above the da is even if the s tatue on 
the da is is destroyed. 

Slaad Guardian. An invis ible gray slaad in its 
true form appears near the da is when one of the 
following conditions is me t: 

• Three or more dancing statues a re des troyed. 
• The s tatue on the dais is destroyed. 
• Someone grabs the tiny s phere. 

The slaad normally resides in a demiplane and was 
not affected by the time-freezing magic of Jggwilv's 
Cauldron. It a ttacks any creature that has the tiny 
sphere in its possession, turning vis ible as it does 
so. lf it obta ins the sphere, the slaad keeps it, turns 
invisible, remains in this room, and defends itself if 
attacked. It can be harmed by the dancing statues. 

Zybilna pressed the slaad into service, and it does 
her bidding if s he's a round to give it commands. 

Treasure. The blue s phere is a n Joun s tone (in
sight) that belongs to Iggwilv. Any other creature 
that attunes to the Joun s tone is cursed. While 
cursed in this way, the creature is magically tran s
formed into a n a nimated, doll-like effigy of itself 
made of wood. The c reature's s tatistics a re the 
s ame, except that it is a Cons truct with vulnerability 
to fire damage, a nd it doesn't require ai r, food, or 
water. Items worn or carried by the creature a re un
a ffected. A wish s pell can end the curse. The crea
ture can end the curse on itself by giving a bouquet 
of eight black roses to lggwilv, but only Iggwilv and 
lggrik (the quasit in area P51) know that the curse 
can be ended in this way. The black roses can be 
harvested from the rose garden (area P7). 

P34. HALL OF HATCHES 

Four three -foot- squa re oak pa nels are mounted on the 

wall a long the eas t s ide of this short ha ll. Each panel 

has a hinged hatch attached to a woode n handle. 



GmmAt Towm. 
TKa 
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When the characters first enter, all four panels are 
closed. Opening a hatch reveals a square cavity 
conta ining the head of a decapitated creature. When 
a hatch is opened. the head inside that cavity barks 
one of the following uttera nces: 

Bugbear head: "Yah!'" 
Harpy head: "Bah!" 
Hobgoblin head: "Gah!" 
Ogre head: "Bah!" 

Each repeats its one-word utterance every time its 
hatch is opened, then falls silent until the hatch is 
closed and opened again. To use this area as it was 
intended, the panels must all be closed and then 
opened in e ither of the following sequences: 

Ha rpy. ogre, bugbear, hobgoblin 
Ogre, harpy, bugbear, hobgoblin 

When the decapitated heads speak the syllables of 
UBaba Yaga" in their proper order, all creatures in 
the hall a re teleported to unoccupied spaces in the 
study (area P47). 

P35. F LOODED HALL 

This hallway has a sunken floor filled to a depth of 

three feet with dark water. Lanterns lit with flickering 

blue flames hang from the ceiling thirty feet above 

by short chains, spaced roughly ten feet apart. They 

produce eerie, ghostlike reflections off the water. As 

you take in the scene, an empty sailboat drifts into 

view from farther down the hall and makes its way 

toward you. 

The sailboat glides closer until it is near enough to 
board safely. The boat can carry up to eight Medium 
creatures. One creature can steer the boat using the 
tiller, and the boat has a speed of 20 feet. 

Dark Water. Peering into the water's depths re
veals thin, pale faces staring back, dark monsters 
swimming past, a nd glimpses of dis tant realms. 
A creature can wade through the water safely, but 
a ny creature that completely submerges itself must 
s ucceed on a DC 15 Strength saving throw or be
come trapped under the water's surface. Unless 
the creature can breathe underwater, it begins to 
s uffocate when it runs out of ai r (see the suffocation 
rules in the Player's Handbook). As an action, a 
creature trapped under the water's surface or an
other creature within reach of it can make a DC 20 
Strength (Athletics) check. On a successful check, 
the trapped creature breaks through the surface 
and is no longer submerged. 
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P36. COSTUME ROOM 

I This room contains eight wooden mannequins in tall I 
glass cases. Each mannequin wears a different outfit. 

These outfits have been worn by Zybilna in her 
many guises-a child's witchy dress for young Nata
sha; a flamboyant, off-the-shoulder dress for Tasha; 
a dark, alluring gown for lggwilv; and more. 

The following clues can help the characters iden
tify some of Zybilna's former personas: 

• The name "Natasha" is s titched into the collar of a 
cape sized for a child. 

• Characters who examined the mannequin of 
Tasha in the glass cabine t outside the Hall of 
Illusions in the Witchlight Carnival can recognize 
Tasha's costume from the way the mannequin 
was dressed. 

• Characters who succeed on a DC 16 Intelligence 
(History) check can recognize one of Iggwilv's cos
tumes from a woodcut of her that they saw once in 
a book, where she was identified as "Iggwilv, the 
Witch Queen of Perren land." 

P37. DRET CH NURSERY 

Flies buzz throughout this chamber, and the grimy 

marble floor is crawling with maggots. Eight wicker 

cradles stand upright in the filth . Lashed to each cra

dle is a three-foot-long, curved wooden pole with a 

mobile consisting of three ornaments dangling at the 

top of it. Each ornament appears to be a triangular 

piece of white wood with an Elvish letter carved into 

it. Small, misshapen creatures nesting in the cradles 

reach toward the symbols with their claws but can't 

quite grab them. 

The cradles contain eight dretches- manifesta
tions of Zybilna's darkest emotions: annoyance, 
loathing, rage, disgust, dis dain, malicious ness, 
envy, and jealousy. The stunted, baby-like fiends act 
according to the ir nature; for example, the annoyed 
dretch frowns in irritation at everything it sees, the 
malicious dretch tries to pinch anyone who comes 
too close to it, and so forth . 

A cha racter can make a DC 15 Wisdom (Insight) 
check to ascerta in why the dretches are here a nd 
what they represent. On a failed check, the charac
ter ascerta ins nothing. On a s uccessful check, the 
character realizes that the dretches are manifesta
tions of suppressed negative emotions belonging to 
whoever confined them to this wretched nursery. 



Characters who can read the Elvish script can 
identify seven diffe rent lette rs carved into the trian
gula r ornaments suspended above the cradles. The 
letters. each of which appear several times, are A, B, 
r, L, N, Y, and Z. Rearranged, they spell ZYBlLNA. 
Zybilna needed the le tte red ornaments as materia l 
components for the ritual that created the dretches, 
but now they are merely decorative distractions for 
the baby-like dretches. The letters are attached to 
the mobiles at random; for example, one cradle's 
mobile might have the letters A, I, and L, while an
other might have the letters B, L, and Y. 

Each dretch is bound by Zybilna's magic and 
has a speed of O feet while in its cradle. If a dretch 
is removed from its cradle, its dispos ition doesn't 
change, but it is free to go where it pleases. It shuns 
combat and fights only in self-defense. Killing one or 
more dretches causes an upswell of dark emotions 
in Jggwilv, which can have consequences for the 
characters in their climactic encounter with he r (as 
described at the end of the chapter). 

P38. SECRET LIBRARY 

A dozen floating candles cast dim, flickering lights 

over this sepulchral, windowless library. Ebony book

shelves are filled with volumes bound in jet-black 

fabric . The books have no titles on their spines. In the 

middle of the room, a black quill pen rests on a writ

ing desk next to a jar of black ink. 

Magic causes each candle to float ld4 + 3 feet above 
the floor. Casting dispel magic on a candle or remov
ing a candle from the library automatically ends the 
levitation e ffect on it. 

If the characters remove a book from the shelves, 
they see that the cover, like the spine, has no title. 
Opening any of the books reveals that its pages are 
blank apart from the first page, on which a thin line 
has been scribed. If a c reature uses the quill pen on 
the desk to write the title of a book above the line, 
the remaining pages of the book fill with writing 
that matches the book of the same title, provided 
that book is part of this room's collection. Writing a 
title in a blank book that does not match the title of a 
book in the collection causes the ink to swiftly evap
orate from the page. If a book is removed from this 
library, all writing in it fades after 30 days, leaving 
the book blank. 

Among the titles found here are the following, 
which the characters can learn about from Shon 
in area P28: 

The City That Waits (one explorer's treatise 
about Moil, a demiplane that houses a city of 
haunted spires) 

The Faceless Lord (lggwilv's private account of her 
many dealings withjuiblex, the Demon Prince of 
Oozes and Slimes- which she later updated and 
incorporated into her magnum opus. the Demon
omicon of lggwilv) 

I, Lyzandred (a lich's meandering autobiography. 
which dri fts into a lengthy, plodding dissertation 
about demiplanes and how to construct them) 

Kingdom of the Ghouls (one adventuring party's ex
ploration of a subterranean kingdom of ghouls on 
the world of Oerth) 

The Many Masques of Mith (a bizarre account of life 
as a servant to an archwizard named Mith, who 
hosted masques for honored guests from across 
the multiverse) 

Nadir of Nessus (all about the politics of the Nine 
Hells, written by a tiefling named Nadi r, who 
claimed to be the daughter of Asmodeus) 

Prophecies of Explictica Deli/us (a transcription of 
various prophecies told by a powerful spirit naga 
from the world of Oerth) 

Thingizzard's Night Balloon (instructions for build
ing a magic vessel that can float safely through the 
layers of the Abyss) 

P39. ROOST 

This 20-foot-square room has an 8-foot-wide. 
8-foot-tall archway in the middle of the west wall. 
beyond which a tower chamber conta ins five cages 
dangling from chains above a pool of sludge 30 feet 
below. Characters who position themselves near the 
archway can see the ceiling of the tower chamber 
30 feet above them. as well as the othe r features 
of area P30. 

Floor-to-ceiling iron bars spaced 6 inches apart 
span the eastern side of this room. Through this 
wall of bars. one can see the palace's central tower 
suspended above a s tormy void (area P13). The bars 
can be bent with a successful DC 20 Strength (Ath
letics) check, creating a n opening through which 
Small and Medium characters can squeeze. 

P40. GUEST WING 

This wing of the palace is reserved for Zybilna's 
guests, including envoys from other arch fey and 
petitioners from the Material Plane. 

Each room holds a four-poster bed, a wardrobe 
conta ining outfits that magica lly tailor themselves 
to their wearers, and a dressing table. A bell pull 
mounted on the wall by the door enables guests to 
summon servants from their quarters (a rea PlS). 
If the characters ring any of these bells, the butle r 
Thinn ings creeps up to investigate 5 minutes la ter. 
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Each room's occupants a re frozen in time. Individ
ua l rooms have their own color schemes and nota
ble reatures, as indicated below: 

P40a. Red Room. A high elr noble (ne utra l) with 
long hair s ta nds in the middle or the room. The elr, 
Carissa, is holding a crysta l goblet or wa ter. Tied 
to his belt is a glass-ha ndled rapier (actua lly a +J 
rapier). A goblin (noncombatant) s tands next to 
him, holding a tray with a decanter or water on it. 

P40b. Blue Room. This chambe r has a line or blue
birds perched motionless on the sill or a n open 
window. The room is otherwise unoccupied. 

P40c. Green Room. A well-dressed forest gnome 
(noncombata nt) s ta nds on a stool in front or a van
ity. looking into a mirror as s he combs her green 
ha ir. The vanity has various cosmetics and via ls of 
perfome on it. 

P40d. White Room. A ha ndsome young ma le hu
ma n (noncombata nt) in a white nights hirt s leeps 
in the bed. 

P40e. Black Room. S ix goblins (noncombata nts) 
a re in the mids t of cleaning the room. One of 
the m perches precariously on a stack of cha irs 
while reaching out to dust the top of a ta ll 
black wa rd robe. 
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P41. TALKI NG DOOR 

This door is closed a nd magically locked. 

The s urface of this double door is sculpted to look like 

the head of a cat. As you approach, it purrs, "Why, 

hello there." 

This door was meant to require a password to be 
opened, but the door grew bored of asking for the 
same word a ll the time a nd now seeks answers lo 
more meaningful , philosophical questions. T he door 
explains this pleasantly, then poses one of the fol
lowing questions: 

• Which is more important, intelligence or wisdom? 
• Are we at the me rcy of fate. or do we create our 

own destiny? 
• Which has more powe r, the sword or the quill? 

The door enthus iastically deba tes eithe r side of each 
point. There a re no right or wrong a nswers ; to open 
the door, a cha racter must a rgue their case a nd s uc
ceed on a DC 15 Cha risma (Pers uasion) check. A 
character who impressed Feathe reen, the gondola 
swa n in the Witchlight Carnival, is filled with con
fide nce in this debate a nd gains adva ntage on the 
check. On a successful check, the door swings open. 



P42. LABORATORY 

The door to this laboratory is sealed with a 

ha rt crown lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in 

the chapte r). 

Broken oil burners, grimy glassware, and jars of p ick

led fungus clutter th is ruined laboratory. A beanstalk 

as long and thick as a constrictor snake sprouts from 

an unstoppered potion bottle. Bulging bean pods 

hang from its stem. 

Zybilna used this laboratory to brew potions, includ

ing an experimenta l oil that s timula ted the growth 

of plants. The beans ta lk in here is one result of this 

s tudy; Zybilna's quas it, Iggrik, pilfered a nd used a 

more potent variant of this potion to create the enor
mous beanstalk in area Pl 7. 

Treasure. Characters who search the laboratory 

find a potion of growth, three potions of healing, and 

two potions of giant strength (hill). 
Twelve bean pods hang on the beans talk and a re 

easily detached . A detached bean pod can be hurled 
up to 120 feet as an action. When it is tossed on the 

ground, it disappears and produces an effect iden
tical to that of the plant growth spell (the version of 
the spell tha t takes 1 action to cast). 

P43. MIRROR OF HEART'S DESIRE 

The door to this room is sealed with a lion crown 
lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in the cha pter). 

This marble hall is empty except for a tall mirror 

mounted in an alcove on the north wall. Cold, spectral 

mist hangs motionless in front of the mirror's reAec

tive surface and covers the Aoor beneath it. 

Zybilna brought morta ls before this mirror, where 

they could see the objects of their heart's desire re
flected in it. Any creature that stares into the mirror 

for 1 minute sees its own reflection fade away, to be 
replaced by an image of the thing it wants most. The 

mirror is a La rge object with AC 13, 5 hit points, 

and immunity to poison and psych ic da mage. 

If a character looks into the mirror long enough 
to trigger its property, work with that characte r's 
player to determine what the character sees: it might 

be something or someone the cha racter lost, a goal 

the character has yet to attain, or a momentous 
event that has not yet come to pass. ff you are using 
the "Lost Things'' adventure hook and the character 

hasn't yet found what they're looking for, the mirror 

might show the character its location and a route 

the character can take to get there. 

P44. jARS OF TIME 

The door to this room is sealed with a ha rt crown 
lock (see "Crown Locks'· earlie r in the chapter). 

A three-level mahogany table stands in the m iddle of 

this otherwise empty chamber. Three gleaming bell 

jars rest on the table's separate tiers, each one con

taining a visage wreathed in mist. 

Any creature that touches one of the ja rs on the ta
ble causes a ll three ja rs to display illusory images 

of that creature from different time periods. The ja r 

closest to the floor shows the creature in its youth. 
The ja r on the middle tier shows the creature as it is 
now. The highest jar shows what the creature might 
look like in its later years. Zybilna was the last one 
to touch the ja rs. so they currently show images of 
her past, present, and future self: 

The lowest ja r de picts a young woman with 
raven-black hair. 

• The middle ja r displays a middle-aged woman 
with long white ha ir. 

• The highest jar shows a white-haired crone or hag. 
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The jars a re stuck to the table with sovereign glue. 
Each jar is a Small object with AC 13, 3 hit points, 
and immunity to poison and psychic damage. 
For each jar that breaks, an invisible stalker is 
re leased, appearing in the air above the table. A 
s talker attacks whoever is responsible for break
ing its jar, ignoring a ll other targets. The stalker 
returns to the Elemental Plane of Air when it or its 
la rget djes. 

P45. ZYBILNA
1
S BEDROOM 

This spacious bedchamber is lightly furnished . An 

oval mirror in a black wood frame is mounted on the 

east wall, and a chess set with jet and bloodstone 

playing pieces rests atop an octagonal table in the 

southwest corner, flanked by two comfortable, high

backed chairs. A four-poster bed with black silk sheets 

and drapes stands in the middle of this room. Loung

ing on the bed are two creatures, each with the lower 

body of a lion. One has the head and upper torso of a 

woman, the other the head and upper torso of a man. 

The creatures on the bed a re two lamias named 
Nemesatra and Trizzia n. The demon prince Graz'zt 
sent them to parley with Zybilna, because he is 
convinced that the archfey knows the whereabouts 
of lggwilv the Witch Queen (with whom Graz'zt 
has unfinished business). Nemesatra and Trizzian 
suspect that Zybilna and Iggwilv are the same per
son, but the lamias need proof before they re turn to 
their master. 

Graz'zt has bestowed o.n each lamia the ability to 
touch the surface of any mirror (as an action), dis 
appear ins ide it, a nd reappear on another plane of 
exis tence of their choice, as though the lamia had 
cast a plane shift spell that a ffects only one creature. 
Nemesatra and Trizzia n used this ability to travel 
from Azzagrat (Graz'zt's home in the Abyss) to the 
Feywild, and they plan to use it again to return to 
Azzagrat once they get the proof they desire. The 
costumes in area P36 a re not proof enough on their 
own, but any or a ll of the following cons titute proof: 

• The sworn tes timony of Thinnings the butler (see 
area PlS), Ka limanzaros the dwarf (see area P21), 
or one of the hags in area P47, which the lamias 
must obtain using a s uggestion or geas spe ll 

• A copy of The Faceless Lord (one of lggwilv's 
known unpublished works) from area P38 

• The jars of time in area P44, provided and the jars 
s till show three faces oflggwi lv (including her 
younger self, which the lamias recognize) 
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When one or more cha racte rs appear before the 
Iamias, Nemesatra fixes them with a steely gaze and 
asks, "Are you important?" She expects a n affirma
tive reply, for neithe r she nor her companion have 
time for wastrels. Nemesatra and Trizzia n won't 
reveal the purpose of their mission. They view the 
characters as pawns, ordering them to sha re any 
information they uncover about Zybilna's past. Once 
the lamias obtain proof that Zybilna is lggwilv (or 
cleverly fabricated evidence to the contra ry), they 
use the nearest mirror to return to Azzagrat. 

The lamias' access to the pa lace is limited be
cause they can't bypass its locked doors or fly. They 
entered the palace through the coach house (area 
Pll) and have visited a reas P29, P14c, Pl4g, P41 
(where they debated the magical door), and P46. 

If the lamias a re attacked, they defend themselves 
until at least one of them loses half of their hit 
points or more, whereupon they touch the mirror in 
this chamber and return to the Abyss. If the mirror 
has been destroyed and they have no clear route of 
escape, the lamias use charm person, suggestion, 
or geas spells to persuade the characters to leave 
them alone. 

Treasure. The chessboard was a gift to Iggwilv 
from the archmage Mordenkainen and is worth 
2,500 gp. Its pieces mutte r under their breath when 
they are taken off the board. The chessboard is one 
reason why Nemesatra and Trizzian suspect that 
Zybilna and lggwilv might be one and the same, 
since Iggwilv's passion for the game is well known 
to Graz'zt and his underlings. 

P46. DRESSING ROOM 

This cham ber is a walk-in wardrobe. Hinged panels 

along the walls swing outward to display a variety 

of exquisitely crafted robes, gowns, scarves, head

dresses, stockings, gloves, shoes, boots, and other 

clothing. Items remove themselves from hooks and 

hangers and float in the air seemingly of their own ac

cord, allowing you to see them more closely. 

Permanent unseen servant spells make trying on 
clothes in this room easy and fun. 



P4-7. DESTROYED STUDY 

Splinters of wood, along with some loose papers 

and two halves of a shattered blowing horn, are sus

pended in the air. Whatever caused this unfortunate 

scene also punched a hole in the north wall on the 

landing between two staircases, one leading up and 

the other leading down. The stony debris from the 

blast is frozen in mida ir outside the tower. 

Characters who peer through the hole in the wall 

see the following scene: 

A human knight with a thick mustache and a look of 

surprise on his face was apparently thrown backward 

through the jagged hole and now hangs in the air 

amid the debris. The knight wears a helm adorned 

with feathery wings, and he is holding a longsword 

and a shield. 

Nothing of value remains in the study. 

Any hags of the Hourglass Coven who re treated to 

the palace are found here, near the hole in the wall 

(see append ix B for the hags' stat blocks). Parked 

nearby are their mounts and vehicles: 

Bavlorna's bobbing lily pad (see appendix A) 

• Skabatha's flying rocking horse (see chapter 3) 

• Endelyn's ornithopter of flying (see appendix A) 

If only one hag is present, she is muttering to her

self. lf two hags a re here, they are bickering about 

what to do next. If all three hags are present, they 

are mocking the helmed knight as they avoid ta lking 

about their present troubles. '"He seems to be taking 

his present situation rather lightly," says Skabatha. 

"Time has been rather cruel to him," gloats Endelyn. 

"lfwe still had the unicorn horn, we could make 

him plunge to his doom," bemoans Bavlorna. 

If Endelyn Moongrave is encountered here, s he 

tells the characters that s he foresaw the dissolu

tion of the coven. If one o r both of her sisters are in 

earshot when s he says this, they accuse Endelyn of 

orchestrating the coven's breakup. Arguing ens ues, 

ending with each hag us ing her plane shift spell to 

flee Pris meer. The hags a lso use this spell to escape 

if the charac te rs attack them. 
Otherwise, the hags do what they do best: deceive 

and ba rgain. They claim to be the true heroes of 

the s itua tion, s ince they trapped Iggwilv in time to 

save Prismeer from her tyranny and debauchery. 

They relate me mories of Iggwilv's past. portraying 

her as a de mented archmage who peered into the 

Abyss, s tudied it intently to learn how to sum mon 

and control demons, a nd used them to ravage king

doms on the Material Plane. The hags suggest that 

the characters focus their efforts on slaying the 

jabberwock. In exchange, the hags promise to use 

the power of fggwilv's Cauldron for the characters' 

benefit. further tempting them by describing the 

cauldron's many beneficia l properties (see appendix 

A). The hags hope to buy time until they can turn 

the tables on the characters a nd make them suffer 

for their insolence. 
Leader of Valor's Call. The helmed knight. 

named Strongheart (see appendix 8 ), battled Kelek 

a nd Warduke in this s tudy. Warduke used a horn 

of blasting to punch a hole in the wall and sent the 

knight hurtling through it. An instant la te r. the pal

ace was frozen in time. The horn was destroyed in 

the blast, which a lso dealt damage to Warduke and 

Kelek. (Those two were later released from tempo

ral stasis by the Hourglass Coven aod allowed to 

rest and regain their lost hit points.) Strongheart 

is sus pended 30 feet north of the tower and 60 feet 

above the s torm vortex (area P13). He has 20 hit 

points rema ining. 
If Strongheart's tempora l stasis ends while he's 

s us pended over the storm vortex, he falls into the 

vortex. A character within reach of S trongheart can 

try to catch him as he falls, doing so with a s uccess

ful DC 15 Strength check. Alternatively. characters 

who can fly could reach Strongheart while he's 

frozen in the air, tie one end of a rope arou nd him, 

and secure the other end to something or someone 

s trong enough to bear his weight (240 pounds with 

all his gear), thus preventing him from fa lling when 

the temporal stasis ends. 
If rescued and questioned, Strongheart expla ins 

his role in leading Valor·s Call to the palace (see 

"Fall of the Witch Queen" earlie r in the cha pter). He 

pla nned to bring the members of the League of Ma

levolence to jus tice, but he underestimated their te

nacity and resourcefulness. He is grateful to his res

cuers and offers to help them accomplis h w hatever 

goals brought them to Prismeer. Other members of 

Valor's Call follow his lead. 
Stairs Up and Down. Stairs to either s ide of 

the hole in the wall lead down to area P3 l and up 

to area P49. 
Treasure. Strongheart wields Steel. a magic long

sword (see appendix A). The sentient blade can't be 

re moved from the knight's ha nd while he's frozen 

in time, and it can't communicate or be used to cast 

revivify until it is re leased from temporal s tasis. 

P48. TuRRETS 

These seven turre ts, areas P48a through P48g, are 

a ttached to the palace's central tower. None of these 

areas have windows. The contents of the seven tur

rets are as follows: 
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P48a. An enameled blue coffer rests on an alabas
ter pedestal in the middle of this room, which is 
connected by an open archway lo a staircase that 
leads down to area P31 and up to areas P47 and 
P49. The coffer contains a plum-sized jewel made 
of transparent blue crystal with a tiny, Z-shaped 
crack in its core (see "Treasure" below). Any char
acter who grasps the jewel and succeeds on a DC 
15 Wisdom (Insight) check intuits that the jewel 
is Zybilna's crystallized desi re to be treated as a 
queen and rule over lesser beings. 

P48b. Characters can reach this cha mber by climb
ing a stai rcase from area Pl4b on the palace's 
lower level. An enameled white coffer rests on a 
black basalt pedestal in the middle of the room. 
The coffer conta ins a plum-sized jewel made of 
translucent white crystal. The jewel is warm to 
the touch (see "Treasure" below). Any character 
who grasps the jewel and succeeds on a DC 15 
Wisdom (Insight) check intuits that the jewel is Zy
bilna's crystallized desire to show kindness to the 
destitute a nd unfortunate. 

P48c. Cha racters can reach this chamber by climb
ing a shor t staircase from a rea P48d. An enam
eled red coffer rests on a pedestal of rotting wood 
in the middle of the room. The coffer contains a 
plum-sized jewel made of red crystal that hums 
faintly (see "Treasure" below). Any character who 
grasps the jewel and succeeds on a DC 15 Wis
dom {Insight) check intuits that the jewel is Zybil
na's crystallized desire to punish those who have 
wronged or defied her. 

P48d. This chamber is empty. A short staircase 
leads up to area P48c. A longer stai rcase leads 
down to a hallway on the palace's lower level that 
connects with areas Pl4d a nd Pl6. 

P48e. Characters can reach this chamber by climb
ing a s taircase from a hallway on the palace's 
lower level that stretches north of area P29. An 
e na meled green coffer rests on a wrought-iron 
pedestal in the middle of the room. The coffer con
tains a faintly glowing, plum-sized jewel of green 
crystal (see "Treasure" below). Any character 
who grasps the jewel and succeeds on a DC 15 
Wisdom ( Insight) check intuits that the jewel is Zy
bilna's crysta llized desire to remain hidde n from 
her enemies. 

P48f. Cha racte rs can reach this cha mber by climb
ing a s hort s ta ircase from area P48g. An enam
eled black coffer rests on a pedesta l of living vines 
in the middle of the room. The coffer conta ins a 
plum-sized jewel made of lustrous black crysta l 
(see "Treasure" below). Any character who grasps 
the jewel a nd s ucceeds on a DC 15 Wisdom 
{Insight) check intuits that the jewel is Zybilna's 
crysta llized desire to know wha t her enemies 
are plotting. 
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P48g. This chamber is empty. A short staircase 
leads up to a rea P48f. A longer staircase leads 
down to a rea P14a on the palace's lower level. 

Treasure. The five jewels stored in the turrets a re 
Zybilna's crystallized desires. They appeared to her 
short ly after the domain of Prismeer was formed, 
and she placed them in the turrets for safekeeping. 
A detect magic spell reveals an aura of conjuration 
magic around each jewel. 

An identify spell or similar magic reveals that 
each jewel has a s ingle conjure fey spell embedded 
in it, and that the spell can be cast as an action by 
knocking the jewel three times against a hard ob
ject or surface. No other components are required 
to cast the spell, and there's no way for the user 
to know what creature will appear. The creature 
summoned by a jewel depends on the j ewel's color, 
as noted in the Conjured Fey table. The jewel van
ishes when the creature appears, and the creature 
disappears a fter 1 hour. S ee the conjure fey spell 
description for the creature's behavior. 

These conjured Fey a re magically created dupli
cates of creatures whose life essence Zybilna har
vested to twist part of the Feywild into what would 
become her Domain of Delight. Being mere echoes, 
they are oblivious to this fact and unaware of what 
they truly are. Each one acts as though it has been 
imprisoned in its jewel for a n unknown period of 
time (by whom, it can't say). It doesn't realize that 
it will cease to exist when the spell that brought it 
forth ends. 

CONJURED FEY 

Jewel 

Black 

Blue 

Green 

Red 

White 

Creature 

Spymaster Hushknife, a darkling elder (see 

appendix C) 

Allegra, a quickling (see appendix C) 

Frogspittle, a green hag 

5inch the Ruthless, a redcap (see appendix C) 

Winky, a one-eyed blink dog 

P4-9 . BLACK BOOK 

The door to this chamber is sealed with a 
hart crown lock (see "Crown Locks" earlier in 
the chapter). 

The walls, fioor, and ceiling of this room are made of 

white marble tiles. In the middle of the room, a quill 

with a feather sheathed in fiame and a black-covered 

book rest on an iron lectern. 

The book and the quill radiate auras of abjuration 
magic if scrutinized using a detect magic spell or 



similar magic. The flame coming off the feather is 

illusory and harmless. 
The front cover of the book is embossed with im

ages of a lion and a hart, the two animals rearing 
up on their hind legs and facing each other. Any 
creature whose name is written in the book using 
the quill can open any of the palace's crown locks. If 
a creature's name is crossed out using the quill, or 
the page bearing its name is torn from the book, the 
creature's ability to open these locks is rescinded. 

A long list of names fills the book's pages, many 
of them belonging to fairies, judging by their color
fulness. The hags of the Hourglass Coven are listed 
near the middle of the book. Other names in the 
book include Thinnings (Zybilna's butler), Shon 
(Zybilna's libra rian), Kalimanzaros (Zybilna's clerk), 
and Raezil Uthemar (Zybilna's elf spy in area P31). 
The final few names are written in Endelyn Moon
grave's handwriting. These last entries are the mem
bers of the League of Malevolence: Kelek, Zarak, 
Zargash, Warduke, and Skylla. 

P50. VAULT 

An ornate iron door stands at the top of the staircase. 

Its surface is covered with a complex array of cogs, 

latches, and tumblers. The round doorknob is en

graved with the image of a nightingale. 

Zybilna stores her greatest treasures inside this 
vault, which is shielded against divination magic. 
The door is impervious to damage and has eight 
built-in locking mechanisms, any one of which can 
be affected by a knock spell or similar magic. A 
character can also spend 1 minute trying to pick one 
of the locks by using thieves' tools, doing so with a 
successful DC 18 Dexterity check. Opening a single 
lock, however, causes any previously ope ned locks 
to close. To enter the vault, all e ight locks must be 
opened at the same time. 

Characters who examine the doorknob discover 
an inscription around its base that reads, "Speak 
My Name." A creature that speaks the password 
"Natasha" while grasping the doorknob can open all 
of the locks simultaneously. The door, once opened, 
locks automatically when it is closed again. A simi
lar doorknob, but without the inscription, is inside 
the vault. 

The jars of time (area P44) and the costume room 
(area P36) can provide hints about Zybilna's earliest 
identity. The solution to this riddle is a lso hidden in 
the border of the Witch light Carnival poster map, 
which incorporates drawings of creatures and ob
jects pointing at one another: a nilbog (goblin jester) 
points its scepter at an almiraj (a horned rabbit), 
which points its horn at a treant, which points to 

an arrow that points toward a swan. whose beak 
points to a hippogriff pointing at an axe. By taking 
the first letters of these creatures and objects, the 
name NATASHA is spelled out. Reward any player 
who figures this out by having that player's charac
ter whisper the name as if conjuring it from some 
half-forgotten childhood dream. 

When the door opens. read: 

The door swings open to reveal a circular chamber 

illuminated by drifting balls of colored light. In the 

middle of the room, a finely forged great sword floats, 

point upward, three feet above a treasure chest. The 

magic that holds the sword aloft also rotates it slowly, 

so that the blade catches and reflects the multicol

ored lights. 

The chest is not locked. The drifting balls of light 
are harmless magical effects confined to this room. 

Treasure. The greatsword is Snicker-Snack (see 
appendix A). The levitation effect that keeps it aloft 
ends when the sword is held or moved. 

The chest contains the following items: 

• Snicker-Snack's ornate scabbard, adorned with 
phoenix feathers (100 gp) 

• A gold helmet decorated with hart antlers (250 gp) 
• A shimmering silver cloa k, with a unicorn e mbroi-

dered on it in platinum thread (750 gp) 

P51. BEANSTALK TOWER 

To enter this tower. the characte rs must use flight or 
climb the beanstalk that supports it (see area P17). 

The interior of the tower is a mess of broken furn iture 

and grasping vines. Amid the ruins, a toad wearing 

a tiny wizard's cape perches on the lid of a treasure 

chest that has slid into a wall and become surrounded 

by junk. 

The toad is Iggrik, a s hapecha nged quasit and 
lggwilv's longtime companion. It addresses the 
characte rs in Common and cla ims to be Zybilna's 
toad familiar. If a ttacked. it assumes the form of 
a bat and flies away, taking refuge in the ga rde n 
(area P2). 

When the palace was frozen in time, lggrik was in 
the library (a rea P28). It spied on the Hourglass Co
ven until the hags left the palace, then used a potion 
from Zybilna's laboratory to cause the beans ta lk to 
lift lhis tower into the a ir, creating a haven for itself. 
The quasit has been hiding ever s ince. It knows that 
the League of Malevolence has s ided with the hags 
agains t Zybilna, but it lacks the courage to venture 
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forth and re main abreast of the league's activities 

in the palace. Warduke, in particular, terrifies 
the quasit. 

If the characters mention lggwilv or Natasha, 

lggrik tries to redirect the conversation. [f the char
acte rs are otherwise fishing for information, Iggrik 

reveals the following helpful tidbits: 

• The vault (area PS0) contains a vorpal sword that 

can slay thejabberwock. Zybilna acquired the 
sword as a precaution, in case thejabberwock 
turned against her. (lf the characters ask about the 

vault's defenses, lggrik describes a locked door 
that requires a password. which he knows but 
won't automatically divulge.) 

• Thejabberwock is not the biggest creature living 
in the palace. That would be Zybilna's enormous 

owl. Bloodybeak. It hates thejabberwock but is 
confined to the aviary (area P20) and frozen in 
time. The password to open the aviary's windows 

is "canzus." 
• Guests can bypass the crown locks on the palace 

doors by writing their names into Zybilna's black 
book (in area P49). 

Jggrik also knows how to end the curse that lggwilv 

placed on the Joun stone in area P33. If the charac

ters need help ending the curse, Iggrik tells them 
how if they correctly answer the following riddle: 
"Yesterday comes after tomorrow, but where's my 

proof?" The answer is "in a dictionary." 
If the characters tell Iggrik that Zybilna can be 

freed from temporal stasis by speaking her true 
name while touching her with a unicorn horn, the 

quasit reveals that Zybilna's true name is Natasha 
(see also "Unicorn Horn" below). 

If lggrik learns that everyone in the palace can 
be released from temporal stasis by destroying 
fggwilv's Cauldron, the quasit shares the following 
information: 

• A flame tongue weapon can destroy the cauldron, 
and Warduke happens to wield such a weapon. 

• The jabberwock likes to coil around the cauldron 

when it sleeps and is attracted to music. The best 

chance of defeating it is to use Snicker-Snack, the 
vorpal sword in lggwilv's vault (area PS0). The 
password to unlock the vault is "Natasha." 

• Destroying the cauldron is no great loss, since 
lggwilv has the powe r to repair it. (That's not to 
say that the Witch Queen will be pleased to see 
her cauldron destroyed.) 

Treasure. The treasure chest contains a pair of 

winged boots. which lggrik offers to the characters 
if they promise to free Zybilna. 
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Unicorn Horn. If the Story Tracker indicates that 

the unicorn horn is here, lggrik found the horn and 

placed it in the chest with the winged boots. Once 

Jggrik learns that the horn has the _powe r to re_lease 

creatures trapped in temporal stasis, the quas1t of

fers the horn to characters who promise to use it to 

free its mistress. 

ENDING THE STORY 
Releasing Zybilna from temporal stasis can be 

accomplished in one of three ways: 

Shattering Jggwilv's Cauldron with a frost brand 
or flam e tongue weapon (see the cauldron's de
scription in appendix A for details), which ends the 

time-freezing magic throughout the palace. 

Touching Jggwilv's Cauldron with a unicorn horn 

while reciting a poem called "The Witch Queen's 

Cauldron" (see area P22), which also ends the 
time-freezing magic throughout the palace. 
Touching Zybilna with a unicorn horn while 

speaking her true name, Natasha, which can be 
learned in the palace's costume room (area P36), 
from Iggrik the quasit (see area P51), or from the 

family tree in Loom lurch (see area Ll 1 in chapter 

3). Once she is freed , Zybilna can use the horn, 
the poem, and the cauldron to break tbe spell on 
the rest of the palace, as described in area P22. 

ZYBILNA COMES ALIVE 

If Zybilna is freed from temporal stasis, read: 

Once more able to move, Zybilna lurches forward a 

step, then quickly regains her balance. 

"Damn. Too late!" she says with a snarl. 

Her eyes dart around in search of enemies before 

fixing on you. "Have we met?" she asks. 

Iggwilv the Witch Queen (see the accompa nying 

stat block) gives the characters time to explain 
themselves, hanging on their every word. If you 

used the Warlock's Quest adventure hook and one 

or more characters have childhood memories of 
Zybilna, it dawns on Iggwilv that s he has met those 

characters before and gives them a knowing look. 
Zybilna/Jggwilv is troubled to learn of what has 

happened to Prismeer and vows to undo the damage 

the Hourglass Coven has wrought-a task that will 

take considerable time a nd effort. If the characters 

have unfinished business with the Hourglass Coven, 

the arch fey reveals to them the weaknesses of all 

three hags and allows the characters to deal with 

the coven as they see fit (see "Fate of the Hourglass 

Coven" below). Appendix D has additional roleplay
ing notes for Zybilna. 



JGGWILV THE WITCH QUEEN 
Medium Fey (Wizard), Cl,ootic Neutral 

Armor Class 19 (robe of the arch magi) 
Hit Points 255 (30d8 + 120) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
18 (+4) 

CON 
18 (+4) 

INT 
27 (+8) 

Saving Throws Int +14, Wis +7, Cha +12 

WIS 
12 (+ 1) 

s kills Arcana +20, History +14, Nature +14 
Condition Immunities charmed , frightened 
Senses truesight 60 ft. , passive Perception 11 

CHA 
23 (+ 6) 

Languages Abyssal, Ce lestia l, Commo n, Draconic, Elvish , 
Infernal, Sylvan 

Challenge 20 (25,000 XP) Proficiency Bo nus +6 

Boon of Immortality. lggwilv is immune to any effect that 
would age her, and s he can' t d ie from o ld age. 

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If lggwilv fails a saving throw, 
she can choose to succeed instead . 

Magic Resistance. lggwilv has advantage on saving throws 
against s pells and other magica l effects. (This trait is bestowed 
by her robe of the archmagi.) 

Special Equipment. lggwilv wears an amulet of the planes and a 
robe of the archmagi. 

ACTION S 

Multiottock. lggwilv makes two Bewitching Bolt attacks. 

Bewitching Bolt. Melee or Ranged Spell Attack:+ 16 to hit , reach 
S ft. or range 120 ft ., o ne ta rget. Hit: 25 (Sd6 + 8) lightning 
damage, and if the ta rget is a crea ture , it must succeed o n a 
DC 22 Wisdom saving throw o r be charmed by lggwilv until the 
start of her next turn. 

Abyssal Rift (Recharge 5- 6). lggwilv o pe ns a momentary Abys
sal rift with in 120 feet o f her. The rift is a 20-foot-radius s phere. 

Each creature in tha t a rea mus t make a DC 22 Const itution 
saving throw, taking 40 (9d8) necrotic damage o n a failed save, 
or half as much da mage on a successful o ne. In addi tion, there 
1s a SO percent chance that 3 hezrous then appear in unoccu

pied spaces in the sphere. They ac t as lggwilv's allies, take their 
turns immediately after hers, and can't summon other demons. 
They remain until they die o r until lggwilv dismisses them as 
an action. 

Spel/casting. lggwilv casts one of the following spells, requiring 
no material components and using Intelligence as the spell
cas ting ability (spell save DC 24, +16 to hi t with spell attacks): 

At will: detect magic, disguise self. invisibility, light, mage hand, 
message, prestidigitation, Tasha's hideous laughter 

3/day each: dispel m agic, jly, polymorph 
1/d ay each: maze, telekinesis, teleport, wish 

BON US ACTI ONS 

Fey Step. lggwilv teleports, along with any equipment she l_s _ 
wearing o r carrying, to an unoccupied space she can see within 
30 feet o f her. 

R EACTIO NS 

Negate Spell (2/Day). When lggwilv sees a creature within 60 
feet of her casting a spell, she tries to interrupt it. If the crea
ture is casting a spell using a spell slot of 8th level or lower, 
its spell fails and has no effect. I fi t is casting a 9th-level s pell , 
it mus t s ucceed on a DC 22 Intelligence saving throw, or the 
spells fails and has no effect. 

L EG ENDARY A CTIONS 

lggwilv can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the o p
tions below. Only one legendary action option can be used at 
a time and only at the end of another creature's turn. lggwilv 
regains s pent legendary actions at the start of her turn. 

Witchcraft. lggwilv uses Spellcasting or Fey Step. 
Dark Speech (Costs 2 Actions). lggwilv utters a phrase in a 

forbidden language and targets one or two creatures she can 
see within 60 feet of her. Each target must succeed on a DC 
22 Wisdom saving throw or take 11 (2d10) psychic damage 
and be frightened of lggwilv for 1 minute. A target can repeat 
the save at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect 
on itself on a success and thereby becoming immune to 
lggwilv's Dark Speech for 24 hours. 

Fey Beguile ment (Cos ts 3 Actions). lggwilv targets one creature 
she can see within 60 feet of her. The target must succeed 
on a DC 22 Charisma saving throw or be possessed by a fey 
spirit. While possessed, the target must obey lggwilv's com
mands. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end 
of each of its turns, banishing the fey spirit and ending the 
effect on itself on a success . 
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THINGS BEST LEFT UNSAID 

lf the characters speak to Zybilna/ lggwilv about her 
past, her mood suddenly darkens: 

The archfey's hair turns from white to raven-black, and 

she appears younger and angrier now than she was a 

moment ago. "You know nothing about my past!" she 

snaps. "The wars I've won, the enemies I've crushed. 

I've turned the hourglass on its end so many times. 

Each turn is a new beginning. Who are you that stands 

before me and speaks of things best unspoken?'' 

Ask the players in turn what, if anything, their 
characters try to do to quell the archfey's anger, 
then have the characters make a DC 12 Charisma 
(Persuasion) group check. Add 1 to the DC for each 
dretch in area P37 that the characters killed. Any 
characters who deliberately stoke her anger, or 
who say or do nothing, automatically get failures on 
thei r c hecks. 

On a successful group check, Zybilna/ Iggwilv 
apologizes for her outburst, and her mood lightens. 
On a failed group check, the archfey erases all 
knowledge of Iggwilv and Natasha from the charac
ters' memories before continuing the conversation 
as if nothing had happened. Inform the players that 
this effect has occurred-the names Iggwilv and 
Natasha no longer mean anything to their char
acters, and their characters are unaware of what 
Zybilna has jus t done. As far as the characters are 
concerned, Zybilna is the archfey who rules Pris
meer and has no other past identities. The effect is 
permanent and irreversible. 

Various loose ends are addressed in the sections 
that follow. Some of the events described in these 
sections require the characters' involvement, while 
others can play out in their absence. 

fATE O F THE HOURGLASS COVEN 

If all three hags of the Hourglass Coven are dead, 
the re 's nothing more Lo be done with them. This 
section discusses what happens next if Zybilna is 
set free a nd at least one of the hags is still alive. 

The surviving bags can sense when Zybilna is 
released from temporal s tasis- or, rather, they can 
sense when their hold over Prismeer is Jost. The 
ins tant Zybilna regains control of her domain, the 
hags use their plane shift spells to flee to Gehenna 
where they maintain a cra mped tower guarded by ' 
~ugoloth mercenaries. They don't think. that Zybilna 
1s aware of the tower, but her spies learned about it 
some time ago. She reveals the tower's location to 
characters who want to conclude their dealings with 
the hags or perhaps put a n end to them. The tower 
in Gehenna is beyond the scope of this adventure; 
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flesh out its occupants and defenses as you see fit if 
the characters decide to pay the hags a visit. 

Zybilna takes no immediate action against the sur
viving hags, preferring to le t them stew in exile. If 
a.II three hags are still alive, the coven stays together 
even though its me mbers constantly blame one an
other for their failures. The hags are united by their 
fear of Zybilna's wrath, and they live in torment, 
dreading the day when Zybilna seeks Lhem out and 
inflicts punishme nt on them for their wickedness. 

VALOR'S CALL AND THE LEAGUE OF 
MALEVOLENCE 

The heroes of Valor's Call become distressed if 
they learn that Zybilna and Iggwilv are one and the 
same. They know Iggwilv only by her reputation as 
a villain, but they have allied with Zybilna against 
the League of Malevolence. That alliance persists, 
at least until the league is destroyed and its surviv
ing members taken into custody. Zybilna offers to 
send Valor's Call and their prisoners back to the Ma
terial Plane, after which Valor's Call and Iggwilv go 
their separate ways. 

League members who are still at large in the pal
ace try to flee as soon as the time-freezing magic 
on the palace e nds, for they know Zybilna will not 
forgive them for their treachery. If the characters 
rescued Strongheart, the merciful knight sets out 
to track down and capture the remaining members 
of the league, whereas the other members of Val
or's Call would just as soon dispose of them. U you 
want to use the League of Malevolence in future 
adventures, allowing one or more of its membe rs to 
escape means they can show up again later in your 
campaign. The league might also have other mem
bers whom the characters have yet to encounter. 

STOLEN TREASURES 

In accordance with the rule of ownership (see 
"Rules of Conduct" in chapter 2), Zybilna won't a l
low characters to keep Jggwilv's Cauldron or the vor
pal sword, Snicker-Snack. The characters can keep 
a ny other treasures they acquired in her domain, 
but only because she chooses to bequeath these 
items to them. 

LOST CHILDREN 

As beings of unfettered emotion and potential, chil
dren a re of great importance to Zybilna. The archfey 
sees to it that any children held captive by the Hour
glass Coven are liberated, rid of unhappy memories, 
a nd escorted back to their homes by pixie courtiers. 
The same holds true for a ny children who were 
sequestered by Zybilna's protective magic (see "Chil
dren of Prismeer" in chapter 2). 



MADRYCK'S REWARD 

If you used the "Warlock's Quest" adventure hook, 
the characters might want to contact their employer, 
Madryck Roslof, and let him know that Zybilna is 
well. [f she is asked, Zybilna is wilting to convey a 
message to Madryck so that the characters don't 
have to rush home with the news. 

Characters who waste no time getting back lo 
Madryck find him safe at home, still clinging to life. 
Madryck upholds his end of the agreement by giving 

them the key and the directions to his buried hoard 
(see "Madryck's Treasure" in the introduction). 

ZYBILNA
1

S GIFTS 

Honoring the rule of reciprocity (see "Rules of Con
duct" in chapter 2), Zybilna offers her rescuers a gift. 
The nature of this gift depends on whether or not 
the characters destroyed her magnificent cauldron. 

TuE CAULDRON WAS DESTROYED 

If Jggwilv's Cauldron was destroyed but a ll its pieces 
are recovered, Zybilna uses a wish spell to repa ir 
the artifact. If this turn of events occurs, read: 

Zybilna beholds the pieces of the cauldron and says , 

"I wish my cauldron were made whole again." Motes 

of colored light swirl around the fragments as they 

rise into the air and snap together like pieces of a puz

zle. The cracks and seams between them gradually 

vanish as the cauldron is restored. Zybilna puts one 

hand on its lip, and the cauldron transforms before 

your eyes. Dull iron turns to gleaming gold, and what 

was once a fearsome sight to behold now looks won

drous beyond compare. 

The archfey commands her pixie courtiers to bring 
enough water and wine to put the gold cauldron to 
use; Zybilna uses that time to attune to the cauldron 
so that she can exercise its magica l properties for 
the characters' benefit. See appendix A for infor
mation about what Jggwilv's Cauldron can do in its 
gold form. 

Dead Dretches. If the characters s lew three or 
more of the dretches in area P37, Zybilna is not 
feeling so generous. She uses the scrying property 
of the gold cauldron for the characters' benefit only 
once before sending them away. 

THE CAULDRON WAS SAVED 

lf her cauldron was not destroyed, Zybilna offers he r 
rescuers the use of a wish spell in return for their 
accomplishments: 

] 

"As a reward, I offer you one free casting of a wish ] 

spell. Tell me, what is your hearts' desire?" 

Zybilna honors the spirit of the characters· request 
and doesn't try to twist their words. If the characte rs 
want to be returned to the ir home world, Zybilna 
uses a wish spell to transport them back to the 
Witchlight Carnival or wherever else they want to 
go, wiser and pe rhaps not a day older than when 
they entered the Feywild. If they wis h for something 
else, Zybilna satis fies that desire as well as s he can, 
given the limits of the spell. 

If Zybilna can provide what the cha racters desire 
without casting a wish spell, so much the bette r. 
For example, if they want to take her flying coach 
(in area Pll) and explore more of the Feywild. she 
gives them the coach and its key before seeing them 
on their merry way. If they ask for he r cauldron. s he 
laughs and says, "Not in this life time:· 

Dead Dretches. If the cha racters s lew three or 
more of the dretches in a rea P37, Zybilna is not feel
ing so generous. She gran ts the characters· wis h to 
return home, but nothing else. 

To BE YOUNG AGAIN! 

If you used the "Lost Things" adventu re hook a nd 
the characters are granted a wish, Zybi lna offers to 
harness the time-dilating power of the Feywild to 
send the cha racters back to thei r home plane as the 
child ren they once were, so that they can live their 
lives over without having suffered the terrible losses 
that brought them to Prismeer in the first place. 
(This use of Zybilna's gi ft tests the boundary of wha t 
a wish spell can do but is neverthe less within the 
a rchfey's power.) This choice is a fine option if the 
players want to "retire" their cha racters and end the 
campaign here and now. lf a ll the players acce pt 
this option, read: 

You close your eyes, and the world shifts around you. 

The music of a calliope draws you back to reality. The 

cool evening air is filled with the sweet smell of candy 

and the fragrances of autumn. You and your childhood 

friends skip down the path toward the Witchlight Car

nival, clutching golden tickets in your li ttle hands. 

The adventure ends here, right where it started. 
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r r I: DIX 

MAGIC ITEMS 

CLO I\I( O F 

MANV F ASH ION S 

ACICA DTH E FEYWI LD CO H AND IN H AN D. 

This appendix describes new magic 
items tha t appear in the adventure a nd 
presents them in a lphabetical order. 

BOBBI NG LILY PAD 
Wondrous Item, Very Rare (Requires Attunem ent) 
T his magic vehicle is a 10-foot-diameter leaf tha t 
floats on wate r. It has tendrils that propel it across 
la nd and across the water's surface (but not under
water), as well as through the a ir. It has a wa lking, 
flying, and swimming s peed of 20 feet, a nd it can 
hover. It moves according to your spoken directions 
while you are r iding it. 

The lily pad can transport up to 300 pounds with
out hindra nce. It can carry up to twice this weight. 
but it moves at ha lf s peed if it carries more than its 
normal capacity. 
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CHROMATIC ROSE 
Wondrous Item, Rare 

This magic rose comes in one of fi ve colors, as 
noted in the Chromatic Roses table. While a rose is 
held, it gains a harmless visual e ffect as indicated on 
the table . 

Whi le holding the rose by its stem, you gain re
s is ta nce to da mage of the type associated with the 
rose's color. If you would take more than 10 damage 
of this type from a single source (after applying the 
resis ta nce), the rose disintegrates, a nd you take no 
damage ins tead. 

As a n action, you can blow the petals from the 
rose to produce a 20-foot cone of acid, lightning, 
poisonous gas, fire, or cold, as dictated by the rose's 
da mage type. Each creature in the cone must make 
a DC 15 Constitution saving throw, ta king 3d10 
damage of the appropria te type on a failed save, or 
ha lf as much damage on a successful one. Using 
this property destroys the rose. 

CH ROMATIC ROSES 

Color Visual Effect 

Black Drips acid 

Blue Crackles with lightning 

Green Issues green gas 

Red Wreathed in fire 

White Covered with frost 

CLOAK OF MAN Y FASHION S 
Wondrous Item, Comm on 

Damage Type 

Acid 

Lightning 

Poison 

Fire 

Cold 

While wearing this cloak, you can use a bonus ac
tion to change the style, color, and apparent quality 
of the garment. T he cloak's weight doesn't change. 
Regardless of its appearance, the cloak can't be any
thing bu t a cloak. Although it can dupl icate the ap
peara nce of other magic cloaks, it doesn't gain their 
magical properties. 

DREAD H ELM 
Wondrous Item , Common 

T his fearsome s teel helm makes your eyes glow 
red a nd hides the rest of your face in s hadow while 
you wear it. 



DUST OF CORROSION 

Wondrous Item, Uncommon 

As a n action, you can throw this dus t into the air 
filling a JO-foot cube that extends out from you. · 
Surfaces a nd objects made of nonmagical ferrous 
meta l in the a rea instantly corrode and turn to dus t 
becoming useless and unsalvageable. Any crea- ' 
tu re in the area tha t is made wholly or partly out of 
ferrous meta l must make a DC 13 Constitution sav
ing throw, taking 4d8 necrotic damage on a failed 
save, or ha lf as much da mage on a successful one. 

Found in a small packet, this dust is made from 
finely ground rust monster antennae. There is 
enough dust in each packet for one use. 

ELDRITCH STAFF 

Staff, Very Rare (Requires Attunem ent) 

This staff can be wielded as a magic quarterstaff 
that grants a + 1 bonus to attack and da mage rolls. 

The s taff has 10 charges a nd regains ld6 + 4 ex
pended charges daily at dawn. If you expend the last 
charge, roll a d20. On a l , the staff is destroyed in 
ao otherwise harmless burst of eldritch energy. 

Eldritch Attack. When you hit with a melee at
tack us ing the staff, you can expend up to 3 of its 
charges. For each cha rge you expe nd, the target 
takes an extra ld8 lightning damage. 

Eldritch Escape. If you take damage while hold
ing the staff, you can use your reaction to expend 3 
of the s taff's cha rges, whereupon you turn invisible 

and teleport yourself. a long with a ny equipme nt you 
are wearing or carrying, up to 60 feet to an unoc
cupied space that you can see. You re ma in invisible 
until the start of your next turn or until you attack, 
cast a spell, or deal damage. 

lGGWILv's CAULDRON 

Wondrous Item, Artifact (Requires Attunement by a 
Spe/lcaster) 

Iggwilv crafted this wondrous cauldron with the 
help of her adoptive mother, the arch fey Baba Yaga. 
The cauldron has two forms. Only Iggwilv or Baba 
Yaga can change the cauld ron from one form to 
another (by using an action to touch it), which eithe r 
can do without being attuned to the item. In its fi rst 
form, the cauldron is made of solid gold a nd em
bossed on the outside with images of bare-branched 
trees, falling leaves. and broomsticks. In its second 
form, the cauldron is made of iron and embossed on 
the outs ide with images of bats. toads. cats, lizards, 
a nd sna kes- eight of each a nimal. In either form. 
the cauldron is roughly 3 feet in dia meter and has a 
2-foot-wide mouth, a round lid with a molded handle 
at the top, and eight clawed feet for stability. The 
cauldron weighs 80 pounds when empty, and it can 
hold up to 100 ga llons of liquid. 

Attunement. Any Humanoid creature that attunes 
to the cauldron must succeed on a DC 15 Constitu
tion saving throw or be aged to the point of decrepi
tude. In this state, the creature's speed is halved, the 
ra nge of its vision a nd hearing is reduced to 30 feet, 
and it has disadvantage on a ll ability checks. attack 
rolls, and saving th rows. The creature will reach the 
e nd of its natura l life span in 3d8 days. Only a wish 
spell or divine intervention can reverse this aging 
effect on the creature. 

Three hags can attune to the cauld ron simul
taneous ly. provided they have formed a coven. If 
the coven disbands, the attuneme nt ends for all 
th ree hags. 

Random Properties. Regardless of the form 
it takes , the cauldron has the following random 
properties: 

• 1 minor beneficia l prope rty (determined by rolling 
on the Minor Beneficial Properties table in the 
Dungeon Master's Guide) 

• l minor de trimenta l prope r ty (determined by rol l
ing on the Minor Detrime ntal Properties ta ble in 
the Dungeon Master 's Guide) 

Gold Cauldron. The gold cauldron has the follow
ing prope rties: 

, Jfwa ter is poured into the cauldron a nd tirred for 
l minute, it tra ns forms into a hea rty, hot s tew that 
provides one nourishing mea l for up to four people 
per ga llon of wa1er used. The s tew re mains hot 
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I GC.WILV ' s c~ULDRO N 

(GOLD V ERSION) 

T H E WITCH QUEEN'S C AU LDRO N 

As explained in the description of lggwilv's Cauldron, 
the poem titled "The Witch Queen's Cauldron" is an 
incantation that hints at the time-freezing property of 
the artifact: 

Eight cats perch atop eight dead attending 
Eight lizards flee from eight rats scavenging 
E'.ght toads climbing meet eight dead and falling 
Eight snakes sneak under eight bats screaming 
Eight eyes open, always dreaming 
All on the cauldron that is ever seeming. 

while in the cauldron, then cools naturally after it 
is removed. The outside of the cauldron remains 
safe to touch despite the heat of the stew. 

• If wine is poured into the cauldron and stirred 
for 10 minutes, it transforms into a magical elixir 
that fortifies up to four people per gallon of wine 
used. Any creature that imbibes the elixir gains 
10 temporary hit points. Any of the elixir that is n't 
cons umed within 1 hour vanishes. Once used, this 
property of the cauldron can't be used again until 
the next dawn. 

• When the cauldron is filled with 90 gallons of wa
ter mixed with 10 gallons of wine, it can be used 
as the focus for a scry ing spell. When this spell is 
cast us ing the cauldron as its focus, the target of 
the s pell fails its saving throw automatically, and 
the ~pell works even if its caster and the target are 
on different planes of existence. When the spell 
ends, all the liquid in the cauldron vanishes. 
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• Dipping the bristles of an ordina ry broom into 
the water-filled cauldron transforms the broom 
into a broom of flying for 3 days. Once used, this 
property of the cauldron can't be used again until 
the next dawn. 

Iron Cauldron. The iron cauldron has the follow
ing properties: 

• You can use an action to scream into the empty 
cauldron, which magically summons a swarm of 
bats that flies out of the cauldron and acts imme
diately after you in the initiative order. The swarm 
obeys your commands a nd disappears after 1 min
ute if it hasn't been destroyed by then. Once used, 
this property of the cauldron can't be used again 
until the next dawn. 

• If at least 1 gallon of blood is poured into the caul
dron and stirred for 1 minu te, it turns into a cloud 
of harmless black smoke that erupts from the 
cauldron and dissipates quickly. At the same time, 
all Humanoid creatures within a certain radius of 
the cauldron fall unconscious for 1 hour, except 
those that are attuned to the cauldron or immune 
to being charmed. The radius of the effect is 100 
feet per gallon of blood used. An unconscious 
creature awakens if it takes da mage or if someone 
uses an action to shake or slap it. Once used, this 
property of the cauldron can't be used agai n unLil 
the next dawn. 

• Tying a dead frog or toad to the end of a n ordinary 
branch and dipping it in the water-filled cauldron 



transforms the branch into a wand of polymorph 
with 3 charges. This wand can't recharge and 
crumbles to ashes when its final charge is ex
pended. Once used, this property of the cauldron 
can't be used again for 8 days. 

• If you spend 1 minute touching the cauldron with 
a unicorn's horn while reciting the poem called 
"The Witch Queen's Cauldron" (see the accom
panying sidebar), all creatures within 1,000 feet 
of the cauldron except those that are attuned to it 
become frozen in time. A time-frozen creature is 
incapacitated, can't move or speak, doesn't age, 
and is unaware of its surroundings or the pas
sage of time. Moreove r, it can't be moved, harmed 
in any way, or a ffected by any other magic. All 
other conditions a nd effects on the creature are 
suppressed until it is no longer froze n in time. 
Destroying the cauldron, sending it to another 
plane of existence, or touching it with a unicorn's 
horn for 1 minute while reciting "The Witch 
Queen's Cauldron" ends the time-freezing effect 
on all creatures. The effect also ends on a ny crea
ture that comes into contact with an antimagic 
field or is touched by a unicorn's horn. 

Destroying the Cauldron. The cauldron is a 
Medium object with AC 19, 80 hit points, a nd im
munity to damage from any s ource other than a 
flame tongue or frost brand weapon. Reducing the 
cauldron to O hit points with such a weapon s hatters 
the cauldron into eight pieces of roughly equa l size, 
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(IRON VER SION) 

whereupon all ongoing effects created by the caul
dron end as it loses its magic. 

The destruction of Jggwilv's Cauldron causes all 
hags in the multiverse to lose the Shared Spellcast
ing trait gained by being in a coven (see the "Hag 
Covens" sidebar in the Monster Manual). 

Reconstructing the Cauldron. If all eight pieces 
of the shattered cauldron are within 5 feet of one an
other, a wish spell can reassemble them, restoring 
the cauldron and all its properties. The cauldron's 
reconstruction also restores the Shared Spellcast
ing trait of hag covens throughout the multiverse. 

INSTRUMENT OF SCRIBING 

Wondrous Item, Common (R equires Attunement) 

This musica l instrument has 3 cha rges. While you 
are playing it, you can use a n action to expend I 
charge from the instrument a nd write a magical 
message on a nonmagical object or surface that you 
can see within 30 feet of you. The message can be 
up to six words long a nd is written in a la nguage you 
know. If you are a ba rd, you can scribe a n additional 
seven words a nd choose to ma ke the message glow 
faintly, allowing it to be seen in nonmagical da rk
ness. Casting dispel magic on the message erases it. 
Otherwise, the message fades away a fter 24 hours. 

The instrument regains a ll expe nded cha rges 
da ily at dawn. 
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ORB OF DIRECTION 

Wondrous item. Common 

While holding this orb. you can use an action to de
te rmine which way is north. This property functions 
only on the Material Pla ne. 

ORNITHOPTER OF FLYING 

Wondrous item. Very Rare 

You can use this contraption to fly, provided your 
we ight (including whatever you a re wearing or car
rying) doesn't exceed 300 pounds. The ornithopter 
has a flying speed of 30 feet, and it moves according 
to your s poken directions while you are riding it. It 
can't hover. lf the ornithopter loses its rider while 
ai rborne, it falls a nd can't fly again for ld6 + 4 days. 

The ornithopter is 8 feet long, has a 14-foot wing
span, and weighs 25 pounds. 

PIPE OF SMOKE MONSTERS 

Wondrous Item, Common 

While s moking this pipe, you can use an action 
to exha le a puff of s moke that takes the form of a 
s ingle creature, s uch as a dragon, a Rumph, or a 
froghemoth. The form must be small enough to fit 
in a I-foot cube a nd loses its shape a fter a few sec
onds, becoming a n ordinary puff of s moke. 

O,a oic D 1R ECT10N 
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PIXIE DUST 

Wondrous Item, Uncommon 

As an action, you can sprinkle this dust on yourself 
or another creature you can see within 5 feet of you. 
The recipient gains a flying speed of 30 feet and 
the ability to hover for 1 minute. If the creature is 
airborne when this effect ends, it fa lls safely to the 
ground, taking no damage and landing on its feet. 

A s mall packet holds enough pixie dus t 
for one use. 

POLE OF COLLAPSING 

Wondrous Item, Common 

While holding this 10-foot pole, you can use a n 
action to speak a command word a nd cause it to col
lapse into a 1-foot-long rod for ease of storage. The 
pole's weight doesn't cha nge. You can use a n action 
to s peak a different command word a nd cause the 
rod to revert to a pole; howeve r, the rod will elongate 
only as far as the surrounding space allows. 

POTION OF ADVANTAGE 

Potion, Uncommon 

When you drink this potion, you gain advantage on 
one ability check, attack roll , or saving throw of your 
choice that you ma ke within the next hour. 

This potion takes the form of a s parkling, golden 
mist that moves and pours like water. 

P1r> E oic 
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SCISSORS OF SH A DOW SNIPPING 

Wondrous !rem, Rare (Requires Auunem enr by a 
Fey or a Spellcas ter) 

As an action, you make a few snips w ith these 

iron shears and cause the shadow of a Humanoid 

creature you can see within 5 feet o f you to detach 

from its source. If the creature is unwilling to give 

up its shadow, it can m ake a D C 15 Charisma 

saving throw, retaining its shadow on a success. 

Whether or not the shadow is snipped, this proper ty 

of the scissors can't be used again until the 

next daw n. 
The detached shadow is rooted to the spot 

where it was snipped until you use a bonus ac

tion to cause it to behave in one of the follow

ing ways, either of which is possible only if you 

can see the shadow: 

• You control the shadow 's movements and 

can make the shadow move up to 30 feet 

across a solid or liquid surface, in any di

rection you choose (including along vertica l 

surfaces), provided it remains w ithin your 

sight at all times. The shadow is harmless 

and unable to be harmed, and it is invisible 

in darkness. lt can't speak, and it doesn't 

require air, sleep, or nourishment. 

P oLE o.- CoLLI\PS ING 

• You can relinquish control of the shadow, at w hich 

point it becomes autonomous and behaves as 

the OM wishes. It uses the shadow stat block in 

the Monster Manual, but its creature type is Fey 

instead of Undead. A crealure w hose Streng th 

is reduced to Oby this shadow's Strength Drain 

attack does not die but fa lls unconscious instead. 

The creature regains consciousness and all its 

Strength after finish ing a short or long rest. 

A creature w hose shadow has detached from it is 

cursed. If a shadowless creature is subjected to any 

spell that ends a curse, or if its detached shadow is 

reduced to O hit points, the detached shadow disap

pears, and the creature regains its normal shadow 

instantly. 

SNICKER-SNACK 

Weapon (Crearsword), Legendary (Requires Auune
ment by a Non-evil Creature) 

You gain a +3 bonus to attack and damage rolls 

made w ith this magic vor pal sword. In addition, the 

weapon ignores resistance to slashing damage. 

When you use this weapon to attack a creature 

that has at least one head and roll a 20 on the attack 

roll, you cul off one of the creature's heads. The 

creature dies if i t can't survive w ithout the lost head. 

A creature is immune to this effect i f i t is immune 

to slashing dam age, it doesn't have or need 

a head, it has legendary actions, or the 

OM decides that the creature is too 

big for its head to be cut off w ith this 
w eapon. Such a creature instead 
takes an extra 6d8 slashing dam

age from the hit. 

S N I CK E R -SNI\C K 
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TALKING Dou 

, 

While attuned to Snicker-Snack , you have profi
ciency with greatswords, and you can use your Cha
risma modifie r ins tead of your Strength modifier for 
attack and da mage rolls made with the weapon. 

Sentience. Snicker-Snack is a sentient, chaotic 
good greatsword with an Intelligence of 9, a Wis
dom of 14, and a Charisma of 18. It has hearing and 
darkvis ion out to a ra nge of 120 feet. It can s peak, 
read. and unders tand Common, and its voice sounds 
s ilvery a nd melodic. Snicker-Snack craves the de
s truction of evil Dragons and urges you to seek out 
these creatures a nd s lay them. 

Snicker-Snack has a fickle personality. It ends its 
a ttunement to you if you miss on attack rolls with 
the weapon three times in a row. Each time you fin
is h a long rest a fter that happens, you can attempt to 
regain the sword's trus t by ma king a contested Cha
ris ma check agains t Snicker-Snack . If you win the 
contest, your attunement to the weapon is instantly 
restored. Your a ttunement to the weapon can't be 
restored in any other way. 

STEEL 

Weapon (Longsword), Very Rare (R equires Attune
ment by a Good-aligned Creature) 

You have a +2 bonus to attack and damage rolls 
made with this magic weapon. 

Revivify. You can use a n action to cast the revivify 
s pell from the sword. You must touch the target with 
the sword to cast the spell. Once this proper ty of 
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the weapon is used, it can't be used aga in until the 
next dawn. 

Sentience. S teel is a sentient, lawful good long
sword with an Intelligence of 8 , a Wisdom of 11, 
and a Charis ma of 15. It can see and hear out to a 
range of 60 feet. The sword can speak, read , a nd 
understa nd Common and Draconic. It fre ts over 
your well-being while you are attuned to it, a nd it 
doesn't like to back down from a fi ght. 

TALKING DOLL 

Wondrous Item , Common (R equires A ttunement) 

While this s tuffed doll is w ithin 5 feet of you, you 
can s pend a short rest telling it to say up to sbc 
phras es , none of which can be more than s ix words 
long, and you can set a condition under which the 
doll speaks each phrase. You can a lso replace old 
phrases with new ones. Whatever the condition, 
it must occur within 5 feet of the doll to ma ke it 
speak. For example, whenever someone picks up 
the doll, it might say, "I want a piece of candy." The 
doll's phrases are lost when your a ttunement to the 
doll ends. 

WAND OF SCOWLS 

Wand, Common 

This wand has 3 charges. While holding it, you can 
use a n action to expend 1 of its charges and ta rget 
a Humanoid you can see within 30 feet of you. The 
target must s ucceed on a DC 10 Charisma saving 
throw or be forced to scowl for 1 minute. 

The wand regains a ll expended charges daily at 
dawn. 1f you expend the wand's las t charge, roll 
a d20. On a 1, the wand tra nsforms into a wand 
of smiles. 

WAND OF SMILES 

Wand, Common 

This wand has 3 charges. While holding it, you can 
use an action to expend 1 of its charges and ta rget 
a Huma noid you can see within 30 feet of you. The 
ta rget must succeed on a DC 10 Cha risma saving 
throw or be forced to smile for 1 minute. 

The wa nd rega ins a ll expended charges da ily at 
dawn. ff you expend the wand's last charge, roll 
a d20. On a 1, the wand tra ns forms into a wand 
of scowls . 

WOODCUTTER'S AxE 

Weapon (Greataxe), Rare 

You have a +1 bonus to attack and da mage rolls 
made with this magic weapon. 

When you use this axe to make an a ttack against a 
plant (an ordinary plant or a creature with the Plant 
type) or a wooden object that is n' t being worn or 
carried , the at tack deals an extra 2d6 s lashing dam
age on a hit. 



APPENDIX B 

FACTIONS 

Gvr HIS APPENDIX DESCRIBES THREE FACTIONS 

.:J<: ~ that appear in the adventure: the Hour-

0 6-glass Coven, the League of Malevolence, 

,v~\.:Yl and Valor's Call. 

HOURGLASS COVEN 
The Hourglass Coven is a group of three hags, 
each one bound to an aspect of time: one reflects 
the past, another reflects the present, and the third 

reflects the future. These hags are utter wickedness 

distilled into corporeal forms, driven by a lust for se

crets that can be used to manipulate their prey. 
Skabatha Nightshade, Bavlorna Blightstraw, and 

Endelyn Moongrave are daughters of Baba Yaga. 
The three became wild with jealousy when lggwilv, 

Baba Yaga's adopted daughter, surpassed them in 
power and carved out a Feywild domain for herself 

in the guise of an arch fey named Zybilna. The hags 

wormed their way into lggwilv's good graces, biding 

their time until they could wrest the domain from 

her clutches. They waited until Iggwilv was lured 
away on an important matter to imbue Jggwilv's 
Cauldron with the ability to freeze time. When 
their sister returned, the hags used this power to 
trap Iggwilv and her court in temporal stasis. The 

hags then carved up lggwilv's domain, splitting it 
between them. The sisters couldn't agree on which 
of them should keep lggwilv's Cauldron, so they le ft 

it in Iggwilv's palace and hired some unscrupulous 
mercenaries to watch over it. 

The hags loathe each other's company, but one 

hag will occasionally visit another to plot agains t 
the third sister, creating a vicious c ircle in which 
Bavlorna and Endelyn plot agains t Skabatha, Ende

lyn and Skabatha conspire against Bavlorna, and 

Skabatha and Bavlorna bedevil Endelyn. Nothing 

much ever comes of these petty plots and s quab
bles, however. 

SHARED SPELLS OF THE HOURGLASS COVEN 

On the rare occasions when all three hags of the Hour• 

glass Coven are within 30 feet of one another, any one 

of them can use an action to cast one of the following 

spells, requiring no material components (spell save 

DC 14): detect thoughts, dispel magic.finger of death, 
glibness, locate creature, mass suggestion. 

Once a spell from this list has been cast, no mem

ber of the coven can cast that shared spell again 

until the next dawn, when the coven regains all of its 
shared spells. 

B AVLORNA BLIGH TSTRAW 

Younger than Skabatha and older than Endelyn. 
Bavlorna is called Slack-jawed Lorna because her 

wide mouth is prone to hang agape. Flies flit in and 
out of it. She is the hag of the present. the he re and 

now, the moment to moment. Those desperate indi

viduals who seek her out do so to find a remedy for 
a nagging problem or anxie ty. Though she despises 

unannounced visitors, a tragic tale of woe and mis

ery puts he r in a bargaining mood. If these visitors 

enter into a n agreement with Bavlorna, she'll use 

her powers to resolve their pressing problem in ex

change for something of use to he r. 
Alignment. Neutral evil. 
Personality Trait. "I detest chores and would 

rather have othe r creatures do them for me." 
Ideal. " l don't care about the past or the future. I 

live in the present. What I do now, this very moment, 

is all that matters." 
Bond. ''I'm safe in my cottage. Why should I leave 

it when I can make others come to me?" 
Flaw. "Watching someone run widdershins makes 

me sneeze uncontrollably." 

BAVLORNA
1
S APPEARANCE 

Bavlorna has a toad-like face with a mouth that 
magically widens and elongates, enabling he r to 
swallow creatures whole. Her bulging eyes move 

independently, cons tantly s canning her surround

ings. Stained and moldering patchwork garments 

hide much of the leathery, mummified flesh that 
stre tches over Bavlorna's compact frame and ex
traordinarily long, spindly limbs. She must sub

merge herself in a briny concoction for an hour each 

day, or her body will dry out until it locks up in a 
kind of living rictus, and s he remains that way until 

submerged. As the hours pass between each immer

sion, her movements become more ponderous and 
her s kin audibly cracks as s he moves. 

Bavlorna lives like a he rmit. She is frazzled, impa

tient, pa ra noid, and vindictive, lashing out at a nyone 

she thinks is trying to deprive he r of the treasures 

she has tucked away in he r cottage. She trus ts no 

one, so s he creates tiny duplicates of herself, called 

lornlings, to serve as he r attendants. When s he trav

els away from her la ir, she does so on he r bobbing 
lily pad (see appendix A). accompa nied by lorn lings, 

which use the quickl ing s ta t block in appendix C. 
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BAVLORNA BLIGHTSTRAW 
Medium Fey {Hog), Neuirol Evil 

Armor Class 15 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 110 (l3d8 + 52) 
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft. 

STR 
22 (+6) 

DEX 
11 (+O) 

CON 
18 (+4) 

INT 
16 (+3) 

WIS 
12 (+ l) 

Saving Throws Con +7, Int +6, Wis +4, Cha +5 

CHA 
15 (+2) 

Skills Arcana +9, Deception +5, Perception +4, Stealth +3 
Senses t ruesight 60 ft., passive Perception 14 
Languages Common, Elvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 7 {2,900 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

Amphibious. Bavlorna can breathe air and water. 

Boon of Immortality. Bavlorna is immune to any effect that 
would age he r, and she can't die from o ld age. 

Widdershins Allergy. If a creature within 10 fee t of Bavlorna 
uses at least 10 feet o f movement to run in place counterclock

wise, Bavlorna is overcome by a fit of sneezing and can't cast 
spells unti l the end of her next turn. In addition, any cre ature 
Bavlorna has swallowed is immediately expelled and falls prone 
in a n unoccupied s pace wi thin 5 fee t of her. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Bavlo rna makes one Bite attack and one Wither
ing Ray attack. 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 5 ft ., one ta rge t. 
Hit: 13 (2d6 + 6) piercing damage, and the target is grappled 
(escape DC 16) if it is a Medium or smaller creature. Unt il the 
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BAV LORNA
1
S WEAKNESS 

Bavlorna is a llergic to the sight of creatures run
ning counterclockwise in circles, a motion known 
as "running widdershins ." Creatures that run wid
dershins w ithin 10 feet of Bavlorna cause her to 
lapse into a fit of sneezing. See the stat block for 
more details. 

=== - = -- --, 
grapple ends, the target is restra ined, and Bavlorna can 't use 
her Bite attack on another target. 

Withering Ray. Ranged Spell Attack: +6 to hit , range 60 ft. , one 
target. Hit: 17 (4d6 + 3) necrotic damage. 

Create Lornlings (Recharge 5-6). Bavlorna crea tes one or 
two 1-foot-tall duplicates of herself, called lornlings (use the 
quickling stat b lock in appendix C). Each lornling appears in 

an unoccupied space within 5 feet of Bavlorna, obeys her com
mands, and takes its turn immedia tely after hers. A lornling 
las ts for l hour, until it or Bavlo rna dies, or until Bavlorna dis

misses it as an action. Bavlorna can have no more than eight 

lo rnlings in existence at a time. 

Spellcasting. Bavlorna casts one of the following spells, requir
ing no m aterial components and using Inte lligence as the spell

casting ability (spell save DC 14): 

At wi ll: detect magic 
2/day each: create food and water, polymorph, remove curse 
1/day: plane shift (self only) 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Swallow. Bavlorna swallows a Small or smalle r creature she is 

grappling, ending the grapple on it. The swallowed creature is 
blinded and restrained, it has total cover agains t attacks and 

other effec ts o utside Bavlorna, and it takes 10 (3d6) acid dam

age at the start of each of its turns . If the swallowed creature 

is o ne of Bavlorna's lornlings, Bavlorna gains all the lornling's 

me mories when the acid damage reduces it to O hit points. 

Bavlorna can have only one creature swa llowed at a time. 

If Bavlorna dies , a swallowed creature is no longer restrained 

and can escape from the corpse us ing 5 feet of movement, 
exiting prone. 



EN DELYN M OON GRAVE 

Endelyn, a lso known by the na mes Creeping Lyn 
and Bitter End, is the youngest member of the Hour
glass Coven. People come to her to learn about their 
futures, which s he spells out through grotesque 
theatrical pageants. As payment, she s natches away 
a portion of each client's free w ill, preventing them 
from taking certa in courses of action in their lives. 
Her petitioners often learn of a dreadful fate that 
awaits them but fi nd themselves unable to prevent it 
due to the cursed terms of thei r deal. 

Endelyn's obsession with tragedy and hopeless
ness extends to her own life; she has foreseen her 
own demise dur ing a sola r eclipse. In the depths 
of her castle, a lightning-powered device called the 
Orrery of Tragedies clicks and turns day a nd night, 
giving Endelyn glimpses of her terrible fate. 

ENDELYN MOONGRAVE 
Medium Fey (Hag), Neu tral Evil 

Armor Class 17 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 114 (12d8 + 60) 
Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft. 

STR 
20 (+S) 

DEX 
13 (+ 1) 

CON 
20 (+S) 

INT 
13 (+1) 

WIS 
10 (+O) 

Saving Throws Con +8, Int +4, Wis +3, Cha +6 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Skills Arcana +7, Deception +6, Perception +3, Stealth +4 
Senses truesight 60 ft., passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Elvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 6 (2,300 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

Boon of Immortality. Endelyn is immune to any effect that 
would age her, and she can't die from old age. 

Eclipsed Doom. Endelyn can be killed only if she is reduced 
to O hit points during a solar eclipse or while she is within 60 
feet of a symbolic representation of one. Otherwise, Endelyn 
disappears in a cloud of inky smoke when she drops to O hit 
points, along with anything she was wearing or carrying, and 
reappears 24 hours later in the same location or the nearest 
unoccupied space. 

Uncanny Awareness. Endelyn can't be surprised. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Endelyn makes two Puppeteer's Lash attacks. 

Puppeteer's Lash. Melee or Ranged Spell Attack: +6 to hit, reach 
S ft. or range 60 ft., one creature. Hit: 17 (4d6 + 3) psychic dam
age, and if the target is Large or smaller, Endelyn telekinetically 
moves it up to 10 feet in any direction horizontally. 

Spel/casting. Endelyn casts one of the following spells, requir
ing no material components and using Charisma as the spell• 
casting ability (spell save DC 14): 

At will: detect magic:, mage hand 
2/day each: augury, polymorph 
l/day: plane shift (self only) 

Alignment. Neutral evil. 
Personality Trait. "I have foreseen not only this 

moment but the next as well. Nothing surprises me." 
Ideal. "Each of us gets to play the lead in our own 

tragedy, but if you can't be bothered to put on a good 
show before you die, don't waste my time." 

Bond. "My world is the stage, and my theate r is of 
paramount importance to me." 

Flaw. "My death will occur during a n ecl ipse. That 
is my doom, and I can't change it, but [ will do every
thing in my power to forestall it." 

EN DELYN 's APPEARANCE 
Endelyn's emaciated form is hidden under the layers 
of her elaborate costume. Part dress, part mecha n
ical theate r, the outfit makes her look frighteningly 
tall; without it, s he is a hunched and withered bag of 
bones. She shrouds her wrinkled features behind a 
gauzy "theater curta in" veil. The outermost layers of 
her dress open to reveal a ma rionette theatre, and 
she manipula tes her puppets us ing an a rrangement 
of artificial hands that nest les in the folds of fabric. 
She travels about Yon on her ornithopter of fly ing 
(see appendix A). 

ENDELYN'S WEAKNESS 
The only way to dispose of Endelyn for good is to 
slay her during an actual solar eclipse or in the 
presence of a symbolic depiction of one. See the s tat 
block for details. 
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SKABATHA NIGHTSHADE 

Skabalha is the oldest member of Lhe Hourglass Co
ven. Be tter known as Granny Nightshade, she offers 
her assistance to those who are haunted by regret. 
Her deals often result in cruel twists; for example, 
a petitioner who asks to be re united with a lost love 
might be transformed into one of their loved one's 
cherished items, such as a favorite bonnet. 

Skabatha assumes the guise of an old toymaker. 
Part toy herself, she has a windup key between her 
hunched shoulders that rotates quickly when she's 
in a good mood a nd s lows down as her mood sours. 
When s he is furious, the key comes to a dead stop. 

SKABATHA NIGHTSHADE 
Medium Fey (Hog), Neutral Evil 

Armor Class 16 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 1 SO (20d8 + 60) 
Speed 30 ft . 

STR 
18 (+4) 

DEX 
9 (-1) 

CON 
16 (+3) 

INT 
12(+1) 

WIS 
16 (+3) 

Saving Throws Con +6, In t +4, Wis +6, Cha +S 

CHA 
15 (+2) 

Skills Arcana +7, Deception +5, Perception +6, Stealth +2 
Senses truesight 60 ft. , passive Perception 16 
Languages Common, Elvish, Infernal, Sylvan 
Challenge 8 (3 ,900 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

Boon of Immortality. Skabatha is immune to any effect that 
would age her, and s he can't die from o ld age. 

Forgetfulness. The first creature that Skabatha sees after she 
finishes a long rest is invisible to her. She ca n't remember see
ing the creature or perceive it using her truesight until the end 
of her next lo ng rest. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Skabatha makes two Claw attacks. 

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to h it , reach 5 ft., one c reature. 
Hit: 25 (6d6 + 4) poison damage. 

Spellcasting. Skabatha casts one of the following spells, requir
ing no material components and using Wisdom as the spell
casting ability (spell save DC 14): 

At will: detect magic, druidcraft, speak with animals 
2/d ay each: polymorph, remove wrse, speak with plants 
1/day each: awaken (as an action), plane shift (self only) 

BONU S A CTIONS 

Alter Size. Skabatha magically shrinks herself to Tiny size (be
tween 4 and 8 inches ta ll) or returns to her normal size. If Ska
batha lacks the room to re turn to her normal size, s he attains 
the maximum size possible in the space available. Anything she 
is wearing or carrying changes size along with her. 

As a Tiny creature, Skabatha deals 2 (l d4) poison damage 
when s he hits with a Claw attack. She has advantage on Dex
terity (Stealth) checks, and disadvantage on Strength checks 
and Strength saving throws. Her stat istics otherwise remain 

unchanged . 
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Alignment. Neutra l evil. 
Personality Trait. "When dealing with outs iders, 

I present myself as a kindly old grandmother." 
Ideal. "Children a re better off work ing for me 

than picking up lots of bad habits." 
Bond. "I hate my sisters, but together we 

a re strong." 
Flaw. "I forget the first creature I see each day 

when I awaken." 

SKABATHA'S APPEARANCE 
Skabatha appears as a s hort, thin, gnarled woman 
swathed in a tatte red dress with petticoats. Cracked 
while face pa int plaste rs her features, with crimson 
splotches on her cheeks a nd th ick mascara coating 
her sparse eyelashes. Underneath her make up, her 
flesh is textured like rotten bark and infested with 
wood lice a nd fungus. The windup key s ticking 
out of her back is a part of her body and no easier 
to remove than one of her limbs. Skabatha roams 
Thither on her flying rocking horse (see chapter 3 
for its stat block), which creaks horribly as it moves. 

SKABATHA
1
S WEAKNESS 

Skabatha a lways forgets the first creature she sees 
when she awakens a fter a long rest. See the s tat 
block for details . 



LEAGUE OF MALEVOLENCE 
The League of Malevolence is an odious assemblage 
of villains united in one purpose: the accumulation 
of power. Its founding member, the sorcerer Kelek, 
expects his confederates to work together for the ir 
mutual benefit, but he also encourages them to pur
sue their own evi l sche mes. 

Five members of the league, including Kelek, are 
described here, although one member (Skylla) has 
recently parted ways with the others. 

KELEK 

Kelek is a greedy, narcissistic sociopath who revels 
in chaos but is a coward at heart. The fact that he's 
highly intelligent makes him even more dangerous. 
More than anything, he wants the staff of power 
in the possession of his mos t hated foe, Ringlerun 
(described later in this appendix). 

Alignment. Chaotic evi l. 
Personality Trait. "All who hear my name s hould 

tremble in fear!" 
Ideal. "Kindness is jus t another word for 

weakness." 
Bond. "I must have Ringlerun's staff! With it, the 

League of Malevolence will be unstoppable!" 
Flaw. "I trust no one, nor am I trustworthy." 

COMBAT NOTES 

Kelek uses Arcane Defense to bolster his low Armor 
Class whenever possible, aod his challe nge rating 
is a reflection of the like lihood that he will use Fiery 
Explosion as often as he can. If one or more of his 
allies get caught in a blast, so be it. 

KELEK 
Medium Humanoid (Human, Sorcerer), Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 12 (bracers of defense) 
Hit Points 45 (7d8 + 14) 
Speed 30 ft . 

C 

STR 
15 (+2) 

DEX 
10 (+O) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Con +5, Cha +6 

INT 
15 (+2) 

Skills Deception +6, Intimidation + 6 
Senses passive Perception 11 
Languages Common, Draconic, Elvish 
Challenge 5 (1 ,800 XP) 

WIS 
13 (+ 1) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Proficiency Bonus +3 

Special Equipment. Kelek wears bracers of defense a nd ca rries 

a rt off of striking wi th l O charges . The s taff regains l d6 + 4 
expended charges daily at dawn. If its last charge is expended , 

roll a d20; on a 1, the staff becomes a nonmagical quarters taff. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Kelek makes three attacks usi ng Sorcerer's Bolt, 
Staff of Striking, or a combination of them. H e can replace one 

of the attacks with a use of Spe llcas ting. 

Sorcerer's Bolt. Melee or Ranged Spell Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 
ft. or range 60 ft., one target. Hit: 13 (2dl2) force damage. 

Staff of Striking. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5 ft ., 
one target. Hit: 8 (ld6 + 5) bludgeoning d amage, o r 9 (ld8 + 5) 
bludgeoning damage when used with two hands, and Kelek can 
expend up to 3 of the staff's charges , dealing an extra 3 (ld 6) 
force damage for each expended charge. 

Fiery Explosion (Recharge 4- 6). Kelek creates a magical explo
sion of fire centered on a point he can see within 120 fee t of 
him. Each c reature in a 20-foot-radius s phere centered on tha t 
point mus t make a DC 14 Dexterity saving throw, taking 35 

(10d6) fire damage o n a failed save, or half as much damage on 
a successfu l o ne. 

Spel/casting. Kelek ca s ts o ne of the following spells, us ing Cha
risma as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 14): 

At will : light , mage hand, prestidigitation 
1/day each: dominate beast. fly , mirror image, web 

R EACTIONS 

Arcane Defense (3/Day). When he is hit by an attack, Kelek 
protects himself with an invisible barrier of magical force. Until 
the end of his next turn , he gains a +5 bonus to AC , including 
agains t the triggering attack. 

:c:: --
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SKYLLA 

Skylla. who sometimes goes by the alias Charmay, 
forged a warlock's pact with Baba Yaga. It is from 
this powerful a rchfey that Skylla draws her magic. 

Skylla is spiteful and treacherous, as likely to 
betray her allies as to help them. She talked Kelek 
into a llowing her to serve as the primary liaison be
tween the League of Malevolence and the Hourglass 
Coven, claiming her pact with Baba Yaga made her 
better suited for the role than anyone else. 

Endelyn Moongrave foresaw that Skylla's allies 
would turn on her one day and shared this informa
tion with the warlock. Skylla reacted to that news 
by distancing herself from the league, and now she 
works for Endelyn. Skylla is open to the idea of re
joining the league, but not while Kelek is in charge. 

SKYLLA 
Medium Humanoid (Human, Warlock), Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 10 (13 with mage armor) 
Hit Points 39 (6d8 + 12) 
Speed 30 ft . 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 
11 (+O) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws W is +4, Cha +5 

INT 
12 (+ 1) 

WIS 
15 (+2) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Skills Deception +5, Intimidation +5, Nature +3, Persuasion +5 
Senses passive Perception 12 
Languages Common, Elvish 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Skylla carries an eldritch staff (see appendix 
A) with 10 charges. The staff regains ld6 + 4 expended charges 
daily at dawn. If its last charge is expended, roll a d20; on a 1, 
the staff is destroyed. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Skylla makes two Eldritch Staff attacks. She can 
replace one of the attacks with a use of Spellcasting. 

Eldritch Staff. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 3 (ld6) bludgeoning damage, or 4 (ld8) bludgeon
ing damage when used with two hands, and Skylla can expend 
up to 3 of the staff's charges, dealing an extra 4 (ld8) lightning 
damage for each expended charge. 

Spellcasting. Skylla casts one of the following spells, requiring 
no material components and using Charisma as the spellcast
ing ability (spell save DC 13): 

1/day each: detect magic, disguise self.faerie fire, jly, hypnotic 
pattern, invisibility, mage armor 

REACTIONS 

Eldritch Escape. When Skylla takes damage, she can expend 3 
charges of her eldritch staff to turn invisible and teleport, along 
with any equipment she's wearing or carrying, up to 60 feet to 
an unoccupied space she can see. She remains invisible until 
the start of her next turn or until she attacks, casts a spell, o r 
deals damage. 
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Alignment. Chaotic evil. 
Personality Trait. "Only a fool would turn their 

back on me." 
Ideal. ''Power is what I crave. One can never have 

too much of it." 
Bond. "Baba Yaga is my patron, and she has 

taught me to be self-re liant. Nevertheless, I feel be
holden to stay on good te rms with her vile spawn, 
the hags of the Hourglass Coven." 

Flaw. "I don't have a single friend 1 can count on.'' 

COMBAT NOTES 

Skylla is not an effective melee combatant. She is 
more dangerous when she can use magic from a 
safe dista nce. She can also use her faerie fire spell 
to make foes eas ier for her a llies to hit. 



WARDUKE 

Warduke's services as a remorseless kille r-for-hire 
can be easily bought. The evil swordsman serves 
Kelek as a cohort a nd adventuring companion from 
time to time. He is n't terribly bright, which is why he 
leaves the plotting a nd scheming to others. 

What does Warduke look Like under his dread 
helm? No one knows. He never removes his he lmet 
to reveal his face to others , but the visage beneath it 
is that of a grim, hideous ly scarred g ladiato r. 

Alignment. Chaotic evil. 
Personality Trait. "T s peak with the flames 

and razor-sharp edges of my sword. They beat 
words to hell." 

Ideal. "I expect to be paid well for my handiwork." 
Bond. "The League of Malevolence is a con

venient a rrangement- until something better 
comes a long." 

Flaw. "I would rathe r die than surrender." 

COM BAT NOTES 

Warduke likes to hit th ings with his sword: it's as 
simple as that. 

WARDUKE 
Medium Humanoid (Human), Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 17 (half plate, shield) 
Hit Points 78 (12d8 + 24) 
Speed 30 ft. 

5TR 
16 (+3) 

DEX 
11 (+O) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

INT 
9 (- 1) 

Saving Throws Str +6, Con +S 
Skills Athletics +6, Intimidation +3 
Senses passive Perception 10 
Languages Common 

WIS 
11 (+O) 

CHA 
11 (+O) 

Challenge S (1 ,800 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

Special Equipment. Warduke wears a dread helm (see appendix 

A) and wields a flame tongue longsword. 

ACTIONS 

Multiauock. Warduke makes three Dagger or Flame 

Tongue attacks. 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 

range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (ld4 + 3) piercing damage. 

Flame Tongue. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach S ft., one 

target. Hit: 7 (ld8 + 3) slashing damage. or 8 (ldlO + 3) slash

ing damage when used with two hands, plus 7 (2d6) fire dam

age if the weapon is aflame. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Flaming Blade. Warduke ignites or extinguishes his flame 

tongue longsword. While aflame, it sheds bright light in a 40-

foot radius a nd d im light for an additional 40 feet. 

Second Wind (Recharges ofter o Short or Long Rest). Warduke 

regains 13 hit points. 
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ZARAK 

Zarak is an assassin without honor or conscience. 
Unus ually s hort of stature for someone of orcish 
heritage, he might pass for an ugly, beardless dwarf 
were it not for his rotting tusks and grayish pa llor. 
The only thing he loves is money, a nd he wouldn't 
hesitate to s tab a llies in the back if they came be
tween him a nd the riches he covets. 

Alignment. Chaotic evil. 
Personality Trait. "I mince people, not words." 
Ideal. "Coin is what I crave." 
Bond. "Once I agree to kill something, I purs ue 

my qua rry until the job is done." 
Flaw. "A friend is just a n enemy I haven't 

made yet." 

COMBAT NOTES 

When faced with multiple foes, Zara k prefers to hurl 
daggers from a distance. When targeting a lone indi
vidual, especia lly someone he has been hired to kill, 
he prefe rs the up-close-and-persona l garrote, so that 
he can hear the dying breath of his hapless prey. If 
defeat seems likely, he qua ffs his potion of invisibil
ity a nd flees. 
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Medium Humanoid (Ore), Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 14 (leather armor) 
Hit Points 37 (5d8 + 15) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
13 (+l ) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 
16 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +2 

INT 
11 (+O) 

WIS 
15 (+2) 

CHA 
6 (-2) 

Skills Acrobatics +7, Insight +6, Perception +6, Stealth +7 
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 16 
Languages Common, Ore 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Zarak carries a potion of invisibility. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Zarak makes two Dagger attacks. 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. 
or range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (ld4 + 3) piercing damage, 
plus an extra 5 (2d4) piercing damage if the target is a creature 
and Zarak has at least 18 hit points. 

Garrote. Melee Weapon Attock: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one 
Humanoid. Hit: 8 (2d4 + 3) slashing damage, and the target 
is grappled (escape DC 11). Until this grapple ends, the target 
takes 8 (2d4 + 3) slashing damage at the start of each of its 
turns, and Za rak can't grapple another creature or use Assas
sin's Whim. 

BONUS A CTIONS 

Assassin's Whim. Zarak takes the Dash, Disengage, or 
Hide action. 

REACTIONS 

Uncanny Dodge. Zarak halves the damage he takes from an 
attack made against him, provided he can see the attacker. 

z . . . 



ZARGASH 

Zargash worships Orcus, the D emon Prince of 

Undeath, who has promised to transform Zargash 
into a vampire after a lifetime o f faithful ser vice. 
For a living priest to worship Orcus is utter folly, 

but Zargash is twisted beyond any hope of redemp
tion. His hobbies include slaying the living and 

animating the dead. 

ZARGASH 
Medium Humanoid (Cleric, Human}, Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 13 (chain shirt) 
Hit Points 45 (7d8 + 14) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
14 (+2) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Wis +5, Cha +4 
Skills Deception +6, Insight +5 
Senses passive Perception 13 
Languages Common 
Challenge 3 (700 XP) 

INT 
12 (+ 1) 

WIS 
16 (+3) 

CHA 
15 (+2) 

Proficiency Bonus +2 

Cling to Life (Recharges ofter a Long Rest). The first time 
Zargash would drop to 0 hit points as a result of taking dam
age, he ins tead drops to 1 hit point. 

Special Equipment. Zargash wears a bat-shaped amulet that 
has the properties of a ring of feather foiling. 

A CTION S 

Multiottack. Zargash makes three Warhammer attacks. 

Warhammer. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit , reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 6 (ld8 + 2) bludgeoning damage, or 7 (ldl0 + 2) 
bludgeoning damage when used with two hands. 

Deathly Ray. Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit, range 60 ft ., one 
creature. Hit: 25 (4dl0 + 3) necrotic damage. 

Spel/casting. Zargash casts one of the following spells, using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 13): 

At will: light , 1haumaturgy 
1/day each: command, gaseous form, hold person, silence, 

speak with dead 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Animate Corpse (1/Day). Zargash targets the lifeless corpse of 
one Humanoid he can see within 30 feet of him and commands 

it to rise, transforming it into a zombie under his control. The 
zombie takes its turn immediately after Zargash. Animating the 
zombie requires Zargash's concentration (as if concentrating 
on a spell). The zombie reverts to an inanimate corpse after 
10 minutes, when 1t drops to O hit points, or when Zargash's 

concentration ends. 

Alignment. Chaotic evil. 
Personality Trait. " I do not fear death. for when I 

die, Orcus will transform me into a vampire." 
Ideal. "Entropy is not simply the bane of exis

tence. ft's the doom of the multiverse. My job is to 

speed it along." 
Bond. "Praise Orcus! May he give me the power to 

spread death, decay, and undeath in his name!" 
Flaw. " I see living people as the corpses they are 

doomed to become and treat them accordingly." 

COMBAT NOTES 

War is Zargash's domain. He wears a rusty chain 
shirt under his robe and likes to thwart enemy spell
casters by enveloping them in the area of a silence 
spell. If defeat seems inevitable, he casts gaseous 
form on himself and flees, leaving his allies to fend 

for themselves. 
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ELKHORN 
Medium Humanoid (Dwarf), Lawful Good 

Armor Class 18 (chain mail, shield) 
Hit Points 52 (7d8 + 21) 
Speed 25 ft. 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 
13 (+l) 

CON 
16 (+3) 

Saving Throws Str + l, Con +5 
Skills Perception +2, Survival +2 
Damage Resistances poison 

INT 
9 (-1) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 12 
languages Common, Dwarvish 

CHA 
11 (+0) 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Elkhorn wields a +7 longsword. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Elkhorn makes two Dagger or+ l Long

sword attacks. 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 

range 20/60 ft. , one target. Hit: 3 (ld4 + l) piercing damage. If 

the target is a creature that is Large or bigger, it takes an extra 5 

(ldl0) piercing da mage. 

+1 Longsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 4 (ld8) s lashing damage, or 5 (ld70) slashing dam

age when used with two hands. If the target is a creature that is 

Large or bigger, it takes an extra 5 (ldl0) slashing damage. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Feint (Recharge 5-6). Elkhorn targets one creature that he can 

see within 5 feet of him. Elkhorn has advantage on the next at

tack roll he makes against that target before the end of his turn. 

If that attack hits, the target takes an extra 7 (2d6) damage of 

the weapon's type. 

Second Wind (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). Elkhorn 

regains 12 hit points. 
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VALOR'S CALL 
The noble adventuring party known as Valor's Call 
was founded by Strongheart, a resolute human pal
adin committed to destroying evil wherever it rears 
its ugly head. Strongheart a lone determines who 
can become a member of this prestigious group, 
which has more members than those described 
here. (The other members, who do not appear in 
this adventure, a re busy elsewhere.) Strongheart is 
always on the lookout for courageous heroes who 
are willing to devote themselves to a good cause. 
Only good-aligned characters are allowed to join 
Valor's Call. 

ELKHORN 
Elkhorn has been Strongheart's most stalwart com
panion over the years- unflinchingly loyal, tirelessly 
optimistic, and fiercely devoted to the destruction of 
evil in all its forms. He's not especially bright, so he 
fights with his heart rather than his wits. 

Age has drained much of the strength from Elk
horn's body. Strongheart has urged Elkhorn to re
tire, but the old dwarf stubbornly refuses to do so. 

Alignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. "As long as I have the strength 

in my bones to fight evil , that is what l will do." 
Ideal. "One who stands id le as evil remains un

checked is no friend or ally of mine. We all have an 
obligation to fight atrocity and corruption, to what
ever extent we can." 

Bond. "Strongheart is a good egg, but J have yet to 
teach him a ll I know about being a true menace to 
evildoers." 

Flaw. "Retire? My goodness, no. I'll retire when 
J'm dead." 

COMBAT NOTES 

Elkhorn's challenge rating is based on him using 
Feint lo improve his rather weak sword attack. 
Having been trained in his youth to fight ogres and 
trolls, he's much more dangerous against creatures 
that are s ignificantly bigger than he is. 

. 
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MERCION 
Medium Humanoid (Cleric, Human), Lawful Goad 

Armor Class 19 (plate armor) 
Hit Points 31 (9d8 - 9) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
15 (+2) 

DEX 
10 (+O) 

CON 
9 (- 1) 

INT 
12 (+ l) 

WIS 
17 (+3) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Saving Throws Wis +S, Cha +S 
Skills Insight +S, Medicine +S 
Senses passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Dwarvish 
Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Mercion wields a +J quarterstaff. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Mercion makes one Divine Radiance attack and 
one +l Quarterstaff attack. She can replace one of these at
tacks with a use of Spellcasting. 

Divine Radiance. Melee or Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit, reach 
5 ft. or range 60 ft., one target. Hit: 13 (3d8) radiant damage. 

+1 Quarterstaff. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach S ft., 
one target. Hit: 6 (ld6 + 3) bludgeoning damage, or 7 (ld8 + 3) 
bludgeoning damage when used with two hands. 

Radiant Fire (Recharge 5-6). Mercion creates a magical explo
sion offie ry radiance centered on a point she can s ee within 
120 feet of her. Each creature in a 20-foot-radius sphere cen
tered on that point must make a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw, 
taking 28 (8d6) radiant damage on a failed save, or half as 
much damage on a successful one. 

Spellcasting. Mercion casts one of the following s pells, using 
Wisdom as the s pellcasting ability (s pell save DC 13): 

At will: light, spare the dying . 
2/day each: command, create food and water, cure wounds,faene 

fire, hold person, revivify 
1/day: death ward 

MERCION 

Mercion strikes the balance of a natura l leader and 
a protective caregiver_ She has a direct manner that 
reassures and inspires those around her. 

Mercion does not worship a deity, but rathe r an 
idea l: that truth gives life to artistry and beauty, and 
that those who embrace dece it should be censured 
and punished. Light is her domain. 

Alignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. '·No one dies on my watch

unless they stand against w hat I hold dear." 
Ideal. "Truth begets art a nd beauty, wh ile deceit 

does nothing but tear the fabric of our souls.'' 
Bond. "Evildoers beware! Valor's Call is 

coming for you." 
Flaw. "My friends would say I'm inflexible. The 

truth is, I like things done a certain way." 

COMBAT NOTES 
Me rcion counts on he r armor to protect her as s he 
administers hea ling. She uses Radiant Fire agains t 
groups of foes when there's no chance of harming 
a llies or innocent lives. otherwise resorting to hold 
p erson s pells and Divine Radiance attacks . 
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MOLLIVER 

Molliver is a thief who gives most of what they steal 
to the destitute, keeping a few choice items for their 
own use. They're always ready to put themself in 
harm's way to see justice triumph over tyranny and 
inequality. 

Molliver invites trouble by not thinking through 
the ramifications of their actions, counting on their 
friends to ba il them out whenever they get in over 
their head. They always have a friendly jibe or acer
bic remark on the tip of their tongue, a nd the ir cav
alier attitude doesn't always sit we ll with their more 
cautious companions. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "I'm a bit rash, to put it mildly." 
Ideal. "l have no tole ra nce for bullies and tyrants." 
Bond. "The brigganocks of Yon are my trus ted 

friends. They need someone to protect them, a nd I 
happily volunteer." 

Flaw. "My impatience sometimes demands that I 
strike out on my own while my comrades-in-arms 
waste time deliberating." 

COMBAT NOTES 

Molliver likes to get up close and pe rsonal in fights. 
If they're caught in a tight s pot, they try to use their 
boots of levitation to escape. 
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Armor Class l 5 (+l leather armor) 
Hit Points 60 (&d& + 24) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 
17 (+3) 

CON 
16 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +2 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
9 (- 1) 

Skills Acrobatics +7, Sleight of Hand +7, Stealth +7 
Senses passive Perception 9 
Languages Common 

CHA 
16 (+3) 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Evasion. When subjected to an effect that allows a Dexter
ity saving throw to take only half damage, Molliver takes no 
damage on a successful save or half damage on a failed one, 
provided Molliver is not incapacitated. 

Special Equipment. Molliver wears +l leather armor and boots 
of levitation. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Molliver makes two Dagger or Shortsword 
attacks, or one of each. 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. 
or range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (ld4 + 3) piercing damage. 
The attack deals an extra 7 (2d6) piercing damage if Molliver 
has advantage on the attack roll o r if the target is within 5 feet 
of one of Molliver's a ll ies. 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one 
creature. Hit: 6 (ld6 + 3) piercing damage. The attack deals 
an extra 7 (2d6) piercing damage if Molliver has advantage on 
the attack roll or if the target is within 5 feet of one of Molliv
er's allies. 

Levitate. While wearing boots of levitation, Molliver casts levi
tate (self only). 

REACTIONS 

Uncanny Dodge. Molliver halves the damage they take from an 
attack made against them, provided they can see the attacker. 



RINGLERUN 

Ringler~n became a n adventure r to be tte r satisfy 
his craving for a rca ne knowledge. One of his adven
tures took him into an underwate r tomb, where he 
tricked a ma rid into s urre ndering a staff of power. 
This staff greatly increased R ingle run's capabilities 
and made him the e nvy of many riva l s pe llcasters . 

Ringlerun has a good heart, but he's easily dis
tracted by intellectua l pursuits. He would rather 
spend time in quie t contemplation or reading tha n 
in frivolous conve rsation. 

RINGLERUN 
Medium Humanoid (Human, Wizard), Lawful Good 

Armor Class 12 (staff of power} 
Hit Points 42 (l2d8 - 12) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
9 (- 1) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 
9 (- 1) 

INT 
17 (+3) 

WIS 
13 (+ 1) 

CHA 
11 (+0) 

Saving Throws Sir+ 1, Dex +2 , Con +1, Int +7, Wis +S, Cha +2 
Skills Arcana +S, History +S 
Senses passive Perception 11 
Languages Common, Draconic, Dwarvish, Elvish 
Challenge S (1 ,800 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Ringlerun wields a staff of power. It has 
20 charges when fully charged and regains 2d8 + 4 expended 
charges daily at dawn. If its las t charge is expended, roll a 
d20. On a 1, the staff retains its +2 bonus to attack and dam
age rolls but loses its other properties; on a 20. it regains 
ld8 + 2 charges. 

ACTIONS 

Multiottack. Ringlerun makes three Staff of Power or Freezing 
Ray attacks. He can replace one of those attacks with a use of 
Spellcasting. 

Staff of Power. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit , reach S ft., one 
target. Hit: 4 (ld6 + l ) bludgeoning damage, or 5 (ld8 + l) 
bludgeoning damage when used with two hands , and Ringlerun 
can expend l of the staff's charges to deal an extra 3 (ld6) 
force damage. 

Freezing Ray. Ranged Spell Auack: +7 to hit , range 120 ft., one 
creature. Hit: 27 (6d8) cold damage. 

Spellcasting. Ringlerun casts one of the following spells. using 
Intelligence as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 13): 

At will: light, mage hand, prestidigitation 
3/day each: charm person, detect magic, sleep 
1/day each: banishment, dispel magic. fly, knock 

Stoff Spell. While holding his staff of power, Ringlerun can ex
pend l or more of its charges to cast one of the following spells 
from it (spell save DC 13, +7 to hit with spell attacks): cone of 
cold (8d8 cold damage; S charges),.fireba// (10d6 fire damage; 
S charges), globe of invulnerability (6 charges), hold monster 
(S charges), levitate (2 charges) , lightning bolt (10d6 lightning 
damage; 5 charges), magic missile (1 charge), ray of enfeeble
ment (l charge), or wall of force (5 charges). 

Alignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. "Don't ta lk to me. I'm reading." 
Ideal . .. Magic belongs on ly in the hands of those 

who use it for noble ends." 
Bond. "My staff of power dramatically enhances 

my magical abilities. I shudder to think how its 
power could be abused in the wrong hands." 

Flaw . .. , get prickly when people who are clearly 
less intelligent want to te ll me what to do." 

COMBAT NOTES 
Ringlerun can fend off melee attackers with wild 
swings of his staff, but he prefe rs to fly out of reach 
and a ttack at range using his staff's formidable 
spells (cone of cold being his favorite). 
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STRONGHEART 
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Strongheart is a fearless seeker of justice, risking 
his life to ensure that good triumphs over evil. He is 
thoughtful, kind, and seldom rash, yet never hesitant 
to punish those who spit in the face of law a nd order. 

Strongheart doesn't worship a god but devotes 
himself to an ideal: that the world can be spared 
from evil by those who have enough courage to 
stand against it. 

Alignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. "I try to see the good in people, 

but I won't give comfort to those who have no good
ness in them." 

Ideal. "Justice needs champions. I count my
self as one." 

Bond. '·Va lor's Call is not just a n assembly of 
like-minded individuals who believe that good must 
triumph over evi l. Its members a re also my friends." 

Flaw. "I am prepa red- my friends might say too 
prepared- to sacrifice myself for the greatest good.'' 
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COMBAT NOTES 
Strongheart prefers to fight with Steel, his trusty 
sword. His favorite use of the command spell is to 
compel a foe to "Yield!" (which has the same effect 
as commanding it to halt). He tries to capture and 
imprison evildoers, slaying them only if they cannot 
be apprehended. 

STRONGHEART 
Medium Humanoid (Human, Paladin), Lawful Good 

Armor Class 20 (plate armor, shield) 
Hit Points 55 (10d8 + 10) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
l 5 (+2) 

DEX 
12 (+ 1) 

CON 
13 (+l) 

INT 
12 (+ 1) 

WIS 
13 (+l) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Saving Throws Wis +3, Cha +5 
Skills Insight +3, Persuasion +S 
Condition Immunities frightened 
Senses passive Perception 11 
Languages Common, Dwarvish 
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Special Equipment. Strongheart wields Steel, a sentient, lawful 
good longsword (see appendix A). 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Strongheart makes three Steel attacks. 

Steel. Melee Weapon Attack: + 6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 8 (ld8 + 4) slashing damage, or 9 (ldl0 + 4) slashing 
damage when used with two hands. Once on each of his turns, 
Strongheart can also cause the blade to gleam with holy light. If 
he does so, the target is blinded until the start of Strongheart 's 
next turn. 

Revivify (Recharges at the Next Dawn). While holding Steel, 
Strongheart casts revivify. 

Spel/casting. Strongheart casts one of the following spells, 

using Charisma as the spellcasting ability (spell save DC 13): 

3/day each: command, detect evil and good, protection from 
evil and good 

1/day each: lesser restoration, remove curse , zone of truth 

REACTIONS 

Protect Another. When a creature Strongheart can see attacks 
another creature that is within 5 feet of him, Strongheart can 

use his reaction to impose disadvantage on the attack roll, pro· 
vided he is carrying a shield. 



PPE DIX C 

CREATURES 

e-;:::-~ HIS APPENDI X DESCRIBES NEW CREATURES THAT 

appear more than once in the adventure, 

presenting them in alphabetical order. The 

~ introduction of the Monster Manual explains 

how to inte rpre t a creature's stat block. 

BOGGLE 
Boggles are the little bogeys of fa iry tales. They hide 

under beds a nd in closets, wa iting to frighten a nd 

bedevil folk wit h the ir mjschie f. 

A boggle excretes a special oiJ from its pores and 

can make the substance slippery or sticky. The oil 

dries up and disappears an hour after the boggle 

expels it. 
A boggle can create magical openings that enable 

ii to travel short distances or to pilfer items th at 

would otherwise be beyond its reach. To create s uch 

a rift in space, a boggle mus t be adjacent to a space 

defined by a frame, s uch as an open window or a 

doorway, a gap between the bars of a cage, or the 

space between the feet of a bed and the floor. The 

rift disappears after a few seconds-enough time for 

the boggle to s tep, reach, or attack through it. 

BOGGLE 
Small Fey, Typically Chaotic: Neutral 

Armor Class 14 
Hit Points 18 (4d6 + 4) 

Speed 30 ft. , cl imb 30 ft. 

STR 
8 (- 1) 

DEX 
18 (+4) 

CON 
13 (+ 1) 

INT 
6 (- 2) 

WIS 
12 (+ 1) 

Skills Perception +5, Sleight of Hand +6, Stealth +6 

Damage Resistances fire 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15 

Languages Sylvan 

CHA 
7 (-2) 

Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

ACTIONS 

Pummel. Melee Weapon Attack: + 1 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 2 (ld6 - 1) bludgeoning damage. 

Oil Puddle. The boggle creates a pudd le of nonflammable 

oil. The puddle is 1 inch deep a nd covers the ground in the 

boggle's space. The puddle is difficul t terrain for all creatures 

except boggles and las ts for 1 hour. The o il has one of the fol

lowing addit ional effects of the boggle's choice: 

Slippery Oil. Any non-boggle creature that enters the puddle o r 

starts its turn there mus t s ucceed on a DC 11 Dexterity sav

ing throw or fall prone. 

Sticky Oil. Any non-boggle creature that enters the puddle or_ 

starts its turn there must succeed on a DC 11 Strength saving 

throw o r be restrained. On its turn, a creature can use a n 

action to try to extricate itself, ending the effect and moving 

in to the nearest unoccupied space of its choice with a suc

cess ful DC 11 Strength check. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Boggle Oil. The boggle excretes nonflammable oil from its 

po res, giving itself one of the following benefits of its choice 

until it uses this bonus action again: 

Slippery Oil. The boggle has advantage on Dexterity (Acrobat

ics) checks made to escape bonds and e nd grapples, and it 

can move through openings large enough for a Tiny creature 

without squeezing. 

Sticky Oil. The boggle has advantage on Strength (Athletics) 

checks made to grapple and any abili ty check made to main

tain a hold on another creature, a surface, or an object. The 

boggle can also climb difficult surfaces, including upside 

down on ce ilings , without needing to make an ability check. 

Dimensional Rift. The boggle creates an invisible and immobile 

rift within an opening or frame it can see within 5 feet of it, pro

vided that the space is no bigger than 10 feet on any side. The 

dimensional rift bridges the distance between tha t space and 

a point within 30 feet of it that the boggle can see or specify by 

distance and direct ion (such as " 30 feet straight up"). While 

next to the rift, the boggle can see through it and is considered 

to be next to the destination as well, and anything the boggle 

puts through the rift (including a port ion of its body) emerges 

at the destination. Only the boggle can use the rift, and it lasts 

until the end of the boggle's next turn. 
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BRIGGANOCK 
Brigganocks are frantic, mouse-sized creatures that 

live in mines. Whenever a mortal makes a nonmag
ical wish, perhaps while blowing out the candles on 
a birthday cake or tossing a coin down a well, an 
echo of that wish becomes lodged in a stone buried 

deep in the earth of the Feywild. Brigganocks seek 
out these wish stones, discarding the ones that con
ta in wishes of ill intent and keeping those that hold 
good wishes. Brigganocks re fine wish stones into 

BRIGGANOCK 
Tiny Fey, Typically Neutral Good 

Armor Class 12 
Hit Points 9 (2d4 + 4) 
Speed 15 ft . 

STR 
4 (- 3) 

DEX 
15 (+2) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Dex +4 , Con +4 
Condition Immunities exhaustion 
Senses passive Perception 10 
Languages Common, Sylvan 
Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
11 (+0) 

CHA 
13 (+ 1) 

Proficiency Bonus +2 

Fey Ancestry. The brigganock has advantage on saving throws 

against being charmed, and m agic can't put It to sleep. 

Soul Light. The brigganock is accompanied by an insubstantial, 

invulnerable ball of light that contains its soul. The brlgganock 

can't turn off the light o r control its brightness. The soul light 

sheds bright light in a 10-foot radius and d im light for an addi

tional 10 feet. If the brigganock dies, its soul light fades away. 

Tunneler. Using a pickaxe or s imilar tool , a bngganock can 

burrow through solld rock al a s peed of 5 feet , leaving a 

6-lnch-diameter tunnel in ,ts wake. 
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gems a nd use them to decora te the ir architecture 

and crafts, or they trade them to other Fey for food 
and favors. A more powerful Fey creature can use 

a wish stone to scry on the maker of the wis h, em
power a supernatural cha rm, or provide the spark 

needed to create an animated object. Othe r uses are 

possible as well. 
A brigganock's soul lives outside its body, mani

festing as a bulb of pale light that floats alongside it 
and helps the brigganock see in the dark. 

Brigganocks have minor spellcasting abilities 
that he lp them s urvive. They a lso have the ability to 
manipulate time, allowing them to accomplish hour

long tas ks in a matter of seconds, though a brig
ganock must rest between these bursts of temporal 

acceleration. 
Briggaoocks like to nibble on cheese, le ttuce, and 

other soft foods. They eat quite a lot for creatures of 
their s ize and never turn dow n a good meal. 

ACTIONS 

Pickaxe. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) piercing damage. 

Spellcast ing. The brigganock casts one of the following spells, 

requiring no material components and using Charisma as the 

spellcasting ability (spell save DC 11 ): 

At will: minor illusion, spare the dying 
1/day each: animal friendship.faerie fire , meld into stone, silence 

Time Lapse (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). The brig· 

ganock accelerates the passage of t ime around itself, enabling 

it to accomplish up to 1 hour of work in a matter of seconds. 

This work can' t affect any creature other than the brigganock, 

or any object being worn or carried by another creature, and 

the activity must take place within a 10-foot cube. For example, 

the brigganock could use this ac tion to rapidly carve a pump· 

kin, cook and eat dinner, move a pile of stones, or tie a dozen 

knots in a length of rope. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Move Soul Light. The brigganock moves its soul light up to 30 

feet in any direction to an unoccupied space it can see. At the 

end of the cu rrent turn, the light returns to the brigganock. 
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BULLYWUG KNIGHT 
Medium Humanoid, Typically Lawful Good 

Armor Class 18 (plate) 

Hit Points 66 (l 2d8 + 12) 
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft. 

STR 
16 (+3) 

DEX 
12 (+ l) 

CON 
13 (+ l) 

INT 
9 (- 1) 

WIS 
11 (+0) 

CHA 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Con +3, Wis +2 

Senses passive Perception 10 

Languages Bullywug, Common 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Amphibious. The knight can breathe air and water. 

Speak with Frogs and Toads. The knight can communicate sim

ple concepts to frogs and toads when it speaks in Bullywug. 

Standing Leap. The knigh t 's long jump is up to 20 feet and its 

high jump is up to 10 feet , with or without a running s tart. 

ACTIONS 

Mu/tiattack. The knigh t m akes two Glaive attacks. 

Glaive. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. 

Hit: 8 (ldl0 + 3) s lashing damage. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Croak of Charming (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). 

The knight makes a loud croak while targeting one creature it 

can see within 30 feet of it. The target must succeed on a DC 

12 Wisdom saving throw or be charmed until the end of its 

next turn. 

BULLYWUGS 
Bullywugs a re amphibious bipeds described in the 

Monster Manual. Two additional varieties a re pre

sented here. 

BULLYWUG KNIGHT 

Bullywug knights adhere to a code of chivalry. Their 

sense of honor compels these noble bullywugs to 

fight fairly a nd to ins ist that others do so as well. 

BULLYWUG ROYAL 

The la rgest or most inte lligent bullywugs invariably 

end up leading their kind. A royal is often mounted 

astride a gia nt toad or accompanied by one (see the 

Monster Manual for the giant toad's stat block). 

BULLYWUG ROYAL 
Medium Humanoid, Any Alignment 

Armor Class 15 (hide armor, shield) 

Hit Points 65 (10d8 + 20) 
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft. 

STR 
16 (+3) 

DEX 
12 (+ 1) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Str +5, Dex +3 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
11 (+0) 

Skills Athle tics +5, Intimidation +4, Stealth +3 

Se nses passive Perception 10 

Languages Bullywug, Common 

CHA 
14 (+2) 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Amphibious. The royal can breathe air and water. 

Speak with Frogs and Toads. The royal can communicate sim

ple concepts to frogs and toads when it speaks in Bullywug. 

Standing Leap. The royal's long jump is up to 20 feet and its 

high jump is up to 10 feet, with or without a running start. 

Toad Rider. The royal has advantage on melee at tacks its makes 

while riding a toad mount. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The royal makes two Spear attacks. 

Spear. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit (with advan

tage if the royal is mounted on a toad) , reach 10 ft. or range 

20/60 ft. , one target. Hit: 6 (ld6 + 3) piercing damage, or 7 

(1 d8 + 3) piercing damage if used with two hands to make a 

melee attack. If the target is a Medium or smaller creature, 

it must succeed on a DC 13 Strength saving throw or be 

knocked prone. 

BONUS A CTIONS 

Croaked Decree (Recharge 5- 6). The royal makes a loud pro

nouncement. Each ally of the royal that is within 60 feet of the 

royal and can hear the pronouncement has advantage on its 

firs t attack roll on its next turn. 
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C AMPESTRIS 
Campestris are happy-go-lucky mushroom-like crea
tures with few cares or worries. They are captivated 
by music, though they can't distingu.ish a well-played 
performance from a bad one. [f a nyone plays an 
instrument or s ings in the campestris' vicinity, the 
little creatures will happily sing a long, each in an 
obnoxious ly nasal falsetto, as they dance and caper 
around whoever is making the mus ic. 

Campestris can easily imitate lyrics and music. 
After a campestri has practiced a song or a piece of 
music three or four times. the creature remembers 
it forever. 

Campestris vary wide ly in color. from white to tan 
co dark brow n, but they a lways have red or purple 
caps a nd speckles. A campestri moves by ma nipu
lating the mycelium that grows out of the base of its 
stem a nd suppor ts it. The mushroom creatures eat 
salty soil, fil ter out the salt, a nd excrete a s lippery 
paste of purified soil (stripped of things nourishing 
to fungi. of course). Eating salt is a lso a defense 
mechanism. because it makes the campestris taste 
salty and thus unpleasant to most creatures, though 
bullywugs consider them a delicacy. 

CAMPESTRI 
Tiny Plant, Unaligned 

Armor Clas.s 12 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 2 (ld4) 
Speed 5 ft. 

STR 
l (-5) 

DEX 
7 (-2) 

Skills Perception +4 

CON 
10 (+0) 

INT 
4 (-3) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses tremorsense 30 ft., passive Perception 14 

CHA 
& (-1) 

Languages understands Common but speaks only through the 
use of its Mimicry trait 

Challenge 0 (10 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Mimicry. The campestri can mimic any voice or song it has 
heard, albeit in a nasal falsetto. 

ACTIO NS 

Head Butt. Melee Weapon Attack: +0 to hit, reach 5 ft., one tar
get. Hit: 1 bludgeoning damage. 

Spores (1/Doy). A 5-foot radius of spores extends from the 
campestri. These spores can go around corners , and they have 
no effect on Constructs, Elementals, Plants, o r Undead. Each 
other creature in the a rea must make a DC 10 Wisdom saving 
throw. On a failed save, the creature is incapacitated and its 
speed is halved, both for 1 minute. A creature can repeat the 
saving throw at the end of each ofits turns, ending the effect 
on itself on a success. 
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SWARM OF CAMPESTRIS 
Medium Swarm ofTiny Plants, Unaligned 

Armor Class 12 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 27 (6d8) 
Speed 5 ft. 

STR 
3 (-4) 

DEX 
7 (-2) 

Skills Perception +4 

CON 
10 (+0) 

INT 
4 (-3) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

CHA 
8 (- 1) 

Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, slashing 
Condition Immunities charmed, grappled, paralyzed, petrified, 

prone, restrained, stunned 
Senses tremorsense 30 ft ., passive Perception 14 
La nguages understands Common but speaks only through the 

use of its Mimicry trait 
Challenge l (200 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

M imicry. Each campestri in the swarm can mimic any voice or 
song it has heard, albeit in a nasal falsetto. 

Swarm. The swarm can occupy another creature's space and 
vice versa, and the swarm can move through any opening large 
enough to accommodate an individual campestri. The swarm 
can't regain hit points or gain temporary hit points. 

ACTIO N S 

Head Butts. Melee Weapon Attack: +0 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 10 (4d4) bludgeoning damage, or 5 (2d4) bludgeon· 
ing damage if t he swarm has half its hit points or fewer. 

Spores (1/Doy). A 20-foot radius of spores extends from the 
swarm . These spores can go around corners, and they have 
no e ffect on Constructs, Elementals, Plants, or Undead. Each 
other creature in the area must make a DC 10 Wisdom saving 
throw. O n a failed save, the creature is incapacitated and its 
speed is halved, both for 1 minute. A creature can repeat the 
saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect 
on itself on a success. 



DARKLINGS 
Ancient legends spea k of a seelie fey who be trayed 
the Summer Queen. In the Summer Queens' wrath 
she cursed every me mber o f his ho use. The seelie ' 
fey's true name has been stricken from history, 
but the s tories call him Dubh Catha ("Dark Crow" 
in Common), and o the r Fey refe r to the house's 
descendants as dubh s ith- "darklings." Darklings 
dwell in secluded caverns and chambers beneath 
the towns of other species. From such e nclaves, 
they quietly ply the ir trade as thieves a nd assassins. 

DARKLING 

The Summer Queen's curse causes a darkling's 
body to absorb light, which w izens the creature, 
much like the effect of rapid aging. For this reason, 
darklings cover their entire bodies with clothing 
when exposure to light is a risk. The light da rk.lings 
absorb over the course of their lives explodes out
ward when they die, incinerating the creatures a nd 
much of their possessions. 

DARK.LING ELDER 

A wise and respected da rlding can unde rgo a ritua l 
to become an elder. Othe r e lde rs mark the suppli
cant with glowing tattoos, chan neling away some of 
the darkling's absorbed light. 1f the ri tual succeeds, 
the darkling grows into a taller, e lf-like form. The 
darkling perishes if the ritual fails. 

DARKLING 
Small Fey, Typically Chaotic Neutral 

Armor Class 14 (leather armor) 
Hit Points 13 (3d6 + 3) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 
12 (+ 1) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
12 (+ 1) 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Skills Acrobatics +S, Deception +2, Perception +5, Stealth +7 
Senses blindsight 30 ft ., da rkvis ion 120 ft ., passive Perception 15 
Languages Elvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) Proficie ncy Bonus +2 

Death Flash, When the darkling d ies, nonm agical light fla shes 
out from it in a 10-foot radius as its body and possessions, 
other than metal or magic objects, burn to ash . Any creature in 
that area must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw 
or be blinded until the end of its next turn. 

Light Sensitivity. While in bright light, the darkling has _disad
vantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom (Perception) 
checks that rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Dagger. Me/ee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. 
or range 20/60 ft. , one target. H it: 5 (ld4 + 3) piercing damage 
pills 7 (2d6) necrotic damage. 

DARKLING ELDER 
Medium Fey, Typically Chaotic Neuua/ 

Armor Class 15 (studded leather armor) 
Hit Points 27 (5d8 + 5) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
13 (+l} 

DEX 
17 (+3) 

CON 
12 (+ l } 

INT 
10 (+0} 

WIS 
14 (+2) 

CHA 
13 (+l} 

Skills Acrobatics +5, Deception +3, Perception +6, Stealth +7 
Senses blindsight 30 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 16 
Languages Elvish, Sylvan 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Death Burn. When the darkling elder dies, magical light flashes 
out fro m it in a 10-foot radius as its body and possessions, 
other than metal or magic objects, burn to ash. Any creature 
in that area m us t make a DC 11 Constitution saving throw. On 
a failed save, the creature takes 7 (2d6) radiant damage and is 
blinded until the end of its next turn. On a successful save, the 
creature takes half as much damage and isn't blinded. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The darkling elder makes two Scimitar attacks. 

Scimitar. Me/ee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 6 (1d6 + J) slashing damage plus 7 (2d6) necrotic damage. 

Darkness (Recharges after a Short or Lang Rest). The darkling 
elde r casts darkness , requiring no spell components and using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting abil ity. 
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GIANT DRAGONFLY 
A giant dragonfly has a 20-foot wingspan. Jt drones 
loudly as it hovers and darts through the a ir, search
ing for smaller insects ro consume. 

GIANT DRAGONFLY 
Large Beast, Unaligned 

Armor Class 16 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 22 (4dl0) 
Speed 10 ft., fly 60 ft. 

STR 
15 (+2) 

DEX 
18 (+4) 

CON 
11 (+0) 

Senses passive Perception 10 
Languages-
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) 

INT 
3 (-4) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

CHA 
3 (-4) 

Proficiency Bonus +2 

Drone. When it beats its wings, the dragonfly emits a loud 
droning sound that can be heard out to a range of l 20 fee t. 

ACTIONS 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 6 (ld4 + 4) piercing damage. 

REACTIONS 

Uncanny Dodge. The dragonfly halves the damage it takes from 
an attack made against it. provided 1t can see the attacker. 
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GIANT SNAIL 
These large mollusks retreat into their ha rdy 
shells when threatened, a nd they're pa rticularly 
susceptible to being injured by contact with salt. 

GIANT SNAIL 
Lorge Beast, Unaligned 

Armor Class 11 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 22 (4dl 0) 
Speed 10 ft., climb 10 ft. 

STR 
15 (+2) 

DEX 
3 (-4) 

CON 
11 (+0) 

INT 
3 (-4) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 60 ft. . passive Perception 10 
Languages -

CHA 
3 (-4) 

Challenge 1/4 (50 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Salt Osmosis. Whenever the snail s tarts its turn in contact with 
a pound or more of salt, it takes ld4 necrot ic damage Using 
an action to sprinkle a pound of salt on the snail deals l d4 
necrotic damage to it immediately and another l d4 necrotic 
damage to it at the start of its next turn (after which the salt 
rubs off), provided the snail has not withdrawn into its shell. 

ACTIONS 

Slam. Me/ee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one target. 
Hit: 5 (ld6 + 2) bludgeoning damage. 

Shell Defense. The snail withdraws into its shell, gaining a +4 
bonus to its AC until it emerges. It can emerge from its shell as 
a bonus action on its turn. 



HARENGONS 
Harengons a re rabbit-folk native to the Feywild. 
through they often migrate to the Materia l Plane. 
They love to travel on foot a nd rare ly stay in one 
place for long. 

Not all harengoos are mean-spirited bullies like 
the ones presented here. Every ha re ngon follows 
their own path through life, their disposition s haped 
in part by the company they keep. One ha rengon 
might travel to far lands, ma ke frie nds along the 
way, delight in freedom and the open trail, and find 
inner peace. Another might become a n adventurer 
with a strong heart a nd fervent dreams. For more 
information on harengons as player cha racters, see 
the introduction of this adventure. 

HARENGON BRIGANDS 

Harengon brigands a re us ually encountered in 
small bands lurking along trails a nd roadways, 
where they can easily spot and a mbus h the ir vic
tims. They delight in extorting travelers for safe pas
sage while rudely mocking them. These bullies are 
particularly a ntagonistic toward those who appear 
to be lost or in a hurry. 

The best way to deal with hare ngoo brigands 
is to outnumber them or give them a good kick
ing. They flee quickly when the tables are turned 
against them. 

HARENGON SNIPERS 

Harengon snipers provide artillery support to gangs 
of harengon brigands. They hide atop bluffs, in the 
high branches of trees, and behind shelte r, ready to 
pick off targets from a safe distance. 

These s nipers are so adept with their crossbows 
that their ta rgets gain no be nefit from less than total 
cover against ranged attacks the ha rengons make 
with these weapons. In addition, they can attack 
a target as far away as their weapons' maximum 
range without needing to apply the us ual penalty 
for attacking at long range. After a sniper makes a n 
atlack. the harengon can duck out of sight to make 
retaliation difficult, if not impossible. 

HARENGON BRIGAND 
Medium Humanoid, Any Alignment 

Armor Class 14 (leather armor) 
Hit Points 9 (2d8) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
14 (+2) 

DEX 
17 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +S 

CON 
11 (+O) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
11 (+0) 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Skills Acrobatics +S, Perception +4 
Se nses passive Perception 14 
Languages Common, Sylvan 
Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Pack Tactics. The harengon has advantage on an attack roll 

against a creature if at leas t one of the harengon's allies is 
wi th in 5 feet of the creature and the ally isn't in capacitated. 

Standing Leap. The harengon's long jump is up to 20 feet and 
its high jump is up to 10 feet, with or without a running start. 

ACTIONS 

Club. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit , reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 4 (ld4 + 2) bludgeoning d a m age. 

I Sling. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 30/ 120 ft., one 

target. Hit: 5 (ld4 + 3) bludgeoning da mage. 

HARENGON SNIPER 
Medium Humanoid, Any Alignment 

Armor Class 14 (leather armor) 
Hit Points 9 (2d8) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
17 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +5 

CON 
11 (+0) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
13 (+ 1) 

Skills Athletics +2, Perception +5, Stealth +S 
Senses passive Perception 15 
Languages Common, Sylvan 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Challenge 1/4 (50 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Standing Leap. The harengon's long jump is up to 20 feet and 
its high jump is up to 10 feet, with or without a running s ta rt. 

ACTIONS 

Club. Me/ee Weapon A ttack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 2 (ld4) b ludgeoning damage. 

Light Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit (the target 
gains no benefit from less than to ta l cover) , range 320 ft., 
one target. Hii: 7 (ld8 + 3) piercing damage. Hit or Miss: Im 
media tely after making this a ttack, the harengon can use the 

H ide action. 
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jABBERWOCK 
Huge Dragon, Typically Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 18 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 115 (10d1 2 + SO) 
Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft., fly 60 ft., swim 30 ft. 

STR 
20 (+5) 

DEX 
12 (+1) 

CON 
20 (+S) 

INT 
4 (-3) 

WIS 
7 (-2) 

CHA 
11 (+0) 

Saving Throws Str +1 0 , Dex +6, Con +10, Int +2, Wis +3, Cha +5 
Skills Perception +8 
Damage Vulnerabilities s lashing from a vorpol sword 
Damage Immunities poison 
Condition Immunities charmed, frightened, poisoned 
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 18 
Languages-
Challenge 13 (10 ,000 XP) Proficiency Bonus +5 

Confusing Burble. The jabberwock burbles to itself unless it is 
incapacitated. Any creature that starts its turn within 30 feet 
of the jabberwock and is able to hear its burbling must make 
a DC 18 Charisma saving throw. O n a fai led saving throw, the 
creature can't take reactions until the s tart of its next turn, and 
it rolls a d4 to determine what it does during its current turn: 

1-2. The creature does nothing. 
3. The creature does nothing except use all its movement to 

move in a random direction. 
4. The creature either makes one melee attack against a ra n

dom creature it can see o r does nothing if no visible creature 
is within its reach. 

Legendary Resistance (3/Day) . If the jabberwock falls a saving 
throw, it can choose to succeed instead. 

Regeneration. The jabbe rwock regains 10 hit points at the s tart 
of its turn. If the jabberwock takes slashing damage, this tra it 
doesn't function at the start of its next turn. The jabberwock 
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jABBERWOCK 
Ajabberwock is a solitary, temperamenta l predator 
that haunts pristine forests and ancient ruins. Ac
curate descriptions of jabberwocks are difficult to 
come by, because the rare survivors of an e ncounter 
with one retain only a confused impression of its 
parts and not a sense of the whole. Pieced-together 
accounts describe it as a sinewy, dragon-like crea
ture that can walk on its hind legs as easily as it 
trave ls on all four. Its eyes can emit fi ery beams. 

Once a jabberwock has chosen its tar get, it con
centrates its attacks on that target until the victim is 
killed (and devoured), until the jabberwock is killed, 
or until the target escapes using teleportation magic 
or other means. 

If a jabberwock is slain, another one appears 3d8 
years later, mate rializing within a thousand miles 
of where the old one perished . No immaturejabber
wock has ever been sighted, a nd the creature does 
not appear to age. 

dies only if it starts its turn with 0 hit points and doesn't 
regenerate. 

Uncanny Tracker. The jabbe rwock can unerringly track any 
creature it has wounded in the las t 24 hours, and it knows the 
d istance and direction to its quarry as long as the two of them 
are on the same plane of existence. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The jabberwock m akes two Rend attacks. 

Rend. Melee Weapon Attack: +10 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. 
Hit: 21 (3dl0 + 5) slashing damage. 

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack:+ l 0 to hit, reach 15 ft ., one target. 
Hit: 10 (ldl0 + 5) bludgeoning damage. 

Fiery Gaze (Recharge 5-6). Unless it is blinded, the jabberwock 
emits a 120-foot-long, 5-foot-wide line of fire from its eyes. 
Each creature in that line must make a DC 18 Dexterity saving 
throw, taking 31 (7d8) fire damage on a failed save, or half as 
much damage on a successful one. 

LEGENDARY ACTIONS 

The jabberwock can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from 
the options below. Only one legendary action option can be 
used at a time and only at the end of another creature 's turn. 
The jabberwock regains spent legendary actions at the start 
of its turn. 

Tail Attack. The ja bberwock makes one Tail attack. 
Rend Attack (2 Actions). The jabberwock makes one 

Rend attack. 
Wing Attack (3 Actions). The jabberwock beats Its wings. Each 

creature within l 0 feet of the jabberwock m ust succeed on a 
DC 18 Dexterity saving throw o r take 8 (1 d6 + 5) bludgeoning 
damage and be knocked prone. 



KORRED 
Korreds are secretive creatures that have s trong 
lies lo earth and s tone. They pre fer to keep their 
own company but occasiona Uy consort with crea
tures of elemental earth such as galeb duhr. A tribe 
ofkorreds gathers weekly to perform ceremonial 
dances, beating out rhythms on s tone with their 
hooves and clubs. Korreds typically flee from other 
creatures but become aggressive when they feel in
sulted or are a nnoyed by the sounds of mining. 

No one knows the ways of s tone and earth better 
than a korred. Korreds can seemingly s me ll veins 
of metal and gems. A korred on the s urface can feel 
the r

0

ise and fall of bedrock unde r the earth and 
where caves are present. a nd underground it knows 
pathways through the s tone for miles a round. S e
cret doors set into s tone are as obvious as windows 
to a korred. 

Korreds have ha ir a ll over the ir bodies, but the 
hair that grows on their heads is magical. When cut, 
it trans forms into s tra nds of whatever materia l was 
used to cut it. Korreds ofte n use iron shears to cut 
off their ha ir then weave t11e stra nds together to cre
ate iron rop~s that they can ma nipulate or a nimate. 
Korreds take great pride in their ha ir a nd e~ua l~y 
great offense at anyone who a ttempts to cut it w1th-
out permission. 

Small Fey, Typically Chaot ic Neutral 

Armor Class 17 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 93 (lld6 + 55) 
Speed 30 ft. , burrow 30 ft . 

STR 
23 (+6) 

DEX 
14 (+2) 

CON 
20 (+5) 

INT 
10 (+O) 

WIS 
15 (+2) 

Skills Athletics +9, Perception +5, Stealth +5 

CHA 
9 (-1) 

Damage Resistances blud geoning, piercing, and slashing from 
nonmagical attacks 

Senses da rkvisio n 120 ft. , tremorsense 120 ft., 
passive Perce ption 15 

Languages Dwarvish, Gnomish , Sylvan, Terran, Undercommon 
Challenge 7 (2,900 XP) Proficiency Bonus +3 

Stone Camouflage. The korred has advantage on Dexterity 
(Stealth) checks made to hide in rocky te rrain. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The korred makes two Greatclub or Rock attacks. 

Greatclub. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit , reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 10 (ld8 + 6) bludgeoning damage, or 19 (3d8 + 6) 
bludgeoning d amage if the korred is on the ground. 

Rock. Ranged Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, range 60/120 ft., one 
target. Hit: 10 (l d8 + 6) bludgeoning damage, or 19 (3d8 + 6) 
bludgeoning damage if the korred is on the ground. 

Spe/lcasting. The korred casts one of the following spells, 
requi ring no spell components and using Wisdom as the spell

casting abili ty (spell save DC 13): 

At will: commune with nature (as an action), meld into stone, 

stone shape 
1/day: O tto 's irresistible dance 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Command Hair. The korred has at least one SO-foot-long rope 
woven out of its hair. The korred commands one such rope 
within 30 feet of it to move up to 20 feet and entangle a Large 
o r smalle r creature tha t the korred can see. The target must 
succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw or become grappled 
by the rope (escape DC 13). Unti l this g rappl~ ends , the target 
is restrained. The korred can use a bonus action to release 
the ta rget, which is also freed if the korred d ies or becomes 

incapacitated. 
A rope of korred hair has AC 20 and 20 hit points. It regains 

l hit point at the start of each of the korred's turns while the 
rope has at least l hit point and the korred is alive. If the rope 
drops to O hit points, It 1s destroyed. 
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LIVING DOLL 
A living doll is easily mistaken for an in
animate doll or a stuffed animal until it 
moves. Trapped within each living doll is a 
mean spirit that encourages those around 
it to behave badly toward others. The doll 
ta kes pleasure in tormenting the guilt-ridden 
and despondent, hastening the ir descent into 
depression or paranoia. Because it fears its 
own destruction, the doll rarely causes direct 
harm to others. When forced to defe nd itself, it 
debilitates opponents with its maniacal cackle and 
assaults the minds of its enemies by turning their 
worst fea rs against them. 

LIVING DOLL 
Tiny Construct, Typically Neutral Evil 

Armor Class 11 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 28 (8d4 + 8) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
3 (-4) 

DEX 
11 (+0) 

CON 
13 (+l) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

Saving Throws Int +2, Wis +2, Cha +0 
Damage Immunities poison 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Condition Immunities paralyzed, petrified, poisoned 
Senses darkvision 30 ft., passive Perception 10 
Languages Common 

CHA 
7 (- 2) 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

False Appearance. If the doll is motionless at the start of 

combat, it has advantage on its in itiative roll. Moreover, if a 

creature hasn't observed the doll move or act , that creature 

must succeed on a DC 18 Intelligence (Investigation) check to 
discern that the doll is animate. 

Regeneration. The doll regains 5 h it points at the start of 

its turn. If the doll takes fire or psychic dam age, this trait 

doesn't function at the s tart of the doll's next turn. The doll is 
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destroyed only if it starts its turn with 0 hit points and doesn' t 

regenerate. 

Unusual Nature. The doll doesn't require air, food , 

drink, or s leep. 

ACTIONS 

Crabby Hands. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit , reach 5 ft. , one 

creature. Hit: The target is grappled (escape DC 6) and takes 11 
(2dl0) psychic damage at the s tart of each of its turns until this 

grapple e nds . The doll can grapple o nly one creature at a time. 

BONUS ACTIONS 

Cackle (Recharge 4-6). The doll cackles as it targets one or two 

creatures it can see within 30 feet ofit. Each t arget that can 

hear the doll 's cackling must make a DC 11 Wisdom saving 

throw, succeeding automatically if it has an Intellige nce of 4 

or lower. On a failed saving throw, the creature takes 5 (2d4) 

psychic damage and is incapaci tated for l minute as It is over· 

come by a fit of laughter. At the end of each of its turns, the 

creature can repeat the saving throw, ending the effect on itself 

on a success, A creature that succeeds o n th is saving throw is 

immune to th is doll 's Cackle for 24 hours. 



QUICKLING 
Racing faster than the eye can track, a quickling 
appears as little more than a blurry streak of color. 
Only when it stops running do its small, slender 
form and cold, cruel eyes become apparent. 

Quicklings owe their existence-and their plight
to the Queen of Air and Da rkness, the dread ruler of 
the Gloaming Court. Once lazy, egotistical folk, the 
creatures that would become the quicklings were 
late in answering the queen's summons one time 
too many. To hasten their pace and teach them to 
mind her will, the queen shrank the ir stature and 
sped up their internal clocks. The queen's curse 
gave the quicklings their a mazing speed but also 
accelerated their passage through life. No quickling 
lh•es longer than 15 years. 

The mortal realm is a ponderous place to a quick
ling's eye: a hurricane creeps gradually across 
the sky, a torrent of rain drifts earthward like lazy 
snowflakes, and lightning crawls in a meandering 
palh from cloud to cloud. The slow and boring world 
seems to be populated by torpid creatures whose 
deep, sonorous speech lacks meaning. 

To other creatures, a quickling seems blindingly 
fast, vanishing into an indistinct blur when it moves. 
Its cruel laughter is a burs t of rapid staccato sounds, 
its speech a shrill squeal. Only when a quickling de
liberately s lows down, which it prefers not to do, can 
other beings properly see, hear, and comprehend 
it. Never truly at rest, a "stationary" quickling con
stantly paces and shifts in place, as though it can't 
wait to be off again. 

Quicklings have a capricious nature and are al
ways up to something. A quickling spends most of 
its time perpetrating acts of mischie f on s lower crea
tures. One rarely passes up an opportunity to tie a 
person's bootlaces together, move the stool a crea
ture is about to sit on, or unbuckle a saddle while no 
one is looking. 

Tricks of that sort are hardly the limit of their 
artful malice, however. They don't commit outright 
murder, but quicklings can ruin lives in plenty of 
other ways, s uch as by stealing an important letter, 
swiping coins collected for the poor, or planting a 
stolen item in someone's bag. 

QUICKLING 
Tiny Fey, Typically Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 16 
Hit Points 10 (3d4 + 3) 
Speed 120 ft. 

STR 
4 (-3) 

DEX 
23 (+6) 

CON 
13 (+l) 

INT 
10 (+0) 

WIS 
12 (+ 1) 

Skills Acrobatics +8, Sleight of Hand +8, Stealth +8, 
Perception +S 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15 
Languages Commo n, Sylvan 

CHA 
7 (-2) 

Challenge l (200 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Blurred Movement. Attack rolls against the quickling have dis
advantage unless it is incapaci tated or its speed is 0 . 

Evasion. If the quickling is subjected to an effect that a llows it 
to make a Dexterity saving throw to take only half damage, it 
instead takes no damage if it succeeds on the saving throw and 
only half damage if it fails, provided it isn't incapaci tated. 

ACTION S 

Multiattack. The quickling m akes three Dagger attacks. 

Dagger. Me/ee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5 ft . or 
range 20/60 ft. , one target. Hit: 8 (l d4 + 6) piercing damage. 
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REDCAP 
A redcap is a homicidal crealure born of blood lust. 
Redcaps, although small, have formidable strength, 
which Lhey use to hunt and kill without reservation 
or regret. 

In the Feywi ld, or wherever that plane touches the 
world at a fey crossing, if a sentient creature satis
fies its intense desire for bloodshed, one or more 
redcaps mighl appear where the blood of a slain 
foe soaks the ground. At first, new redcaps look like 
tiny bloodstained mushrooms just pushing their 
caps out of the soil. When moonlight shines on one 
of these caps. a creature that looks like a wizened 
and undersized gnome with a hunched back and a 
sinewy frame springs from the earth. The creature 
has a pointed leather cap, trousers of simi lar mate
rial. heavy iron bools, and a heavy bladed weapon. 
From the moment il awakens, a redcap cares only 
for murder and carnage, and it sets off to satisfy 
these cravings. 

To suslain its unnatural existence, a r edcap must 
soak its hat in the fresh blood of its victims. When 
a redcap is born, its hat is coated wilh wet blood, 
and it knows instinctively Lhat if Lhe blood isn't re
plenished at leasl once every three days, the redcap 
vanishes as if il had never been. A redcap's desi re to 
kill is rooted in ils will Lo survive. 

Redcaps don't usually operale in groups, but in 
some circumstances they might be found in the em
ploy of hags and evil mages. 

A lso, some redcaps are psychically connected to 
the beings whose murderous ac ts led to their birth. 
A redcap might use this innate connection to find 
and murder its creator. Others seek out their maker 
10 enjoy proximity 10 a kindred spirit. An individual 
responsible for the creation of several redcaps at 
the sa me site could attract an entire group to serve 
as cohorts. 

In any case, if a redcap works with another being, 
Lhe redcap demands 10 be paid in vic tims. A patron 
who tries to sLiAe a redcap's natural and neces
sary urge for blood risks becoming the redcap's 
next target. 
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REDCAP 
Small Fey, Typically Chaotic Evil 

Armor Class 14 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 45 (6d6 + 24) 
Speed 25 ft. 

STR 
18 (+4) 

DEX 
13 (+l) 

CON 
18 (+4) 

Skills Athletics +6, Perception +3 

INT 
10 (+O) 

WIS 
12 (+l) 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13 
Languages Common, Sylvan 

CHA 
9 (-1) 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) Proficiency Bonus +2 

Iron Boots. The redca p has disadvantage on Dexterity 
(Stealth) checks. 

Outsize Strength. While grappling, the redcap is considered 
to be Medium. Also, wielding a heavy weapon doesn't impose 
d isadvantage on its attack ro lls. 

A CTIONS 

Multiattack. The redcap m akes three Wicked Sickle attacks. 

Wicked Sickle. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit , reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 9 (2d4 + 4) s lashing damage. 

lronbound Pursuit. The redca p moves up to its speed to a crea• 
lure It can see and kicks with its iron boots. The target must 
succeed on a DC 14 Dexterity saving throw or take 20 (3dl0 + 
4) bludgeoning damage and be knocked prone. 



SELENELION TWIN 
Gleam and Glister a re h igh elf twins, who until 
recently performed amazing acts of ba lance a nd 
agility at the Witch light Carniva l. Together, they a re 
known as the S elenelion twins. (A selene lio n is a 
celestial event during a luna r eclipse in which the 
sun and the eclipsed moon can be observed at the 
same time, either jus t before sunse t or jus t a fte r 
sunrise, when both bodies appear jus t a bove the 
horizon at nearly opposite points in the sky.) 

Gleam and Glis te r were born during s uch a n 
event, and they a re blessed w ith m agical abilit ies 
tied to moonlight (Gleam) a nd sunlight (Glis ter), 
respectively. The twins a re easily dis tinguis hed by 
the masks they wear ; Gleam wears a c rescent moon 
mask, and Glis ter wears a sun mas k. 

Blessed by Corellon , the twins can each cha nge 
their sex at the end of a long rest, though one twin 
rarely does so without the othe r doing likewise. The 
accompanying s ta t block uses "s he" and "her" as 
each twin's default pronouns . 

The hvins are as fond of one anothe r as two s ib
lings can be. Gleam is the introvert of the pa ir, while 
Glister is the extrovert. Both have friendly, agree
able demeanors. Appendix D conta ins additiona l 
roleplaying notes for Gleam a nd Glis te r. 

SELENELION TuIN 
Mtdium Humanoid (Elf), Chaotic Good 

Armor Class 14 
Hit Points 33 (6d8 + 6) 
Speed 30 ft. 

STR 
7 (-2) 

DEX 
18 (+4) 

CON 
13 (+ 1) 

Saving Throws Dex +6, Cha +5 

INT 
12 (+ 1) 

WIS 
10 (+O) 

Skills Acro batics +8, S leight of Ha nd +6, Stealth +6 
Senses darkvis ion 60 ft., passive Perception 10 
Languages Common, Elvish 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) Proficie ncy Bonus +2 

Fey Ancestry. The Selenelion twins, Gleam and Glis te r, have 

advantage on saving th rows agains t b ei ng charmed, and magic 

can't put them to sleep. 

Regeneration. A Selenelion twin regains 5 h it points at the start 

of her turn as lo ng as both twi ns are alive and within ~0 feet_ 
of each other. A twin d ies o nly if she s tarts her turn with 0 hit 

points and doesn' t regenerate. 

Twin Bond. While both Selenelion twins are alive and on the 
same plane of existence, each is aware of the other's e motions. 

t:::; 

ACTIONS 

Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit. reach 5 ft. 
o r range 20/ 60 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d4 + 4) piercing damage. 

Moon Ray (Gleam Only; 3/ Day). Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit. 
range 60 ft. , one creature. Hit: 12 (2d8 + 3) radiant damage, 
and the target mus t succeed on a DC l3 Wisdom saving throw 
o r be transformed in to a bat fo r 1 minute, as though affec ted 
by a polymorph spell. The target can repeat the saving throw 
at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on 

a success. 

Sun Ray (Glister Only; 3/Day). Ranged Spell Allock: +S to hit, 
range 60 ft., one creature. Hit: 12 (2d8 + 3) radiant damage, 
and the ta rget must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw 
or be bl inded for 1 minute. The target can repeat the saving 
throw a t the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself 

on a success. 

Twin Sight (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). In her mind's 
eye, a Selenelion twin can see what the other twin sees for up 
to 1 minute, provided both twins are alive and on the same 
plane of existence. Maintaining this effect requires concentra

tion (as if concentrating on a spell). 
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ROLEPLAYING CARDS 

AGDON LONGSCARF THE ff ARENGON 
Cl \l'l ~ 111 11 L ti 

This harengon brigand is a n insufferable 
bragga rt a nd a daring thief who's willing to 
put himself in seemingly precarious s itua
tions when he has an audience, confide nt that 
his speed a nd cunning wi ll see him through 
dange r. He leads by example rather than 
by dictate. 

Alignment. Chaotic evi l. 
Personality Trait. "Respons ibility isn't 

really my thing." 
Ideal. "What's yours is mine; it's only a 

matter of time." 
Bond. "l have a reputation to uphold. I can't 

have it sullied by s illy concepts like honesty 
a nd gene rosity." 

Flaw. "My confidence is bound up in 
my scarf's powers. I'm quite the coward 
without it." 

ALAGARTHAS THE ELF PRINCE 
( II •\ PT ER 1 ) 0, 

This prince made a barga in with Endelyn 
Moongrave and is payi ng the price. He longs 
to return to his home in the Misty Forest a nd 
deal with the threat of a n evil green dragon 
that nests there. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "I a m a n elf, a nd time is 

on my s ide . I refuse to give up- ever." 
Ideal. "The elves of the Misty Forest will 

lose their homes a nd likely perish if that 
green dragon isn't s lain or driven off. I s ha ll 
deal with the dragon before it visits great 
harm on the forest and my people. That is 
what a prince is expected to do." 

Bond. "Ah, the Misty Forest! No other wood 
compa res to it in beauty a nd serenity." 

Flaw. "To relent is to s how weakness, and 
I s ha ll not be seen as weak. It is my destiny 
to be king." 
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AMIDOR THE DANDELION 
CH\l'flR 1 0 

This 3-foot-ta ll ta lking da ndelion finds poetry 
in everything and is quick to fa ll head over 
heels in love. A humble idealis t, Amidor never 
puts its own needs above the needs of othe rs. 

Alignment. Neutra l good. 
Personality Trait. "My speech drifts into 

flowery verse, if you'll pa rdon the pun. Allow 
me to demonstrate: Do not cry, my love! Let 
me catch your tears as faeries collect morning 
dew. Let me lift your spirits like a seed on 

the breeze!" 
Ideal. "The pursuit of true love compels 

me! Never s ha ll I wilt if I have s uch a cause to 

cha mpion." 
Bond. "The beautiful Pollenella- a vis ion 

in stripes." 
Flaw. "I cannot resist a pretty face or a heav

enly scent." 

ARGANTLE THE KORRED QUEEN 
CIIAPTER I )ON 

Queen Argantle s ports a generous beard a nd 
w his ke rs. Her ha ir is shorn on one side, from 
w here E nde lyn Moongrave recently s n ipped 
off the queen's precious, powerful locks. 
Argantle wears a n abunda nce of shale jew
elry that doesn't seem to weigh her down in 
the least. 

Alignment. Chaotic neutra l. 
Pers onality Trait. "My mood is as stormy 

as the skies of Yon, a nd I hurl boulde rs when 
I'm a ngry." 

Ideal. "Bitter End is a raving tyrant. I live in 
hope tha t one day we'll be free of that hag." 

Bond: "I have sworn to protect Lock
bury Henge, and I'll defend it with every 
last whisker." 

Flaw. "I a m quick to ma ke ene mies a nd 
s low to ma ke frie nds ." 
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BURLY THE BUGBEAR 
c 11 \ I' I L Jl l \\ I I ( 11 I IC 11 r ( \ R N I \' \ L 

Burly and his brother, Hurly, joined the car
nival as youngsters. Hurly disappeared a 
few months ago, and search pa rties failed to 
locate him. Miste r Witch a nd Mister Light 
convinced Burly to s tay with the carnival af
terward, rather than conti nue the search on 
his own. When he's not straining at some feat 
of athleticism, he's reading books of poetry. 

Alignment. Neutral good . 
Personality Trait. "I treat my brain like a 

muscle and try to keep it strong." 
Ideal. "I keep the peace. I don't advocate 

violence; I'm just doing my job." 
Bond. "After my brothe r disappeared, every

one in the carnival was so nice to me. I look 
out for them." 

Flaw. "Sometimes I forget my own strength 
and accidenta lly break things. Especially frag
ile things." 

(ANDLEFOOT THE MIME 
(; 11 ,\PTER I \\ITCIILICIIT C,\R, !\AL 

Candlefoot's appeara nce is strangely mono
chromatic, due to the chaotic magic of a reck
less sorcere r to whom he was apprenticed in 
his youth. After fleeing his maste r, Candlefoot 
found a home in the Witchlight Carnival. He 
can communicate only through mime until his 
stolen voice is re trieved from the ke nku war
lock, Kettlesteam. 

Alignment. Neutra l good. 
Personality Trait. "l s hrug a lot because 

I'm indecisive." 
Ideal. "Love has the power to conquer a ll." 
Bond. "My true love, Palasha, means ev

erything to me. I'd live my life's misfortunes 
a hundred times over if l knew the path that 
would lead me back to her." 

Flaw. "I'm afraid of my own re flection and 
avoid looking into mirrors. The Hall of Illu
sions terrifies me." 

(HUCKLEHEAD THE GOBLIN 
( I I I I I< I 1111 I 11 !' 

Chucklehead's real na me is Fug. He has a 
s trong affection fo r Mishka (the only child in 
Loom lu rch w ho doesn't fear or mock him) and 
treats he r like a younger s ibling. He resists 
any attempt to remove the maggot that lives 
in his head, because he fears losing it m ight 
turn him back into the uncaring, self-serving 
person he was previous ly. 

Alignment. Neutra l (neutra l evil without 
the maggot). 

Personality Trait. "I get a ngry when people 
make fun of my head." 

Ideal. "Not a ll goblins are the same. l mean, 
look at me." 

Bond. "Mishka is like my little sister. I don't 
like how Granny Nights hade treats he r." 

Flaw. "The maggot showed me my true 
self. I'll a lways love it for that, even as it 
eats my head." 

(LAPPERCLAW THE SCARECROW 
( Ii \l'TER l. Ill flll.:R 

Despite the loss of its original head, this child
sized scarecrow re tains an upbeat demeanor 
characterized by its affinity for gallows hu
mor. With its long claws and rattling gourd 
head, Clapperclaw knows it can be off-putting 
to strangers, a nd it relies on humor to de-
fuse tension. 

Alignment. Lawful neutral. 
Personality Trait. 'Tm generally positive, 

and I make jokes when f'm nervous or sense 
tension in the air." 

Ideal. '' I prefer to keep moving from place 
to place." 

Bond. "My original head. It was perfect ev
e ry way. I hope to get it back one day." 

Flaw. "I 'm self-conscious about my replace
ment head." 
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(RADLEFALL THE GREEN DRAGON WYRMLING 
I R rt I l I ~ 

Gra nny Nightshade reared Cradlefall from an 
egg. but the hag's alchemical incubation pro
cesses s tunted the dragon's growth, making 
him small even for a wyrmling. Cradlefall is 
Granny Nights hade's most loyal servant- a 
slither ing parcel of cruelty that's never far 
from her side. 

Alignment. Lawful evil. 
Personality Trait. "I hiss when I speak and 

slink around whomever I'm ta lking with.'' 
Ideal. "Terror is the best teacher, and fright

ened children make the best workers." 
Bond. "Skabatha Nights hade is my true. lov

ing mother. I mus t honor a nd protect her." 
Flaw. "My words are laced with veiled 

threats , even when I'm pretending to be nice." 

DIRLAGRAUN THE DISPLACER BEAST 
c II r t • \• T < P l I < 11 T ( I I \ \ I 

Dirlagraun was raised by a noble high elf fam
ily of the Summer Court a nd blessed with the 
abi lity to speak and unders tand Common and 
Sylvan. The displacer beast adores the com
pany of children and served as a nanny to the 
family's children. 

Dirlagraun's own offspring, a kitten named 
Star, went missing a few weeks ago. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "My tentacles flick in the 

air when my gua rd is up.r 
Ideal. "Nurture the young, for they a re the 

bright lights of tomorrow." 
Bond. 'Tm duty-bound to protect the young 

guests of the Witchlight Carniva l." 
Flaw. ·•1 can't forgive myself for the disap

peara nce of my cub, S ta r." 
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GLEAM THE ELF ACROBAT 
(II ll~ll ,0 

Gleam is blessed with kindness, grace, a nd 
the power of moonlight. She wears a crescent 
moon mask and is one-ha lf of an acrobatic 
duo called the Selenelion twins, a longside 
Glister, her sunny twin. Gleam wants to re
unite with he r twin and return to the Witch
light Carnival. where they belong. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. ''I'm s hy except when I'm 

on stage or under the Big Top." 
Ideal. "Everyone should be free to express 

themselves however they wish." 
Bond. "I love my tw in, Glister, with a ll my 

heart. I feel incomplete without her." 
Flaw. "I avoid confl ict. Even a simple argu

ment leaves me flustered and longing to be 
elsewhere." 

GLISTER THE ELF ACROBAT 
C I J>f,_p \0 

Glis ter is blessed with confide nce, grace, and 
the power of the s un. She wears a s uo mask 
and is one-ha lf of an acrobatic duo called the 
S elenelion twins, a longside Gleam, her shy 
twin. Glister is content to remain Endelyn's 
"guest" in Motherhorn if it means her sibling 
is safe from the hag's wickedness. 

Alignment. Chaot.ic good. 
Personality Trait. "I like to play with fire. 

I'm confident and take risks, even when the 
odds are s tacked against me." 

Ideal. "Everyone s hould be free to express 
themselves however they wis h." 

Bond. "I would sacrifice everything to pro
tect my twin ." 

Flaw. ''When I'm nol the center of attention, 
I become s ullen a nd moody." 
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HURLY THE BUGBEAR 
c1 ,r1r11 0 

Hurly's brusque nature and short temper 
made life in the Witchlight Carnival hard for 
him. His prickly demeanor stems from the 
fact that he lacks the talent to be what he 
wants to be: an entertainer. Mister Witch and 
Mister Light gave him menial jobs because 
they knew his limita tions. By allowing him to 
perform in her theater, Endelyn Moongrave 
confirmed what Hurly knew to be true: that 
Witch and Light were right all along. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "If 'dumb brute' is 

the only role I can play well, I guess that's 
what I 'll be." 

Ideal. "People might pretend to care about 
you, but when the play is over, they show you 
their true selves, and it's never pretty." 

Bond. "I miss my brother." 
Flaw. ''I'm quick to lose my temper." 

JINGLE JANGLE THE GOBLIN 

Jingle Jangle is a kind soul w ho refers to her
self in the third person. She has a knack for 
finding keys and is thrilled to add new ones to 
her collection. She a lso gives keys as gifts to 
those who need them . 

Jingle Jangle seeks a quiet life far away 
from locked doors and the intrigues of the fey 
courts . She moved to Telemy Hill to enjoy the 
hill's companions hip a nd protection. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "Jingle Ja ngle is thorough 

and fastidious. No cutting corners." 
Ideal. "Revel in your uniqueness, whether 

you're a goblin who likes keys or a n awakened 
hill with talking trees." 

Bond. 'Jingle Jangle kee ps her keys s hiny 
and clean." 

Flaw. "Jingle j a ngle is frightened by 
locked doors!" 

KETTLESTEAM THE KEN.KU 
('Ji l IC II T 

Kettlesteam delights in causing trouble at the 
carnival. She uses a combination of mimicry 
and conjured illusions to communicate: s he 
has overheard so many conversations that she 
can talk in one of several differe nt voices. 

Alignment. Chaotic ne utral. 
Personality Trait. 'Tm stubborn as a dog 

gnawing a bone (mimics the sound ofa dog 
gnawing a bone)." 

Ideal. "Malicious joy. J can't help but 
chuckle when people mess up (mimics the 
sound of someone s tumbling and others 
laughing)." 

Bond. " I have a fey pact with Zybilna of 
Prismeer (mimics the sound of the wind 
blowing through willows and faraway tin
kling bells).'" 

Flaw. "I have a volatile temper (mimics the 
sound of a kettle boiling over)." 

MISTER LIGHT 
C f-1 \ PT [ R I \\ \ R I\ 

Mister Light is the face of the Witch light 
Carnival. He's a loud, fla mboya nt ringleader 
who'll do anything to ma intain the carnival's 
happy atmosphere. 

Mister Light wears a harlequin suit a nd a 
jaunty hat. When he presides over the carni
val's Big Top, he s pa rkles like a disco ba ll. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "There's a lways some

thing for me to smile about.'' 
Ideal. ··Delight. I want everyone to feel the 

wonder that I feel each day in this place.'' 
Bond. "Mister Witch is my greates t friend 

a nd most trusted confida nt." 
Flaw. "I was the crueler of the two of us . 

long ago. Perhaps that streak of violence 
hasn't quite left me." 
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MISTER WITCH 
Cll\Pl!RI \\lf(HLICHTC\R I\J\L 

Mister Witch is businesslike and humorless 
as he deals with s ta ff a nd keeps the carniva l 
running on schedule. A smile on his visage is 
a ra re event, and it fades quickly. 

Mister Witch dresses w ith panache, though 
in muted tones, a nd always carries his magic 
pocket watch. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "I carefully consider my 

words before speaking them aloud." 
Ideal. "Caution. Thoughtless decisions lead 

to reckles s acts." 
Bond. "This carniva l is our opportunity for 

a new life , far away from the gloomy world we 
came from ." 

Flaw. ''I'm too confident in my own authority 
to see the seeds of doubt in the carniva l s taff." 

MORGORT THE 8ULLYWUG KNIGHT 
lll\PllR2 IIITll[R 

The Knight of Warts is known for her skill 
at piloting balloons. jus tice a nd mora l cla r ity 
guide her every action. Despite being held 
prisoner for treason, s he cla ims tha t her 
honor remains intact. Even if it means los ing 
her title , s he refuses to bow to King Cullop 
XIX or re nounce her friend a nd companion, 
Wigglewog, with whom s he conspired to help 
Sir Ta lavar escape Bavlorna's clutches. 

Alignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. "I s pit whenever I hear a 

coward o r a lia r speak." 
Ideal. "Honor is what makes a knight, eve n 

beyond duty or prowess with a weapon." 
Bond. '"Ba llooning. There's nothing quite 

like ta king flight in a balloon and going where 
the winds take you." 

Flaw. •· I'm a s nob who criticizes the s tate 
a nd quality of weapons wielded by others ." 
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NIB THE MISER 
CII.\P1FR3 flllllllR 

Nib (whose real na me is Me ryl Cabers tock) 
is a tall, rake-thin, e lderly ma n dressed in 
threadba re finery a nd a housecoat. He wears 
a blindfold to avoid glimpsing the appa ritions 
tha t curse him, but their presence still un
nerves him. 

AHgnment. Neutra l. 
Personality Trait. "I speak in a trembling 

voice a nd jump at the s lightest s hadow." 
Ideal. "I seek atoneme nt. I was the wors t 

of Waterdeep's s lumlords : ruthless, miserly, 
a od cold hearted. I s uppose I'd bette r do some 
good before I die." 

Bond. "My s pinning wheel is the key to my 
redemption." 

Flaw. "Yes, I'm scar ed. If you'd done a ll the 
things I've done, you'd be scared too." 

NORTHWIND THE TREANT SAPLING 
CH \ PT I:. R I \\ ITC II l IC 11 T C \RN I \· ·\L 

Nor thwind embodies the joys of s pring, find
ing childlike wonde r in eve rything from a 
story told by a s tra nger to a drop of morning 
dew. The sapling ha ils from a line ofFeywild 
treants a nd travels as the Witchlight Carni
va l's la ndscaper, laying down s ilk ribbons to 
form rivers a nd planting acorns tha t grow rap
idly into splendid oak trees. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "I love to hear s to ries. 

Tell me everything!" 
Ideal. 'J oy. Jus t look a t the world around us! 

Is n't it am azing?" 
Bond. "My a ncesto rs. One day I will grow 

into a n e normous tree a nd they will be 
so proud!" 

Flaw. "Oops! I s imply cannot keep a secret." 
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PALASHA THE MERMAID 
CH\111~1 \IT(IIIIC'IIIC\R I\Al 

Palasha is a n elega nt a nd operatic me rma id 

whose long fins billow even whe n s he's not un

derwaler. S he sculpls wate r wi th he r extraor

dinary voice, creating aslo unding dis plays of 

aquatic magic. P a lasha's d ista nt yet de ma nd

ing nature has earned he r a reputa tion for be

ing haughty, but really, s he's jus t s low to trust. 

Alignment. Chaotic goo d. 
Personality Trait. "I clic k my fingers at 

Lhose around me whe n f want some thing." 

Ideal. "l strive to bring beauty a nd wonde r 

into this world with the powe r of my voice." 

Bond. "Ca ndlefoot. r can be myself 

around him." 
Flaw. "I have trouble show ing my true feel

ings, which makes me seem a loof." 

PINCUSHION THE LIVING DOLL 
Cll.\l'T R.) TIIITHEP 

Pincushion is S kabatha ights hade's child

hood doll- an animated nanny brought to 

life by Baba Yaga to he lp educate S kabatha . 

The doll's magic has ke pt it well preserved, 

despite its great age. Gra nny Nights hade has 

put Pincushion in cha rge of producing fabric 

for her toy works hop- a jo b the doll cons iders 
beneath it. 

Alignment. Neutral evil. 
Personality Trait. "1 be have like the 

conceited mis tress of a high-socie ty fash
ion house." 

Ideal. "l want Skabatha to respect a ll I've 
done for her." 

Bond. "Nobody knows more about fas hion 
than I do.'' 

Flaw. "I crave fla ttery.'' 

CH,\ PT l- R 5 P \ I ,\( I· 0 I I ii P I , Dr IR~ 

Shon knows tha t Zybilna is the a rchmage lgg

wilv in a new form-a cha nge for the be tter, in 

his estimation. He would never cross Zybilna . 

to whom he owes his career. 

Shon a nd his "hump" (a gia nt wolf s pide r 

named Gray that rides on Shon's back) a re 

never apart fo r very long. 
Alignment. Neutra l. 
Personality Trait. "I like books more 

tha n people.'' 
Ideal. "Knowledge is a great thing, but not 

in the ha nds of imbeciles and bullies. Knowl

edge mus t be protected from those who would 

abuse it.'' 
Bond. "I look a fte r Gray, a nd Gray looks 

a fter me." 
Flaw. "lf you're put off by my abrasiveness , 

know that l couldn't care less. I don't need a ny 

more friends.'' 

SIR TALAVAR THE FAERIE DRAGON 
CI-I\PT[R2 llllJEP 

S ir Talava r is a n esteemed member of the 

Seelie Cou rt a nd a loyal vassal of the S um

me r Queen. Many of S ir Talavar's squires 

have gone on to become knig hts of great 

renown. The venerable fae rie dragon has a n 

e ncouraging, can-do de meanor a nd a n unwav

ering sense of honor. 
AJ.ignment. Lawful good. 
Personality Trait. "My speech is rid

dled with references to adventures l have 

under taken." 
Ideal. "A little kind ness goes a long way.'' 

Bond. " f am but a humble vassal of Her 

Magn ificence, the S ummer Queen.'' 

Flaw. ''My knightly oaths a re tested most 

s trongly by my craving for hard candy." 
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SOWPIG THE GHOUL 
C' 11 \ PT l R I \\ I l C' 11 I I C. 11 T C \ R I /\ I 

( I I \ I' r E R 'i T 11 I T 11 [ R 

Skabatha Nightshade encounte red lhis 
sma ll ghoul while collecting grave dust in 
a cemetery on the Material Plane. The hag 
brought Sowpig to Loomlurch and fed her 
bowls of carrion. Sowpig lures children 
from the Witch light Carnival into the hag's 
clutches so that Gra nny Nightshade can put 
them to work in her toy shop. 

Alignment. Chaotic evil. 
Personality Trait. "I tend to stand s ilently, 

staring and saying nothing." 
Ideal. "Children need work to keep them 

out of trouble. Those toys a ren't going to 
make themselves." 

Bond. "I serve Granny, who made me 
what r am today. I would never betray her." 

Flaw. 'Tm a soulless husk incapable 
of remorse." 

SQUIRT THE OILCAN 
c 11 \ I' 1 r R 3 T I I I r 11 E R 

Originally a nonsentient oilcan, Squirt was 
carried to the Feywild by dwarves hoping to 
harvest boggle oi l. T hough the expedition was 
a success, the dwarves were put to s leep by 
pixie magic. During a celebration that e rupted 
around them, an elf used her magic to a ni
mate the oilcan in jest. Having come a live at 
a party, Squirl was imbued with the urge to 
seek out fun wherever it can be fou nd. 

Alignment. Chaotic neutral. 
Personality Trait. "Why do something 

yourself when you can have someone else do 
it for you?" 

Ideal. "No use s itti ng about getting rus ty 
when there's fun to be had. Let's party!" 

Bond. ''I'm running on fumes here. I 
need oil." 

Flaw. 'Tm too tired to fly today. You 
carry me." 
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STAGEFRIGHT THE GOBLIN 
C 11 •\ I' l L ~ I \ 0 

This goblin's real na me is Onk. He oversees 
the goblin laborers who work behind the 
scenes at Mothe rhorn. He also serves as the 
theater's master of ceremonies. 

Stagefright carries a fool's scepter lopped 
with a visage s imila r to his, and he talks to the 
inanimate scepter as if it were al ive (which it 
is not). Arguments between the two-or, more 
precisely, Stagefright and himself- always 
end with Stagefright bashing the scepte r's 
head against something hard. 

Alignment. Chaotic neutra l. 
Personality Trait. "My scepter would have 

you believe it can do a better job than I can, 
but time a nd agai n, I prove it wrong." 

Ideal. "Chaos! I thrive in it." 
Bond. "The stage is my world. Without it, 

I wither." 
Flaw. "I treat everyone Like props." 

THACO THE (LOWN 
CII \l'TER I \\'ITC Ill IC fl r C \R1 I\ \L 

Thaco is the longest-serving Witchlight hand, 
but no one really knows his history and 
scarcely any dare to ask, for he a lmost never 
speaks and harbors a malicious streak that is 
ke pt in check by Mister Witch. He paints his 
face with a grin and puffs on a bubble pipe. 
Thaco has retired from performing and no 
longer stages his knife-throwing act d ue to an 
unfor tuna te incident that took place in the Big 
Top some time ago. 

Alignment. Chaotic ne utral. 
Personality Trait. ·•1 pre fe r not to talk. 

When I must, I say as little as possible." 
Ideal. "Everyone should mind their own 

business." 
Bond. "My bubble pipe- if anyone touches 

it, they lose a finger." 
Flaw. "I can't stand childre n. They're 

like roaches." 
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THINNINGS THE BUTLER 
clf\Pf!P'i P\L\(f 01 IIIARf [HSIR( 

Zybilna's butler appears as a lanky ma n clad 

in faded brown clolhes. Th innings longs to 

see Prismeer's a rchfey freed from temporal 

stasis and her enemies fed their comeup

pance. He helps a nyone whose goals align 

with his own, but he abhors violence and 

shuns combat. 
Alignment. Neutral. 
Personality Trait. "I crave secrets." 

/deal. "Hos pitality, ownership, reciprocity

the rules of conduct must be respected." 

Bond. "I have pledged my fealty to Zybilna 

of Prismeer, and 1 am nothing if not he r 

loyal servant." 
Flaw. "Don't expect me to come to your 

rescue. I didn't get this far by be ing brave or 

foolhardy." 

VANSEL THE SATYR 
CII \PTER 2 HITHER 

The satyr Vansel is a vagabond who travels 

the Feywild in a constant state of amusement 

at whatever befalls him. He enjoys bathing 

and splashing in water, picking flowers, and 

eating wild mushrooms. He bas no s hame 

with regard to who he is and what he looks 

like, and he has a knack for small ta lk, rev

eling in the opportunity to cha t with anyone 

about anything. 

Alignment. Chaotic good. 

Personality Trait. "Nothing dampens 
my spirits." 

. Ideal. "There's fun and de light to be found 

in every experience." 

Bond. "Wonders abound in the Feywild, 

and I would never dream of leaving it.'' 

Flaw. "1 laugh in the face of da nger, often to 
my detriment." 

WILL OF THE fEYWILD 
C 11 ,\ P I E R J T ~ I I 1 11 l I~ 

Will looks like a n 11-yea r-old lad dressed in 

a homemade tunic and a spide r si lk cloak. 

He is the polymorphed form of an oni na med 

Mugan, who served Granny Nights hade until 

a curse changed his alignment from lawful 

evil to chaotic good. Will's time in the forests 

of Thither has imbued him with a persona lity 

common among fairykind: boastful, impul

sive, and full of mirth. 
Alignment. Chaotic good. 
Personality Trait. "I like to s trike a diffe r

e nt pose with every sentence 1 speak." 

Ideal. "Eve ry child mus t das h free a nd 

wild, like me!" 
Bond. "For the Getaway Gang to flourish, 

we need more members. Not adults, mind 

you, jus t kids like me!" 
Flaw. "I'm as s tubborn a nd slippery as a 

toad. I won't and I s han't, but I will if r can't!" 

ZYBILNA OF PRISMEER 
CHAPTER'> PAL ·\CE or !IE \RT(; DI tRr 

Jggwilv was a brillia nt, ca lculati ng figure 

hardly prone to emotiona l outbursts, but as 

Zybilna, she allows he r emotions to run ram

pant a nd is more likely to find herself in the 

grip of happiness, anger, or mela ncholy. This 

is the price s he pays to exert control over the 

Feywild a nd impose her will on the domain 

of Pris meer. 
Alignment. Chaotic neutral. 
Personality Trait. "r have become more 

temperamental in my old age." 
Ideal. ··t used to believe tha t emotions a nd 

kindness were s igns of wea kness. Now I see 

their strength." 
Bond. "Prismeer is my home now." 
Flaw. "My mother, Baba Yaga, warned me 

that a rrogance would be my undoing, 'as 

s ure as stars light the night sky.' She might 

be right." 
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APPENDIX E 

STAGEFRIGHT'S LINES 

····················· ···················· · ··· · ···· · ············ · ·· ········ · ····················· ··················· . . . . . 
Did you speak? I thought 'twas the 

braying of an ass. 
You dare speak of this, rascal? 

l . . . . .. ............................ ........................ ~ .........•...•.............•....... .......••..........• . . . 

. 

Not even otyughs would 
dine on this . 

On the contrary, I acknowledge 
all your faults. 

. 
• 

. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. -. . . . .. ............................................................................. . . 
Am I to make pie from 

these crumbs? 

. . . . 
My liege, he's dead. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .................................................................................. 
Are you the lord here? I bring dark 

tidings from afar. 

. . . . . . 
It seems we are in a bit of a pickle. 

. . . ················· · ··· ······ ············ ················-························································ . . . 
You would make a mistress of the 

moon, if it shone on you . No, master! He turned to stone. 

•............................. .. ............ ............ ~ ................•....................................... . . . . . . . . 
: You have Lit my lantern wick, that's But I am your son! : 

for sure! I am aflame. 
. . ................................................................................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . 

You! Fetch my steed! Murder! Oh, murder! 

: ....................................................... ·=··························· ........ ·····················= . : 
'Tis said that in Veluna they 

eat such things. Hurts, doesn't it? 

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 
. ·················~························································: 

Careful, whelp. Far greater than 
thou hath perished for less. This portends an unpleasant day. 

. . ........................................................................................................... . . . . . . . . 

. 

Hold on to thy seat. This trail has 
more bumps to come! 

What manner of ghoul is this I see 
before me? 

: • •I•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ■ • • • • • • . -----............•.........•. ·=· .....•.....••..•....•.............•.•....•..•.......... : 

. 
I feel I have inherited much from 

this meeting. 
Knaves, footpads, and liars. I am 

in good company! 
: ................... . . ................. •: ............... . . .............. . 

Stop saying that! Are you a fool? Even a beholder wouldn't have 
seen that one coming! 

......................................................... : ............. ... ....... -... . . ............... . 
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.................................................................... ..-.-_. 

: . ················--······················: 
Hurry! 'Tis best I clie quickly. I would tear the world in two 

for a quaff. 
: ....................................................... .:. ......................... . . : .......................... . 

Lend me your hand. There is 
something I must show you. How now, friend. Why the 

long face? 
: ..•.....•...•...•...•.... . . ....... -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . . . . . . 

I would not wish you upon a toad. I shall make a banquet of 
your dreams. 

:························································:·······················································= 
You beastly little imp! 

: ............................•.......................... ·= 

Oh, let us make merry again soon! 

Hush, my sweet dumpling. 

............................ -.......................... : 
We danced too long; now all the 

music is gone. 
. . ................................................................................ ........ ·· ·· ·· ············· ·· 

Night comes, and we must away! 

I smell a foul wind. 

Such humor. I can barely 
hold my sides. 

Who goes there, on this 
woebegone, rain-lashed night? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .......... . . . . 
Tomorrow should dawn merrier. 

The words catch in my throat. 
I cannot speak them! 

.•.......•.................•....•..............••...... ·=· ..•............ .. .............. : 
My hope is shriveled like a grape. 

Let us make wine of it! 
That is a goatish look you have 

upon your face. 
. 

:·········· ·············································~··············· · ·· · . . .. --.............. . 

Tell me what I must do. 
Is that a hoot or a growl? 

It chills my blood! 

:·······················································~ ··················· ····· · ....... .... ... .. . 
.................. 

Speak only good news! My mood 
is leaden. . . 

A tailor could not sew a finer lie. 

:·······················································.:. ....................................................... : . . . 
I think I'll hide in the chimney. 

Silence , piglet! You have 
s quealed enough . 

:·····················································• .. . : ...................... _ .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 

Enough! I shall not be kicked 
by any mule! 

This dream shall soon end. 

: ..................... . ................... : .............. ... ..... ......... ... .. .. ...... ............ ! 

An unnecessary footnote, you are. 

As for this one: le t your 
sword speak. 

: .......................................................... : .............. ~······-
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··························································································-··········-·········--. . . . . . . . 
A runt has no place among giants. I shall not rest 'til the deed is done. 

. . . . . . ············· · ···· ····· ····· ·· ····· ····················~······················································ ·· . . . 
Perhaps 1 shaU have that drink, 

after all. 

. . . . 
My enemies are dead, yet I 

hunger still. 

: ........................ . . . 
····················-······················································ ·· . . . 

Awake! The time is upon us. This is no night for joy. 

: ............................................. . . ........ ·:· ........................................................... . . 
Strange bedfeUows, these ones. See, 'twas I all along! 

· ·· · ······ ···· ·· · ··········· · ····· ·· ··· · ··· · ·········••❖•····················································· 

I have a wicked thought, if you 
will hear it. 

. 
Here's some gristle to chew upon. 

. . ....................... . ... . ............................. ~ ............. .• ... . .•.. ............. ................... : 

Well, here is a serpent! I feel like a giant stepped 
on my head. 

. . . . . . .... ....... ........................ .... ................ ·-····················· ·· ·· ······ ·· ··· ···················· . . . . . 
Two truths told. A lie is sure 

to follow. 
All is lost! No prayer can 

save us now! 
. . . . ........................................................ ~ . ........................................... ... ......... . . . . . 

I warn you: my patience has sunk. Oh, for a sword! 

. . : ......................................................... ~························································: . . . . . . . . . . . 
· It seems l am betrayed. · What malice are you planning? 

. . . . . . ........................................................... ~ .............................................................. . . . . . . . . . 
Have you met my husband? What fresh horror is this? 

. 
. . ....................................................................................................................... . . . . 

Bar the door! They're here! Something stirs below. 

. . . . ·······················································-················ ............................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Let me answer this one. See! I blush red as a radish . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ·=· ............... . .............................................. . 

From this wound I shaU not 
recove r. You have slain me. This truly is the worst outcome. 

. . 
······················ -·-· .. ····························~···························· ............................. : 

Let us dance in the whistling wind! Tomorrow, at sunrise, I shall no 
longer be here. 

·················································· ........ : •....•..••.•.•.... . •. .... ················~············· 
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